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ABSTRACT
This volume of the two-volume report consists of appendices representing
technical papers supplied to a team of U.S. investigators during a particulate control technology assessment visit to Japan. The visit included
discussions with personnel from universities, industries, and major
installations involved with particulate control. Significant research
activities were noted 1n both the academic and industrial sectors related
to particulate control and measurements.
The report proper, EPA-600/7-78-110, summarizes the results of the
individual discussions, observations during the tours, and discussions
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Summary
Modes of back discharge occurring in the electrostatic precipitator
were studied using. instead of a dust layer, the model samples of glass
and mica plates with a pin-hole, and tissue papers.

It was confirmed

that back discharge started to occur when the apparent field strength
in the sample layers exceeded its breakdown field strength.

Back discharge

became to be a streamer corona under atmospheric condition.

It could be

classified into space streamer mode, surface streamer..JJ'lode and

'!'!!e~

streamer mode, depending upon the field distribution around the breakdown
.
-·---- point in the sample layers. The first and the third modes occurred when
the field strength in the air gap, Ea, exceeded about 5 kV/cm, and positive
ions were generated in the whole gas space.

The second mode appeared when

Ea was lower than about 5 kV/cm, and ion generation,was limited to the
near surface region.

Among the factors affective on the back discharge,

the dust resistivity was the most essential.

For low dust resistivity,

space streamers tended to develop from the breakdown points when the
applied voltage was raised.

For high dust resistivity, on the other

hand, the number of breakdown points increased and surface discharge was
pronounced.
corona.

Remarkable'difference in modes was seen when using positive

Neither space streamer nor surface discharge occurred and the

flashover voltage was higher than that with negative corona.
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1.

Introduction
Back discharge is one of the most difficult problems in electrostatic

precipitators impairing their performance in many industrial plants. (l)
This is an abnormal kind of discharge which is triggered by breakdown in
a high resistivity dust layer deposited on the collecting electrode and
which lmiers the flashover voltage, reducing particle charge and causing
a severe drop in collection efficiency.

The nature of back discharge

depends on many factors such as the electrical properties of the dust
layer and the chemical properties of the particles themselves, and its
form is very complicated. Therefore more intensive and basic investigations
are required to solve the back discharge problem. and also to assess
precipitator performance, when back discharge occurs.
Back discharge occurring when using negative corona can be classified
into two major discharge modes. One is the streamer mode, occurring
with high gas density, the other the glow corona mode, occurring with
low gas density.
Normally streamers. formed at the

brea~down

point on the layer,

proceed into the gas space towards the discharge electrode or to the
accunulated charges on the dust surface. or in both directions, depending
upon the field distribution around the starting point.

It is appropriate

to classify the streamer mode into three sub-modes; space streamer mode,
surface streamer mode and mixed streamer mode. The third one appears
in most of the practical cases.
In this paper, an experimental study on the back discharge of streamer
mode carried out under atmospheric pressure and room temperature is
reported. Studies on the back discharge of a glow corona mode will be
reported separately.< 2>
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2.

Initiation condition and initial mode of back discharge
At first the initiation condition and the initial mode of back

discharge was studied using a

nt~edle

to plane electrode system, located

inside a thermostat where humidity could also be controlled.

It was

tested whether the initiation of back discharge was governed by the
breakdown field strength of a layer, Eds, measured separately using
-parallel plane electrodes.

In order to change Eds of a sample, two

glass plates, each having a pinhole, were used on top of one another as
the layer sample, as indicated in Fig.l.

By altering the position of

one plate and thus changing the distance between the holes, the value
of Eds could be changed. The resistivity of the glass plate, pd, was
6 x 1011 ohm-cm and the diameter of the pinhole was 0.5 mn. The thickness
of one plate was 2.0 mn.

An image intensifier tube (EMI, type 9912) was
used at its maximum gain (about 106) to observe a back discharge glow

at its initiation.

Current pulse was observed at the same time by a

cathode ray oscilloscope with a band width of 10 MHz.
The breakdown field strength of the layer in corona field at the
initiation of back discharge, Eds', was estimated as follows.< 3>
Voltage-current density (V-J) curves with the layer for various values
of Eds were measured, where J represents average current density at the
measuring electrode.

They are shown by solid curves 1, 2 and 3 in Fig.2

when the electrode gap was 60 mm.

In the same figure, the air load V-J

curve (without glass plates) was plotted by a dotted line, the plane
electrode being raised to the position of the surface when the glass
plates were present. i.e. a gap of 56 mm.

The voltage across the glass

plates, AV, is given by AV= V - v•, where V and V' are the electrode
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voltages corresponding to the same value of current density. J, with and
without the glass plates. respectively.

With the increase in applied

voltage from zero. a Trichel pulse current appeared at the measuring
electrode when corona started at the needle electrode.

With the voltage

further increased. repetition frequency of the Trichel pulse current
increased and D.C. current component appeared as shown in Fig.3-a. This
D.C. current component also increased when voltage was increased. When
the point Ai (i

=

1 - 3) (Fig.2) was reached. feeble but continuous glow

appeared at the pinhole (Fig.3-b-2). leading to a slight non-linear increase
in current. Breakdown of the layer at the pinhole occurred at this point.
The current wave form at this point is shown in Fig.3-b-l. We took this
point as the initiation point of back discharge.

From the value of

AV at this point. (AV)o, and the layer thickness. t. we get Eds'

=

(AV)o I t.

The values of Eds' thus obtained at the points A1 - A3 in Fig.2 were
compared with those of pd x Jo, where pd is the layer resistivity and
Jo the current density at the corresponding points. A good agreement
could be seen between Eds' and pd x Jo as indicated in Table 1. The
values of Eds measured using parallel plane electrodes are also given.
The values of Eds' agreed well with these values.

This suggests that

the breakdown of the layer occurred at a layer field strength nearly
equal to Eds measured by a parallel plane electrode system.

This continuous

glow mode of back discharge at its initial stage should be considered as
a kind of glow discharge.

Hence this should be refered to as "onset-glow

mode".

It should be distinguished from the more intense "steady-glow mode"
appearing under the conditions to be reported separately.< 2>
With the further increase in voltage, a very small surface streamers
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randomly appeared at the limited region around the upper edge of the
pinhole (Fig.3-c-2) at point Bi (i = 1 - 3) in Fig.2, corresponding to
2
2
J = 0.5 to 1.0 x 10- 7 A/cm • (The expression of current density in A/cm
lost its sense here, since most of the current flew through the pinhole
hereafter.)

Fig.3-c-l indicates current pulse of this streamer, which

should be refered to as an "onset-streamer". The Trichel pulse current
was still observed to exist. When the voltage was slightly raised above
points Bi, space streamers and large surface streamers occurred from
the pinhole at point ICi (i

=1

- 3) in Fig.2 (see Fig.3-d-2), accompanied

by large current pulses (Fig.3-d-l). A more intense rise in current
occurred beyond these streamer starting voltages.

It should therefore

be noted that the criterion for occurence of the layer breakdown
should be clearly distinguished from that for occurence of streamers
which are the essential cause for rapid current increase.

In the field

measurements of V-J curves, only the initiation points of streamers
could be detected because of much higher signal to noise ratio expected.
For glass plate with a pinhole described above, the onset-glow appeared
at the layer breakdown voltage.

However, when a sufficiently high
15
resistivity layer, such as a mica plate with a pinhole (pd > 10 ohm-cm),

was used, a random breakdown occurred at first.

With a slight increase in

voltage, it was followed by a repetitive breakdown, as indicated in
Fig.3-e.

Then this was followed by a stable onset-glow. Hence, the layer

breakdown voltage, Vb, was different from the starting voltage of the
onset-glow, Vo, in this case. The streamer discharge in gas space is
followed by a flashover occurring at a voltage much lower than that without
back discharge.

Thus there are four major critical voltages for back
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discharge under atmospheric condition; layer breakdown voltage Vb,
onset-glow starting voltage Vo, streamer starting
flashover voltage Vs.

voltage~st

and finally

The random breakdown, onset-glow and onset-streamer

constitute an initial stage of back discharge where the current rise
remains still comparatively low.

This stage should be refered to as

"onset-stage".

3.

Back discharge in streamer mode
With the increase in voltage beyond the point Ci in Fig.2, streamers

are emitted either into gas space towards discharge electrode or along the
surface of the layer, or in both directions.

Hence, back discharge in this

mode should be refered to as "streamer mode", more

specifical~

space

streamer mode, surface streamer mode and mixed streamer mode as a combination
of the former two.

When the voltage was further raised, space streamer

proceeded towards the discharge electrode and it bridged across the
electrode gap until it finally turned into flashover.

It could be expected

that the most essential factors deciding the respective mode of streamers
would be the strengths of tangential and vertical field around the breakdown
point of the layer as well as corona current.
studied separately.

Thus, these effects were

The detailed mechanism of propagation for these streamers

will be discussed in another paper~ 4 )
3.1

Effects of vertical field and curr.ent
Along with the study of the effect of vertical field, Ea, that of the

corona current density, J, was also investigated.

These two factors,

Ea and J, are closely coupled to each other in an actual precipitator,
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while their magnitudes at back discharge initiation largely differ from
case to case, depending upon the dust layer resistivity as described in
section 3.3.

To investigate the effects of these two factors separately,

a grid electrode was inserted between the needle and plane electrodes as
shown in Fig.4.

A transient fluctuation in the grid electrode potential

was eliminated by using a condenser of 0.5 µf capacity connected paralled
to its H.V.source.

By the change in needle electrode voltage Va and

grid electrode potential Vg, vertical field strength Ea and current
density J could be varied independently.

The value of Ea was calculated

from the ratio Vg I (grid-to-plane spacing).

In these experiments two

glass plates each having a pinhole (0.5 mm in diameter) were used as
before. The resistivity was 6 x 1011 ohm-cm and the breakdown field
strength 20.7 kV/cm.

Fig.5 shows curves of current density J plotted

against voltage of needle electrode Va with the grid potential Vg being
kept constant.

The mode and current wave form of back discharge under

atmospheric condition were observed with the aids of an image intensifier
tube and a cathode ray oscilloscope.

From these observations and the

curves in Fig.5, the mode diagram of back discharge was depicted on
Ea-J domain as shown in Fig.6-a.

No back discharge occurred in region I

because of low current density.

When the current exceeded a certain value

. at which the layer breakdown condition described before was fulfilled,
back discharge in the onset-glow mode occurre<) in ·region II {see Fig.3-b-2).
The further increase in current resulted in the onset-streamers occurring
around the edge of the pinhole in region Ill (see Fig.3-c-2).

It should

be noted that the critical current densities for the transitions between
regions I, II and III were nearly constant respectively independent of
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Ea, as is shown by the flat curves A and B. The two regions II and III
should be refered to as "onset-stage"

region~

w·ith the further increase

in current beyond the other critical curves C and D, back discharge in
the streamer modes (surface and mixed streamer modes) took place in region

IV and

v.

The region IV, for lower value of

Ea,

is the surface streamer

region where the surface streamer mode was predominant and space streamers
were few (see Fig.6-b).

In this region current density J saturated at

curve E because of space charge limitation (see Fig.5), and no flashover
could be resulted between the grid and the plane electrodes. Whereas in
region V, when Ea exceeded 5 kV/cm. both the surface and space streamers
occurred to form the mixed streamer mode (see Fig.7-b). Again the critical
current density for the transition from the region III to IV and V was
nearly constant, except for a corner area G. When· J· in the region V
exceeded curve F, the streamer turned into a flashover.

The critical value

of the field strength between regions IV and V (curve H) was about 5 kV/cm
under the atmospheric pressure and room temperature, which had been taken
as a criterion for the occurence of streamer under these conditions.
should, however, be noted that the

initi~tf on

It

and growth of space and

surface streamers is\also governed by current density J.
3.2 Effect of tangential field
In the present case where the surface resistivity of the layer is
extremely high, the surface charge would be firmly bound to its original
position.

In this case the tangential field around the breakdown point

will become a f1.r1ction of the surface charge density on the layer, o o• at
the

instant~f

breakdown at which the potential of the breakdown point
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becomes almost zero.

The value of a 0 in turn is given by e:Eds where e: is

the dielectric constant of the layer.

If o 0 is sufficiently high, the

breakdown of the point will directly trigger the surface streamer.

In the

opposite case onset-glow appears prior to the occurence of surface streamer,
so far as the vertical field strength in gas space is not sufficiently high
for the space streamer to be triggered.

Such a high vertical field

strength does not normally exist at the initiation of back discharge, unless
the layer resistivity is in the range of 5 x 10 10 to 1011 ohm-cm as
discussed later.
was studied.

Thus, the effect of oo on back discharge in streamer mode

Two glass plates were used as before so that Eds and, hence,

ao could be changed.

Photographs of the back discharge for two values

of breakdown strength are shown in Fig.7.

When Eds was 13.8 kV/cm, a space

streamer was dominant proceeding to the discharge electrode (Fig.7-a).
When Eds was 33.8 kV/cm, the mixed streamer mode appeared where a remarkable
surface streamer in the vicinity of the pinhole could be observed (Fig.7-b).
This was because the tangential field strength became larger as o 0 increased.
The surface discharge became especially dominant when the value of a 0
exceeded about 5 x 10- 9 C/cm2•

3.3 Effect of dust resistivity
A tissue paper was used as a sample in this experiment.

This was

because its apparent resistivity pd could easily be changed from 108 to
10 14 ohm-cm by adjusting the ambient hllllidity. Thus the effect of pd on
the back discharge mode under normal temperature was studied.

Voltage9
current density curves for different values of pd' ranging from 6 x 10
to 2 x 10 13 ·ohm-cm, are shown in Fig.8 where the electrode gap was kept
at 60 mn.

Photographs of the back discharge for three different values
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or pd are shown in Fig.9, where the values of J were in the same order.
When the resistivity was 6 x 109 ohm-an (curve 1 in Fig.8), no back
discharge occurred t.mtil flashover took place at V = 65 kV and J

= 7.6

µA/an 2•

For the case of needle to plane electrode system and experimental conditions
investigated, the initiation condition of back discharge, Eds

~

pd x Jo,

did not become to be fulfilled prior to the occurence of flashover when
pd was lower than about 5 x 1010 ohm-cm. In other words. the initiation
voltage of back discharge was higher than the flashover voltage of

~e.;

gap because of too low value of pd. When the value of pd slightly exceeded
this critical value, space streamers occurred as soon as the layer broke
down, owing to the large voltage drop across the gas space. For instance,
when the resistivity was 0.9 x 1011 ohm-an (curve 2), the streamer starting
voltage Vst was about 27 kV.

The m.1nber of breakdown points was less

and streamers proceeded into space towards the discharge electrode, as
shown in Fig.9-a.

The occurence of space streamers lowered the flashover

voltage Vs to a great extent. It was observed that, when pd was between
about 5 x 1010 and 0.9 x 1011 ohm-cm, excessive sparking tended to occur.
In this range of Pd• Vst would be lowered with the increase in pd' so that
it finally becomes lower than Vs as in the case of curve 2 in Fig.8.
A slight increase in voltage beyond Vst would cause flashover because
Vst remained still close to Vs. For pd higher than 1012 ohm-cm (curve
3 and 4), the back discharge streamers started to occur at a much lower
voltage and current density. There was a larger interval between Vst and
Vs so that the excessive sparking disappeared. There were more breakdown
points with a general glow surrounding each point.

In this case a surface

glow daninated and space streamers were few. This tende'lCY became
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pronounced with the increase in pd (Fig.9-c).
The different discharge modes were caused by the difference in the
ratio of the voltage drop across the dust layer to that across the gas
space.

If the resistivity was high, the voltage drop across the dust

layer was high even at a low current density on the initial stage of back
discharge, whereas the voltage drop across the gas space was low.

As a

result, the development of a space streamer was suppressed, and a surface
discharge occurred.

In this case many weak points broke down and the

current increased readily without excessive sparking. However, when
voltage was raised, the space streamer occurred· also in this case, taking
the form of a general glow bridging across the gap. A more severe
increase in current occurred at this later stage.

It can be seen that

flashover occurred almost at the same voltage inspite of a large difference
in pd' once back discharge occurred. This agrees well with the results
of G.W. Penney, CS) i.e. the flashover voltage of back discharge was not
affected by· the value of resistivity.

This flashover voltage was almost

half the value of that under non-back discharge condition.
3.4 Charging efficiency in different regions
For negative corona, back discharge is a source of positive ions
to produce a bipolar ion atmosphere in gas space.

The effect on particle

charging, however, is different depending on the mode of back discharge.
In the surface streamer mode, the ion source is considered to be surfacelike, but in the space or mixed streamer modes, ion generation in space
may occur.

These were confirmed by measuring particle charge using the
electrode system as shown in Fig.lo.< 6> This system enabled the change
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in back discharge mode by changing the field strength between grid and plane
electrodes, Ea (see Fig.6). A steel ball, 3.0 nm in diameter, was dropped
between plane and grid electrodes and its saturation charge was measured
by a Faraday cage.

Distance between plane and grid electrodes was 50 nm,

grid to discharge electrodes 30 nm, and a mica plate having many pinholes
was used as a layer. Fig.11 is an example of the results obtained, showing
the saturation charge of a steel ball as a function of its position d from
the plane electrode.

The values indicated in the bracket represent the

theoretical saturation charge due to monopolar ions, calculated from
Pauthenier's equation.CJ) In the surface streamer region (curve 1), the
value of charge was about 90 % less than the theoretical value but the
sign of particle charge remained the same as that of the discharge electrode.
The value of charge decreased as the particle crossed nearer the plane
electrode.

This result indicates that the back discharge of this mode

can be considered as a surface-like ion source so that the density of
In the mixed streamer region where

positive ions decreased into the space.

space streamer was pronounced (curve 2), particle charge scattered largely.
around its average value which was a fairly high positive value and almost
the same regardless of position.

This

res~lt

might indicate that positive

ions were generated abundantly inside the whole space and took dominant
role in particle charging. The effect of streamer tip to collide with
a particle might also be a factor.
region between the foregoing two.

The curve 3 represents the transition
In this case particle charges were

·also positive but as low as in the case of curve 1.
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3.5 Back discharge with positive corona
It was observed that the mode of back discharge with positive
corona at the needle was completely different, as shown in Fig.12.
Tissue paper was used and the electrode gap was 60 nm.

Voltage-current

density curves are shown in Fig.13 for various values of pd.

Jn this

case breakdown points were distributed uniformly on the surface, no space
-------

\.

or surface streamers could be observed and the discharge mode ~as only
glow mode independent on resistivity. The abnormal increase in current
was small and the flashover voltage when back discharge occurred was
approximately 1.5 times higher than that for back discharge with negative
corona at the needle. The relationship betwee.n the flashover voltage of
back discharge, Vs, and gap distanced is shown in Fig.14 for the positive
and negative coronas. Vs of the posf tfve corona was higher than that of
the negative corona for gap distance range of 1.0 to 10.0 cm. The flashover
voltage of the positive corona under back discharge condition was also
higher than that without back discharge when the layer was removed (air
load}.

The mechanism for this behavior is considered to be due to a stable

nature of negative glow corona at the breakdown point and to the positive
corona at the needle tip being converted to Hennstein's glow corona. (B)
The latter may be resulted by copious negative ions fed to the needle
electrode, from which electrons would be shedded to form a cont;nuous
and stable positive glow discharge at the needle tip.

1$

4.

Conclusions
From the experimental studies described above, using the model samples

of tissue papers, glass and mica plate, the following results on the effects
of apparent resistivity and breakdown field strength on back discharge were
obtained.
(1) With the negative corona at the needle, the layer breakdown started
to occur when Eds

= pd x

J

is fulfilled.

It was followed by the onset-

glow mode occurring with a slight increase in voltage. A rapid increase
in current, however, occurred only when the streamers started to occur
at a critical voltage Vst.

Thus there are four major critical voltages

for back discharge under atmospheric condition; layer breakdown voltage Vb,
onset-glow starting voltage Vo, streamer starting voltage Vst and flashover
voltage Vs.

For the case of electrode system investigated, the initiation

condition of back discharge may not be fulfilled prior to the occurence
of flashover when pd does not exceed about 5 x 1010 ohm-cm. When pd is
in the range of 5 x 1010 to 10 11 ohm-cm, it becomes Vst ~ Vs, so that
excessive sparking occurs. When pd > 1012 ohm-cm, Vst becomes sufficiently
lower than Vs so that excessive sparking disappears, but abnormal increase
in current occurs.
(2) There are three sub-modes in the streamer mode; space streamer mode,
surface streamer mode and mixed streamer mode, depending upon the field
distribution around the breakdown point in the sample layers.
is a function of pd, Eds, Ea and J.

This in turn

In the space streamer mode, positive

ion generation in space occurs and particle aquires a fairly high positive
charge.

Whereas in the surface streamer mode, positive ion generation is

limited to the surface region and the sign of particle charge is the same
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as that of the needle electrode.

In most of the actual cases, however,

the mixed streamer mode appears.
(3) With positive corona at the needle, back discharge mode is completely
d~fferent.

The flashover voltage is higher than that under back discharge

condition with the negative corona.
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Nomenclature
pd

apparent dust resistivity

Eds breakdown field strength of the layer measured by parallel plane electrodes
Eds'breakdown field strength of the layer in corona field
a0

surface charge density at the instant of breakdown

£

dielectric constant of the layer

Ea vertical field strength in the gap
Ya discharge electrode voltage
Vg grid electrode potential
Vb layer breakdown voltage
Vo onset-glow starting voltage
Vst streamer starting voltage
Vs

flashover voltage

J

current density at the measuring electrode

Jo

current density at the initiation of back discharge
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· 6V'(kV)
Curve Initiation
point

AV/tj
Jo (A/cm2 ) Eds'=
(kV/cm)

PdxJol
(kV/cm)

Eds (kV/cm)

l

Al

5.6

2.Sxl0- 8

14.0

15.0

15.7

2

A2

9.2

4.1x10- 8

23.0

24.6

25.1

3

A3

14.0

6.9Xl0-S

35.0

41.4

39.0

Table 1

Comparison of Eds, Eds' and AixJo}
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(2) Photograph obtained
with intensifier

(1) Current
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(e) Repetitive breakdown
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Figure 3b
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Electrode system for studying back discharge
Voltage-current curves under back discharge condition for
different values of breakdown field strength
(A pair of glass plates, each having a single pinhole; sample
resistivity pd = 6 x 1011 ohm-cm)
Current wave forms and modes of back discharge
Electrode system for studying the effects of vertical field and current
Voltage-current density curves for different values of grid
potential Vg (ref. Fig.4)
Effect of tangential field and current density on mode of back discharge
(a) Mode diagram in field-current domain
(b) Photograph of back discharge in surface streamer region (IV)
(Ea = 4.0 kV/cm, J = 5.0 x 10-7 A/cm2)
Effect of tangential field on back discharge in the mixed streamer mode
(A pair of glass plates, each having a single pinhole. Electrode
gap = 50 nm)
Effect of dust resistivity pd on voltage-current density curves
under back discharge condition when negative corona is used
(Tissue paper, 1.0 um in thickness)
Effect of dust resistivity on back discharge mode
(Tissue paper)
Electrode system for measuring particle charging
Saturation charge v.s. position d for different back discharge modes
Back discharge under positive corona point
(Tissue paper, V = +40 kV, J = 2.8 x 10-6 A/cm2 , pd= 1013 ohm-cm )
Voltage-current density curves under back discharge condition
~hen positive corona is used
(Tissue paper, 1.0 nm in thickness)
Flashover voltage v.s. gap distance under back discharge condition
with positive and negative coronas
(Tissue paper, pd~ 1.2 x 1011 otun-cm, 1.0 nm in thickness)
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BACK DISCHARGE PHENOMENA
IN BIAS CONTROLLED PULSE CHARGING SYSTEM
Phenomene de decharge de Back dans le systeme de chargement preventif
apulsations controlees
MASUDA, S. aad DOI, I.
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Tokyo, Japan

HATIORI, I. aad SHIBUYA, A.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently an emphasis is given in the field of electrostatic
precipitation to the solution of back discharge. As is
known, this phenomena occurs when the apparent dust
resistivity of the deposited layer upon the collecting
electrode exceeds about SX 10 1 0 ohm-cm. When it occurs,
many troublesome problems arise in the precipitation
process, such as an excessive sparking hindering the increase
of voltage and the decrease in particle charge owing to the
ions of opposite polarity emitted from the back discharge
points, hence reducing largely the collecting performance.
In principle, a technical solution lies in meeting the
conditions to avoid the occurrence of back discharge
phenomena, such that the apparent field strength Ed inside
the dust layer given as the product of current density id and
its dust layer resistivity Pd does not exceed its breakdown
strength Eds 1 >.

(I)
The field strength Edu evidently is uncontrollable and
the reduction qf id, so far as the conventional electrode
system is used, can only be realized by towering of the main
field strength E, which however, should be kept as high as
possible- to obtain the highest performance. Therefore, a
solution of this problems with a purely electrical methods,
requires to devise some means of controlling the current
density id independently of E. Luthi proposed one of
such means by adding an additional third electrode near to
the discharge electrode and applying a pulse voltage
therebetween2>. The authors improved this method by
adding a de bias voltage in series to the pulse voltage source,
which was called ..bias-controlled pulse charging system" 3 >.
In these systems, the intensity of the current density can be
controlled by pulse width, repetition frequency, and the
applied pulse height. Owing to a very high ion density from
pulsive corona, the ion cloud expands very quickly during
its migration towards a collecting electrode, so that the
distribution of current there becomes unifonn. The role of
the de bias voltage is to enable the use of an arbitrary
electrode shape and a large discharge to third electrodes
spacing, as well as to provide a wide flexibility for the
fluctuation in operating conditions.
During the course of development of the author's
system, it became clear that, apart from the theoretical
initiation condition of back discharge given by unequality
(1), the practical condition for starting of visible back

discharge was also governed by E. This starting of visible
back discharge can be assumed as the beginning of the true
performance drop. Hence, the critical values of current and
main voltage at the starting of visible back discharge in the
pulse chargin~ system were measured for dust resistivity
range of 10 1- 10 14 ohm-cm. Secondly, the results
obtained at a pilot plant were compared with those of
laboratory measurements.

I. EXPERIMENT AL APPARATUS
The electrode system used in this experiment, having a
construction similar to that used in the pilot plant, is sh0\"11
in Fig. 1. It is constituted by two large grounded· paral,l:I
plates serving as counter electrodes. A high de voltage is
applied between the third and counter electrodes to
produces the main field. A barbed discharge electrode is
located midst between a pair of third electrodes, and a
pulse voltage is applied therebetween.
The whole electrode system is placed inside a large
humidity controlled chamber. Instead of dust layer, a towel
paper is attached on the counter electrode. The resistivity
of the sample layer can very effectively be changed within a
broad range of 10 11 -10 14 ohm-cm by controlling air
relative humidity in this chamber.
The experiments are carried out under NTP.
0

Fig. I
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Experimental apparatus for bias-controlled pulse charging
system
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II.

SPECIALITIES IN BEHAVIOR OF BACK
DISCHARGE

pulse height was lowest among them.

Ill. CRITICAL

The start and mode of visible back discharge are
governed by sample resistivity Pd, pulse width r, pulse
repetition frequency f, pulse height vp. and main de
voltage Ve. The effect of E and i are contained implicitly in
these results. It is found that behaviors of back discharge in
the pulse charging system is largely different from those
under· a com-entional electrode system. Hence, they are
studied in detail.

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT

FOR BACK DISCHARGE INITIATION
The visible back discharge starts, depending upon the
sample resistivity Pd at a certain critical current density i
which, however, varies as the function of the main field
strength E. The magnitude of i determines the charging
rate, whereas that of E governs the particle saturation
charge and Coulomb force. Hence, the utility limit of this
charging system is to be judged from the critical values of i
and E at which the visible back discharge initiates.
Therefore the critical values of the main de voltage and
pulse current, Vee and le, arc measured for respective value
of Pd• where the values of r, f, and VP are changed as
parameters.
As described already, back discharge occurs very rarely
when p4<1013 ohm-cm. When the resistivity Pd is in the
order of 1011 ohm<m no appreciable difference is
observed with the change of these parameters. In the Figs.
2(a) and (b) are shown the relationship between voltage
Vr;e and le for Pd = (l.13-l.80)X 1012 ohm-cm where f =
100 Hz, and Vp = 10 and 25 kv. A aitical voltage Yee as
high as 50-80 kv can be attained for 20 cm spacing
between discharge and counter electrodes, and zero bias
voltage. It should be noted that the difference in the
magnitude of VP results in a large changes in Vee-le
characteristics. This change occurs only when f> 100 Hz. In
general, the increase in Pd results in a decrease in Vcc. So

2.1 Effect of Dust Resistivity
Among the effects of various factors described above,
that of Pd is the most essential. In this pulse charging
system, the visible back discharge does not occur normally
unless Pd exceeds about 1013 ohm-cm, when Ve S: 100 kv,
v, ~ 30 kv, and f > 10 Hz, duty cycle= 0.1. However,
even in this range, random back discharge exceptionally
occurs very rarely. It starts with the appearance of an
unstable glow on the sample surface from which space
streamers suddently develop and tum to a flashover. When
the frequency is high or pulse width large, the occurrence
of back discharge becomes more frequent, but the starting
condition becomes more obscure. The situation changes
completely when the sample resistivity exceeds 1013
ohm<m. In this case, with the initiation of back discharge,
a very stable glow appears at fust on the sample surface.
With the increase in the de voltage, a spot like glow points
appear in the sample layer, their number increases, and
fmally, streamers occur toward the discharge electrode,
bridging across the electrode gap. But these streamers are
wry hard (o tum flashover in contrast to those under
Pd<I0 13 ohm<m. An interesting phenomena occurring in
the resistivity range higher than 10 13 ohm-cm is that
streams jump from points to points over the whole sample
surface. When the sample resistivity exceeds 101 4 ohm-cm,
a very noticeable phenomena starts to occur, such that back t
discharge also appears on the third electrode if it is covered
by the layer. This back discharge appears only when the
field strength E is sufficiently high so that breakdown of
the layer on the third electrode can take place owing to the
oncoming positive ions from the counter electrode. Also in
the resistivity range beyond this order, if the main field
strength E is sufficient enough, a feeble glow-like back
dischuge becomes possible to occur on the sample layer on
counter electrode, even by the dark current, even without
supply of pulse current.
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Pulse width and its repetition frequency have also an
·--21 •
11 •
appreciable effect on the initiation and mode of back
discharge. Back discharge becomes more active with the ••
increase in pulse widths. The increase in pul5e repetition
'
•
frequency and pulse height have also the same effect, and
'
these tendencies are observed in the whole range of sample
resistivity investigated. For larger pulse widths or higher
._,_, '
repetition frequencies more streamers develop toward the
discharge electrode. These effects arc most pronouncedly
observable when pulse width is raised, followed by the Fla. 2 Relationship between critical voltage Vcc and critial
c:urreat le
increase in pulse repetition frequency, whereas the effect of
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far as r<IOO Hz, the characteristic or Fig. 2(a) remains
unchanged until Pd becomes about 101 ohm-cm, although
the magnitudes or ~ach plot changes. If Pd exceeds about
1014 ohm-cm, back discharge becomes extremely easier to
occur, and the drooping characteristics alwayt. appears
Independent of
and f, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d).
The magnitudes o both Vee and le become extremely low.
Generally the use of a narrow pulse width r and a low
pulse height VP is preferable, because a high critical voltage
Vcc is obtainable in this case. Under the conditions of this
expe'riment, the highest value of
is obtained when r is
reduced to its minimum of 10-20 µs. In this case Vee= SO
kv is obtainable even when Pd is as high as 10 14 ohm-cm.
It can be concluded that, with the use of the pulse
charging system, back discharge can be very effectively
avoided when a sufficiently narrow pulse width and low
pulse height are used.
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IV. RESULTS IN FIELD TEST
The above results were confirmed in a pilot plant test
performed at the exit of an electrostatic precipitator
located at an iron ore sintering furnace. The pilot plant
consists of a combination of a pulse charging zone identical
to that shown in Fig. l and a collecting zone out of the
0
10
electrostatic screen, the details of which were reported
elsewhere 3 >. There were two stages of this combination in
PEAK VIII.TAC& vp·(lV)
series, and the gas transit time through a single charging
Fi,. 3 Efreet ol peak wltaie VP and equivalent pulse width
zone was about 0.4 sec. The dust consisted mainly of iron
Te on current I
oxide (Fe 2 OJ) particles and contained small amounts of
salts of alkaline metals and alkaline earth metals, by several curve (4) is a normal one without back discharge.
percents in total. The resistivity of the dust layer was very
The collection performance of 65-80 percent could be
high, in the range of 10 13 -10 14 ohm-cm under operating achieved, which exceeded the required level for an after
conditions. The particle size of dust was extremely small, · collector to be installed. This performance level corre·
and more than 70 percents were in the range less than 1 µm
sponds to a very satisfactory figure, if the extremely high
in diameter. This was because most of the coaser particles
resistivity and small size of dust as well as the very short
had been collected in the preceding conven lional pre·
treating ~ime of about I s in total within active zones be
taken Into account.
cipitator. Instead of a pulse voltage a sinusoidal voltage was
applied between the discharge and third electrodes, so that
its equivalent pulse width r. was taken as a half period.
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the peak voltage ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
VP and the current I flowing into the counter electrodes of
Fellowship of the Funda~io de Amparo a Pesqulsa do
one charging zone, where the main de voltage Ve between
Estado de Sio Paulo {FAPESP), Brazil, given to one of the
the- third and the counter electrodes was kept at 40 kv and
the frequency of the ac voltage was either 62.S or SO Hz. authon (loshiaki Doi) is highly appreciated.
The curves (I) and (2) show the Vp-1 characteristics when
the thickness of dust layer deposited on the counter
electrodes was large. The equivalent pulse width Te for
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Summary
Light measurements of back discharge are made under negative d.c. high voltage and
negative pulse high voltage application, with the aid of a photomultiplier tube and an
. image convertor camera connected to an image intensifier. The light signal of back dis·
charge in the mixed streamer mode indicates that it consists of two parts, the primary
light wave rising very rapidly, and the secondary light wave rising more slowly. The
former proceeds into space while the latter proceeds along the layer surface. In the space
streamer mode, the primary light wave is dominant and the secondary light wave is very
weak. When a sufficiently high pulse voltage is applied under lower pressure, back dis·
charge is triggered by ·free electrons supplied from the needle electrode. As the pressure
is increased, an abrupt change in the triggering carriers occurs from electrons to negative ions.

1. Introduction
Back discharge is a phenomenon which impairs the collection performance
of electrostatic precipitators. It is an abnormal discharge starting from the
dust layer deposited on the collecting electrode and triggered by its breakdown. The authors studied the initiation condition and mode of back discharge as well as its flash over voltage, and clarified the effects of various
parameters affecting them, as reported separately [ 1,2]. Studies were further
made on the propagation of back discharge in the streamer mode and its
triggering process by the use of a light measurement technique. As reported
separately [3], particles are ejected at back discharge points from the layer,
so that, after a short transient period of time, pinholes are formed in the
layer. Hence, through these studies, the precipitated layer was modelled by
the insulating discs having a 0.5 mm pinhole backed by a metal electrode.
2. Experimental apparatus

2.1 Electrode system
A needle-to-plane electrode system is used with a gap d of 50 mm or 20
mm, as shown in Fig. 1. A glass plate, having resistivity Pd of 6 X 10 11 ohm.cm,
2.0-mm thickness, and a pinhole of 0.5-mm diameter, is located on the plane
electrode as a test layer. This is to improve reproducibility of the phenomena.
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TRIGGERING CIRCUIT FOR IMAGE

A mica plate, having Pd greater than 10 15 ohm.cm, 0.20-mm thickness, and

a pinhole of 0.5-mm diameter, is also used for the measurement with pulse
high voltage. As reported separately, difference in sample resistivity does
not affect the discharge in the gas space to be studied [2]. The plane electrode consists of measuring and guard electrodes.

2.2 Photomultiplier measurements
The light signal from a point inside the back discharge streamer is measured simultaneously with current. The light is focussed onto a :slit in front
of a photomultiplier tube, using a concave mirror as shown in Fig. l(a). An
area of 0.5-mm square at the measured point can be resolved. The measured
point can be traversed by altering the position of the photomultiplier. The
output resistance of the photomultiplier tube and the resistance for current
waveform detection are 50 ohm, equal to the characteristic impedance of the
cable used, so that distortion in wave-form is avoided. The input resistance
of the dual beam oscilloscope (Tektronics 7844) is 50 ohm, and rise time of
the measuring circuit is about 2 ns. The needle electrode is applied with a
negative d.c. high voltage in this measurement. The effect of surface resistivity of the sample is studied by locating the electrode system inside a thermostat
in which the humidity can also be controlled.
2.3 Streak photograph measurement
Propagation of the back discharge streamer is also measured by a streak
photograph method using an image convertor camera (John Hadland, ImaCon) combined with an image intensifier tube (EMI, type 9912) having a
maximum gain of 10 6 • Fluctuation in the period between successive back discharge pulses, especially when d.c. high voltage is used, is very large (of the
order of 100 µs) compared to the duration of the phenomenon (shorter than
1 µs). Therefore, two different triggering circuits are used to synchronize
the image convertor camera accurately to the start of the back discharge to
be observed. Figure 1 (b) shows the one which is used when d.c. high voltage
is applied to the needle electrode. The measuring electrode is connected to
one end of a delay cable, and its other end is grounded through a small spark
gap. Then, the spark in the gap, caused by the increase in voltage at the measuring electrode, results in an earth potential appearing at the electrode after
a certain delay time, so that back discharge is triggered. This spark signal is
also fed to the image convertor camera so that it is completely synchronized
to the phenomenon. In this measurement, the electrode system is located inside the thermostat. Figure l(c) shows the second triggering circuit. A negative d.c. high voltage is applied so that a negative corona occurs at the needle
electrode and a faint onset-glow [1] occurs at the sample. Then, a single or
periodic negative pulse high voltage is applied superimposed to the negative
d.c. voltage. After a certain formation time, the back discharge is triggered.
The pulse signal is also fed to the image convertor camera. In order to study
the triggering mechanism in more detail, the measurement is performed under
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vacuum, using a pulsed high voltage alone. The circuit shown in Fig.l(c) is
used also in this case, and the electrode system is located inside a vacuum
chamber.
3. Results obtained

3.1 Negative d.c. high voltage application
Measurements are performed using a negative d.c. high voltage to be applied to the needle electrode, with the glass plate sample on the plane electrode.
3.1.1 Mixed streamer mode
The authors reported that back discharge in the fonn of surface streamer
becomes dominant when the sample surface has a charge density a0 higher
than about 5 X 10-9 C/cm1 at the instant of breakdoWll, and a sufficiently
high surface resistivity [1]. In the present experiment, the value of 0 = EEds
of the sample used is about 5 X 10· 9 C/cm2 , where Eis the dielectric con-
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Fig.3. Otange in light signal of back discharge in space (see Fig. l(a)).
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(a) LIGHT SIGNAL AT THE BREAKDOWN POINT

(z = 0, r = O)

AND CURRENT WAVEFORM

( V = -28 kV, I = 13 µA)
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= 48

ITITI)

Fig.4. Light and current waveform of back dischar!le in the mixed streamer mode.
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stant of the sample. When the surface resistivity R 1 is set to 3.5 X 10 14 ohm
by reducing ambient humidity (R.H. = 20%, T = 40°C), both surface and
space streamers occur to form.the mixed streamer mode [1]. The followinf
measurements are performed under these conditions of humidity, temperature and atmospheric pressure inside the thermostat.
A voltage--current characteristic in this case is shown by curve (i) in Fig.2.
The light measurements described below are performed for the back discharge
occurring when the applied voltage is -26 kV. The change in light signal in
the normal direction z and in the tangential direction r are shown in Fig.3
(see Fig. l(a)). The light signal at the breakdown point (z = 0, r = 0) shows
that the back discharge pulse in the mixed streamer mode consists of two
parts. There is a "primary light wave 0 which rises very rapidly and lasts
about 20 ns, followed by a "secondary light wave" which rises more slowly
and lasts about 200 ns. The former proceeds in the z-direction and the latter
in the r-direction. The interval between the primary and secondary light
waves, however, varies widely, depending upon the value of applied voltage
and surface resistivity. It can be seen that the primary light wave advances
towards the needle electrode with a speed of about 4 X 10 7 cm/s, while the
secondary light wave propagates along the sample surface with a speed of
about 2.5 X 107 cm/s. Figure 4(a) shows an example of the typical light and
current waveforms of back discharge in the mixed streamer mode. The
primary light wave corresponds to the first rise in current waveforms, as indicated by P in Fig.4(a), having a small pulse height and a charge content of
1-2 X 10- 9 C/pulse, as described in Section 3.1.2. The secondary light wave
corresponds to the second rise in current, as indicated by Sin Fig.4(a) which
has a much larger pulse height and a charge content of 2-4 X 10-a C/pulse.
Table 1 shows the charge content per pulse in this mode for various applied
voltages. The charge content per pulse remains almost the same even when
the applied voltage is changed, so that the change in current results from
the change in the average repetition frequency of the back discharge pulse.
The light signal at the tip of the discharge electrode is shown in Fig.4 ( b ).
The first pulse, indicated by A, occurs at the same instant as that for a back
TABLE 1

Charge per single back discharge pulse (mixed streamer mode)
Voltage (kV)

Q(C)

Ta (ms)

l•QITa (A)

I measured (A)

16
18
22

2.0 x 10-•
2.0 x 10-•
2.8 x 10-•
3.0 x 10-•
2.8-3.6 x 10-•

60
34-36
12

0.34 x
0.6 x
2.4 x
4.6 x
1.08 X

1.3 x 10-•
2.5 x 10- 6
4.4 x 10-•

25
28

6.5
3.2-3.5

Ta: average pulse repetition period
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Fi&".5. Streak photograph of back discharge in the mixed streamer mode. N: needle elec·
trode, 0: breakdown point, P : primary light wave, S: secondary light wave.

discharge pulse and has the same shape as the light signal shown in Fig.3 at
z == 48 mm when the time scale is magnified. The other pulses in Fig.4 (b)
have an entirely different waveform which corresponds to that of the Trichel
pulse.
Streak photographs taken by the method described in Section 2.3 are
shown in Fig.5. Figure 5 (a) is a side view obtained by the method in Fig.1 (b).
This photograph clearly shows the development of primary and secondary
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light waves. Figure 5(b) is also a side view obtained by the method in Fig.1 (c)
where pulsed high voltage is applied to the d.c. high voltage. In this case, the
measurement is. performed under P = 410 torr\ because the triggering proves
to be difficult under atmospheric pressure. Dry air is used inside a vacuum
chamber so that the surface resistivity can be kept sufficiently high and the
mixed streamer mode appears. These photographs indicate that, once the
onset-glow mode has turned into the streamer mode, the continuous glow
disappears and the streamers are triggered each time by the layer breakdown.
The reproducibility can be much improved by the method of Fig.1 (c ). As a
result, it is found that secondary light wave appears at the instant when the
primary light wave nears the discharge electrode. It should also be pointed
out that the pulse repetition period in the mixed streamer mode is about
two orders of magnitude larger than that in the space streamer mode to be
described later.
3.1.2 Space streamer mode
As reported separately, back discharge in the space streamer mode appears
when the vertical field strength exceeds about 5 kV /cm and the value of o0
= eEds is comparatively small [1]. In this experiment, however, it is found.
that, as long as the surface resistivity Rs is low, the space streamer mode occurs even though the value of u 0 exceeds about 5 X 10- 9 C/cm 2 • The voltagecurrent characteristic in this case when R 8 = 2 X 10 11 ohm is shown by
curve (ii) in Fig.2 and the light signal from the breakdown point, and current
waveform, are shown in Fig.6(a).
In this mode, the secondary light emitting spot is very weak and occurs
randomly so that it cannot clearly be observed by the photomultiplier. The
charge content per single current pulse is about 10- 9 C/pulse. The repetition
period, however, is much smaller (50-300 µs) than that in the mixed streamer
mode, and hence the current is several times higher than that in the latter
mode (see Fig.2). Figure 6(b) shows a streak photograph of back discharge
in side view in the space streamer mode, which is taken under P = 410 torr.
The light under atmospheric pressure is too weak to be seen even with the
aid of the image intensifier, unless the applied d.c. high voltage is excessively
high. This high d.c. voltage causes an instability in the streamer which results
in random sparking. In addition, its repetition period under atmospheric
pressure becomes larger than the time frame of the streak camera. All these
problems can be solved when the pressure is lowered to the value used of
410 torr. In this case, room air (R.H. = 76%, T = 20°C) is also used in the
vacuum chamber so that a sufficiently low value of R 5 is obtained. Three
successive back discharge glows are seen in the photograph. It should be
noted that glow at the needle electrode does not appear at the time when
back discharge glow disappears. It can be seen on the sample side that the
space streamers occur at first, followed by a faint glow at the breakdown point
which corresponds to the weak secondary light wave described above.
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Fil(.6. Liirht and c urrent pulse and streak photograph of back discharge in the space
streamer mode.

3.1.3 Flasho t•er
The flashover from b ack discharge in the streamer mode is studied by the

streak photograph m et hod descnbed in Fig.l(c), where pulsed high voltage
(Vp ::z -10 kV, rp = 1.0 ms) is applied to the d.c. high voltage of-15 kV.

Room air (R.H. =76%, T ~ 20°C) is used ms1de tht> vat'UUm chamber as before. The light signal at the breakdown point and currt'nt waveform are
shown in Fig. 7(a ). There ar<' two stages, A and B, the fonner corresponding
to the back disch arge pulses at its initial stage, thr latter to those at its fmal
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stage. The large and continuous light signal in stage A is due to a saturation
in the photomultiplier tube used. The streak photographs in stages A and B
are shown in Fig.7(b) and (c), respectively, where the light intensity in the
latter is reduced to one half of the former by an iris. When the pulsed voltage
is applied, the back discharge in the space streamer mode is triggered after a
certain formation time of about 5~100 µs. It should be noted that the first
streamer is highly luminous owing to the full voltage appearing between two
electrodes. This streamer disappears when the voltage stored in the capacitance
between the electrodes falls. The following streamers are much weaker because
the triggering of the streamers - the sample breakdown - could happen before the electrodes have been charged up to the source voltage. However,
during the course of repeated streamer discharge, the streamer channel could
be sufficiently heated up and localized to form a "leader" [ 4] • The leader
proceeds along the streamer channel towards the discharge electrode, and
finally turns into a flashover at point C, which should be taken as the high
voltage arc in this case.
·
3.2 Negative pulse high voltage application
3. 2.1 Streak photograph of back discharge
Streak photographs of back discharge are taken when a periodic negative
pulsed high voltage having a square waveform is applied. The method described in Fig. l(c) is used where the d.c. high voltage source is removed.
Figure S(a)(i) indicates the waveform of the pulse voltage used, and Fig.
S(a) (ii) its initial part. The pulse rise time is 0.5 µs, its height Vp is -25 kV,
and its width rp (10 µs) is much longer than the time-scale of the phenomena
observed. The electrode gap is 50 mm. A mica plate with a pinhole of 0.5mm diameter and 0.2-mm thickness is used as the test layer. Figures S(b)(i)
and (ii) indicate the results obtained where the time-scale is changed. A
corona glow appears at first at the needle electrode at least 500 ns after the
application of the pulse voltage. Hence, the needle is applied with the full
pulse voltage when the corona glow occurs. This glow lasts for about 100 ns,
emitting electrons which will be attached to electro-negative gas molecules
to form a dense negative space charge around the needle tip. The negative
corona is thus quickly choked. After a delay time of 400-·800 ns, the
primary light wave of back discharge starts to occur, triggered by the accumulated negative charge on the sample layer. This delay time, which may be
the transit time of the carriers from the needle to the sample layer, is too
short to be explained by ion transit time, suggesting the role of electrons .
for triggering carriers in this case of pulse voltage application, as described
in the next section. The propagation speed of the primary light wave is
about 5 X 10 7 cm/s, and the secondary light wave appears again when the
primary light wave approaches the needle electrode. Once the primary light
wave reaches the needle electrode, a continuous second glow corona appears
at its tip. Figure 8 (b) (ii) shows the photograph taken with a much lower
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streak speed. The second glov.· appearing at the nt?edle electrode moves
gradually towards the plane electrode with a speed of about 0.7 x 10 7 cm/s.
This glow should be referred to as the "return light wave" [ 5] . \\'hen the
voltage is further raised, hoth the secondary light wave and return light wave
proceed into space to form an intensive glow in the middle of the gap and
cause flashover as described later. The propagation velocity of the primary
light wave and the intensity of the ~econdary light wave vary with the change
in the pulse voltage as shown in Fig. 9. The velocity of the primary iight wave
is about 5 X 10~ emfs for Vp = -25 kV, 3 'J.10~ emfs for VP= -20 kV, and
2 X 10 7 cm/s for VP= -15 kV. The velocity of the primary light wave, as
well as the intensity of the secondary light wave, increase as the voltage is
raised. It should also be noted that the secondary glow at the needle tip disappears when the voltage is lowered .
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3.2.2 Triggering delay of back discharge and triggering carriers

There exists a triggering delay time Td from the first glow at the needle
electrode to the initiation of back discharge. During this delay time, carriers
are considered to migrate across the gap. Carriers are considered to be electrons because of an extremely high velocity estimated from d/rd. This value,
estimated from Fig.8(b), is 0.6-1.2 X 10 7 cm/s, which is about three orders
of magnitude higher than that for negative ions [ 6] . The velocity of elec·
trons is given in [7] as a function of E/P. Taking the average field intensity
E .. Vp/d, we get EIP • 31.0 V/cm. torr in this case, giving an approximate
value of electron velocity of about 1.2 X 10 7 cm/s.
In order to confirm the carriers to be electrons, the triggering delay time
is measured using streak photographs as well as oscillograms of the current
waveform, and is compared with the carrier transit time measured separately. Figure lO(a) shows the streak photographs obtained under different
pressures, where the electrode gap is 20 mm, and the mica plate with a pin·
hole is used. It is checked every time that the corona glow appears at the
needle tip after the pulse has reached Its peak voltage. In this measurement,
room air (R.H. • 61 %, T = 17° C) is used inside the vacuum chamber as be·
fore. Figure lO(b) shows current waveforms and light signals from the whole
gap, measured under the same conditions but not simultaneously with the
streak photograph. The first rise in current corresponds to the glow at the
needle tip, while the second rise corresponds to the occurrence of back dis·
charge streamer. These waveforms enable more accurate evaluations of rd
which agree very well with those estimated from the streak photographs.
The values of rd obtained from these measurements are plotted in Fig.11
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as a function of pressure P. An abrupt increase in T d, more than two orders
of magnitude, occurs at P = 560 torr, and suggests a sudden decrease in
carrier mobility. The width of the pulse voltage is raised to 100 µs above
this pressure. It is expected that, with the decrease in gas mean-free-path, the
range of free electrons emitted from the needle tip is lowered, and finally
becomes shorter than the electrode gap at P > 510 torr. Above this critical
pressure, the mobility of ions produced by electron attachment may govern
the value of T d.
Figure 12(a) indicates the electrode system for measuring the carrier
transit time Tt· In order to suppress the disturbing effect of the displacement
current caused by the movement of carrier space-charge, a grid electrode
with 0.5-mm-square mesh is located near the plane electrode to cover its
whole surface. The distance betwe_en the plane and the grid electrodes is
2.0 mm. The gap between the needle and the grid electrodes is 20 mm, equal
to that in Fig.10. A d.c. voltage of-2.0 kV is applied to the grid electrode
to drive the incoming carriers to the plane electrode and a capacitor with
4.0 µF capacitance is connected in parallel to eliminate the effect of transient fluctuation in grid potential. In this measurement, the mica plate is removed, and a pulse voltage with Vp,;, -22 kV, Tp = 10 µs, f = 10 Hz, is applied t.o the needle electrode. The pulse voltage appearing between the
needle and grid electrodes is ~20 kV, equal to that between the needle and
the plane electrodes in Fig.10.
Figure 12(b) shows the current signal obtained at the plane electrode under
different pressures. These signals should correspond to the arrival of the
carriers. Light signals from the needle electrode are also indicated as the time
origin. The time elapsed from this origin to the peak of the current signal
may be taken as the carrier transit time, Tt· The values of Tt obtained are
plotted against pressure P in Fig.11. A fairly good coincidence can be seen
between rd and rt in the pressure range lower than 510 torr. At P = 610 torr,
a very large discrepancy appeared between 1'd and Tt· It should, however, be
noted in Fig.12(b) (iv) that the peak value of current in this case becomes
very small. This suggests that the number of incoming fast carriers becomes
too small to trigger the back discharge in the case of rd measurement. It is
expected that the second peak may appear in Fig.12(b)(iv) at a much longer
time delay beyond the frame, corresponding to the ion transit time.
Figure 13 indicates the values of d/Td for P < 510 torr and dirt obtained
from Fig.12, the approximate values of the carrier velocity, as functions of
E/P. The electron velocity taken from [7] is also indicated. The very good
agreement between these values confirms that the fast carriers triggering back
discharge in the low pressure range are electrons. The pressure, above which
electrons cannot trigger back discharge, should be referred to as the critical
pressure Pc. In this case, Pc is 510 torr. It should also be added that free
electrons, smaller in number, also arrive at the plane electrode in the pressure
range higher than Pc, although the triggering may be effected by ions in this
range.
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· 3. 2. 8 Back discharge in Ni and SF6 gases
The result.a described so far clearly indicate the importance of electron
affinity of gas molecules encountered to determine the critical pressure Pc.
In addition, it is known that streamer propagation is also strongly affected
by the gas electron affinity. These effects are studied in more detail using
Ni having no electron affinity and SF6 gas with a very high electron affinity.
A streak photograph of back discharge in Ni gas, when the pulse voltage is
applied, is shown in Fig.14 (a). In this case, the chamber is evacuated at first
to about 1 torr, and, thereafter, N2 gas (99.99%) is introduced up to P =
310 toll". It is observed that the triggering delay in this case is 200 ns, much
higher than that for air, but.still indicating the carriers to be electrons. A
faint glow continues to exist at the needle tip after the initial strong glow.
There exists a certain delay from the pinhole breakdown· to the initiation of
the back discharge streamer, whereas no delay time exists between the primary and the secondary light waves in contrast to the case in air.
The streak photograph of back discharge occurring in SF 6 gas is shown
in Fig.14(b). SF6 gas is introduced into the vacuum chamber in the same
way as in the case of N2 gas. Even at a low pressure of P = 160 torr, the
triggering delay amounts to 4 µs, much larger than the expected value for
electrons. It is expected that the critical pressure Pc lies at a much lower
value than 160 torr in this gas with a very strong electron affinity. The small
value of 4 µs triggering delay may be attributed to the increase in ion mobil-
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Fie.14. Back discharge with pulse under N 1 and SF. gas. Sample: mica plate with a pin·
hole.

ity at the reduced pressure of P = 160 torr. It should be noted that the
streamer propagation into space is highly suppressed, and the secondary
light wave completely disappears.
3. 2. 4 Flash over

The streak photographs of flashover occurring in air and N1 , when a single
pulse voltage is applied, are shown, respectively, in Fig.15(a) and (b). There
is no remarkable difference in character of the two pictures, although the
former is blurred by a strong halatJon. After the glow at the needle tip, the
back discharge streamer is triggered from the pinhole. At the instant the
streamer nears the tip, the second streamers are launched from both sides
to meet at the middle point and finally to turn into a highly luminous channel of a flashover.
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4. Conclusions
The following conclusions are obtained from the light measurements of
back discharge:
(1) lri the mixed streamer mode occurring in air under atmospheric pressure, the light signal consists of primary and secondary \'.'aves. The primary
light wave corresponds to a space streamer and the secondary light wave to
a surface streamer, each resulting in a different current pulse. The former
has a charge content of 1-2 X 10-"' C/pulse, while that of the latter is 2-4
X 10-a C/pulse, both remaining almost constant, independent of applied
voltage. The period of successive back discharge pulses, however, becomes
smaller as the voltage is raised. This mode of back discharge occurring under
atmospheric air is considered to be triggered by negative ions supplied from
the discharge electrode.
(2) In the space streamer mode, the primary light wave is dominant, while
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the secondary light wave is extremely weak. The charge per single current
pulse is about 1-2 X 10- 9 C/pulse. The pulse repetition frequency in this
mode, however, is one or two orders of magnitude larger than that in the
mixed streamer mode, so that total current in the former mode becomes
larger than that in the latter under equal applied voltage.
(3) Flash over seems to be caused by the leader developing along the channel
left by the preceding streamers when d.c. voltage is applied.
(4) When a sufficiently high pulse voltage is applied under lower pressure,
back discharge is triggered by free electrons supplied from the needle elec·
trode. As the pressure is increased, an abrupt change in the triggering carriers occurs from electrons to negative ions. The electron affinity of gas
molecules is a major factor in this process.
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Nomenclature
electrode gap
breakdown field strength of the layer
E average field strength of the gap ( Vp/d)
f
frequency of pulse
P
pressure
Pc
critical pressure for the change in the triggering carrier
R.H. relative humidity
Rs surface resistivity of the layer
T
temperature
Ta averal{e pulse repetition period
Vp peak value of pulse voltage
e
dielectric constant of the layer
Pd
apparent resistivity of the layer
a0
surface charge density at the instant of layer breakdown
Td
triggering delay time
Tp
width of pulse voltage
Tt
carrier transit time
N
needle electrode
0
breakdown point
P
primary light wave
R
return light wave
S
secondary light wave
d

Ects
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INITIATION CONDITION AND HOD!

or

BACK DlSCHA!Ui! FOR EXTP.EH!LY HIC8 RESISTIVITY POW?>!RS
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Department of Electrical En1ineerin1, Univereity
of Tokyo, 7-3-1, Hon10 1 Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo, J#IRNJ.

2. PR!LlHtNALY OISElVATtONS

Summary
Initiation condition of back d11charga occurrina
JA ca11 of extremely hi&h ral11Uvity powclere, 1ncludin1 th• cat• of •l•ctro1tatic powder coatina, it calcu•
lated, conlidtrinl apace chars• field indd• th• depo•
littd powdu layer. 'l'h1 1111xim111 fitld 1tran1th occur•
at th• layer-electrode interface, and iu value riaH
vith th• increaaa in th• layer thicknHa. When it
excatda th• breakdown value, back diachMrge Mtarta to
occur and the growth of thickne1a atopa, reaulttAa in
th• 10-called "thickneH limiting phenomena". 'l'h•
theoretical initiation cond:i.tion providH th• eatimaUon of the limiting thickneu, which agrees fairly
vell with the m.eaaurad value. The mode of back dbcharga in this case ia that of onset glow occurring at
a nllllber of breakdown points in the layu, and taking
the form ~f general glow.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is vell known that back diacharge lowers the
collection perfo:rmance of electrostatic precipitators
to a great extent. (1,2) In cas.a of electrostat\c powde1•
coating, it ha1 recently been discovered by Bassett et
al that the back discharge results in a limiting of the
coat thickness and causes the so-called "craters" or ·
"orange peels" over the finished coat. tJ) The back
discharge is a kind of gaseous discharga appearing on
the surface of the powder laye~ deposited, and it is
triggered by breakiown of the layer. It is therefore
expected to occur when the apparent field strength
in1id1 the layer exceeds its breakdown threshold Eds•
'Dlua, in the field of electrostatic precipitation, when
the resistivity of the deposited layer, Pd• is cOU1paratively low, less than about 1013 !l:u., th4'! initiation
condition of back discharge has long been considued as

It 11 1tudied at f1r1t whether back di1char1e can
take place without th• aid of ioaic currant when th•
~d-valu• becomea extrtmt~Y hilh• Fia.1 1how1 th•
exp•riaental apparat1.11,{ J In order to reject all the
po111billty of ionic curr•nt to be 1upplied 1 two 1pher•
electrod11 with 14 ca diameter are ueed 1n11de a 1hi1l~
in1 ch.alter (lm x lm x lm). The total atray current
can be kept below 0.1 • 0.3 nA under the applied vole•
'age of 50 kV. Polyethylene powder with Pd • 1015 Dem
i1 negatively charged by tribo-electrification and fed
with the aid of eir flow from a pla1tic1 nozzle onto
the 1urface of the lower electrode B, where both electrodes are grounded. After the powder supply is 1topped,
the electrode B is connected to either a negative or a
positive high voltage 1ource. When it i• connected to
a po1itive H.V.aource, the powder adheres to the olectrode 1urfac1. At a certain voltage, back discharge is
detected with a~ i-a• intensifier tub• (EMI, type 99n),.
and it turn1 into a spark at +40 kV. ~ben a negative
voltage is applied to the ele~trode B, all the powder
violently jumps up to deposit on tha surface of the
opposite electrode A. These phenomena can occur after
several hours of powdar deposition, but completely
disappear after 40 hours.
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'Where id • current density in dust layer and Pd • apparent resistivity of the dusL layer. The authors
studied the mode of back discharge under v~rious conditions, and found that there are two differgn•; modes,
one being the glow mode a:1d the otl1er the streamer
mode,(4,5) They further confir:ned that the layer breakdown is governed by the condition of Eq.(l) when
Pd< lolJ flcm. However, it was conaiden'>d that the
initiation condition might become entirely different
because of the layer apace charge when the Pd-value
becomes extremely high and exceeds the level of 1014 •
1015 llci. The appearence tJf limiting thickness itself
means that, in spite of a V4'!ry high Pd-value, thot back
discharge does not occur until a certain layer thickne1s is exceeded, suggesting th~ thickn~~s to be
anotber factor. 'l'he authors observed on the other
hand that in case of very hish od-value the back
discharge could be resulted even in the absence of id
supplied by ionic current,<6>whir.h is to be described
in the next HC tion. Accord!n6; to the authors' observation, the mode of back discharge in this case wa1
also SO!lewhat different fro~ tho~• in the case of
electrostatic precipitation. Hence, the initiation
condition al\d mode of back di'Jchn ·\le WP.re studied for
the caae of extremely high re:Jillc!•/ity powders. (6)
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Experimental Apparatus (I) for
Observation

Preli~lnary

Another experiment is performed to examine the1e
phenomena in more detail, using the apparatus shown
in Fig.2. lbe powder, negatively charged by tribo•
electrification, is fed int:> a space btt"Jeen two para·•
llel electrodes applied with a de high v~ltage. lbe
powder is separated in the lielrt to depos!.t 011 the
surfaces of both electrodes. Thie is becau~I:! a rrfnnrity
portion of the pouder is charged positively, altho•1:.ih
the net powder charge is negative. After sev~r~l 10
seconds back discharge starts to occur at the u?p~:
area of the positive electrode at whic~ th .. n~:.iu"lt o~
deposition is maximum. It triggtrs a ne•.1 bllc:C. di!lchar!1•
to occur at the oppo1ite area on the negative ~lei:~rod.,
owing to the copious ions supplled froo the initial
back discharge point. TheH back d!.sc!'!ari;-." rr.i~:·;:~1.~
gradually downward:1 on both electrod1u to·..r.ird11 t:-:tlower area1. This phenom1non, nir .,r1 ".i ..... c!illr:h1ui;1t
propaaation" by the Authe:-s, also o.::ci::-s ln c-t •i;; t rnstatic prec1p1tators when the Pd·valu• t!XCot•:i"
1014 ncm. (8)
It 11 ob11rv"d that the layu thic::.1111111 nt t::
inf.tf.&tiOn of back UisCh:lL'ttl i i mucl'I larga: in f, • , A' •
0
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positive to the left direction.
We take the following bo!Dldary conditions;
(I) Boundary between the layer and gaa apace:
a) Position of the boundary:
X • bt
b)

(m)

(5)

Current density at the boundary:
(outside the layer)
io • ii + i
p
3
• 11 + 3'bqp/4wa
• constant
{inside the layer)

(7)

idx(X) • Ed/Pd
c) Field intensity at the bomulary:

i-11~
Fig.2

(6)

Edx(X) • Eext
• conatant

Exper:llllental Apparatus (II) for Preliminary
Observation

(V/m)

(8)

(II) Boundary between the layer and the plane electrode:

two cases compared vith the usual case of powder
coating with ioaic current supplied.
These two experi.nts clearly indicate that back
discharge can take place without the aid of ionic
current when the e>d-value eaceeds the level of 1015 Oca
and a sufficiently high external field is applied in
a favourable direction. 'Ibis suggests the necessity
of formulating ita initiation conditioa on a more
general basis.
3. 111EORETICAL COODITION OF BACX DISQIARCE INITIATION

We assume the continuous and uniform flowa of
charged powder particles and ions coming from a gas
space perpendicular onto a grounded plane electrode to
form a 1mifora powder layer on it (Fig. 3). The layer
thickness is growing vith a constant rate b (m/a).
We calculate the field distribution inside the layer,
starting from the following fundamental equations in
one-dimensional case:
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(9)

i0

-

Edx(X)/pd • qd(X)b

(10)

or
qd(X} • (i~ - Edx(X)/pd)/b
• qo - Eex t/bpd
• qd (constant)

(11)

where
ia'b
+ i ) /b
3
Ci 1 + J~bqp/4wa )fb
From Eq.(2) - (4), we get

I

•

• (ii

~

Ii<

...a
...
Ii

c

(12)

aqd/3t • -Tdqd
where Td • &dDd • relaxation time of the layer
Integrating Eq.(13) under the condition
at

a

I

we get for x

~

u

1)

(V)

where t • time, ii • ionic current denaity, i • particle current density, i 0 • total current densify,
qp • charge of a single particle, a • particle radius,
• • packing ratio of the layer, E xt • externally
applied field, Ud(x) • potential ~aide the layer.
The condition (8) may be plausible i f we assume the
layer thickness to be adequately small compared with
the inter-electrode diatance.
Continuity equation (2) at the boundary between
the layer and the gas space can be written as:

q0

1------flil•M•l•I•-----'
Fig.3

d) Potential at the boundary:

One-Dimensional Model of Powder Deposition
Process

Continuity equation:
-div rd - aidx/ax - aqd/at
Poisson's equation:

(2)

divcdl'd • -cd3Edx/3x • qd
Ohm's law:

(3)

(4)
idx - EdiDd
where qd • charge density inside the layer, &d • apparent dielectric constant of the layer, a~d idx and Edx
arc the x-compor<"Dts of current density id and field
intensity Ecs inLLde the layer respectively, taken

~

bt, or x

~

(13)
(14)
(15)

X

qd(x,t) • q0 exp(-(t-x/b)/td)
• q0 exp(-(X-x)/Ld)
where Ld • btd • relaxation length
Putting Eq.(16) into F.q.(3), and integrating from
x to X, we get

(16)
(17)

(18)

•tdEext + tdEdx(x,t) • q0 Ld(l - exp(•(X-x)fLd)) (19)
Considering Ect.(11), we get finally the field distribution as
Edx(x,t) • Eext + (i 0 od - Eext)(l - exp(-(X-x)/Ld))(20)
• E
+ (i o Dd - Eex t)(l - exp(-(t•x/b)/td))
(21)
ext
• Eextexp(-(X-x)/Ld)
+ (i 0 od - Eext)(l - exp(-(X-x)/Ld))
(22)
Eq. (22) indicates that the relaxation length Ld represents the penetration depth of the external field into
inside the layer.
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Field Distribution inside a Deposited
Layer (general case; X0 - Ld, t 0 - Td)

Fig.4 depicts the field distribution inside the layer
at the instant t • Td• 2td and 3Td respectively. It
can be seen that the field distribution is an exponential function of time and depth, propagating with a
velocity b in the x-direction. The maximum field
strength occurs at x • 0 (the boundary between the
l:lyer and the plane electrode). It is therefore
expected that back discharge may start from this boundary when this maximum field strength Einax exceeds the
breakdown threshold value Eds· Hence the general. form
of initiation condition of back discharge should be
Emax • Eext

+ (iopd - Eext)(l - exp(-Xo/Ld))

~ Eds

Field Distribution inside a Deposited
Layer (high resistivity case - Case(II);
Xo « Ld, to << Td)

Emax • Eext + (iopd - Eext)(Xo/Ld)
• Eext + (iopd - Eext)(to/Td)

(23)

>

•

+ (iopd - Eext)(l - exp(-to/Td)

Ects

(27)
~ (lds - Eext)/(iopd - Eext)
when i 0 od » Eext as in most practical cases, Eq. (26)
and (27) are further simplified to

(24)
vhich clearly indicate the existence of the critical
thickness X0 and critical time t 0 at which back discharge occurs. 'l'his thickness may be considered
approximately equal to the limiting thickness. From
these equations, the approximate values of limiting
thickness and time, Xo and t 0 , can be obtained as

Emax • Eext + (io/£d)to

x0 -

~ Eds
bt0

E
• E t
max
ex
~ E~

t• 2td

t• 'd

c.

El!Xt

L
0

i-

t• 3

- Zld

3ld

x•

bt

Pig.S Field Distribution.inside a Deposited
Layer (low resistivity case - Case(I);
Xo » Ld• to » •d)
Two different cases may be of special in:erest.
One is the Case(!) where the pd-value is comparatively
low as in the case of electrostatic precipitation.
'Die other is the Case(II) where the pd-value is
extremely hish as in the case of electrostatic powd~r
coating.
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+

fot 0 {i0 (t)/Ed}dt
(30)

Eq.(29) suggests that the limiting thickness X0 becomes
inversely proportional to the total current density i 0
or q 0 /b which is the space charge density in this case
(see Eq.(12)). Hence, the limiting thickness X0 can be
controlled by changing the total source current i 0 •
Here, the particle charge qp should be kept as high as
possible for the best deposition perfon:iance to be
obtained. It should be noted that t~e higher the layer
space charge density q 0 , the larger becomes the adhesion force of the layer. This suggests that the
thickness and adhesion ability of the layer may not be
compatible. In this case of an extremely high Pd-value,
the conduction current Edx/Pd ~n the layer becomes
negligible compared with the displace~ent current.
Eq.(30) suggests that, if the value of Eds is known,
the occurence of back discharge could be predicted by
measuring f~ 0 {i 0 (t)/cd}dt. On the contrary, if the value
of this integral at the initiaticn of back discharge is
measured, we could estimate the value of Eds• the breakdown field strength of a limited area adjacent to the
plane electrode. Since i 0 (t) is equal to the current
passing from the unit area of the plane electrode to
the ground, this integral can be estioated by the use
of a series capacitor connected between the plane

•
Ld

(28)

(29)
• £db(Ed s - Eex t)/i o
When, contrary to the assumption made, i 0 changes
during deposition process, Eq. (28) should be modified to

(25)

Edx

_......

(26)

Xo/Ld • t/T:d

~ Eds

XalLd • titd
• ln((iopd - Eext)/(iopd - Eds))

3ld

x • bt

Case (I): In this case, the valu~ of Ld becomes very
small and conditions XQ » Ld and t 0 » Td are fulfilled,
so that Eq.(23) and (24) reduce to Eq.(l) where the
effect of layer thickness disappears. The field distribution in this case is shown in Fig.S, which indicates
the effects of the layer space charge and external
field to be negligibly small.
Case (II): In this case, the condition X0 « L4 and
t 0 « Td are fulfilled, so that we get from Eq.(23)
and (24)

or
Emax • Eext

2L 4
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electrnde and the ground.
tt. •hould finally be pointet.1 out that Eq. (2S) and
(27) ai.o auigest the back discharge ~o occur even
without the •upply of ionic current ii when the layer
thil:kn ... X becomes sufficiently large. It ia expected
that the layer apace charge q 0 • i 0 /b in thia caae
..y be fairly low so that, unless the particle charge
llp h kept sufficiently high, the adhelion of the layer
. .Y be lower. .
·
1h• field diatribution in thi• case is depicted
in Fia.6. 'Iba bilker the total source current density
10 ca.pared with the powder deposition rate b, the
ateeper b•C!'119I the slope of the curves, th11 beina
10 /cdb when ioPd » Eaxt•
4. UPEIWIENTAL VEllinCATtOI

In Che CHe of Td » t 0 , an aperillental verification of Eq. (Zl) and (24) ara made by c011p&r1n1 the

experU.tal value of I.a... from lq. (30) at the inittatim of back diachara• VItb the value of Ida ••aured
..parately uaina parallal plane alectrod••· 'lbi•
veriftcatioa ia, ..d• inc.Dtiooally.for the extr..e
ca11 when Che ionic currant 11 la kept neallaibly
...11 CClllPHecl with Che particle cunant ip ao that
V8 CAil 811. . . io • ip• Pi&• 7 lhove the mqladMDtal
apparatua which ••til this requi'reunt and allow u
idapedlftt cu11atrol of Z.xt and i (• 1,,,). The value
of
cu be cbaiaaad by the ad2 poteitial v , while
th• va ua of 10 by ch81l11n1 the di1char1• elecfrod1
nltap Va of povder
aa ve11 u the powder feadina
rate V1 , The value of !°<ioCt)/cd)dt ia Maaarad by
reoords.na Cha capacitor volt&&• Vc 1 where
Ve •
i 0 (t)/cd)/C
(31)
whara C • capacity • lo-I r and I • 1urfac:a area of th1
•uudaa electrodes 'l'h• •P0X1-rH1n powder, havina a
Pc1-value of 2 111 101D nc. and a 1peoifio cltelectdo
coa1canc 1 1 • Z.5 la u1ecl, The liH of Ch• powder
partial• i1 in th• ran11 of 0.01 .. 0.05 • · 'l'b•
1xperi11111C i• eoaduct1d 1111d1r a con1taat temperature
ancl relatS.va h1aids.t7 C20 c• and 40 I). ror Ch• powder
...,ia uaed, we a•t 'd • 2 • lol •• 10 that the condition for ca.. (U:) Ctc1 ,. Col ,. l&tieHecl. 'l'b• Hirt
of ••ck clilobara• S.1 cl1c1ct1cl b7 S.t1 1acompan7tn1 liabt
..S.11ioa. uain1 Cha i.11&11 lnten1ifi1r tube (IHI, t7pa
H12)

'-•f

'j

•/!O(

'lbe values of the capacitor voltage Ve and th•
layer thickness X at the initiation of back discharge,
denoted by (Vc) 0 and Xo respectively, are meaaured for
variout1 values of i 0 , thereby ch&ngin& the layer space
charge density q 0• From the value of (Vc>o and Eext•
the value of Ea.ax at the initiation of back discharge,
<Emax>o• is calculated using Eq.(30), 'lbe measurement
of Xo is made by cutting the layer and observing ita
crosa·aection with a microscope •
'lbe relationship between CF.max) 0 and X..,. mea1ured
in the wide range of i 0 • l0-10 • lo-8 A/cm2 and
powder feeding rate w~ • 10 - 80 a/min i• plotted in
Fig.8. 'lbe value of Eda MHured by parallel plane
elactrode1, denoted by 'Ed;. 11 al10 aiven, which
decraa1a1 with layer thickne11. It can be 1aen that.
in apite of 1uch a wide variation in q 0 . .de in thi1
experiment, the value of <z..x>g r ...in• al.moat con1tant
in the thicknH1 ranae between .3 and 1.0 - invHtiaated, and further that it• value aar.. 1 very well with
the value of 'Ed; at a 111111 thtckneH of about 0.1 m.
'l'hte aupportl the thaoraUcal conclullon that back
d11char1• ahould initiate from the limited area adj.cant
to the plane electrode •
'nl• experiment in the ••ll•r thicknaa1 ran1• 11
omitted becauaa of itl difficulty. 'Whm th• ionic
current 11 111d1 neali&ibly 111111 1 no back diachara• can
Ill reHltecl with the powder aaaple used in the thicknH1
raaa• lower than O. 25 - · If the ionic currant i•
1uppl:led 1 a fairly lara• error cunot be avoided becauH
of ~y-pa11 eurrcit to flow directly to th• plana electrode at the 1tart of powder d1po1ition and the limitinl
tiM t 0 to become very 1hort.
However, the r11u1t1 10 far obtained .... to
provide a 1ufftct1nt 1upport for the validity of th•
theoretic11 :l.nttiation condition of back di1char1•
dHcr:lbed in the pncedina Hctton.
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The mode of ba•k discharage for extreciely high
resiativity poYders is observed using an electrostatic
po11der deposit ion apparatus sho\IO in Fig. 7. The
negative corona is pri1:1.1 r1ly used. In order to obHt"VI'
the light ec.ission at thot boundary betYeen tha plane
electrode and the po11der layer, the ~eaauring electrode
ia ~de of a conductive glasa plate as is reported by
Tin& and Hughu. ( 9) The image 1ntens1f1er tuba 1• also
used with its ci.uu:u.;.::i 0a1n of about io6.
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Back discharge at very low ionic currant

Under the conditi on of negligibly small ionic
current (lower than about l0-12 A/aa2) a1 described
before, the thickn~ss of the layer can grov auf fieiently large. But, finally tha baclr. dlach.ar11• taku place,
resulting in craters. Fig.9-a ehova a photograph of
light emis,ions during the course of powder depoaition,
taken from both the front and the baclt aide at the
beggining stage of back discharge (ic.a11e 1.ntenaifier,
exposure tice • ~.O s). The layn thiclcneu at this
ti- is about O.~ =· n1e back discharge occurs at
discrete points, and fairly large craters are produced.
the light cclsslons are pulsive and DOve randoaly
aro1.r1d the layer so far as the deposition is continued.
nu~ intensity of light emiuion is stronger at the
boundary th.in on the surface. Thia does not change
even if the positive corona ia u.aed. ~en the powder
feed is stopped, the light e.iasion disappears.
Hovever, when the grid voltage la sufficiently raised
to enabl~ a spontan~ous back discharge, or a •ufftcient
amount of i onic current is supplied from an external
source, the light emission appears again in a form of
fixed and 1table glolll!,. Fig.9-b 1hovs the craters
appeared on the layer surface.
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(bl cicroscopic photograph

8J•k Di s charge at High Current Density
(1 0 • 5 • lo-7 A/cc2)

5.) Mic roscopic observation of general glow
In order 1 J study the structure of the general
glow in mo re d, tail, an obeervatlon is cade using a
ciicroscope cou1 led with the image intensifier tube.
\Jhen the electr~d~ becom~s Almost covered by powder,
light ecisslon 1n the fon:i of general glow starts to
occur. Fig.10-b is a photograph of this light ecission
taken from the ba ck side (exposure ti.me• ).0 s). 1liia
shows the existen ce of many discrete glow points,
scattered with a di s tan ce in the order of particle aize.
As in the case v f v ~ ry low ionic curr~nt, the light
eaission~ oc c ur r.ir.do.,ly at many points, moving around
the layer when the powder is being fed. A nw:iber of
sa:all voids ar< f o r"T!led at the sam~ time, and they also
move ar ound al on g th~ boundary. It should be noted
that, In spite J f this general glow app~aring, the
po11der can continu" to deposit up co a certain value of
thickness, about 0.25 i:=. The reason for this powder
pienietration will bd discussed later. l.'hen the pO<Jder
feed is stopped with ionic current being supplied, the
fixed glow points appear also in this case, so far as
the layier thicknus is larger than 0.1 cim. Fig.11-a
and b are the photographs of the layer back side with
back discharge whi ch cl early indicate these fixed glow•
to appear at the vo ids.
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(b) craters
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Baclr. Discharge and Craters at Ve-r:y Low
Ionic Current (1i • io-12 A/cm2)
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S.2 Back discharge at higher ionic current

t:,.;.

~~en a sufficiently large ionic current 1¥ supplied, back discharge can occur at a lover thickness, lea
than 0.25 CUii, but its intensity i1 10 low that it can
hardly be d~tected visually. When observed with the
icage intensifi"r tube, it can be aieen that the back
discharge tak"s a fon:> of gener~l glov, the whole
surface glowing unifomly and nc glow spot being
detected. Fig.10-a shows a photograph of such glow
taken from the front and the back aide s imultanecusly
vtth thie powder being fed, "hen i 0 • 5 " io- 7 A/cm2
and X • 0.15 c:. (icage intensifier tubie, iexposu•e time
2.0 s). "llle intensity of the general glow is stronger
at the bo1.A1dary than on the surface, when th• negative
corona 1s used. This reverses "·hen the po~itivc
corona is u~~d. Ult! c rater5 cannot be detected
visually.
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(b) voids

Hlc r oscop l c Observati on of Ccner.. l Cl ow
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Experimental A?paratu. for Obaervatlon
of Breakdown Channel• 1n1ide the Povder
Layer
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(a) breakdown channel
Fi&.ll

11111111•11

(b) cro11-a1ction

~1 - 1

Microscopic ObseTVation of Breakdown
Qiannels 1na1de the Povdcr Layer
Ftc.15

channel• inside th• povder layer ia al10
ob1erved u1ing an apparatua ahown 1n Fig.12, where tha
iaage inten11fier tube u aho used. Fig. ll-a and b
are the photograph• o! the layer cro11-acction v1th and
without back d11charge. 1lle1e indicate the breakdovo
channele aui:ning from the bright glov poinu at the
voids on the boundary and penetrating into the inside
of layer.
Breakdo~~

Hicro1copic Observation of

No~l

Crat1t'1

5.5 Current wave fon11 of back di1chat'g1 and
fonaation of crater•

S.4 tUcro1copic ob1ervation of crater•
No change 11 v11u.ally detected in th• 1moothne11
of the layer aurface after the occurence of general glow.
Hence, • DOre detailed exa~ination 1• made by aicroacopic obaervation.
Fi&.14-a and b 1nd1ca ta the •icroacopic photo1raph• of the layer 1urface "'1.th and vithout the
aeneral alov. 1lle thicknesa of the layer 11 0.2 aa.
It ta clearly ahovn in Fia.14-b th• t a n\Dber of very
1ull craters are fon:ied by th• aeneral slow. which 1a
01D1d 1111icro-ct'• ten''. Th• 11&1 of the 11ict'O-Ct'at1r 1•
alao1t equal co particle 1i&1. Iheae aiCt'O-Ct'&tara can
be observed 111th1n the th1clale11 ran&• betveeo O.l and
0.25 1t111 for the powder used. In the ranee 1111 than
0.1 ma, they beco111 undi1tin&ui1hable froa the irr11ularitl11 of the deposited surface. In the thiclcneu
ranee larger than 0.2~ ma, they tutTI into the auch
lat'ger craters usually observed.
Fig. 15 11 a photograph of th• uaual craters vhich
occur u.idet' a !airly 1011 tonic current at a lat'ger
11yer thiclcnes1 (X • 0.5
). n-.e ct'ater si&e ia 11uch
leraer coapared vith the Qicro-crater. Jn •oat of 1uch
cracer1, several large particla1 at'e ob1et'Ved to be
r1111aining on thP bott~ "1th a 10011 packing, ~~ich &ay
allow the plasma col\121 of • continuoua alov to be
11a inta1ned therebet:veen.

Fia.16-a 1hoV1 a current vave fOt'll of back diachar1• in the cue of very lov ionic current vhen the
laraer Ct'&t1r1 are being !onied at th• thickne11 of
0.~ 'f'.
In this case it and 1 are 10 1111.111 (1 1 10 1 A/cm2, ip • 10-~ A/cm2) tgat the current coo•i•t•
111ainly of back di1char1e pul111 at tha crater-..
Fia.16-b indicate• a curt'ent vave forl9 of back di1ch1rge
of 11neral glov type vhen the povder supply 11 atopped
and aany filled Glow points are exiating (i 0 • 7 • 10-7
A/cm2), In this ca1e, current consi1t1 of de c011pon1nt
alone. 1ll1• au1111t1 that the aeneral 11011 ia the back
diachar&• in tlle glov aode 1lre1dy t'eported,(S) occurr1n& at aany breakdown point• (aicro-crater1).
An expet'i-.ent ia made to 1tudy the foraation
procaaa of craters in more detail. A 11ica plate havina
a pinhole with 1.0 . . diameter and 1.5 11111 thlckn111 ia
u11d on a plan• elactroda of a needle-plane electn:>de
eyet .. •a a layer 1a.11ple (Fia.17). The epoxy-reain
povdat' ia filled in the pinhole. A neaative hi&h
volt.a&• 11 applied to the needle electrode, and back
d11chara• 1.a produced at the pinhole. At this inatant,
the p<Mder ejection i1 r11ult1d , aa ahovn 1n F1&.18-a.
~~St a ct'ater 11 coepleted in1id1 the pinhole the powder
ejection 1top1, and back d11char11 turns froa • pul1tv1
breakd~~ into a •table alov of the onaet-glCN DOde.<4)
r11.l8-b indicates the current vave fona during and
efter thh proceas. At th• tn1t1al 1ta11 vhan the
povdar ejection ia being made, back di1ch1rae 11 pulaive
conaiatina of repetitive breakdowna. 'illen, it tutTia
into a non-pulsive glCN when the crate?' 1• completed.
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( l F.l ! ct ..if I }:l'r ll 1 lne~i on (f:c,.

• 10

(a ) very 11J·-

ior~c.

•7

A/div

. rrent (cuar occurring)

4.s.1:i 6 r

(b) higher tonic cu:rent (&entral glow)

Flg.16

Current~

6. 2 P~wde.!..!!!£..<!!'~i_!!n_ under A_e!!..E_l~

ve Fero of R&ck 011char1•

A<1 de,cribi'd, the rovdf'r cm ccntinue to depo•it
u to a certain rl>ickneqs ('veo vhen he back discharge
ot R nernl &lO'J type oc ur~
,,,ls cay be explained in
t1'e fol lo-...ln wav. Owing t >a very l•w thicl<.ne•n of
lnyrr In t~ls cnse, the fon:uation o! rlectron avalanche
In th .. hr,.akdown <.liannels will be 1 i::lited !10 that the
p">sitivf' i..in l. yn foroeJ b, t-.1c\.: di!lcharge above the
powder drpo1\t Jill bt l..., in concentration and saaal~
in thlcl<nrss. l'>) TI119 .lll s the piHtichs impinginR
fro::i outside into th!o r.:>9it\VI' ion layPr co penetrate
with tlieir •nertl.~ co-...ard,; the surface of the deposit,
ulthcJut bP.ing fl• fficieritly cl•arged to posit iv" polarity
and r"rel lcd t>,\ck. At " cert.ti 1 thlcl<ll .. ss, the po,, it iv"
1,·n l,1yPr 1,;ill r<.ach ~' '•a !Pv"l th11t dot's not allow
ti
p>rtk 1.- r .-,,•tratlc'1. TI1en, a real t'liCkne i;
lirllti'lg will nppPar.

6. J
Fi g. 1 7

Hecha!!_i~f 5.!:!'~'!.! f.£._~,!'

Fro'I thi. rr~ult'I of t'lg.18, the following mechanise cay be su~gestr.d ftr Lrdter forc.ation. ~nen the
brcakdO"'Tl of th,. layer occ-urs, it rcpe;Hs in a puhive
fonn anJ elects the pow~"r !roe the layer aurface.
tl>e eji>ctton uill be rl'.'qult•d tther by a repetitive
local hea• expnns!on of gas or by a strong positive
chargi"lg of the particles around the breakdown ch•nnel,
or by both mechanises. l11e ?ulslve na.ture of the breakdcwn continues until 11 crat r ha.,ing a sufficiently
large channel is fon:ied.
~neo this er.acer ls fon::ed,
a stable poaitlve colu::n n ce4snry to caintain a stabl•
glow becomes p s Ible t0 appear lns1de the cratur
brcause of th effect of arTler diffusion to be diminisl•iod. Howe•er, so far .i& th,. pcwd .. r f•ed is continued,
thi~ rrat r r n ~e c0vrr~J a~ain bv the onco~ing particles. A a result, tht! l re.1~d .m o~cur at the other

£xper1mental Apparatus for Observation
of Po·Jdtor E:jettion

~·lac..

'!'I,

r ".J!tf11g 11 " f

11111 t ecis•I<.,

t~

J!"il'<I~

r· .r '

(a) po•der ejection
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.1nd :-a.ndou COVIP'?ent Of

alrc.idy

de~crlbed.

lo::n • 10-.s
u~i"IJ:;

(b) current '""v"

)o_ n_~~.

I• can he s • .,,, In Hg.8 th•H an 11pprcciat.lc
diff.,nnce exl&ts ln ti, .. th1claa~~ ch.ir .. ctcrir>tlcs
bl't\•P<~• C!::aaxlc 1md t.ds·
The 1eason for this may lit
In tl.e dlff,.r ·nee in numb"r of the "eal<. points to
t r 1 g,., c
r '> l "r 1 r.• k ! • ' . In , a~ v f ( f'.::,,. x) <.> , th
" > p 1nt9 res1 1 slhl1t r.- rli~ trig .. rin vill be
r•1e14r\ ly t'~"" t'l rl e tctnl:y of t'le plan• surface
ll' t"llt thf>lr • ' h•r .,, 'l ... '1 ltf'd
The equivalflnt
t'llc•r~n• ~f tht~ near·pl.ul
are can be taken ee
I) ~
as a r a ;
r • >e
l 1 "ase ( Ecla, tlie wealt
vclnta in tre vhc.le thic.iUIP.SS o.ay q~lly contribute
to th tr1i:; ering, .o that t .e1r n=ber hould be much
rt her. ';hp nharp drop 0f ~~,-value ~1th the increaae
in thlcm.,ss ca" be f'Xplained by • statistical theory
(\1Pake1t link ct> .. on-l pr·~dict!nR that the most prob.able
vn 1 ue of the ..,,.111<.e1t vnlue will d"crease uith the
~"">plc nu::b .. r (n -h .. r "' "'~"\r. p<>lnts).

n.e f..ill wlrx
nrl!!l'lve
1r,n1:

•·~

~t~lned

ly

t~ls

study

(1) !r .Ide a i .. ,
Ir! K
' - " ' l.1ver, tht i:ia.xic1-.., field
F- l( r,r !} ~ 11rne ~ 1" .. ~ .. t •. d •y b.?t'Ven th~ layer and
tht' r 1• ., .. l<•·tr l . . . ... . ~g tr t" ",acr ch11q;e of
~o~der particles
81 k •1 •• lrf~ is c0n~1dercd to
occur 1.hen th .. v•lu• t f ,, t'X • ~!:1 its Lr .. akdo1m
t'ircs!icl ~ [<1 ;
fl11• c11 lc 1,•, ! · 11•.e of [..,.,.:< at the
1n~11rnt of bad: dh "•HY .. 1~1t J'•'"• (r'Cli\x) 0 , agrees
v~ry uell vi th th
,.,,ti, >f • •' • a very r,.,.all layer
t~.1~"n"s
() I ice) t• ' " ' . · ' i,, r ·~all~! ..,l 1ae l'l<!ct-

r.H<'r fon:1at lcn

9

Xo.

can be estimated from the theory using the value
of Edi•
(2) In case the ionic current is negligibly small, the
Baiting thickneH, Xo. can become high and the large
craters can be fot111ed. In this case, pulsive light
emissions take place during the course of powder
deposition 'When back discharge started.
(3) In case the higher ionic current is supplied, the
value of Xo becomes smaller and baclt discharge takes
a fora of general glow. This consists of a number of
very small glow spots. In this case, micro-craters
are formed.
(4) So far as the negacive corona is used, che lighc
emission is stronger at Che powder-electrode boundary
than the powder surface.
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Errata
(A)

Boundary condition c) [Eq.(8)) should be corrected as
c) Field intensity at the boundary:
(cd/c o )Ed x (X) • Eext • constant (V/m)

(H)

According to this correction, [Eext] should be replaced with [E;xt]
in the following equations (20) - (30), where

(B)

Eqs.(11) and (15) should be corrected as
qd(X) • (io - Edx(X)/pd)/b
• q0 - 1;xt/bpd • qdo (constant)
at

t •

(11)

X/b

(15)

Thus,
qd(x,t) • qd 0 axp(-(t-x/b)/Td)
• qd 0 axp(-(X-x)/Ld)
Then, Eq.(19) should be

(C)

(D)

(16)

(17)

Eq,(31) 1hould be
to
Ve• S/ 0 {i0 (t)}dt/C

(31)

Fi1ure1 (4), (5), (6) and (8) 1hould be modified •• follow1.
accordina to th• correction (A),

x
Ld

x • bt

Viold Dtutribution in1ido I D1po1it1d
Layer (11nor1l ca10; X0 • Ld, t 0 • Td)
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Comparison betweeQ <Emax>o and Eds
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5U111118ry

Back discharge is investigated in the bias-controlled pulse charging system to be used in an electro1tatic precipitator, and its practical utility limit is
utablished in terms of critical -in de voltage v
ancl critical current le at which the visible back cc
dilcbarge initiates. Alllong the factors affecting this
utility limit, the apparent resistivity of sample layer,
Pd• baa the most essential effect. The width and height
of pulse voltage are the second important factors.
1111111 Pd < 1013 ohm-cm, the occurence of visible back
dilcbarge is very seldom in this pulse charging syat-.
1111111 Pd exceeds loll ohm-cm, it becomes necessary to
decrease the width and height of pulse voltage to improve the loaa of the utility limit. When pd ? 1014 ohmr.a, a large reduction appears in both Vee and Ic• which,
howver, can be amended to so- extent by using a very
narrow pulse width and a low pulse height.

COLLllCHllG &LECTllODS
DISCBARGI

Etl:CTIODll'

(a) PllLll CBAllGINO StST Ell

1. INTRODUCTION

DISCllilGI

c

ll:LEC'1'RODI:-._

THIRD Et.!CHODI·

(1') IIU-COllTROLLZD l'UUI
CIWIGillO SfST.!JI

Y : DO HIGH YOL'UGS &OlllCI
0

Back discharge, one of the ma}or troubles in electrostatic precipitatora, is an abnormal corona discharge
ciccurring oa the surface of dust layer deposited on the
collecting electrode when the apparent resistivity of
the layer exceeds the threshold of about S x 1010 ohmca. In this case the potential drop across the layer
becomes so high that breakdown takes place in the layer
and triggers back discharge. Hence, its initiation
condition is given by the layer breakdown. condition,
which, iq case of electrostatic precipitators, takes
the fom<U:
(1)

where id • apparent current density in dust layer, and
~ 8 •breakdown field strength of the dust layer. I t ia
evident fro• Eq. (l) that· the solution of back discharge
trouble will be enabled by reducing either Pd or id
without decreasing the main field strength in corona
apace. Liithi proposed a method to reduce id independent
of the •fj field strength, vhich is indicated in
ftg.l (a)
'l'he third electrodes are arranged to the
vicinity of the discharge electrode, and a periodical
pulse discharge is applied therebetween. A de high
voltage is applied between the third and collecting
electrodes to -intain the main field. 'l'his method
proved to have an excellent performance for suppression
of back discharge in laboratory tests, but in its practical application the following essential difficulties
ramained to be solved:
1) 'l'he difficulty in suppressing de corona to occur :In
the pulseless period when the distance between the
third and discharge electrodes is :Increased to the
level of 10 ca, necessary for scale-up, and the gas
and dust conditions fluctuate. 'l'his de corona
deteriorates the control performance of this oethod.
2) 'l'he prohibitively high initial and runn:lng costs of
the pulse voltage source to be used.
A practical solution to these difficulties was
PrDYided by the authors by inserting a de bias-voltage
1n aeries to the pulse voltage, as shown in Fig.l (b),
which i( called the ''bias-controlled pulse charging
•ystem" 3). Through the control of ma."limum field strength at the discharge electrode, this bias-•roltage can
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Fig.l

Pulse charging system

not only insure the choking of the de corona to occur
in the pulseleas· period, but also enables the use of
ac or halfwave voltages instead of the very expensive
sharp pulse voltage.
A problem arised, however, in the course of its
development that the initiation of visible back discharge, which better represents the actual performance
drop than the initiation of dust layer breakdown according to Eq.(1) 1 is not only affected by Pd and id• but
also by the strength of the main corona field. This .
means that the practical utility limit of this system
for each value of Pd should be judged from the critical
values of main de voltage Vee and current le at which
the visible back discharge initiates. As is knmm,
these two quantities are the most essential para.~eters
determining the collection performence, since the
saturation charge imparted to dust particles in corona
field is proportional to the main field strength whtle
the charging time constant is inversely proportional to
the ratio of ionic current density to field strength.
Furthermore, it also became clear that behaviours of
back discharge in the pulse charging system are largely
different from those observed in the conventional twinelectrode system.
Thus, the utility limit of this syste2 and the
mode of back discharge were studied in the pd-range of
ioll - 1014 ohm-cm.
_!. "EXl'ElUMENTAL APP.\RATl'S

The electrode system used in the presP.nt laboratory tests has an identical const~uction to those used in
the pilot-plant tests deacribed later, and 13 shewn in
Fig.1 (b) and Flg.2. The total surface area o~ the Lwo
counter (collecting) electrodes in 1 rn 2 , and the discance between the third and counter clectrotles is 20 cc.
The whole electrode system is placed 1'1uid~ a hu:oiidity
controlled chamber, in which air humidity can be changed in a wide range under nor.nal teu:pera~ute an~ press ·
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ure. In1tead of du.at layer, paper Cowell are attachad
onto th• eu.rfacH of tha countar and third elac:trodH,
becau.ta their Pii1~rtlu.a cq Haily be chanald within a
broad rans• ~f 10 1 - 1014 oh•ca bJ controllina t'ha
air ralative humidity.
'Dia Pd..Y&1H of th• peper ton1 i• very HHi Uva
to pra11ure 10· that it cazanot 1ucc:e11full1 be .... urad
b1 tba parallel electrode• c:-1,. uaed. 'Dia probe
Mthod, ahow in Ji1. 3, :ls u.aed throqhout th• pruent
a:perimnt1, einca it proved to provide very eatlafactOl'J ra1ult1 for th• 1oft uterial• •uch a• a paper
towel' 1~ 'Dia potential of the var, l:f.aht probe elect•
rode, Yd• i• ..a•urad by a 1aro .. thod 1uch that V2 i•
adjuatad to a:t.va 12 • o. At thil point, w 1•t1
V:z I Vd • idPdd
(2)
whtr• d • 1up1a thic:lcna11. H..c:a, the P119va1ua c:an
ba obtained froa the relation
pd a V:zl I t 1d
(3)
ware I • area of •uur:f.A1 electrode, and 11 • currant
frOll .... urSD1 a11c:troda. 6 protaotlnl circuit con1i•tiDI of r, L, I ud C i• providad to th• hiah Hnlibil•
ity ourrmt .. t1r l:z for the purpoH of pl'lvantinl •
...... to ooour when a epark:l.n1 take• place either
between the plate and probe elactrod•• or 'b1twan the
needle ad probe 11ac:trod11.
'Dia pu1•• volt• .. eourc• uead in th• preaant
laborator, ta1t1 provide• a periodical 1quar.-v1va
pul1a with a ri•• t:l.a• or 1 ~• and a llint.11111 duty oyo1•
of 0.1, vharo th• paruat1ra can ba ehan1•d in th•
ran .. I pulH hliaht • 0 • 30 kV, pulla width • 10~1 •
10 ••• and pul1a repetition fr1quanc:y • 0 • 1 k11.
'Dlroupout th• laboracory tHtl the do bi11•volta.. ii
•ltted.

a.

0111p+DC!I!

L-lOH

U1taace • IOm

•lHur.. t• third dec&r04le· dlnuce • Sell
l'ia.2 llectrode •1•t.. usad in laboratol'J and
pilot-plant t••t•

or 16!1 RHC116191

'DI• initiation aad 90da of C111 Yi1ib1• b11~ di1oh•
1r1• 1r• 1ff1ot1d lay th• 1ppar111t r11i1ti'l'&ty of th•
• ..,11 11y1r Pd• pul•• width '• pul1a repetition
fre11ueney f, pul11 hlilht V , and &ha um da volt•I•
v0 , 'Dia efCeot1 of field 1ITen1th and currant don1itJ
in C11• 11• ud 1uph l•JH are aantain1d i•plialtlf
in th• affect• of th• 1bova par... ter1.
3.1 ,,,,,, ~ ,.
Allon&• 1ff1ot1 of th• p1r...11r1 d1101ibed
above, that oC pf.ii tho ••t HHntial. In thi•
1y1ca. tho vi1ib back di1ohar11 ooaur1 onlf 1oorcelJ

I

C•l011F

Fia.3 Probe .. thod for .... urin1 •ample r••l•t:f.v:f.t1
in the ra1uts.vlt7 r.nae of Pd < 1013 ohlr'c•, when Ve c
100 kV, Y '30 kV (neaat:f.v• polaU.t7), f > 10 Ha, and
duty c1cil ~ 0.1. Once :f.t appears, lt tab• th• fora of
an unatabla alov, from whlc:h • 1tr...ar 1uddanly develop• toward tha di1c:har1• electrode and turn1 into a
fla1hovari' When th• fraquanc7, f, or pul1• width, T,
i~ ra:f.ttd, the occurence of th• v:f.ailll• back di•chera•
bscomea aora frequtnt, vhil• its •tartina c:ond:f.tlon
become• aore ob1cura.
'l'h• •ttuation chan111 c:omplataly when th• Pd-value
uc:e1d1 10 J oh..ca. 'Dia vilibl• back d:f.sc:hara• appear• in th• fora of a •tabla diffu1• 11ov. With the inc•
l'HH in the UU de voltall Yc:1 tha 8pot-l:f.ke llOV
point• appear on the ..mp1a 1urfaca with :f.ncr•••inl
nllllltar, •• ahotlft la 1'11.4 (a) and (b), When Ye :le
further incra111d, th• 1tre...re develop fro• the 11ow
point• toward th• diachar11 alactrod1, and fin111J
br:t.d1• 1c:ro11 th• pp between th• c:ountar and di1ch1r1•
alactrod••· 6 remal'kabl• diffaraac:a of th••• atra...ra
frn thoaa oc:currllla under Pd c 1011 oh..c• 11 that·
th•1 ver1 hardly turn into fla1hover. Another intHHtinl b1h1viour of back di1c:h1r11 in th• Pd•rana• hi1h1r
then lOU oh..c• ii that th• 11ov 1pot1 j111p around
Croa po:l.nt to point over th• whole •••Pl• 1urf1c1.
\Alan th• Pd•valua axo11d1 1014 oh11-c:11, th• viaibl•
back d:f.achar1• al10 appa1r1 on th• layer attached to
th• third a1ac:trod11 if the uf.n de volta1• V0 :f.1 kept
1uffic:intly hip. tt i1 tri111r1d by the po1itivt
ton1 1011ili.1·: from th• beck di1ch1r1• epota on the ooll•
ac:tlnl alaatroda, uad di11ppear1 tlhan th••• 1pot1 dieappaar. Another intara1tin1 phanomanoa to ba notioad
in thi• 1•traa1ly hiah ra1i1t:f.vitJ raoa• i1 that, 1v"'
without th• aid of 11apt1n ionio ourr1nt, 1 feellla
1low-liu back di1ohar11 11n oc:our onlJ bf dark c:urrlftt
'when Va ii upt 1uUioilntlJ hip.
J,2 llCaota of Ve. If• C eg4 '
"'· aiiec:t1 or c;• v,, i and ' are ind~ltld f.n
C11• piotun1 of back diHbll'.. 1hlMl in '11.4 (1) • (a),
'I'll• v1lua1 of p1r... ter1 1r1 indic1t1d f.n the 1tt1oh•d
table '8 which th• va1ua1 ol third •1aatro41 aurrut,
I , and oountor 11aotrod1 ourrlftt, 10 , are 1110 1iven.
!«1 a9111arieon i1 Mda by ohan1in1 one of the par....
cor1 1 und1rlinod in e11h line, the other p1r1.. t1r1
bllnl upt 11moH lllUllr H114 (1) and (11) CllearJ.y
1ndi11ta th• 1ff1at of V1 to 1c:tiv1t1 th• slow 1pot1
into 1tra... r 11141, A ..ru4 affect of inar111a in
pul1• wi4C11 £1 indioatod in (b) and (a), 'I'll• inor1111
in f1'911u.nc:1, 11 al10 r11ult1 in lft 1otivity inor.a10
tn baak di1ohar.. , 11 1hown '8 (1) and (d), (11) and (I)
Sndlo•t• C111t y hll th• .... 1H11t II v,. Althoup
th111 plotur•• Ira takon under ID aatra1111y hith v1lu1
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Effects of Ve• VP, f and

t

on actlvlty of back diacharge

of Pd• th• tendencies described above are ob9erved in
the \lhole range of Od· It 1a felt thu the effect of
plllae vidth, T, is the aost essential, and next to it
c:cce those of Ve: and VP, and finally that of f.

4. UTILITY LIMIT
The utility limit of this systrc expressed in
tenu of the critical de i:.ain voltage Vee and critical
&V•rag• pulse c~rr•nt le la m•asured under various
valu•a of parameters od, VP, and t, vith the value of
f balng kept at 100 or 200 H:t. The reaulta obtalnad
for the pd-valuu of about loll, 1012, 1013 and 1014
oh1t-ca are ahovn in Fig.5 - 8 retp•ctiv•ly. llla utility llmit giving the high••t posalble values of Vee and
le corresponds to the beat collectlon perfo~nce.
In confon:1ity with the fact that visible back
dltcharga hardly occurs in the pd-v"lue rimga < 1013
oh.-cc, the utility limit u high as (Vee • 80 - 60 kV,
le • 50 - 30 1iA) is attainable in this range, u ahovn
in Fi&.5 and 6. The effects of t and vr re aiull
axc:ept for cases of a very high Vp-value, as in Fig.5
(d) and Fig. 6 (c), (d), where drooping characteristics
vith the increue in t appear. A detailed exacination
ahovs that a alight loss in the utility limit occurs
vith the increase in the Pd-value frum about loll to
1012 oh11-c111.
A remarkable l~ss in the utility limit appears
when 'd exceeds 10
oh::.-cc, as shovn in Fig. 7. The
decrease in le occ un in coccion, and that in Vee al ~o
takts place for l3rger values of Vp and '·
\lhen Pd finally exceeds the threshold of 101 4 oh,...
t.11 , a very large reduction both in Vee and Ic appears,
u 1hovn in Fig.8. However, it should be noted that
the uae of a very narrow pulsP vidth or 11!> ut 10 1iS and
LU 77 ANNUAl
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a sufficiently lov pulse height of about -10 kV provides
s sub1tantul ~provml!nt. The merit of a narrov pulae
width and a lov pulse height t. also clearly ob1arved
infig.7.
Prom the results obtailled it ~y be concluded that
the coat favourable pd-range for thi1 1ystem to 1olve
back discharge trouble vill be that lover than 1013 ohi»cm, vhile a a11ghl diff1culty may app•ar in the ranee
4 ohc-cc and the use of a narrov
of pd - 1013 - 10
pulse vidth will become neceasary. The range of pd •
iol4 1eeiaa to provide the U?p•r limit for this 1y1tee,
where only the use of a very narrow pulae width could
eave the perfonllanc• drop to 1ome extent.

5. PILOT-PLANT TEST
lbe predictions ohtained from th• laboratory teats
are exudnad at a pilot- rlant located at an iron ore
1intering furnace in conn•ction to the exit of a conv•ntional type electrostatic prrcipitator. This pilotplant con1i1ts of a charging :ton• identical to that
shovn in Fig.l (b) 11nd Fig.2 and a co llrcting :tone out
of zig-zag arr~nged negative and positive chann•l electrodes, as shown in fig.9. The ga1 transit tiJCe through
a single charging zone is about 0.4 •· lbe d~~t con1iats mainly of fe203 particlrs and contains small
anount• of salts of alkaline =etals a1 well as alkalineearth ~etals by geveral percents io total. Its
particle si:te is extr•mely ~~ll, and oore th11n 70 X
are in the ran~e of s ub-clcron dia::orter. This la b•cause cost of th~ coaser particles ha1 been collerted in
the preceding prPci~itator. The Pd-value of the dust
is as high as 10 13 - iol 4 ohat-c~ under op•rating rondltion~.
In rhi1 test, a half-vave voltage with ( • SO
and 625 Hz, producrd by rectification of sinusoidal

.
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2nd CHARGING ZOHB

2nd COLLECTING ZONI

1st CHARGING ZONB

1at COLLICTING ZONB

Fia.9 Conetruction of pilot•plant pracipitator (PAC-ES type)
1c volta11. 11 ueed lnatead of a aharp pulse volt•&••
lllnca. ita aquivalant pul1e width '• can be a11111111d to
Ila approximately 10 1111 or 1 me,
rta.10 ahowa th• Telat1oa1hip b•tvHn the peak
voltaa• v, and th• current I flow1n1 into th• counter
electrodaa of th• firat char11n1 aona. where Ye ia kept
at 40 kV. 'DI• curve (4) indicat11 th• aorul Yp - I
charact1ri1tic1 without back d11char11. It can ba
lllll from the curv11 (1) and (2) that back d11char&••
r1pr11ent1d by abnormal 1ncr1a1a in current I, 11
nhanced by th• arowth of thickn111 of duet layer, A
r ...rkabl• lmprove11nt ie obearved to occur when an
1lactrod1 rapp:l.na with 1ufflci1nt 1tr•n1th and frequ111c7 ii provided 10 that the layer thiclcn111 b1com11
ama11, 'DI• curv11 a110 claarly indicate th• merit of
11111a1 ·1 1a1rrow pull• width.
'lb• collection performance of 65 - ·85 I can be
achieved under th• optimum condition of curve (4).
which 1xce1de th• r1quir1111nt 11t forth to th• aft1rcolllctor to be :Ln1tall1d. 'l'hf.1 performance laval
r1pr11ente a vary 11ti1factory ff.aura. con1id1rin1 tha
1xtr..1ly hf.ah Pd•value. 1mall particle 1111. and a
v117 1hort tr11t11111t tf.u,
It 11 concluded from thla teat that thf.1 1y1t1m
can provida a iolutlon to back d11ch1r11 occurr:l.n1
under lld • 101 • 1014 ohm-cm when 1 h1U•w1v1 volta11
with '• .S 1 •• 11 u11d in combination to an 1Hec:U.v1
111ctrolf1 r1ppin1(111111.7 (•)),
.

..,

.,..

u&n •• voltap Y • 40l'f
HCU&on
I

f(H1)

llror

Chi1lln111

us
us

...u

10

50

...u

10

so
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VP (KV)
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l

•

l
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.
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111r11
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I

6, C9HCLY1t0H

'l'h• fo11owin1 conc1uaiona are obtained from th•
for1ao:Ln1 1tudi111
1) 'l'h1 bia1•contro11ad pu111 ch1r1in1 1y1t1m and pu11a
char1:Ln1 1y1t•• can provide an 1ffactiv1 t1chnic11
101ution to th1 back dilchar11 trouble up to th•
~ •YllUI of about io14 ohm-cm.
2) 'l'lil ao1t favouru11 ru11 of pd for th111 1y1tn1 ii
up to 101S oh..n.
S) A l1i1ht difficult)' appHH in th• ran1• lld • 101S 1014 oh.. o, """• the UH of a naHCN pulH width
1111•11 n1ca11ary for Saprovin1 th• p1rform1nc. 1011.
4) '1'111 lld•v11u• of 10 4 HllDI to provide 1n upper limit
for &li111 1y1tn1, wharo back dt1eh1r11 1t1rt1 to
011ur 1110 on th• third •l•atrod• wh•n v0 i• r1t1•d
1uffiat1ntly hi1h. At thi• rt11i1tivity l1v1l llack
dl11h1r11 01n occur on th• countor ol1ctrod1 ovtn
lly 1 dark curront whon Y0 11 r1i11d boyond 1 01rc1tn
Yaluo,
S) '1'111 UI@ of an ••tr111111ly narrow pul11 width in tho
ordor of 10 ~• and 1 low pul10 hoilht 111y provtdo 1
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THE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRIC WIND IN ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
(BY LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETER)

S. Masuda, K. Akutsu, K. Aihara
Department of Engineering
Un~versity of Tokyo
Introduction
The electrostatic precipitator charges dust particles to
remove them electrostatically, but the effect of electrical wind
(ion wind) in precipitating process of particles cannot be
ignored. In the electrostatic precipitator, there is a negative
electrical wind from a discharging electrode and a reverse electrical wind due to inverse ionization phenomena. The velocities
of these winds are at least several m/sec. On the other hand,
the electrical moving velocity of the charged dust particle in
the electrical field of 5 kV/cm is about 0.1 ~ 1.0 m/sec for the
particle with diamP.tP.rs ranging from 1 to 10 µm and ·at most 10
cm/sec for the submicron particle with diameter of about 0.1 ~
1. 0 µm, Therefore, you have to treat the precipitating process
of particles with diameter of less than 10 µm as, so called,
EHD process which considers hydrodynamic field as well as electrical field.
'
Here, in this experiment, we have analyzed the electrical
wind using the Laser Doppler Velocimeter. First, we have analyzed
the negative electrical wind from the needle-point in point-toplane electrodes. Secondly, we have generated inverse ionization
by placing a mica plate with a hole on the plate electrode instead
of dust particles and have analyzed the negative ionization
electrical wind. Finally, we have investigated the behavior of
submicron particles in the vicinity of a boundary layer near the
plate electrode when there is a current parallel to the plate.
Measurement Method
The Laser Doppler Velocimeter is designed to measure the
.velocity of particles, which move at the same speed as current,
by measuring the Doppler shift of scattered light from the particles. As scattering particles, we have used the D.O.P. particles
[DOP Di-Octil-Phtalic Acid, average particle diameter of 0.3 µm].
An experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1.
In order to distinguish Vn and V'n in Figure 1, we have used the frequency shift
system which shift the frequency of the other beam by 40 MHz. The
size of measuring region is 116 µm wide, 1138.8 µm long and 0.008
mm 3 volume.
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Experimental Results
Negative Electrical Wind
Velocity distributions of negative electrical wind (ion wind)
in a perpendicular direction and in a parallel direction to the
plate are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 4 shows the velocity
changes of the .negative electrical wind which is perpendicular to
the plate by applying various am::>ur:its of negative voltage to the
needle-point. In the immediate vicinity of the plate, the negative
wind velocity is proportional to the square of the voltage.
Reverse Ionization Electrical Wind
We have used the mica plate which has a pin-hole with a diameter of 0.5 nun instead of a dust particle. Figure 5 shows the
measurement of velocity distributions of inverse ionization electrical wind in a perpendicular direction to the plate in the area
above pin-hole. Figure 6 shows velocity changes in r direction.
In the range of the voltage (15 kV ~ 20 kV) and the electrical
current 1 µA~ 10 µA), the increase in voltage and electrical
current will increase the velocity of inverse ionization electrical
wind in a perpendicular direction to the plate, however when the
voltage and the electrical current exceed above range and when the
streamers can be visually identified, the velocity will not be
dependent on the voltage and electrical current and will be
around 10 m/sec. A similar amount of inverse ionization electrical
wind can be obtained by increasing the number of pin-holes and
by superposing the influencing ranges of wrecking points. Also
the negative electrical wind from the needle point was increased
in about 0.5 m/sec (however, voltage= 25 kV).
Behavior of D.O.P.

Particles in Vicinity of Bounday Layer

Figure 7 presents the behavior of D.O.P. particles near the
plate when there is a parallel current r* direction in Figure 1)
to the plate.
Conclusion
Since a negative electrical wind maintains a fairly high
velocity [4 m/sec in 5 kV/cm and 6. 4xlo-i+ A/m 2·1 as far as inunediatelY
before the plate, we think that most of the particles will be
carried to the vicinity of precipitating point. The vicinity of
precipitating point with a boundary layer and an eddy of about
30 cm/sec will be created just outside of this boundary layer.
Also, since the inverse ionization electrical wind will exist in
the area of several millimeters located a 1 cm in front of a
wrecking point and have a high velocity of maximum 12 ~ 13 m/sec,
most of the particles in this area will probably be blown away.
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FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTRON BEAM GAS ELIMINATION

s.

Masuda, K. Akutsu, and M. Hirano

Introduction
Presently, the most effective method considered for eliminating NOx (mainly NO) in the burned exhaust gas is the electron
beam denitrate method. This is the radiological chemical method
in which N2 or H20 in exhaust gas is activated by a high energy
electron beam which was accelerated to 1-2 MeV and it will oxidize
NO and then nitrate it. Therefore, this method requires neither
special catalytic agent and oxidation agent nor reheating or
pressurizing exhaust gases. Also, by added NH 3 in the electron
beam injecting space, it will have solid nitrate aerosol and
will prevent corrosion of equipment by nitric acid as well as
possible precipitation. Most of all, this process can desulphurate
as well as denitrate and the resulting product of this process
(3NH4N03• (NH4)2S04} can be utilized as a fertilizer.
As explained above, the electron beam denitrate method is
a very epoch-making process, but initial and operating costs of
the electron beam generating equipment is very high. In order to
overcome this, it is planned to combine the electron beam injection into the electrostatic precipitator, na~ely to install the
precipitating electrode in the beam injection space. This change
can make an overall system compact, reduce the installing space
and cost, but it is necessary to analyze how the electrical field
generated in the electron beam injection space will affect denitrate reaction. This paper here has analyzed it experimentally.
Experiment Apparatus and Method
Gas Flow System (see Figure 1)
The electro-magnetic valves are located at the entrance and
the exit of reaction cell to control a flow of sample. As a
s6nple, a constant flow rate of (1 1/30 sec) N2 is used as a
carrier and small amounts of NO and NH 3 are supplied through
capillary tubes. The concentration of sample is controlled by
measuring pressure with manometer. Valves V 1 and V2 are closed
during experiment to have a stand-still condition.
Optical Measurement System (see Figure 2)
The measurenent of NO was done by Infrared-Ray Molecule
Extinction Method which uses a luminescence source of NO itself.
This is based on the fact that only NO can absorb the luminescence
(S.3 µm) which is produced when NO in a vibration excitation
state returns to a stable state. The removal of NO under the
electron beam application can be measured with high sensitivity91

Figure 1
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Figure 2
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high-speed-sequential-measurement in a real time. This technique
has negligible interfernece by coexisting materials (H20, N2,
aerosols, etc.). Also, in order to have a better signal to noise
ratio, the RC oscillator is used as a power source to modulate
at Hz and the frequency composition of 120 Hz is extracted by the
lock-in-amplifier.
Beam Application System
The dynamitron in University of Tokyo-Nuclear Research General
Center was used as an electron beam application source. The
application of beam is done by opening or closing the shutter and
the beam will be scanned horizontally at 10 Hz to cover a sample
entirely.
High Voltage System and Reaction Cell
The reaction cell has a same axis cylinder type main electrode and a negative high voltage is applied to the inside
cylinder part. The outside cylinder has a separate guard electrode which is grounded and the electric current is measured between
the main electrode and the ground. The cell has a CaF2 window and
a stainless steel window for the inf rared ray and the electron
beam, respectively.
Experiment Results
Figure 3 presents the relationship between beam application
time and NO concentration when approximately 800 ppm of NO and
2000 ppm of NH 3 are supplied (about 1000 ppm of H2 0 are possibly
included because of system configuration) at the electron beam
acceleration energy of 1.2 MeV and at the beam electric current
of 97 µA. This figure shows that the existence of electrical
field will promote denitrate reaction. Here the relationship
between the reaction velocity (gradient of Figure 3 curve) and
the applied voltage. On the other hand, the voltage-current
characteristics in beam application space is linear as shown in
Figure 5 and this satisfies the Ohm's law. Thus, the relationship between the denitrate reaction velocity and the electric
current between electrodes will be similar to Figure 4. Here, in
order to analyze how much the existence of electrical field contri-butes to the denitrate reaction, the relationship between the
electric current and the l/nth power of (Vr-225)/225 for the
reaction velocity Vr are obtained (note; i vs n/Tvr-225)/225)
and Figure 6 shows this relationship for n
3, and 4.

= 2;

Conclusion
1. In a mixed gas of N2 , NH 3 and H2 0, NO concentration
decreases proportionally to the beam application time and the
reaction amount is independent from NO concentration unlike
ordinary chemical reactions. This means that the denitrate
94
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reaction is done in proportion to the number of emitted electrons
(supplied from a source), thus it is expected that the denitrate
reaction velocity is proportion to the number of emitted electrons
(supplied from a point source), thus it is expected that the
denitrate reaction velocity is proportional to the beam electric
current. This was actually verified by the preparatory experiment
done before this experiment.
2. The electrical field ~dded to the application space extensively promote the denitrate reaction. It was confirmed that
the electrical field and the electrical current contribute to the
decrease reaction velocity of NO with the order of about third
power and have a good effect in a speedy elimination of the
aerosole product as well as a denitrate reaction, whatever the
cause of this effect will be.
3. In the beam application space, the voltage is propQrtional
to the current thus the applied electric power contributes tC>the
denitrate reaction velocity with a power of l.Sth.
4. For the most effective denitrate case which is the 14 Kv
and 2.3 mA, its average electrical field strength (3.68 Kv/cm) is
about the same as that of ordinary electrostatic precipitator
(3 Kv/cm) • But the beam application space is abundant with
various ions and electrons which give a hi~h conductivity and the
average current density will be 6.28 x lo- A/cm 2 which is larger
than 100 times that of ordinary electrostatic precipitator
2
(2 x lo-' A/cm ) and also the average electric power density will
2
be 2.34 x 10- W/cm 3 which again is larger than 100 times that
of ordinary one. Since the conductivity in the application space
has a close relationship with the application amount rate (is
proportional to the square root of the application amount rate) ,
it is necessary to place the electrode in the application space
which has the best denitrate rate (= denitrate amount/applied
energy) in the actual plant. It will be a future project to
obtain these conditions.
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Motion of a Microcharge Particle Within
Electrohydrodynamic Field
S. MASUDA andY. MATSUMOTO
Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo
1. Introduction
Recently the study of the motion of mic!'ocharged particles (particle size 0.1 to 100 µm) in
the EHD (electrohydrodynamic) field has become
important in connection with the design of electrostatic precipltators and electrostatic painting.
This study is reduced to the solution of equations
of the motion of charged particles in the EHD
field under given boundary and initial conditions,
However, the analysis is very difficult if the
boundary conditions are complicated and many
problems still remain unsolved,
Steinbigler (1) proposed a charge substitution
method which enables one to obtain approximate
solutions for two-dimensional and symmetrical
three-dimensional electric fields under complicated boundary conditions (2-6 ) . Using this
method, we analyzed two-dimensional steady
potential field of perfect flow under complicated
: boundary conditions (7). In this paper, we
analyze the motion of microcharged particles in
EHD field by means of charge substitution and
present a method of calculating collection efficiency of two-stage electrostatic precipitator
( EP-ES type electrostatic precipitator ( 8)) •
2. ·Equation for Motion of Microcharged
Particles in EHD Field
The motion of microcharged particles in EHD
field is described by
d'r
(dr
m--+611:710
--V(r)) =qE(r)
1
dt

dt

(1)

where r is the positional vector of the particle,
mis the particle mass, a is the particle radius;
q is the particle charge, T/ is the viscosity coefficient of the medium, V(r) is the velocity vector
of the medium at r and E(r) is the electric field
at r. It is assumed that Stokes' equation holds for
the viscosity of the medium for Reynolds number
Re < o. 5.
In the viscous flow, it is difficult to determine
V(r) under complicated boundary conditions in
both laminated flow and turbulence. Therefore,
V(r) is approximated by the velocity distribution
in the steady-state potential flow. Since both V(r)
and E(r) are vectors in the potential fields, Eq.
(1) is rewritten as

~EHD(r)=

-fo

j6lt17a V(r)+ qE(r)I d r

=6::r,a\,'J(r)+q9,(r)

(3)
(4)

where 'Pf and 'Pe are the velocity potential and
electric potential With the origin O as a reference.
In Eqs. (3) and (4), 'PEHD is called EHD potential
and the resultant force fEHD = -'-grad 'PEHD at the
right-hand side of Eq. (2) is called EHD force.
Under similar boundary conditions (duct walls
or electrodes), the flow field and electric field
are similar. Therefore. the distance is normalized to the suitable length (such as the electrode
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3. Modes of Particle Motl.on

surface distance) b
¢,(r) =

-fo

(6)

E(r)dr=bE, ¢,(rib}

(7)
6

(J, (r'b) = -

E(rb)
--.-· d(r/b)
o
f.o

1

3.1 Effect of ¢EHD (r /b)

(8)

In the EHD field with similar boundary conditions (duct shape, electrode shape, etc.), the
distributions of normalized velocity potential
t/)f (r/b) and normalized electric potential 4>e (r/b)
and their magnitudes are independent of the structural size, average flow rate Vo and average
electric field Eo. Specifically, ¢f (r/b) and 4>e
(r/b) are pattern functions representing geometrical patterns of flow field and electric field. However, normalized EHD potential ¢EHD (r/b) which
is a linear combination of t/>f (r/b) and 4>e (r/b)
is dependent on the value of K even under similar
boundary conditions.

Vo and Eo are the average flow rate and average
electric field intensity in the region under consideration; <Pf and <Pe are the velocity potential
and electric potential normalized to the average
flow rate Vo and average electric field Eo in
dimensionless space. These are called normalized velocity potential and normalized electric
potential, respectively. Substituting Eqs. (5)
and (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain
q:>IHD(r)= C lt/11(r/b)+K tfi,(r/b)}

(9)

==Ctfiiim(r/b)

As seen in Eq. (14), modes of particle motion
in the dimensionless space are determined by the
distribution of normalized EHD potential ¢EHD
(r/b) and dimensionless parameter

As seen in Eq, (10), K is a ratio between average
electric force acting on particles and average
C=6u;abVo
viscosity force (with respect to stationary parK==qE0 /6r.7JaVo=qV/6::17abV,
(10)
ticles) and represents the effect of physical param...-;;;;;c,./b/="'i(c'b'+K-".',r/b)
(ll)
eters other than the patterns of the flow field and
"'
l"
~
"'
electric field. The larger the value of K, the
--------..__.._____
more the electrodynamic force is dominant over
where u = bEo is the applied voltage be~
h d od
mi f
electrodes; <f>EHD (r/b) is called normalized EliD ·
the Y r yna c orce.
potential in the dimensionless space and K is
~hen K « 1, we have ¢EHD ::::: ¢ f and the
called electric field factor.
:--~
particle motion
~the flow field only.
In the dimensionless coordinate normalized to
b, the equation of motion (2) is rewritten as
(ii) When K » 1, we have ¢EHD ~ K¢e and the
particle motion depends on electric field only.
where

mbd' (r/b) +6x11abd(r/b)
dt'

=-

(iii) When K -1, the particle motion depends
on both flow field and electric field, and is of the
EHD motion.

dt

c
-b(grad)o¢EHD(r/b)

(12)

where (grad)b is a gradient operator in the dimensionless coordinate system. Further, we
normalize the time by

3. 2 Effect of

As seeb in Eq. (14), t represents the effect of
viscosity on inertia in the motion and is called the
viscosity factor

where T = m/b"J a is the relaxation time of the
particle motion, and T = b/Vo is the duration that
the medium stays in the region under consideration. From Eq. (12), we obtain•
d 1 (r/b)
d (r/b)_ _
,
,
d(t/fJ)' +C d(t/fJ)- (grad,•\1!1Ho(r,b)

(14)

(i) When t « 1, the inertia term is effective
and the particle motion becomes ballistic. SpecJ.fically, the initial conditions affect greatly the
particle motion and the EHD potential wall becomes soft, resulting in weakening its constraint
force.

(ii) When t » 1, the viscosity term is effective and the particle motion becomes viscous.
Particles move along the gradient of the EHD
potentlal and its Jines of force coincide with the
particle trajectories. The initial conditions are
less effective and the EHD potential wall becomes
hard, resulting in strengthening of its constraint
force.

where
(15)

\

t

'

*Since 8 contains a and m, there is no time
scale common to all particles, Therefore, Eq.
0

(iii) When t ,,., 1, the particle motion is affected
by both inertia and viscosity.

(14) must be used carefully in the study except
for the analysis of parUcle trajectories.
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In case of (i) and (iii) , particle loci can be obtained by solving Eq. (14). In practice, however,
the condition oft » 1 in (ii) holds. In such
cases, the particle loci can be determined from
the lines of force in the EHD field.

·,

4. Examples of Particle Motion

As described in the previous section, the particle motion is analyzed by obtaining the normalized EHD potential ¢EIID in the dimensionless
space under the given boundary conditions. For
this purpose, we draw the flow path and eleQtrodes
in the coordinate system with bas unit length,
and obtain ¢f and ¢e, i.e., the velocity potent;ial
and electric potential in the flow field with unit
flow rate and with unit electric potential applied
to the electrodes, respectively. It is not necessary to take the coordinate origin as a reference
palnt; a point where the flow rate distribution is
uniform is taken as a reference point for tPf and
one of electrodes is taken as a reference palnt
for </>e. In obtaining ¢f and ¢e under complicated
boundary conditions, the charge substitution
method is most effective; sufficiently accurate
result can be obtained within a short time by a
computer with small memory capacity. In the
following we obtain r/>f and r/>e by means of charge
substitution for 2-stage electric participator and
analyze the particle motion with r/> EHD for various values of K. For deriving r/>f and c/>e by
means of charge substitution, refer to [1-6, 7).
4.1 Parallel arrays of cylindrical electrodes
arranged in a zigzag fashion in a uniform
flow
We consider two parallel arrays of cylindrical
electrodes (diameter d) arranged in a zigzag
fashion. ParUcles start to flow downward from
Jl(lints 0, 1, .•. 10 which equally divide the surface interval between upstream electrodes. They
have the initial velocity identical to the flow rate
in the y-direction and have the charge of the same
polarity as the upstream electrodes. The electric fleld factor is assumed to be K = 2.
Figure 2(a) shows the EHD lines of force passing through O, 1, .•• 5, which were calculated
: by means of charge substitution. Figures 2(a)-(g>
show the loci of particle motion for the value of
t in the range of 1 O ..... o. 1 which were obtained
by calculating Eq. (14) by computer. As the value
oft increases, the particle motion becomes visCOijS and their trajectories coincide with EHD
lines of force. Inversely, as the value.oft decreases, the particle motion becomes ballistic,
and the initial conditions become more effective
and the loci of particle motion deviate from the
EHD lines of force.
Figure 3 shows the loci of motion of pa.rUcles
which starts from point O; the dotted line represents the EHD line of force which pa.saes the

Fig. 1. Parallel cylinder electrodes arranged in
a zigzag fashion in a uniform fiow,

·,

Fig. 2. EHD lines of force and loci of particle
motion for the case of Fig. 1.

point O. As seen in this figure, the loci of particle motion can be estimated from the EHD lines
of force in the range oft ::!: 5. Fort ::!: 10, they
can be estimated with high accuracy. It is seen
from Eq. (15) that the loci of particle motion can
be estimated from the EHD lines of force if the
particle radius is

a.~(~--.!)
/~
s 10 '/2pv,

(16)

Figure 4 shows the relation between ac and Ve
for a case of p = 2. 5 x 103 kg/m3, b = 5 cm,
= 1. 83 x 10-5 Ns/m2 (20'C in air) and TJ = 2. 39
x 10-5 Ns/m2 (150'C in air). In electrostatic precipltator, the average gas flow rate is Vo c. 1
m/s, Substituting t < 5 into Eq. (16), we obtain
ac ii!:: 9 µm. Inversely, the electrostatic precipitator can co.~rect particles of radius a :s 5 µm.
Therefore the loci of particle motion can be estimated from the EHD lines of. force with sufficient
accuracy. Theoretical collection efficiency can
b8 estlmated from a rate of the lines of force
which terminate at the downstream electrode
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small particles by electrostatic precipltator unless
the value of Vo is recki.ced below 1 m/R,

EHD II.De of force (K • 2. 0)

4. 2 Parallel arrays of channel electrodes

arranged in a zigzag fashion with their
openings facing each other in a uniform
now

Fig. 3, EHD line of force and loci of particle
motion starting from the point O for the case of
Flg. 1.

•.-

.,,.a

~~ "

·:·

'· . )

We consider a case (Fig. 5) where channel
electrodes are arranged in a zigzag fashion with
their openings facing each other; the charge bas
the same polarity as the upstream electrode and
cylinders are attached at the edges of channel
electrodes, These electrodes are used as a particle collector of 2-stage electrostatic precipitator; an electric charger by means of corona discharge is installed at the upstream side. In this
electrode arrangement, openings between the upstream channel electrodes work as a nozzle to
absorb particles and electric field in a space between the upstream and downstream channel electrodes force particles to enter openings of the
downstream electrodes .
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t
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Assuming that the particle radius is sufficiently
small with the condition oft =:: 5, we estimate the
particle collection coefficient from the distribution
of the EHD lines of force.

-------------· ----- ~- :~
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Fig. 4. Critical particle rM.ius ac for locus
estimation by EHD lines of force vs. average
flow velocity Vo for the case of air flow.

(collecting electrode) to those which start from
paints 0, 1 ..• 5.
When particles are charged by corona discharge, their theoretical saturated charge is
given (9) by
(1 '1)

when

£s is specific dielectric constant of particle,
dielectric constant of vacuum, and Ee is the
field intensity in corona space. Substituting Eq.
(17) into Eq. (10), we obtain electric fieJd factor

£0 is

(18)

Lettlrm es= 2.5, Ee= Eo = 5 kV /cm and e = 2. 39
x 10-f>Ns/m2 (150°C in air) and expressing a and
Vo in terms of [µm) and [m/s], respectively, we
obtain K ""O. l (a/Vrj. Therefore, as the particle
radius a increases and as the now rate Vo decreases, the electric field factor K increases.
For the condition K c:: 1 under which the particle
motion is effectively controlled by electric field
in the EHD field, we have a [µm) =:: 10 Vo [m/s ).
Therefore, it is difficult to collect extremely

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the EHD lines
of force for K = O "". 3. O which was obtained by
means of charge substitution. It is assumed that
the lines of force start from points which divide
the interval between two upstream electrodes
equally by 20. In the field calculation, the charge
to be substituted was not placed behind the downstream channel electrodes. Therefore, electric
lines of force and EHD lines of force did not terminate at the downstream electrode and the interior of the channel electrodes. However, electric
field inside the channel electrodes is so small that
the errors can be neglected'in the estimation of
the lines of force and collecting efficiency. The
collecting efficiency can be expressed in terms of
a ratio of the number of the lines of force terminating at the downstream electrodes to that of the
lines of force entering the openings. When K = 0
(Fig. 6(a)), the EHD lines of force coincide with
the stream lines and collecting effitj.ency is zero.
As the value of K increases the distribution of the
EHD lines of force approaches that of electric
lines of force and particles are forced to enter the
interior of electrodes, resulting in an increase
of collecting efficiency.
Figure 7 shows the relation between collection
efficiency and electric field factor; particles
whose loci correspond to lines of force terminating at the downstream channel electrodes inner
than point P were counted. In this electrode
arrangement, the 100% collection coefficient can
be obtained for Ka: 1. 95.
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Fig. 5, Parallel charmel-electrodes arranged in

a zigzag fashion with their openings facing against
each other.

'l

Electric field factor K

Fig. 7. Theoretical collection efficiency 71th vs.
electrical field factor K for the case of Fig. 5.

{-1 DC high volt.
Charger "'.....___,._ Particle t air
, Duct
(--)DC high volt.

Blower

(a) F.xperlmental setup

(b) Electric charger

Fig. 8. Experimental apparatus.

Cgl IC•Z.0

Fig. 6. Distribution of EHD lines of force (case

of Fig. 5).

5. Observation of Loci of Particle Motion
we have observed the loci of particle motion
using the electrodes shown in Fig. 5 with d = 2.17
ctn and measured electric charge.
Figure 8(8) and (b) show the experimental setup
and electric charger, respectively. Lycopodium

particles (a""' 15 µm, iii= 1. 5 x 10-11 kg) which
are almost spherical were used as test particles.
Their electric charge varies around the average q
= 1.1 x io-14 C. The average air flowrate was
Vo= 20 cm/s which allows particles to move in
a viscous mode with the condition oft > 5.
Figure 9 shows the loci of particle motion for
Kl= 0 -4.0.
Figure 9(a ') sqows the flow of cigarette smoke.
The collection efficiency in this case is higher than
that estimated from the EHD lines of force. This
may be (1) because eddys occur below the upstream
electrodes and absorb particles into the interior of
the downstream electrodes, and (2) because the
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Fig. 9. Pictures of particle loci (see Fig. 6).

particle motioo becomes ballistic in a region be low the upstream chaMel <'lectrodes where the
avenge flowrate is 3 Vo.
To examine the above results in more c etail,

we observed the ampllb..tde of particle motion in
the a.c field and measured electric charge q(c)
of J.ycopodium particles which escape from the
dOVo'Wtre&m electrodes. Figure 10 shows the relation between qmax and Eo = U/b where U(V) is
the applied electric field. In this electrode

upstream channel electrodes was identical to an
interval of the downstream channel electrodes 4 d
(d .. 2.17 cm) and Vo = 20 cm / s. As seen in Fig.
11, when Kc > 1. 4, particles do not escape Crom
the downstream channel electrodes. From Eq.
(10), the theoretical maximum electric charge of
particles which escape from the downstream channel electrode is given by

(q ~, ,,,,a l'l.,. S"
f:-~ ·, •
1

arran&emeot an interval between two adjacent
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(1) The analysis of particle motion can be
simplified by use of EHD potential, and the loci
of particle motion can be studied in terms of normalized time and space.

(2) The EHD potential can readily be calculated
by means of charge substitution.
(3) In an electrostatic precipitator, the viscosity factor t is always larger than 1, and the
mode of particle motion is viscous. The loci of
particle motion coincide with the EHD lines of
force from which collection efficiency can be estimated.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the maximum charge
Qmax of uncollected particles with its theoretical
value (Qmaxhh (see Fig. 11).

(4) When K :=:: 1, the particle motion can be controlled by electric field.
(5) In practice, the collection efficiency is
lower than that estimated from the EHD lines of
force because of the generation of eddys and ballistic region.

The analysis method described above is applic able to not only electrostatic precipitator but also
other fields relating to the motion of microcharged
particles in the EHD field.
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Summary
Observations were made of re-entrained particles which were deposited electroatati·
cally in a laboratory model precipitator. Photographs of particle trajktories were ob·
tained, the mean gas flow at which re-entrainment occurred, and the structure of the
flow near the collecting electrode, were measured.
A distinct difference between trajectories of particles waa noted dependini upon
whether or not 'back discharge' was occurring. Consideration of adhesion and removal
forces was consiatent with mean flow measurements at which re-entrainment occurred,
and the shape of observed particle trajectories could be explained by a combination of
electrical, gravitational and now forces. Flow measurements indicated a velocity gradient
in the laminar boundary layer sufficient to explain particle removal, althoulh significant
differences in the velocity gradient for different mean flow velocities could not be ob·
served.

1. Introduction
This paper describes an investigation to observe the processes causing dust
re-entrainment in an elecrostatic precipitator. It was the initial stage of a
study into the overall electrofluiddynamic (EFD) nature of the precipitation
process, including particle motion both before and after being first collected.
Fourteen years ago, White [1) devoted two chapters in his book on industrial
precipitation to gas flow and re-entrainment effects. He quotes an example
where poor gas flow reduced a possible efficiency of 95% to 60-70% because
of re-entrainment and poor particle collection. Recently considerable interest has arisen in the study of the interaction of fluid and electric fields in
precipitators. Studies of the effect of turbulence on the particle concentration profile [2] or the effect of ionic wind [3] on the precipitation process show
that EFD phenomena are attracting more attention as precipitators have to
become more efficient.
The experiments to be described can be divided into three p~. Particles
were deposited electrostatically on the collecting electrode of a laboratory
model precipitator. Firstly, the re-entrained particle motion was observed.
Secondly, the mean gas flow velocity threshold was measured at which re108

entrainment occurred. Thirdly, an attempt to measure the structure of the
gas flow near the collecting electrode was made. The re-entrained particle
trajectories, with and without bP~k discharge occurring, will be discussed as
well as the relative importance of the forces causing (or allowing) re-entrainment to occur. Finally, the flow measurements in the duct will be discussed, and the main conclusions of the investigation given.
2. Experimental work
Observations of re-entrainment, and detennination of the re-entrainment
threshold gas flow, both involved photographic recording of the particles.
Flow measurements were undertaken using a laser Doppler anemometer. All
experiments were conducted using the same laboratory model precipitator.
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electrode
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus.
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2.1 Apparatus
A model of a precipitator was constructed as illustrated in Fig. 1. It consisted of a duct, 18-cm square in section and 1.4-m high. The duct was constructed of acrylite plate (1-cm thick) with collecting electrodes on two sides.
Five discharge electrodes, made of 1-mm diameter piano wire, were positioned at the centre of the duct, 12 cm apart. These were connected to a
Ransberg 150 kV negative DC source, with a digital kV-meter for voltage
monit.oring. One collecting electrode was connected through a microammeter to earth, the other directly to earth. The base of the duct was connected t.o a blower through a flow-meter and baffle valve, as shown in the
figure. The volume flow rate available was 4.5 m 3 min - 1 , giving a maximum
value of mean velocity in the duct of 2.3 m s - 1 , and a Reynolds number of
-34,000. Dust particles could be introduced into the duct by a simple powder-feed system, consisting of a vibrating fluidised bed, the powder cloud
being transported by air flow. A deposit was formed by precipitating the
_particles on the collecting electrode under a low air flow velocity.

2.2 Observations of the occurrence of re-entrainmertt
These initial experiments involved phot.ographic observation of re-entrainment. An area of the collecting electrode was illuminated by a 2-mm wide
slit of intense white light from a xenon lamp. A mechanical chopping disc
could be used if intermittent lighting were required. The period of chopping
used was either 3· 7 or 1·8 ms. This slit of light was introduced into the duct
with a lens and mirror system, as shown in Fig. 1. Photographs were taken
using a Nikon camera with bellows and a 105 mm lens giving a linear magnification of 1,2-1°4 times. The exposure times used ranged from 1/15-1/125
s. Kodak Tri-X film was used and, as no contrast was required, was force
developed to give maximum speed.

2.3 Determination of re-entrainment threshold
In order to determine the flow rate or mean gas velocity at which re-entrainment started to occur, photographic o~servation was also used. The
lighting system was as described above (without chopping) and a fixed exposure time of 1/1000 s was used. Using a mechanical film transport, 8-10
photographs were taken at the rate of about two per second, after a layer
of particles had been deposited electrostatically. The precipitator voltage
was kept constant and several minutes were allowed to elapse between deposition and fiow application. This was to ensure that the layer had reached
a 'steady state' condition.. The number of particles in tJie gas was counted
from the film record for each value of flow rate. As
results could not
be normalisecfby the total numf>er deposited, although this was kept as con1
stant as possible, the re-entrained number was expressed as a number per

these

l'

.

photograph, i.e., it was assumed that the series of short exposure photographs provided a system of random sampling.

2.4 Flow measurements
The method used for flow measurement was a laser anemometer system
(marketed by Nippon Kagaku Co.). An anemometer provides a voltage which
is directly proportional to the velocity of particles passing through the
crossing point of two laser beams. The particles used for these flow measurements were dioctyl phthalate (DOP), O• 3 µm in diameter. The voltage could
be recorded as a function of time and thus give information on velocity fluctuations and turbulence. Velocity measurements were made for three values;
of mean flow rate and at 8 positions in the duct. Electrode geometry did not
allow measurement closer than 2 mm from the collecting electrode. Two
methods of analysing the velocity-time signal were attempted. The first involved using a 'real time' correlation and probability analyser together with
·a Fourier transform analyser. The second used an F .M. tape recorder to store
the velocity-time signal, complete with DC component, on magnetic tape.
The recording time used for each set was 20 s. This was then analysed using
an A/D converter and conventional digital computer. The second method
yielded more useful results. The mean· velocity, the standard deviation, the
probability histogram (and calculated distribution curve) and the power
spectrum could be obtained for one data set simultaneously.
3, Experimental result.&

3.1 Observations of re-entrainment
For these initial experiments, observations of re-entrainment caused by
air flow alone were sought. However, some interesting results were obtained

when electrical effects also played a part. The first dust to be used in these
y (mm)
-·-Flow
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Fig. 2. Trajectories of re·entrained calcium carbonate particles at a mean flow velocity of
2.3 ms-•. (A) 21 kV on discharge electrode -initial current 13 µA. (B) 25 kV on discharge electrode - initial current 40 µA.
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Fig. 3. Voltage-current characteristics when using calcium carbonate powder.

experiment.s was calcium carbonate powder. The diameter of the particles
was between 50 µm and 130 µm. The trajectories of re-entrained particles
are shown in Fig. 2. The voltage-current curves shown in Fig. 3 for this case,
and the veey uneven appearance of the layer, indicated that back discharge
was occurring. Similar result.s to CaC0 3 were obtained when lycopodium
and nylon powders were used. Finally, a sample of glass powder was tried.
The diameter was 60-70 µm and the particles were spherical. Although adhesion was low, back discharge did not occur. The V-1 characteristic with
and without a layer corresponded to the 'no layer' curve of Fig. 3. Trajectories of re-entrained glass particles are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Trajectories of re-entrained glass particles at a mean flow velocity of 2· 3 m s - i •
(A) 21 kV on discharge electrode - current 14 µA. (B) 25 kV on discharge electrode - current 40 µA.

3.2 Measurement of re-entrainment threshold
The glass powder described above was used for these measurements. As
mentioned in SectiOn 2.3, the layer was allowed to stabilise for a few minutes before measurements were made. A total of over 1800 re-entrained particles were counted to give the graph shown in Fig. 5. The mean velocity
across the duct at which these particles were not dislodged by the gas flow
can be seen to be approximately 1·5 m s - 1 , regardless of applied voltage.

3.8 Flow measurements
Having established a mean flow velocity at which these particular glass
particles were re-entrained, an attempt was made to measure the properties
of the gas flow which caused re-entrainment to occur. The time-mean velocity profile in the duct, starting 2 mm away from the collecting electrode towards the duct centre, is shown in Fig. 6. The turbulent intensity, equivalent
,
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Fi1. 6. Re-entrainment threshold maeaurementa at: (1) 26 kV, 40 µ.A. (2) 23 kV, 20 µ.A.
(3) 21 kV, 13 µ.A.
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to the standard deviation of the velocity signal divided by the overall mean
velocity, is plotted in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Turbulent intensity against distance from collecting electrode at three values of
mean ftow velocity.

4. Discussion
The behaviour of particles in a precipitator has to be described by a combination of electric and fluid fields. Recently more and more attention has
been paid to this part of the precipitation process. Examples of this are the
work of Masuda and Matsumoto [ 4], on improving particle collection· by the
use of an electrofluid-dynamic approach, the paper by Adachi [3] dis· .
cussing the role of ionic wind, considerable velocities being generated from
this source, and the paper by Cooperman [2] in which consideration of the gas
flow is shown to lead to a more generally applicable theoretical equation to
predict precipitator efficiency. The specific problem of re-entrainment in the
gas requires a consideration of the balance between particle adhesion forces
and the removal force caused by the flow.
4.1 Particle remoual by air flow

. The removal of dust particles by an air flow has been discussed by. Zimon
[ 5] . The conditions for detachment of a particle from a horizontal surface are
given as:

Fr> µ(Fad

+P-F1 )

(4.1)

where Ff is the frontal force acting on the particle, µ. is the coefficient of
friction, Fad the adhesion force, P the weight and FJ. the lift force. For a
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vertical surface this equation will become:.

(4.2)

Ff>µ(Fad-F))-P

The discussion up to now has only accounted for mechanical forces, but in
the precipitator problem, electrical forces also play an important part. For
conducting particles, the charge induced on a particle on a plane surface was
given by Felici [6] as:

q=l•5X 10- 10 Ea 2

(4.3)

Where Eis the electric field applied (undisturbed by the particle) and a the
particle radius. Thus, the electrical force of removal, which will tend to reduce the adhesion force, Fad' is given by :

Fr=1·5Xl0- 10 E 2 a 2

(4.4)

A rough estimate of values of the forces described above, as applied to the
spherical glass particles used in the experiments, will now be given. Zimon [ 5]
quotes a value for the adhesion force Fad of glass spheres on a steel plate as
2·3 X 10-s N for 40~0 µm diameter particles for 97 % relative humidity,
allowing two hours for capillary forces to stabilise. This is therefore to be
considered a maximum value as particles were normally deposited for a
period of a few minutes. Particle weight, assuming a density of 2· 5 X 103 kg
m- 3 is 2·8 X 10- 9 N, and the coefficient of friction for glass spheres on
steel, again given by Zimon, is O· 6. The resistivity of the dust used was
measured and found to be 1•7 X 107 nm, i.e. relatively conducting. The
maximum applied voltage used in the experiments was 25 kV giving a maximum electric field of 2· 8 X 10 5 Vm - i . The removal force, because of this
field, calculated from eqn. (4.4), was lU- 8 N. Thus, Fad would range from
·2.3 X 10-s N with no applied field to 1·3 X 10-s N with maximum field.
However, the maximum value of adhesion force was given above. Its minimum value can be estimated from
p

Fad>-

(4.5)

µ

giving Fad= 4·6 X 10- 9 N. It is worth noting that there is only a factor of
5 between the maximum and minimum values of this adhesion force. Thus,
the maximum value of frontal force, Ff, can· be calculated, if the lift force,
}), is neglected:

Ff>0·6 (2·3

x 10-a

-1·6

x 10- 11

V2 )-2·75

x 10-9

(4.6)

Values of Ff calculated from eqn. ( 4.6) are tabulated in the second column
of Table 1 below, using the maximum adhesion force. If the minimum adhesion force is used, of course Ff is zero.
At each value of mean flow rate a certain frontal force is applied to the
particles on the electrode. It is reasonable to assume that the re-entrained
number (N) of particles is an increasing function of the difference between
the applied force (F8 ) and that required for removal (Ff) as calculated above,
i.e.,
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(4.7)

N= f(Fa -Ff)

where N increases as (Fa - Ff) increases, and Fa is assumed proportional to
flow velocity. The results shown in Table 1, taken from the measured values
of re-entrained particles (Fig. 5), are in reasonable agreement with this.
TABLE 1
Re-entrainment number (from Fig. 5)
V(kV)

0

21
23
25

Fc(X 10-aN)

2·3 ms-•

2·0 ms-•

1·75 ms-•

11.0
6.8
6.0
5.1

0
11
13
29

0
8
10
12

0
4
10

16

4.2 Particle trajectories after removal

For large particles, as used in these experiments, once removal has occurred, the motion can be described by a combination of electrical and flow
forces, as discussed below.
The x-direction is assumed parallel to the flow and they-direction perpendicular to the flow, as shown in Fig. 8. It is assumed that once the flow
force, Ff, has overcome the adhesion force, Fad' electrical forces dominate
particle motion in they-direction, and flow forces dominate motion in the
x-direction. Velocity fluctuation due to turbulence in these directions is
neglected because of the large particle size. For smaller particles this should
be considered.
O+-----Y

x
electrode
surface

p

Fig. 8. Coordinates used for calculation of particle trajectories.
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4.2.1 Electrical force

The maximum initial electrical force on the particle will be given by the
charge calculated from eqn. ( 4.3) multiplied by the electric field. However,
the particle is always being subjected to the corona-ion current flowing to
the collecting electrode. This will result in a lower value of initial charge and
also, once re-entrained, a decrease.of particle charge with time, through zero,
to a value of opposite sign so that it will be deposited again. Thus, the particle charge at time t, calculated using the equation of Pauthenier and MoreauHanot [ 7] , is given by:

t

(4.8)

q(t)=q;-(q;+qo) - t+r

where q; is tneinitial charge, q 0 the saturation charge (eqn. 4.9) and 1 the
charging-time constant. (eqn. 4.10). For relatively conducting particles, such
as glass

(4.9)

where € 0 is the permittivity of free space, a the particle radius and E the undisturbed electric field where the particle is being charged.

4EoE

r=

(4.10)

J

where J is the current density.
The equation of motion in they-direction is given by:
dV:

m~
dt

= q(t)E -

61r71aVy

(4.11)

where m is the particle mass, the field E is assumed constant in the region of
particle motion, fl is the air viscosity and V. the velocity. This velocity was
calculated numerically for t: time incremenE of 1 ms. The ·position value, y,
was calculated from the velocity difference:
y=

V; + V; + 1

x

10-3

(4.12)

2
4.2.2 Gravitational and flow forces

The equation of motion in this case is given by:
dV
m ~ =mg+ 61171a(Vf(y)- Vx)
dt

( 4.13)

whereg is the gravitational constant, and Vf(y) is the flow velocity value at
y at the same time increment for which V x is being calculated.
As no flow data were available when these calculations were made, eqn.
( 4.13) was solved for Vf = 0.
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4.2.3 Particle trajectories and the influence of back discharge

Particle trajectories calculated by the above method for initial charge
values of 50, 60 and 70 % of that calculated by eqn. (4.3) are shown in
Fig. 9. These compare well with the trajectories of glass particles during deposition, where only gravitational forces were acting. They are similar to the
trajectories of re-entrained glass particles as shown in Fig. 4.
The trajectories of re-entrained CaC0 3 particles shown in Fig. 2 clearly
show the difference when back discharge is occurring. Instead of particles
remaining within a millimetre or two of the collecting electrode surface and
re-deposition occurring, they are ejected to several millimetres (up to 16
mm), and in the time interval of the photographs often showed no sign of redepositing. Work on particle charging during back discharge by Mizuno [8]
has shown that a dust layer, when back discharge is occurring, can act as a
surface source of ions of the opposite sign. Thus, particles would be expected to move further from the electrode, as re-charging would not immediately commence. It would appear that the effect of back discharge on precipitator performance is not only reduced collection efficiency, but also detrimental if re-entrainment occurs, as particles are removed into the full flow
500

y(µm)

----~

I

I

J
1000

1500

x (µm)I

Fif. 9. Calculated particle trajectories.
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of the gas stream, instead of staying close to the collecting electrodes. The
observed trajectories also show an extremely high velocity perpendicular to
the flow. This might be explained by ionic wind occurring from the backdischarge points. This kind of ionic wind has been observed by Adachi [9].
The particles used in these experiments were considerably bigger than
those normally precipitated. Dominaticm of particle motion away from the
collecting electrode by electrical forces would probably not occur with
smaller particles and flow forces would also have to be considered in this direction. However, when small particles are electrostatically precipitated,
strong coagulation occurs so that the agglomerates actually re-entrained
probably have a size of several tens of microns. Thus these experiments using
large CaC0 3 and glass particles should serve well for predicting how re-entrainment occurs in practical precipitators.

4.3 Structure of the flow
During the earlier stages of these experiments, it was hoped that a backscatter detection laser anemometer could be used. This would enable the
flow very close to the collecting electrode to be measured either parallel or
(almost) perpendicular to the electrode. As mentioned in Section 2.4, the
particles used to seed the flow for laser Doppler measurement were DOP, 0.3
µm mean diameter, and it was found that the back-scattered intensity was
not sufficient for measurement. The sampling rate of the burst signal was less
than 100 s -i , giving a frequency response of the order of tens of Hz. Thus,
a forward scatter system, as mentioned earlier, was used to give the results
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and this is the reason for measurements only beginning 2 mm away from the electrode.
From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the thickness of the boundary layer is
several millimetres, and Fig. 7 shows that at all positions the flow was fluctuating. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the velocity gradient in the boundary
layer close to the collecting electrode was almost the same regardless of the
main flow velocity. A calculation of the frontal force, Ff, as discussed in
Section 4.1 assuming a laminar boundary layer, is given by Schlichting [10]:
Ff=

. 6tr11 vl>'l

(4.14)

6

where vb is laminar boundary layer velocity and 6 is the thickness of the laminar boundary layer. It is unlikely that this model could explain the significant differences of re-entrainment observed as shown in Fig. 5, as the flow
data would indicate values of Ff not significantly different for the various
values of mean velocity. However, the value of Ff calculated from eqn.
( 4.14) gives 1·2 X 10-9 N, for 60 µm diameter particles and a velocity gra·
dient of 500 s - i , which is of the right order given that the assumptions in
section 4.1 are correct. Flow measurements closer to the electrode are re120

quired before more accurate calculations from eqn. (4.14) can be usefully
employed.
It can be seen that the values of turbulent intensity at different flow rates
were all approximately the same. In fact the value 2 mm from the collecting
electrode for the lowest flow rate was highest. The mean value of turbulent
intensity for 1.5 m s- 1 applied velocity was 0.16, for 1.8 m s- 1 it was 0.11
and for 2· 3 m s- 1 , 0· 10. The order of error of the velocity measurement
system was assumed to be 10 %. When the turbulent intensity results were
re-plotted, after subtracting 10 % of the mean value from the standard deviation, the same order of results occurred - highest for the lowest flow rate.
Unless a constant value of error was occurring, allowing a fixed amount to
be subtracted from the velocity standard deviation, the turbulent intensity
measured appears to be slightly higher for the lowest value of applied flow
rate.
The power spectra indicated that energy was contained up to higher frequencies at higher flow rates. The maximum frequency for a fixed powerspectrum value was taken from all the spectra (for the eight values of distance into the duct). The mean value of this maximum frequency for a 1·5
m s- 1 applied velocity was 17·3 Hz, for 1·8 m s- 1 it was 20·2 Hz and 2·3
m s '"'1 it was 28· 4 Hz. These values are more reasonable than the turbulent
intensity measurements, possibly because the method of obtaining the power
spectrum analyses the shape of the whole velocity-:;time signal, whereas calculations of standard deviation can be influenced by spurious voltage fluctuations which might have occurred as no filtering was used before the signal
was input to the A/D converter.
5. Conclusions
Observations of re-entrainment occurring showed that the motion of the
glass particles away from the collecting electrode was not influenced by the
flow once they had become dislodged. Electrical forces perpendicular to the
electrode could explain the observed trajectories. The smaller particles normally precipitated would be expected to be affected by flow forces perpendicular to the collecting electrode. However, electrostatically precipitated
particles often coagulate on collection, the agglomerates having a size of
several tens of microns, similar to the particles used in these experiments.
Considerations of the adhesion and removal forces acting on a particle
were in agreement with experimental measurements of the number of reentrained particles plotted against the applied flow velocity.
The influence of back discharge on re-entrainment was observed. This
showed that loss of efficiency when re-entrainment occurs is likely to be far
worse if back discharge is occurring as well, because particles would be
ejected into the full flow of the gas stream instead of staying close to the
collecting electrode.
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Recent progress in electrostatic precipitation
Senichi Masuda
Department of Ele~trical Engineering, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract. Recent progress in the field of electrostatic precipitation, which is one of the
most important applications of electrostatic forces, is reviewed. A description of the construction and general principles of precipitators is given. This is followed by an account
of the progress achieved in both the technicaf developments and the scientific understanding of precipitator performance. Finally, the inherent difficulty in the design of precipitators is explained.

1. Introduction
Electrostatic precipitators play a major role in the emission cont1ol of particulate
pollutants, especially when the emphasis is on the removal of very fine particles of less
than 3 µm diameter. These fine particles are important factors in the visibility of stack
emissions, water drop nucleations, the carriage of gaseous pollutants into lungs and they
are a general health hazard. Although both the principles and the construction of electrostatic precipitators are extremely simple, the actual operation is complisated by many
factors which impair the efficiency. As a result, in spite of many research achievements,
precipitator design has long been considered an art rather than an engineering science.
This situation, however, is being improved by increased efforts in research and
development .

. 2. Principle and construction
The principle of electrostatic precipitation is explained by the system of concentric
cylinder electrodes shown in figure 1. Particles charged by col1ision with unipolar
ions emitted from the discharge electrode are driven by the coulombic force on to the
collecting electrode, where they are precipitated. The layer of particles is dislodged by
mechanical rapping of the collecting electrode and they fall into a hopper. Meanwhile
the cleaned gas is taken from the outlet to a stack. In practice, a duct-type precipitator
with parallel-plate collecting electrodes and a horizontal gas flow is usually used for
treating large volumes of gas. This is because of its simple and economical construction
and uniform gas distribution. A negative corona is usually used for emission control
. because of its higher spark voltage, whereas the positive corona is chosen for the purpose
of air cleaning when the supression of harmful ozone becomes a major factor. In the
latter case a two-stage structure is common in which the charging and collection is performed in different stages. For the voltage sources, only one reference is cited (Hall
1975) and a discussion of this subject is omitted.
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Figure 1. Principle of electrostatic precipitation.

The corona field inside a precipitator having both ion and dust space charges is not
easy to calculate except for the simple case of figure 1. The field at a distance r from
the axis is approximately given (Pauthenier and Moreau-Hanot 193 2) by
E(r) = [ - /
21TEfJ.l

(1 + 2e5 s,) + (Eo'o) 2] 1/2( V)
€5 + 2

r

m

(I)

for the case when the total surface area of particles, S(m 2/m 3), per unit volume is not
very large. Here,/= current per unit length of wire (A m- 1); e0 =permittivity of free
space; e1 =relative permittivity of particulate material;µ= ion mobility (m 2 v- 1 s- 1);
£ 0 = breakdown field strength of the gas at the wire surface (V m- 1).
If the applied voltage is kept constant, the dust space charge causes an increase in E
adjacent to the collecting electrode and a decrease in the vicinity of the discharge elec.trode, thus lowering the charging current/. This last effect is called 'corona quenching'.
The effect of this quenching on the precipitator is two-fold. Firstly, the charge on a
particle decreases as a result of the drop in charging rate, and thus there is a decline in
efficiency. Secondly, the increase in the collection field strength causes an increase in
efficiency. It was discovered recently by Awad and Castle ( 197 5), that if the initial
corona current was low, the latter effect was more than counteracted by the former
effect and therefore there was a resultant decrease in collection efficiency.
The particles entering the corona field are charged by ion collision by two mechanisms. One is the effect (called field bombardment) of the external field driving ions
towards the particle surface and the other is the thermal diffusion mechanism, in which
collisions result from the thermal motion of the ions, without the aid of an external
field. The theoretical charge acquired by a spherical particle by field bombardment is
expressed (Pauthenier and Moreau-Hanot 1932) by
QI= Qoo

t/T

(2)

(C)

1 + t/T
1-24
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where

3es 2
q. = 411'e0 - - a Ee= saturation charge (C)

e1 + 2

(3)

and
4eo

r:: µpj

4eoEe
= -.
- =charging time constant (s)

(4)

'

where t =time (s)~a =particle radius (m); Ee= charging field strength (V m - 1); Pi= density of ionic space charge (C m-3) and i = ion·current density (A m- 2). Equation 0)
indicates the importance of the field strength Ee in determining the saturation charge on
the particle. whereas equation ( 4) shows that the current i governs the charging rate. We
may assume t 0 = 3r to lOr as the necessary charging time, because 75% and 91 % of the
saturation charge are obtained after 3r and 10-r. respectively. If we take the typical
values of Ee = 5 x 10 5 V m- 1 and i = 2 x 10-4 A m- 2, we obtain r = 0·088, in other words
the necessary charging time t 0 in this case is between 0·26 and 0·88 s. The theoretical
charge imparted to a spherical particle by thennal diffusion is (White 19 51 ):
qth =q*ln(l

+ t/r*) (C)

(5)

where

q*

4rreoakT

= - - - =charge constant (C)

r* =

(6)

e

4rre0 kT
aCN0 e 2

= charging time constant (s)

(7)

k =Boltzmann's constant= 1·38 x 10- 23 (J K- 1 ); T =absolute temperature (K); e =
electronic charge= 1·602 x 10- 19 (C); C =RMS value of the ionic thennal velocity=
(3kT/m) 1/ 2 (m s- 1), m =ionic mass (kg);N0 = number of ions per unit volume (m · 3)
and the assumption is made that a> A where A= ionic mean free path. According to
equation (5) the charge q initially rises very quickly to become q = 6q* at t = 402r*.
thereafter rising very slowly so that it can be assumed to remain approximately constant. Hence, we may take qoo = 6q* as the quasi-saturation charge with charging by
thennal diffusion and t 0 =402r* as the necessary charging time. For T = 150 °C
a= O·lµm: m =5·313 x 10-26 kg (for 02 ion) and No= 5 x 10 13 m- 3 we get t 0 = l ·13 s.
These are typical values for industrial precipitations.
If a was as small as 0·01 fLm the necessary charging time becomes the large value of
11 3 s. Numerical calculations show that the field bombardment charging is predominant for particles larger than 2 µm, whereas thennal diffusion charging dominates for
particles smaller than 0·2µrn. In the intermediate range, the sum of the charges calculated independently by equations (2) and (5) gives a good approximation (Hewitt
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1957). There are many detailed studies on particle charging (see Penny and Lynch 19 57,
Murphy et al 1959, Smith and Penny 1961, Liu eta/ 1967, Liu and Yeh 1968, Smith
and McDonald 1975).
The charged particles migrate under the action of the coulombic forces towards
the collecting electrode. Assuming that the viscous resistance acting against the particle
motion is of the Stokes form, then the theoretical migration velocity within a gas at rest
is

qE

w= -~ (m s- 1)

(8)

611'1)1

where Ep =collecting field strength (V m- 1) and f'/ =gas viscosity (N s m -2). For very
fine particles below 1 (Lffi in diameter the theore_tical migration velocity must be modified by multiplying by the Cunningham correction factor ( 1 +A "Aja), in other words w
increases with decreasing particle size. For air at NTP, A = 0·86 and A = 0· 1 µm (White
1962). The curve A in figure 2 represents the theoretical migration velocity, w, as a
function of particle radius, a, under typical precipitator conditions. It is assumed that
Ec•SkVcm-l

Fiaure 2. Theoretical particle migration
velocity w (curve A) and apparent migration velocity W (curve B) against particle
radius a. Curve C is thermal diffusion.
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the charge imparted by ionic thermal diffusion is q.,. = 6q*. The curve clearly indicates
that if sufficient charging time is available, w becomes a minimum when a is between
0· 1 and 1·0 f.Lm; this was verified by Hewitt (1957) experimentally and in field tests by
McCain et al (1975). The remarkable increase in the necessary charging time, ten required
for particles with a less than O· l tJ.m should be noted, since the available charging time
in practice is normally limited to S to 10 s. The theoretical migration velocity given by
equation (8) cannot usually be used to estimate the collection efficiency 17c because of
too many disturbing factors. These include turbulence, which is enhanced by the electric wind; the partial re-entrainment of precipitated dust, etc. A first order approximation of 11c can be obtained by using the very crude assumption that, because of the mixing effect of the turbulence, the particle concentration is uniform over an arbitrary
cross section perpendicular to the gas flow, and that the collection rate is governed by a
single parameter called the 'apparent migration velocity', W, for all particles, regardless
of size, throughout the whole collecting region. We then obtain the well known Deutsch
equation:

11c= 1- e-WF

(9)
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where F= Sc/Q =specific collection surface (s m- 1) where Q =total gas flow rate (m 3
s- 1) and Sc= total surface area of the collecting electrodes (m2). Eq~ation (9). because
of its simplicity. is widely used for design purposes in either its original or a modified
fonn. Wis to be considered a design parameter repr"senting all the process factors
except the precipitator dimensions, and should be determined using equation (9) by
experimentally measuring the collection efficiency. The curve Bin figure 2 represents
an average value of fA 1 calculated from the fractional collection efficiencies measured in
different industrial precipitators. The difference between curves A and B probably result
from the fact that the larger particles tend to re-entrain more easily because of their less
effective adhesion compared to smaller particles (Heinrich 1961). The factors affecting
Ware man)' in number and usually difficult to estimate in advance. As a result precipi·
tator design requires a lot of experience which is obtained from analysing data on simi·
tar precipitators already in operation. The data often differs. however, from plant to
plant. This situation means that the prediction of precipitator performance is probabi·
listic in nature, especially when sufficient safety allowances cannot be included (~asuda
1966). Another difficulty in the concept of 'apparent migration velocity' has been
raised recently because of results from 'large-spacing type' precipitators. J'hese have
much larger electrode spacings than conventional precipitators and yet the two types
have comparable collection efficiencies even when they are of equivalent sizes and operate under nearly identical plant conditions. This comparibility was also observed even in
a pilot plant of a wet-type precipitator where no back discharge or dust re-entrainment
occurred (Ago et al 1975). It seems under suitable conditions that the 'apparent migration velocity' increases in proportion to the electrode spacing. This effect cannot be
fully explained, even considering the increased stability of operation which is a feature
of the large-spacing type, and thus there is a need for more detailed studies on the precipitation process itself.
In the following section, some of the recent progress achieved in understanding the
precipitation process is described.
3. Ion curtain patterns and their effect on charging efficiencies
It is well known that the negative corona appears on a wire electrode at several
points, from which ion currents in the form of tufts start towards the collection electrode. Hence in the region near the wire, ion dead spaces occur between the tufts and
in these spaces the ion concentration is so small that particles passing through them may
not be charged; in other words the charging time constant of equation (4) or (7) becomes
exceedingly large. The decrease in charging efficiency in the dead spaces was confirmed
experimentally (Masuda et al 1973b) and this led to more detailed studies on the
ion curtain patterns. It was discovered that there was a similarity between the ion
curtain pattern and the electrode configuration. Figure 3 shows that the distribution
of ion current upon the collecting electrode follows a similar pattern to that of th~
electrode system (Niioka 1974, Masuda and Niioka 1974). It was also observed that
in cases where there were dead spaces on the collecting electrode, back discharging and
re-entrainment took place and that, for some particles a number of fibre-like pearl chains
protruded from the surface of a dust layer in a dead space. These chains could jump
into space and split into sections (Masuda et al 1973a).
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The problem of dead spaces may be solved by the use of a special type of positive
corona called 'Hermstein's glow'. This glow occurs uniformly along the wire but still
has a greatly increased spark voltage; sometimes higher than that of a negative corona
(Hermstein 1960). Hennstein's glow occurs when the field strength and its gradient in
the vicinity of the discharge electrode are so high that the shedding of electrons from
negative ions can occur in this restricted region. These electrons diffuse over the electrode surface to form an electron sheath capable of suppressing streamer formation.
Hence, the formation of Herstein's glow is encouraged by supplying the discharge electrode with a small number of negative ions (Hermstein 1960). A remarkable increase
in the average charge on a particle could be obtained by using Hermstein 's glow, produced by knife-edge electrodes, compared to the charge obtained from using a negative
corona from identical electrodes (Niioka 1974, Masuda and Niioka 1973).
4. Electro-fluid dynamic phenomena and particle motion inside precipitators
There are two kinds of phenomena to be studied in more detail from the EFD point
of view; these are electric winds and particle motion and in both the effects of electric
.and fluid fields have to be considered. Figure 4(a) is a Schlieren photograph at the
core of an electric wind, taken with a horizontal gas flow with a velocity of 1·25 m s- 1•
An approximate estimate of the electric wind velocity obtained from the curvature of
the curve is about 20 m s- 1 in the vicinity of the needle point, and the average value is
in the range of several m s- 1• This is much higher than expected (Adachi et al 1974). It
follows, therefore, that particles of less than 10 µm diameter may be transported towards
the vicinity of t'1e collecting electrode by the vortex motion of the gas flow which
is enhanced by the electric wind (see figure 2). At the collecting electrode, the flow
must reverse and only the particles impinging on the boundary layer, either because of
the electric force or the random motion of the particles, may be collected. Therefore,
the motion of charged particles, especially small ones, can only be correctly understood
using the EFD approach, in which the mode of the motion can be approximately estimated by the dimensionless factor
Wo
qEo
K= - =
Vo
61f11aVo

(10}
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where "-o represents the theoretical migration vek,city under the average electric l1dd
between the electrodes, Eo, and V 0 represents the RMS value of vortex velocity. The
effect of the electric field will become predominant for particle tran port for I\> 10.
while the effect of turbulence will play a major role when K < O· l. \ !nre detailed in formation is being collected both concerning the coupling of the vortex motion and the
electnc wind. and the structure of the boundary layer under actuJI conditions. For
example. figure 4 shows a picture of the electric wind produced by a back discharge
(Masuda and Adachi 1975)
When no vortex motion exists, as 111 the case of the collecting part of a special two.
stage prec1p1 tator shown in figure 5 (Masuda er al J 974b, Shibuya ;,ind Masuda 1975).
the problem can be simplified by approximating the fluid flow to the thcorc11cal flow
of an ideal fluid. In this case, both elcctnc and fluid fields can easily hr cakulatcd by
the use of the charge-substituting method (Steinbiglcr 1969) and its modifkatinn
(Matsumoto''l974. Masuda and Matsumoto 1974a). even with complicated lHlundary

"'•'""'" Jw
sourct
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Figure 5. A new two-stage type ckctrostatlc prec1p11ator with the b1a\-(Ontrollcd puhe ·
charging system for the chargrn~ p.irt' and the channel clc..:trode~ tor thl· u1llecl111!! JtJrh
I Charging part. l, coUcctm~ part . 3. discharge electrode: 4. mun tcr den rode. 5 third
electrode. 6. driving electrode: 7. collecting elect rode. 8. ~" in kt. Q . )!JS out kt
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conditions. The particle motion can be analysed using this method by using the concept of the EFD potential, in which the equation of motion is expressed in the form
mcl 2R 611TltldR
-d=-grad l/IEFD(R)
12- + dt

(11)

where

-J (6'"7aV(R) +qE(R)). dR

l/IEFo(R) =

R

0

= E FD potential

(12)

where R =position vector, m = particle mass, V(R) =velocity vector of fluid flow.
Whether the particle motion is by the ballistic or viscous mode is determined by a para·
meter t = (6TfTl<lb/m V) 1' 2, where b = electrode distance and v = average gas velocity.
When > 1, as in the case in most practical systems, the inertia term in equation ( 1J).
can be neglected compared to the viscous tenn, the motion becoming 'viscous' in nature
and follows the EFD lines of force drawn inside the EFD potential field. Figure 6
shows the EFD lines of force inside the collecting region in figure 5 (Matsumoto 1974,
Masuda and Matsumodo 1974b). With this motion the effectiveness of the electric
force compared to that of the fluid force is governed by the dimensionless factor K =
qE/6frflO V where E is the average electric field between the electrodes. One would
achieve a 100% collection efficiency with K _. 1·95. Figure 6(a) indicates the stream
lines of the fluid field when K = O.

r

Plprt 6, EFD llnoa offorc:o in1ido tho colloctins part• of tho
prcelpitator mown in flpro 5.
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5. Adhesion of particles and dust re-entrainment
The pre-requisite conditions for effective dust collection are both the existence of
enough adhesion between particles and sufficient adhesion between the particles and
the collecting electrode. This allows the build-up of a firm layer, which on rapping can
be dislodged to fall into the hopper without disintegrating and being carried out by the
gas stream. In this sense, an electrostatic precipitator should act as an effective dust
coagulating device in which electrical adhesion plays a major role for particles with a
resistivity Pd > l 0 10 n cm (Dalman and Tidy 1972a). This force is caused by the potential difference between particles in contact and is proportional to both the apparent
resistivity of the dust layer, Pd, and the apparent current density within the dust layer,
i 0 (Simm 1962). Another possible cause of adhesion of an electrical origin is that produced through contact electrification (Penny 1975). Low-resistivity particles (Pd< 104
n cm) arriving at the collection electrode are 'inversely' charged by induction even
though they are also bombarded by ions, and pulled back into the gas stream, in other
words there is an abnormal dust re-entrainment of these particles unless the noninduction adhesion forces are powerful enough to overcome the induction effect. Van
der Waals (London) forces are also involved in adhesion; their effect on coagulation
increases with decreasing particle size (Lowe and Lucas 1953). At comparatively low
temperatures, when the relative humidity is high enough, the capillary condensation of
water molecules on to nucleation centres, may also be an important parameter in
adhesion. It was recently reported that a remarkable increase in collection efficiency for
fly ash could be obtained by enhancing dust adhesion through injecting small amounts
of suitable additive compounds such as triethylamine (Tassiker 1975) or ammonia
(Dismukes 1975). (This ammonia injection is also used to solve the S0 3 corrosion
problem in boilers burning heavy oil.) It is found that very fine fumes of ammonium
sulphate or ammonium bisulphate are produced in considerable quantities and that this
often results in corona quenching (Dismukes 1975).

6. Back discharge (back corona)
The back discharge is one of the most difficult problems impairing precipitator performance in many large scale industrial plants. The plants affected include ore sintering
furnaces in the steel industry; rotary kilns and clinker coolers in the cement industry;
smelter furnaces in the metal industry and especially boilers in thermal power plants
burning low sulphur coal (these produce high resistivity, mainly metal oxide, dusts).
The effects of the back discharging depend on the value of Pd· There are two major
ones: one is the excessive sparking that occurs when the resistivity is between 5 x 10 10
and I 0 12 n cm. This causes a decrease in the collection efficiency because of th~ impair·ment of the collection process. The other is the increase in current which occurs when
Pd >I 0 12 n cm. A copious number of ions are emitted from a number of corona points
occurring over the whole surface of the dust layer on the collecting electrodes, and
these ions neutralize the useful charge on the particles so that often no particles are
collected. These phenomena occur as a result of the breakdown of the dust layer because
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of its high apparent resistivity, Pd, when the following field condition is locally satisfied
at the layer's weak points:
(13)
where Ed = apparent field strength in the dust layer and Eds is the layer's breakdown
strength. Normally the breakdown of the dust triggers streamers in the gas space which,
depending on the field distribution around the breakdown point, proceed either towards
the discharge electrode, or to the space charge accumulated around the breakdown
point, or in both directions. These streamers cause large amounts of carrier multiplication and photon emission; these processes supplying a copious number of positive
ions which cannot only neutralize the particle charge but also the negative ion space
charge. After the extinction of a streamer, the surface charge is restored by negative
ions supplied either from the discharge electrode or from the residual gas plasma~ and
thus the cycle can once again be triggered, each cycle causing a pulse discharge. Figure 7
indicates the effect of the current, I, and the average field strength in the gas space,
normal to the sample layer, £ 10 (£, 0 = V1 /d) upon the mode of back discharge. Both
I and E10 could be changed independently and a mica plate, with a0·5 mm diameter
pin hole, was used as the sample layer (Mizuno 1975, Masuda and Mizuno I 975a).
It is shown that a breakdown at the pin hole triggers a surface discharge when
Ep > 3·3 kV cm- 1 and a streamer in the gas space when Egn > 5·1 kV cm- 1• These
discharges become sparks if a certain limit of I is exceeded, even with a constant £, 0 •
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When Egn > 8·4 kV cm- 1 a streamer becomes a spark. Figure 8 shows pictures of back
discharges which indicate the effects of tangential fields. These fields are caused by the
surface charge of density ad= ed x· Eds and in the figure the value of Eds was changed
by using two parallel glass plates with pin holes and changing the distance between the
pin holes. This varies Eds and thus ad (Mizuno 1975, Masuda et al 1974a). Figure 8
clearly shows that the surface discharge is largely increased by an increase in ad. The
results in figure 7 seem to explain the reason why the two completely different modes,
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(ell fu~ = 2~ 2 kV cm ·I
18 !..\'. 46·i1\ Chi /·,h = 36·5 kV rm"'. 18 kV. 20µA

excessive sparking and ab11or111:.il riSl'S in ..:11rrent occ111 with d11ferc111 \'alucs of the apparenr
dust resistiv ity PJ· Consider the difference\ in \11ltagc drops across the gas region and
dust layer that occur ''ith diflt'rent Pd Fnr lnw Pt1· ''hen the applil'd \'oltage 1s rai~cd.
t:d 111 the dust layer will rc111J111 :-mall. while /:''f." in thl' gas 1cgiun will sharply rise
causing a rapid growth of stre:1mcrs .ind thus exccss1\'l' sp:irking. When. on the other
hand, Pd 1s l11gh. the ~1lt1Jtion will be re\'Cr\ed. 111 other w11rds 110 sparking will ocrnr 111
the gas re gion, but the1e will Ol' brcal-cllnvn at .1 1111111bcr of \\l•ak pl1i11t'> in tht' dtL\t laycr
because of the rapid rise in F.i. Tl11s will resul1 111 a h.irp rise 111 the tot.ti current.
Figure 9 'ih1w1s an us..:illo!!ram of .1 typical lllrtcnt \1ta\'eform of a back discharge pulse
along with lhe acco111p;rnyi11g light emission. hgurc 10, shows thl' \'ariatinn of light
emission at various pnints in space as well as over the surface layer. A glass plate with
a pin hole was used a'> the sample l:.iycr :ind the spot rcsolut1on was 0·3 mm (M1zu110
1975, Masuda and ~firnn o t<>75b). The light signals at the graph origins show that the
back disch arge pulse consists nf two parts: the primary wave rises very rapidly and !Jsts
about 20 ns: the secondary wave rises more slowly and l:.ists about 200 ns. The former
effect corresponds to the first rise in the current waveform whtch has a small pulse
height and consists ol a charge of 1-2 x I 0 9 C/pulsc (shown in figure 9). The sc~ond-

Figure 9. Wa\cforms of turrent and ligl11 signal of hack-disd1ari:c puhc.
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Figure 10. Waveforms of light signals of back discharge measured at various positions taken along the
z- and r-axes.
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ary wave corresponds to the second rise in current which has a much larger pulse height
and a charge content of 2-4 x 10-s C per pulse. It was confirmed that the primary corresponds to a streamer advancing into the gas region with a speed of 4 x 10 7 cm s- 1 and
the secondary to the surface discharges which cause much greater charge multiplication.
It was observed that when the applied voltage was increased the charge per pulse remained the same in both cases whilst the average repetition frequency increased. The
repetition frequency was found to be lower for the surface discharge mode than the space
streamer mode, so that, as far as one breakdown point is concerned, the current rise
becomes steeper for the latter mode in spite of its smaller charge emission per pulse.
Figure 10 also shows that the light signal from the needle point starts ahnost simultaneously with that from the pin hole and that there is a second rise in emission at the needle
with the arrival of the steamer. Figure 11 shows a schematic representation of the
streamer propagation calculated from the waveform in figure 10. Figure 12 illustrates
a picture of the back discharge which occurs when a positive potential is applied to the
discharge electrode. This shows a completely different mode in which discharges occur
from points uniformly distributed over the dust layer. As the applied voltage is increased
no streamers are produced, either from the needle point or from the back discharge
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Figure 11. Propagation of back discharge streamers (schematic representation).
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Figure 12. B.n k dt~c har g r under p o ~itivc dischar~c electrode.

points, but a spark discharge suddenly occurs. The steamer corona at the positive
needle point 1s fully suppressed, presumably because of negative ions supplied from
the back discharge points (as 111 the case of Hermstein's glow). As a result, the spark·
over voltage is increased compared to the case when the dust layer is removed (Mizuno
1975, Masuda and Mmrno 197 Sa) .
7. Particle charging
In addition to the theoretical and experimental works already cited, a detailed
examination of Pauthenier's equations (2) (4) was conducted in whkh the field
strength tc, corona current density i, and the charging time t could be changed independently (Masuda and Akutsu 1975). With spherical conducting particles a very good
agreement of the measured value of charge with that calculated from equation (2) was
obtained while, for particle such as teflon, with high surface and volume resistivities,
the saturation charge always remained about half as much as that given by equation
(3), except when the particles were subjected to rotational motion. This discrepancy
is evidently the result of the fact that the charges imparted to the insulating particles
by the ion bombardment cannot be instantly uniformly distributed over the particle
surface; this was an important assumption in the derivation of equations (2)-{ 4). In
the case of moderately resistive particles (i.e. glass) where the dielectric Jnd surface conductivity rclaxat ion t11ncs, r P• arc neglig1hly sm<ill compared to the charging time con·
stant, r. or equatwn ( 4), then there is good agreement between the measured values of
acquired charge wi1h thosl! caJculatt!d from equations (2) (4) for conducting particles
of the same radius (f~ -• 00). It is evident that in this case the particles behave like conduct111g particle~ bcc:1usc the distribution time for the charge (from ion bombardment
and polari1ation) 1s the short time taken for the internal field to disappear. Hence tho
tenn Je,/(E + 2) in equation (3) , expressing the effect of the dielectric constant. loser
its meaning. This 1s due tu the contradicting assumptions that the distribution of
polarization charge li:1s the ttme constant for a dielectric particle and that the distribu·
tion of imparted charge has the time constant for a conducting particle. Under normal
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precipitator conditions we can assume that particles having a volume resistivity of below
1011 cm (this implies pd< 10 13 cm (Masuda 1965)) to be quasi-conducting particles
(Masuda and Akutsu 1975).
The particle charge imparted by bipolar ions was also measured under back-discharge
conditions. The distribution of positive and negative ion densities, P+ and p_, were calculated by using the data obtained in the relation derived by Pauthenier ( 1961). It
could be shown that even a weak back discharge could cause a remarkable decrease of
the particle charge to 10% of its normal value. This was_ predicted by Pauthenier
( 1961). In some cases a polarity change even occurred. ·u was also observed that, in
the space streamer mode, P+ and p_ became nearly equal and almost constant through
the luminous region, which suggests that the carrier production ta1 ~es place in a fairly
wide region of the gas space. In contrast with the surface discharge mode, P+ and p_
showed an exponential decay in space from both sides. However, their rates of decay
with distance were very low so that a long extension of the positive ion cloud to the
discharge electrode region was observed.
As a novel method of particle charging, the use of gamma rays has been proposed.
The bipolar ions produced by the high-energy electrons are separated by a transverse
electric field, and used to charge the particles which are then collected on to the electrodes (Heinsohn et al 1975).

n

n

8. Dust resistivity
Figure 13 exemplifies the effect of Pd upon the precipitator performance, expr~ssed
in terms of the apparent migration velocity, W. It is clearly indicated that the preferable range for electrostatic precipitation is for particles with Pd between 104 and 1010
n cm and that the efficiency is limited by dust re-entrainment and back discharge. The
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Figure 13. Effect of dust resistivity, Pd• upon the apparent migration velocity, W.

value of the apparent resistivity,pd, for a high-resistivity dust layer depends, as is illustrated in figure 14, upon the temperature and humidity of the ambient gas. It is also
affected by its chemical composition and the presence of impurities in the gas (e.g. S0 3).
At low temperatures the resistivity is determined by the surface conduction which is
usually governed by the absorption of water molecules. At higher temperatures the
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Figure 14. Fifects of temperature and humidity of
ambient gas upon the apparent resistivity of high·
resistivitY. dust.
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resistivity will be determined by bulk conduction. Current constrictions at the contact
points between the particles will also effect the resistivity (Masuda 1965}. The resistivity has a maximum at a temperature between 100 and 200°C which unfortunately is
the temperature range of exit gases in most industrial emission sources. Therefore,
back4ischarge troubles often occur. It was recently discovered that alkali metal ions
served as charge carriers in both surface and volume conduction in layers of fly ash
(Bickelhaupt 1975}.
9. Technical progress and new development
The large-spacing precipitator with an electrode spacing of 20-50 cm, described
previously, has proved to be successful in many of its applications. This includes cases
with high-resistivity dust where in some cases a cost reduction of approximately 2<m
has been obtained. The roof-top type of precipitator is in increasing use. It is installed
on the roof of a plant building from which one has severe dust emission, for example
from an electric furnace. A large hot mass of gas rises to the ceiling where it enters the
precipitator and then passes through it by free convection and is emitted directly into
the open air. Often conductive plastics are used for the collection electrodes because
of their low weight.
The wet-type of precipitator is attracting increased attention because of its very
good performance. It is entirely free from dust re-entrainment and back discharges
and also performs the additional function of removing gaseous pollutants such as S0 2 ,
HF, etc. The problems with this type have been the necessity of irrigation water, the
treatment of the emitted slurry and the reheating of the cool gas at the outlet in order
to recover gaseous lift. These problems can be solved effectively in the hybrid-type of
precipitator in which the dry and wet types of precipitators were integrated inside a
common casing to make an optimized system (Ago et al 1973, 1975}. The major portion of the incoming dust was collected in the dry stage and the remaining very fine
dust was effectively removed in a fairly small wet stage. This meant that a large reduction in the amount of irrigation water, the slurry emission and the temperature drop,
could be achieved. The slurry, after concentration, could be dried by the use of the
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heat contained either in the inlet gas or in the collected dust in the dry stage. The merit
of this system has been found to be emphasised when very high degrees of emission
control for particulate and gaseous pollutants have to be achieved.
As regards the solution of the back-discharge problem, the conditioning of the inlet
gas by use of a water spray has long been used to reduce the value of Pd below about
S x 10 10 n cm. In this case the rapid and perfect evaporation of atomized water has
to be obtained (Masuda and Saito 1966). The so-called 'chemical conditioning' using
suitable additives (Dalmon and Tidy 1972b) has also proved to have been effective in
some applications. For instance, the injection of S0 3 into the inlet gas is widely used
for the fly ash oflow-sulphur coal ~ order to prevent back discharging (Busby and
Darby 1963, Darby and Heinrich 1966, Cook 1975). The possibility of conditioning
fly ash by the addition of a sodium compound such as Na 2C0 3 to low-sulphur coal, as
it is being burned, was also recently proposed (White 1975). Another solution ~o back
discharging is the use of the so-called 'hot-side' precipitator in which collection is made
at higher temperatures (300-400 °C) (see figure 14). The key factor in this system is
the consideration of the structural thennal-expansion properties (Walker 1975).
Purely electrical solutions have also been studied. Figure tS·shows one such
approach, where pulse charging is used in conjunction with a third electrode (Luthi
1967). The remarkable features of this method are that the current density can be
Collecting electrode
cu16usouuu •o 1nus"s1s"1 suss s n

T1Wd eltctrodt

c
Discharge electrode

0

Fipre 15. Pulse-charging system with the
third electrode (Lathi 1967).

adjusted independently of the main field strength by changing the magnitude or repeti~
tion frequency of the pulse voltage, and that a very uniform current-density is obtained
over tho complete surface of tho collection electrode because of tho expansion of the
don1e ion cloud that is produced by the pulacs. Thus the condition necessary for the
avoidance of back dischargin1 1 id>< Pd< EdJ, can be met ovor the duat surface whilst
tho main field 1tronath is always kept at lta maximum. A further study revealed that
it is desirable to put an additional DC bias voltage in 1orio1 with tho pubc voltaao (sec
flauro 5). This onsuro1the1upprouion of tho DC corona during tho pulao-froo period,
reprdleu of fluctuaUon1 in the plant conditions (i.o. gas tomporaturo and du1t con·
contratlon), especially when the distance between the dilcharp electrode and tho third
electrode ha1 to bo incrcaacd to moot desisn requirements (Masuda 1t al 1974b). lt
could be lhown In tho pilot plant tests that tho procipttator lhown in naure 5, equipped
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with the bias-controlled pulse-charging system, exhibited an increase in collection efficiency from 63% to 93% for dust with the very high apparent resistivity of 10 13 n cm
(Masuda et al 1974b). It was also observed that this method might provide an effective
soJution for corona quenching because, with the aid of the third electrode, a sufficient
number of ions could be pulled from the discharge electrode, regardless of the dust
space charge existing in the main field. Instead of a pulsed field, an AC voltage could
be used in series with the bias voltage. Another very effective electrical approach to the
solution of the back-discharging problem is to use an AC voltage in conjtlnction with
an insulating film over the collecting electrode (Krug 1971 ). The practicability of this
method will depend on progress in the field of insulator materials.
The investigation of EFD motion of charged particles led to a new two-stage precipitator of the type shown in figure 5, in which the charged particles coagulate in the
charging section and are led into the inside of downstream channels by the action of
the gas flow and the use of electric fields, where they are then electrically precipitated
(Shibuya and Masuda 1975). A remarkable reduction in precipitator size could be
achieved by this method under suitable conditions.

10. Conclusions
The recent progress in electrostatic precipitation has been reviewed. The major difficulty lies in the inherent problem of a multi-variable system, where the many process
variables which affect the overall performance have to be considered together. The gap
between scientific understanding of the elementary processes and the design procedure
has thus been inevitably large. In order to lessen this gap, more detailed studies are
needed of not only the physical phenomena but also the abili'ty of the theories to
correlate the major process variables with the overall precipitator performance.
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Discussion
Mr WE G Plumtree (Rank Xerox)

Particularly with respect to the results in figure 7 (back-discharge plot), how much
dust was present in the system?
Professor Masuda
Instead of a dust layer we used a mica plate with a 0·5 mm diameter pin hole. The
thickness of the plate was 1mm.
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Mr R Hours (CEA)
About two years ago American authors proposed the use of ')'-rays to charge (and
thereby remove) very fine particles from the flue gases of coal-fired power stations.
Scientifically, this idea is interesting, but due to the very low yield of ')'-ray ionization,
powerful - and therefore dangerous - radioactive sources are necessary. Consequently
the system appears uneconomical compared with those based on corona charging.
What is your opinion about that?

Professor Masuda
I don't think that the use of -y-rays in particle charging will find a wide practical
application in the field of electrostatic precipitation, because of the problems you
pointed out. I comment, however, that a high energy electron beam (0·75-1 ·5 MeV,
lOOmA) might be effectively used for the removal of NOx and SOx from the exit gases
out of large-scale industrial furnaces ( ore-sintering furnaces, thermal power plants,
etc). It was discovered that these gaseous pollutants are effectively converted by the
electron beam irradiation into aerosol particles within about l second. These particles
may be collected by an electrostatic precipitator. Large-scale development work is now
going on in Japan by a research group from the steel industries. It is expected that a
very high initial investment in this method may be balanced by the benefits of a very
small pressure drop and the ease of operation where no catalyst is used.

Dr JC Gibbings (Liverpool University)
The design of electrostatic precipitation is a good example. of electrostatics being
very much an inter-disciplinary study in that the study of the electric field must go
hand-in-hand with the fluid mechanics study of the flow pattern for real progress to be
made. Professor Masuda pointed out that his field calculations for K = 0 gave flux lines
identical to the streamlines; but these streamlines are for the potential flow and no real
flow in ducts would correspond to these streamlines. In the past, the design of precipitators has been spoilt by lack of concern with analysis and knowledge of the flow.
For example, the electric wind from an electrode will convey a particle towards a
surface, but unless centrifugal and electrostatic forces remove it from the flow on to the
surface, then the return flow, which continuity insists must exist, will equally convey
it away again: in principle this is why the presence of turbulence in the flow is of such
significance in effectively greatly increasing the diffusion coefficient.
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SU11111ary
The mode change and flashover voltage of back discharge under different
gaseous conditions were studied with a special attenfion to the effects of
dust layer thickness and alkaline components contained in dust. It was
found that back discharge took either streamer or steady-glow mode
depending upon gas mean free path. These modes have their own characteristic flashover voltage as a function of gas mean free path, where its value
for the former mode is much lower than that for the latter. Thickness of
the dust layer and existence of the alkaline components also govern
the initiation of streamer so that the flashover voltage is 1argely
affected by these factors.
1. Introduction
Back discharge has long been one of the unsolved problems fn electrostatic precfp1tati9n. This is an abnormal discharge caused by breakdown
of high resistivity dust layer deposited on collecting electrode.
The mode and effect of back discharge differ largely, depending upon the
polarity of corona discharge used.

In this paper, however, we restrict

ourselves to the case of negative polarity which has been in common use
because of its higher flashover voltage under normal operating conditions.
If back discharge takes place, flashover voltage falls to about half
the value of that under normal operation, and particle charge will be
neutralized. When the field strength inside the dust layer excteds fts.
breakdown value, the inf tfatfon of back discharge takes pl ace. A random
or repetitive breakdown appears at the breakdown point, owing to the
continuous ton supply from corona

d1schar~e.
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With a slight increase in

voltage, it turns to a feeble but continuous spot-like onset-glow, refered
to as "onset-glow mode". The current wave fonn contains that of Trichel
pulse superimposed on a D.C.component. With the further increase in
voltage, this onset-glow either triggers the streamer discharge in gas
space or along the layer surface, or it turns to a pulseless point-like
glow with increased intensity. The former mode should be refered to· as
"streamer mode", while the latter as "steady-glow mode".

Thus, the mode

of back discharge after onset stage can be classified into streamer and
steady-glow modes, as described separately.Cl) When gas mean free path
is

lar~e.,

the transition occurs from the streamer mode tb the steady-glow

mode with an increase in voltage beyond a certain critical voltage.
This mode transition is reversible and affected not only by the gas mean
free path but also by the thickness of dust layer and its chemical
composition. When the thickness is small, streamer mode does not occur
and the flashover voltage is high.

Among the effects of chemical

composition, the most remarkable is that of alkaline metal compounds which
lowers the flashover voltage of back discharge to a great extent.
In this case streamer propagation becomes very pronounced so that it
easily turns to a flashover.
In this paper, the effects of mean free path, dust layer thickness
and alkaline content in dusts on back discharge mode and flashover voltage
are reported.
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2. Experimental apparatus
The effects of mean free path on the flashover voltage and mode of
back discharge were studied by changing the pressure P under room
temperature or by changing the temperature T under atmospheric pressure.
Aneedle to plane electrode system with a gap of 50 mm was used inside
a lhennostat or vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. l. A mica plate having
a pinhole of 0.5 mm in diameter, tissue paper and dust samples of various
chemical compositions were used as test layer samples to be located on
the plane electrode. As a most important parameter, the resistivity of
the test layer was measured before each experiment.

The change of

the resistivity under vacuum condition was enabled by drying the layer by
heat during eva'cuation to about l torr, and thereafter adding dry air, so
that a desired air .pressure could be obtained. By this method, the value
of resistivity could be maintained constant at least during each experiment.
However, its value was delicately dependent upon the drying condition.
Hence, its measurement at a position separate from the centre area using
a fixed counter electrode on the layer surface should be excluded. Thus,
before each measurement, a counter electrode was set on a centre position
facing to a measuring electrode and removed therefrom after the experiment,
with the aid of a remote-controlled crane model.

In the case of resistivity

measurement under elevated temperature inside the thermostat, a separate
ineasuring cell was used, because the resistivity value in this case was
a unique function of the thermostat temperature, so far as the equilibrium condition was reached. An image intensifier tube (EMI, type
9912) was used to observe a faint glow of back discharge at its initial
stage and to investigate the difference in discharge modes in detail.
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3. Effect. of mean free path
A mica plate with a pinhole of 0.5 nm in diameter and 0.45 nm
thickness was used as the test layer. The flashover voltage Vs was
plotted against the nonnalized mean free path ')./'Ao, as shown in Fig.2,
J

where?.o fs the mean free path·at NTP. The solid curves represent the
results obtained by changing P under room temperature (20 °C) while the
dotted curves indicate those obtained by changing T under atmospheric
pressure (760 torr). The scales for these P and T are also given. It
can be seen that the curves measured by changing T or P agree well with
each other.

It should be noted that there exist two different curves

for flashover (curve I and II), each"covering the different range of
'}.J"J.D.

In the area under the curve I, the onset-glow mode was followed

by the streamer mode with the increase in voltage, while the steady-glow
mode occurred in the area under the curve II. As a result there are
three different regions in

')J~o.

A, B and C as indicated in the figure,

each corresponding to different mode changes.

In region A, back discharge

in the streamer mode followed the onset-glow mode·and turned to flashover
on curve I.

In region

c.

back discharge in, the steady-glow mode followed

the onset-glow mode and no streamers appeared until flashover took place
on curve II.

Region B is a transition region between A and C. Fig.3

shows the photographs indicating the mode transition in this region.
The ons.e.t-glow mode appeared at first at the pinhole (Fig.3-a). With the
increase

i~

applied voltage, it tunled into streamer mode (Fig.3-b),

bridged across the gap and finally tunled to random sparking on the
curve I (Fig.3-c).

In region B, the random sparking tended more easily

to occur at smaller value of A/i\o. Slightly above the curve I, streamers
suddenly disappeared to tunl to a stable steady-glow (Fig.3-d). This lasted
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until flashover occurred on curve II. The voltage-current characteristics
in this region were further studied with the use of X-Y recorder, where
the

voltage V and the current from the measuring electrode,1,

electrod~

were recorded.

The result obtained with no additional output impedance

is shown in Fig.4-a where the output impedance was only that of the
source (Ro

= 15

Mohm) so that it was comparatively small.

From the

onset-glow at the pinhole, the space streamer appeared at point A. With
the increase in voltage, it bridged across the gap, resulting in a
transition from point B to C. When the source, voltage was further
increased, the space streamer became more ltJ11inous and current I increased,
the electrode voltage, however, remaining almost constant (curve ii).
Fluctuations of the current and voltage were large. Around the point D,
random sparking took place.

With the source voltage slightly increased

from point D, the transition of the streamer to the steady-glow mode
occurred, accompanied by the transition of the curve from point D' to B'
where D' and B' were very close to D and B respectively.

Thereafter, the

voltage and current followed the curve (i') until flashover occurred at
a point beyond E.

Then, when the volta<1e was lowered, the voltage and

' current fol lowed the identical curve E-B' until point F was reached.
The inverse transition from the steady-glow to streamer mode occurred at
point F, resulting in the transition of the curve from F to C. With
the further decrease in: voltage, the streamer mode lasted following
curve (ii') until point 6 was reached where it turned to the onset-glow
mode again.

Thereafter the voltage..-and current followed the initial

curve (i). Thus, it can be seen that voltage-current characteristics
consists of two curves (i)-(i') and (ii)-(ii'), the former corresponding
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to the glow mode, and the latter to the streamer mode. The curve (i)-(i')
is subdivided into part (i) and (i'}, the former includes the onset-glow
mode while the latter corresponds to the steady-glow mode.
observed

It was

that these transitions of mode and V-I characteristics were

governed by the output impedance of the high voltage source. as indicated
in Fig.4-b and c.

In the case of Ff g.4-b, the additional resistance

of R • 27 Mohm was inserted in series to the output circuit, while
1n the case of F1g.4-c, that of R = 55 H ohm was used.

In Fig.4-b,

s•

was fairly apart from B, and C' was somewhat apart from C. The transition
I

from F to C' was unstable, and the inverse transition easily took place,
even when the source voltage was kept constant.

Bu~.
I

when the voltage

was further decreased, the streamer mode became stable and the voltage
and current followed the curve (ii'). When the output impedance was
excessively high, as in the case of Fig.4-c (R
random

sparkin~

=

55 Mohm}, neither

nor transition took place at point n•• where the source

voltage was its upper limit, 50 kV. With the decrease in voltage, the
curve followed (ii) and (ii'}. The current wave form in region Bin
Fig.2 is shown in Fig.5. As the onset-glow started, Trichel pulses
superimposed to a small D.C. current were observed (Fig.5-a), and with
the increase in: voltage, random pulses having much larger pulse height
appeared, which corresponds to space streamers (Fig.5-b).

Finally pulseless

D.C. current appeared with the transition from streamer to steady-glow
mode (Fig.5-c).

No Trichel pulse could be observed in this mode. This

suggests the mechanism of electron emission from discharge electrode to
have changed from that for the onset-glow mode.
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4. Effect of dust layer thickness
The effect of thickness of the layer was studied using three mica
plates with different thickness, each having a pinhole with 0.5 nm in
diameter, and three tissue papers with different lamination number.
resistivity of the mica plates were higher than 1015 ohm-cm, while

The

that of the tissue papers were about 1012 ohm-cm. Fig.6 and 7 show the
values of flahsover voltage obtained for the mica plates and the tissue
papers respectively, plotted against pressure P with the '/../'Ao scale
identical to that in Fig.2.

It can be seen in Fig.6 that, with the

decrease in the mica plate thickness t, the transition pressure Pbc from
the region B to C shifted towards: the side of higher pressure range (lower
mean free path). Pbc finally exceeded 760 torr before t
reached.

= 47~m

was

When t was 47 µm, streamers did not appear and the flashover

voltage was given only by curve 3, which agreed well with the curve II in
Fig.2. The curves 1 and 2 also agreed to the curves I and II in Fig.2
except for their ranges.
For tissue papers having a number of weak points, when t was 2.6 nm,
the two curves I and II coalesced into one transition curve in the region

a as

indicated by curve 1 in Fig.7. This was because the transition from

the streamer to the steady-glow mode occurred at first at the centre
region of the layer and propagated towards the peripheral Iregion with the
increase in applied voltage.

The flashover occurred not from the steady-

glow points but from the streamers stenuning from the distant breakdown
points so that flashover voltage in the region B took the value
curves I and II.

bet\~een

When t was 0.6 and 0.06 nm, ·only the steady-glow mode

appeared and flashover occurred at curves 2 and 3 which corresponded -to
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the curve 3 in Fig.6.
the curve II in Fig.2.

The curves 2 and 3 in Fig.7 also roughly agreed with
It was concluded that the decrease in the layer

thickness shifted the transition pressure between resions·B and C, Pbc'
towards the side of higher pressure range, resulting in the dominance of
the steady-glow mode and the increase in flashover voltage.

5.

Effect of chemical composition of dust
In an electrostatic precipitator, flashover must usually be

dominated by streamer mechanism since the values of both pressure and
gap distance are large.

It is considered, therefore, that the existence

of alkaline components may help streamer development because of their
low ionisation energy so that the flashover voltage under back discharge
condition may become lower.

For example, the exhaust gas from an iron

ore sintering furnace contains fairly high content of alkaline metal
compounds, especially that of potassium, and it has been found that the
collection perfonnance drops as its content increases.
The flashover voltage Vs of a needle to plane electrode system
(gap 50 mm) was measured, with various kinds of dust layers (thickness
2.0 nm) on the plane electrode.

The samples used were the first class

agents and shown in Table l. The experiments were conducted 1n a.
thennostat or vacuum chamber, and the change of dust resistivity was
enabled using the methods described in section 2.
The flashover voltage Vs and the apparent resistivity Pd

fol"'

each dust

1

layer plotted against temperature T are;shown in Fig.8 and 9 respectively.
In this case measurement was made under atmospheric pressure. The scale
of the temperature in Fig.a is the same as that in Fig.2. The abrupt
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rfse in Vs in curves 2. 3 and 5 in Fig.8 were due to the dfsappearence of
back discharge resulted by the decrease fn dust resistivity with the
increased temperature (Fig.9).

Curves 1 and 2 in Ffg.8 roughly agree

with the curve II in Ffg.2. while curve 3, 4 and 5 with the curve I.
For Caco 3 and Fe 2o3 dusts (curve 1 and 2), back discharge after the
onset-glow stage was at first of streamer mode. but it changed into the

~

steady-glow mode when craters had been formed at the breakdown point and
Vs became high.

In these. dusts particles were easily ejected from the

area around the back discharge point so that conical craters tended to
be formed.

Hence, it was probable that the effective thickness of

the layer at the crater bottom became so small that no streamer could occur.
On the other hand, for K2so4 , KCl and NaCl dusts (curve 3. 4 and 5), all
containing alkaline metals, the streamer mode always dominated so that
Vs was lower.
The flashover voltage under room temperature

plo~ted

against pressure

Pis shown in Fig.10 where the scale of Pis also the same as that in
Fig.2.

The apparent resistivity.Pd could be kept constant inspite of

a large change in pressure by using dry air.

It was confirmed that the

Vs curves of various dusts could be classified into curves I, II and III.
Curves I and II agreed with the curves I and II in Fig.2. Curve III was
a transition curve between the curves I and II, like the curve 1 in the
region.Bin Fig.7.

In the dusts correspcnding to curve III, pinholes

were easily formed at the breakdown points.
The classification of dusts by their Vs curves is shown in Table 1.
These results show that alkaline dusts are included in Group I (curve I),
non-alkaline dust tending easily to form conical craters in Group
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n

(curve II)

and dusts in which pinholes easily appear are classified in Group III (curve
Ill). With the existence of alkaline compound, only curve I appeared and
no transition to the steady-glow mode occurred, the streamer mode lasting
until flashover took place, at least within the range of T, P and the layer
thickness investigated.

The lack of curve II for alkaline compounds

might be a result of the fact that the transition pressure Pab between
regions A and B was shifted towards the low pressure side beyond the range
investigated.

On the contrary, the lack of curve I for non-alkaline

dust investigated might be caused

the shift of the transition pressure

by

Pbc between regions B and C towards the high pressure side beyond the
range studied. The characteristics of curve III might be explained by the
propagation model of mode transition assumed for curve l in Fig.7.
The effect of alkaline compounds on voltage-current characteristics
under back discharge with a single breakdown point was studied.
experiment the thickness of the layer
effect could be excluded.

For that

mus~

purpos~

In this

be kept constant so that its
a mica plate having a pinhole

(0.5 mm in diameter) was again used, and its surface was painted by water
solution of KiS0 4 (10 %in weight) and thereafter dried. Fig.11-a and
b show the difference in voltage-current curves with and without KiS04
film under the pressure P

= 360

torr, where no additional output resist-

ance was used. An X-Y recorder was used also for these measurements.
Fig.ll~a

shows the identical characteristics as those in Fig.4-a.

In

Fig.11-b, when KiS0 4 film existed on the surface, a streamer appeared at
a lower voltage. With the voltage increased, it bridged across the
electrodes and flashover occurred.

In this case the transition to the

steady-glow mode did not take place, except for a transient one appearing
rarely at the instant of flashover.
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6. Discussions

&.1 Sunvnary of back discharge phenomena
The phenomenological behaviors of back discharge so far
can be sunmarized as follows.

~escribed

Back discharge starts with the breakdown

qf a weak point or pinhole in the layer, when the condition Pd x J ~Eds

is fulfilled.Cl) This breakdown, occurring randomly at first, becomes
1K>re or less periodical when the voltage is raised.

With the voltage

"further increased, it turns to a f.eeble spot-Hke onset-glow. When
12
the layer resistivity is comparatively low, less than about 10 ohm-cm,
where a sufficient negative ion current is being supplied from the
·discharge electrode at the instant of breakdown, the layer breakdown directly
triggers the onset-glow. With the further increase in voltage, the
onset-glow turns either to the streamers (surface and/or space streamers)
or to the more luminous steady-glow.

In some cases, a small sized

onset-streamer is observed to appear around the upper edge of the
pinhole prior to the occurence of the well developed streamers. The
difference between the onset-glow and steady-glow ,.ies in the magnitude
and wave form of current, the former current being lower (less than
about 50 pA/point) and containing both D.C. and Trichel pulse component,
while the latter being higher. (more thah about 50 pA/point) and
completely non-pulsive. This difference suggests the change in corona
mechanism occurring at the discharge electrode. The D.C. ·current
component in the onset-glow increases with the increase in voltage.
In the region A where gas mean free path A.is small, flashover occurs
directly from the space streamer, while in region C where i\ is large,
steady-glow turns to flashover without occurence of streamer.
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In the intennediate region B, the onset-glow is followed by the streamers.
which bridge the electrode gap and cause random sparking. The random
sparking tends more easily to1~ccur at1a smaller l/~ side in region B.
The streamers, however, disappear at a certain critical voltage to turn
to the steady-glow.

Flashover occurs from the steady-glow in this region.

The decrease in the layer thickness shifts the boundary value of Pbc between
the regions Band C towards the smaller side of"-.

The existence of

compounds having low ionisation potential shifts the boundary value of P8 b
between the regions A and B to the larger side of A,.

In case of the layer

having many weak points or pinholes, the mode transition between the
I

streamer and steady-glow modes takes place from one point to another
so that flashover curves in the region B coalesce into a single curve.

6.2 Mechanism of back discharge
There are three discharge districts in back discharge to be
considered separately {Fig.12): (1) the breakdown point in the layer,
(2) the layer surface and gas space, and ( 3) the corona point at discharge
electrode. The discharge mechanism in these· three districts may be
different, but clo~ely connected to each other to characterize the over-all
behavior of back discharge.
After a pre-onset stage, a spot-like glow discharge at the breakdown
point remains to exist either in the fonn of the onset-glow or in the form
ef the steady-glow, so far as the streamers do not occur. When the streamers
occur, the spots glow repetitively only at the instant of streamer occurence.
Judging from the magnitude of current density, the onset-glow and the
steady-glow should be taken as a kind'. of glow discharge having a structure
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as shown in Fig. 12.

A most remarkable feature of these glow discharges

at the breakdown point is that they lack a cathode electrode as a source
of electrons which maintain the discharges themselves.

There must exist

some origin of electrons at the location S near the top of the glow spot.
The only possible source of electrons may be the negative ions, supplied
from the discharge electrode, from which electrons will be sheded.

The

electron shedding, however, requires a value of field strength to pressure
ratio hfgher than about 20 V/cm-torr. <2> This field may only be formed by
space charge of highly concentrated positive ions accumulated at the location
P under the shedding zone S.

The electrons, shedded from negative ions,

will be strongly accerelated by the positive ion space charge field to
ionize gas molecules at the area G under the region P.

This ionizing

region G may correspond to the negative glow in a usual glow discharge
and provide a sufficient quantity of positive ions to the region P.

This

p~itive ion space charge region P may correspond to the cathode~ darkspace. ( 3)
In region A where gas mean free path

a is sufficien'tly small,

the

nunber of collision for unit length becomes large, while the diffusion
of produced plasma will be largely suppressed.

Hence, the positive ion

density could become so high that the condition for streamer initiation( 4)

S~ (ci- 1t) d ~
may be fulfilled.

::;::.

k

,

k = Io ""':z o

( 1)

Here rL. is the first Townsend coefficient and

attachment coefficient of electrons to neutral molecules.

1l the

The integration

should be performed from the origin O, through the breakdown

channe~l

and along the optimum field line in gas space to the position L where cl. =>'l •
1he streamer propagate either into gas space towards the discharge
electrode or along the layer surface, or the both directions. With the
increase in voltage the space streamer finally reaches at the discharge
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electrode to cause a mighty flashover capable of turning into arc in
this case.
In region B where the gas mean free path ;\.becomes larger, the
plasma dens·ity in streamer channel cannot become'. sufficiently high so
that it cannot trigger the mighty flash over when it bridges over the
electrode gap, or even when it triggers a random sparking, so far as the
output impedance of the source is not sufficiently low.

In this case

the transition from the streamer mode to the steady-glow mode occurs
at the bridge-over stage of the streamer, but not at the instant of
sparking.

At this stage copious positive and negative ions are produced

in the

space.

ga~

As a result a strong positive ion space charge

accumulates in front of the discharge electrode resulting in an enhanced
electron emission from its surface because of ganma action (electron
emission by positive ion bombardment).

The electron space charge can

effectively compensated by the strong positive ion space charge so that
no periodical choking of electron avalanche occurs.

Hence, the Trichel

pulse disappears and a sufficient quantity of negative ion current can
now be supplied from the pulseless negative glow corona.

In the meantime,

a strong negative ion sheath is''formed near the region S to enhance
the positive ion supply from the layer breakdown point.

The high·ly inc-

reased densities of positive and negative ions in gas space may reduce
the field in the gap so that streamer cannot be maintained.

This might

be the situation causing the transition from the streamer to steady-glow
mode.

The mighty flashover takes place from the steady-glow only when

the voltage is sufficiently raised.
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In region C where the gas mean free path

I\. is

very large, the streamer

initiation condition (1) cannot be fulfilled owing to the decrease
in collision number and the increase in diffusion of plasma. With the
increase in voltage, the positive ion accumulation in front of the
discharge electrode also increases so that D.C. current component due
to

gamna action of the positive ion collision also increases.

Finally,

when the choking effect of negative ions from the discharge electrode is
offset by the positive ion space charge, the Tirchel pulse may completely
disappear so that the onset-glow mode turns to the steady-glow mode.
The sufficient increase in voltage results in the mighty flashover to occur
directly from the steady-glow.

Hence, it is expected that the boundaries

between the regions A, B and C may also be governed by the output
impedance of the source.
The existence of two flashover voltage repr.esented by curves I and
II clearly suggests that, once back discharge occurred, the flashover
becomes solely governed by the mode of the preceding discharge and is
not affected by dust resistivity,f>d, althoughJ'd has an essential
effect on the initiation of back discharge itself.

6.3 Effect of layer thickness and ionisation potential of dust
The essential part in the integration in equation (1) seems to
exist inside the pinhole itself so that the product (pressure P) x (layer
thickness t) should play a major role in the streamer initiation. Thus
it can be understood that, with the decrease in layer thickness t,
the boundary pressure Pbc'.between the regions B and C shifted towards the
side of higher pressure.

In Fig.5, the values of P x tat the boundary
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pressure between B and C are 35. 7 torr-m for t
for t

=

60,;un respectively.

=

Whereas, in case of t

115p.m and 22 •.8 torr-nm
=

47)'-m, no streamers

appeared at P = 760 torr •. This may suggest that streamer will not occur
if the value of P x t is smaller than about 20 torr-nm/
The effective value of

ii.

in equation (1) may become larger if the

layer contains components with low ionisation potential such as alkaline
metal compounds. Such compounds may emit their molecules inside the
breakdown point or even into gas space. The lack of region B and C for
these compounds suggests that equation (1) for streamer initiation could
be fulfilled even at a lower value of P so that the boundary pressure Pab
between A and B may be shifted to the side of lower P beyond its range
investigated. Therefore, the streamer initiation condition becomes
easily to be fulfilled inside the breakdown point in this case. Ther.e
may exist these components also in gas space, ejected from the breakdown
point. Then, the streamer propagation may be enhanced also in gas space.

7. Conclusions
From the results of fl as.hover measurements under back discharge
condition, following conclusions were obtained.
(1) There are three different regions in the mode change of back.discharge.
These regions are mainly detennined by the mean free path of gas. Properties
of back. discharge were almost the same under various values of pressure or
temperature investigated so far as the value of mean free path was the same.
As described in section 3, back discharge takes streamer mode in region A,

whereas in region C, steady-glow mode occurs. In region B, transition
from streamer mode to steady-glow mode occurs.
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(2) Flashover voltage under back discharge condition is also detennined
by

the gas mean free path. There are two curves of flashover voltage.

lhe lower one corresponds to the streamer mode (curve I), while the higher.
one to the steady-glow mode (curve II).
(3) If the layer thickness is very small. streamer mode cannot occur
so that flashover

vo~tage

becomes high.

(4) If alkaline dusts are present. streamer causes flashover before
the transition to the steady-glow mode occurs so that flashover voltage is
largely reduced.
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Nomenclature

A.

gas man free path

~

gas mean free path at NTP

T

gas temperature

p

gas pressure

Vs

flashover voltaqe

ct.

first Townsend coefficient

'l

electron attachment coeffecient

fd

apparent resistivity of dust layer

t

layer thickness
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Table 1 CLASSIFICATION OF DUST

Fig.1

ELECTRODE SYSTEM FOR MEASURING FLASHOVER VOLTAGE OF
BACK DISCHARGE

Fig.2

FLASHOVER VOLTAGE v.s. TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

Fig.3

TRANSITION OF BACK DISCHARGE MODE IN REGION B
( T = 450 K, mica plate with a pinhole)

Fig.4

VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS WITH DIFFERENT OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

Fig.5

CURRENT WAVE FORM OF BACK DISCHARGE IN REGION 8
( P = 360 torr, mica plate with a pinhole)

Fig.6

EFFECT OF LAVER THICKNESS ON P- Vs CHARACTERISTICS
(mica plate with a pinhole)

Fig.7

EFFECT OF LAYER THICKNESS ON P-Vs CHARACTERISTICS
(tissue paper)

fig.8

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON FLASHOVER VOLTAGE
(atmospheric pressure)

Fig.9

APPARENT DUST RESISTIVITY v.s. 1.EMPERATURE

Fig.10

EFFECT OF ALKALINE COMPOUND ON FLASHOVER VOLTAGE
(T • 20 °C)

Fig.11

VOLTAGE-CURRENT CURVES WITH AND WITHOUT K2so4 FILM.ON THE SURFACE
OF HICA PLATE WITH A PINHOLE
(thickness: 0.2 nun, P • 360 torr, T • 20 °C)

Fig.12

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF BACK DISCHARGE IN THE GLOW MODES
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BASIC STUDIES ON BACK DISCHARGE MODE
AND STREAMER PROPAGATION
Etudes fondamentales sur le mode de deversement inverse
et la propagation en courant
MASUDA, S. and MIZUNO, A.
Faculty c,f E11gintu1111. Tokyo U11ivtnir;r1
ToA)'(), Japan

INTRODUC'flON
Rick d..$Cliuge l•1s I.mg been one of the unsolved prob·
lcms m elec t11Hllt1c prec1p1Utiun This is .an abconn.ll
d1S(harge causeJ h breakdown of high rcmti-11)' dust Ii) er
dcpos11ed on colle· ting electrode TI1c mode and effect of
back discharge <l1ffer lugely, Je~ndi.ng upon the polanty
of corona d1i.chJrted u~d. In 1h1s p.iper, ho...,cH~r, we
re\trict our•c:•\·t\ to tic cue ofreg1tive polarity .,.,hic•1 has
been in .:ommu'\ 1.~c bee au~ of the lugher lla~uvcr \Oltage
under num•JI t•rcr.:itmr. conditions If b:ick d1!>th1r1:e tJkes
place, fl•sllO\Cr volt.it;C falls 10 3bl)Ut ~ aJf the \J)UC of th31
under no11n:L uper:!'1<•n, arJ p1rt11.lc chJrge .... 111 t:e
neutral1lc:d \\.11en the field s1reng1h inside the dust la; er
ellcccds ats brtJkJuwn v:tlue, 1he 1nill:mon of back dis·
charge tJkc' ;:ill c 1\ rmJo: er • prt t1ve breai-doY.n
turns to a feeble l>ut continuo-a ~p.it like o~..et fl'"• ,e
(ered to 1\ "or~t flO"' mode" The currci.• wJ•r f qr
contJ1ns that ol Trn..'1el p Ilse surenmposcJ o 1 a D .C c.om
poMnl With the f!Jrtlier rn~rea~ an voltage, thu omet
glo"'· either triggers the streamer d1scharre 1r1 gas spJCc v
a'ong tlie IJyer SJdJce, or ti turns to a pulsc 1ess roint
lake glU\> v.,:h rnc.•·1scd 1rtens1ty Trc i.>rmer mode sl.cJIJ
be refercd to JS· stream~r mode" (f £ I . b, c). wh•!e tt>e
latter riode as • slcadj·glov. mode" (F,· I.OJ IP 1he
streamer moJc, rcpet1th·c 11j11 a1 j c.urrert r1..l:.es apr: rs
\l.h1lc rn the )tc1dy·glow mode pt.Jh \c c.~mpor.ert col"l
plctel}' JrsJppeJrs Tl1e streJ.mcr mo,'e o curs Jndcr sm:ill
su n•can free p tl• >, hhen flS le:'lrc "ti..rc IS low rr f3S
preuurc 1s ~1i;!1 l f f 4 rc1o1t ri \ J ' '. k ·•1e steaJ~ fl""'
rnodc :ip~ars under •ug.: mcar, free I lh ( 1· 1g 4, rcr,ton ()
L rider ir lernirJ l l ' rJ 1i;c <'( >. t f
i, l<b•J'• Ill t• >1t '.JI'
oc..:urs fr,1111 lhc Strt"ancr mode tu II C: StcJO)' i:Jow ll'!"Je :tt
3 ccrtJtn c11t11.ll > 'lafe lv.o fl3~·0H'r \ h;ig.•s 0 \t in
th1~ 1<"g1on and tlie n. de tr JllSrt acm IS re\ er•r'>'c TI1c
bcunJJ'"lcS bct»err• tl•c r~l'''
\ R
, (' ire •f(cctc l
not only b) >. '11 I •lso •n l'l •
r \ ',• 1\l IJycr .i'lJ its
cl I n I• al (Of' p'lSI: in
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DIS<ll·\llCI

l"I

around the breakdown point as weU as co rona curren t
density J Ea a.id J, however, are closely coupled to cJch
other Thus, the effect of Ea and J must be studied
scpJrately by using a grid electrode inse n ed bet\.loeen a
needle to plane electrode system. By the ch an~c of needle
electrode vol:age and grid el~ctrode ' oltage, J and El can
be \Jmd mdeptnden1ly. The electrode gap is SOmm a.nd
the distance between grid :ind plane electrode '.!Ornm A
pair o( glass rlatcs e.i.ch hJm1~ a pinhole arc used on top
cf one another 3S the 13; er located on the plJne electrode.
Th: rcs1st1v1:;· of th~ glass plJte. pd, is 6 x IOt 1f1.:rn .i.nJ
the d13.mcter oi t'1e pinhcle is 0.5mm, the thtc~nc~:. uf one
I Jte ~ Omm The breakdown fidd strength Eds of the rJa~s
pl:itc p:ii• can be dunged by cl1Jnguig the distance of 1he
t"'o hnles
horn tl•c c b F'4!lcn of bai:;.; discharge mode with 1hc

lflt 'iflffA.\!IR

~IOIH 11

Under J'•'l a;1 ' • • . . 011 li11 n '>J ,... J,sda411'- 1•i-;cs the
f.mn of strc;ir'lcr n .. de. \l.L1 h 1\ 11 •e I e.11 .J'·> t!J
~died 1n10 spJcc streamer •no1Jc, surhcc streJmer m,ide,
Jnd mi\ed streamer n•odc as a comb1nat1on of the former
two :is sl1u.,.,n in l 1g I ·a, t> a-iJ c rc•~r:tHll The n·o~t
C'\S.Cnta.:il factors ~·cc1dmg tl.e rcspc.:t1vc mode of •trea•at'r
is the strcn•ths c I :a11i::crt111 fHd It arrJ ,-e:t1 • .1I field b
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Charging efficaency in different regions J\' and V arc
measured and it 1s confirmed that the pMitive ion ~urce
is considered to be surface-like 10 the surface streamer
region, but ion genentlOn m space 0.:1. .. r~ in the splce or
mr-:ed streamer rcg1un.
In an actual precipiraror, ho11.c,c:r. these factors, l:.t, b
and 1. are closely coupled 10 each other, depending upon
the dust reshti\ll ) pd The effect of pJ 1s s1ud1ed by using
tissue paper as a layer. in 'ol.h.ich., 1 Jr easily be varied by
changing the :imhL'let hum1d1t\. V.11en pd 1s ~tween
about 5 x 10 10 and09 ll 10 11 Hem. number of breakdown
points is less and stre3J11tr1 proceed into gu space. In this
range of pd, excessive sparkmg tc:rids to occur bJ..:ausc the
streamer start111g \'Oltage Vst J,es close 1U the fl:uho,er
voluge Vs. For pd h1&her than 10 1, Sl.:m, the back d1schuge streampers uarr to o.::cur at a mu~h Joy.er \ Ol tage
and current density In this case, there 1s a large intervll
between Vsr and Vs so that the exccU1\e sparking d1s.ap·
pears but an abnormal 1n·re3SC i.1 c•Jrrent becomes
dominant. There are more breakdo'ol.n p.1in1 with a general
glow surrounding each pou1t
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Ea (kV/cm)

Ff. l

mixed streamer moJe

the

u measured b> using photomi.11.plier tube Fig l shows the

Mode c!Upam of back disth.rsc

in

ficld.,;u11<n1

dcr1Ul

lld or on image intensifier tube and co.1rren1 wave form,
the mode d1agrll1l of back d1sd1uge 1s depicud on l:J.J
domain as shown in Fig. 2, where Eds • 20.7 kV/cm. With
the increase i.n current. the la>·r r brcakdo\•n cond1t11>n.
E4s <pd x J, is fulfiJlcd on cuM A, rnd on~t·glow mode
occun in region II. The further 111crcasc in current results
in lhe streamers occurring around tl.c upper edge or the
pWiole in region 111. It mould be noted that the cnll al
cunent densities for the transition between regions I, II
and Ill ue nearly constant respectively. u sho'ol.n b> the
llar curves A and B With the further U'C1case in current
beyond lhe other critical curves C and D. tiacJ.. du.charge
ID the ureamer mode t3i<es place in re •ion JV and \' The
repon IV, for Jo.,.er ,·alue of Ea. 1\ the s.;rfa~c strcaIT'er
region where the surface streamer n. de 1s rredominint
111d rpace streamen .c few V.'h • as tn re,;1on V ... t ;re EJ
cxeteds about 5 lr..\'/cm, both the surface and sp.te
11reamer occur to form the mixed streamer mo ie A ·ain
the critical current dcM1ty for the tramll on from the re·
aiOfi Ill to IV and V is nearly constant, excert for a comer
are.a G. The critlcll v Jue of the field strength betv.een
repon IV and V (curve H) is about ~kV/cm under atrros·
pheric condition This vahe has been taken as a threahold
Yllue for the oecurence of strcamcn
The tangential fielJ around the b•eakdown point v.1U
become a function of the surface charge density o0 on the
layer at the instant of breakdown The value of o 0 • in turn ,
Is given by t Eds where t is the d1elec Irie consta.nt and
Eds the breakdown field strength ol the layer. Fig I ·a
shows the pictures of back dis.cl1arge when fds • 13 8
kV/cm, while Fig I< is for Eds• 33 8 kV /cm The surface
Slrumer becomes especi1Uy dominant when the \'al•ic d
o0 exceedsabou t S x 10·' C/cm 1 •

propagation of light emission in the normal direction z (gas
space), ind in the tangent1ll d1rect1on r (liycr surface),
rcspectivclr TI1e ligh t s1r.nal at the breJ:...down point shows
that the back discharge st re a.mer pul~ 1.on•1sts oft .i..~ palls.
There 11 a pmnal') v.J'e v.h11.h r,~ \C'r) rapid.; and lasts
about ~O ns, tollo'ol.ed !-;- .i SC'\.OndJf) "'J'e whi..:h me more
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llowly and lut1 about 200 n1. The Conner proceeds in the
1 direction and the latter In the r dlrectlon. The primuy
WIYI corresponds to the. first rile in the current wave and

tht aeconduy wave to the second rile in cumnt which hu
a much larpr pul• height and a charge oC2 -4 x lo-& C/
pW.. The value of charp per pW. remains nearly constant
until Just before ftuhcmr talcel place, whde the period or
t1ch auccelive pulse decnued with tht lncnue In current.

DI. MODE TRANSITION OF BACK
DISCHARGEJ>
The effects of mean free path on the fluhover voltaF
and mode of bick dlscharp are studied. A mica plate
haviq a pinhole of O.Smm In diameter and 0.4Smm thick·
neu Is used u a layer. The Ouhoever voltage Va ls plotted
aplnst the nonnallzed mean f'ree path u shown In Fig. 4,
where· M la the mean free path at NTP. The solid curves
represent the results obtained by changing P under room
temperature while the dotted curves Indicate those ob·
talned by changing T uader atmospheric pressure. The
acales for these P and T are also given. It can be seen that

20

the curves measured by changing T or P agree well with
each other. It should be noted that there exist two different curves for flashover (curve I and II), each covering
the clJfferent range or )./).or In the area under the curve I,
the onset.glow mode ii followed by the streamer mode
with the Increase In voltqe, while the steady.glow mode
occurs In the area under the curve 11. As a result there are
three different regions or 'A/>.o, A, B and C 11 Indicated
In the figure, each corresponding to different mode
changes. In region A, back discharge in the streamer mode
follows tho onset.glow mode and turns to tlashovor on
cum I. In region C, back discharge In the steady.glow
mode follows the onset.glow mode and no streamer appears
untd flaahover takes place on curve II. Region B ii a tnnsitlon region between A and C. The onset.glow mode appears at first at the pinhole. With the Increase In applied
voltage, it turns Into streamer mode, bridges across the gap
and finally turns to random sparking on the curve I. Slightly
above the curve I, streamers studdenly disappen to tum to
a stable steadyglow mode (Fig. 1-d). This lasts until flaahover occurs on curve II. The current wave fonn in region
B at the onset.glow consists or Trichel pulses superimposed
to a small D.C. current component, and with the increase
In voltage, random pulses having much larger pulse height
appears corresponding to space streamers. Finally pulseless D.C. current appears with the transition from streamer
to steady.glow mode, no Trichel pulse being observed In
thlsmbde.
It is observed that no streamer occurs when the thick·
ness of the layer, t, is 47 µm even under P • 760 toor. The
boundary pressure Pi between regions B and C shifts
towards the side or smaller >./'A.o when t decreases, and the
value of Pi x t Jines in the range between 18.6 and JS.7
torr-mm. It also is observed that, when the dust layer contains allcallne compounds having low ionisation potential,
the region A covers the whole >./'A.o range investigated, so
that Vs becomes lower and is given only by the curve I iii
Fig. 4. Namely, the existence of alkaline compounds shifts
the boundary pressure between regions A and B towards
the lower pressure side.
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1.

Introduction

The control of atmospheric pollution has become one of the
most important social goals of today, with the effective removal
of very fine particles (< 3 µm) from waste gases being especially
emphasized. These fine particles are present in smoke emissions
and are the nuclei for the formation of fog and clouds. Because
of their high specific surface, they act as carriers of harmful
gases into the depths of the lungs, and so they are harmful to
health. For this reason, the electrostatic precipitator, which
was born at the beginning of this century, has been given an important task today. Although the principle and the construction
~an electrostatic precipitator are very simple, its practical
use is often very complicated, because of many interfering effects that can be avoided only with difficulty. As a result,
electrostatic precipitator technology has for a long time been
considered an art. However, this situation is today slowly experiencing a change as the result of intensive research and development.
2.

Principle and Construction in General

The principle and construction of an electrostatic prec1p1can be explained by reference to the tubular design in Fig.
1. It consists of a grounded tubular electrode (collecting electrode) and insulated wire electrode (discharge electrode), between
which a high potential is applied. On the discharge electrode
there appears a corona discharge, which supplies a unipolar ion
current to the inner wall of the tube. The suspended particles,
along with the exhaust gas, enter the tube from below and pass
up through the tube, in which they are strongly charged with a
unipolar charge by ion impact. They are then driven by the coulombic. force to the inner surface of the tube and deposited there,
where they form a dust layer. This layer is dislodged by mechanical rapping of the tube and falls into a hopper below. The
cleaned gas is led out the upper end to the stack.

~ator

In practical application, instead of the tubular type, the
so-called plate precipitator is mostly used. It is equipped with
parallel plate collection electrodes. The plate design has a
simpler structure, in which uniform gas distribution is more
easily achieved, especially with larger gas volumes. The corona
ln industrial precipitators is usually negative, since its sparking voltage is higher than for a positive corona. In air cleaning,
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Figure 1. Principle of electrostatic precipitator (tube type).
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a positive
because of
plication,
collection

corona with appreciably less ozone production is used,
the harmful effects on health of ozone. In this apa two-stage construction with separate charging and
zones is mostly used (Fig. 2).

In order to achieve the highest collection capacity, the
precipitator must be operated with the highest voltage possible;
the operation is also, however, determined by the continuous
fluctuation of the sparking voltage with changes in the operating conditions. This requires two functions of the high voltage
supply. One is the suppression of transition from sparking to
arcing and the rapid rebuilding of the normal operating voltage,
which is achieved with the aid of a thyrister circuit. The other
is the automatic monitoring of the optimum operating voltage.
Hence the spark rate is measured, for example, and the voltage
is so regulated that this rate is kept at a preselected value.
Also the power supply must have a static voltage-current characteristic, which guarantees stable operation of the precipitator.
3.

Collection Process

3.1

Equations of motion of charged particles

The collection process in an electrostatic precipitator is
based on the following expression for the motion of the charged
particles in the electrical and fluid-dynamic fields (electrohydrodynamic or EHD fields):
m{d 2 R/dt 2 ) + 6nna(dR/dt)
where

= qE

+ 6nnaV

(1)

m = particle mass, kg
a

= particle

radius, m

q = particle charge, coul
µ = gas viscosity, Nsec/m 2
E = field strength vector, V/m
V =gas velocity vector, m/s
R = position vector of particle, m
For extremely small particles with a < 1 µm, the viscosity n must
be divided by the Cunningham correction factor (1 + AA/a) in consideration of the ion slip effect, where A = free path of the
ion and A= constant. For atmospheric air, A= 0.866 and A =
0.1 µm [l]. Eq. 1 shows that the particle motion in the electrostatic precipitator is strongly influenced by the coulombic force
and by the viscous drag force of the gas flow 6nnaV, in which,
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Figure 2. Two-stage construction.
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as will be explained later, the corona wind plays a large role
(2]. The saturation charge, which the particle reaches in the
corona field, is proportional to a 2 • The relation of the coulombic force to the fluid dynamic force is:

x0 = q
=

E/ 6n~a

v = [12nt 8 t 0 E

a 2 /(t 8 + 2)]/6nn

v

a
(2)

(2 £0£SE/(Es+2)nV] a

Therefore, this relation is proportional to a. This means that
the coulombic force will predominate for the larger particles
with a ~ several tenths of µm. Then the particle velocity may
be calculated with the resulting "theoretical migration velocity"

=

Wth = qE/6nna

m/sec

(3)

For the smaller particles with a < several µm, on the other hand,
the fluid-dynamic force 6nna plays the decisive role in the collection process. Thereby the result is that the particle path
in the electrostatic precipitator must in general always take
place with consideration of these two forces, i.e., from the EHD
point of view.
In the following, the magnitude of each factor in Eq. 1 is
considered more closely.
3.2

Corona field strength

The electric field in an electrostatic precipitator is encumbered by the strong space charge of ions and charged aerosol
particles, so its analytical calculation generally is achieved
only with difficulty. An exception is the concentric cylinder
such as in Fig. 1. For it the field strength was represented
by Pauthenier and Moreau-Hanot [3] by the following approximation:
E(r)
where

I
t 0

µ

es

I
L2ntoµ

=[

(1 + ~SES+2 sr)
~

+(Eorro)2]~

V/m

(4)

ion current per unit length of wire, A/m
=permittivity of a vacuum= 8.842 x 10- 12 F/m
=

= ion mobility, m2/Vsec
= specific dielectric constant

of the particle material

S = total surface of the aerosol particles in unit gas
volume, m- 1
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r0

= wire

E0

= breakdown

radius, m

face, V/m.

field strength of the gas at the wire sur-

Fo~ plate precipitators one can obtain a rough estimate of the
voltage-current characteristic from,Eq. 1.

In this equation the effect of particle space charge is represented by the value of S, which is determined by both the particle
concentration and the particle size. The higher both these values
are, the more significant the particle space charge effect. As
a result, the field strength increases near the inner wall of
the tube, while it decreases at the wire surface. The former
effect gives rise to sparking, so the sparking voltage is sharply
reduced several fold. The latter effect leads to a reduction
of the corona current, which again with an increase in the particle charging time decreases the effective value of the achievable
particle charge with limited residence time. This effect is
called the "corona quenching effect". Both the effects mentioned
above can, therefore, generally lower the collection capability
of the precipitator. It has, however, recently been shown that
the increase in the field near the plate can accelerate the particle collection [4].
3.3

Particle charging

The magnitude of the particle charge plays the decisive role
in the electrostatic precipitator, as it does in all other applications of electrostatic force. The particles are hit and charged
in the corona field by the neighboring ions through their thermal
motion. Thus a deficiency of ions occurs in this immediate neighborhood, so a continuous supply is required for further charging
of the particles. Two separate mechanisms for ion transport operate. One is the field effect, in which the coulombic force
drives the ions from the outer regions to the inner regions (Fig.
3 (a)). The other is the diffusion effect, in which the ions
are transported, as the result of concentration differences, to
the inner regions by their thermal movement (Fig. 3 (b)). The
former mechanism is called "field charging" and the latter "diffusion charging". Under practical operating conditions for electrostatic precipitators, field charging is determinative for the
larger particles with a > 1 µm, while for very small particles
with a < 0.1 µm diffusion charging is decisive. The charge for
particles with intermediate sizes is well approximated by the
sum of both charges [5].
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(a)

FIELD CHARGING

(b) DIFFUSION CHARGING

Figure 3. Charging mechanisms in corona field.
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3.3.1

Field charging

The quantity of charge Qf that is imparted to one particle
in field charging is, according to Pauthenier [3]:
Qf • Qm [t/(t + t))

(5)

coul

in which
Q • 4W£ 0
m

3t
__!_

£s+2

•

c

= saturation

charge, coul

4t 0 E
l c • charging time constant, sec

4£o
t

a2E

µpi=

(6)

(7)

t • charging time, sec

where

Ec • charging field strength, V/m
pi

= ion

space charge density, coul/m 3

i

= ion

current density, A/m 2

The particle charge increased with time t, finally reaching the
saturation charge Om (Fig. 4(a)). This final condition is limited
in that the increased potential of the charged particle repels
all the field lines. After the charging time t = 10 T sec the
particle charge Of reaches 91% of the saturation value, so one
can assume as the charging time T = 10 T sec. According to Eq.
6, the saturation charge is proportional to the field strength
Ee' while the charging time according to Eq. 7 is inversely proportional to the· ion current i and independent of Ec. Hence under
practical conditions, with a restricted residence time t, the
magnitude of the particle charge Of depends not only
on Ee' but
5
also on the ion current density i. At E0 = 3 x 10 V/rn ana i =
2 x 10-~A/m 2 the value of the charging time constant T = 0.053
sec.
3.3.2

Diffusion charging

The quantity of charge Qd by diffusion charging according
to White [6] is:
Qd

where

= Q*
Q* =

ln( + t/T*)

4:n:, 0 akT
e

(8)

coul

= specific charge, coul

411'e:akT ·=
t* =
charging time constant, sec
aCNoe 2
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(9)

(10)

1.0
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(b) DIFFUSION CHARGING

Figure 4. Increase of particle charge with time (normalized).
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k = Boltzmann constant

where

= 1.38

x 10

23

J/K

T = absolute temperature, °K
e

= elementary

C

= r.m.s.

m

= ion

mass, kg

= no.

of ions/m 3

N

0

charge = 1.602 x 10- 19 coul

value of thermal ion velocity

= (3kT/m)~m/sec

a >> A assumed
According to Eq. 8 the charge increases very rapidly at first,
and reaches 6 Q* at time t = 402 1*. Then it increases appreciably slower, so in a practical sense it remains almost constant
(Fig. 4(b)). Hence one can assume for diffusion charging 6 Q*
as a quasi-saturation charge and t = 402 1* as the charging time
constant. Under typical a~plication conditions of T = 150°C,
a~ 0.1 um, m = 5.3 x 10- 2 kg (for Oi ion) and N0 = 5 x 10 13 /m 3 ,
one obtains, e.g., a charging time t = 1.13 sec. For yet smaller
particles with a = 0.01 um the charging time t is as large as
11.3 sec.
3.4

Migration velocity of particles and collection efficiency
of precipitator.

From Eq. 3 and the above-mentioned saturation charge O~ or
6 Q* one can evaluate the theoretical migration velocity. Curve
A in Fig. 5 represents the change of this value Wth as a function of particle radius a, with the assumption of corona field
strength E = Ee = (1-5) x 10 5 V/m and the above-mentioned operating
conditions. It is noticeable that Wth has a minimum value of
ca 0.1 m/sec in the range of 0.1 - 1.0 µm radius. These statements have been verified both in laboratory trials as well as
in practical installations [5,7]. The increase in the curve for
the even smaller radius region is attributed to the effect of
ion slippage. In practical installations the high migration
velocities for very small particles are almost unobtainable because of the accompanying increase in charging time, since the
residence time in the precipitator is usually restricted to 5 10 sec.
As was already mentioned, these Wth values represent only
the electrical effect in the collection process, so they indicate in no way the basis of collection efficiency, on account
of the numerous interferences that operate. Such interferences
include primarily gas flow turbulence, which is greatly increased
by the corona wind.
They include the reentrainment of the deposited dust layer on the collecting electrode, which arises
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especially on rapping of the electrodes, and reverse ionization,
which represents the abnormal corona on the collecting electrodes
and which occurs with very high resistivity dust. This strong
gas turbulence produces a uniform distribution of the dust concentration on a plane perpendicular to the direction of the gas
flow. From this consideration Deutsch derived the following
formula for collection efficiency:
Collection efficiency
where

F = Sa/G
Sa
G

= total
=

=1

= specific

- exp (-wf)

(11)

collection area, sec/m

surface of the collection electrode, m2

gas flow, m3 /sec

w has the dimensions of velocity and is termed the "effective migration velocity" or "w value"
This formula has a very simple form and has proved useful in
practical installations as an approximation applicable at least
for the same type of dust and operating conditions. Therefore,
it can be used for precipitator design when the w value is considered only as a measure of collection efficiency in operation.
This w value represents a design parameter that includes
the effects of all the process factors, including dust properties
and operating conditions, as well as type of gas. Curve B in
Fig. 5 represents the mean value of w for many installations for
removing fly ash as a function of the particle radius a (8].
The flattening of the curve in the large particle size range is
surprising, and is explained by the tendency for reentrainment
of the larger particles. There are so many influencing factors
that determine the w value that they in no way allow the design
variables to be based on theory. As the result, in the design
of precipitators many examples are required, which are to be had
only by the evaluation of collection efficiency in many practical
installations. It must be emphasized, however, that such practical data from installations with similar w values sometimes differ, giving the precipitator design more or less of a statistical
character [9]. Another puzzling w value is found with the so~
called large-spacing type, which has an appreciably larger electrode separation distance [10). It has been found that the collection efficiency at a constant gas volume remains almost constant, up to a certain limit, with increasing electrode separation distance. This means that with an increase in electrode
separation the w value must increase proportionately. This effect was confirmed not only in dry precipitators, but also in
wet precipitators, in which neither dust reentrainment nor reverse
discharge occurs. The basis for this effect cannot be properly
explained even considering the higher stability of the largespacing precipitator, and further investigation is required.
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4.

Distribution of Ion Current and Charging Efficiency

For the most rapid and uniform charging of the particle,
not only the magnitude of the ion current density, but also its
distribution, plays a decisive role. As is known, the negative
corona on the wire electrode appears in the form of scattered
corona points, from which the tufts of ion flow spread out in
the direction of the collection electrodes. Between these streamers
there are ion dead spaces, in which the charging time constant
is large, because of limited current density, and the charging
efficiency of the particles is sharply reduced. This effect was
confirmed experimentally [11] and gave rise to a detailed study
of current distribution. It was found (12] that the law of
similarity applies to current distribution at the collection
electrode. Figure 6 shows an example. It was further observed
that when such a dead space is formed, dust reentrainment and
reverse discharge can also be presenti with the former a zero
current region occurs1 with the latter an increased current
region. For resolving these dead space questions, "Hermstein
corona" with positive corona, which is distributed uniformly over
the wire electrode and which has an appreciably higher sparking
voltage offers a possibility [12]. The conditions for this corona
are that the field strength and its gradient near the corona
electrode are sufficiently high. The former results in electron
stripping from negative ions1 the separated electrons spread out
with a higher mobility over the electrode surface and there form
an electron sheath suppressing the "streamers". The latter also
retards the development of streamers. Thus, the formation of
the Hermstein corona is accelerated by supplying a small number
of negative ions to the positive electrode [13]. The Hermstein
corona has been used to increase the particle charging efficiency,
although interfering effects of moisture and dust load have been
recognized (14]. Hence, its applicability under practical conditions is still an open question.
5.

EHD Processes

There are two processes in an electrostatic precipitator
that must be considered from the EHD point of view. One is the
collection process itself, in which, as has already been explained,
the interfering field of the corona.wind plays a decisive role.
The other is the corona wind, which is the result of momentum
exchange between the electrically accelerated ions and the neutral
molecules on impact. In principle this flow field can be determined by the Navier-Stokes equation, but as another force the
coulombic force density, which acts as a motive force per unit
gas volume is drawn in play
·
(12)

for which as an ancillary condition the continuity equation of
the gas flow must be considered. The distribution of the ion
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space charge density Pi can be calculated from the Poisson equation and the continuity equation of the ion flow. For the pointplane electrode this corona wind field can be determined analytically [16] but for complicated conditions its mathematical solution is still open.
On the other hand, many experimental studies of the corona
wind have been made with the aid of laser-doppler velocity measurements and schlieren photography. Fig. 7(a) shows, e.g., a
schlieren photograph of corona wind on which a horizontal gas
flow has been superimposed [17]. The figure shows clearly the
presence of a kind of jet stream with a higher velocity. Figs.
8 and 9 show the velocity components oriented perpendicular and
parallel to the plate along the axis of the point-plane electrode
without superimposition of another gas flow, which was measured
with the use of a laser-doppler measurement instrument up to a
very close distance to the surface (0.05 mm) [18]. In the main
part of the corona field along the axis, there is a perpendicular
velocity of as much as 6-7 m/sec. It is astonishing that this
perpendicular component extremely near to the plate has as high
a value of 4-5 m/sec. and that then its direction of flow changes
suddenly by 90° and it flows along the plate with an equally high
velocity. This remarkable effect can be attributed to the special
character of the ion driving force which acts up to the surface
of the plate. By diluting the boundary layer, this effect can
also produce a significant increase in the gas/plate heat exchange
(corona cooling). Fig. 10 shows the fluctuation of the perpendicular velocity component inside the boundary layer with superimposition of the corona wind and the gas flow parallel to the plate
[18]. Outside the very near vicinity of the plate surface, the
fluctuation of the velocity in the positive and negative directions is very large, although the average velocity is positive
(in the direction of the surface). This means that in the main
part of the boundary layer of ca 5 mm thickness, gas turbulence
is present with a velocity of about 0.5 m/sec. As was already
explained in Fig. 7(a), there predominates in the corona field
a kind of jet stream with a significantly higher gas velocity
than the theoretical particle migration velocity according to
Eq. 3, also shown clearly in Fig. 8. Thus, most of the particles
< 10 µm are first transported to the vicinity of the plate by
this jet stream, where the gas stream must change its direction.
There only the larger particles can be collected, those that with
the aid of electrical and inertial forces can overcome the turbulence (Fig. 10) predominating in the boundary layer ar.d finally
reach- the plate. The smaller particles, especially in the size
range of 0.1 - 1.0 µm, are captured only with difficulty, except
for the very small particles that reach the plate as the result
of gas turbulence. The main part will flow along the plate with
the parallel flow and again return to the main field. The velocity of this reverse flow is of course essentially less than that
of the corona wind.
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Figure 4
A Schlieren Photograph of Corona Wind
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The collectability of the particles in the turbulent boundary
layer can be divided into two parts, which represent the relationship of the electrical and inertial forces to the turbulent force:
K1
K2

where

= Wth/V0 = q Ec/6nnaV0

(13)

= Wm/Vo = [ (1/2) (MVk 2 )/o]/6nnav0
Vo = r.m.s. of turbulent velocity, m/sec

(14)

Wm =mean inertial velocity in boundary layer, m/sec
Vk = vertical component of initial viscosity of particle
on entry to the boundary layer, m/sec
M = particle mass, kg
o = thickness of turbulent boundary layer, m
The value of V0 can be obtained by computer evaluation of
the velocity fluctuations measured with the laser-doppler instrument. For particles with values of K1 or K2 larger than about
10 one can calculate collection in the usual way.
The very high parallel velocity of the corona wind after
impact on the plate surface indicates that it can produce a considerable amount of dust reentrainment. It was established with
the laser-doppler measuring instrument that dust reentrainment
mostly can occur at mean gas velocities above 1-2 m/sec (19].
Apparently one must find the correct compromise between the abovementioned positive and negative effects of the corona wind to
fit the adhesion characteristics of the individual dust. In this
connection the voltage characteristic of the corona wind velocity
in the main field and in the region near the surface is useful
{Fig. 11). The difference between the curves indicates a possibility that one could well use the transport effect of the corona
wind and a smaller voltage reduction without any considerable
interference by dust reentrainment. Since according to Eq. 12
the motive force for the corona wind is directly proportional
to the ion current, one can regulate the corona wind effect by
correct choice of the voltage-current characteristic. This requires also a correct choice of the corona electrode type or the
application of a special current-regulating charging system, as
in Fig. 13.
Fig. 7{b) represents a schlieren photograph of the corona
wind, which arises in reverse discharge. The wind direction is
perpendicular to each reverse discharge point from above. Fig.
12 shows the distribution of the perpendicular component of the
corona wind velocity along the axis of the point-plate electrode
system under conditions of reverse discharge, where its absolute
value is represented. The wind directed toward the plate by
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negative ions is indicated by "N", while the reversed wind direction by the reverse discharge ions (positive ions) is marked "BD".
Although the region of the reverse corona wind is relatively
restricted (ca 5 mm), its velocity is astonishingly large, 5-10
m/sec. Experimentally it was established that this strong reverse
discharge corona wind not only can repel the oncoming particles
back to the main field, but also can tear particles from the dust
layer and can enter the main field with a high velocity even up
to 5-10 cm distance (19).
With reference to the EHD treatment of particle motion we
must consider the application of the EHD potential [21) which
is defined as:
2
md
R
6nnadR
~~ +
2
dt
dt

=

(15)

from which
R

WEHD(R)

=-

J

(6nnaV(R) + qE(R) dR

= EHD

potential, J

(16)

0

Eq. 15 represents the equation of motion of the charged particle
in the EHD field, in which the gas flow field is assumed to be
that for an ideal gas. The mode of the particle motion changes
according to the parameter:

t
where

=

(6nnab/mV)~

(17)

= electrode separation, m
V = mean gas velocity, m/sec
b

If t >> 1, as in the case of the smaller particles that are being
considered in an electrostatic precipitator, the particle motion
is "viscous", in that the first term in Eq. 15, compared to the ·
second term (viscosity term), is negligible. In this case the
particle moves along the lines of force of the EHD potential field,
so the particle collection efficiency is obtained as the result
of these lines of force. This calculation can be arrived at
easily with the aid of the charge-substitution method combined
with a computer (22,23]. Fig. 14 represents the distribution
of the EHD lines of force in the collection zone of the 2-stage
electrostatic precipitator shown in Fig. 13 (21]. This distribution of lines of force varies according to the relationship
of the electrical force to the hydrodynamic force, as can be seen
from Fig. 14.
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K3

= qE/6nnaV

(18)

where E = mean field strength between the two electrodes, m/sec.
If K3 = 0, the distribution coincides with the streamline distribution, while with an increase in the K3 value, the lines of force
which terminate on the collection electrode increase, and finally
at K3 = 1.95 give a 100% collection efficiency. Actually one
cannot directly estimate the collection efficiency from the calculation of EHO lines of force in many instances, because the
effects of the moving mass and the viscosity of the jet stream
that is formed and the turbulence operate on the particle motion,
usually in a positive direction.
6.

Adhesion and Reentrainment of Dust

One of the most important factors in the effective collection
of dust is the strong adhesion between dust particles and between
the dust layer and the collection electrode. This allows the
formation of a sufficiently strong dust layer that on electrode
rapping will fall into the hopper below without disintegration
and reentrainment. In this sense the electrostatic precipitator
must function as an effective dust coagulator. In this respect,
with high-resistivity dust, which has a specific layer resistivity
of Pd > 10 10 ohm-cm, the so-called electrical adhesion plays an
important role [24). This force arises from the potential difference at individual particle contacts. It is proportional to
the Pa value and the current density id in the dust layer [25).
Apparently the roles of the contact charge and electret formation
in the dust layer under the action of the electric field also
come into question [26). Experimentally it has been established
that an electrically deposited dust layer has a 30-60 times s
stronger adhesion force that one deposited mechanically.
As was already explained, the gas flow causes dust reentrainment if the average velocity exceeds 1-2 m/sec [19]. This limits
the usable gas velocity in a precipitator and results in a large
size for the installation. For air filters, which are used under
atmospheric conditions, the dust layer has a sufficiently high
adhesive force, as the result of absorbed water molecules, so
a relatively high air flow,. about 8 m/sec, is usable.
For low-resistivity dust, with Pa < 10~ ohm-cm, another kind
of dust reentrainment can occur completely on an electrical basis.
In this instance, the particle on reaching the plate immediately
gives up its charge and finally, despite the arriving ion jet,
becomes strongly positively charged by induction. Then it is
immediately returned to the main field. As a result, an abnormal
dust reentrainment is produced, insofar as it is not overcome
by other kinds of adhesive action.
In addition to electrical
adhesion forces, there is also the van der Waals force, which
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acts more effectively with decreasing particle size [27). Under
atmospheric conditions in which relatively high moisture is predominant, water adsorption in capillaries of the particles plays
an important role (capillary condensation). Recently it has been
found that one can increase the collection efficiency by increasing the adhesion action by injecting small amounts of triethylamine [28) or ammonia [29) into gas. Ammonia injection is already
used to protect against corrosion by S0 3 in oil-fired steam power
plants. The corona-quenching effect is due to the formation of
extremely fine particles of ammonium sulfate and bisulfate (29).
7.

Reverse Discharge Processes

For very highly resistive dusts with Pa = 5 x 10 10 ohm-cm,
mostly metal oxides, electrical breakdown occurs due to a high
voltage drop which then leads to a reverse discharge abnormal
corona in the dust layer. This process has long presented one
of the most difficult problems in electrostatic precipitator
technology~ in many industrial installations it results in an
appreciable hindrance to precipitator collection efficiency, e.g.,
in ore sintering plants of the steel industry, rotating kilns
and clinker coolers in the cement industry, melting furnaces in
metal foundries, and coal-fired steam power plants. The fly ash
from coal with a low sulfur content, which is required for lowering the so~ content in the stack gas, has an especially high Pa
value, so its removal in an electrostatic precipitator presents
great difficulties with reverse discharge. Depending on the
magnitude of the Pa value, there are 'two forms of reverse discharge. In the region between 5 x 10 10 and ca 10 11 ohm-cm, there
is an extremely strong tendency to spark (excessive sparking),
which upsets the stable precipitator operation, and as a result
more or less degrades the collection efficiency. In an even
higher Pa value region, above 10 12 -10 13 ohm-cm, the sparking
tendency disappears, and there arises over the entire dust layer
surface a sheet-like glow corona, often with streamer coronas
developing toward the main field, and with an associated strong
increase in the corona current (abnormal current increase). This
current increase is associated with a supply of positive ions
from the reverse discharge points. These positive ions not only
neutralize the useful negative charge of the particles but also
charge them positively so the particles are repelled and are
completely removed from the collection process.
Since, as was explained above, the reverse discharge is
caused by the breakdown of the dust layer, its initial conditions
can be formulated as:
(19)

V/m
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where

id
Eds

= current

density inside the dust layer, A/m 2

= breakdown

field strength of the dust layer, V/m

Impulse-like breakdown occurs repeatedly in the dust layer, by
which the particles are ejected from breakdown point into the
gas space one after the other, and finally a pinhole is formed
in the dust layer. This pinhole al'lows the formation of a stable
initial glow corona in it. With an increase in the electrode
voltage the discharge goes over an initial streamer corona in
impulse-like streamer corona, which, depending on the field distribution, develops either at the corona electrode or along the
dust layer surface, or in both directions. The first is a "space
streamer", the s~cond a "surface streamer", and the third a "mixed
streamer" (30]. Fig. 15 is a diagram of the reverse discharge
in atmospheric air, which takes the form of reverse corona as
a function of the field component Ea perpendicular to the surface
and the ion current density i. Thus, one sees that the space
streamer arises first at a higher field .strength Ea > 5 kV/cm,
which agrees with the development conditions of the streamers.
In the mixed streamer region, and in the outer surface streamer
the space streamer· is also present; the occurrence of sparking
is determined only by the ion current density i. Since the amount
of charge associated with a streamer impulse remains almost constant, the ion current is proportional to the streamer frequency.
With increase in the ion current, the period between ~wo
streamers decreases and finally reaches the order of magnitude
of a plasma life time, when sparking can appear. In the region
of Ea < 5kV/cm, only the surface streamer occurs, and no sparking
takes place. In this region the ion current depends on its space
charge and is related to the main field strength. As a result
there is in this region an upper limit to the current, which
reptesents the saturation current. It is notable also that the
breakdown in the dust layer directly goes over into sparking,
if the main field strength exceeds 8.4 kV/cm. The effect of the
tangential field component on the form of the reverse discharge
is shown' in Fig. 16. This component Et is mainly determined by
the density· of the surface discharge on the dust surface ads at
the moment of breakdown, and further the magnitude of ads is connected to the breakdown field strength of the dust layer in the
following way:
(20)

where ta represents the dielectric constant of the dust layer.
In Fig. 16 an experimental layer was applied on two glass plates,
one on top of the other, with pinholes, whereby its breakdown
field strength Eds could be regulated by changing the distance
separating the two pinholes (30]. By increasing· the Eds value
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the development of the surface streamers could be greatly accelerated. It was established that the conditions for development
of the surface streamers are the presence of a sufficiently large
surface charge density, greater than ca 5 x 10- 9 coul/cm 2 , as
well as a sufficiently high surface resistivity of the dust layer.
Fig. 15 explains partly the basis for the difference in appearance
of the reverse discharge which occurs with change in the dust
layer resistivity. This change leads to a corresponding variation in the division of potential between gas field and dust
layer. If the Pa value is low, the field strength in the gas
space E increases with increase in the voltage, while the field
strengtft in the dust layer Ea remains relatively low. The development of the space streamer is greatly accelerated, which
leads to excessive sparking. If on the other hand, the Pa value
is high, the situation is reversed, so no sparks occur in the
gas space, while in the dust layer on account of a rapid increase
in the field strength breakdown occurs at many points one after
the other, before sparking occurs. Thus, the abnormal current
increase described above.
Fig. 17 shows a typical oscillogram of the impulse current
and the accompanying light emission occurring on reverse discharge.
The spatial change in the light emission oscillogram is represented in Fig. 18, in which the measurements were made along the
electrode axis and the surface of the layer. The spatial resolution of the measurements was 0.3 mm, and a glass plate with a
pinhole was used as a test layer [31]. ,From the light emitted
signal at the original point it may be seen that the reverse discharge impulse consisted of a primary and a secondary wave. The
former represents the first increase in the current impulse and
rises very rapidly. It lasts very briefly (about 20 nsec) and
has a small impulse height. The current impulse connected with
this primary wave has a charge of 1-2 x 10- 9 coul/impulse. The
secondary wave corresponds to the second current impulse, which
has an appreciably greater impulse height with a charge of 2-4
x 10- 8 coul/impulse and a long duration (ca 200 nsec). With the
aid of an "image converter camera" combined with an "image intensifier", it was established that the primary wave represents
a space streamer, which develops with a velocity of ca 4 x 10 7
cm/sec at the corona electrode. The secondary wave represents
the surface streamer, which has a velocity of ca 2.5 x 10 7 cm/sec
and an appreciably higher charge. If the surface resistivity
of the layer is smaller, the surface streamer disappears, and
the space streamer is present. With both the primary wave and
the secondary wave the related charge per impulse remains constant
independent of the voltage, while the impulse frequency changes
'when the voltage changes. In general, the impulse frequency of
the surface streamer is appreciably smaller than that of the space
streamer, so th~ space streamer, despite its smaller charge per
impulse, has a greater influence on the increase in current.
Fig. 19 shows the reverse discharge for a positive corona electrode, which has a completely different appearance. In this case
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Figure 19
(Photograph - did not reproduce)
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numerous glow points are uniformly distributed over the dust
layer surface. From neither the discharge points nor the positive
corona electrode is there a streamer, but sparking occurs suddenly. The usual streamer from a positive corona is completely
suppressed, presumably on the same basis as with the Hermstein
glow corona, namely because of negative ions supplied from the
reverse discharge points. Experimentally it was established that
the sparking voltage in this case is higher than that·without
a dust layer (30).
Fig. 20 shows the sparking voltage at reverse discharge as
a function of the mean free path of the ions A (31). As a test
layer was used a mica plate with a small hole, and the magnitude
of A was varied by changing either the temperature or pressure.
Outside the higher temperature region, where no reverse discharge
takes place, the sparking voltage is determined only by the magnitude of the X value, quite independent of variation in temperature or pressure. The sparking voltage is represented by two
curves I and II, the validity regions of which agree in Region
B but not in Regions A and C, above and below. Curve I represents the voltage at which the sparking develops over the space
streamer, while curve II represents the voltage at which the
sparking takes place directly from the glow reverse corona. In
Region C with a higher value of A no streamer occurs, and the
glow reverse corona is present up to Cu~ve II, at which sparking
suddenly occurs. In Region A with a smaller value of X, which
also corresponds to atmospheric conditions according to Ref. 15,
there appears after the already explained initial glow corona
the space streamer, which goes over to sparking at Curve I. On
the other hand, in Region B the sparking that sometimes takes
place on Curve I disappears, if the voltage exceeds only slightly
Curve I, and suddenly goes over to impulse-free stable glow reverse corona. In this case a stronger sparking finally appears
at an appreciably higher voltage on Curve II. The boundaries
between A and B or B and C can be shifted according to the magnitudes of dust layer thickness, alkali content of the dust, etc.,
which determine streamer development. E.g., boundary B/C is
shifted to the left for a decrease in the dust layer thickness,
to finally appear outside the region being considered, so no
streamer will occur in atmospheric air. On the other hand boundary A/B is shifted to the right for an alkali-containing dust,
so sparking in the total region will be controlled by Curve I
at an appreciably lower sparking voltage. This fact may be the
basis for the observation that in an electrostatic .precipitator
'for dust removal from an iron ore sintering furnace gas, in which
high-resistivity dust with a high potassium content is encountered,
the collection capability against the strongly abnormal increase
in current and the related lower operating voltage is usually
unsatisfactory. Fig. 21 shows schematically the structure of
the initial glow corona and stable glow jet corona in the developed
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Mechanism of glow corona in reverse discharge.
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stage (without impulse current) which occurs in Region C and in
the zone between I and II of Region B. In these special glow
corona, which have no negative electrode as electron sources,
the electrons in Region S, which with the aid of strong space
charge field were stripped from the negative ions and produced
the positive ions accumulated in P, must have been supplied to
the glow corona.
·
Fig. 22 shows the streak photos of the space streamer, which
were taken under a low pressure of 170 Torr on applying the impulse voltage [32). After applying the impulse voltage there
first appears a short-lived light emission at the corona electrode. About 400 nsec later begin the light emission of the space
streamers from the reverse discharge points back to the corona
electrode. It was established that the dead time between the
two light appearances corresponds exactly to time for passage
of the electrons between two electrodes (d = 50 mm) [32). With
an increase in the pressure of the air this dead time increases
slowly at first, and at a certain pressure of about 470 Torr there
is a discontinuous increase in the dead time. Finally there
occurs once more a slow increase in the dead time with pressure.
This indicates that at this critical pressure there has been a
change in the charge carriers causing the reverse discharge from
electrons despite their higher concentration to ions, and because
of their high electron attachment probability, to electronegative
molecules.
8.

Particle Charging

Experimentally it has been established that the Pauthenier
formula for field charging, Eq. 5 - 7, applies very well, at least
for spheres of conducting materials. It must be emphasized,
however, that the "conducting materials" in this instance include
not only "conductors" in the normal sense, but also such materials,
the relaxation time EP (E = dielectric constant, p = specific
resistivity) for which is appreciably less than the charging time
constant in Eq. 7. In the course of the charging process, the
charges on the sphere are distributed in the same way as they
exist on a true conductor. Since high-resistivity dusts have
a specific layer resistivity gene~ally 100 - 1000 times higher
than their specific volume resistivity [33), a dust with a specific layer resistivity< 10 19 ohm-cm can be considered as a quasiconducting dust because of its relaxation time constant of 1-10
msec. For insulator spheres, the measured value of their saturation charges is always only about half of the theoretical value
in Eq. 6 [34). If an insulator sphere is reversed by passage
through the corona field, its saturation charge becomes almost
equal to the theoretical value. This is attributed to two contradictory assumptions derived from Eq. 5 - 7. Namely, for calculation of the external field of the sphere it was assumed that
the sphere is made of insulating material, and that nevertheless
the charge given to the spher~ is distributed over its surface,
as though the sphere were a conductor.
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Figure 22

(Photograph - did not repDoduce)
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Pauthenier has also derived the formula for charging a
spheres by bipolar ions [35,36), which allows an evaluation of
the particle charging under reverse discharge conditions, so far
as the concentrations of positive and negative ions are known.
According to this formula, the particle charge on larger masses
is reduced due to the combined action of small amounts of false
ions (positive ions), which has been experimentally confirmed
[34). Further, it was established. that the surface streamer as
a source of false ions acts as a source of surface ions, while
the space streamer acts as a source of volume ions, and so ions
of both polarities are produced in the field volume. Thus, the
dust particle can under conditions of space streamers often be
strongly positively 'charged. It is remarkable that the recombination probabilities of both ions under the operating conditions
of the electrostatic precipitator are so low that a considerable
quantity of positive ions ca~ reach the corona electrode. Eitrem~ly high dust resistivities of Pa> 10 13 ohm-cm can cause
a reverse discharge from the corona electrode to the dust layer
deposited on it. In this way the so-called propagation of the
reverse discharge takes place along both electrodes.
Gas ionization by irradiation with gamma rays or high-energy
electron beams can be considered as a new charging method [37,38].
An electric field must be applied to the ionization field, by
introducing parallel electrodes. The positive and negative ions
are electrically separated in order to form at each electrode
a zone of a multitude of ions with a given polarity. There the
dust particles can be effe6tively charged by the.ion multitude
and collected on the appropriate electrode with a high collection efficiency. These methods have been found to be a very
useful aid in electronic experiments for removal of NOx and sox
from exhaust gases [38]. The gaseous impurities (NOx and SOX)
are converted by high-energy electrons and with the aid of NH 3
additions to solid aerosols, the particles of which are then
captured with the aid of an applied electric field. It has been
established also that these radiochemical reactions are accelerated by the action of an electric field [39].
9.

Dust Resistivity

Fig. 23 represents the effective migration velocity w (as
a measure of collection capability) of an electrostatic precipitator as a function of the Pa value of the dust layer. The precipitator usually shows its nighest capability in the Pa-region
of l0~-10 10 ohm-cm. In the low-pd region the collection capability falls off due to the occurrence of abnormal amounts of
dust reentrainment, while in the high-pQ region it falls off due
to reverse discharge. The specific resistivity of high-resistivity dust layers is very sensitive to effects of temperature,
gas moisture, and also the presence of small amounts of special
substances, such as 50 3 • Fig. 24 represents schematically the
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effects of temperature and gas moisture content on the Pa value
of a high-resistivity dust layer. The electrical conductivity
of the dust layer results in general from surface conduction and
volume conduction of the particles, and the conducting path is
also affected by the way in which the layer is formed [33]. In
the low-temperature region, where the relative gas humidity is
sufficiently high and the a~ount of water absorbed on the dust
surface is sufficiently large, surface conduction predominates.
In the higher temperature region, volume conduction predominates,
and it increases with increase in temperature. As a result of
the equilibrium between the two conduction mechanisms, there is
a maximum in the Pa value at 100-200°C, which corresponds to the
operating temperature of many industrial waste gases. Thus, it
is not seldom in many large industrial installations that interference by reverse discharge results.
Recently it has been found that alkali metal ions in fly
ash from coal play an important role as current carriers [40].
10.

Technical Advances and Developmental Results

The so-called "large-spacing electrostatic precipitators''
with an appreciably larger electrode distance, up to 20-50 cm,
has found more and more applications in Japan in many branches
of industry, including use with high-resistivity dust, usually
with good results. In many instances a reduction in capital cost
of about 20% has been achieved. Fig. 26 shows a "roof-type electrostatic precipitator" which has been built on the roof of a
factory building, from which there is a heavy dust emission.
A large volume of hot, dust-laden gas rises, e.g., from an electric furnace and enters directly into the electrostatic precipitator. It flows without the use of blowers, only by free convection, through the precipitator, and enters the atmosphere
directly after dust removal. To decrease the weight of the collection electrodes, they are made from a conducting plastic [40],
and they are cooled with trickling water. The wet electrostatic
precipitator has found much interest because of its advantages-high collection capability without dust reentrainment or reverse
discharge, plus the added action of effective gas absorption (S0 2 ,
HCl, HF, etc.). The high gas absorption capacity in this instance
is related to the already explained dilution of the boundary layer
by the corona wind.
In the practical application of wet electrostatic precipitators questions arise as to the large amount of
irrigation water required, the generation of waste water that
must be treated, and the lowering of the gas temperature that
hinder the buoyancy of the stack plume. One of the solutions
for these difficulties is the so-called "hybrid electrostatic
precipitator", in which the dry stage and the wet stage are installed in series in a common housing. The main part of the dust
(about 90%) is first removed in the dry stage with relatively
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Figure 25.
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Impulse charging system according to Luthi.
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Figure 26.

Roof-mounted electrostatic precipitator with plastic collection
electrodes (Sumitomo Heavy Ind.).
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small dimensions, and then the remainder with a very small particle size can be effectively captured in the wet stage with a
very high collection performance. Most of the waste water is
recirculated to the irrigation after removal of sludge. This
system allows large reductions in the amount of irrigation water
used and sludge generated, with less gas cooling, while simultaneously a higher collection performance and proportionally
smaller dimensions of the precipitator are achieved. The advantages of this process are especially worthy if a very high collection efficiency for dust and simultaneous gas absorption are
involved.
Concerning the technical solution of interference by reverse
discharge, humidifying the gas with a water spray at the entry
to the precipitator has been used for a long time; the PQ value
of the dust layer is reduced to about 10 10 ohm-cm by humidifying
the gas and by lowering its temperature. The most important
question here is to insure the rapid and complete evaporation
of the water spray [43]. In some applications the injection of
a suitable chemical means for lowering the Pa value has been found
to be a very effective method (44]. So, for example, the injection of small amounts of S0 3 (several tens of ppm) into the entering gas with a high-resistivity fly ash, which arises in the
combustion of coal with an extremely low sulfur content, has been
applied with great success (45,46,47]. Recently it has been
proposed to mix sodium salts, e.g., Na 2 C0 3 with the coal to be
burned [48]. Another solution to the reverse discharge problem
is to operate the precipitator at an appreciably higher temperature, about 300-400°C, "hot~side operation". This is done by
installing the precipitator ahead of the air preheater in the
power plant. It is clear that the Pd value is greatly reduced
thereby (cf. Fig. 24). In designing the unit the thermal expansion properties of the construction material must be considered.
In addition to the above-mentioned operating precautions
for preventing reverse discharge, purely electro-technical methods
can be used. Fig. 25 represents one according to Luthi [49],
in which a third electrode is installed near the corona electrode
and a pulse voltage is applied across them. Thus, there is between the third electrode and the collection electrode a high
voltage by which the field is formed. By varying the magnitude
or repetition frequency of the voltage pulse, one can regulate
the magnitude of the ion current quite independently of the main
field strength, which allows the removal of the reverse discharge
according to Eq. 19 at the highest attainable main voltage. The
highly concentrated negative ion cloud is produced. Because of
the strong propagating force, in the course of migrating to the
collection electrode, the cloud expands to provide at the collection electrode a homogenerous distribution of ion current
density. This is one of the most important conditions for avoiding reverse discharge. In the practical application of this
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method, one must increase the distance between the third electrode
and the corona electrode to at least about 10 cm, in order to
avoid undesirable variations in construction. However, this makes
the screening of the corona electrode by the third electrode
during the pulse-free time period very difficult, which represents
the condition required for avoiding current injection from the
corona electrode during the pulse-free period and the formation
of pulsed corona charging. Also fluctuations in gas and dust
properties cause trouble with screening. One solution is offered
by the application of a uniform voltage, which is superimposed
on the pulse voltage and brings the potential of the corona electrode in the pulse-free time down under the corona potential.
Such a system is used in the charging zone of the two-stage precipitator in Fig. 13 and is termed the "bias-controlled pulse
charging system" [20]. It was established in an experimental
precipitator like that in Fig. 13 that with this charging system
one can increase the collection efficiency from 63% to 93% for
an extremely high-resistivity dust with Pd - 10 13 ohm-cm. Further,
it has been established in many other installations that this
system, at least up to a Pd value < 10 ~ ohm-cm, is one of the
effective precautions. Beyond this Pd limit the above-mentioned
propagation of the reverse discharge effect also takes place on
the third electrode, and also when no pulse current is furnished.
It has been established that in application of this system in
the region of Pd= 10 13 -10 1 ~ ohm-cm, consideration must also be
given to the main field strength and the pulse breadth [50].
1

The application of an a.c. voltage combined with an insulating film on the collection electrode has also proved to be effective in avoiding the reverse discharge effect [51]. One problem with that approach is the material for the insulating film,
which must be trouble-free for long time periods at high temperature.
The investigation of EHD particle migration in the electrostatic precipitators has led to new kinds of two-stage precipitator shown in Fig. 13. This system has enabled a substantial
, reduction of the precipitator volume [52].
11.

Conclusions

An overview of the present condition of science and practice
of electrostatic precipitators was prepared. In it was recognized
the special character of the collection process, on which numerous
factors operate simultaneously. Each presents its own difficulties
to precipitator practice and the investigation of separate elementary processes can not completely provide an understanding
of collection as a whole. The gap between science and practice
in electrostatic precipitator technology remains very large.
Considering the present and future needs for even cleaner air
in the environment, increased activity on research and development in this boundary region of practice is very desirable.
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1111 PAC and ES TYPE ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR

ne~

Ushers in a
Wide

Range

era of dry-type electrostatic precipitation.

of Application

Through successful prevention from back discharge and reentrainment which are
caused b'y high resistivity dust and low resistivity dust respectively, the
PAC makes it nossible to collect the dust in a range which can not be covered
by conventionnl techniques of electrostatic precipitators (F.P).
II igh Efficiency

The PAC and ES an achievement of IHI'• new engineering techniques, has been
d~veloped

to satisfy the st1·ingent demand for air pollution control.

It can technically hold the outlet dust concentration to 10 mg/Nm 3 or below.

This value is virtually difficult of attaining by the conventional dry-type
fill to preciµitate the high and low resistivity dust.

Compact
In case of treating too high resistivity dust, the PAC can be installed at a
small or elevated place.
Energy Saving
Electric power consumption is in no vain to effectively collecting the dust
and the draft loss is almost the same as the EP.
1-.:asy folnintenance
Unlike the EP, electrodes of the PAC are readily accessible.
Stable Perfonnance
In the F.P, changes in gas conditiona can exert a significant influence on its
performance.

Uut in the PAC, the main electric field and corona current are

singly controllable at its charging stage to accord with gas changes.
This ensures stable perfonnance of the PAC at all times.
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Patents Are applied for
Japanese and for·eion patents are being applied for, and some have already been
granted.

1)

Pnrticle charging device for use in an electric dust collectino
apparatus U.S. Patent No. tt018577.

CONSTRUCTION AND PRINCIPLE
A unit of the PAC consists of a discharge electrodes, control electrodes and
collector electr"dcs.
Making full use of the electrodes' functions, the PAC has over-come such
drawbacks to conventional electric precipitators as the back charue 1 the
rcentrainment 1:1.lld tho corona suppression.
A stron!) electric field is generated between the collector and control
electrodes by an electric source (1).

•

Negative corona ions which are intcnnittently generated from the discha1·gc
electrode

by

a.n electric source (2) are led to the space between the

collector electrode and the control

electrod~

to provide the maximwn

charge to the du!:it in exhaust gas.

r·n::r::·:::::~..

•

r:clj

c:>

I z<:,c;1qec~or Ele_ct~od~
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FtNCTION
Charging Duat Particles
Intermittently generated ionic cloud• are led through a atrong electric
field, W!aich has been preset by the control electrode, to the collector
elect1·ode as they are diffuaing.
This method successfully prevents corona quenching and back discharge and
pe1inits dust particles to be charged at a rate far beyond that achieved by
conventional EP'••
In the EP, an electric field is generated partially close to the discharge
electrode.

As a result, the electric field ia not adequate and the rate of

charginy ia limited.
111 the PAC, independent control of the control electrode and the discharge

electrode is available by individual electric sourcea which allow each
electrode to operate efficiently with fluctuations o! gas temperature, duat
concentration, humidity,

electric~!

resistivity of

d~st,

etc.

Because of its construction, EP'• voltage and current are in a fixed,
functional relation and catuiot be controlled independently.

In contraat,

the PAC can control voltage and current independently according to gas
conditiona, CUld consequently can precipitate all kind8 of dust.
Gas Temperature Characteristics
As gas temperature

ri~e•,

the electric field atrength against breaking at

the needle o! the discharge electrode will be reduced and spark discharge
will readily occur.

To cope with thi• condition, the electrode voltage of

the PAC is adjustable for controlling the electric field at tbe needle of
the discharge electrode.

Thus •table operation is maintained.
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Unit Characteristics
The electrostatic screen created in the collecting stage prevente effects of
ionic wind and pennits dust particles to grow larger and coarser by electrostatic condensation.

As a result, in contrast to the EP, the PAC maintains constant high
efficiency at each unit.
ES in progress of IHI' s development techniques

In accordance with a conventional precipitation theory, IllI 1 s engineering
groups are developing the dust collection stage of ES type.
This stage consists of many pairs of guiding electrode and a collector
electrode facing each other at right angles to the gas flow.

While negative

high voltage is applied to the guiding electrodes, the collector electrodes
are grounded.
Detween a pair of the electropes a direct current electric field and a flow
field of fluid dynamics arc generated.

The fonner moves the charged dust

tuward the pockets of collector electrodes and the latte1· keeps the dust
inside the electric field and forces it into the pockets.
The electric field and the flow field combine to create an electrostatic
screen (electro-fluid dynamics) for effective precipitation.
The dust thus adhered and accwnulated in the pockets is dropped into a
hopper by rapping.

Electrode

'"•·• ................... c..,Ull.
Portable teat •od•l of the PAC-ES
IHI ha• produced a large, portable t••t model ot the PAC-ES and C&l'ried out
t••ting with actual exhauat

o••••

trom iron and ateel production• (gaae•

from cooler• of aintering plant• and their environmental gaeea) and heavy
oil boilers.

In ttutae teats the mod'el waa proved aatiafactory,

"Table 1 11 ahowa the perfonnance record of the portable teat model.

Table l

One example ot data ot performance teat

-

t;xhauat gas trom
cooler of aintering plant
Ccoom flt1A na•l

Ga• teated

- Go.a temp.

0

C

115 "'170
·-·

Hoist in gaa %
Gas Quantity

lt8

-------

Dust cont.
2.07'6
(inlet)
---- --- ' Duat. cont.
o.oo:n
g/Nll)
(outlet)

-

116,.., 16o

9·.9,... 12.J

0

-·----·
m3/min
.
3
g/Nm

Bsllauat gaa from
boiler
(C heavy oil)

78

t..o

60

1.80)

0,0)4

O,O)lt

0.0083

0.0023

0,00)4
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HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
FOR COAL FIRED BOILER
H. Imanishi, Y. Oataki, K. Ootsuka,
and K. Watanabe
Introduction
The coal fired steam plants have been replaced with the oil
fired ones since late 1950's and currently ioost of the steam
plants utilize crude oil or gas.

This is considered to be an

appropriate consequence in the standpoint of fuel security, combustion restrictions and prevention of air pollution due to flyash.

On the other hand, due to the protective policy for coal

industry, some coal fired steam plants are still operating and
some more plants are being planned.

Also, the oil crisis which

hit the world in late 1973 had a great impact to our country
(Japan) and the reconsideration of fuel was strongly required.
Therefore, the utilization of coal as fuel to the steam plants
are reviewed seriously.
Because the coal fired boilers produce a great deal of
(10

~

30 g/Nm 9 ) flyash, it is necessary to install a high effi-

ciency electrostatic precipitator for the prevention of air
pollution.

However, the apparent resistivity of this flyash

varies significantly due to the quality of coal this will effect
the performance of electrostatic precipitators.
the temperature range of 120

~

Especially in

1S0°c such as at the exit of air

heater (A/H), the apparent characteristic resistance of dust is
so high that is is sometimes hard to maintain a stable performance.
This tendency is more obvious for a lower sulphur content in the
coal.
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Recently, in order to prevent an air pollution due to SOx,
there are very many steam plants, especially in the United States,
which utilize coals with low sulphur content and the high temperature ESP is often considered for this purpose.

Namely, the

apparent characteristic resistance of fly ash is almost independent
of the quality of coal and will be the value for a normal operating
range of the ESP in a high temperature range between 350°C and
400°C.

Thus, it is possible that the high temperature ESP will

demonstrate a better performance than the low temperature ESP.
Here, we have confirmed a feasibility of the high temperature
electrostatic precipitator by grasping the characteristics of dust
in the coal fired boiler exhaust gases and the characteristics of
precipitating rate.

Based on this study, we have performed a

nodel test at the pilot plant which use the coal fired exhaust
gases.

Following is the description of the high temperature ESP

for coal fired boilers.
1.

Principle of Electrostatic Precipitator
In order to separate and collect effectively those extremely

tiny flyashes in gas, it is most sufficient to apply the electrostatic precipitator which utilizes the corona discharge.
shows the principle of electrostatic precipitator.

Figure 1

Normally a

negative high voltage DC is applied to a discharging electrode and
a precipitating electrode is connected to a ground.
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Figure 1
PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
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A discharging electrode uses a wire with a small curvature
radius and negative ions are generated in this vicinity by producing a partial insulation break off, then the corona electrical
current will move to the precipitating electrode.

Drifting dusts

will be charged by colliding with these negative ions and will
be carried to the precipitating electrode by coulomb force and

be accumulated on its surface.

The migration velocity of dust to the precipitating electrode is, as shown in Equation 1, proportional to the particle

diameter (d) and square of the electrical field strength.

Therefore

1Dllike the case for mechanical precipitator, the precipitating
rate does not decrease drastically for tiny dusts, and even extreme

tiny dusts can be collected with a high precipitating rate in
C:Onjunction with precipitating process by Coulomb force.
precipitating rate can be expressed by Deutsch's equation
Bquation 2).

w
n

where w

= kdE02
= 1- exp
m

(1)
(2)

[-Kwr]

particle migration velocity

d • dust diameter
E0

= electric

.field strength

k • constant

n = precipitating
t

•

rate

charging time

k • electrode constant
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The

Based on these equations, a long charging time and a high
electrical field strength are necessary to improve the precipitating rate.

Also, it is necessary to apply appropriate size

and type of discharging electrode and precipitating electrode,
and any past experience was fully incorporated in this aspect.
The characteristics of dusts and gases need to be reviewed in
detail in the following apsects.
2.

Dust cnaracteristicsandPrecipitating Efficiency
There are some factors, such as the concentration, particle

size, precipitation, adhesiveness (adsorption) and apparent
characteristic resistivity of the dusts in boiler exhaust gases,
which will affect the efficiency of EP.

These factors va-ry

significantly depending on the fuel used in the boiler, boiler
firing method and the operating temperature of EP.

Table 1

shows the dust characteristics of boiler exhaust gas for the coalf ired boiler and the crude oil-fired boiler.
2.1

Effect of The Contained Ash Concentrations
The higher the contained ash concentrations are, the lower

the corona electrical current is for a constant charging voltage.
Thus it is necessary to make a charging voltage high in order
to maintain a constant corona electrical current.

When the same

corona electrical current is maintained the precipitating rate will
increase accordingly with dust concentrations, because the specific
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Table 1.

Boiler Exhaust Gas Dust Characteristics
Coal fired

Crude oil
fired

g/Nm 3

17 ... 25

0.05-0.2

µ

20"'30

10"'12

Si02

%

50"'55

Ashes 15"'20

A1203

%

27"'30

so,
c

%

0. 3... 0. 7

25-35

%

0. 3... 1. 0

50-60

n-cm

lxlO 12-1 3

Item
Amount of ashes
Average particle size

Item

Dust composition

!pparent characteristic resistivity
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lx10 3 -s

area of the dust contained per unit gas volume will become larger
and the electrical field strength in the precipitating region
will increase.

However, when the electrical field strength

exceeds a certain limit, there will

~e

strong sparks and a stable

charging cannot be maintained.
2.2

Effects of Particle Size and Physical Characteristics
The smaller the particle size is, the smaller the electrical

charges and the migration velocity of the precipitating electrode
are.

On the other hand, since smaller particles have more active

movements and different size particles collide with the relative
velocities due to different amount of charges, it is easy to
precipitate them.

Actually it is poss'ible to precipitate extremely

small particles such as fume with high efficiency.

This precipi-

tating function can be promoted by the particle's moisture
absorbent characteristics.

The precipitation characteristics

extensively depend on dust composition and particle size, but
this has not been totally analyzed yet.
A Region ---- Low voltage, large current, stable charge,
low function region
B Region

Normal Region

c Region

High voltage, low current, decreasing n region

D Region

Unstable charge, decreasing n region

E Region

Low voltage; large current, stable charge,
low function region
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Anyway, small particles promote to extend precipitations
and help the electrostatic precipitator improve its efficiency.
On

the other hand since tiny particles have strong adsorption

which will cause a problem to adhere to precipitating electrodes
and will be a cause of decreasing efficiency of electrostatic
precipitating, it is necessary to be careful in handling.

The

adsorption of dusts decrease with high temperature and the mobility
of dusts increase.
2.3

Dust Apparent Characteristic Resistivity .and Behavior of EP
The apparent characteristic resistivity is the most important

factor among those which affect EP performance.

Normally the

values of apparent characteristic resistivity with which EP
can maintain a stable performance are, as shown in Figure 2, in

the region of 10 4 -10 11 n-cm and it is difficult to precipitate
particles outside of region.
Pigure 2 1 the

In A Region (less than 10 4 n-cm) of

dust whose main composition is carbon such as the

crude oil-fired boiler exhaust gas dust may escape without being
effectively precipitated because of the low apparent characteristic
resistivity causes the reentraining phenomena.

In regions C, D,

and E, tiny dusts whose main composition is silica such as fly-ashes,

cement dusts and fine particle emissions from metal refinery will
cause an inverse ionization phenomena (the voltage between the

lurface and the inside of dust layer over the electrode will
increase, and an electrical breakdown will be created to
neutralize electrons from dischar9in9 electrode and the discharging
243

Figure 2. Precipitator Operating Characteristics
As a Fwiction of Particulate Resistivity

102 1o3 1o4 105 1o6 107 108 109 1010 10111012 10131014
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condition will be unstable), and the precipitating performance
will be considerably decreased.
Also this apparent characteristic resistivity depends on
a sulphur content of the fuel used in the boiler and a temperature
and it will decrease with higher sulphur content and higher
exhaust gas temperature as shown in Figure 3.

Table 2 shows one

example of the apparent characteristic resistivity of coal-fired
boiler exhaust gas dusts.

Table 2. Apparent Characteristic Resistivity
of Coal-Fired Boiler Exhaust Gas Dusts
Sulphur content
in fuel

Temperature
Low

tenperature region

1.0..2.0'

Apparent
characteristic
· resistivity
io 10 -10 11 n-cm

EP

precipitation
degree
Easy

(120...130°c)

Difficult

Air preheater exit
High

t~mperature

region

( 300-400°C)

Coal saver exit

Easy
less than l\

When the EP is used in the low-temperature region, it is
possible to have a normal precipitation for high-sulphur-content
coal dusts.

But it is difficult to have a normal precipitation

for low-sulphur-content coal dusts because the apparent
characteristic resistivity is as high as 10 12 -10 13 0-cm and an
inverse ionization phenomena are created.

On the other hand, in

the high-temperature region, since even the low-sulphur-content
coal dusts are affected by the temperature and the apparent
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Figure 3. Dust Apparent Characteristic
Resistivity and Temperature
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300

oc

400

characteristic resistivity is decreased as low as
it is possible to have a normal precipitation.

10 9 ~10

10

0-cm,

Therefore in

high temperature region, it is possible to have a constant precipitation with high efficiency for any quality of coal.
Thus, as shown in Figure 4, the size of EP due to the sulphur
content of coal varies significantly at 150°C depending on the
sulphur content while it is constant at 320°C.

It is therefore

advantageous to apply high temperature EP in order to obtain a
high efficiency constantly regardless with the quality of coals.
3.

Characteristics of High Temperature EP
As a purification purpose of coal-fired boiler exhaust

gas, high temperature EP has the following advantages as compared
with ordinary low temperature EP.
1)

High performance can be obtained regardless with
quality and sulphur content of coal.

2)

It is easy to fall off dusts by hammering and it is
seldom to degrade its performance by dust adsorption
to precipitating electrode and discharging electrode.

3)

It has better dust mobility in hopper and has less
trouble with ash stuck.

4)

It is possible to keep the A/H in a clean condition
longer than usual and to have less decrease of A/H
performance and require less frequent use of the
sort blower.
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Figure 4.

Sulphur Content in Coal and
and Size of Precipitator
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2.5

Including the above characteristics, Table 3 shows a comparison of high-temperature EP and low-temperature EP for high
resistivity dusts.

As an environmental integrity standpoint and

in order to decrease extensively the fly ashes from the low-sulphurcontent coal-fired generating plant, it is most certain (promising)
to use the high-temperature EP which can maintain high efficiency
without affected by coal quality.
4.

Experience of High-Temperature EP
Generally in our country, since the standard limit of fly

ash exhaust with EP was high and domestic coals with relatively
high sulphur content were used, only low-temperature EP was used
in stand alone or in combination with multi-cyclon (MC) and we
have hardly had an experience with high-temperature EP for coalfired boilers.

But recently in the United States, since the

low-sulphur-content coals have been used more often for larger
volume of boilers and ordinary low temperature can no longer
maintain high performance for these boilers, the application of
high-temperature EP has been widely accepted in order to prevent
the degradation of EP performance for low-sulphur-content coal
and its technology has been well established.

According to our

survey, more than 70 units of high-temperature EPs (including
thos under constructions) have been installed.

Especially in

the West of the United States where great amounts of low-sulphurcontent coals are obtained, about 60% of constructed generating
plants use high-temperature EPs.

Figure 5 presents installations

of high-temperature EPs in the United States (including presently
249

Table 3.

comparison of EP Concept for High Resistive Dusts

Item
Performance
Real gaa amount
Gas viscosity
Dust apparent characteristic resistivity
Dust moving velocity
Precipitation performance
Performance for coal
quality variation
Re-scattering

Low
temperature EP
(140°C)

Base
Base
1011 ... 101s

High
temperature EP
(3S0°C)

About 1.5 times
About 1.4 times
<10 11

Small
Fair

Large
Excellent

Fair
Large

Excellent
Small

Maintenance
Air heater ash adsorption
Hopper ash stuck
Ash mobility
Anti-corr is ion
Thermal expansion

Large
Medium
Small
Not necessary
Small

Small
Small
Large
Not necessary
Large

Economy
EP volume
Composing material quality
Width for heat insulation

Small
Ordinary steel
30-50 mm

Large
Ordinary steel
100-200 mm
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(INCLUDING ONES UNDER CONSTRUCTION)
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LOUISIANA

F~

Installations of High Temperature EP for Coal
Fired Generating Plants in the U.S.
(Including ones tmder construction)

under construction or under planning).

Table 4 is an example

of the operating experiences and as you can see good results have
been achieved.
4.2

Experience in Ordinary Industrial Application
For ordinary industrial plants which create ashes, the ash

compositions and characteristics vary depending on the used main
raw material, the used sub-raw material, kind of fuel and amount
of fuel.

The temperature range in which EP is used is fairly

wide and some system (plant) requires to be processed as high as
at 400°C due to its characteristic.

There have been some ordinary

industrial high-temperature EPs installed in our country and their
main applications are for exhaust gas purification of such as
cement kiln, metal refinery, and city garbage-burning boiler.
Among these EPs, those EPs such as the form.er ones require to be
processed at a high temperature in order to return the collected
dusts.to production process for a re-utilization of raw materials,
but the main reason for high temperature application is that the
apparent characteristic resistivity is too high at low temperature
and that the applicable region of electrostatic precipitator is
exceeded.

s.

Table 5 shows some of these operating experiences.

Coal-Fired Boiler High-Temperature EP Model Test at
Ebetsu Generating Plant
The purpose of this model test was to verify precipitation

characteristics and fundamental data for actual system design at
high-temperature regions, and as a result the original objectives
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High ~tme EP ~t:inCJ Experienms in tile tbitad States
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Table

s.

Ordinm:y Industrial High Tenpemtum EP Operating
E>cperienoes in Japan

Gu •Aftamt GU· ''l'!tp•
Cooler
Cooler
Cooler

Pmcipitatin; P.ate

Initial
~

775,000
536,300
462,300
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237
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'73.9
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334
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'68.2
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'73.8
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285
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have been achieved and the precipitation characteristics have
been grasped as
verified.
5.1

wel~

as various findamental data have been

The following is the general description of this test.

Design Specification and Test Condition
Table 6 shows the design specifications for this test.

This test utilized the No. 3 boiler (specifications shown in
Table 7) and coals as fuel (S content 0.2-0.5%) with a normal
burning condition (0 2 % in exhaust gas and etc.} of boiler, and
we have verified dust characteristics (fly ash amounts, apparent
characteristic resistivity, etc.} as well as precipitation
characteristics due to coal quality.

Figure 6 shows the flow-sheet

of the pilot plant and Figure 7 shows its exterior view.
5-2

Test Results
1)

Entering Fly Ash Amounts and Precipitating Rate

Even when the entering fly ash amounts varied from 15 g/Nm 3
to 35 g/Nm 3 , the precipitating rate did hardly change.

Figure 8

shows the result of measurements.
2)

Gas Temperature and Precipitating Rate

When the gas temperature is at 300-365°C, the apparent
characteristic resistivity of dusts is about 10 8 -10 9 0-cm which
has no effect to precipitating rate.
any change in precipitating rate.
measurement.
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Actually there was hardly

Figure 9 shows this result of

Table 6.

Design Specifications

Item

Specification

Process gas amount

2,000 Nm 3 /h

Process gas temperature

350°C

Entering fly ash amount

20 g/Nm 3

Exiting fly ash amount

0.04 g/Nm 3

Precipitating rate

>99.8%

High temperature EP
- Type

SO-HP 12 (steel plate and frame
outside type, horizontal gas
flow 1 chamber 2 sections)

- Precipitating electrode
Type

Angular wave type precipitating
electrode plate
300 nun

Distance
- Discharging electrode
Type
Size
- Charging facility
Power level
Unit

Frame composing type
,4 nun angular
DC 60 KV
2 units
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DC 60 mA

Table 7.

Specifications of Tested Boiler

Item

Specification

Power

125 MW

Boiler type

B&W, reheat single body emitter
type

Ventilation system

Balance ventilation

Burner system

Circular burner

Burning system

Tiny powder coal burning, crude
oil mixed burning

Air preheater

Ljunstrom type
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Figure 6
FLOW SHEET FOR THE PILOT PLANT

FDF

HIGH TEMPERATURE EP
EP
FAN
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Figure 7.

Photograph of Exterior View

(not reproducible)
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Figure 8
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Figure 9
Gas Temperature Vs. Precipitating Rate
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3)

Process Gas Amount and Precipitating Rate

In order to verify the relationship between the performance
and the process gas amount which is the important factor to
determine the size of EP, we have done the gas amount variance
test.

Its result is shown in Figure 10.
Also, in order to investigate the effect of gas velocity

in the EP to the precipitating performance, we have done tests
by changing duct numbers (passing cross-section) of the pilot
EP.

But there was no re-scattering phenomena of dusts due to gas

velocity increases and the expected precipitating performance
was obtained as planned.
4)

Charged Voltage and Precipitating Rate

As shown in Equation (l), the relationship between charged
voltage and precipitating rate is that the square of charged
voltage contributes to the performance.
measurement is shown in Figure 11.

The result of thi1

It was determined from this

figure that the charged voltage should be more than 35 Kv but
that the charged voltage more than 40 Kv did have little effect
in performance.
Based on these results, it was concluded that the high
temperature BP ia the most effective one tor coal-fired boiler
exhaust gas fly ashes.
Also, this pilot EP had operated continuously for about
7,000 hours and had always maintained stable performances during
this test period.
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Figure 10
Process Gas Vs. Precipitating Rate
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Figure 10
Process Gas Vs. Precipitating Rate
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6.

Problem Area and Counter Plan for High Temperature ESP

Although a high temperature electrostatic precipitator is
very effective for the boiler which utilizes coals of a low sulfur
content, there are following problems when compared with a low
temperature ESP:
(1)

Since it is operated at high temperature, real quantity
of gas will be huge.

(2)

Placement space including ESP is larger and the duct
work is somewhat.complicated.

(3)

Amount of heat diffusion from external surface of ESP
is larger.

(4)

Thermal expansion and decrease in material strength'
is larger

It is possible to cope with items (1) and (2) by reviewing the
overall placement including boiler in the planning stage.
.heat insulation will be required for item (3).

Enough

It is also possible

to cope with item (4) based on the design of experienced industrial
high temperature ESP (for cement, metal refinery and normal city
dusts etc.).

Table 8 shows a comparison between high temperature

electrostatic precipitators and low temperature electrostatic
precipitators in configuration.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a principle of high temperature ESP
and a part of experimental results at the Ebetsu Generating Plant.
This experiment has confirmed the feasibility of designing 350 MW
size high temperature electrostatic precipitators.
We would express our deep appreciation to the following
parties for various assistances and helps in testing the pilot plant:

Mr. Okizaki, Manager, Department of Stearn Plant, Hokkaido Electric
Power Co.; Mr. Kobayashi, Plant Manager, Ebetsu Generating Plant;
Mr. Ikemi, Manager, Department of Environmental Technology, Hitachi,
Ltd.: Mr. Arikawa, Hitachi Laboratory: Mr. Kawaike, Manager,
Precipitator Planning, Hitachi Plant Engineering and Construction.
Also we would appreciate all the assistance given by the
Babcock Hitachi Co.
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Table 8

(1)

Comparison between High Temperature ESP and Low Temperature ESP in Configuration
Item
High Temperature ESP
Low Temperature ESP (Usual)
Steel frame chamber
Separate steel frame (holder) from
Steel frame (holder) and
precipitating chamber and apply sliding
precipitating chamber are
combined.
mechanism.

(2)

Pitch between electrodes

Apply 300 mm after considering decreases
in spark voltage and strain due to
temperature.

250 mm

(3)

Electrode plate

Apply special angular wave type electrode
plate, thermal strain less than 5 mm at
350°C (experimental value).

Strain about 10 mm

(4)

Discharging electrode

Use discharging wire of 4mm with frame
type

Sarne as left

(5)

Glass tube chamber

Glass is made of Almina and seal air is
put in for anti-stain.

Glass is white ceramic.
Seal air is put in.

(6)

Precipitating Electrode
(Plate)
Hanmer

Hammer is set considering expansion of

No special consideration.

Discharging Electrode
(Plate)
Hammer

Hammer is a vertical shaft type attached

Position determining beam.

Not supported by casing, but placed on the
electrode (plate) and hung from above.

~

:

(7)

(8)

electrode plate.
Same as left

to the discharging frame, and the overall
system is hung from the top.
Supported by casing.

References
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Hashimoto, Taniguchi:

"Principle and Application of Electrostatic
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HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
FOR COAL FIRED BOILER
Y. Oataki, K. Ootsuka, and K. Watanabe

Introduction
One of the factors which affect the precipitating efficiency of
the electrostatic precipitators (EP) is a apparent characteristic
resistivity ( p) of dusts. This p varies depending on a dust composition and a gas temperature. Especially the fly ·ash dusts produced in the coal fired boilers are affected strongly by the sulphur
content in coal and sometimes cannot be precipitated in a stable
manner due to high p at the exit of air heater whose gas temperature
is 130 - iso 0 c.
Recently, re-evaluation of fuel have been strongly required and
the coal fired boiler is being reconsidered. In this case, the low
sulphur content coals will probably be the main source due to the
standpoint of anti-pollution from SOX. Especially in the United States,
there are very many steam plants which utilize coals with low sulphur
content and the high temperature Electrostatic Precipitators the important part for processing dusts. This is based on the fact that
p decreases and is independent of the coal quality at high gas temperatures as shown in Figure 1, and the precipitation is done within a
high gas temperature region of 350 - 400°C by placing the EP at the
economizer exit of the boiler.
However, because we have not had any experience with high
temperature EP for boilers in our country, we have developed a pilot
plant with a real gas (2000 Nm 3 /h) and evaluated the operating efficiency of the high temperature EP.
(1)
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Figure 1. Sulphur Content, Temperature
and Electrical Resistance
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(2)

General Description of Pilot Plant
A test was performed by installing experimental apparatuses
shown in Table 1 at the Ebetse Generating Plant Unit No. 3 (125 MW),
and the expected performance was experienced. Figure 2 is its flow
sheet. Table 2 shows a composition of coals used for this test.
(3)

Description of Operating Results
3-1 Voltage - Current Characteristics

When gas temperature increases, there will be more electrical
current because a relative density a of gas decreases and a molecular
movement becomes active.

a=

213 + 20 • P
273 + t
760

(1)

As a result of this, a spark voltage decreases and it will be difficult to maintain a high electrical field strength. Also when a
dust concentration becomes high, a total surface area of fly ashes
per a unit gas volume becomes larger and an electrical current will
be restricted. Figure 3 presents a voltage-current characteristic
of gases for air load and at high temperature. Since section 2 has
a lower dust concentration than Section 1, it will be easier to have
an electrical current.
3-2

Gas Temperature and Precipitating Rate
We have changed a gas temperature and investigated a relationship between the apparent characteristic resistivity (p) of dust and
the precipitating rate. Figure 4 shows its result.
p changed from
1.8 x 10 9 0-cm (at Tg = 300°C) to 8 x 10 8 n-cm (Tg = 365°C) but the
precipitating rate did not almost change. We also have compared the
quality of coal between 4500 kcal/kg and 6000 kcal/kg, there was no
difference due coal quality at a high temperature region. We further
have investigated the case of mixed burning with crude oil but there
was no effect in performance.
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Table 1.

Design Specifications

Items

Specifications

2,000 Nm 3 /h

Gas Flow Rate

350°C

Process Gas Temperature
Type
Precipitating Electrode
Type

SO-HP1.2
Angular Wave Type Precipitating
Electrode Plate

300 mm

Gap
Discharge Electrode
Type
Width

Frame Composition
Angular Wire

Charging System

DC 60 kv, 60 ma
(2 uni ts)

Power
Unit No.
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Figure 2.

A Flow Sheet of Pilot Plant

BOILER
11215 MW)
E.P.

A/H

HIGH TEMPERATURE E.P.

FAN
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Table 2.

Heat
Sulphur Content
Ash Content

Coal Compositions

4500 kcal/kg

6000 kcal/kg

0.43%

0.26%

36.6%
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17.6%

Figure 3.

Voltage-Current Characteristics
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Figure 4.

Gas Temperature Vs. Precipitating Rate
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3-3

Performance of High Temperature Electrostatic Precipitator
In order to confirm the relationship between a performance of'
EP and a scale factor which is the major factor to determine the
size of EP, we have performed tests by changing the quantities of
process gas. As shown in Figure 5, the result better than the planned
precipitating rate was obtained for the planned gas amount
(2000 Nm 3 /h). Also as stated before, it was confirmed that there was
no effect by the quality of coal.
(4)

Conclusion
We have grasped the performance of high temperature EP by
using the pilot plant and confirmed that the expected performance
can be obtained regardless of coal quality.
(5)

References
1) Hashim::>to, Tanignchi: Principle and Practice of Electrostatic Precipitator, Denkishoin
2) Society of Electronics: Anti-Pollution Electrical Technology
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Figure 5,

Scale Factor Va. Precipitating Rate
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ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN WIDE PLATE
SPACING ELECTROSATIC PRECIPITATOR
T. Misaka, S. Matsubara,
and K. Fujibayaski
This paper discusses the results of an experimental investigation to map the electric field as a function of position for a
variety of corona to collection electrode spacings. The electric
field values were determined by the use of conducting spheres
dropped through a corona discharge into a Faraday cage. The
field distribution measured follows. closely to that expected
from theoretical conditions used in the E.P.A.-SRI computer
systems model.
1) Since it is known that the precipitating rate does not
decrease with expanding the precipitating electrode space in the
electrostatic precipitator (EP), the EPs with wider precipitating
electrode space than ordinary ones are used. This is contrary
to the result of Deutch's equations. We think that a reason
to this is associated with the distribution of electrical field
strength in the EP and have analyzed the relationship between
precipitating electrode space and electrical field strength
distribution.
2)

Experimental Apparatus and Experimental Method

In order to measure the electrical field strength in the
EP, we have used the steel ball drop method since it is considered
to be the best method. Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus.
A flat plate was used as the precipitating electrode and the precipitating electrode space was made to be changeable from 250 nun
to 750 mm. A 4 mm angular wire was placed in the discharging
electrode with 200 mm space. A measurement was done in the area
indicated in Figure 1.
3)

Experimental Results and Review

Since the precipitating electrode spacings are different, a
comparison of the electrical field strength distribution was done
with a same average electrical field strength (Changing voltage
and distance between discharging and precipitating electrodes).
Figure 2 shows the experimental results. In the region of 100 mm
from the discharge electrodes, the electrical field strength has
a same tendency and is independent of precipitating electrode
space. When a distance from the discharging electrodes becomes
larger than that, the electrical field strength will gradually
increase as it approaches the precipitating electrodes. The
electrical field strength in the vicinity of the. precipitating
electrodes is about 1.47 times (for 500 mm) and 1.02 times (for
750 nun) that of the precipitating electrode spaces with 250 mm.
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Figure 1.

Experimental Apparatus
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Figure 2. Electrical Field Strength Distributions
in Precipitating Space 250, 500 and 750 mn
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The reason why the electrical field strength increases as it
approaches the precipitating electrode is considered to be due
to a space charge by corona discharge. Also, if the measured
value of the electrical field strength is applied to the Deutch
equation, the precipitating rate is about the same for 500 mm
and is lower for 750 mm as compared with the case of 250 nun
precipitating electrode space.
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ELIMINATION OF S02 AND NO IN A CORONA DISCHARGE FIELD
Keizoo Ootsuka, Tsugita Yukitake, Makoto Shimoda
Hitachi, Ltd.
Introduction
It is known that in the electrostatic precipitators, negative ions are produced due to corona discharge, and ion wind and
ozone (03) will be created.

We are analyzing the removal of

sulphurous acid gas (S0 2) and nitrogen oxides (mainly nitrogen
mono-oxide) as well as the elimination of ashes using wet
collection type ESP.
Principle
1) Elimination of S0 2

-

Application of Gas Agitation by Ionic

Wind 1 1 2 promotes contacts between 50 2 in gas and absorbent
liquid.

This turbulence enhances the elimination of 502

according to reactions 1) or 2)
502 + H20

H2S03-

(1)
(2)

2) Elimination of NO - Application of Oxidization Process by

Ozone (03)
Since NO is insoluble, NO will be transferred to a soluble
N02 or N20

5

by applying oxidization by ozone (0 3 ) and

eliminated by absorbent liquid.

These reactions are shown

as follows:
NO + 03 _ _..,. N02 + 02

(3)

2NO + 03 - - N20 s
2NO + H20

-~~

(4)

HN03 + HN02

N20s + H20 - - - 2HN03

(5)

(6)
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Experimental Apparatus and Experimental Method
Figure 1 is a flow-sheet of experimental apparatus.

A

mixed gas which was arranged to have a similar composition as
oil fired boiler exhaust gas is injected into the wet electrode
type ESP and the concentrations of 502 and NO are measured at
the exit of the ESP.

A negative high voltage DC is charged to

the moisture type ESP.

The temperature of exhaust gas is 55°C.

Experimental Results
Figure 2 shows one example of sulphur elimination characteristics.

Once a discharge is begun, the sulphur elimination

rate is improved by increasing the consumption of electric power.
Figure 3 shows the oxidization characteristics of NO.

The

oxidation rate of NO is improved also by increasing the consumption
of electric power.

Also it was

~erified

that the oxidized NO

can be absorbed by H2 0 or NaOH.
Conclusion
It was confirmed that the elimination of 502 and NO is
feasible by using the wet electrode type ESP.
References
1)

Uchigasaki and others:
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Adachi:

The Chemical Engineering 31 878 ('67).

Engineering Laboratory Journal, Yamaguchi University

19, 81 ('67).
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Figure 1.

Experimental Apparatus Flow Sheet
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Figure 2.

S02 'Removal Rate aa a Function
of Power Consumption
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HITACHI

i.

EP-SB TYPE

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR (EP)

Principles and Characteristics
Dust sucked from the inlet

EP

$B

receives electric charge at EP.

tr>

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

=

·) ·J

11r

Dust of large particle size
will be collected there, while
fine articles with electric
charge are concentrated together
and fed to SB(Shoot Buffle).

SB can collect charged fine particles with high efficiency
making use of a resultant force of electrostatic collecting
force under high electric field formed in two stages and
mechanical collecting force caused by collision of dust
against the shoot buffle.

(HITACHI PATENT

404109)

[Characteristics]
1

The space can be saved by 20 - 25 % to obtain the same
collecting efficiency of EP only.

2

By using a discharge wire for SB to control corona discharge,
powe~

supply for unit processing gas quantity can be

reduced by 40 % as compared to EP only.
3

The shoot buffle with a special form is located vertically
to gas flow, which will hardly cause performance drop due
to re-entrainment.
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2.

Example in Cement Plant

·-........

-.........-. .......

·--

Specifications

Quantity of
processing gas

350,000 mlN/H

Inlet gas
contents

-··-..........

········----

--- .

·--· ..

_,,

•·

.. ···- ···----·-··.

----------·--

Outlet gas
'contents

--Collecting

.....

··-

...............

- ·-

...

~··---·-------------

·efficiency

99.8 %

EP system

EP-SB system
Collecting
capacity rate

~lI
ID
vv

---·· -·-· -·l'

('

!

1

'V/ "'v/ "\~/.

75 %

100 %

3. ·Application
(l)

Cement plant·

(2)

Trash burner

(3)

Improvement of performance of the existing

Electrostatic Precipitator (SB only)
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MEASUREMENT OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATES
Mesure des particules en suspension
OOTSUKA, K.• TSUJI, S. and ARIKAWA, Y.
Hit11clsi Rese11rcls Lllbor11tory ofHit11clsi, Ltd.
Hit11clsi, lbarogi, Japan

INTRODUCTION

and diluent sampler, optical system. particle size analyzer
and nurnber-to-weight calculator.

Emission standards for particulates in a stack gas have
been established to control air pollution. In Japan, the
concentration of particulates must be less than 50 mg/Nm 3
for a large scale oil-fired boilers, i.e., the volume of stack
gas or 40,000 Nm1 /h or more.
A standard method for the particulate measurement is
.he dust tube and filter paper method. They are based on
manual gravimetric procedures, making a continuous mea·
surement impossible.
A continuous monitor, therefore, is strongly desired for
controlling the operating conditions of boilers and dust
collectors.
Particulates can be detected continuously and automatically using light beam. The number and size of
particulates can be measured by the scattered light from the
dust particles, which has been applied to air pollution
monitoring.
A monitor of particulates in a stack gas by the light
scattering method has not been used until now, because it is
difficult to sample a hot and moist gas of high particulate
concentrations.
We have developed a new stack dust monitor, which
continuously measures mass concentration and particle
size distribution of particulates in a stack gas.

I. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
STACK DUST MONITOR
A schematic diagram of the new stack dust monitor is
shown in Fig. I. It consists of an iso-kinetic sampler, dlrecL

Out f!Ut

Filter

~

Ezhau91
Schematic cUapara af stack dust monitor

Fis- I

Out Pur
( mg/Nmll

l1~
r, r(mn.I
.

I.I

Optical System

Fig. 2 shows the principle or the forward light scattering
optical system .
With the aid of an incandescent lamp, several pain of
lenses and a slit, a bright focus (illuminated volume) is
formed. The main beam is intercepted by a light stop and a
light trap. When dust particles in sample gas pass through

sample gas

lamp

slit

cleo".'
ar-

j1

photomultiplier

I

volume
Fis- l

Optical system or forward

light icattering

this focus, the scattered light in the forward direction is
reached photo-multiplier. The sample gas is surrounded by
a clean air curtain to prevent deposition of the dust
particles on the surface of the lenses.
'a'1le output Crom the photo-multiplier is an electrical
pulse. The number and height of the pulse correspond to
the number and size of particles. respectively. Therefore,
the concentration and size of particulates are measured
simultaneously by this instrument.
·
And then. depending on the results of the analysis of the
particle size with the pulse height. the volume concentra·
don of mean particle size is obtained for the different size
classes of particles. and thus the total volume concentration
is obtained.
Multiplying this total volume concentration with a
coefficient (mean density of dust particles), the relati•e
mass concentration of the dust will be obtained.
The relationship ~tween number of particles and
counting errors is calculated theoretically. The counting
error increases with the particle concentration. In ordtr to
obtain S percent or less of the counting error, the particle
concentration must be less than 3.2 x 101 partictes/m3 • For
a sample of higher concentrations of particulates. the
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sample gas should be diluted with clean air.
In ordu to lead a hot and moist sample gas directly in
&he optical system, the protection of the apparatus,
especially the lenses, against temperature rise and mist
formation is necessary.

10

-

·~ d"'

5

~

•
~

z:.

•
•..
0

l.l Sampliag Apparatus

0.5

z:.

We have developed a new sampling apparatus shown in
Fig. 3. A stack gu is sampled by the ejection effecL
Clean air is supplied to the ejector of the sampling probe
from the outside of the stack. This sampler is set in the
stack.
Only a small fraction of the gas which enters to the
probe is introduced to the optical system, most of the
fractioa being returned to the main stream ofthe stack gas
with the clean air.
The sampling Oow rate is proportional to the flow rate
of the clean air supplied to the sampler.
When the mass concentration is less than 10 mg/Nm 3 ,
the sample gas is led directly to the optical system (fig. Ja).
When the mass concentration is higher than 10 mg/Nm 1 •
the sample gas is diluted with the clean air supplied l'o the
sampler, and then led to the optical system (Fig. 3b).

1.3 c.lculatioa
The calibration of particle \ize is carried out using
monodisperse polystyrene latex (PSL) aerosols, obtained by
nebulizing aqueous suspensions of uniform latex spheres.
. (Dow Oiemical Co., Midland, Mich.)
Fig. 4 shows the calibration curve, giving the height of
electrical pulses (e) as a function of the particle diameter
(d). The coefficient is found to be between 0.9 and 1.1, and
the pulse height proportional to the particle size.

001

:i
a..

0.5

2

.

5

Fig. 4

11. APPLICATION
Particles in a stack gas is usually distributed from t µm
to 100 µm and properties of dust are variable in each plant.
This new stack dust monilor can be used for various
kinds of emission sources, such as oil-fired boilers, coal·
fired boilers, kraft recovery and hogged fuel-fired boilers,
incinerators, cement kilns, sintering furnaces, cokes ovens,
gas turbines, glass furnaces, blast furnaces and so on.
Several application data are shown in Fig. S. A is
coal·fired fly-ash dust, B cement dust. C oil-fired carbon
dust, D coke and E an A11 0 3 particle. Samples of various
sizes are prepared by a. sieving and sedimentation method.
The nature of these test particles is as follows: A is a
sphericaJ, white particle, B an irregular shaped·, gray
particle, C a spherical, black particle. D an irregular shaped,
black particle, and E an irregular shaped, white parlide. F is
a spherical, white, standard particle.
From the data, it is clear lhat there exists an obvious
quantitative relation between the pulse height and the

I stack)

"

- sample 11111

sample p

Cb) dllutnt sampling

sampllnQ

Fif. J

20

Calibration curve for stack dust monitor

.-·L----

la l direct

10

Parricle size d I 11m > CPSL)

Samplla11pparatus of stack ps
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p;irtlcle size, ;ind that the pulse height is very much affected
by the optical properties of the par11cles. The optical
properties will vary consider;ibly in accordance with the
type of fuel and combustion conditions.
In order to determine the ;ibsolute m;iss concentration
of p;irt1culates. c:1librJt1on curve must be prepared for eJch
sample by s1mult:ineous measurement with the mJnuJI
standud method.
The linear rel;itionship between mus concentr3tion
measured with I.he stack dUJt monitor and the filter paper
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staclc dust monitor and sandud

bo~er)

..

'

method is obtained as shown in Fig. 6. The consunt , K. is a
conversion coefficient for the absolute mass concentrJt1on.
Fig. 7 shows the continuous operating d;ita with a
011-fired boiler at the outlet of the Electrostatic Prmpi·
ta tor. It shows J wide vanat1on of dusl plrt1cles in the stJck
g:is with the change of operational conditions of the boiler
II is also shown th3t when the load of the boiler rises, the
soot sticked at air he;iter is blown out and the collecting
plates of electrost;ittc prec1p1tator are h:immered, the dust
concentration increases instantJncously.
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1.

Preface
Hitachi hcls been manufacturing dust collection equipment since 1924 and

has a very old history as a manufacturer of electrostatic precipitators in Japan.
Hitachi's supply record of electrostatic precipitators reached to more than
one thousand in the field of thermal power plants, iron industries, non-ferrous
metal refining industries, and so forth, and the total _treated gas volume amounted
to more than 150,000,000 Nm.3/h, including the Japanese record in throughput capacity of 4,260,000 Nm3/h /unit for alOOOMW oil fired thermal power plant.
It is said that design of dust collection equipment, especially electrostatic precipitators, require

a~undant

experiences on the characteristic analysis

of dust, such as particle size, shape, electriCllresistivity, etc., and on the nature
of gases. Hitachi, today, can f1.1r11ish the optimum design and engineering of dust
collection equipment and systems through his experiences.
In addition to such experiences, our researchers have been proceeding with
many improvements on performance from the view point of engineering and economy.
And main theme of Hitachi now are as follows,
1)

improvement of dust removal efficiency

2)

energy saving

3)

cost reduction

This brochure explains of our recent results in the development of electrostatic
precipitators.
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2.

Industries and applied dust collection systems
Based on its abundant experiences and sophisticated engineering capability,

Hitachi has been manufacturing and furnishing superior dust collection equipment
and systems for various industries.
Table 1. shows the relation between typical industries and type of dust
collection equipment applied.
The following explanations are the outline of

d~st

collection systems for

some typical industries.
1)

EP for thermal power plants
Dist collection systems for pulverized coal fired boilers and oil fired

boilers slightly differ from each other.
In the formE!'r case, the dry type EP or the combination of the multicyclone and the dry type EP is adopted, because the exhaust gas from the
&"• s:o z , A.ta~ ~ . .~.-tl.
boiler contains much dust. The main componentsof the dust ie fly sett.,
The dust has sometimes the character of high electrioa\resistivity
depending on the kinds of coal.

As swch high electriOllresistivity nay cause

the phenoma of back ionization.

The following technological considerations

to reduce the electricalresistivity are paid;
a. mixfiring with high sulfur coal or heavy oil
b. injection of

so3

into the exhaust gas

c. control of gas temperature
In the latter case, the exhaust gas contains rather less dust which
mainly consists of low electricalresistive free carbon.

And the gas also

contains comparatively much sulfur trioxide which sometimes produces corrosive
and adhesive snow fume.
In consideration of such character of the gas and the dust, the dry type
EP adopting ammonia injection is applied.
The ammonia injection produces ammoni:"sulf&te.which prevents snow
fume and raises the resistivity of dust to optimum.value.
2)

EP for an iron indus:try (Fig 2)
Iron industry has various sources of
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exhau~t

gases such as, the coke oven,

the aintering

mac~ine,

the blast furnace, the converter, the open hearth

tunw.ce, the electric furnace, the acarfer, and ao forth.
The dust contained in these gaaea mainly consists of iron sulfide.
Character ot gas and dust differs from each other, so that most suitable
ayatem should be selected to meet each source.

Therefor in planning of

duet collection system for iron industy, much attention should be paid to
gather gas effectively, to prevent corrosion and errosion, to give
effective rapping, to make adequate washing and so forth.
For instance, in case of the blast furnace gas, the venturi scrubber
and the vet type EP are used considering prevention of explosion and high
efficiency

~or

the gas from the converter or the open hearth furnace, the

combination of the stabilizer and the wet type EP is used considering the
high resistivity of dust contained.
As an inside-shop dust collection system for the blast furnace, the
converter, the open hearth furnace, and so forth, a bag filter system has
been used hitherto, but recently a roof mounted EPis attracting attention
because of its many advantages like power saving.

:5) EP for a cement industry (Fug :5)
In cement industry, there is a lot of gas sources such as raw material
mill dryer, kilns (Lepor method kiln, dry method kiln which includes
suspension pre-heater and so on), clinker cooler and product mill etc.
The exhausted gases usually contains much volume of dust, and its
electrim(resistivity is high.. To prevent back ionization phenomena,
which disturbe dust collecting operation, it is required to reduce the
electriCllfreaistivity of the dust by adding moisture in a stabilizer
i~talled

before. EP

0%

b) treating. the ps in. relatiYely }ligh tempen&.ture

QP.ndiUgn... Anothar method io. ge:t high dust removal efficiency is to apply

the

.OQRUKt

g,u;-ren:t. control wJ.tll thyristor which. contributes .to make

cbarcinc stable. .'l'ha atmcture cf..tha.elec.trostaUc precipitator ia
deaisned. not to cause. atmin of elac:trode.s. ud casing. in .. hieh, temperature
l:Dndition~

.And the stabilizer with specia1 spray nozzles is adopted to

reduce drainage.
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4)

EP for sulfuric.acid pl.iints (Fig.4)
The operation of iron

~ulfide

calcination and other operations such. as

drying, sinteringand melting of copper, zinc, lead and so on, produce large
volume of gas which is rich in sulfur oxides.

And this gas is used as raw

material to produce sulfusic acid.
Because of high content of dust, this gas is pretreated with a cyclone
and finally fine dust is removed with an

elec~rostatic

precipitator.

Mist electrostatic precipitator removes sulfuric acid mi"st in high efficiencY.
which is produced in gas cooling process.
In designing the dust collection systems of sulfuric acid plants,
it is very important to consider the prevention of corrosion and air
leakage, the thermal expansion and the insulation effect etc.
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Table l.

Industies and Supplied Dust Collection Systems

Gas source
Thermal
Power
l>.lA.wt

pulverized coal fired MC-Dry EP. Dry EP

Remark
• treatment of high resistive

boiler
du~i and high content dust.
heavy oil fired boiler Dry EP-MC, Dry EP • treatment of fine and low
elee11ie resistive dust.

'Blast l\lrnace (main)·

Iron
Industry

Applied system

VS-Wet EP

Blast Fumace (inside Wet EP, Open BF
-shop gas)
Roof EP

• Prevention of gas explosion.
• High efficiency gas cleaning
• Advanced gas gathering
technology.

Coke Oven

• prevention of CO gas

Wet EP, SP-Wet EP

explosion and adhesion of tar

Sintering machine

• treatment of high electric.\

Dry EP

resistive dust

Converter(direct gas)

ST-Dry EP

• treatment of fine and high
electrillllresistive dust

Converter(inside-shop ST-Dry EP
gas)

• advanced gas gathering
technology

Electric Furnace
(direct gas )

cl~ed

BF
ST-Dry EP

• control for variation of gas
volume and temperature.
• provention of CO gas
explosion •

Electric Furnace
(inside~shop gas)

open BF, Roof EP

• advanced gas gathering
technology.

O'pen Hearth Furnace
(direct gas)

ST-Dry EP

• treatment of fine and high
electliOJ.\resistive dust.

BF

Open Hearth Furnace
(inside shop gas)

Roof EP

Hot Scarfer

Wet EP

• prevention of adhesion of
dust.

Cold Scarfer

SP-Wet EP
Closed BF

• gas gathering system f()r
moving gas source.

Dry EP, Open
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• advanced gas gathering
technology.

~
Oil&:
Chemical
Industry

Cement
&

Ceramic
Industry

Pulp
Industry

Gae Source
Fluid Catalytic
Conveter
Oil Gas
Generator

Applied system
Dry EP
Wet EP

• treatment of hard and high
electri"'resistive dust.
• prevention of adhesion of
tar.

Suspension
Preheater Kiln

ST-Dry EP

• treatment of high electrica\
resistive dust.

Iepor Kiln

Dry EP

• prevention of corrosion.

Limestone Dryer

Dry EP

• prevention of corrosion.

Clinker Cooler

MC-Dry EP, Dry EP

• Treatment of high electricll
resistive dust and high
content dust.

Melting FUrnace
of Sodium Glass

ST-Dry EP

• prevention of corrosion and
adhesion of acid dust.

Carbon Electrod
Wet EP
Calcinating F\lrnace

• treatment of adhesive tar
and de~osited material.

Li.me Kiln

Dry

EP

Soda Recovery

Dry

EP

• treatment of high electric~
resistive dust.
• prevention of corrosion and
adhesion of tar.

Boiler
Copper Self-melting Dry EP
Furnace

Non- rerrous
Metal Refinery &
Sul>furic
Acid
Industry

Remark

• prevention of adhesion of
dust.

Copper Converter

Dry EP

"

Iron Sulfide Ore
C~lcinatimg Furnace

Dry EP

ti

Zinc Ore
Calcinating Fu.mace

Dry EP

II

Sul!J.c
"''" Asid Plant

Wet EP

• prevention of corrosion.

AJ,eiina Calcinating
Kiln

MC-Dry EP

• Treatment of high content
dust, prevention of
errosion.

Al-Electrolysis

Dry EP

• prevention of burning of
carbon dust and CO gas.

IL
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~
t

Non-ferrous
Metal Refinery &
s.d-turic
Acid
Industry
M*nicipal

Note:

Applied system

Gas Source
Al-Smelter

ST-Dry EP, Wet EP
Closed BF

Nickel Kiln

MC-Dry EP, Wet EP

Chromite Kiln

Dry EP

Solid waste
Incinerator

Dry EP, Wet EP

Remark

• treatment of high s!a
electricalresisti ve dust.

.
.

Dry type Electrostatic Precipitator,

Wet EP:

Wey type EP
Roof-mounted EP

Open BF:

Open type Bag Filter,

Closed BF:

closed type Bag-Filter

MC:

Multi Cyclone

VS:

Venturi Scrubber

ST: Stabilizer
SP:

Spray Tower
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tt

• variety in composition
of gas to be treated.

Dry EP:

Roof EP:

II

Hitachi Electroatatic Praclp,ltators

Fig.1

EP for thermal power plants

..,.
...~."
.,
. .... . ..,,
' _"',' ',,.r":.-t' f
).

Dutt dollec:tor for 800 MW oil fired boiler
2,!110,000m'h
Temper1tu1e
141'C

a.. volume

Duat collector for 220 MW oil fired l>oller
011 volume
937,000ml,h
141 'C
T1mp1r1tur1
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EP for iron industry

Fig.2

Dust catcher
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fan

I Fe

Slag mill
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ST - EP for cement industrY
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Fig.4

EPfor sulfuric acid plants

Zinc rich ort
Iron 1ulftdt ore

Calclnatlng
furnace

..----------~,,,,.__ __.

'

''- •••,

.'

•••t

'

t

Ctlclnattd zinc ore
or iron 1ulftdt

H.50,

EP for gas from waste acid concentration plant

EP for sulfuric acid mist
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3.

Features of Hitachi Electrostatic Precipitators
Recently Hitachi has carried out remarkable improvement on performance,

manufacturing technology as well as economy.
model EP beCC&me about 83

%of

As a result, the cost of a new

the coventional one.

The typical improvements are outlined below and illustrated i"n Figure 5.
1)

High Performance Collecting Electrode

(Pressed T.ype Electrode)

The collecting electrode ia one of most principal elements consisting
an electrostatic precipitator.

A newly developed presaeltype electrode gives

higher dust removal efficiency than the coventional electrode manufactured
by rolling does.

The outline of the pressed type electrode is illustrated

in Fig. 6.
Moreover, this electrode has feature of small strain at high temperature condition.

2)

High Performance Discharging Electrode

Improvement has been given for the frame on which descharging electrodes
are fixed.

As the new fpune is constructed by pipes and cl.amps and there· is

technical consideration to reduce strain at high temperature condition,
the new frame contributes to keep the position of discharging electrodes

at the initiated position.

P\lrthermore, another technical consideration to

protect discharging electrodes from breaking.
Fig. 7 shows the outline of the new type frame.
The combination of low strain collecting electrodes and discharging electrodes
assures high dust removal efficiency because the distance between two electrodes
is kept constant.

Hitachi auccessed in reducing the equipment size from ten to

twenty percent through the above improvement on electrodes.
')

Improvement of pa flow uniformity
The outlet dust concentration is regulated severer year by year, and

the

requied efficiency of EP becomes higher.
To improve the efficiency of EP, we can not neglect the dicrease in effi-

ciency caused_by un\Uliformity of gas flow.

Through earnest research and test we established technology of improving

the uniformity ot ps flow in EP.
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Ve are introducing soma examples of test results.

Figure SB shows the relation between open area ratio of gas flow distribution ·plate and deviation of gas velocity.
Figure 8A shows the relation between deviation of gas velocity and dust
collecting efficiency.
Applying these test results, we can improve efficiency of EP resulting
about 10 per cent reduction of size.
4)

Saving Energy

Type

Insulator Chamber.

Since the insulator is one of the most important parts in the EP, it
should keep up the sufficient insulating function under any operation conditions.
Fig. 9 shows the outline of the newly developed saving energy type
insulator chamber which secures the above mentioned function.
As the insulator is tightly covered with a small and light shelter which
isolates the insulator from the atmosphere and prevents from contaminations.
The inside of the insulator is kept clean with the seal air which prevents
the treating gas from coming into the inside, because the seal air is introduced
into the inside then is exhausted into the EP through the specially designed
guclrd

stool.

Dewing on the insulator is prevented with a small capacity heater

derectly installed on the insulator.

As the seal air flow in this new type

makes 60 per cent decrease and the heater capacity 85 - 90 per cent decrease,
electric power consumption of the whole EP results in 10 - 30 per cent decrease.
5)

Adoption of Parts ·Manufacturing with Press t-\&~
Adoption of pressed manufactured parts such as electrodes, casings, rotary

valves and' so on improved the quality and reliability of EP, with the effect of
mass production.
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Fig. 5
1.

Pressed

Features of Hitachi Electrostatic Precipitators

Type

Collecting
Electrodes
2.

Higher Dust
Collecting Efficiency
(10 - ~ Size Reduction)

Stable High Valtage
because of Less Strain

Clamp Frame Type

Discharging
Electrodes
w
0
\0

3.

4.

Improvement of
Gas Flow
Uniformity

Type

5.

~viation

Saving Energy
Insulator
Chamber
Parts
Manufacturing
with Press

Higher Dust
Collecting Efficiency
( F\J.rther l°" Size
Reduction)

Less Gas Velocity

..--

.

-----311

.

60 %~crease of Seal
Air Flow
85 -.~Decrease of
Heater Capacity.

Mass Production

~

Effect

..

,,

10 - y:y1, Decrease of
Electric Power
Consumption

.. Higher Reliability

Section of Waved Plate

Collecting
Electrode

a
(\J

M

~
~-~·
..

..

I

~

Fig 6.

Outline of High Performance Collecting Electrode
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(A)

(~

· ~ T- Shaped Clamp

Discnarge Electrode

Fig 7.

Outline of High Performance Electrode

Fi
g

7

•

(A) Frame Pipe

.
Fixed to Clamp by Spot We ld1ng
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Outline of the Saving Energy Type Insulator Chamber
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4. ¥141-pitch llectro1tatic Precipitator
A wide-pitch electrostatic precipitator (ba:reinatter refer to EP) 1tand1

for

an

BP having vicle cliatance between a oolleoting electrode and a diaoharre

electrode

mol'I

than 200•.

b

cli1tanoe ot the conventional EP i i about 125mm.

In spite ot 1ome ezpected advantage1, such as reduction of investment cost,

easy •int111&1101, reduction of total weight and

10

torth, the idea ot the 'Wide-

pitob IP had not appeared until Hitachi's development because there was lack ot
auf'ticient theory on collecting mechanism in the wide-pitch EP.
l\lndamental study ot the driving force observed ~n & space or EP and charging
character of dust

baa

been carried out with a Schlieren device and some kinds of

pilot plants. The study

gave

us enough information on the mechanism of dust

collection in the wide-pitch EP to start desisn of a Hitachi wide-pitch EP.
l) Principle
It is said that dust removal efficiency {V) is given using the following
Deutsch's equation.
11 : l

where

-

e

-K Ve•t
p

Ve:

migntion velocity of

t :

charging time

p :

distance between a collecting electrode and
a discharge electrode

dust

!hi.a equation shows the narrower P brings the higher fl •

our testing results show the increase of the distance
:rather higher efficiency.

P

On the other hand,
in a certain range gives

The above phenomena could be explained by introducing

the idea of ion wind.
Hitachi considers;
(1)

b

driving force to move charged dust to the collecting electrode might

consist of not only the Coulomb's force, but also the force of ion wind.

In a narrow-pitch EP, the force of ion wind is too strong to scatter dust
accumulated on the collecting electrode resulting in low efficiency.
(2)
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On the other hand, in the case of a wider-pitch EP having the distance of more than
about 600mm, the contribution of the force of ion wind decreaces.
These data means that is the optimum distance of the two electrode.
It is required to raise applied voltage propartionally to the distance of two

electrodes.
2)

structure
Fig. 10 showes a conceptual figure of the wide-pitch EP in contrast with

the conventional one.

'nle former has only half the total number of the latter's

elements (collecting and discharging electrodes, etc. ), though the farmer's
size is much the same with the latter's one.

On the other hand, the applied

voltage to the former would be as high again as one to the latter.
3)

Features

On the performance

(1) (High efficiency is obtainable) even for the gas containing small amount
of dust or fine dust because scatt\.ing of accumulated dust does not occur
in the wide-pitch EP.

(2)

(stable charging is maintainable) because the effect of strain of

electrodes is smaller than that of the conventional EP even for hot gas.
On the economy

(3) (cost reduction is obtainable) because number of collecting electrodes
and discharge electrodes are reduced.
(4) (Cost of civil work is reducible) because the weight of the wide-pitch
EP becomes lighter than that of the conventional EP.
On the running and maintenance fee

(5)

In case of the wet type wide-pitch EP, (the consumption of washing

water is reducible) because the total surface area of the collecting
electrode is small.
( 6) ( Inspection of the interior is easy) because the distance of the two

electrodes is wide.
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60 KV

120 KV

Power Supply
Collecting electrode

Discharge Electrode

Pow;er Su ply

Collecting electrode

Discharge electrode
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I

:
:

"~---·

/' /' ,, "-1'-...-125mmpi tch

/

/

w

.....

/

/

/-·- _J

/'

0\

conventional EP

Fig 10.

Wide pitch EP

Conceptual Figure of Conventional EP and Wide Pitch EP

5. Roof Mounted EP
In iron industry, exhausted gases from converters and electric furnaces are
spread in the shop and are discharged from ventilator.

In order to keep the working environment clean, bag filter system has been
used, which needs large capacity fan and long ducts.
Ve have developed roof mounted EP aiming at saving of electric power consump-

Ve have two types: one is dry type, and the other is wet type.

tion.

Tbe roof mounted

EP is based on following technology.

(1)

abundant experiences of gas gathering technology

(2)

wide pitch EP having high efficiency

1)

Principle
Tbe dust containing exhausted gas from the furnace is gathered effectively,

with specially designed hood, and then introduced into the roof mounted EP.
By

planning of effective gas gathering system, working environment in

the shop are free from contamination, without using a fan.
2)

structure
Fig.11 shows outside views of dry and wet type EPt, which have a gas

gathering hood at the bottom.
')

Features
(1)
a.

Features in Performance
Both wet and dry type are applicable depending on the operating
oonditions.

In the case of low electria.lresistive dust or in the

case of installation on the remote roof from the source, we recommend
dry·type.
On the other hand, in the case of high electric.( resistive dust or
in the case of wet gas, we recommend wet type.
b.

Effective gas gathering hoods is combined.
Ascending gas from the source are gathered effectively with hoods
to be introduced into the EP.

c.

Vd.de pitch EP is adopted.
Adoption of the wide pitch EP enabies the reduction of load on the
shop structure and the easiness of maintenance.
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d.

Standardized units are adopted.
Planning is simplified and Construction is made easy.

{2)
a.

Features in Operation and Maintenance
Cost of Equipment
'!he cost of equipment is decreased compared with that of the bag

filter which requires a large capacity fan and long ducts.

b.

Cost of Operation

The consumption of electric power is over 70 per cent less than
that of the bag filter.
c.

Maintenance
The maintenance of equipment is easy.

The roof mounted EP has no

filters, which requires troublesome maintenance.
d.

Otha1· Features
The roof mounted EP does not require any space • .on the ground,

resulting in compact layout.

(3) Appliance
'l'be :roof mounted EP is applied for following facilities in various

fields of industry, such as iron industry, non-ferrous metal refinery
plants, mechanical industry and so on.
Blast f'urnace
Converter
Open hearth f\lrllace

Jllectric turnace
Others {Coke Oven, cement pJ.ant, ,tc.)
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Dry Type

Vet

Fig 11.

Hitachi Roof Mounted EP

'l)pe

Large Capacity and special Application List of Hitachi Electrostatic Prec1pitator
NOV, l, 1977
Hitachi Plant Engineering and Construction
..

Application

Client"

Site loc1,tion
&:

l

Plant .NO.

Capacity
Nm3/h

Thermal Electric power Generation
Tokyo Electric
oil fired boilor
Power Co, Inc.

Kashima Power Sta2,820,000
tion No,6unit
('lOOOMW)
Kyushu Electric Buzen Power StaPower Co, Inc
tion No,lunit
l,500,000
(500MW)

Coal fired boilor

Tokyo Elictric
Power Co, Inc
Kansai Electric
Power Co, Inc

w

""
0

2

Cement In!ustry
Suspensiin Preheater
ln
(Dopole Kiln)
Air quen.s::hing Cooler

3 Iron and 3teel Industry
L.D Converter
sinterini~

macl:.ine

Yokosuka Power
Station No,l,2uni1 845,000
(265MW)
Amahigashi Power
Station No,l,2uni1 481,000
(156M'N)

Applied Outlet dust Collecting y.;;-r of ..
Temp
Contt-nt efficiency Coh.plet:iPn

c

g/Nm3

"

140

23

82

1973

145

12

88

1977

128

1.2

96

1960

130

0.6

98.

1963

.

Osaka Cement
Co, Ltd.

Kochi No,7 plant

420,000

170

0.05

99.8

1973

Osaka Cement
Co, Ltd.

Kochi No,7 plant

400,000

180

0.05

99.8

1973

Muro ran

250,000

720

0.1

99.7

1969

l'f.uroran No,5
plant

400,000

80

0.1

96.6

1.9ti9

Nippon Steel
Corp
Nippon steel
Corp

I

oco.rfine machine

4 Nonferrous Metal

Industry
Copper flash
Smelter
Copper Convettter
Copper Pyrite Bed
Roaster
Zink fluid Bed
Roaster

44-66

0.05

98.75

1972

Sanyo Special
Steel Co,Ltd

Hinieji

Nippon Mining
Co,Ltd
Ni1)pon Mining
Co,Ltd
Nippon Mining
Co, Ltd
Ni.p pon .Mining
Co, Ltd

Hitachi

99,000

350

0.2

99.2

1972

Hitachi
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, it is believed that the most important matter in planning
a production facilities is how to make a enexgy saving program.
Meanwhile as for the dust collecting system of .buildings the Bag Filter
Type systems, consuming such a large amount of electric power for forced

suction as used in a blooming mill, have been applied so far in many cases.
However, our Electric Building Dust Collector, which we are going to explain
now, is an compl~tely different type of building dust collector. Namely, it is
Roof-mounted Electrostatic Precipitator (hereinafter called R -EP.) mounted
a compact and light electric dust collecting system directly on the upper
part of building which collects dust contained gas rising by natural
ventilation. The present machines have been adapted, since we put on sale on
1973, to many equipment such as converters, electric furnance, blast furnace
pouring places, foundry shops, etc., and are enjoying good reputation.
We believe it will greatly contribute to eoexgy saving of your company.
We wish to explain here general characteristics and matters to be kept in
mind in planning, especially, about R -EP for steel making convetor and a comparison to other types of building dust collecting system.
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1.

Workshop dust collection system
The systems and their general appraisals are as shown in the following
table.

Table 1

( 11 Canopy hood
System

Merits and demerits of various workshop dust
collection systems
121 Closed workshop
system

131 Close workshop
syittm with
openl~IOling

141 Canopy hood and
clOlld workshop
combintd system

151 R · EP

type monitor
Opening
closing .. ~
type
~
monitor

i

~

c
.2

Opening
By· pen
closing~ Dember
type :::
~
lever·

.i

8

-..
~

c

Demerits

Merits
(1)

(1) The collection efficiency

Conopy
hood
system

of dark colored gas is
good.
(2) The working environment
ls good by the comblnd use
of the monitor.

(2)

(1) There is a gas storage

Closed
workshop

effect.
(2) Cost of installation is cheap
(Will dp with a small
amount of trating air
capacity.)
(3) There are hardly any
colored gas leaks.
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Those which cannot be
collected by the hood
leak into the open air.
(The effect on open air
dlstrurbance ls great.)
(2) Due to installation of a
great remodeling becomes
necessary from the aspect
of structure and strength
of the workshop top.
(3) A great amount of treating
air capacity is necessary.

(1)

(1) The gas will originate

an inversion phenomenon
when the balance o·f the
storage capacity and
the suction capacity is
offset and there lies a
fear of harming the
working environment.

Merits
(3)

Demerits

The gas storage effect
can be utilized.
(2) Since it is of an openingclosing type of monitor,
the working environment
is good.
(1)

Closed
workshop
system
with
openingclosing
type
monitor

(~)
(1) The collection efficiency
Canopy
of dark colored gas is
hood and
good and there is also
closed
a strage effect.
work-shop (2) Since it is of an openingcombained
closing type monitor. the
system
working environment is
good.

(5)

R-EP

(1)

Installation areas of
by-pass, etc., become
unnecessary.
(2) Operating and installation
costs are cheaper in comparison to the bag-filter.
(3) Pressure loss can be
extremely minimized.

(1) Cost of installation is

expensive.
(2) Inspection and maintenance

of the monitor part are
necessary.

(1) Cost of installation is

expensive
(2) Due to installation of

hood, a great remodeling
becomes necessary
from the aspects of struc ture and stre~th of the
workshop top.
(3) Inspection and maintenance
of the monitor part are
necessary.
A problem point exists on
the dust collection efficiency.
(2) Actual results of this
system for electric arc
funances are presently
very scarce.
(1)

ln the smoke collectkng system of workshop precipitators, there are
presently 5 systems undertaken.
1)

Canopy hood system
This system is a method where a canopy hood is attached to a
position which does not interfere with the crane operation, etc.,
and the generating dusts are instantaneosly suctioned by the
hood. In order to suction and treat the dusts generating from
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the furnace intactly, a large capacity exhaust blower which corres·
I

ponds to the momentary maximum value of the generating dusts ls
necessary. Since the natural ventilation monitor of the workshop
is left opened, the hot air and steam of the heatlag device, heated
lumps, etc., within the plant are discharged la. their condition. from
the monito:r. In case the dusts generatiiw from the furnace are of
mass volume and the treating air capacity is small, the dust and
hot air leaking from the hood will be discharged from the exhaust
monitor and it will not be favorable from the point of environ·
mental pollution prevention, however, cases of extremely
deteriorating the environment within the workshop are nil.
2)

Closed workshop system
This most widely adopted system stores the dusts generating
from the electric furnace at the top of the closed workshop
and performs gradual exhaustion within a fixed period. Since
the top of the workshop ls used as a smoke stop, the capacity of
about 1/2 - 1/3 of the momentary maximum dust volume will be
sufficient as the treating air capacity of the precipitator even
when a great volume of dust ls generated.
If the airtightness is perfect, there is no fear of the dust leaking

from the workshop, however, in case the treating air capacity is
too little in quantity, there lies a fear of the dust flowing within
the workshop and deteriorating the working environment.
Particula:i-ly, there are heat sources such as ladle, dryer, etc.,
within the closed workshop and when this hot air remains at the
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top of the workshop, the low temperature dusts will hand over
ln the workshop so lt becomes necessary to consider extra
treating air capacity. Moreover, in case the storage capacity
becomes insufficient due to the balance offset of the workshop
closed capacity and the treating air capacity of the preclpitator,
the dust descending phenomenon will originate and the environment wirhin the factory will be deteriorated.
Generally, when determing the treating air capacity of this system,
factors of ventilation time, storage capacity, fixed ascending current,
maximum dust generating time and ascending speed are considered.
3)

Closed workshop system with opening-closing type monitor
This is an interim system of the above 1) and 2) systems and ln
case there are no generating dusts or in case of dust-free hot air,
natural ventilation is performed by using the workshop monitor and
in case of mass volume dust generation, the workshop monitor ls
closed and the stored dust is suctioned and this operation ls repeated. However, there remain problems on the opening-closing
mechanism, operation and reliability of the monitor. Since this
system is of the monitor opening-closing type, the working environment is superior in comparison to other systems.

4)

Canopy hood and closed. workshop combined system
Similarly as in system 3) above, this is an interim system of the
above 1) and 2) systems and a canopy hood is provided directly
on top of the electric furnace and the opening-closing of the work-
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shop monitor ts made possible. In case the generating dusts are
few, they are suctioned by the canopy hood and natural ventilation
is performed with the workshop monitor left opened and in case of
large volume dust generation, the monitor is closed and suction is
performed from the canopy hood and it is a system where suction
and treatment are made upon temporarily storing the leaked dusts
within the workshop. Similarly as l.n system 3) above, there remain problems such as reliability, intricacy, etc., of the mechanism
in this system also.
5)

R-EP

The electrostatic precipitator is an equipment which provides
electric charge to particles within the dusts and separately collects
them to the collecting electrodes and this system is a method in
which this electrostatic prectpitator is mounted on top of the workshop and dust collection is performed.
In comparison to the bag filter, it does not necessitate installation

spaces of a precipitator, exhaust blower, etc., and the operating
cost is cheap.
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2.

Blectrostatic precipitator on the top of workshops
1)

Characteristic of general electrostatic precipitators
As well-known, the principle of the electrostatic precipitator is
based upon generating .a corona discharge between the discharge
electrode and the collecting electrode and charging the suspended
dusts within the gas with electricity by means of negative corona
discharge, collecting the charged dusts to the collecting electrodes
by the Coulomb's force, releasing the collected dusts by means
of hammering, washing, etc., and collecting at the bottom part and
removing out from the vessel.

(+)
l-)

(+' (-)
a.

a.

Colllcdng
ellcbade
(+t

Colllctl,.
•llc:tradl

C+t

d (-)

Fig. 1

a.

Electric charge layer

b.

Locus of particles

c.

Ionization sphere

d.

Discharge electrode

e.

High voltage DC power
source

Principles of electrostatic precipitator
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(1)

High collecting efficiency
The dusts are almost instantaneously electric charged by
the numerous negative ions, electrons, etc., between the
electrodes and by means of the high voltage power source
which has the electric charging capacity of about 100 each
for those of about l micron size and about several ten each
for those of 0.1 micron being applied to the charging and
discharge electrodes, the dusts are powerfully collected to
the collecting electrodes by the Coulomb's force.
In this case, the dust is to move while receiving a resistance
due to viscosity of the gas, however, in comparison to coarse
dust, it is found that the finer the dust, the greater the charge
and since the viscosity resistance is small, they can be adequately collected, Resultantly, since the electrostatic precipitator is capable collecting coarse dust as well as fine dust,
a high collecting efficiency can be obtained. It is common that
a collecting efficiency of 99. 99% is obtained in the wet type and
that of 99.93 is obtained in the dry type.

(2)

Operat_ing cost is cheap
The Coulomb's force works on the dust as aforementioned
but since it does not practically work on the gas, only a slight
ionic wind is originated. Since the inner part contains only
the discharge and collecting electrodes and is free from other
obstacles, etc., the gas pressure loss is extremely small and
e.ven when including the perforated gas distribution plate which
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is provided so that the dust is uniformly distributed flow,
there is only a loss of 10 - 20 mmAq and resultantly, the
capacity of the exhaust blower which suctions the gas can
be made small •.

Moreover, electricity consumption amount will vary according to

~pplications,

however, it is about 0.05 - 0.5

KWH/1000m 3 •
(3)

The maintenance fee is cheap
There are hardly any movable parts 1n the inner part so
when it ls used under aQ ordinary good condition, it ls
practically maintenance-free.

1.

Inlet conditions
I Gel volume

Gel

I

Gel ••11*8tUfe.
Gel components
Gespreaure

I
2.

Dust concentration
Perticle lite distribution
Specific gnvity
Dust components

Operating conditions
Electl'ic chllrglld Condition
H811\1Mrint condition

3.

Flue conditions
Gel distribution
Dust distribution

Fig. 2

Performance factorial diagram of electrostatic
preclpitator
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On the factors which the electrostatic dust collecting action
has, there are many factors which provide influence
to the collection efficiency, however, the following 5 items
a re resultantly important.
(1)

Control of voltage and current
It lies in how great a voltage is placed, how great a corona
current is flown and how great the Coulomb's fo1ce is made
so it is necessary to provide sufficient care in the controlling
method. There are the following control methods which are
currently employed.
Saturable reactor system
Thyristor system

(2)

Invesed ionization phenomenon
This is a phenomenon in which electric discharge ls made
from the surface of the dust which has been collected and
accumulated at the collecting electrode in case of a dry type
and as causes, the specific resistance of the dust is dominant.
Generally, it generates at the value of more than io 11 - iol2
Sl

-

cm and results as shown in the figure below.

104

1

1

1011

1011

Specific electric miltlnel v1lve Q cm
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Relations among the
specific electric
resistance value and
the collection efficiency
and discharge current

The collection efficiency will drop by about 10 -

2~

and an

extremely great amount of current will flow and moreover,
the voltage will drop up to 20 - 40% of the normal
voltage.
Since there are various studies made by many persons on
the elucidation of this phenomenon, details will be omitted
here, however, it is believed that under the present state,
there are no remedy means on the current dry type precipitator, itself. Therefore, the method of varying the gas
conditions at the precibitator inlet and lowering the resistance
value of the dust, itself, has been employed.

1013
1011
.5l •

J::i~

j : 1011

.: §

~,

I-! 10

Cl)

10

JOH

100

Fig.

4

200

300

400("C)

a. Limestone kiln

moisture

10%

b. Generating boiler

moistUre

c. Sintered dust-proof

moisture

3%
3%

d. Sintering machine main exhaust

moisture

9A;

e. SinteriDg machine main exhaust

moisture

10%

Relations among the specific electric resistance
value and temperature, moisture, etc.
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As shown in the above diagram, there are the raising and
lowering of the gas temperature, increase of moisture in the
gas, addition of sulfuric acid, etc. It has recently been described that the ultra high-voltage wide pole pitch type, field
screen type, etc., are types in which inversed ionization la
difficult to generate, however, the actual results and details
are unknown.
(3)

Re-entrainment of dust
The re-entrainment of dust also originates on the dry type
and tn this case, the phenomenon occurs when the electric
resistance of the dust ls less than the value of 104

n - cm.

Under the present condition, there are oo progress on the
remedies for this case and it is approximately the same as
mentioned for the preceding item (2).
In case of heavy and special boiler dusts, the addition of

ammonia ls performed as the additive into the gas for com blning it with 803 in the gas and forming ammonium sulfate
and raising the resistance value up to above

io4 n - cm.

Moreover, on the rapping method of the rapping device, that ls,
on the strength, frequency, rapping pieces of collecting
electrodes, etc., the method with the least re-entrainment ls
being studied and on the strength· too, the actual necessacy
gravitational acceleration (g) ls being measured and efforts
are exerted for grasping the suitable value.
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Furthermore, upon considering that re-entrainment ls unavoidable, there is also the method of providing a damper at
the back of the rapping section and intercepting the gas flow
during the periocf. The effect of re-entrainment due to rapping
of the front chamber, etc., is descreased by minutely separatiQg the gas flowing direction chambers or lowering the
height of the collecting electrode.
(4)

Flow regulation of gas and dust
It is necessary to prevent the drift of the gas and dust within
the precipitator. Normally, there is a drift of about 30 - 403,
however, this has been fairly improved by preparing a model
prior to designing and preliminarily installing it in a suitable
position through testings. Moreover, with the development of
the measuring technology, actual measurement by an actual
machine and labor adjustment have become possible.
In case this drift is great, the effect placed on the efficiency is
great and there are times when the reentrainment increases,
the adhesion amount of dust to the collecting electrode ts biased
and the outlet dust concentration increases by about
10 -

2)

203.

Points which have been considered at development
(l)

Inversed ionization phenomenon
The electric resistance value of the dust to be handled by the
workshop precipitator is about 109 - 10 13 o - cm and high
so there lies a danger of originating this phenomenon.

1
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(2)

Weight reduction
As measures for obtaining a lightweight body, plasticization
of the collecting electrode, the strength reduction due to removal of the rapping device and remova I of the rain entering
prevention roof have been performed and a great weight reducUon has been made,

(3)

Re -entrainment prevention
The prevention of re -entrainment of collected dust since they
are mainly less than 100

(4)

µ.

Explosion
~ince

there lies a danger of coal dust and carbon monoxide

explosions, make it an opened type to extent possible and
avoid an airtight structure.
The semi-wet type (intermittent cleaning) electrostatic precipitator
OD

the top Of wrkshops hJlS been developed upon providing CODSidera"

tions on the abovementioned points.
3)

Characteristics
(1)

Simplification of facilities
By directly mounting the electrostatic precipitator on top of

the workshop, the hood, duct, blower, motor, chimney and
foundation work are not necessary.
(2)

Extremely cheap running cost
Treatment by natural outflow of the exhaust gas eliminates
the necessity of a large capacity blower so treatment can be
111,ade by extremely cheap running cost.
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(3)

Purpl DDiMI

Noi111 do aot practically orifiaate H a blower i1 aot mcH •
11ry.
(4)

Bcoaomizee on iutallation 1pace
No iutallation epace i• necee11ry for the precipitator, blower,

etc.
(5)

Inspection and maintenance are simple
Since movable parts such as the rapping device, blower, motor,
etc., are few in number, not only are inspection and maintanance
simple but their frequency la leaa.

(6)

Highly stabilized collection efficiency
A high collection efficiency can be maintained aa an electrostatic
precipitator is employed.

(7)

Dust removal ayatem la semi-wet type
Removal of dust is done by an intermitted washing system
that to separate the R-BP into many small blocks and wash
dust away block by block.
Washing of l block takes only about 10 minutes a day, and
the quantity of water required is only about 600 l/mln.
As it is a semi-wet system, there is no tear for back colona
e1fected even for the dist of high resistivity further, it is
effective for re-scattering.
In addition, as there is no such equipment as rapping ·system,

dust valve, screw conveyor, etc., the building is not
to lfny

vibration, and maintenance ls easy.
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~ubject

(8)

Natural ventilation type
As R -EP utilizing hot air and building draft, the building shall
not be filled with gas even in case of power failute, thus, there
will be no trouble for ventilation.

4)

Structure and function

Construction of R-EP
Water supply unit
Insulator chamber

Spray nozzle
Curtain

Detail of Hopper
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(1)

Gas flow

1be dusty gas ascends by the heat current and the draft effect
of the workshop, however, when the resistance increases and
the ascending cqrrent ls obstructed by lnstall1ng a precipitator
and the dusty gas remains within the workshop, the working
en.,ironment will become unfavorable. 1bereforce, it is
necessary to select a brand which has possibly small resistance and is capable of collecting minute particle dust when
Installing a precipitator on top of workshops.
This equipment

employ~

the electrostatic precipitator with

a small resistance and which is capable of collecting minute
particles and the hopper and louver possess a flow regulation
effect so that the dusty gas \fOlume uniformly flows within the
electrostatic precipitator.
(2)

Shell
By drastically employing special lightweight steels, the

structure of the workshop beams are those which require
minimum reinforcement.
(3)

Collecting electrode
Although practically all collecting electrodes of conventional
electrostatic precipitators are of steel piste property, lt is
necessary to use material quality with a small specific gravity
for weight reduction.
The temperature of the gas flow within the workshop is
practically all below

so<>c and by using conductive synthetic
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resins with heat resisting and corrosion resisting properties,
the problem of weight reduction is solved.
(4)

Discharge electrode
In this equipment, the gas temperature is below 8<>°C and
the heat distortion is comparatively small and the frame
structure which does not necessitate rapping due to adoption
of the

intermitten~

spraying system proves to be extremely

convenient for installation, centering, adjustment, etc., and
it is also a great merit construction aspect.
(5)

Dust shaking systems
In the dust shaking system (rapping system) of dry type

electrostatic precipitators, there are 3 systems; the pneumatic,
electromagnetic and the machine systems.
All systems shake off the dust by means of impacts and
vibrations. In the electrostatic precipitator on the top of
workshops system, however, upon considering reasons such
as maintenance of movable parts being troublesome, it would
be undesirable to apply vibrations to the workshop, the collected
dust is extemely fine, etc., the intermittent spraying system
was employed.
For determining the spraying conditions which indicate the
maximum removal efficiency under minimum water volume
during intermittent spray, experiments were performed on
th& configuration of the spray nozzle=, spraying hydraulic pressure, spraying angle, nozzle pitch, etc., and the optimum
spraying condition was discovered.
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Fig. 6 Variations of suspended solld and pH 1n waste
water by spray time

(6)

Waste water treatment method
The dust collected at the collecting plate ls water washed and
removed by intermittent spraying and become slurry. This
slurry passes through the louver bopper and ls guided to the
waste water treatment installation by the drainage gutter.
As an example, variations by time of suspended solid and pH
In sprayed waste water in a converter plant is shown in Fjg. 6

above.
In can be understood from the chart that the. suspended solid

and pH are extremely great Immediately after spray commencement but several minutes later, they have considerably declined.
Thus, the setting of the spray time ls facilitated by this curve.
The waste water treatment Installation differs according to the
slurry composition, treatment object (Determ1Ded by· the waste
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water dl1poaal 1tandard), waete water volume, etc.
An example of the waste water treatment method l1 lhowD
in Fig. 7 below. In the diagram, the 1prayed w11te water 11
sent to the settllag tank after being lowered up to the pre1 •
c..-rlbed pH at die storage and neutralization dual•purpoae
tank and after the clear water ln the settll1Ji tank

11

further

adjusted to the stipulated pH, a portion of lt ls reused 11 die
intermittent spray llquld and the remainder ls discharged 11
final effluent. On the other hand, the sludge is sent to the
hydroext~actor

via the sludge storage tank and here lt ls

hydroextracted and discharged as cakes.
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5)

Consideration points on installation of R-EP
It is necessary to provide care on the following points when planning
the installation of the electrostatic precipltator on the top of workshops.
(1)

Generating gas volume
Since the ascending cun:ent from the high tempeJ"&ture dust
generating source is a heat current which ascends while mixing
the ambient air, it can be conddered that the ascending speed
will differ according to the degree of the gas tt-mperature.
Therefore, it decreases in proportion to the distance from the
high temperature dust generating source and at the top of the
workshop, it lies in a tendency of becoming relatively uniform.
a)

In case

to

install on an existing building

It is safer to make an plan based on the results of
measurement of discharge gas before hand at the
monitor position of existing building.
b)

In case to install on a new building

Find out the theoretical amount of gas to be
generated using the following formulas and
determin the amount based on the resulting value
after including the value of our experience.
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Amount of gas generated from convertor (Qz)
(Design standard of hood)
Qz = 1.95
H' =

z312

1.45

60

x

-YR'

H'

(Theoretical amount ofgas)

As ( ~ t)4/3

Q = (1.5 .. 2.5) qz
(Generated gas volume = EP treated gas volume)
1C

As = - 4
A

2

D
0

(Convertor area)

t = 1400 - 20 (Temperature difference)
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Pjg. 3 shows the method

Pta. 3

to

explain throrett.cal amount of gas to be generated.

Diagram of 1beorettca1 volume of gas generated
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6

7

8

2)

Generating dust
(a)

Particle size distribution
The suspended particle diameter of the suspended dust within
the workshop will differ according to the ascending speed and
the workshop height.
If the generating dust is a minute particle, it is necessary

to prevent the re-entrainment of collected dust upon taking
into consideration the water spraying frequency of dust
shaking.
(b)

Dust generating volume
Since the dust generating volume is related to the dust
generating source and the gas ascending speed, it is necessary to preliminarily perform measurement. In most cases,
however, it seems that it does mt matter to presume it
as less than 1 g/Nm3.

(c)

Composition and electric resistance of dust
The gas temperature within the workshop is normally less
than 600C and the moisture in the gas is approximately the
same

~s

the moisture in the atmosphere under that temperature.

Thefore, the electric resistance of the dust is controlled by
the composition and particle size of the dust.
It would be preferable to select a more economical size
equipment by preliminarily measuring the composition and
electric resistance of the dust.
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Result of analysis of accumulated dust on a converter building
monitor mesured at the planning of R-EP for converter delivered
by our company are shown in Table No. l

Quality Test Table of dust

•••••••••• l

1. Analysis Results of constituents
N1mcof

Sample
ACo.

T .fo'c•

11.5

2 9.fi

:1.35

I.I

BC'o.

"5.07

11.7 Ii
-~--

C' C'o.

2.

:1 :!.92

:1.:10 II.I 54

1.fi 5

1.45

.

1.32

1.23

:.!!i II

II. I fi

11.5 7

5.57

• - I 0 I'

10-2011

--- -

H

1 5. 5

I 9. 5

H

Co.

4

I I

- --

A

Co.
Co.

:1

I 3. 5

3 0 'C
1 - - ·--· ... _____

{I

5

6 0 'C

c

Co.

0.02
4.44

:.!.I fi

True specified
gravity

sop-

5 4

1 1

3. 4 9

5 3

3 2

4. 2 7

4 2. 0

I 4. 0

3. 9 4

9 0

Table l - C
Mokture

'C

-·-

6. 7 8

x I 0 11

5. 3

x I 0

-

1--

9.93

0.5 7 0.08 fi

I JJI II

20-sop

--

6.S:Jx.10 1 :!

. ---

R

~---

1.99 0.3fi

11.91

Electric resistivity 8t difficulty in dust collecting

~

4.85

'--·

--

- -··

Co.

-
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Difficulty In
dust collecting

1.0 7x I 0 13

,,

Nonnal
Good

.,.

---- --- .
Nof11111

3)

Installation place of the electrostatic precipitator
It is not economical to mount an electrostatic precipitator to all
monitors on top of the workshop. It is advisable to install it only
at the part where the dust passes upon conslderlng the difllslon
distance of the smoke from the dust generating source and the
variation width due

to

the direction of the wind.

Show the general arrangement of R-EP delivered by our company.
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Fig.

2

General arrangement of buildings dust collecting system for A company
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(4)

Beam streJWth
It ls necessary

1D

l11Yesttgate .beforehand on the beam

streJWth of the existing workshop when mounting on existing
workshops.
(5)

Installation term
ID case of newly constructed workshops, It ls merely a high

place installation work, however, in case of existing work·
shops, caro should be provided since the lnstalladon work

term will differ according to the condldou of location.
(6)

Vendladon
As our butldiJW dust collector ls of an electric dust collector
of natural ventilation type, the preHure loss ts very small
as equal to or less than that of the monitor.
For ventllator, we take a) number of ventilation and b) dle
value of A/V.
ID general, number of ventilation of le88 dlan 20 (A/V

l - 4 x 10-3) ls considered as bad
a)

Number of ventilation
Amount of gas treated m2/H/bUlldtqr volume

b)

A/V
A (BulldlJW upper opening area m2)/B (Bulldlag volume mS)

Ventilation data of our delivered R ·BP are shown on the

Table· 2.
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Ventilation condition

Deliyered
to

Table - 2

A/V

No, of revolution
Tide of c.:onyerter

after

in monitortna

R-EP
in•talled

A Co.

80 T/CH x 3 L.D.
Converter

1 1..1

14

8 Co.

250 T/CH x 3 L.D.
Converter

1 5.6

1 S.6

C Co.

160 T/CH x 3 L.D.
Converter

2 2.6

1 7.1

DCo

230T/CH x 2
Q-BOP

-

20

355

mo•

In

torinl

After
R-EP

inatalled

1.12

2.2

xi o-•

x 1 o-•

1.7 3

2.4 2

x 10-1

x 10-1

2.71

5.9 4

x 1 o-i

x 1 o-•

-

3.3 5

x 1 o-•

Ventilation
condition
('9llual inspect)

Slishtly bad

Nonnal

Normal

Normal

(7)

Comparison between designed value and result classified by
delivered place
Design values and actual results of our derivered R -BP
for converter aD! shown in the Table - 3

Comparison between designed value and actual result

Quantity of

total gas

Delivered to

,,//•
A

tt

Design

24.000

Quantity of
gas per
converter

,,//•
8.000

R-EP
flow
rate

Inlet dust Outlet
contents dust
Remarks
·contents
r/N,,/

P/Nmi

111/S
1.7 7

G.l

0.0 2

Fitted with
aux-dust
collector

80T/OhX3 . Result 1u0 0-21.10 0 4.5 o o-9.5 oo 1.0-2.1 o.zu(max) 0.0'7 LD

B

Co.

250T/0hX3
0

Co.

160T/OhX3

D

Co.

230T/ObX2

Design

43,800

14,800

1.7 8

0.4

0.0 3

Result

51,000

17.000

I.I

0.33

0.02

Design

30.t 38

7.734

G.I

0.4

0.02

Result

:t 1.902

10.13 4

I.I

0.31

0.02

Design

27.000

I 3.5 0 0

u8

0.4

0.03

13..SOO

1.66

Result

27,000
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0.3- 0.8
0.03
Mmaly 0.4 under under
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"
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R-EP and Bag Filter
Up to the present, forced suction type dust collectors have mainly
been used, which collects dust by lnstallaling a suction hood at
the upper part of building and a suction on the ground which leads
the gas to the bag filter.
Merits and demerits of this tipe and our R-BP are shown in the
Table - 4 below;

Comparison in general between bag filter and R-EP
Item

No.

Bag filter

R - EP

Dust collecting
system

Dust separation by
collision, contacts
diffusion, and
filtering action

Separation of dust from
gas by static current in
electrifying grains with
the corona discharge

2

Separable
grain

Below 1 u

Below 1 u

3

Scope of
Application
(1)
in case of building
Gas temperature dust collection, less
than 600C
No problem

l

(2)

Moisture
contents of
gas
(3)

Dust
properties

Same as left

No problem for
building dust
collection

Same as left

Not proper for
hygroscopic gas

When electric resistance
ls between 106 - 1013 n -cm
no problem
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4,

Bag filter

Item

No.

R - EP

Functions of
dust collector
Over 99',{,
Exhaust gas density
is less than 0.03
g/Nm3

Exhaust gas density ls
0.03 g/Nm3 - 0.02 g/Nm3

(2)
Pressurt!
loss

Bag filter 150 - 200
mmAq
piping etc.150 - 250
mmAq
300 - 450
Total
mmAq

Same level as monitor

(3)
Removal of
grasped gas

Rc:moval of dust
grasped on doth
filt(? r by filtr<i~e

Dust adhered to
electrodes are washed
away by water once
a day

(1)

Dust collecting
capacity

Rl'versc washing+
lllL'chanical vibratjon
2 Pulse pressure by
high pressure air
l

(4)
Water

Not required

Water required for the
above
600 l/min x 10 min x 4
Unit No x 1 day

(5)
Draining
Work

Not required

Drainings for the above
is required.

(6)
Hood

Hood at the upper
part of building
ceiling and pipe duct
from the hood to the
bag filter are
necessary

Not required but,
piping for water is
required

(7)
Ventilator

Air pressure
300 - 450 mmAq
is required

Not necessary
Ventilation ·fan for antipolution for insulator is
required (2.2KW - 3. 7KW)

(8)
Pump

Not necessary

Pump
600 l/min is required

,
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No.
4

5

7)

Item

Bag filter

(9)

Instllatlon area for

Area for
installation

bag filter on the
ground ls required

Utility

Electricity charge,
exhaust for running
cost are very large
amount

R - EP
R-EP ls Installed directly
on the building
No exhaust fan ls re-·
quired, as natural
ventilation.
Power for cottrel,
ventilation fan, and
water pump is about
1/10 - 1/20 of bag filter

Running cost
AR cxplajned previously, our R-EP is of natural ventilation system.

Thus, no large type suctJon tan ls required as bag-filter type, which
r~uces electric power consumption t.o a large extent or about

1/10 - 1/20 of the latter.

Washing water used for dust removal ts also very small amount or
0.4 - 0.6 m3 /min in addition, the wasted water can be used again as

circulating water after water treatment, therefor, the water really
required to be supplied ls only for replacement for dewaterlng
cakes carried away and evaporated amount, and it ls very small
amount.
Comparison of ele~tric power consumed between our delivered

R ·EP for converter and bag-filter ln the Table • 5.
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Comparison of consumed electric power between

R -EP & bag-filter

Table - 5

Treated
Delivered to

KW
R-Ep

Consumed electric

gaJvolume
m3/min

~

eag.mter (usumptlaa)

A

Co.

2 4. 0 0 0

--- ..--.
H

2. 8 0 0 lW

R-EPsource 3 2KW
Motor
9lW
-4 l

----- --·

Co.

4 3,8 0 0

5, 1 0 OlW

R-EPsource 1 1 OlW
Motor
4 OlW

-··------

-·

Co.

3 0.9 :1 6

3, 6 0 0 IM'

R-EP source 8 9 llW
8 0 lW
Motor
.

-·-·

...

u

--

Co.

1 :> 0 llW

- -·-

-·-·--·--·-·

c

2 7. 0 0 0

·-··~

-

-·

,_ ..

:J, I 0 0

IM'

kW

R-EP source
Motor

----

..

I 6 9

IM'

-

IM'
7 IM'

6 l
2

8 8l\V

Note: Power consumption of bag-filter is assumed as;
A P =450 mmAq.

8)

Prior investigation methods
Since there are no suitable measures on the measuring method
of exhaust gas from the workshop in JIS Oapanese Industrial
Standard), the followings can be listed methods which tentatively
conform to the present situation.
(1)

Gas volume
A multi -point anemomaster (anemotherm) is installed at the
monitor discharge port and continuous recording ls made
in. the relation with operation and die gas volume is decided
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from the tlmeelanse variation and the discharge
volume.
Besides this, there are the windmill system and the Pilot tube
system, however, the anemomaster is suited for the discharge
speed (2 - 3 m/s) from the monitor.
(2)

Dust concentration
Sine~

it is not an uniformed dust generation and there are

many cases where dust generation is made in a short period,
it is considered suitable to measure a high volume air sampler
which has the suction volume of about l - 2m3 /mm.
(3)

Measuring method of electric resistance value
In this measuring method, there is the method of measuring
the dust collected at the actual site upon taking it back to the
laboratory and the method of performing direct measurement
at the actual site flue. We will indicate below an example of
the dust apparent resistivity measuring equipment which is
used at the laboratory.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

8

9

10
11

12
Fig. 9

Electric heater
Heat retaining water bath
Baffle
Dust casting port
High voltage (-) temioal
20I<V
Pump
Heater
Blower
(1) Needle-Plate dust collecting compartment housing
(2) Thermal refining port
Thermometer
Thermostat

Dust resistivity measuring equipment
(race track method)
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(2) Insulated Insulator

PJg. 10 Dust resistivity
measure

(3)

Plate electrode

Circulate the dusty gas in the dust collecting compartment
housing (1) of Fig. 9 while rnaintaJning the dusty gas at a
desired tempcratut"e and hurnidjty and collect and accumulate
the dust on top of the plate electrode by corona discharge of
the needle electrode and calculate the dust resistivity by
measuring the current which flows wUhin.
The gas temperature can be freely maintained from room
temperature up to 300 - 400°C and the humidity can also be
regulated up to the range of 0 - 40% by volume ratio.
Moreover, the dust collecting hou1lng interior can also be
maintained at an atmo1phere which is close to the actual condition by •moregnating specific gas trorn port (2).
l ·Guard electrode
2 Oust layer

3 Main electrode
• Ohm Meter

Pt,. 11 Ou1t layer re1t•tlvlty mea1urq method
(Parallel plate electrode method)
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As shown in the drawing, when the resistance measuring
opposed plate is lowered and closely contacted to the dust
surface which has been collected and accumulated on top
of the plate by the corona discharge between the needle-plate
electrode, and voltage is applied between both electrodes and
the current of the main electrode is measured, the apparent
resistivity of the dust can be computed by the following
formula.

q =

v
i • J

--

(

.n -an )

whereas,
V

Voltage placed on dust layer (V)

i

Current density (Reading of ampere meter
-

l

Area of main electrode) (A/cm2)

Thickness of dust layer
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DYNAMICS OF NATURALLY COOLED HOT
GAS DUCT*
HOlTA, NOBORU YAMAMURO..
AND IC.OICHI IINOYA
~partment of Cha.lea/ Eng/Mering, Kyoto University, Kyoto
KAzUYtm

In ba1·filter operations for hiaher-tempcrature
sues must be properly cooled prior to
filtration. For this purpose, a spray tower or other
po1itive means may be inserted in the duct system
which lead1 the ps from the dust aource to the
filter. It is, however, pouible to expect a con·
psea, the

YOI.. 7 NO. 6 1'74
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siderable natural coolin1 alon1 the duct if the aource
and the filter are separated by some distance. In
this latter case, prediction or the temperature drop ii
not 10 simple u in the cue or incompreuible fluid,
since the physical properties or the ... chanae with
the temperature along the duct. Moreover, the gas
temperature or the source often undersoes pulse-wiee
cbanpa like those shown in Ft1. 1.
The particular example shown is taken from an
automatic record or the air temperature from a
f\Jrnace plant in batcb·wiee operation.
Formulae for predictin1 the damplns characteristics or the temperature peak are not yet round In

TUlel Data used for atlmatioa or statics
Temperature [°K]

Mass flow

rate
(kg/m1 ·min]

ambient
air

inlet

outlet

outlet
wall

IS.S3

302.0
302.0
301.S
301.0
302.4
298.8

409.S
395.0
409.0
362.1
407.0
371.6

348.6
343.3
347.1
329.5
347.8
331.S

334.7
332.3
334.3
321.S
337.2
324.0

.. ·ltv.· •

I
-time

Fig. l Typical example
at dust sources

IS.S1

or temperature dlup

ts.49
IS.SI
IS.47
IS.S2

blower

Fil- 2 LaboratOl')' tat model

standard handbooks. The system is naturally designed amply 'on the safe side, resulting in wasteful
redundancy.
To supply the designers of such systems with some
practical information, experimental as well as theoretical investigations were made and the results are
presented in this paper. Even though the study was
motivated by the problem in dust-collecting systems,
we treated the problem as that of naturally cooled ducts
in general without remarkable pressure drop along
them. The effect of solid particles is not explicit,
since it has an effect only on the inside film coefficient.
Nor did we use dust-laden gas in the laboratory experiments. We assume here that the values of the
heat transfer coefficients in the equations derived in
this report are known from different sources.

was done to avoid erroneous measurements due to the
cooling effect of the nozzle tapped for gas temperature
measurement. The mean value of the outputs of the
two was adopted as the wall temperature at the
outlet. Random breeze was generated by three
fans to keep the average ambient condition constant.
The industrial system tested had a diameter of
582 mm with 3.2 mm wall thickness. The test section was 50.4 m long and the mass fl.ow rate was
around 8.8 kg/m1 ·sec. For this system, most of the
data were obtained from the automatic records of the
control systems.
2. Statics

1. Experiments

Experimental data were obtained through two
different sources, one from a JabOratory test model
sketched in Fig. 2, the other from a full-scale industrial
duct system for a bag filter system.
In the laboratory test model, the air ftow rate was
automatically controlled and the heater H1 was used
to set up a steady state. In dynamic test,· this steady
state was upset by adding another preheated heater
Ha to the pipe line and also boosting the power
supply to the heater H1. The gas temperature was
measured by thermocouples with quick response at
the inlet TRI and the outlet TR2 of the test section.
The outlet wall temperature was measured by pasting
two identical sheet-thermocouples TR3 on· the outer
surface of the pipe at equal distance of about 5 cm
up- and downstream from the outlet point. This

To estimate the static characteristics of the laboratory test model, numerous sets of steady-state
data, with varying inlet temperature and air fl.ow rate.
were obtained. However, we show in the following
only the results obtained from .several sets of data
for which the air flow rate is around 15.5 kg/min· m',
since the dynamic test was performed with this flow
rate. The data used are shown in Table 1. As the
static model of the system, the following simplified
equations were used.
(irD:G/4)[d(c.T)/dx)+irD,h,(T-T,.)=0
(I)
irD,h,(T-T.,)=irD)t.(T.,-T.)
(2)
AJ to the notations. the list at the end must be
referred to. The underlying assumptions are obvious
from the forms of the equations.
[case 1) As the first step, both the inside and outside
film coefficient h, and h. were assumed to be constant
and their values were sought by a computer search
program so as to minimize ~he differences between
the calculated and observed values of the outlet gas
and wall temperature T, and T.. The criterion
function used in the search program was
(3)

where dT14 and dT., 1 are the differences mentioned
above in the /-th run of the experiments.
The converged values for h, and h, are shown in
the first row of Table 2, together with the value of ip.
In the model calcufation for this case, the specific
heat of the gas was estimated by Eq. (5) at the mean
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TOie 2 /I, ud Ii. la ftrlaaa models
-"· [kcal/°C · m1 ·sec]

tt rOJ

'" [kcal/"C · ml· sec]
case 1
easel
case 3
case4

0.020253
0.020S4 (T/T01)1 · •
0.019930
0.019930 (T/To1)1·•

0.0058.569
0.0058267
0.0046442+1.3196x JO-I (T .-T.)1.1n1
0.0046S41+1.3201 x JO-I (T .-T.)1.1m

20.311
J9.420
8.2348
7.6642

value of the inlet and outlet temperature.
[case 2) Next, the inside film coefficient h, was
assumed to change with gas temperature, while h.
was still kept constant. The following widely accepted formula was used to describe the change
in value of the inside film.

Nu=k,Re'·' Pr•·•

(4)

where k, is a constant. Physical P,f-Operties of the gas
were assumed to change in accordance with the
following simplified state equations. These are accepted'' when the pressure change along the duct is
not too excessive.

µ=µ.,(T/T.,)"' 1

c,,=c,, ,(T/T.,)
0

1

·-

K=K0,(T/T.,)'·116
p=p,,(T/T,,)- 1

400

)

(S)

1 111
•

(6)

3. Dynamics

In the second search, h,.,, instead of the constant h.,
was sought and the results are shown in Table 2.
[case 3) Thirdly. h, was set bade to constant and
the constancy restriction on h. was relaxed. To the
value of h., natural convection, forced convection
and radiation were supposed to contribute. But the
attempt to fit a phenomenological equation for h.
was abandoned after some trials, because inconsistent
results, such as the blackness of radiation beyond
unity, were obtained by the computer search program.
Prediction of the film coefficient being rather trivial
for the purpose of ~ study, the following empirical
equation was adopted.

h.==h..+k.(T.-T.)• .

To investigate the dynamic dependency of the outlet
temperature on the inlet temperature, pulse testing
was used. The input pulses generated as depicted
in section 1 of this paper were by no means similar
in shape to those observed in practical systems, but
were found good enough to stimulate the dynamics
of the laboratory test model. A typical input and
the response at the outlet of the test section are shown
in Fla· 4 and Fig. 5.
In spite of the finding in the static study that the
nonlincarjty effect is significant. Fourier transforms of
the input and output were tried to obtain approximate
linear dynamics in the form of Bode diagrams, an
example of which is shown in Fla. 6. The striking
similarity of this diagram to those of heat exchangeis
for incompressible fluid, where nonlinearity plays
but a minor role, suggested that the dynamics of the
present system could be approximated by a- linear
model, at least for a small input change.
Thus a linear model was developed in a manner
described in section 4 of this paper. First, the
parameters of the model were estimated based on
Case 1 of the static study and obtained the model
frequency response shown in ·Fig. 6. The agreement
with the observed response is only fairly good. But
by more elaborate choice of parameters, which will
be described later, the model behavior improves.
Examples arc shown in time domain in Fig. S.

(7)

The search program converged to the optimal values
shown in the third row of Table 2. The drastic improvement of the value of the criterion function ~
over the previous cases indicates the controlling
inftucncc of the nonlinearity of h, on the system
statics.
[case 4) Finally, both h, and h, were allowed to
change in accordance with Eq. (6) and Eq. (7),
respectively. The results obtained arc listed in Table

2.
The results of the static experiments arc summarized
in f11. 3. Herc, the curve showing the relation
between T and T. is obtained by solving Eq. (2) for
the case where T. is equal to 300°K (as was approxiVOL. 7

NO. 6

T~11J

Fla- 3 SC.tics of laboratory test model
mately the case in experiments) and Eq. (6) and Eq. (7)
arc inserted for h, and h•.

combination of Eq. (4) with Eqs. (S) yields
~' =h,,,(T/T.,)

gas lsrperalure
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4. Derivation of Linear Model
Here we treat the gas as if it were an incompressible
fluid with constant physical properties. Then the
discussion can be started with the following simplified
equations.

o~~--

:r

T

CJT
11:
CJT
2
D2pcy, = - 4 D,Gc-·
t ix -rrD,h,(T-T.)

7iJi• =:rD,h,(T-T,.)-1rD.h.(T.-T.)

(8)
(9)

A set of dimensionless variables and parameters are
defined as follows :

-r=t/(Lp/G)
e=x/L
r,=Rc/(R,+R.)=A.h./(A,h,+A.h.)

-oo~~--~-.._~~-~~

Fig. 6 Boele dlqram of laboratory test model at
G;::: 15.5 kg/min· m1

Furthermore, the same type of linear model was
formed for the industrial system and the response is
compared in Fig. 7 with the observed response. Due
to the rather complex geometry of the system and
lack of exact static data, agreement is not as good
as that of the test model, but seems good enough for
most of design and operation planning purposes.
This becomes more convincing when one considers
the enormous time and memory space needed to solve
a nonlinear partial differential equation model.

r 0 = l-r,

(10)

a=l/Wc(R,+R,)
-r,.=(G/Lp)C./(A,h,+A.h.)
Then Eqs. (8) and (9) reduce to

aT1a-r=-ar1ae-(a/r,XT-T,.)
(11)
-r.(ar./a-r)=r.(T-T,.)- r,(T.. -T.)=r.T+r,T.-T..
(12)
The transfer function between inlet and outlet temperature is obtainedu from these equations as

G(s)=.JTJ(s)/JTi(s)= exp [-(s+a+i-r .,s/(J +-r.s)}]
(13)
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where l=arJr,.
A normalized step response of G(s) is schematically
drawn in Fig. 8 and the mean delay time T. for
G(s) is, as is easily found,
r.=1+1?'.=1+r:c.1c.

(14)

The first term of T. corresponds to a pure delay of
one residence time of the gas. The second term accounts for the lag due to the heat capacity of the
duct wall. When the inside fluid is a gas (liquid), th~
seco.nd (first) term usually dominates the other. In
the industrial system investigated, the second term
is approximately equal to 180 and in the laboratory
test model it reaches· as high as 1200, making it
possible to neglect the first term without any loss of
accuracy.
It then becomes important to know the characteristics of the transfer function
G.(s) :! exp[-J.?".s/(l +?'.s))

(IS)

which forms the essential part of the system dynamics.
It is, however, not easy to calculate the response of
this function to an arbitrary input. So an attempt
was made to derive an approximate ordinary differential equation, which behaves similarly to Eq.( IS),
and enables us to use a computer routine such as
the RKG method to calculate the response.
Instead of handling Eq. {IS) directly, another
related function H.(s) defined by
H.(s)=G.(s)-exp(-ar./r,)

(16)

~s

introduced. Meaning of this separation of G.(s)
mto two parts· is obvious from Fig. 8. Checked in
terms of the frequency response, a first-order lag was
not satisfactory in accuracy to simulate H.(s), so the
following function was adopted.
H.(s):::=H~(s)::K(I +f',.s)/(l+vs+w1)
(17)
The unknown parameters in H~(s) were fixed so as
that t~c folloWing values coincide between H.(s)
and H.(s).
i) Initial slope of the step response.
ii) Up to second moments of the impulse response.
Introduction of the first condition is of advantage
over the ordinary moment method in two respects.
First it gives improved accuracy in the higher frequency
range. Secondly, we can obtain explicit solutions
for the unknown parameters as shown in Eq. (18),
~ince the use of third moment, which inevitably
mtroduces a cubic equation, is avoided.
The solutions thus obtained arc:

K=l- exp(-l)

v=(l(l+2)-2Ke 1)/(l'-K'e 1)·(l?"./2)
u=(Kv-l?" .)eJ?'~fl
f',=le-Ju/(K?' .,)

VOL 7

NO. 6

l

(18)
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Then
G.(s)=H.(s)+e- 1 ='=(1 +p1s+p,s')/(I +vs+ us')
where
P1=ve-i+x~.

p,=ue- 1
(19)

Letting JT.,1(?') denote the input change AT1(?')
delayed in dimensionless time by unity or AT., 1(?")=
JT1(f'-l), Eq. (13) is approximately equivalent to
1

u d AT1 +v dAT, +Jr.,
df'

df'

(20)

l

This cail be, in tum, rewritten into the following
canonical form, amenable to computer treatment.

-th""=-,,-xi+x.dx1
v
( -;;p1-P1
v
) e-•JT.,1

_t!.x_!_=-U1-x1-(_£'--l)e-•JT.
df'
u
.n

(2J)

.4T1 =(lju)(x1 +e-•p1ATo11)
:where X1 and x, are state variables of the system.

5. Dllcaaloa
Other than the geometry and the constant mass
flow rate G, the values of hc. h., c and p are
needed to estimate the model parameters. We have
Eq. (S) for c and p, and Fig. 8 for h, and h,. They
are all dependent only on some representative gas
temperature T• during the transient. The input
pulse of the experimental run, of which response is
shown in Fig. 5, reaches 122.95°C at its peak starting
from 90.64°C, while the output starts from 54.38°C
staying within 3°C during the whole transient. Since
both h, and h, are increasing functions of gas temperature, it is expected that the best representative
gas temperature is located somewhere between these
two extremes. The calculated responses with T• set
at the three different temperatures mentioned above
do not meet this expectation. Not only does the
curve for T•=54.378°C considerably exceed the
observed response, but the curve for T.=l22.95°C
also docs so in the early part of the response.
.So, fixing the values of c and p at those of the
mean inlet temperature ( = 106.8°C), we sought the
best constant values for h, and h, o~ the least square
error basis. The results are
h,=0.02123 (205.7°C)
[kcal/°C·m'·scc]
h,=0.006488 (ll9.0°C)
[kcal/°C·m'·scc]
and the corresponding response is shown in full line
in Fig. 5.
The values put in parentheses above indicate the
temperatures obtained from Fig. 3, the statics, corresponding to the best h, and h,~ Even though h,

c:

i

----···------'
Fis. 9 Schematlcal gain diagram ol llnear model

value is fairly reasonable, the value of h, is by no
means in accordance with the results of the static
experiments. For a mean temperature ( = 106.8°C)
of the inlet, h, should be around 0.02002, so the above
value is some 6 % higher. We suppose this was
caused by the added turbulence ,due to valve operation
to produce the temperature pulse in the dynamic test.
Difficulty associated with the wall temperature
measurements may be partly responsible for this discrepancy.
Furthermore, mathematical models generally tend
to show quicker response than the real counterparts,
since many minor factors causing delay, such as
finite rate of heat conduction across the duct wall
and mixing of the gas in axial direction, are neglected
in model formulation.
In the present application of the linear model
•
however, a slight overestimation of the peak height
is certainly tolerable. So we propose here using
the peak temperature of the input pulse in the
estimation of the parameters of the linear model.
. A computer calculation based on Eq. (21) will
yield the response to a input JT111 of arbitrary pulse
shape. However, in the situation where use of a
computer is to be avoided, the peak height of the
outlet temperature can be estimated based on the
f~equency response of the linear model. The gain
diagram shown in Fig. 4 is essentially Z-shaped and
can be schematizcd as Fig. 9. It is then expected
that, if the angular frequencies of the major com·
ponents of the input are less than 1/(er v), the ratio of
the ~utput peak height to that of the input is approximately e-"(4:gmax). As the frequency range
of the input components extends beyond (I)= 1/(e-r,.),
or . as t~e input pulse becomes sharper, the peak
ratio will decrease, approaching the least value
e-•e-i (4:gm1D). This reasoning is not rigorous,
since phase shift is not taken into account. It is,
however, found true for a triangular and a square
input.
Let the peak height of the response of the linear
model to an input shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b) be p,
and we define a sort of efficiency 7J as:
YJ=(p-gm1n)/(gmu-gm1a)

This index 7J is a function of i and ~/r ,..

(22)

present application of the linear model, the range of
the values that A assumes is rather limited, and
diagrams like those shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b) are
sufficient in practice to estimate the peak height of the
output temperature, if the input can be approximated
either by a triangle or a square. In Fig. 10 (a)
the curve for A=4.0 crosses that of i =3.0. This is
caused by the fact that as i increses the response
tends to show two peaks, one soon after the input
peak and another considerably later. The height of
the second one becomes higher than that of the first
for the first time at l=4.0 and at a/r., is around
unity. This however does not seem to happen
in practical applications.
W~en a very high temperature peak is involved,
the hnear model should not be resorted to without
more care. We do not have any experimental data
to investigate this aspect of the problem. The
example, taken from an industrial system and shown
in Fig. 7, has higher temperature peaks. For this
system we only knew an approximate value of the
overall heat resistance R1 +R1 from fairly steady
opc;ration data, and we set r; =0.3 by guess. The
model response thus obtained is seen to considerably
overestimate the amplitude between peak and valley.

Conclusions
By a series of experimental studies, a linear dynamic
model is found satisfactory to predict the damping
characteristics of a temperature peak in a naturally
cooled duct system. The theoretical linear model is
transformed into a more convenient form for computer
treatment. The method of estimating the constant
values of the model parameters is studied and it is
found that values based on steady-state operations
result in overestimation of the temperature peak, a
safer side prediction. For cases where the input is
triangular or square, convenient charts are proposed
to approximately estimate the peak height in design
and operation planning problems.
Few studies have been made for the cases where
temperature change is very large. We only show an
example of applications to an industrial system with
medium temperature change.
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c
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• total heat capacity of duct wall
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[k~l/"C•kl]
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=
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~
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- outlet

[sec)
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- standard condition
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{secJ
(ta/sec)

[mJ
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[-)

lkalm·sec)
viscosity of aas
[-)
x/L
[ka/m')
density or ...
(sec)
time constant in Eq. (17)
[tee)
waU time constant ddiocd in .Eq. (10)
criterion function

{"KJ

rKJ

20

.. defined in Eq. (10)
-= duration of input pluse (refer to Fis. JO)
... ddincd·in Eq. (22)
= conductivity of heat for ps {kcaJJ°C·m·sec]

(Sullx)
I

(1/sei::)

10

m:. H

(b) square input

[m)

rc·leC/kcaJJ
{-)

5

peak Wall* for trluplllr 811i IQ8re ....-.

[b:al/ 0 c ·ma· ICICJ
[-)

.,. a constant in Eq. (17)
"" a constant in Eq. (7)
- total lenath or duct
"" a c::onstant in Eq. (7)
.. peak hciaht
- constants defined In Eq. (19)
... beat Rliatanc:e
- resistance n.tio ddlned in Eq. (10)
- Laplace transform parameter
- ps temperature
= ambient temperature
- representative temperature of ps
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- time
= constant parameters in Eq. (17)
= COD&tant parameters in Eq. (17)
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- inlet
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PARTICLI SIZI CLASSIFICATION BY DEPOSITION ANGLI
IN A GAS CENTRIFUGI AT REDUCED PRESSURE•
ZINNOSUKI TANAKA, HIROAKI TAKAI••, MORISHIOI OKADA•••
AND KOICHI llMOYA
DljwlmMI q/ ClllmKal &,in#ri1111 /(Joto UnilllrsifY, /(Joto, JajJatt
C.ntrffugcil particle 1l:u claa1lflcatlon by a gci1 cenirlfuge which produce• a forced vortex

waa lnveatfgcited at reduced pre11ure1. In thl1 intthod, different particle tratectorl11 cauH
tht forlllatlon of a contlnuaua gradation of particle 1l:u on the rotor wall. Here, partlcle1
In tht aubaltve ond aubmlcron rangea ·were cla11lfled with gciod re1olutlon becau1e the 'Cun•
nln.._ corrtetfon' lncrtaM1 oa prtuure decreoae1. Al10, the computed 1olutlon1 gcive ex·
cellent ogrff!Mnt with the eaperlmental re1ult1. 1he numerical 1olutlon1 with and without
tht lnttgtal term -far non•unlform motion have bHn compared, the approximate equation of
beat flt for the d1119 coeffldent of apherlcal partlcl11 being UHd In both COIH.

Introduction

The investigation of particle size classification
based on the difference of deposition angle on the rotor
wall of gas centrifuge under forced vortex conditions at atmospheric pressure has been reported by
Kriebel•>, and Bunon et al. 1>, but no study at reduced
pressures has yet been reported.
In thia method, the centrifuge produces centrifugal force fields within a forced vortex in· the classification chamber. The particles travel from near
the center to the rotor wall. In the classification
chamber, the particle motion is delayed by Coriolis'
force opposite to the direction of rotation, causing
a ·gradation of particle size on the rotor wall. At
reduced pressure, the mean free path of the gas molecules is of tht: same order of magnitude as, or greater
than, the particle size. In that case, .the effect of
the slip factor in the 'Cunningham correction'· is significant and the fine particles in the subsieve and
submicron ranges can be classified with good resolution.
A comparison of experimental results .with calculated results is presented for experiments at various
pressures using glass beads, zinc powder and tungsten powder.

a

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

A sketch of the centrifuge and associated equipment used to investigate particle size classification
is shown in Fig. 1. As the centrifuge has an oil seal
•
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on the shaft to make it air-tight, it can be used at
reduced pressures.
As shown in Fig. 2, the rotor is made of highstrength duralumin and the classification chamber is
19 cm inside diameter and 2 cm high. Two webs
are installed in the rotor to ensure forced vortex
conditions. The particle· inlets to the classification
chamber are mounted on the rotor, and rotate at the
same angular velocity.
.
The powder is charged in an acrylic resin tube
fitted with a screen of 325# or '1()()()1 mesh on the
bottom for dispersion. As shown in Fig. 3, this tube
is placed inside a glass tube with a rubber plug to
make it air-tight.
After the centrifuge attains the specified pressure
and speed of rotation, a 60Hz vibration is applied
to the feeding device to make the particles disperse,
pass through the capillary and enter the classification
chamber. Hence at the particle inlets, the particles
attain the same angular velocity as the rotor.
In the classification chamber, the particles move
from near the center (r0 = 1.19 cm) to the rotor wall
(r = 9.5 cm). On the way, the particles are classified and deposit on the rotor wall in accordance with
particle size. As shown in Fig. 2, the motion of the
particles relative to the rotor is opposite to the rotation of the rotor. The deposition angle, which is
the difference between the angular displacement of
the rotor and the particle on the rotor wall, that is
(; - l/)1,. 1 , 1, increases with increasing particle size.
12 mm transparent double-sided adhesive tapes
are mounted on 15 mm transparent plastic strips
and placed on the. rotor wall. In the case of su~
micron particles, sheet meshes for the electron mi·
croscope are mounted on these strips.
After centrifuging, the particle .sizes and the an·
gular location are measured using an optical or elec-
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equations of motion for a spherical particle in polar
coordinates are given by the following expression 1.3J,

~--D: (P,+-~-P )<!_~r+Cll
.!! -Dz p
2

Scheme of the experimental apparatus

6

2

c.

,, c/1

8

p

'

vf!r
dt

--~-ni(P,+ ~ P,,)r(~~ )2+-~- nip,~

feed

l

+-}t7tµp, D~ i:11~2--~
+r(.!!i_)2 }- ~re- - = o
t!x

-:! y

-!if)2
(1)

it-x

-~-Dj(p,+-~ p,)r1~~-+g; ~ D~p,v~~~-~f--)
+.!!_Di
(p,+..!.
P11)t!L
~+-3-f7tl'P D~ r'(r!l.~0-2
3
2
dt dt
2
'
Jo dre
+2dr_ t!~),_-,.d_x - =

dre dre rt-x
in which

0

(2)

~

14------- uo• -------ti

v = J(~~}+ ;;(~t~~~
CD

)2

= M(l+0.15 Re0 •117 )

Re = D,vp,,

(::!)

(4J
(5)

µ

0.44D,))2·
C• = l+ {2.46+ 0.82exp ( --i~-D~
(6)

D1P01ltfon 1n91t

Fig. 2 Schematic design of the rator

tron microacope.
Glass beads (p, == 2.5g/cm1) 1 zinc powder (p, ==
7.0g/cm1 ) 1 and tungsten powder (p, == 19.2g/cm•)
were used as the test materials. Hollow particles
in the glass beads were removed by Rotation with
a mixture of acetone and 11 11 21 2-tetrabromoethane.
Theoretical Con1lderation1

The particle motion in the centrifugal fields is al·
ways changing in both speed and direction, that is,
the motion is non-uniform and curvilinear. The

i. = o. 653 x lO·• x 760/P
[cm) for air (7)
These equations contain the slip factor 'Cunningham correction''·'> for the increase in mean free path
of gas molecule and the approximate equati!>n'J for
the drag coefficient of spherical particles.
The simultaneous integro-differential equations
(1) and (2) are non-linear, 10 no analytical solutit'n
can be obtained. Thw numerical techniques wing
a digital computer were employed instead to obtain
the solutions ofEqs.(1) and (2).
Let us now compare the following alternative solutions. One is a numerical solution of the 1imulta·
neoua second-order ordinary differential equations
without the last "intergral terms of Eqs.(l) and (2) by
the Runge-Kutta-Merson method•>,
The other is a. numerical solution of the intergro·
differential equations by the method given in the
Appendix.
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O

dr

g,

(8)

For an ideal gas, the general relation between density
and pressure is
p,

= pp,Jp.

(9)

Substitution of Eq.(9) into Eq.(8) and integration of
Eq.(8) with respect to r gives
VOL. -4

NO. 2

197 I

50

100

M•IOOOrp•
Pp"2 .5g/c•'
----- Computed results wlO
Integral ttr•
- - Computed results wfOout htegral ter•

Strictly speaking, the pressure distribution in the
rotor should be considered, but this effect appean
to be negligible. The pressure distribution of gas at
a constant speed of rotation may be expressed by

<!'P_ = p,rt11'

~

e
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P_ =exp(-!.. Pro!'"'')
(10)
Po
2 PoUe
wing the boundary condition
B.C.
at · r = 0, p = Po
(11)
The calculated pressure distributions are ahown .
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Experimental Results and Discussion

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the comparison of the experimental results and computed solutions for glass
beads at various pressures and rotor speeds of
3000, 6000, and 9000 rpm. Figs. 8 and 9 present the
results for zinc powder and submicron particles of
tungsten powder, respectively.
The solid line represents the numerical solutions
computed without the integral term in Eqs.(1) and
(2), and the broken line represents the computed values
of Eqs.(l) and (2). The solid and broken lines are
computed at the following boundary conditions B.C.
and initial conditions I.C., respectively.
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in Fi1. 4. The deviations of relative pressure p/p,
between outer and inner parts of the rotor are less
than a few percenL
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The experimental results agree well with the computed values. Fig. 10 shows photomicrographs for
a couple of the experimental runs.
From the numerical calculation, the deposition angle
calculated with the integral term included is slightly
greater than the value obtained without the integral
term. The effect of this term on the calculated value
of the deposition angle is less than 10%. Furthermore,
the effect decreases with decreasing pressure. Below
20mmHg the deviation is less than l %, so the effect
of the intergral term may be considered negligible,
If possible, the powder should be fed to the classifier
in a well-diapened aerosol, but the inital radial veloc·
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OF JAPAN

ity or the aerosol at the inlet ports reduces the deposition angle. This has been confirmed by both the
cXperimental and theoretical results. Also, it is difficult to ensure that the initial radial velocity of each
particle is the same. Consequently, ~ non-uniform
velocity results in poor classification. This problem
may be solved in future, but deserves further attention.

Conclusion
Particle size classification in a gas centrifuge a~
i'educed pressure ha~ been investigated theoretically
and experimentally. resulting in the following conclusions.
I) Particles down to the submicron range can be
classified with good resolution, a gradation of
particle size occurring on the rotor wall.
2) Agreement between experimental results and
computed solutions is shown to be excellent.
3) The slip factor 'Cunningham correction' obtained by using Millikan's data for oil drops in
air may be applied to various materials suspended
in air and at various pressures.
4) Numerical solutions of the simultaneous integrodifl'erential equations of a non-uniform curvilinear motion have been obtained.
5) The effect of the integral term for fine particles
suspended in air is not very large.
As a consequence of these results, the development
or a new particle size analyzer appears possible.

d11

['lo /z
dz=2~(d11fdl)c-.U1-z,_,
-,i-z~I
t-z
f:1

(Sa)

Applying this method to 1hc radial and angular directions,
the numerical integration or Eqs.(I) and (2) by the RKM
method gives the required results.
Odarl> has proposed an equal-time interval method, but
in that case, only the Rungc-Kutta-Gill routine may be
used for integration or the equations. For the method
described here, the RKM routine is applicablr.
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[Additional Note)
The numerical solutions presented in this paper were
calculated with the FACOM-230-60 digital computer at
the Data Processing Center, Kyoto Univenity.
Nomenclature
[-]
= Cunningham correction factor
= drag coefficient
[-]'
= particle diameter
[cm]
= gravitational convenion factor
((11/G)( cm/sec')]
= revolutions per minute
[rpm]
=pressure
[mmHg]
(G/cm1]
= preaure
,.
= radius or gyration
[cm]
[-]
R• = Reynolds number= (Dp11p,/µ)
I
=time
[sec]
II
= relative velocity between particle and fluid in
general
[cm/sec]
= relative velocity between particle and fluid defined
by Eq.(3)
[cm/•!C]
z
= integral variable
[sec]
(J
= angular displacement or particle
[rad]
l,. = mean Cree path of gas molecule
[cm)
Pr = density of gas '
[g/cm1]
p., = demity of particle
[g/cm1]
~
= angular diaplacement of gas
[rad]
GI
=angular velocity of rotor
[rad/sec]

,,

Appendix

The method of auccmive approximations is employed
to llOlvc the limultancoua intcgro-difl'erential equations (I)
and (2).
.
The calculation of the integral term is carried out using
the relative velocity between the particle and the fluid, 11,
to simplify the notation.
The first stage of average acceleration is defined by

(:~) 1••1 =-}{(:~)1 +(:~) 1 .J

(la)
in which (411/41)c,1 denotes j-th approximation of i-th
step and the mhlcript 111 denotes the mcao value. The
first approximation of the integral term after a 1mall increment of time 41 ii
4••2 ( 411 )

{Tt

(2a)

)1 '41-S
dt 1•,I
Substituting Eq.(2a) in Eqa.(l) and (2), the accond approximation (411/41)i, 1 can be calculated. Then from Eq.(la),
{411/dl)i.,1 may be evaluated. If the 11-th approximation
ii nearly equal to the {• - 1)-th approximation
(d11/41)1,.-(411/41}1,••1•tolerance limit
(Sa)
Then defining the final approximation of the first atcp
(d11/dl)1•(411/41)1.•
(4a)
and the mean acceleration (411/4t)i. ii calculated.
Thua &om Eq.(2a), the value of the integral term at
the encl of the lirat increment of time can be evaluated.
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Summary
Electrification of raa-aolid 1uapenaion1 nowinr in steel and insulating-coated pipes are
experimentally atudied. It la found that the currents 1enerated on inaulating·coated pipea
· are hirher than the currents generated on a steel pipe and the sign of the currents followa
a kind of tribe-electric aeries. The currents are proportional to powder flow rate. propor·
tional to mean air velocity to the power 1.4-1.9, and inversely proportional to the mean
particle diameter. It seems that the currents are proportional to the pipe diameter. The
effects of a bend and powder feeding inlet are also atudied.

1. Introduction
In gas-solid pipe flow, particles are charged through their collis\ons with
the pipe wall [1]. The wall is also charged, and the charge generated per unit
time, which can be measured as a current to earth, is a function of several
variables, such as the number of collisions, area of contact and duration of
contact (2]. The current may also be affected by the wall material. In practi·
cal application of gas-solid flow, the pipe wall is sometimes made from insulators such as transparent glass, acryl and polyvinyl chloride.
In the present work, a steel pipe and pipes coated with various insulators
are set.in a pneumatic conveyor line, and the currents generated on those pipes
are measured for several kinds of powder. The effects of a bend and a powder·
feeding inlet on the generated current are also studied.
·
2. Experimental apparatus and procedures
Figure 1 shows the suction type pneumatic conveyor used in the experiment. Test pipes are listed in Table 1. Both ends of these test pipes are insulated with polyvinyl-chloride flanges (12 mm thick) and the pipes are set in
the conveyor line at positions A, Band C in Fig.-1. The current generated is
measured by a galvanometer. A 2000 µF condenser is, if necessary, connected
in parallel in order to suppress fluctuations ln the current. The conveyor line
before and after the test section is grounded at one point.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup (Lengths are shown in millimeters. A, C: horizontal, B: vertical).

As a preliminary experiment, test pipe A (steel, 15 cm long, 5.3 cm bore) is
set at various positions and currents are recorded. Effects of the length of the
test pipe (~x) and pipe diameter (D) are also studied by use of steel pipes.
Powder-flow rates ( W) are measured by a direct-measUring method. A calibrated djffuser [ 3] and a Pitot tube are used to measure the air-flow rate.
Powders used in the experiments are listed in Table 2.

TABLEl
Test pipes
Symbols

Materials

A
B

steel
tenon
polyvinyl chloride
glasa
plastic*

c

D
E

Insulator· Inside
thickneu diameter
(mm)
(mm)

<0.1
1.5
2.2
0.1

53
53
50
51
53

*Mitsubishi Paper Milla Ltd., Hiahirapit.
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Length
(cm)

16
30
15
30
15

TABLE2
Properties of powder materials

. Quartz sand
ultra fine
No. 8
No.5
Morundum
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Mean particle
diameter* Dp (JJm)

Pp

16.8
51
440

14
48
329

2.65
2.65
2.65

58
73
93

50
63
93
126
180
340
515
760
37
111
53

3.97
3.97
3.97
3.97
3.97
3.97
3.97
3.97
1.44
1.41
2.42

126
180
340
515
760
57
115
55

(6)

(7)
(8)
Flour
PVC
Glass beads

• Dp = 1/f

Density
(g/cm 3 )

Dpso (µm)

Mass median diameter

Powder

-

((< 3 >/Dp )dDp.

0

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Current generated on steel pipes as a function of axial distance
The results are shown in Fig. 2. Higher currents are generated on the steel
test pipe adjacent to the powder-feeding inlet and the bend. The effect of the
inlet on the current extends downstream by 20D, while that of the bend
extends upstream by lOD and downstream by 20D. Excess current generated
between x = 0 and x = 20D equals that generated on the pipe line of length
lOD. The main cause of the higher current seems to lie in the higher number
of collisions arising from the flow disturbance produced by the bend and the
powder inlet.
0
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I

I

80 :r/D

70
I

40

30
I

I

f

I

15..-~~~~~~~--,----.~-t-~~~~~~~~--,

.s~10
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•
-tr

INC g/sJ
0-36
0.27

~

0.1
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Vertical upwards
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c
~ 5

a

0

o

100
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200

250

300

Distanc• from pip• lnl•t

350

:x: rcmJ

400

Fi1. 2. Effect of a bend and a powder·feedin, inlet on the 1enerated current (test pipe A).
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3.2 Effect of the length of test pipe

Figure 3 shows the effect of the length Ax on the current. The measurements are carried out between x = 90 and 195 cm where the currents shown
in Fig. 2 are almost constant. However, the relation between the currents and
the length Ax is not linear, but is expressed by the following empirical equation

Im

a!

KW

Ax
,
1 +kAx

k

:!!!

0.024 cm- 1

(1)

or u a first.order approximation

Im

a1

KW(Ax + Al),

Al a1 27 cm

(2)

Eqn. (2) sugests that the polyvinyl-chloride flanges at either end of the test
pipe may have some effect. However, results obtained by use of 3 mm flanges
are almost equal to those shown in Fig. 8. Further examination of the effect
of the length of test pipe may be necessary.
8.8 Current generated on test pipes

When insulating-coated pipes are used, the sign of the current sometimes
reverses in the initial period of powder flow. Ft.cure 4 shows one such result.
The ne1ative current generated initially becomes positive after a short time.
Teat pipes and powders which showed such sign change are listed in Table 3.
For test pipe D (glass) and quartz sand the sign changed several times. For
teat pipe C (polyvinyl chloride) with quartz sand, the sign change in the initial
period wu seen in the first experiment, but did not occur on repeating the
experiment after about one month. However, on repeating the experiment
after seven months, the sign chan1e wu again observed.
Test pipe B (teflon) showed no sign change for any powder. Experiments·
in which no sign -0hange wu observed are:

20

qiar\I llnd No. 8
W(gls)

•

z.as

flour - Eq.( 1)
W(gll) k•0·024c~
• 1.17
II

0·625

•

087

•

0·365

o

l·U

A

r:
J

40
80
120
Pip• i.ngth A:ic Ccml
Pit. a. Generated current u a function of lenatb of te1t pipe.
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(+)

(-

quartz sand No.8
::.--i-

-+--+--t-- test pipe; C

c-l-o-c+>
Generated current

Fig. 4. Sign change of current in the initial period of experiment.

test pipe B (teflon) ... all powders,
test pipe C (polyvinyl chloride) ... glass beads, morundum, flour,
test pipe D (glass) ... PVC, flour.
Experiments were carried out in the following order:
test pipe B: quartz sand-PVC-flour-morundum,
test pipe C: quartz sand-PVC-glass beads-flour-morundum,
test pipe D: quartz sand-PVC-morundum-flour.
The above experimental facts are summarized as follows.
(1) Sign of the current generated may change when the charge of a particle
leaving the preceding pipe line has the same sign as that generated in the test
pipe.
(2) Sign of the generated current does not change when the particle charge
generated in the preceding pipe line has opposite sign to that generated in the
test pipe, nor when these particle charges have the same sign provided the
current generated on the insulating-coated test pipe has the same sign as in
the preceding experiments with a different powder.
TABLE 3
Sign change of current in the initial period of experiment
Pipe

Powder

Sign change

c
c

quartz sand
PVC
quartz sand
morundum
quartz sand

(- ) - (+)
(+ ) -+ (- )
(+) -+ (- )
(+) -+ (- )
(- )-(+)

D
D
E
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Flt. 5. Relatlon1hip between the tenerated currenta and powder·tlow rate (tut pipe C,
20 m/1).
position B,
Powdtr flow rat•

u•

Fi11. 6. Current 1enerated per unit powder·Oow rate u a function of the mean air velocity
(position B).
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From these results, it seems that the sign change depends on the polarization of the insulator (eJectret formation), or on the change of the physical
property of wall material.
In the steady state, however, the current is reproducible and constant. The
currents are proportional to powder-flow rate as shown in Fig. 5, provided the
mass-flow ratio is less then about unity. Figure 6 shows the relation between
the generated current per unit powder-flow rate and the mean air velocity.
The results are represented by straight lines on log-log paper. These lines
may be divided into two groups, one with a slope of about 1.4 and the other
about 1.9. One possible explanation is that the contact area varies with the
mode of wall deformation, elastic or plastic. The slope for elastic deformation
may be about 1.4 and for plastic deformation about 1.9 [2]. In practice,
collision will be partly elastic and partly plastic.
It is also confirmed that the currents are inversely proportional to the
meatl particle diameter. The results are shown in Fig. 7: It is found that the
larger the pipe diameter, the higher the current generated. This fact is shown
more clearly in Fig. 8.
It has been shown theoretically (2) that the current is expressed by

Weo VcAxAtS An
mpzor
Ax

Im• -

(8)

where the initial particle charge is neglected. Number of collisions per unit
length of a particle An/Ax is represented by [2]

An
Ax

(4)

-•mp71'D~

By substituting eqn. ( 4) into eqn. (3), the following equation is obtained:

Mon.t1dum

,.,

~

~

...

-

2 0

•

~

J:- o.!5

0 D•i•7Cm
• D• z.scm

0.1 .__.__.......____._ _ __

50

100

200

Dp

500

1000

c~ml

FllJ. 7. Effecti of particle diameter on the 1Jenerated currents (steel pipe, position Is,
ii• 20 mis).
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Fig. 8. Relationship between the generated currents per unit powder-flow rate and the pipe
diameter (position B, steel pipe) ..

We 0 VcSAt1rDX~
Im=-------

(5)

z0T

From the empirical eqn. (1) or (2), eqn. (5) may be modified as:
Im= -

Eo

VcSAt~

(6)

WAA11

ZoT

1
=1 + kAx

where

11

and

AA= 1rDAx

or

Al
1+-

Ax

(7)
(8)

Equation (6) means that the current is proportional to the pipe diameter provided ~ is constant. Experimental results are represented by the following
semi-empirical equation:

;;11
Im =a-::- WAA71
Dp

(9)

where

ufl
a-=-= Dp

Eo

VcSAt~

(10)

Z0 T

and (4)

(11)
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TABLE 4
Constants in eqn. 9*

10 16

Test
pipes

Powder

A (steel)

quartz sand
PVC
glass beads
morundum ·
flour

1.6
-4.9
-19
-14

1.9
1.9
1.8
1.4
1.9

B (tenon)

quartz sand
PVC
morundum
flour

-86.5
-157
-188
-220

1.8
1.8
1.6
1.8

C (polyvinyl chloride)

quartz sand
1lus beads
morundum
flour

9.1
-8.0
-28.8
-18.6

1.7
2.1
1.8
1.9

D (1lau)

quartz sand
PVC
morundum
flour

4.6
28.5
-14.7
-27.1

1.8
1.4
1.8
1.5

E (plutlc)

quartz sand .

18.1

1.8

a X

~

(-)

-11

*ii (m/1), Dp (cm), W (1/1) 1 AA (cm 2 ), !,,,,. (A).

Constants a and ~ are listed in Table 4. Absolute values of a for insulating·
coated pipes are larger than that for the steel pipe by one or two orders. A
teflon-coated teat pipe generates the highest current. These high currents may
be due to higher contact-potential differences and larger contact area. It is
also noted in relation to the danger of dust explosion that flour la highly
charged.
rable 5 shows a tribo-electric series obtained in this study.
TABL&5
Tribo·electric 11rie1
(+)flour - morundum -1lau - PVC- ateel - quarts 11nd - tenon(-)

4. Conclusions
Electrification of 1u-aolld 1u1pen1ion1 are experimentally studied and
the following results are obtained.
(1) Electrification of powder depends on the wall material of the pipe.
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Insulator pipes may cause greater electrification of powden than a steel pipe
by one or two orders of magnitude.
(2) The sign of electrification follows a kind of tribo-electric series.
( 3) The effects of powder-flow rate, air velocity and particle size on the
current generated by insulating-coated pipes are similar to those in a steel
pipe. They depend on the mode of collision.
(4) Sometimes the sign of current changes in the initial period of experiments with insulating-coated pipes.
(5) A bend and the powder inlet affect the electrification. Effect of the
inlet extends downstream by 20D, while that of the bend extends upstream
by 1 OD and downstream by 20D.
Nomenclature

AA trD!J.x
D
inside diameter of pipe
Dp particle diameter
f<3) particle-size distribution (weight basis)
Al constant length introduced in approximate eqn. (2)
Im current generated on an insulated pipe
K, k constants in eqn. (1)
mp mass of a particle
n
number of collisions of a particle
S
area of contact
At duration of contact
u air velocity
Ye contact-potential difference
W powder-flow rate
x
axial distance from inlet
z 0 gap between surface of particle in contact and pipe wall
a
constant in eqn. (9)
{J
constant in eqn. (9)
eo dielectric constant of air, 8.85 X 10- 12 F/m
11
defined by eqn. (7)
t number of collisions per unit area and unit mass of powder
1'
relaxation time
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Experiments on the electrical
dislodging of a dust layer
A new metlzod for dislodging a dust layer from a flat surface by a non ..
imiform electrical field was studied experi~en~lly. This was found to
be effective for industrial dusts. such as sintenng ft,trnace dust ~nd
A VS resin powder, especially when a corona discharge was applied.
Appropriate· design factors wne described.
1. Experimental apparatua and procedure

Jntroduct!on
STATIC electrlcitY causes various troubles in
many processes for treating powders. so that the
technology of coping with them bas become slgnill•
cant as an engineering subject. On the other band,
electric charges have been utlllzed as in electrostaUc precipitators. It has also been reported that
the electric properties of powders are being applied
to measuring the now rate of powders (1,2), the void
fraction or the powder bed (3), and the particle-size
distribution. Charged particles in a non-uniform
alternating electrical field produced by electrodes
are driven in the opposite direction, against the
electrodes. Masuda et al~ [5) analyzed theoretically
the characteristics of electric screens of the standing and moving wave type, and verified it experimentally. However, thia effect of the electrical
screens falls sharply when either the particle size
and the electrical charge are small or the velocities
of the particles are high. This tendency makes direct
application to dust collectors dWlcult. Ill this study.
a new trial method for electrically dislodging a dust
layer Is examined in order to overcome the defects
of this electrical curtain. This method enabled duat
parUcles to be captured and deposited on the filter
set-up. with electrode• in a suitable arrangement,
and to be dislodged electrically. The typical characteristics or this metbocl were examined. at various
polnta and found to be applicable- to bigh-eUici.ency
dust collectors.

Lycopodium. ABS resin powder, and sinteringfumace dust, shown in Table l, were used hltre as
test dusts for the following reasons: Lycopodium
has electrical charges of 1-4 x lJ-1' Coulomb/particleand it is convenient to examine the basic electdcal
phenomena on the powder. As for slntering furnace
dust. it is dWlcult to capture it in electrical preclpltators, due to the high electrical resis~ce of
steel us~; therefore, it can be captured and dislodged efficiently by our new method. This method
ls expect~
be widely utllized for the same kind
of dust. ABS resin powder was used in order to ex•
amine the effect of the number of electrical charges
of the particles, by the corona--discharge method, on
the dust--dislodging eUiclency.
The experiments are performed in two ways. In
experiment No. 1, the filter paper and the electrodes
are lined up horizantally, as shown in Figure 1. Dust.
captured and accumulated on the filter from dustladen air is electrically dislodged under some predetermin~ conditions by the application of a high
AC voltage to these electrodes. In this experiment,
the effects of the superficial air velocity, the
quantity of electrical charges of the particl&S by
the corona discharge method, etc., on .the dust--dis-.
lodging eUiclency were studied mainly from the
practical point of view. In experiment No. 21as
shown in Figure 2, the acrylonitrile board and the
electrod88' ar.-arranged horizontallr. The sampl~
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This article was rust published in Llgalal KOgaku Ronlnuuhu
(Proceedinp of the Society of Chemical Engineers, lap"!),
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Flt. 1. Sc:hlmadc: dllgnm of arrangement of electrode and
fllw (Experiment No.
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1. Mrr*i!llllll..... 4. Dull ....
2. Experlmentml lplNl'ltul No. 2 for eleclrlc dust di'"

~

dut depoalted natunllJ oa tbe abut from tbe 1len
II dl1ladpd •1eotrlaall7 SD tbe ••m• Wt:/ .. - ICrlbed above. Expe:rlmnta on tbe 1ffeota of tu
dl1111ter of &be eleatrode wSN Ir, tb1 ratio of 'tbe
tlectrade diameter to tbe dlltuo• bltw._ tbe
ctlltln of the 1leotrodu a. tu dlat&Doe bltw...
""dut 11.JU'.aml tbe 1urtu1 of tbe •leatrod..
tto., oa tbl dult-cllalodalq 1Ulollaa1 wire perlorrnld ID ol:dlr to. aaal1• tb>. ba11o obaraotemtloa
of thla metbod.
ID aperlmnt No.1, a1mpl1 dul partlal11 win
ftlCtnd 1114 aooumulatlcl oa tbe t11t-flltel' pap11'
..,, a ooutaal auotloa of air ua.a, a blower ad
a eoutaat fMCl of partlolu from a f11d1r, u 1howa
In Flpr1 s. Tua, a tbr..-pbaae AC wltq1 ( oommtralal lnquucr, mulmum appllld wlta11 10.kV)
Wll applled to.tba eliotric!ea Wltb tba IUctloa of pUre
air, wbtn the prelaure drop tmoup the filter bad
rtaobed a pred1llrmlDld level. Tbe duat partlcle1

n.
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Flt. 3. Experlrntntll 1ppir1tua No. 1 for tltctrfa dust di..
lodging.
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wen dlalodpd. eleotrlcallJ ID tbla way. Tbe pr11•
1ure drop tbrou1b tu teat filter waa aiea1und after
It hid reacbld iome predet1rm1A9d level, IDd tbe
n1l4ual dut load oa. lb• filter wu 11Um1ted from a
nlatloHblp experlmental11 obtallled IA aclY&Doe,
bltw..a tbe preHun clrop of a du1t•lad1a. filter ud
tb1 du1t load, ulq lb• air veloolt;y u a parameter.
Therefor.. the 1leatrloal du1t-dlalodslDI eWoleaoy
can be deflaed bere H (1 - m.,'m 1), wbere m1 and
ma are lb• duat loada oza the filter, e1ttm1tad from
tbe relaUoaablp befo.re and after the appUoation of
tu AC voltap, reapeoU vely. A coa.atut now rate
of air wu atlaiDed by regulation of tbevalv• (Flpl"9
S). Inaulated electrode• were uald with a diameter
of a.a mm, 8114 tu diameter of tbe 1leatrod• wire
wu 1.1 mm.
Ill uperlmem No. 2, ooppu plpu coY•ncl wltb:
'fln1l-abloride tublq wire uHd 11 1lectroda1, arid
tbl dl1t&Dce betwHa the du1t la¥•r ud tbe 11.lrfao• of
tbe eleotrod• 11) (IA Flpre 2) could be cbaa1td by
ftQ'lD& lbe h•lsbt of the le1 attaolled to tbe aarylo•
Dltrll• abfft. Tu d1fiD.ltion of tbe eleotrlaal
duMUalodslDI efflal•OJ' wu tbe aame u lD experlmot No. 1 1 but tbl.a time m1 aniS ma were w1l1btad.

a. CaloulatlaD of •tnastb of 1leotr1a field
JD tb1a oaloulatloa, tb1 electrical cbar1e1 du1 to
dleleotrlo pol1rl11tlo1a muat be conalc!erad, 11Dc•
tbouuda of volll are applied to eleatrodea lined up
at IDtern.11 o1 1 few ml1Um1t1r1. ID tbe 1rrai:a11•
mat Df tb1 eleotrloal obar1• aad the dleleatrla mallrlal, tu 11D1ar abarp q la arraqld parallel to a
411leotrla 0111.Dde of dlameter a wltb 1 dl1leotrla
ooutaat lea, ID a mecUum with a dl1leotrlo oon1tant
k&J tbl 'lntault, of tb1 electrlc1l field 11 equal to a
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situation In which the UneaT charges are arranged In
the way shown in Figure 4, q at x = d. q' (= qx(kz -k1)/
(k1 + k1)) at x = a 2/ d and -q' at x =0 (see Appendix).
It is reasonable to assume that the linear electrodes.
are infinitely aligned in a plane In our experiment,
so the intensity of the electrical field is regarded
as that formed by the linear electrical charges, by
the dielectrical polarization mentioned above and the
true charges.
In general, the potential function U is given by
Equation ( 1)

u--2!;c; In Jcosb ~7)-COi'( ~ .r)
1

(1)

(

for an lniinite row of linear electrical charges at the
regular interval d (6). The intensity of the electrical
lield in the x and y directions can be given from the
defin!Uon E =-grad U.

sm(~~)

__t__

Ea- 4dk

•

X

(

r \

cosbS tf¥J-cor

(2)

( r: )

7JC

sinh( ~7)
' 4dka cosb'( ~7)-mr(-7z)

E.

--'-x

resutta or Figure 1 are described first. Figure S
ahows the initial dust-dislodging voltage with respect
to a- and b-type filters shown in Figure 1. This
figure shows that ab-type filter, in which the distance Yb between the dust layer and the surface of
the electrode is less. is more emcient that the atype. The calculated dimensionless intensity of the
electrical field W = El (V/ l) is displayed in Figure 6
where W ls known to be very heterogeneous near
the electrodes, but depends on y only if it is ratherfar from the electrodes. W decreases linearly with'
Increasing y. Tbls tendency can explain the results.
In Figures.
Figure 7 shows a better dust-dislodging fraction
with Increasing dust load, due to the existence of a
fixed uadlslodged zone in the dust layer, even In the
electrical field. The initial dust-dislodging voltages
In Figu:re 1 were observed to be almoat the same,
Jn Figura 8, the dust-dislodging fractions are shown
for various distances between the centers o~ th•
electrodes d~ The dust-dislodging fraction ls higher

1.01----.--3--p"'"._--..

(3)

l.rcopadi.1111

}

For this arrangement of electrical linu 1 Equation
(1) (or (2) or (3)) can be added toglve·the appropriate electrical charge. q In Equation ( 1) ls calculated from the boundary condition that the potential U
must be equal to the applied voltage V at any surface
of the electrode wire.
From the above conalderaUom. UDder the condiUon
of a constant applied voltage. the variables are
known to be y/d. 'Jf/d. a/d. d mid r; thee~ aflect the
lntemlty of the electrical field. Consequently. the
dust-dislodging force increases with the lncnasing
Intensity of the electrical field• the dust~lslodging
ability ts dlacussed here as a. function of the Intensity of th• electrical field or the inltlal duat- .
dislodging voltage.
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fig. 5. Experimental initial dust dislodging vol tags.
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a. EXJterimea.tal result. and c:U.acnaHtoa
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Exper!menta were performed uDder th• coadltlona
of a temperature between 11 and 25"C and a relati....
humidity between 62 and 75'. The experimental
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Fig. &. Dimenlionless strength of electric field near electrode.

Fig. 4. Electric field by linear charge and dieleccric.
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:and the initial dust-dlslodglng voltage ls lower with
lintaller values of d. This shows that the term q/ 4dk2
in Equations ( 2) and ( 3) is the principal factor In
determining the intensity of the electrical field.
Therefore, the capacity for dislodging the dust layer
falls with increasing d. The effect of superficial
:lir velocity on the capacity for dislodging the dust
l:ayer is shown in Figure 9. The result. showing a
lligh efficiency, even under the severe condltlona of

1.0--.........- - - - - - - . .

a 30- 50 cm/ sec air velocity, ls of technical interest,
taking account of the usual superficial air velocity of
a few cm/sec in bag filters~ This suggests the possibility of dislodging the dust layer continuously, during the filtering o( dust-laden air through the filter
paper.
The effect of the magnitude of the electrical
charge on a particle due to a corona discharge on
the capacity lor dislodging a dust layer was examlDed
next. The capacity is almost doubled with a corona
disc: barge, as can be seen in Figure 10. It has been
confirmed that the particle charges have a great effect on the dislodging capacity: in other words, our
new method would be also applicable to dust particles
having only a few intrinsic electrical charges.
The results of experiment No. 2 are as followe.
Figure 11 sbowa the limiting distance between the
dust layer and the electrode surface to obtain a
high dlllodglng ~mclency. Then. lt ls abown that,
with ~ applied voltage of 10 kV• a layer of elDterlDg
furnace dust caa. be electrically dlslod1ed with an erflclency of 80$ or more, In the case of Yb (s. .

0 ._..........._....................._.............
I
I
y
10

t.O

Appllld ..... (kV)

fig. 7. Efftct of dusc load on dust dislodging fflCtlon.
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Figure 1) less than 1 mm with a diameter of the
electrode wire 2r of 1 mm, Yb less than 2.5 at 2r of
4 mm, and Yb less than 7 mm at 2r of 7 mm. This
result may be regarded as fairly good In compari;son with those for an ordinary bag filter with a 30- •
40%dislodglng fractlon (7). AU the results on
Figure 11 show a rapid drop at Yb· greater than some
given value. The relationships between the dislodging efficiency and the frequency of the applied voltage
are shown on Figure 12. The dust-dislodging fractions
are almost the s·ame at a frequency lower than the
·Commercial one, while, at a higher one, they exhibit
a considerable drop. This tendency was similar to
that for other sample dusts. This is because the
electrical force on a particle moving freely in an
electrical field is proportional to {(2irf)I + (hDp,J
M)2}-l (8). In a dislodging experiment with ABS powder at 500 Hz the powder covered the filter evenly
and the pressure loss did not decrease. This ls because the adhesion of dust particles is stimulated by
the beat evolved in the dlelectrlcal material by blgb
frequency, aa observed ln our experiment. Figure
13 shows the dust dlslodgin1•voltage for lycopodium
aa a sample duat with respect to Yb and R, and the
ratio of the distance between the centers of th• eleo•
trodH d to tbe electl'od• diameter 2a, ln the case of
a three-phase applied voltage. The optimum diameter
or the electrode wire ls determlDed for each Yb• and
lncreaHs wltb an increase ln Yb• The optimum diameters of electrode wire are almost the same for sinterln1 furnao•duat, since the)' are determlised by
the relative .value or the lntenalty of the electrical
field near the electrode, and are not affected by tb1 ,
character11tlc1 of the duet ltaelf, 1D our experlmeatal
ran1e. On the other band, the du1t-c:U1lods1D1 voltq•
Itself differs from that for lycopodl1.&m beoaue of
the dWtrent cbar1eablllty, l.e., furnaoe dut I• apt
to receive more cbN'p by contact aad frtctloa tbu
ly9opodium.
Th• duat-dtslods\DI effiolenoy turns out ~ be lower
at R • 2 than at R • 1, accordizll to Fll'U'• 1. Almo1t
the same dlslodstas eUicieacy u for lycopodium wa1
obtained for 1lnterln1-furn1ce du1t aad thl• new
method 11 also applloable to 1ucb ladutrial du1t1.
Under tbe definite conditton1 of tbe relative bumldity
1n our experiment, there wae no appreolable eUect
on tbe eU!clenoy. It was also confirmed that movlnr
the filter paper, wblle the electrode w8' fixed, WH
mucb: mor& eUedttve; this new·'dl1lodgizlg method u1ln1 movins filter paper 1u1111ta the direction of
future reHarch aDcl development.

dislodging efficiency are the distance between the
dust layer and the electrode surface, the diameter of
the electrode wire, and the ratio of the pitch of theelectrode to the electrode diameter.
2) The b-type filter turns out to be better than thea-type.
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Fig. 12. Effect of frequency of applied voltage on dust di.lodging fraction.
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The following results were obtained by experiments on the electrical dislodging of a dust layer.
1) The maln factors In the arrangement of the
electrodes and the- filter paper which aUect.'the dustApril 19n
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fig. 14. Dust dislodging voltage In case of sinterlng fumace
dust.
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3) The dislodging efficiency increases linearly
,.-ith the increasing initial dust load and with a de~re3sing ratio of the pitch of the electrode to the
tlectrode diameter. It is not much reduced in the
r:tnge of scores of cm/ sec of superficial air velocity.
4) .I\ higher dust-dislodging efficiency was obtained
b\. increasing the electrical charge on a particle us~g 3 corona discharge.
5) A dust-dislodging efficiency of more than 80 pct
for sintering furnace dust was obtained by the applic:ilion of a 10 kV AC high voltage. in the case where
the distance between tl\,e dust layer and the electrode
surface was less than about 3.5 mm.
6) The applied frequency of the electrical power
should be less than commercial frequency to avoid
decreasing the performance.
7) The optimum diameters of electrode wire are
most efficient in dislodging a dust layer electricall.y
•·Ith a constant ratio R of the pitch of the electrode
lO the electrode diameter. They depend on the dist:ince Yb between the dust layer and the electrode
surface and increase linearly wltb an increase in the
distance. An optimum diameter of electrode wire of
3- 5 mm was obtained with a value of Yb of 1 mm and
a value of R of 1 mm.
·
8) A higher performance was obtained with a relative movement between the electrode and the filter

U.•

•J_[
E,-;;-,.
I ( '• )•
2r.k, ••
(ii)

X(cos ,,, cos n10 +sia nl si"I 1180)-ln r )cr,<r)

v.-__!l_[
I:..!...(,.!_).
2r.k: •• , " '•
x(cos nf cm n81+sin nl sin nl1)-ln r1]Cr1>r)

(iii)

In the case of the existence of a linear charge q. -q'
and q' at x = r 0• 0 and aZ/r 0• respectively. on the xaxls. the P<>tentlal U in the position P(r.8) Is obtained as follows, considering that r < r 0 and r > a 2/
In. our case.

r,

r·

f
U,.-,-·.,-_L"
EI- ( - r )•cos""-lnr,]
-111: ••I• re

(Iv)
(v)

u--~~.

(vi)

lnr

Summing Equations (lv). (v) and (vi) obtained above
· for q' • qx(k1 - kt)/ (k1 + kz).

• r·

I {(- r)•
u--:7E2::k: ••, "
'•

(a')•
+ k,-k,
- -1 }cos ,,a -In r ]
k,+k1 l't r•

(vll)

1

paper~.

On the other hand. Equation (vW) ~obtained from
the Laplace equation In. cylindrical coordinate. by the

Finally. it is still necessary to study the adhesion
and cohesion of dual in an AC electrical field and
the time-dependent performance after a long run ln
order for the method to be widely applied.

method of separation of variables,
u-(crl+,S)(rlnr +i)

+l: (a.cosnl+,J.sinnlJ(r.r•+1.r-)

·-·

Appendix

(vill)

where a. p. y. 6! a 0 • /Jn• 'Yn• and 6n are Integral
constants. This equation exhibits the potential distribution of the linear electrical charges.
It can be seen that Equation ( vlll) ts obtained by determlnlng the integral constants.

Under the condition that the linear electrical
charge q is at the position P 1 (r 0.Bo) as shown ln
Figure 15. the potential Up at tbe distance of R from
Pe ls "ritten In. the form of Equation (i)
(l)

Aclmowledgmut
The asalstance of Izumi Sano ls acknowledged.

Equations (U) and (W) are derlYed with the application of the sine and cosine theorem to Equation (i).
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Fig. 15. Electric field
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••• radiws of covered electrode. m
••• particle diameter. m
••• pitch of electrode. m
••• In.tensity of electrical field, volt/ m
.•• frequency of applled voltage. Hz
••• dlelectrical constant. F/ m
• • • specific dielectrical constant
••• distance between adjacent electrode wire
surfaces. m
••• masa of particle, kg
••• dust load. kg/ ml
April1977

••• electrlcal charger per unlt length or electrode, m
R ••• d/2a
r
••. radius or electrode wire, m
U ••• potential of electrical field, V
u
••• superficial gas velocity. cm/ sec
V
••• applied voltage, V
w ••• E/ (V/l)
x, y • , • coordlno.te from center of electrode, m
Yb ••• distance between bottom of dust layer and
top or covered electrode surface, 'mm
p
~ •.• viscosity of alr, kg/(m)(sec).

q
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COMPARISON OF DUST CLEANING PERFORMANCE OF COLLAPSE
AND MECHANICAL SHAKING TYPES OF FABRIC FILTERS
K. Iinoya, K. Makino, Y. Mori,
J. Okutani and H. Kawabe
Kyoto University, Chemical Engineering Dept •
.Introduction
The bag filter, one of the high performance dry type
collectors, is currently increasing in importance. The main
investigation of ordinary bag filter is characterized by the
collection efficiency versus pressure drop during operation and
there are not many investigations concerning dust cleaning characteristics. 1' 2 However, in order to investigate the operation
of a bag filter, the dust cleaning performance associated with
this system is an important characteristic in determining its
operating condition as well as an economically optimal design.
Therefore this report, in recognizing this point, applies reverse
collapse and mechanical shaking type dust cleaning operations
which are widely used for filter cloths and presents the result
of experimental comparison of them in terms of pressure drops.
1.

Experimental Apparatus and Method

1.1

Sample Fly Ash and Filter

Two kinds of ashes (fine calcium carbonate I and II) are used
as sample ashes and the measurement result of their particle size
distribution is shown in Table 1. As filters, we used nylon
(long fiber NR-9A) and tef lon (long fiber TR-9A, short fiber
T~-2020S) which are widely used in the industry.
The bag is a
cylinder type bag with inner diameter of 170 mm and length of
1, 800 mm. Also the reverse collapse type bag fi.lter was adjusted
with spring to have a constant initial tensile force of 12.5 ~g.
For mechanical shaking type, the bag tension was adjusted so that
the bag can move vertically about 20 mm while the middle of the
bag is seized. Although it is generally believed that dust
cleaning performance depends on type of ashes, the purpose of this
report is to verify the qualitative characteristics of dust
cleaning performance when the above mentioned sample ashes are
used.
1.2

Experimental Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus. Ashes travel
from the feeder through the rotating impact type dispenser and
diaphragm valve (V2) to bag filtering surface where they are
collected. The cleaning air which passed through the bag travels
400

through the valve (Vl) and the flow measuring orifice and is
exhausted. On the other hand, for reverse collapse type dust
cleaning operations, four valves (Vl~V4) are operated reversely
and air for reverse dust cleaning goes through valve 3 (V3) and
bag surf ace in a reverse direction to the collected ash accurnula ted at the inside wall of the bag, and passes through valve
(V4) and orifice before exhausted. For mechanical shaking type
dust cleaning operations, only one valve (Vl) is closed, as
compared to the coll'ecting operation, to terminate the air flow
after passing through the bag. The shaking equipment (450 rpm)
on top of the system is started to clean the accumulated ashes.
The cleaned ashes fall into the dust chamber.
1.3

Experimental Method

1) Supply sample ashes quantitatively (at a constant rate)
and start collection, 2) stop collection when the bag pressure
drop reaches at pre-determined value, 3) start dust cleaning and
stop after pre-determined time T, 4) weigh ashes which fell into
dust chamber, 5) restart collection with only cleaning air passing
through bag and measure pressure drops, 6) repeat above operations
3), 4), and 5) and continue measurements until there will be no
ashes. Assume the final dust cleaning pressure drop as ii.Pro•

2.

Experimental Results

2.1

Final Dust Cleaning Pressure Drop ii.pro

Table 2 shows a relationship between the final dust cleaning
pressure drop ii.pro and the initial dust cleaning pressure drop
il.Pmax for reverse collapse type and mechanical shaking type
systems. According.to this, the final dust cleaning pressure
drop for reverse collapse type system is considerably higher
than that of mechanical shaking type system. On the other hand,
when the dust accumulating condition of the filter cloth surface
is observed at the final dust cleaning operation, the former one
has a considerable amount of secondary accumulation layer and
ashes on the surface are in a mottled pattern while the latter one
is observed with only a primary accumulation layer. Also the
value of Ap 00 is independent with APmax and is almost constant.
2.2

Effect of Local Dust Cleaning Duration Time

1

Figure 2 shows a representative relationship between the
cumulative cleaning duration time to(= n1) and residual fraction
of pressure drop after cleaning,Ap,for the reverse collapse type
system and Figure 3 shows that of mechanical shaking type system.
Based on this, the former one will have the minimum value for residual fraction after cleaning Ap at a certa'in value of T(lO ~ 30
sec)' while the l~tter one has a smaller Ap with a shorter 1.
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2.3

Effect of Initial Dust Cleaning Pressure Prop APmax
Figu~e

and S show a relationship between Ap and to as a
parameter of the dust .cleaning initial pressure drop APmax for
both systems and it is seen that, when t 0 is constant, the value
of Ap is smaller with higher APmax· This can also be predicted
from above 2.1.
2.4

4

Dust Cleaning Curve

.The dust cleaning curve is defined as the relationship between
pressure drop and dust load when collection is'.continued until
the pressure drop becomes the same value as that of initial dust
~leaning after ashes were uniformly accumulated on filter cloth,
The dust cleaning operation was continued until no more ash was
removed. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show typical dust cleaning curves.
For the reverse collapse type system, the larger the dust load
at initial cleaning is, the larger the residual dust load is.
Also when the bag pressure drop at reversing decreases to less
than a certain value, there will be no dust cleaning function.
It is also noticed that the increase ra,te of pressure drop,
when the system was switched to collection after achieving
pressure drop ~p~, is much bigger· than that of cleaning filter
cloth. For the mechnical shaking type system, the residual dust
load is a constant value which is independent with initial condition of dust cleaning and most of the secondary dust layer is
cleaned out. This is explained by the fact that the increase rate
of pressure drop after the system is switched to collection from
final achieving pressure drop is consistent with that of collection.
Namely, the latter one is different from the former one and is
,
perfect in cleaning out secondary layer.
These characteristics
also apply to short fiber materials and its example is shown in
Figure 8.
J.

Consideration

3.1

Estimation of Dust Cleaning Process

When the sample ashes are uniformly accumulated on filter
cloth, the initial cleaning pressure drop APmax and the final
cleaning pressure drop Apm are expressed in the following
equations,*
·
APmax =

Apm

U(A

+

(1)

B~max 6)

= UA

(2)

* Pressure drop characteristic coefficients A,B and 6 in equations
(l) and (2): In this experiment,A is measured at the condition with
very little residual dust load after complete cleanings. Therefore,
A has a close value as a (the pressure drop characteristic coefficient
only for clean filter). Band 6 have close values as band 6
respectively.· Please refer Reference 3) and 5) ·for definition of
a, b, and 6.
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If dust cleaning is started from equation (1) 's condition,
the bag pressure drop gradually decreases from 6Pmax and reaches
at 6p00 • When the dust accumulation condition at a certain point
of dust cleaning process was observed, it was determined that the
dust layer consisted of the part where dust had not fallen,
the part only with initial dust layer after others fell off
and the part which is in between of above two parts and has a
part of secondary layer. It was also determined that the mechanical shaking type has.mostly the former two cases and has mottled
falling.**
Considering above results of observation, introduce the
model like Figure 9 in which 8 is defined as the ratio of intermediate part with residual secondary layer to all filtering area.
Using this model, the pressure drop ap at a certain point during
cleaning process is obtained by the following equation (refer
Appendix).
6p

=

/j

co

(1-8)-(1-u) CA-!8)
+
2

0

1

aa 0

a
ae 0

+ (1-a) x 0

(3)

dx

6p~, 6p and A in Equation (3) can be measured experimentally.
Also if o is experimentally determined with same dust and filter
material, 8 at a certain to can be calculated by Equation (3).

Figure 10 shows a typical result of reverse collapse type.
According to this, 0 has a tendency to increase from 0 to a certain
value when t 0 increases. This means that the cleaning process
initially has only the mottled fallings and has less mottled
fallings later, but even at a final stage the mottled fallings
still exist. Also when t 0 is constant 9 has a minimum value and
especially under Figure ll's condition 9 has a minimum value at
~Pmax = 120mm H20.
Causes of this phenomenon will need to be
investigated fundamentally in the future. On .the other hand the
result of observation shows e = O for the mechanical shaking type
and this can be seen that the calculated cleaning curve with
e = 0 in Equation (3) is consistent with experimental value as
shown in Figure 8. Also similar results were obtained for
calcium carbonate and metallic silicon which have different
particle size distributions. As shown in Figures 2-5, mechanical
shaking type can complete dust cleaning in a much shorter time
(10-30 sec(practical region)) than reverse collapse type.
**"Mottled falling" in this report means that the dust residual
condition at cleaning process consists of one part where no
dust had fallen off like (1-8) section of Figure 9 and the
other part where only initial dust layer is left.
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Namely mechanical shaking type precedes dust cleaning by mottled
fallings and eventually most of the secondary layer will be
cleaned off. Therefore, the drastic increase in pressure drop
due to mottled falling during re-collection does not exist.
3.2

Estimation of Optimal Single Cleaning Duration Time Topt

The cleaning mechanism characteristics of accumulated dust are
known to be approximated by one step later (4). Thus, if it is
cleaned for time T and the time T cleaning is repeated for n times
after a stop, the drag coefficient (drag resistance) due to dust
falling at ith process can be obtained by following equation.
(4)

Here, R ., R. and R. are the initial drag coefficient at ith
cleanin~ 1 pro~iss, the 1 final drag coefficient after cleaning and
the hypothetical drag coefficient after infinite cleaning processes.
Since Rfi is equal to Rai+l' in Equation (4) is varied to obtain
Equation (5) •
n
t

i=l

[(R.
- Rai.){1-exp(-T/Ti)}]
001

(5)

Since the result of experiments show that Ti is constant and is
independent with i, Ti = T leads to the following Equation.
n

= {l-exp{-T/T)}

Rfn - Ral

- Rai.)
. E (R.
001
i= 1

(6)

The left side of Equation (6) indicates a decrease in drag
resistance after nth cleaning process. Also if Equation (6)
is expressed by residue fraction of pressure loss after cleaning

AP'

where

=1 n
= E

(7)

{1-exp(-T/T)}· G

(Apai - Ap00 i). Namely G is a total sum of the
i=l
difference between the residue fraction at cleaning duration T
of each cleaning process and the hypothetical residue fraction
after an infinite cleaning duration m. Equation (7) indicates
that the residue fraction Ap after nth cleaning can be determined
by T, T, and G. If T is measured separately, since Apai and Apfi
are experimentally determined, the value indicated in the following
equation is possible to determine.
G

A . -A .
pai
P"°1

=

Apai - A7fi
1 - exp {-TT)
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{ 8)

Therefore, G can be experimentally obtained by using Equation (8)
and our review for the combination of the dust and the filter
material used in this experiment shows that it can be determined
by the following equation.
G ::; k.l. log n + k 2 (k.,
k 2 : experimental constant> 0)
l.

(9)

Thus, G is proportional to a logarithm of number of cleanings n.
The comparison of experimental results and the calculational
values of AP which was obtained by substituting Equation (9) into
Equation (71 is shown in Figure 12. It is seen that both match
fairly closely. Also this result suggests that, if ki and k 2 are
determined by certain experimental values with a constant t, it
is possible to estimate the optimal single cleaning duration time
1 opt·
. Conclusion
After comparing the cleaning phenomena of reverse collapse
type and mechanical shaking type bag filters, the following
results were obtained •
. 1) When the cumulative cleaning duration time to is constant,

the reverse collapse type has the most optimal value for a
single cleaning duration time T but the mechanical shaking type
has a better cleaning performance with smaller t.
2) The final cleaning pressure drop 6p
is generally higher for
the reverse collapse type than for the~mechanical shaking type.
For both cases, the final cleaning pressure drop 6p has f constant
value independently with initial cleaning pressure ~rop 6Pmax·
The higher initial cleaning pressure drop 6Pm~x is the more
residue fraction of pressure drop after cleaning decreases.
3) The reverse collapse type initially has only mottled falling
and its ratio will decrease with time to have more intermediate
cleaning layer. However, fairly large amounts of mottled falling
(& = 20-50%) will also be left. The mechanical shaking type
rapidly proceeds cleaning by mottled falling and most of the
secondary dust layer is cleaned off eventually. Namely there is
almost no rapid pressure drop increase at collection during mottled
falling.
4) One method to determine experimentally the most optimal value
of single cleaning duration time t for reverse.collapse type was
obtained.
The cleaning performance should also be reviewed in conjunction
with collection performance and this will be one of the important
topics in a future.
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Appendix
Suppose the accumulating condition at certain point of
cleaning process is expressed by the model shown in Figure 9,

~p = u (x) (A+BM (x) o)

0 part;

(i)

= Mmax ·F(x)
(1-0) Cl-A) part; ~p = Aui
0
(l-0)A part; ~P = u2(A+BMmax >
where M(x)

(ii)
(iii)

Since air flow rate Q is considered to be almost a constant,

= 1o 6

Q/S

u(x) dx +

[u

1

Cl-A) + u2A] (1-0)

=

uco

=

umax

(iv)

Following Equation is obtained from Equations (1), (2), and (iv),
umax)/(Bu

u

co

max

)
(v)

Substitute Equation (v) into Equations (i) and (iii),
Ap = u (x) [A + - 1- (Ap
~ax

llp

=

U2

(A +

-1 umax

max

- AP. ) F(x) 0 ]

(vi)

co

(vii)

(llpmax - ilPer) ] •

Also obtain u1 , u(x), and U2 from Equations (ii) and (vi) and
(viii) and sU!5stitute them into Equation (iv),
dx

A]

= u

oo

= APco

x (1-0)
(viii)

A
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Substitute umax • um/A into Equation (viii) and introduce.a
dimensionless parameter a• AP111/Pmax to obtain following equation.
{9

a+ adx
(l-a)F(x)~· + (l~a) [l -

(1-a)).) •

~ppoo

(ix)

The residue fraction' after cleaning A which is possible to measure
experimentally is expressed by following equation.

A=

A(l-0) + t•e

(x)

where
1 8 F(x)dx
0

Obtain A from Equation (x),

A= (l-e)- 1 (A- 1° F(x)dx).

(xi)

0

Substitute Equation (xi) into (ix) ,to obtain Ap,
adx
a +

+ Cl-0) - (1-a) (A - 1° F(x)dx) J
0

(xii)

Now, when 8=0 whatever the function F(x) is Ap can be determined
by a, A, and Apm. But when e~o, Ap depends on the form of F(x),
but if we assume F(x) = (x/8)n 0.5 < n < 2.0, Ap did not vary
significantly with the value of n. -Therefore if we assume the
dust layer thickness distribution as F(x) • x/e, Equation (3) in
this report will be obtained.
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ON THE
ECONOMICALLY OPTIMAL DES~GN OF BAG FILTER
K. Iinoya, K. Makino and N. Tanaka
Kyoto University
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Introduction
We have already done a theoretical review of the operation
of multi-compartment bag filter and verified how the pressure drop
and the cleaning cycle of bag filters are affected by cleaning
residual fraction, number of bag compartments and pressure drop
characteristics. Based'on these, this report gives a theoretical
review concerning economically optimal design of bag filter.
There are already some reports which deal with economical
design of bag filter as a large system including cooling system
or which deal with economical design by assuming -that the life of
filter cloth is a function of filtering velocity. Our economical
design report of air-filter is essentially the same as these.
Based on a relationship between operating pressure drop and
cleaning cycle obtained in previous reports, this report provides
optimal operating pressure drop, optimal filtering velocity and
optimal cleaning cycle as variables for the optimal problem
by expressing a strict relation of process amount and by assuming·
that the life of filter cloth can be determined by number of
cleaning or operational time. The pressure drop of the bag filter
is ··expressed as a sum of the pressure drop of filter itself and
the pressure drop due to dust load. An analytical solution can
be obtained when the former one can be neglected against th~ latter
one. The parameters used in this analysis were determined after
contacting several users and manufacturers in order to get more
practical calculations. Also by obtaining relative sensitivity
of each parameter to optimal solution, it was shown that the calculations in this report can be easily applied to actual cases and
is the important factor in economical design.
1.

Derivation of Equation for Economical Calculation

Generally the fixed and operatin·g costs of instrument are
necessary to know for resolving the economically optimal problem
of systems. The design of bag filter requires information for the
fixed and installed costs of bag filters, the fixed installation
costs of the fan and the cost of replacing filter cloth due to
damage. The operating cost of bag filter is mainly the cost of
power for cleaning and this can be neglected as compared with
other costs. Although it is also necessary to consider the manpower cost for changing filter cloth, it is difficult to formulate
this and it can be included in the cost of filter cloth.
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Here, the fixed cost of the device is expressed as a pro,;.
duct of the cost of instrument (including installation cost) and
the certain annual rate, including tax, interest, repair cost
and depreciation cost. However, the fixed cost of bag filter is
considered not to include changing cost of filter material.
1. l

Fixed Cost of Fan

As a result of cost analysis of fan (mainly turbo-fan) in
the ranges of 200-soo mm H20 air pressure and 2oo~s,ooo m3 /min
air flow, there is a linear relation between motor power cost
(including costs of meter and installation) as shown in Equation
(1). Also as shown in Equation (2) there is a linear relation
between motor power and the product of air pressure and air flow.
Y1

= h1P = 2.7P

(1)
(2)

If the annual rate of tax and depreciation is set as k 1 , the fixed
cost of fan is as follows:
·

Now as a standard value, ki = 0.2 is considered.
Equations (1) and (2) into Equation (3).
K1

= h~h;k1

Substitute

= 0.010

Here, the coefficient of Equation (2) is consistent with the report
by Iinoya.
·
1.2

Power Cost of Fan

The power cost of fan can be expressed by the following
equation
(4)

where e is a unit power cost and E is an annual operating time.
Substitute Equation ( 2) into this and you will get the following
equation.
(5)

When h2 = 0.019, E = 8,000 hr/yr, e
values, K2 = 0.076.
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=5

yen/Kw·hr as standard

1.3

Pixed Coat of Bag Filter

As a result of cost survey (including installation cost)
of bag filter, it·was found that the cost is about the same for
mechanic~l shaking cleaning type and reverse air-flow cleaning
type and· tha.t the cost is in ·exponential relation with filtering
area as shown in Figure 1. The pulse air type is slightly higher
in cost than these. Assuming the annual rate is k 3 , the fixed cost
can be expressed by the following equa·tion using the cost of bag
filter in Figure 3:
C3 • k3(hsSq 1 )EI<sSq 1

(6)

As a standard value, assume k3 • 0.2. Also from Figure 1, .when
S>300 m2 it lsqseen that h 1 • 2.5 and qs • 0.89 and when S<300 m2 ,
h 1 • 12.3 and 3 • 0.61. Thus, Ks = 0.50 (S>300) and Ks • 2.46
(S<300) •
1.4 , Filter Cloth Replacing Cost
Although filter damage depends on complicated factors and
there is not a complete definition of the lifetime (0) of filter
cloth, filter damage can be considered due to following two cases;
damage caused.in a certain time 90 due to long-time exposure to
high temperature gases, and damage caused by a certain number of
cleanings R due to numerous dust cleaning operations. These two
cases can be expressed respectively as follows:

e = eo
9

= RT

(9o

= constant)

(R

= constant)

c. 7)

where T is the total period of the cleaning cycle required to have
cleaning operation through all compartments. Also, the allowable
repeated number of cleaning operations is about 10-20 thousand
although it may depend on filter material and cleaning type. The
lifetime is 1-2 years for ordinary glass fiber and 2-3 years for
mixed fiber.
~ow the filter cloth replacing cost can be expressed by the
following equation.

c.. =

(9)

fSe:/0

where f is a cost of filter cloth and is about 1,000 yen/m 2 except
for certain nDre expensive ones.
1.5

Cleaning Cycle and Operational Pressure Drop

The pressure drop through the bag filter can be expressed as
a sum of pressure drops of filter cloth itself and of dust load.
(10)
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where a, b and q are constants determined by experiments. The
values of constants are different if they are determined by above
equation using new filter cloth or old filter cloth which was used
for some cleaning operations and the constants used in this report
are those of latter case. Generally the pressure drop due to
filter cloth itself is considered to be minimal and we assume
a ..:, o by considering that the big advantage of this is the optimal
solution can be analytically obtained. The case when the value of
a cannot be neglected is reviewed in Section 2.3. Now Equation 10
can be expressed as follows:
6p

==. burnq

(11)

When the filter is constantly operated in a certain cleaning cycle
(it is generally called as a timer type), a relation between cleaning
cycle T and operational pressure drop 6ps can be expressed by the
following equation.
6ps!., psbu ( CflUT) q

(12)

On the other hand, when it is constantly operated with a certain
maximum operational pressure drop 6Ps (it is called as ·a differential pressure type), the cleaning cycle Tis expressed as
follows.
6p
T ~ _l_(__!!.) i/q (N- )
(13)
CflU bu
Ts
where 6ps and NTs are functions of the constant q which can be
determined by cleaning residual rate ~' nwnber of bag compartment
N and characteristics of filter cloth and dust.
(6Ps> l/q =

=

_l_[

E _!_{~q+1
1-~ i=l N

i
+i
+ -(1-;q )
N

}-q/ i +q]- i I q

(14)

Since the relation between p 5 and Tin Equations (12)-(14) is the
same for both timer type and differential type; the following
solution can be applied for both operations. Also, the dust load
in the bag compartment immediately before the cleaning operation
(xN 3 ) can be obtained by the following equation.
(1-F,;) xN 3 + cnuT

(15)
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1.6

Annual Total Cost
Based on above, the annual total cost can be obtained.
(16)

It was assumed here that the pressure drop through the duct does
not affect the optimal solution and that the air pressure of fan
is equal to operational pressure drop of bag filter. Although the

above equation has three variables (filtering air velocity,
operational pressure drop and cleaning cycle), it is actually a .
two variables function since there is a relationship as equations
(12) and (13) for these variables. Also, when the lifetime of the
filter cloth can be determined by its operational time as described
later, it will be a one variable function since the cleaning cycle
can be determined easily~
1.7

Calculation of Optimal Solution
Now we have a simple consideration concerning annual cost.

First, when operational pressure drop 6p 8 is assumed as a
constant and the filtering air velocity u is changed, the fixed
cost of bag filter is cheaper with large u but the replacing cost
of filter increases with frequent cleaning cycles. Thus, the optimal
filtering air velocity exists. Similarly when the filtering air
velocity is assumed as a constant, the optimal qperational pressure
drop exists.
When a = o, the optimal condition can be analytically obtained
from Equations (12} and (16). However, there are two analytical
solutions (2·1 and 2·2) for two filter cloth lifetime equations
(Equations (7) and (8). Also, even if there are upper and lower
l'imi ts in variables Ap 8 , u and xN 3 , solutions can be easily obtained
(2·1·1~2·1·3).
However, when the lifetime is determined by
operational time So (one variable optimal problem), the solutions
are naturally the same as limiting values when variables Ap 8 • u
and ~ 3 exceed upper and lower limits. Thus, it is not included
here.
2.1

Optimal Solution When Lifetime of Filter Cloth is Determined
by Number of Cleanings (a !, o)

Place acT/au = acT/aAp8 = o in Equation (16) and s\l9stitute
Equations (8) and (12) into this to obtain solution. However,
there are two solutions because the fixed cost equation of bag
filter has different coefficients at s = 300 m2 •
i)

S \ 300 m2 •
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I fe \ qq,/a

Pa,opt •

tP1:1.J

(Ki

+ K2)-<1+qq1)/a{bA~s<cn)q}qs/a(q1Ks)l/aQ(q1-l)/a
(17)

fe\-q/a
( Rq]
{ (K1

uopt •

(18)

fe) (l+q+q s) /a
Topt = ( Rq
{(K1

+ K2)bAps(cn}q}(l-q3)/a(qaKa)-(2+q)/aQ(qs-l) (l+q)/a
(19)

(20)

where

a =1

(21)

+ q3 + qq3

The parameters in the first parenthesis on the right side of
Equation (20) indicates that the ratio among the fixed cost and
power cost of fan, the fixed cost of bag filter and the filter
cloth replacing cost is l:(l/q 3 ) :q.
ii)

S

= 300

m2 (:Sb)

fe:.\q/(q+l)

Aps,opt

= ( Bi:IJ

(K1
(22)
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opt

= 0/Sb

Topt

= \RqJ

U

/_f€\ l/(q+l)

(2 3)

{(K1

(24)

(25)

The result of nwnerical calculation for various Q and en is
shown in Figure 2. The values of used constants are those standard
values described earlier and parameters fE/R = 300 and b~Ps = 10 5
are for cost of filter cloth f = 0.2 ten thousand yen/m 2 , annual
operational time € = 8,000 hr/year, allowable repeated times of
cleaning operation R = 2 x 10~ and for these constants in
Equation (12) such as operational pressure drop 6p8 = 200 mm H20,
collecting dust a100unt cnuT = 0.1 Kg/m 2 and filtering air ·velocity
u = 0.02 m/sec, and these are standard values. According to the
Figure, the effect of Q to the optimal solution is minimal except
for a small Q but the optimal condition of operational pressure
drop and filtering air velocity needs to be changed for dust concentration of carrying gas.
2.1.1

When Filtering Air Velocity is Limited

When the filtering air velocity has upper limit u or lower
limit· u from restrictions of filter collection performance and
system-design and when the solution Uopt obtained .. with as·suming
no restrictions (limits) exceeds these upper and .lower limits,· the
optimal solution is when Uopt is consistent with U or u •. Therefore
u or~ needs to be sutstituted for Q/Sb in Equations (~2)~(25)
2.1.2

When Operational Pressure Drop if Limited

When the operational pressure drop Ap 8 has an upper limit
Ap8 from filter cloth strength and when the solution obtained with
assuming no limits exceeds 6~s' the optimal solution is when APopt
is consistent with Ap8 • Other solutions can be obtained by differentiating Equation (16).
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u

• (
opt

x

T

fe )-q/(l+qq3)
Rqq1K1

l

Kps

fe:

• (
opt

x

l

I

b6 ... ( )q -l/(l+qq3)
Pa en
oq(qa-1)/(l.+qqa)

)(q+l)/(l+qqa)

Rqq1K1 ·

b ... ( )ql(l-q3)/(l+qq1)
6ps en
o<q+l)(l-q9)/(l+qq3)

x (

6p

0

(27)

s

bAps(cn)ql qa/Cl+qqs)

fe )qq3/(l+qq3)
RqqsKs
l

x

(26)

Aps

qs(l+q)/(l+qqs)

( 2 8)

Figure 8 shows the result of this calculation. This figure indicates no significant changes due to limits in operational pressure
drop. Especially Topt is not affected by this.
2.1.3

When Dust Load is Limited

There may be some limits in dust load on filter cloth in
order to have an effective cleaning operation. Therefore, we
review the case when there is generally an upper limit lVI or lower
limit M and the dust load obtained with no limits exceeds these
values:The following optimal solution can be obtained from Equation
(16) under a condition of Equation (15) •
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(29)

u

opt

Topt

=

l

(K1+K2)bap (l-~)qX q
q3K3
s
Ns

-l/(l+q3)

l

Q(q3-l)/(l+q3)

(30)

=
(31)

XNs

+

= M,

or M

( 32)

feOcn

R(l-~) XNs

( 33)

The result of this equation is shown in Figure 9. As seen
from the above equations, under a condi ton of constant dust load,
llp 8 , opt and Uopt are constant and are independent with en and T0 pt
is inversely proportional to en.
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2. 2

Optimal Solution When Lifetime of Filter Cloth is Determined
by Operational Time (a !., o)

In this case, the minimum cleaning cycle Tmin possible to
have for the system will naturally be the optimal solution. Therefore it is a one variable optimal problem. The following equation
can be obtained by substituting Equation (12) into Equation (16)
and setting aCT/au = o.

(34)

By substituting the optimal solutions Uopt obtained from above
equation into Equations (12) and (16), ~Ps,opt and CT,min can be
determined respectively. And the following approximate solution
can be obtained by ·
·
fe:/80« q3K3Qq 3- 1 u ·

1 -q 3

opt.

(35)

( 36')

CT ,min
. . !=s [1 +

l+q

+ fE

q3

a;-

x gs K 3 )- C2+q) IC l+q+q 3 >J
( l+q

x(2..i!i)(l+q)/(l+q+q3)

l+q

( 37)

.
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Figure 3 shows an exa!li>le of numerical result for various Q and
en by using Equation (34). Also it shows approximate solutions
by Equations (35)~(37). It· is seen from the Figure that the
approximate solution is a good approximation. for Equation (34).
The parameter fe/Bo = 0.05 in this Figure is for f = 0.1 ten
thousand yeri/m 2 , e = 8,000 hr/yr and eo = 16,000 hr.
2.3

Optimal Solution When Pressure Drop of Filter Cloth-Cannot
Be Neglec~ed.

AS discussed in Section 1.5, when the pressure drop Equation
is experimentally determined, the value of a may not be
neglected. In this case those solutions obtained in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 cannot be obtained and you have to obtain solutions by an
iterative method. Now the pressure drop ~Ps through multicompartment bag filter can be expressed by following equation.
(10)

Ap s =

Ap s u{a+b(cnuT)q}

( 38)

Also Ap 8 cannot be obtained by Equation (14) and has to be determined numerically by the nK>del in another report.
The calculational result of the case when the lifetime· of
filter cl.0th is determined by cleaning numbers is shown in
Figure 4 with variation of the value of a. a = 1,000 is an
according value for Ap 8 au = 40 mm H20 when u = 0.02 m/sec and
Ap 8 • 2. The .figure indicates some effect of neglecting a when
dust concentration is small but the tendency of solution does not
change. On the other hand, Topt seems to be affected considerably.
3.

Effect of Parameters to Optimal Solution

Since the solutions in Equations (17)~(20) are most important
among those solutions obtained in Section 2, we will calculate
a sensitivity of each parameter to optimal solution by using these
analytical
solutions •
•
3.1

Effect of Coefficient Parameters K1 , K2 , Ks and fe/R.

Table 1 shows the relative sensitivity of parameters (K 1+K2)
Ks and f&/R to the optimal solution using Equations (17)~(20).
Figure 5 represents the calculational. results for qs • 0.89 and
0.61 by varying q. Based on the figure, the relative sensitivity
to annual cost is about 0.3 from (K 1+K 2 ) and f&/R and is about 0.4
from Ka, and it is indicated that the annual cost is changed in
a same degree with changes in each cost such as the fixed cost and
power cost of fan, filter material replacing cost and the fixed
cost of bag filter. Topt is considerably affected by f&/R and Ks,
but not affected by (K1+K2).
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In order to show how the optimal solution is affected by
improving filter material specific cost and endurance limit, the
calculational results for several f£/R is shown in Figure 6.
Namely, by reducing fE/R, Uopt will be larger and 6p 8 ,opt be small
and thus it will be possible to reduce the size of system.
3.2

Effect of Operating Conditions Q and en

The relative sensitivity of Q and en to optimal solution,
from Equations (17)-(20), is in Table 1. Figure 7 shows the
calculational results for q 3 = 0.89 and 0.61 by varying q. The
annual cost is, according to the Figure, proportional to the 0.8
power of' process·· gas amount for a small system and to the power
of 0.9 for the big,system. Also Topt cannot be affected by Q and
en except for the case of small gas flow amount (q 3 = 0. 61) •
Aps,opt is roughly pro~ortional to Ccn) 0 • 3 and uopt is inversely
proportional to Ccn) 0 • • This was also shown in Figure 2.
3.3

Effect.of a, band q of Pressure Drop Characteristics Equation

The relative sensitivity of b to optimal solution obtained
from Equations (17)-(20) is shown in Table 1 and Figure 7. T
is not affected by b while 6p 6 ,opt and CT,min are roughly proportional to 6°· 3 and Uopt is inversely proportional to 6°·~.
This is shown in Figure a.
The effect of a to optimal solution, as already discussed
in 2. 3, cannot be neglected whe"n en is small.
Figure 9 shows the example the effect of q. It is seen
from the Figure that q has a sign:i.ficaht ef feet. Thus, it is
important to accurately obtain pressu~e drop characteristics,
including a and b for determining optimal operating condition.
3.4

Effect of Cleaning Residual Rate
Numbers N

~

and Bag Compartment

Since the parameter Aps is a function of bag compartment
numbers and cleaning residual rate, the effect of N and ~ to
optimal solution· was obtained as a parameter of Ap 6 and the
result is shown in Tables 2 and 3.
According to Table 2 which shows changes in optimal solution when only N changes, it is noted that N does not have any
effect. Especially, the annual cost can only be reduced by
multi-compartment with at most 20% for t = 0 and by several
percent for ; = O. 8.
According to Table 3 which shows changes in optimal solution when only~ changes, it is noted that ~.has a considerable
effect. Especially, when ~ is large, it wil~ require the annual
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cost of twice as much as that of ~ = O. However, Topt is not
affected by ~ when O is large (q 3 = 0. 89).
Conclusion
We have derived the equation showing that the annual cost
of the bag filter consists of the fixed cost cost and power cost
for the fan, the fixed cost of bag filter and filter cloth replacing cost. We asswned that the lifetime of filter cloth can
be determined by cleaning times (numbers) and operating times.
Since analytical solutions can be obtained when the pressure drop
of filter cloth itself is neglected, the analytical solutions were
obtained for various cases including the case when there are limits
in operational pressure drop, filtering air velocity.and dust
load.
Then numerical solutions were obtained for a practical case
using.constant values obtained from users and manufacturers. Also
relative sensitivity was calculated in order to estimate the
effects of each parameter on the optimal solution.
The following are major conclusions obtained by this research:
1)

The optimal operating condition is not affected by gas flow
amount except for the case of small flow amount a about
1 m3 /sec. Also the annual cost is roughly proportional to
gas flow amount with a power of 0.8 for a small system and
with 0.9 for a large system.

2)

The optimal operating condition is affected by dust concentration in process gas except for the optimal cleaning cycle.
Namely the optimal operating pressure drop and the annual
cost per unit flow amount increase with an increase in dust
concentration, while the optimal filtering air velocity
decreases in an increase in dust concentration.

3)

The ratio among the fixed cost and power cost of fan, the
fixed cost of bag filter and the filter cloth replacing cost
in the annual cost is 1: (l/q 3 ) :q3.

4)

The relative sensitivity of proportional constants K1 , K2,
K3 and f£/R of each cost to the optimal solution is about
0.3 ... 0.4. However, the relative sensitivity of (K 1 +K 2 ) to
optimal operating pressure drop, the ·relative sensitivity
of K'3 to the optimal filtering air velocity and the relative
sensitivity of K3 and f£/R to the optimal cleaning cycle are
big and are about 0.8-1.2 in absolute value.

5)

Since the pressure drop characteristic equation (Equation (10))
has a significant effect in optimal operating condition, a
determination of pressure drop equation is important.
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6)

An increase in number of bag compartment does not change
optimal operating condition. Especially the annual cost can
only be reduced by multi-compartment with at most 20% for
s = 0 and with a several percent for ~ = 0.8.

7)

The effect of residual rate to the optimal operating condition is considerable and the improvement in residual rate has
a significant effect in reducing annual cost.

Example Problem
Assume that the cost f of the selected filter cloth is 0.4
ten thousand yen/m 2 including manpower cost for replacement and
that the allowable ·repeated times of cleaning operation is 20,000.
A~so the pressure drop equation can neglect the pressure drop at
no dust load and assume 6p = 50,000 um (a = O, q = 1, b = 50,000).
Number of bag compartment N is 4, collection efficiency n is
100% and cleaning residual rate ~ is 0.6. When the operating
condition is at the process gas am::>unt Q = 10 m3 /sec and the dust
concentration c = 2 q/m 3 , determine the economically optimal
filtering air velocity and operating pressure drop.
Solution
Assuming the annual operating time £ is 8,000 hr (2.88 x
10 7 sec), fE/R is fE/R = 0.4 x (2.88 x 10 7 )/(2 x 10~) :, 600.
Using the given condition (N = 4, a = O, q = 1 and ; = 0.6),
6p 6 :?:; 2 from Equation (14) • There.fore bAp 8 .:.., 10 5 • The following optimal conditions are obtained using Figure 6 or Equations
(17)~(21).
Also, the constants discussed early in this report
were used in this calculation except those constants given in
above problem.
/
6Ps,opt

= 153

mm

H20

(Maximum Operating Pressure Drop)

= 1.0 m/min (Average Filtering .Air Velocity)
Topt = 45 min (one cleaning cycle)
XNs,opt = 0.23 Kg/m 2 (Maximum Dust Load Before Cleaning)
CT,min = 411 ten thousand yen/yr (Annual Total Cost)
Uopt

Based on these values, the lifetime of filter cloth 8/£ is
0/£ = RT 0 pt/£ .:.... 1.9 year and the filtering area S is
S

= Q/Uopt = 600

m2 •
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NOMENCLATURE

C1

= constants used in Eq. (10)
= fixed cost of fan, including

C3

= electrical
= fixed cost

a,b,q

YEN/year]

of bag filter, including maintenance
cost except C4 )
(10 4 YEN/year]

= renewal cost of filter cloth per a year

[10 4 YEN/year]

= total cost per year

[10 4 YEN/year]

= dust concentration at inlet

e

= electric

f

= price of cloth

h 1 ,k 1 ,K 1

=

=

[kg/m 3 ]
(10 4 YEN/kW •hr]

power rate

(10 4 YEN/m 2 ]

cc:;>nstants used in Eqs.

(1)

and

(3)

constants used in Eqs. (2) and (5)

h 3 , K3 , k 3 , q 3

= cons tan ts

used in Eq • ( 6 )

m

= dust load on bag filter

N
p

= number of compartments
= power of fan

L\p

= pressure drop

L\p 6

(10 4

cost of fan per a year

c

h2,K2

maintenance cost (10 4 YEN/year]

[kg/m 2 ]
[-]

[kW]
[mmAq]

·=pressure drop across bag filter
= dimensionless pressure drop defined in our previous

paper

[mmAq]

[-]
[m 3 /sec]

0

= gas flow rate

R

= allowable

s

=

T

= total period of cleaning cycle

u

= average filtering velocity (=Q/s)

[m/sec]

XNs

= maximum dust load on bag through all compartments

·[kg/n\ 2 ]

repeated times of cleaning operation

filtering area of bag filter
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[-]
[m 2 J
[sec]

(10~ YEN]

Y

• cost of equipment

a

= parameter defined by Eq.

E

= operating

n

= collection efficiency

e

= lifetime of filter cloth

[sec)

00

= allowable duration time of filter cloth
= dimensionles~ partial period of cleaning operation

[sec)

-r

(21)

time for a year

. - residue fraction of dust load after cleaning
<Scripts>

opt
I

[sec/year]
[-)

defined in our previous paper

min

[-]

= minimwn
= optimal condition
= upper or lower value
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[-)
[-]

PERFORMANCE OF A MICRO-CYCLONE*
Koichi Iinoya**, Aishi Nakai***
Introduction

1.

The cyclone, having a simple configuration and low installation cost, has been widely used in various fields but has a
disadvantage of low efficiency. It is also not known how much
the collection efficiency can be improved by significantly reducing the size of cyclone. Although it is believed that greatly
reducing its size is unrealistic, the measurement of the microcyclone performance, which we have designed, ~as given interesting results.
2.

Experimental Apparatus and Method

Figure 1 shows the size and the concept of the cyclone and
Figure 2 shows a flow sheet of the experimental apparatus. The
sample aerosol is produced by generating stearic acid particles
through the Sinclair-Lamer type monodisperse particle generator
and by mixing them well with clean air (about 10 l/min) in a
mixing chamber. The aerosol is sent to the cyclone entrance
through the high concentration side of dust concentration meter,
and passes through the low concentration side of dust concentration meter, filter paper and glass orifice by the action of the
vacuum pump.
The dust concentration meter (indicator) used in
this experiment is the relative concentration indicator (Shibata
Chemical Instrument Industry Co.) using light scattering. The
glass orifice was monitored by the wet test gas meter. The
milipore-filter was used to protect the orifice and vacuum pump.
The pressure drop across the cyclone was measured by a water or
mercury manometer.
Experimental Result and Consideration

3.
3.1

Pressure Drop

The pressure drop across the cyclone can usually be expressed
as a function of cyclone inlet velocity.

*Report received on 1/21/69.

** Regular member, Department of Engineering, Kyoto University,
Yoshida Honmachi, Sakyoku, Kyotoshi.

*** Research Institute for Production Department, Morimotocho,
Shimogamo, Sakyoku, Kyoto.
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FJc. 1.

A micro-cyclone.
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Fie. 2. Flow sheet or experimental apparatus.
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llp

1
= F x 29
:yui2

(1)

In this case, the cyclone is used on the suction side of vacuum
pump (namely, with negative pressure) and the inside of the
cyclone is under a considerable low pressure as compared to ambient pressure. Therefore, the measured pressure drop llpm is
actually the apparent pressure drop and it is desirable to correct
the specific weight of gas at inlet (y) to a standard condition.
This correction can be done by the following equation.

I!!.
PsT
llPs = llpm y = llPm PT s

(2)

As shown in Figure 3, the relationship between the measured llpm
and Ui is that llpm is not proportional to the square of Ui as indicated in equation (4). But llps which is corrected by equation (2)
is proportional to the square of Ui• If this correction is made
for the case when the cyclone is used in a considerable range of
pressure, it will be seen that the pressure drop is proportional
to the square of inlet velocity. On the other hand, there have
been many simple equations reported to estimate the pressure drop
coefficient F from the configuration of cyclone, and when F is
calculat~d by using the typical Iinoya and First's Equation, the
value of pressure drop coefficient Fs = 20.5. Also the Reynolds
number Rei at cyclone inlet is about 10 3 -10~ which is the range
of turbulent .flow.
3.2

Collection Efficiency

Figure 4 shows the relationship between inlet velocity Ui
and collection efficiency n as a parameter of particle size using
the experimental results. Based on this, it is indicated that
the ordinary cyclone inlet velocity (about 20 m/sec) with a
smaller cyclone will lead to about 90% of collection efficiency
for about 1 µ dust particles (Pp = 1.0 g/cm 3 ) and that the high
velocity (SO m/sec) will even lead to 90% of collection efficiency
for 0.25 µ dust particles without having an efficiency reduction
for the high velocity. Therefore, if many small cyclones can be
designed to operate in parallel, it is possible to have a high
efficiency multi-clone.
On the other hand, only the inertia force has been considered
to be the controlling factor in the collection mechanism of the
cyclone. But when the collection efficiency n of this experiment
was plotted as a function of inertia parameter
If=

PpUiD~Cm
18µ0

,

it will give a different curve for a different particle size.
When n is plotted as a function of lf/(Dp/D) or 'l'/N 5 c, it gives a
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Fig. 4. Relation bet\Veen Inlet velocity
and collection efficiency.
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single curve. When it is plotted on a log-log paper, one linear
graph is obtained as shown in Figure 5. In this case the effect
of particle concentration may be considered as another factor
and it may be. necessary to consider the particle diffusion phenomena as one of the collection mechanisms. This is considered
to be a question in the collection mechanism of cyclone.
4.

Conclusion

As a result of measuring the performance of sample rnicrocyclone, the following conclusions were obtained.
1) It was confirmed that the pressure drop is accurately
proportional to the square of inlet velocity, by an appropriate
correction, even when the cyclone is used over a considerable
large pressure range.
2) Even submicron particles can be collected with a considerably high efficiency for an extremely small cyclone and a
high velocity.
3) Although it was believed that the inertia force was the
only controlling factor in the collection mechanism of cyclone,
it was recognized that the effect of particle size also needs to
be considered.
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International Seminar on
Dust Collection
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Date and Time
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Kyoto International Conference Hall
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Concept of Research in Particle-Gas-Separation
Prof .Dr.-Ing.F.L6ffler
Institut fUr Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik der

Universit~t

Karlsruhe

Particle-Gas-Separation ts considered as one of the important unj.t
operations of "Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik" (Process technaloqy).
Apart from its
technical significance it plays an important
role in qeneral and political interest.
We are working since many years on the probl~n~ of separation of
particles (solid particles or liquid drops) from gases at the
Institute founded in the year 1957 by Prof~ Or.-Ing. Hana Rumpf
who unfortunately passed away a few months ago.
A section for dust collection and cleaning of air has been in
existence since 1965.
Research and development works are not pursued having only environmental pollution control in view, but also in view of material
recovery within the processes of production.
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We are at present working on the following separating principles:
Centrifugal separator (cyclone), wet scrubber and fibre filter.
Besiqes this, some general topics from other fields other than
dust collection are also considered; for instance, dust feeding
and desagglomeration of fine dust particles in gases, or agglomeration and deposition on the walls under the consideration of
the effect of electrostatic charges. The works done in the measuring technique group will also be counted along with these
themes.
On the one hand,basic studies are being done in these fields
with an object of explaining the processes by a detailed study
of single phenomena and also to see if they can lead to reliable
methods for desiqn,or to imporvea or new techniques. On the other.
hand, problems in practice in direct collaboration with the
industry are also treated. A brief illustration regarding a few
problems are given below and as far as possible with representation
of typical results.
Centrifugal separators - also called as cyclones - are simple
in construction, cheap and sturdy. They have become more popular
as they are reliable and safe to operate. But still the quota
of cyclones in the total turnove~ (1974) for dust collectors
was 15 ' that corresponds to a higher part of flow rate because
of the low investinq costs of cyclones.
Problems lie in the proper design and in recoqnizing the possible
range of application. The particles are separated by the centrifugal force actinq in a rotatinq flow. In the apparatus looking
simple outwardly a very complicated, three dimensional, turbulent
rotational flow predominates which evades an exact calculation.
1his holds even.more when one considers the effect of material
on the flow.
Pressure drop,the collection efficiency and preferably the grade
~f ficiency curve are to be determined as characteristic parameters
for each of the separators. Theqrade efficien~y curve qives the
collection efficl.ency in terms of particle size.
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Simplified models of flow field have to be used provided one does
not forego a calculation from the beginning and counts only on
the praqmatic value, and also realizes the importance of calculation possibilities for the design especially, the optimization
of the set up.
This was done by Rumpf and his co-workers 111 for flow without
dust. The object of the investi~ation that is runnin; at present
is to verify such models experimentally. In particular the applicability on dust loaded flows is verified. This is possible by
measuring the loss in the moment of momentum at different parts
of the surface of the cyclone to obtain the wall coefficient
of friction in terms of operating parameters,the particle size distr.ibution, dust load and rate of air flow.
Measurements of velocity in cyclone and.the determination of the
grade efficiency curve will also be added to this. The works on
the very complicated experimental set up are ~~ operation and results will be reported in the near future.
Studies on a high efficient cyclone for the separation of fine
graphite particles from a gas flow is mentioned as an example
for a problem in practice. The object was to obtain a separating
curve as fine as possible.
In figure (1) the degree of separation T(x) is plotted against
particle size. V, the volume flow rate is the parameter. The
curves show the typical behaviour for cyclones. As usual the
cut size is defined as those particle sizes from which SO %
are separated. The figure shows that a cut size of about
2 pm was obtained. However, it was ftardly possible to remain still
under this value, although the theoretically-predicted values
were below 1 µm. This experience, on one hand, points out the
necessity of demarcation of experiments from the theoretical
models ~nd on tteother hand s.hows an important effect of turbulence
on the separation. Turbulence acts against separation particularly
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Fig. (1): Grade efficiency curve of a cyclone
for graphite dust
in the range below 5 µm. The object of the basic investigation is
to explain this effect in more detail.
Wet scrubbers count today 30 % to the sales of dust collectors.
I~ these equipments the particles are separated by means of
mixing a washing fluid with the gas flow. In doing so the dust
particles are caught by the fluid, get bound there and are
separated together with the fluid. In addition to the separation
of particles,an absorption of gases by this washing fluid at the
same time can possibly take place in these scrubbers. But in the
following section only the particle separation has been discussed
The physical underlying principles of the resulting processes are
still not explained extensively. In particular,not much is known
about the capture process and thereby occuring interaction between particles and liquid. Therefore, till now the predetermination
of scrubbers is often regarded as uncertain and impossible.
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This condition is not only unsatisfactory scienti1:'ically, but ii:;
also disadvantageous with respect to the design of collectors in
practice; moreover, the calculation of optimization cannot be
made. Our object, therefore, is to explain the physical fundamental
phenomena so that we could arrive at the equations of design.
The investigations take place in three sta.ges: Single drop processes,
behaviour of drop swarms, effect of collectors.
Till now we were dealing with the experi.l!lent~l work particularly
about the production of drops with the specified size and velocity,
and intensively with the measurement of drop size distribution by
different methods as well. The chosen
range of drop size ranges
from some hundreds of µm till about 0.5 µm.
Theoretical collection efficiency calculations for single drops
were verified experimentally by suspending the drop on a S µM
diameter wire and photographing the paths of the dust particles
with the pelp of a high speed camera (till 32000 pictures/sec.).
It could be observed directly that all the impinged dust particles
on the drop could not be retained there, some of them were
rebounding.
Experimental results of the studies ma.de on a scrubber, designed
together with Prof. Leschonski, Institut £Ur Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik, Technische Universitat Clausthal, agreed with the
theoretically predicted high collection efficiencies.
Fibre filters are employed in the technology in two basic forms.
In the case of deep bed filters the separation takes place within
the fibre layer that has passed through the flow. After a particula~
dust embedment, that is, when a predetermined pressure drop has
reached the filters are extended and are thrown away frequently.
Some types can be cleaned by washing or by blowing ~ut. This
filter, therefore, can be used mainly in the case of low dust
contents up to a few mg/cm3 , so in the ventilation system for
laboratories, production plants, (clean rooms) or operation rooms.
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The second type or filters are the surface or cleanable filters.
Here the separation takes place mainly on the surface of the
filter cloth. A dust layer (filter cake) wi.11 be build up which
separates effectively. Because of the raise in the flow resistance
this dust layer which occurs periodically during the operation by
different methods has to be removed frequently. This filter can be
employed in the case of hiqh dust content (up to a few hundreds
of g/cm 3 ) and also in the branch of industrial dust collection or
in production recovery. There, it has been proved as the most
efficient fine dust collector.
Deep bed filters are highly porous filters ir1 which the part of
fibre volume amounts to less than 1 i and seldom more than 5 '·
The spacing of fibres ai:·e big compared with that of particle size.
Therefore the particles are not separated by sieving, but they
will have to be brought to the fibre surface by different transportation methods and then must be retained there. The collection
effic.!ency is, therefore, a product of degree of impingement
and probability of adhesion.
We are trying to explain the transport and adhesion phenomena by
our studies and investigations using single fibre, fibre grids as
model filters and also on techni~al filters. At present we are
concentratinq on the particle size range say above.O.S - 1 µm
and flow velocities from say 10 cm/sec. onwards, and in this
range the' Brownian movement of the particle can be neglected.
Forces of gravity, inertia and electrostatic forces are at the
disposal of transport phenomena.
Muhr 12,31 in his theoretical and experimental studies, was able
to point out the important significance of electrostatic charging,
in particular for the separation of particles.below say 3 µm and
he could describe this quantltatively.
Fig. (2) shows some curves of an excuple where single fibre
collection efficiencies '{ , that were calculated back from the
measured values for the total model filter are plotted against
the so called inertia parameter ~. In this representation the
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Reynolds Number calculated using fibre diameter and free flow
velocity is the parameter. :E'or comparison two theoretical curves
are drawn where electrostatic forces are not taken into account.
We can see that in the range IP < 1 the measured collection
efficiencies are much higher than the predicted theoretical
ones for the particles and fibres that are free of charge. These
high values can be accounted for with an explanation that the
particles as well as the fibres are charged and therefore the
Coulomb-forces had an effect.
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Fig. (2): Collection of NaCl-particles in model filters
This was proved by the measurements of charge as well as by the
experiments with discharged particles and fibres, and was also
established by the theoretical model calculations.
In addition to this it can be seen in fig. (2) that at the
increasing particle size and/or increasing velocity the collection
efficiencies were lower than the predicted theoretical ones -
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this in particular can be clearly seen on the curve tor Re = 2.5.
This, as we already know from our experience in practice and
from other invest.igations, would lead to the ovservatjon that the
particles bigger than 3 µm do not positively adhere to the fibre
surface so that the probability of adhesion is less than 100 %.
lf the particle has to remain adhere, firstly it should not
rebound and secondly it should not be detacted subsequently.
In order to expl~in the second stipulation we made a detailed
study on adhesive force some time ago and found out that when
once the separated particle adheres it can be hardly detached

141.

In one of the works that has been completed recently, resistance
and buoyancy forces exerted by a flow on the sphere-shape<.~ parti.clc
de.posited at a surface have been determined ISi. The results of
this investigation are not just restricted to the filter problem,
but. is can be,for instance,applied to the wall depositon in
pipes and machines.
Measurements on filter and adhesive forces showed clearly that
the rebound action is very decisive. We, therefore, developed
an equipment with which we could study the impact process on a
single fibre photographically. The filrns could be evaluated
quantitatively. An example of such a result is shown in fig. (3).
In this figure flow velocity v is plotted against probability of
adhesion h, where h is defined as the ratio of the number of
adhering particles at the first impingement to the total number
of impinging particles. Experimental parameters were particle
type, its size and fibre type.
Particles begin to rebound obviously at velocities between 5 and
15 cm/sec. Probability of adhesion decreases quickly with the
increasing velocity and reaches below 10 % at 1 m/sec for 10 µmparticles. 5 µm-particles rebound more than 10 pm-particles.
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Round glass spheres rebound more vigorously than the irregularly
shaped quartz particles which is obvious}¥ an effect of geometry.
Quartz particles can havo multi-point contact oi: surface contact.
whereas· glass spheres can have only single-point contact.
studies on solid wax particles and oil drops of sizes from 5 to
10 µm showed surprisingly that partly these particles also show
elastic behaviour and rebound likewise in the velocity range· shown
here. These investigations will be continued.
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Fig. (3): Probability of adhesion of rigid particles
on a polyamide-fibre
In addition to the studies on single fibres and fibre grids, we
are making some studies on the separating beh~viour of commercial
filter media for different types of particles in a filter testing
apparatus. At present the separation of clouds (oil clouds, fat
droplets) carries and special weight.
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In the branch of cleanable filter, an experimental set up is
being arranged with an object of studying the cleaning behaviour
of filter bags. As already mentioned.the pressure drop raises
with increasing dust deposition and at the same time the collection
efficiency becomes better. Now when it is cleaned the collection
effciency also falls down 161. Hence,in this work which is very
close to the conditions in practice optimum cleaning conditions
are investigated for filter bags in tecimical dimensions.
Dosage and dispersion of solids are not only important for sciencitfic studies,but also from the technology point of view they have
a significance. Here the difficulties arise especially when the
particle size is less than 10 µm, as the adhesive forces for
these particles are :Qigger than their own weight by a few orders
in magnitude. Therefore, these particies have a characteristic
tendency for agglomeration and adherence.
Since the dust feeders available in the market or the ones
displayed in the publications do not fm1ction satisfactorily in the-:
range below 10 ~m~ we developed a device for dust feeder whose
schematic repre~eotation is shown in fig. (4).
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Fig. (4): Schematical diagram of the dust feeder
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Solid is carried away by a rotating brush and a jet of air by
the surface of the packing. A piston takes care of the dust
supply. Using this principle mass flows in different quantities
between 0.01 and 6000 g/h with higher stability can be produced

171.

Investigations on the conditions for desagglorneration using forces
of flow or wall impact ISi on a baffle plate showed that the
agglomerates could be effectively desagglomerated from the primary
particles of 2 µm on a baffle plate at velocities of 200 m/sec,
whereas this was possible without a baffle plate only up to
the primary particles of 5 µm. The required jet velocity decreases
with the increasing particle size.
In the measuring technique branch of our studies we emphasize on the
optical methods that are suitable for the determination of the
distributions of particle concentration, particle size and velocity, and also on the visuadization of the movement of flow and
particles. Partly it is al~o to investigate the applicability and
the limit of error of the known methods and if the necessity
arises to adapt them to our problems. Partly some methods and
instruments are also developed up to commercial specification.
This often contains the clarification of basic mechanisms.
Studies were made and are still bebig made on the following
methods individually:
- Photometric determination of concentration in particle
deposits and in flowing gases 191;
- Particle size determination using scattered light techniques 1101~
- Measurement of flow velocities according to spark-tracing
method 1111,
- Particle velocity measurement accordinq to Laser-Doppler method;
- Determination of.the patha and velocities of the particles using
high speed photography ;
- Determination of particle concentration, size and velocity
using impulse holography.
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Sorne hints with regard to only two of these methods are given.
The method of photometric determination of concentration is
employed technically, say for dust dep~sition in a standard
filter test technique and for the emission control of slacks.
Tne well known Lambert-Beer law is the basis for this method.
Difficulties always arise when the concentration and particle
size distribution change simultaneously, and if these changes
are uncontrollable which, for example is often the case in
brown coal-power plants. With this the basis of calibration
also changes. A highly uncertain inference on the dust content
is bound to be drawn in case of not cari-ying o~t additional experimental runs. This was verified by our experiments.
Some special advancement has been made with regard to the development and application of scattering light method for the determination
of particle size distribution. This method can be used directly
in the flow to make a very quick measurement of the local size
distribution of particles larger than 0.3 µm and concentrations
up to 10 6 partic;les/cm 3 , and this is possi.ole without the particles
are being separated. The particle size distribution is obtained
by measuring arid analysing the impulse of the scattering light which
are
produced by single particles while passing through a
small and pure optically circumscribed measuring volume in flow
field. The theory of Mie is the basis for this which is about the
scattering of light on spherical homogeneous particles. The
special feature of this method (apart from the fact that the
distribution state of the particle is not dioturbed) is that the
particle distribution can be seen at high measuring velocity.
Depending upon the concentration and velocity nearly 100 000 particles
per minute can be counted and measured. Very often it is sufficient
to count small quantities of particles for the analysis of the
processes so that the measuring times could lie in the range of
10 sec. The evaluation and graphical representation of the measurement
can be done very quickly as the processing of the impulse can be
done with the help of a calculator and also electronically.
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Typical examples of application are the investigation of dispersion and desagglomeration processes, of dust injectors, the
determination of drop size distributions of atomizer nozzles.
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l:'ig. (5): Drop size distribution of an atomizer nozzle
The cumulative number distributions of water drops that are produced in an atomizer nozzle is shown as an example in fig. (5).
The rate of flow of water was varied in this experiment. In the
above figure the measuring arrangement is sketched on the left.
If the number distributions represented here will be calculated
in terms of volume distribution a more clear difference can be
seen than that of shown in fig. (5). Quick evaporation of the drops
is a problem in the measurement of distribution of drops. Hence
an immediate measurement is absolutely necessary and this is
possible with scattering light equipment.
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Only a few examples are mentioned here from the numez·ous application possibilities of this method. On the other hand,1t should
be mentioned that more investigation ts t.o be done for. anr.wering
some basic questions like for example, the effect of particle
shape. Some efforts regarding the further technical developments
are performed.
Nevertheless, with the already available equipment at the moment,
grade efficiency curves of the dust collectors down to 0.3 ~m
can be obtained quickly and reliably. This was not the case till
now since in the previous methods and above all in the range
below S µm, uncontrollable changes because 0£ agglomeration and
other processes had to be accepted.
Studies in this particle size rangA are necessary considering today's high demand for fine dust separation.
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In the previous report the works done at the "Institut filr
Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik" in the field of dust collection
and its measuring techniques were described.
The great interest of the public in the field of environmental
protection led to a plenty of research projects in industry and
research Institutes. A review about these projects given in
"Umweltforschungskatalog 1976n which contains about 1300 poges may
not be complete,but it is impressiv and informativ. Publisher:
Urnweltbundesamt, Berlin. Many projecto have been dealt with
special processes of production.
A list of the names of some research workers and Institutes which
is certainly not complete is given below.
It is emphasized that the names given in the list are purely
incidental and are in no way in order of importance of the works.
Prof.F.Mayinger, Institut filr Verfahrenstechnik, Universit!t Hannover,
(Ventury scrubbers-studying, atomization and energy-dissipation in the venturi-throat)
Lit.: F.Mayinger, W.Neumann, DECHEMA-Monographien
Nr. 1639-1669, Band so, Teil 2, Seite 637
Prof .E.Weber, Institut fUr Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik,
UniversitKt Essen
(Wet scrubbing with emphasis to absorption of gases,
distribution of dust concentration in elektroatatic
precipitators etc.)
Prof .R.Quack, Institut fUr Verfahrenstechnik, Universitlt Stuttgart
(Electrostatic precipitation)
Staubforschu~gsinstitut

Bonn, Direktor Dr.A.Schiltz
(Testinq of HEPA-Filters, development of dust measurinq
equipment etc.)
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Dr.Schikarski, Kernforschungszentrurn Karlsruhe
(Deep bed filtration in sand filters)
Prof .Stober, Institut £Ur Aerobiologie der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft,
Grafschaft
(Different projects on air pollution control and measurement)
Techn.Hochschule Leuna-Merseburg (DDR), Sektion Verfahrenstechnik,
Prof.Jugel
(Fibre Filtration with emphasis on bag filters)
Dr.Stenhouse, Dep. of Chemical Engineering, University of Loughborou9h
(Deep bed fibre filters, adhesion probability, i.e. similar
work as we are doing)
Prof .Papai, Institut filr Stromungsmaschinen, Technische Universitat
Budapest, Ungarn
(Big technical bag filters)
Dr.Benarie, IRCHA, Frankreich
(Different works on different subjects)
Prof.Dr.K.Leschonski, Institut filr
. Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik,
.
Techn.Universitat Clausthal-Zellerfeld
(On-line measurement of particle size distribution)
Dr.J.Gebhart, Gesellschaft filr Strahlen- und Umweltforschung,
Paul-Ehrlich-Str. 20, 6 Frankfurt/Main
(measurement of particle concentration and size
distribution)
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CURRENT RESEARCH ON PARTICLE REMOVAL AT THE
HARVARD AIR CLEANING LABORATORY,
Melvin W. First
1.

Fabric Filters

Our current fabric filter research program has three major objectives: (1) Basic mechanisms of cake formation for a full range
of filtration velocity, pressure drop across the cake, and dust
characteristics that are typical of industrial fabric filter applications. Filter cakes have been fixed in place by infusions of a
liquid plastic monomer and, afte~ polymerization, the rigid cakes
may be sectioned, polished, and examined under the scanning electron microscope to quantify the internal geo~etry of the cake and
relate this to the principal filtration parameters. (2) Retention and penetration characteristics of full-scale pulse jet
cleaned felted filter bags. Dust penetration has been found to
occur by straight through passage, by seepage, and by pinhole
plug losses from the formed cake. These several penetration mechanisms have been quantified in relation to filtration velocity,
particle size. and the period in the cycle since the last cleaning pulse and it has been found that different dust penetration
mechanisms predominate at different periods during the cycle.
(3) Decreasing filter size by increasing filtration velocity through
the fabric. Higher filtration velocities reduce equipment cost
but result in increased filter resistance and dust penetration
in conventionally constructed units. Substantially higher velocities with low dust penetration depend upon the development of
inproved cake removal methods that are gentler and more efficient.
2.

Incinerator Off-Gas Cleaning

Interest in hot gas filtration by moving granular beds is being
studied in our laboratory because it has several applications to
nuclear waste treatment. For conventional incineration o~ combustible materials contaminated with low levels of radioactivity,
particle size will be relatively large and removal will be principally by inertia; favoring high filtration velocities. The
temperature resistance and cleanability or mineral or ceramic
granules make them attractive for this service. Efficiency may
be regulated by selection or granule sizes, thickness of the bed,
and filtration velocity. Application or moving granular beds
for vitrification of high level wastes in preparation for storage
is a more complex application because of the very high temperatures generated (825°0) and the very small size or particles
formed by vaporization and subsequent condensation. Investigations are underway to employ a moving granular bed as a cooler
as well as a filter and, in the process. utilize the strong thermophoretic particle separating forces that can be generated inside
a bed or cool granules when a hot gas passes through it.
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Study on the noving behaviour of dust particles in a precipitator by laser
Doppler velocimeter
Research Institute of Applied 1nectric:iLy, Hokkaido University
Sapporo, Hokkaido

Professor ·

Toshilni.i. ~;u Asak.m:a

Assistant professor Hircmi.chi Mishina

Iesearch Associate

Yasushi Kawase

!Esearch ~soci.ate

Yoshio Shindo

(1) Construction of laser Doppler veloclmeter for rreasu~rents of the Jroving

velocity of dust particles in a precipitator
A laser Doppler veloc:inet.er with high spatial resolution and high accuracy

has been oonstructed to ireasure the rooving velocity of dust: particles in
a precipitalor.

To achieve the high sampling rau~, the pc-ricxl-neasuring

system is used for d:>taining the velocity data frau the Jascr l.X.>ppler vclcx::irret.er

which are directly transferred to a minicunputer and are cmalyzecl.
analyzing system is being

c~veloped

for neasuring the patl:.icle

~::izc

1\

new

of dust:

particles together with their nnving veJocity.
(2) Velocity rr.easw:enent of dust particles noving :in an de<.tric p:r:ecipitat.or
'lhe noving velocity of dusts in an electric precipitator is 11easured in

detail by using the laser Dq>pler veloc.i.neter.

•nw

~ri11entaJ

results shew

that the thickness of the botmdal:y layer near the cx>llection elect.rodes in

the precipitator decreases with the decrease of a supplying voltage bel-wecn
the electrodes.

J\ccurate neasw:ements of the noving direction of dusts have

been perfonned in the whole spare of the precipitator.

'.!he present experiment.al

study may give the useful infonnat.icn for the oollection effici.ency of the

precipitator.
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1) Department of Electrical Engineering University

~f

Tokyo

2) Senichi Masuda. Professor
Kensuke Akutsu. Assistant
4) Electrostatic Precipitatfan of Aerosol Particles
inside an Electron Beam Irradiated Field
5)

SOX and NOx pollutants are rapidly converted into
aerosol particles by the irradiation of high energy
·electron beam. These particles can be effectively
removed by an electric field fonned inside the irradiation
space. The distributions of positive and negative ion
concentrations, field intensity, particle charge and
particle migration velocity were calculated. As a result,
the theoretical possibility of particle collection was
advanced.

Experiments, using Caco 3 powder and the aerosol
particles produced from so2 pollutant by electron beam
irradiation, confinned the high collection perfonnance of
this method. Also the desulfuration or denitration rate
seemed to be enhanced
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by

simultaneous field application.

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
THE FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
BUNKYO·KU, TOKYO, JAPAN

1.

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Tokyo

2.

Akira SuganW!la

3.

Research and Development of Dust Cloud Generator
3-1:

(Associate Professor)

measurement of aerodynamic particle size distribution of agglomerated airborne dust

3-2:

dispersion of agglomerated fine powder by high
speed air stream

3-3:

development of dust cloud generator for testing
dust collectors
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[l] Nagoya University, Department of Chemical Engineering,
(Furocho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, 464)
(2] GENJI JIMBO~

RYOHEI YAMAZAKI
JuN-ICHIRO TSUBAKI

Professor.
Assistant
Assistant

[3] * Measurement of adhesion force of pOil der particles.
The adhesion force of powder particles is measured by
several methods including centrifugal separation method,
vibration separation method, split cell method and
fluidized bed method. These results are compared, and
the cause of very big difference between these measured
values is investigated.

*

of deagglomeration phenomenon of
agglomerated pcwders in air stream.

~easurement

The size reduction phenomenon of agglomerated powder
particles is measured.by pulverizing these particles
in negative acceleration field of air stream. The.
results obtained are investigated with the data of
adhesion force of powders.

*Dislodging mechanism of particle layer collected
on fabric fi 1 ter.
The structure of particle layer on a fabric filter is
investigated, and the size distribution of agglomerated
powders dislodged from a fabric filter is also measured.
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1•

Daido Institute of Technolo.gy

2.

Yasunori MIYOSHI (Professor)

3.

Researches on corona discharge cha·racteristics in various
types of gap geometries and approach to improvement of
Electrostatic-Precipitator Design
Discharge characteristics and discharge regions of negative
point-to-plane gap in air.

ii

Onset of coronas.

iii

Transition from negative corona to spark.

iV Sparkover characteristics of negative point-to-plane gap
with a minor auxiliary discharge on the plane.
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SUZUKA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
SHIROKO-CHO, SUZUKA-SHI, MIE-KEN. JAPAN

(1) Norio

KI~URA,

Professor

(2) Suzuka College of Technology,
Department of Industrial Chemistry

(3) Research subject:
# High temperature gas filtration by granular moved bed:
This subject is studying on the thermophoretic deposition
of aerosol particles by a granular moved bed.
# Collection efficiency of fibrous filter with dust loading:
The collection efficiency of an air filter increases with
the filtratlon time by the interference effect of collected
particles. In this study, the collection efficiency is ·obtained
by experiment and a simple theory.
# Dust collection uerforxance of Louver type dust collector:
The particle separation mechanism of the louver dust separator
is mainly inertia and particle rebound on the blades. We
produced many blades of two di~ensional type and tested its
efficiency, the theoretical collection efficiency is given
by a simulation method.
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Kanazawa University, Department of Chemical Engineering
Faculty of Engineering, Kodatsuno, Kanazawa, Japan
Hitoshi Emi (Professor, Dr.)
Chikao Kanaoka (Assistant Professor, Dr.)
Subject of Research
1. Air Filtration
~ Filtration of Aerosols by Fibrous Filter
@ Collection Efficiency of Aerosols by Microscreen
@ Inertial Deposition of Aerosols on the Surface of Microperforated Plate or Nuclepore Filter
@ The Effect of Mist or Dust Loading on the Performance of
Fibrous Filter
2. Particle Deposition on the Wall from Moving Aerosols
@ Deposition of Aerosols in Fully Developed Turbulent Pipe Flow
@ Deposition of Aerosols near the Entrance of Pipe
@ Deposition of Aerosols in a Bifurcation Tube
3. Measurement of Adhesion Forces
@ Measurement of Adhesion Forces between Two Particles by
Centrifugal Method
@ Detachment of Particles from a Cylinder by Aerodynamic Drag
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Staff Members and Research Project in Iinoya Laboratory
Department of Chemical Engineering, Kyoto University,
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 60~, Phone (075) 751-2111 Ext. 5566-9
as of spring in 1977

Staff Members
Professor

Koichi Iinoya

Dr. of Eng.

Assistant Professor

Kazutaica Makino

Dr. of Eng.

Research Assistant

Hiroaki Masuda

Dr. of Eng.

Research Assistant

Kenichi Ushiki

Ph. D. Candidates

Hideto Yoshida, Yasushige Mori,
Michitaka Suzuki

Research Projects
(1)

Dust Collection Performance of Bag Filter

(2)

Dislodging Characteristics of Powder Cake on Filter Fabric
and on Collecting Electrode of Electrostatic Precipitator

(3)

In Stream Measurement of Flow Rate in Powder Pneumatic
Conveyor

(4)

Dust Sampling Techniques in Stack and Environment

(5)

Electrification of Particles

(6)

Measurement of Dust Concentration by Electrification

(7)

Virtual Impactor for Particle Size Measurement

(8)

Mist or Inertia Separator

(9)

Mist Size Measurement

(10) Powder Layer Mechanics and Stability
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AEROSOL RESEARCH BY PROFESSOR YOSHIDA'S GROUP
(Department of the Chemical Engineering, University
of Osaka Prefecture, Sakai 591, Japan)

STAFF

Professor
Tetsuo Yoshida
Assist. Professor Yasuo Kousaka
Research Assist.
Kikuo Okuyama
Our researches are about "Particle growth of aerosol
particles of sub-micron diameter by condensation and coagulation, and its application to industrial dust collection".
In these studies, the particle size distribution and
the particle number concentration were determined by the
measurement method using an ultramicroscope developed by us.

1 PARTICLE

SIZE ANALYSIS OF AEROSOLS
USING AN ULTRAMICROSCOPE

2coNDENSATION _ _

_./--'~"""' PARTICLE ~

3

COAGULATION

GROWTH

4 PRECONDITIOtING

l,

OF
DUST COLLECTION
A New Technique of Particle Size Analysis of Aerosols and Fine Powders
Using an Ultramicroscope. (Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundam., 14, 47(1975))

2.

Condensation of Water Vapor on Aerosol Particles
i) Condensation Growth of Aerosols by Mixing Hot Saturated Air with
Cold Air.(Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundam., 15, 37(1976))
ii) Condensation Growth of Aerosols by Injection of Steam into Air.
(unpublished work)
iii) Dependence of the Evaporation Rate of Micron Order Droplet on Particle
Number Concentration.(wapublished work)
iv) Experimental Study of Thermophoresis of Aerosols
(J. Chem. Eng. Japan, 9, 147(1976))

3, Coagulation of Aerosol Particles
i) Change in Particle Size Distribution of Polydisperse Aerosols
Undergoing Brownian Coagulation.(J. Chem. Eng. Japan, .a, 317(1975))
ii) Turbulent Coagulation of Aerosols in a Stirred Tank.
(J. Chem. Eng. Japan. 10, 142(1977))
iii) TUrbulent Coagulation of Aerosols in a Pipe.(unpublished work)
iv) Behavior of Aerosols Underqoing Brownian Coagulation, Brownian
Diffusion and Gravitational Settling Between Two Horizontal Walls.
(J. Chem. Eng. Japan, 8, 137(1975))
v) Behavior of Aerosols Undergoing Brownain Coagulation, Brownian
Diffusion and Gravitational Settling in a Closed Chamber.
(J. Chem. Eng. Japan, 9, 140(1976))
vi) Effects of Brownian CoagulatiOlll and Brownian Diffusion on Fine
Particle Size Analysis by Sedimentation Method.
(J. Chem. Eng. Japan, 10, 46(1977))

4,

Application of Particle Growth to Industrial Dust Collection
i) Application of Aerosol Growth by Condensation to Industrial Dust
Collection.(to be presented at The Second Pacific Chemical
Engineering Congress(Pachec'77))
ii) Effectiveness of Particle Growth in Dust Collection by Wet Scrubber.
-venturi Scrubber, Sieve Plate Type Scrubber and so on-

5.

i) Dispersion of Powders into Air. (unpublished work)
ii) Aerodynamic Diameter of Non-spherical(Needle-like and Aggregate)
Particles Using an Ultramicroscope.(unpublished work)
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l. Okayama University
Department of Industrial Chemistry
Faculty of Engineering
3-1-1, Tsushima-naka, Okayama, Japan, 700

2. Zennosuke TANAKA (Assistant Professor, Dr.)

3. Performance of Centrifuqal Dust Separator

Developing the new equipment of hybrid dust separator
( centrifugal dust separator with rotating fibrous filter
i.e. centrifugal bag filter).
The device is designed to remove particulate matter
by filtration and centrifugation, Centrifugal forces
play the roles in precleaning a heavy loading of large
particles and dislodqinq the collected material on filter.
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l.

Department of Electronic Engineering, Tokushima University

2.

Prof.

3.

Increase in Breakdown Voltage of Non-Uniform Field Gap by Adding

Y. GOSHO

Electronegative Gases

In a non-uniform field gap such as Electrostatic Precipitator,
when the potential across the gap is raised, corona occurs at a corona onset potential and the corona current increases with increasing the potential.
the gap.

At a certain potentjal breakdown occurs across

In these conditions, by adding a small amount of electro-

negative gases, the breakdown voltage was found to be greatly increased •. With a point-plane geometry with a 15 nun gap in air, the
increments of the breakdown voltage and the corona current prior to
breakdown were 20 percent and 70 percent respectively with the addition of 3 percent of SF 6 .

It will be expected that the efficiency

of precipitation of E Pis improved by applying this means.
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1.

Faculty of Engineering, Yanag\X:hi Uni\ersHy.

2.

Takayoshi Adachi, Associate Profossor.

3.

Ionic Wind and Behavior of Particles dragged by Ionic Wind in

an

El~~static

()).

Precipitator.

Velocity distribution of ionic wind in

tre

corona discharge

space consisting of point: to plate e.leetroiln has been
observed by neans of

laser-doppler flowrneter and schlieren

Ii'lotograph neth:Jd, and also theoret.ical ly st\rlied by
treating Poisson's equation, equations of e1e:::tric: current
continuity, Navier-Stokes equations, anc1 the rrain eqoat:i.on
by use of conputer.

(2).

The drastic infltenee of ionic wind on

~nl..micron

purtic) es

was exper.inentally oonfi.nrecl fri its col1ec:l ion pn.icess.

(3).

The effect of the :fbrce acting on pRrticlcs was discussed
in tems of two ooaponents of the ionic wind force and the
Coulatb fbrce which were analyzed from the obser"\atioo in
the EPsystem with a sham ionic wind.
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1. Kyushu Institute ot TechnoloSY

2. Shinichi Yuu (Assistant rrofessor)

3. Particle turbulent Dittusion in Dust Laden Flows
Attention has bcnn focused on the diftusion ot s~all particles
in various flow tields. Such a pheno:nenon is of interest in
numerous cle~.ning devices (electrootatic precipitator etc.)
and atomized f'uel injection systems. The principal purpose of
this study is to reveal the mechanism ot the particle turbulent
diffusion in dust laden flows by predicting particle turbulent
ditfusivities theoretically and measuring them experimentally.
Turbulent particle Lagrangian trajectories and velocities in a
round nnd a plane air jets were calculated by using fluid
integral scales, intensities and average velocities. From
the calculated results the turbulent diffusivity and the local
time-averaged velocity of particles are obtained. Measurements
of local mean aerosol concentration \'Jere made with a photo-electronic
dust counter nnd a dust tube. From the measurements the experimental
particle diffusivity is obtained and co:n!Jared \':1th the theoretical
C3lculation. The results indicate th~t the particle diffusivity
decreases with_ the increase of the particle inertia. ln general
the turbulent diffusivity ot particles is s~aller than that of
fluid scalar quantities. Tho pnrticle inertia ~nd the fluid
large eddies, which are expressed by the Stokes number and the
integral scale, res~ectively, play an important role in the
transport mechanism of particles in the dust laden flow.
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1. Dei)artment of Applied Science, Faculty of Engineering,
Kyushu University
2. Terutoshi Murakami ( Professor of Applied Physics )

'.5. Scavenging of Aerosol Particles by Liquid Droplets

4.

As a basic research of scavenging of aerosol particles
by.liquid droplets, the interaction between the particles
and the droplets are investigated in two cases.
(i) Aerosol particles of 5.J< m in diameters of Rhodamine
B aqueous solution are generated by ultrasonic method,
and the amount of the particles collected by falling water
droplet is measured by spectrophotometer. To obtain correct
collection efficiency, the distribution of the small particles
and the aerodynamic flow patterns around the falling droplet
are observed by pulse laser holography.
(ii)

A small cylinder of 1 mm in diameter are set up in

the high speed aerosol flow produced in a shock tube, then
the flow patterns around the cylinder are investigated by
means of the laser holography or shadow photographs.

We

intend to scavenge the aerosol particles by water droplets
dispersed in the shock tube.
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1.

Prof. M. AKAZAKI

2.

Kyushu University, Faculty of Engineering,
Department of Electrical Engineering

3.

Discharge Phenomena in the Electrostatic Precipitator
(a):Characteristics of DC Corona Discharge in the
Particle Collection Space
(High Temperature, High Humidity and Flying
Particles)
(a-1) The effect of Experimental Condition* for Corona
Discharge (*Voltage Waveform, Electrode Shape
and Gas Condition)
(2-2) Characteristics of Corona Pulses from the
Polluted Electrode surf ace
(b):Charging Mechanism of Dust Particle by Cbrona
Streamer
(b-1) Mechanism of Streamer Propagation in the Air
Containing Dust Particles
(b-2) Mechanism of Electric Breakdown in the Dust
Layer on the Electrode
(c): Mechanism of Particle Reentrainment
(d) : Mechanism of Back Discharge
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AUSTRALIAN COAL INDUSTRY. RESEARCH LABORATORIES LTD.
P.

o.

Box 83. NORTH RYDE.
Telephone:

N.s.w. 2113.

AUSTRALIA

88-0276: 888-5341

Australian Coal Industry Research Laboratories Limited
comprises five laboratories, each reqistered by the National
Association of Testing Authorities, and located in the
Australian States of Queensland and New South Wales.
The laboratories are staffed by over 100 employees and
provide facilities for analytic~l investigations and pilot
plant studies which support the specialised consulting
capabilities that have been developed in the fields of coal
preparation.
A.C.I.R.L. through its testing and consulting activities
has been particularly active in th~ area of pollution control.
These activities have caused research to be undertaken into
various areas, which has resulted in the development of
new techniques.
Included in these new techniques in the unique facility
that was developed, which enables Hrnall samples of coal,
usually derived from bore cores, to be processed into a
laboratory fly ash by controlled firing through a micro furnace.
The laboratory fly ash which is similar to a Power Station
fired fly ash, is then electrically, chemically, physically
and microscopically examined in order to assess its potential
capability to be electrostatically precipitated. The electrical
assessment includes determinations of both Resistivity and Voltage
Current Corona characteristics over the range of potential
operating temperatures and under varying m~isture contents
in a simulated flue gas environment.
~
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This whole technique enables an investigation to be
carried out of a coal area which is intended for use in a
proposed power station, without having to first mine the
area.

It is the only means known whereby an estimated

assessment of the combustion and electrostatic precipitation
characteristics of such a coal area may be made at the
pre-development stage of a proposed Power Station project.

J.W. Baker, B.Sc., B.E. -Mechanical Engineer, ACIRL Ltd.
K.M. Sullivan, B.E., FIEAust., FinstF., -Principal Fuel
Engineer, ACIRL Ltd.
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Directory of Foreign Attendants
May,
1

F.

U~ffler

1977

Professor, Institut fUr Mechanische
Verfahrenstechnik der Universit!t
Karlsruhe
Richard-Wil)st~tter-Allee,

7500

Karlsruhe 1, Germany
2

E.c.

Potter

Leader, Process Chemistry Section,
Division of Process Technology Minerals
Research Laboratories, Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, Australia
P.O.Box 13f. Delhi Road North Ryde,
N.S.W. Australia, 2113

3

M. First

Professor, Department of Environmental
Health Sciences, School of Public Health,
Harvard University
665 Huntington Avenue, Boston,

Massachusetts 02115, U.
4

w.

StOber

s. A.

Professor, Institut fttr Aero-Biologie,
5948 Schmallenberq-Grafshaft, Germany

5

R.w.

Mcilvaine

President, The

M~Ilvai'ne

Company

2970 Maria Avenue ~orthbrook,
Illinois 60062, u. s. A.
6

K.M. Sullivan

Principal Fuel Engineer, ACIRL Ltd.
P.O.Box 83, North Ryde,N.S.W. Australia,
2113
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7

J.W. Baker

Mechanical Engineer, ACIRL Ltd.
P.O.Box 83, North Ryde N.S.W.

Australia, 2113
8

R.H. Horning

Vice President, Combustion Power Co.,
Menlo Park, California, U.
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A.

International Seminar on Dust Collection
Attendants (University) -

Univ. or College

Name

24, May

1977

Adrress

1. Hokkaido Univ.
Hirotatsu
Nishi 6-chome, Kita 12 Jyo,
Res.Inst.of Applied
Mishina
Kita-ku, Sapporo (060)
Electricity
2. Tokyo Univ.
Senichi
Hon~o, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo (113)
Dept. of Elec.Eng.
Masuda
Akio
3.
"
Akutsu
"
4; Tokyo Univ.
Akira
Dept. of Chem.Eng.
Suganuma
"
5. Nagoya Univ.
Dept. of Chem.Eng. Genji Jinbo Furo-cho, Chikuna-ku, Nagoy~__ t!.~i.L.
II
6.
Junichiro
Tsubaki
"
2-21, Daido-cho, Minami-ku,
7. Daido Inst. of ~ech. Yasunori
Dept. of Elec. Eng.
Miyoshi
Nagoya ( 457)
Shirako-cho, Suzuka, Mie (5f0-02)
8. Suzuka Technical
Norio
College
Kimura
2-40-20, Kotachino, Kanazawa (920)
9. Kanazawa Univ.
Hitoshi
___o_e_.p.._t_._o_f__c_h_e_m_._E_n_g_.___E_m_i----------------------·-··----····
II
Chikao
10.
"
Kanaoka
---------------------------------·-·-----··-··-···
Karasuma Imadegawa, Kamigyo-ku,
11. Doshisha Univ.
Satoshi
Kyoto (602)
Okuda
Dept.of Chem.Eng.
Hiroshi
12.
"
"
Takano
------------------------------------~--~-Yoshida Honmachi, Sakyo-ku,
Ko i chi
13. Kyoto Univ.
Kyoto ( 606)
Iinoya
Dept.of Chem. Eng.
II
14.
Kazutaka
"
Makino
15.
Hiroaki
"
"
Masuda
II
16.
Kenichi
"
Ushiki
Hide to
17.
"
"
Yoshida
II
II
Yasushige
18.
Mori
19.
Michitaka
"
"
Suzuki
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20. Osaka Pref.Univ.
Tetsuo
Dept.of Chem. Eng.
Yoshida
II
21.
I<ikuo
Okuyama
22. Okayama Univ.
Zennosuke
Dept.of Ind.Chem.
Tanaka
23. Tokushima Univ.
Koshi chi
Dept.of Elec.Eng.
Gos ho
24. Kyushu Inst. of.Tech.
Research Inst.of
Shinichi
Powder Tech.
Yuu
25. Kyushu Univ.
Terutoshi
Dept.of Applied
Murakami
Physics
26. Kyushu Univ.
Masanori
Dept.of Elec.
Akazaki
En •
27. Kansai Univ.
Takuzo
Dept,of Chem.Eng.
Matsuyama
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4-804, Mozuume-cho, Sakai, Osaka
( 591)
II

3-1-1, Tsushimanaka, Okayama
(700)
2-1, Minami Tsunemishima-cho,
Tokushima (770)
1, Sensui-cho, Tobata-ku,·
Kitakyushu (804)
Hakozaki, Higc.s!i.i.-ku,
Fukuoka
( 812)
II

Senriyama, Suita, Osaka

(564)

International Seminar on Dust Collection
24, May 1977

Attendants (Company) Company
1.

Name

Hosokawa Iron
Works Ltd.

2.

II

Adrress

Teruaki
Suzuki
Takashi
Kitamura
Yoshihiro
Nonaka
Toshia
Shibahara
Kazuo
Saito
Tsutomu
Shibuya
Hideo
Noziri
Ryusuke
Araki

9, 1-chome, Shodai Tajika,
Hirakata, Osaka
(573)
II

Nitta Gelatin Co.,
Futamata, Yao, Osaka (581}
Ltd.
4. Matsushita Seiko
Co., Ltd.
s. Sankyo Dengyo
Co., Ltd.
6. Nippon Donaldson,
Co., Ltd.
1-1, Kokubu-cho, Tochigi
7. Mitsui Miike Co.,
( 3 28-03)
Ltd.
--------·
a. Denka Consultant
1-4-1, Y~raku-cho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo (100)
& Engineering Co.,
Ltd.
-------9. Izumi Kakoki
Chiaki
3-7, Nakanoshima, Kita-ku,
Co., Ltd.
Shiota
Osaka (530)
10.
Nippon Felt
Ikuo
2-2, 2-chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda___..;C;..;o;;....~'. ;L;;;;..;;.t.;;;d..;. .________y...,,a..
s.1.111...i.i---....:k:.:..u:::.i.,_T=o.:..:k..y~o~(1 OO)
_____ .. ____ -----·
1,
Nishinagane,
Kodacho,
sinto Dust Collector Takeshi
11.
___ , Sakazaki, N~kata-s~0ichiJ_44_~0_])
Ltd.
Yoneda
4-6-29, Namamugi, Tsurumi-ku,
Akio
12. Sanko Engineering
Yokohama ( 230)
Furukawa
& Construction Co.,
3.

Ltd.

13.
14.

15.

16.
17
18.

II

Toshia
Seki
Hiroshi
Yamada

"

Hitachi Plant
Engineering &
Construction Co •• Ltd.
Ken
Sumitomo Kinzoku
Takimoto
Ltd.
Kozan Co.,
Rinkan
Yamamoto Industries
Kawamura
Co., Ltd.
Shigeharu
NGK Insulators
Ki to
Co., Ltd.
Hiroyuki
Kobe Steel Ltd.
Kohama

1-13-3, K!taotsuka, Tokyo(l70)
5-11-3, ?hinbashi, Minato-ku,
Tok:i:O (105)
1-2-2, Kawashiro, Tobata-ku,
Kitak;tushu (804)
1, Maegata-cho, Handa (47 5)
1-3-18, Wakihama-cho, Fukiai-ku,
Kobe (651)
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19.

Kobe Steel Ltd.

Akira
1-3-18, Wakiharna-cho, Fukiai-ku,
Wakabayashi
Kobe
(651)

20.

Sinto Dust Collector
Ltd.

Takeo
Hisatsune

1, Nishinagane, Sakazaki,
Kodacho, Nukata-gun, Aichi (441-01)

21.

Kurimoto Tekkosho
Co., Ltd.

Ryota
Ito

1-56, Oike-dori, Kitahorie,
Nishi-ku, Osaka (550)

---------------------------------------Akira
22.
"

II

Harna

23.

Hosokawa Research
Inst. of Powder
Tech.

24.

Kawasaki Heavy
Industries, Ltd.

Tohei
Yokoyama

9, 1-chome, Shodai Tajika,
Hirakata, Osaka (573)

Kimihiro
Funahashi

16-1, 2-chome, Nakamachi-dori,
Ikuta-ku, Kobe
(650-91)
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ERROR IN MEASUREMENT OF GAS FLOW RATE
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ERROR IN MEASUREMENT OF GAS FLOW RATE
IN GAS-SOLIDS TWO-PHASE FLOW BY USE OF
A HORIZONTAL DIFFUSER*
MASUDA, YosHJFUMI ITO
IINOYA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Kyoto University.
Kyoto, Japan
H1aoAKI

AND KOICHI.

Measurement of gas flow rate in gas-solids two-phase flow is studied both theoretically and esperimentally by use of a horizontal diJfuser. Since the pressure recovery in
the diffuser varies with both the solid flow rate and diJfuser length, the gas flow rate
measured by the difl'user geaerally has some error. The relative error for the measurements is a monotone-increasing function of the measuring length, but never esceeds the
value of the mass flow ratio. It is also shown that there is a length at which the error
vanishes. This length can be estimated using an analytical equation. The efl'ects of
powder properties on the magnitude of the error are also discussed in detail.

l. Introduction

2. Theoretical Approach

The measurement of the mass flow rate of solids, or
of the flow rate ratio for solids to gas in a two-phase
system is complicated by the fact that the mea.Sured
value, such as pressure drop along the pipeline, is also
a function of gas flow rate. Therefore the gas flow rate
must be measured simultaneously by an independent
me.thod. Farbaru, Barth et al. 2 >, Goto et at.a>, and
Sakata4l, examined the possibility of using a diffuser
to make such meac;urement on a two-phase system.
They concluded that pressure recovery in the diffuser
decreased with increasing solids rate. However, the
manner in which the error of the measured gas flow
rate varies with the distance along the diffuser has not
yet been determined, as was mentioned by Sakata.
This study will examine the nature and extent .of
error, and, where the error offers a problem, methods
for estimating the error theoretically and design
methods for minimizing the error. In particular, it is
shown that there is a design method for reducing the
error to zero. Following the suggestion of Goto et al.,
the investigation is carried out for the horizontal part
ofa pneumatic conveyor, and is mainly concerned with
particles smaller than JOO microns.

• Received on May 6, 1972
Presented at the 37th Annual Meeting of the Soc. of Chem.
Engrs.,Japan, April 5, 1972
~1Ziff1i:~l&6m-*1I
:ilt~*!!f:I.~8!S{t~I~fi~
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it'lm~PB

•• .sec also Eq.(18)
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If it is assumed that the particles are uniformly
suspended and in rather low concentration, the wallfriction of particles may be regarded as negligible in a
diffuser*• 3>. Therefore, the following momentum
balance equation is obtained5 >.
-dPm = Paudu+ mp4 udv

(I)

The relative error on the basis of the pressure difference
is defined by the following equation**.
D

uv'dx
~

udv

E=m "'

=m o

Uo

0

"udu

I;cuu'dx

(2)

where u0 and v0 denote the gas velocity and the particle
velocity at the inlet of the diffuser, respectively. The
prime represents the derivative with respect to •the coordinate x. In this equation, the denominator shows
the pressure recovery for gas flow alone, and the
numerator shows the additional recovery by the solids
momentum.
Assuming the incompressibility of gas flowing in the
diffuser section, the velocity u can be expressed by the
equation
II=

Uo

(1 +ax)•'

tan/I
a=·- --·

,

(3)

On the assumption that the wall friction of particles
may be neglected in the diffuser, the particle velocity u
is given by the following equation of motion•> :
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

JAPAN

rl•.C1(11-&1)+C,(11-u)lll

10

(4)

(/

U•• 40 M,NC
Yo• 35 ,., ...

,_. 31111,.,I

where C1 and C1 are constants which are given by

I

c1 :1e~

(5)

~

and

C1 :3-_&_(~)
~

111

Pis. 1 shows the velocities 11, v and the trend of the
.relative error calculated by numerical integration using
Schiller and Naumann's•> drag coefficient. Particle
velocity &10 at the inlet is smaller than the corresponding
gas velocity 1101 because the particles have been affected by wall friction in the straight pipe section just
before the difl'user. The relative error monotonously
increases with the coordinate"· This trend of the error
is analytically explained by Eqs.(2) 1 (3) and (4).
From Eq.(2) 1 it can be seen that the error is zero at
x=x0 or v=u0 ;
1'1

11dv

Ez 1 =m

111

" 11du

0

(7)

U1

Applying l 1Hospital 1s theorem to Eq.(2) 1 the limiting
value of the error as x-oo is given by the equation

•
• 11v'
hmE=mhm-:=r=m
......
...... 1111

i

20
10

..

~~r----:::---t-~~~--~*,~,------

!

ftow rate in suspensions may be measured ve'ry accurately. Now, assuming that
is determined, the re·
sidual error arising from the difference between the
measuring point" and x0 may be estimated from the
gradient of the error curve at the position
Taking
the equation E;r1 =0 into consideration, the following
equation holds in the neighborhood of x0 ;

"o

"o·

20

X

1nl.i

Fis. I Velocities •,°• and the tread of the relative
error (numerical latesndoa)

In practical applications, the second term in the
brackets may be regarded as negligible. From this fact
and the relation 110 >v0 >llz 01 Eq.(12) may be simplified
as follows;
tlE j <lam___&_

di""

E=m o:ti

11u'tlx

-2m

I

11z1

(

I

lla-u..1

(9)

Vo-V )

0

If the relation u0 -v:::::lv:.Ol(x-x0 ) is substituted in the
above equation, Eq.(9) reads
(10)

Note that E:i:1 =0, and hence the differential form of
this equation is

I

dE ::::: 2m I "z1 I IV.n
•I
lfi"
z.
11,-11.n

(11)

v:..

Eliminating
by use of the equation of motion (4).
a more explicit fonn ofEq.(11) is obtained as

';! l :::::36m~[1
+ ! 1l DpP
-,Pp
Pa

4

J

1
(v0 -u:i: 1) } "

.(12)

.

~o

NO. 3 1973

:i:1-

(13)

DWo

This equation shows that the error presents a problem
when the inertial force of a particle is smaller than the
viscous force of the fluid.
,, The ~t p~oblem is to estimate the position at which
the error vanishes. From the above results concerning
the gradient of the error, the second term of Eq.(4) is
seen to be negligible. Then Eq.(4) may be rewritten
as

u'=C1(11/v-l)

uv'tlx

VOL. 6

[CmJ

AA;.1 PQlilian

:ti

z1

x[Cml

"'

(8)

If the position x0 can be estimated in some way, the gas

D;.. 60 ..........

~ 30

(6)

PA

40
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(14)

A first approximation by Picard's method"> gives
1
110
v=vo+c,[{~- a(l +ax)
}-x]
Vo a

(15)

Now, the equation for x0 is obtained from Eq.(15)
where v=v0 :

ax0 =

1

-;_1'o,
yo

where

,Po=!!!_

(16)

11 0

This equation shows that the first approximation of x 0
is determined by the dimensions of the diffuser and the
velocity ratio tf>o· The characteristics of the powder arc
not included explicitly in this equation.
3. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure
In this experiment, a pneuma,tic conveyor line operated under negative pressure is used. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 2. The diffusers used are shown
in Fig. 3. The selected diffuser is placed in the hori-

--

&-~Kl5

1?95

1{'p1pe
11

western
type Pitot

----

tu~

cyclone

i11
1

flow
centre!
valve

I

~1

2" pipe

1

table
feeder

I.

'I

~.

through
bag filter
to
blower

powder
~

3300 - - flow direction

--- --Fig. 2 Schematic diagram or the experimental setup

Table 1 Properties or the powder materials

Materials

Density of a
Mass median dia. Mean particle dia. particle
Dpso [microns] Up [microns]
PP [g/cm3]

Quartz sand
No. 8
Glass beads
Vinyl chloride
Flour
Quartz sand
No. 5

Fig. 3
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zontal section of the piping, allowing for the appropriate approach length. To charge the solid particles into
the conveyor, a table feeder is used. Materials used are
quartz sand No. 8 (fine), glass beads, vinyl chloride
powder, flour, and quartz sand No. 5 (coarse). The
properties of these powders are shown in Table I, and
their size distributions are presented in Fig. 4.
Air flow is monitored by a Pitot tube, and straingauges, transducers, and an on-line hybrid computer
(CLAOP 2000) are used to measure pressure difference. The system used for these on-line studies is shown
schematically in Fig. 5.
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The analytical values calculated by Eq. (13) are
compared wi~h the results of numerical integration obtained by a digital computer (FACOM 230-60). Fig. 6
shows a set of the results on the gradient of the error.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison between x 0 calculated by
Eq.(16) and x0 obtained by numerical integration.
When particle size is large, the coincidence of the analytical and numerical results is not good. The disagreement is not serious, however, because the gradient
of the error itself is very small in this case.
The relative error E has been defined in relation to
the pressure difference measurements. Now, the corresponding relative error for measuring the gas flow ra~e
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•
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Fig. f Size distribution of the solid materials (Log-normal) (determined by sieving;
for ftour, the •edimentatlon method b
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is introduced. as follows;
( 17)
Mass

As the pressure difference is in proportion to the square

flow

ratio

m[-J

- - - calculated by Eq.(13)
calculated as Dp=70µ for the quartz
sand No. 8 1 and Dp=90µ for the flour.
The symbols indicale experimental values.
Fig. 8 Relative error as a function of mass flow ratio

of the gas flow rate, Eq.(17) may be rewritten as

The results presented in Fig. 8 indicate the magnitude of the error. Calculated values are shown by lines.
The mean particle diameters defined by the following

equation 8 > are used in the calculations.

• When the particle size distribution is log-normal, Eq.(19) is
equivalent toll> Dp=exp(lnDp50-02), where o=lnDp94-ln
D11so· The mean particle diameters of the quartz sand No. 8,
the glass beads, and the vinyl chloride powder are calculated
using this equation.
•• These differences between the experimental and the theoretical
result may be attributable to the agglomeration of the finer
particlesll > • For reference, the mean particle diameter deter·
mined by the reverse calculation are, approximately, 70 and 90
iuic:rops for quartz sane! No. 8 and flour, respectively.

The particle velocity v0 and the velocity-ratio </>o are
calculated from the pressure difference measured at
the straight pipe section just before the diffuser 10 i.
The calculated values for the quartz sand No. 8 and
the flour are fairly large**, as shown in b) and c) of
Fig. 8. In the case of the vinyl chloride powder and the
glass beads, the calculated errors agree with the experimental data, as shown in a) and e) of Fig. 8.
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Note: xo indicates the potition at which the error vanishes.
The values of -"0.<11!•. are determined by use of Eq.(16),
Fl1. 9 Relative error•• a fuacdoa ol aaia1 pondoD

Fig. 8 d) shows some of the results obtained using
diffwer III (0=5°). In this case, the error becomes
negative with increasing particle velocity 110 and mass
flow ratio m. This phenomenon may arise from the
separation of the fluid from the wall"'. As the flow
disturbance is aggravated by the particles, the sepa·
ration occurs more readily. When the diverging angle is
fixed, this phenomenon occurs more easily at smaller
mass flow ratios as the particle velocity becomes higher.
As shown in Fig. 8 e), however, this phenomenon cannot be seen in the experiments with smaller mass flow
ratio and lower particle velocity, even when (}= 7.5 °.
Further, this phenomenon depends on the shape of the
particle, and occurs more readily for quartz sand No. 8
than for glass beads.
Fl1. 9 shows the experimental results proving the
existence ~fa position x0 at which the relative error is
zero. Calculated values, .ro,cidc.J are also indicated in
this figure. Frorp. these results, it is found that the coincidence between the experimental and the calculated x0 is very satiafactory. Fig. 9 c) showa the experimental results obtained when the measuring position
:re is shorter than the .r0 estimated by Eq.(16). In this
case, the error is negative, as is estimated by the theory.
These data are similar to those of Farbar, Barth '' al.,
Goto 11 al., and Sakata.
The rollowing discuuion i1 concerned with the effects
of powder properties on the magnitude of the error.
The difference in the magnitude of error obtained by
several authon using coane particles may arise from
differing values of (x-x0 ). The equivalent difference
(.r-.r1), which 1ives rile to an error of equal magnitude
for the systems I and 2, ii given by Eq.(20)J which is
• If we aaume that this phenomenon ariael from failure of the
orl!Jlnal •umptlon, that Ille wall frJc:tion or the partldm ii
nqlitlble In the dlffiuer, we cannot explain the fact that the
phenomenon 11 not observed when a diffuser with amall diverging an1le it u.ed.

Summarizing the above discussion, the published
data for large particles and the results of this study for
small particles have been explained consistently, taking
into account the nature of the variation in magnitude
of the error and the fact that there is a position at which
the error vanishes. Eq.(8), showing that the error does
not exceed. the mass flow ratio, will prove useful when
a low mass flow ratio system such as a dust collector is
involved. In a system using large particles, the velocity
ratio rp0 is constan1u-i 4 1 without recourse to the
mass flow ratio m and the gas velocity u. The position
x0 can, therefore, be estimated knowing the properties
of the particles and the dimensions of the diffuser.
Nomenclature
Ci, C1 = corutants, Eqs.(5) and (6J
D,
= particle diameter
Dj,
= mean particle diameter, Eq-(19)
E
"" relative error defined by Eq.(2)
1
= relative error defined by Eq.(17)
fl
"" particle 1ir.e di1tribution
4Pa = preaur~ recovery of gas·solida suspcn1ions flowing in
the diffuser
JP,. = preaurc recovery of gu flow alone
Q.. = gas ftow rate calculated by 4P,,.
Q
= actual gas ftow rate
r
= inside radiu. of the diffuser inlet pipe
u
= gas velocity
= particle velocity
x
= coordinate in axial direction
xo
= position at which the error E or 1 vanishes
<Greek letten>
a
... constant determined with fJ and r, defined by Eq.(3)
6
- half of the diverging angle of the diffuser
P•
• vi1e01ity of the gas
P•
- denaity of the gas
p,
• demity of the particle
¢lo
- velocity ratio defined by Eq.(16)
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DUST CLEANING DYNAMICS IN REVERSE COLLAPSE TYPE BAG FILTER
Kazutaka Makino, Yasushig Mori
Naomi Takado, Koichi Iinoya
The bag filter which is one of the typical high efficiency
collectors requires a dust cleaning operation. However, research
on bag filters so far are mainly about collection efficiency and
pressure drop characteristics, 3 ' 4 While there are not many studies
concerning dust cleaning characteristics which is an important
factor in design of filter operations. Furthermore, there are
very few reports concerning the dust cleaning dynamics which is
especially necessary in the determination of dust collection
charateristics.
Therefore, this report related to the reverse flow type
collector, a typical dust cleaning method, reviews and investigates its dynamics experimentally and presents the results. Here,
the dust cleaning dynamics mean the variance of a combined flow
resistance of dust and filter material in time due to reverse
flow after starting dust cleaning operations.
Estimation of Transfer Function for Each Component in Measurement
System
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of dust cleaning Dynamics
Measurement System in this experiment. In order to estimate the
transfer function of recorder and transmitter, five kinds of
pressures were applied for each case as an input and the step
responses were measured. The result of this measurement shows
that there is a linear relationship between the above mentioned
inputs and the outputs (response value indicated at recorder}
and that it can be approximated by one step later (one order later}.
The transfer function for reverse air flow value was obtained by
experimentally approximating the general transfer function which
is the product of transfer function of recorder and transmitter
and above transfer function, after doing step response experiment
for certain air flow with 5 different positions of flow control
value and after assuming the transfer function of reverse air
flow value to be dead time 1 order later. Each transfer function
estimated this way is shown in Figure 1.
Estimation Result of Dust Cleaning Dynamics
For dust cleaning operation due to reverse flow, if the
combined flow resistance of dust and filter material of the bag
due to reverse air flow is assumed to be R(t). R(t} will probably
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decrease as dust cleaning proceeds. However, it is difficult at
the present time to directly measure this process quantitatively.
Thus in this report a model is set and dust cleaning dynamics
are estimated. Also, it should be noticed that the transfer
function G2 (s) of bag filter itself is not a Laplace transformation of R(t).
Here the bag pressure drop ~Pr{t) during reverse air flow
can naturally be expressed by the following equation.
(1)

Now the reverse air flow rate Or(t) is obtained as the following
equation from Figure 1.
Or(t) = L- 1 [s1 Gi(s)] = Or, 00 E(t-l){l-exp(- 1t-1
. 3 >}

(2)

Also the apparent pressure drop ~Pa(t) across the bag filter shown
in re~order during reverse air flow is expressed as follows
using tranfer function G4(s).

~Pa(t)

=

L- 1

r! Gi(s)G2(s)G4(S)]

=

L-

[L[~Pr(t)]

1

G4(s)]

(3)

Now for the combined flow resistance R(t) of dust and filter
material during above mentioned cleaning process, consider a
model to approximate by dead time ,and l order later.
R(t) - Rmax
Roo - Rmax

= D(t-8){1-exp(-t-T 9 )}

(4)

This is the case when the dimensionless resistance coefficient
[= (R (t)-Rmax> I (Rcc,-Rmax)] , can be approximated as 1 order late.
The reason why a dead time 8 was considered was because there is
a case when a start of reverse air is not consistent with a
start of cleaning. In this case ~Pa(t) is expressed by the
following equation from Equations (1)-(4).

= Or,mRmax
s

{l-~ exp(-t-1) + 13 exp(-t-1)} E(t-l)
9
2.2
9
1.3

+ Or,mCRoo-Rmax)E(t- 8 ) [l + {2.2
_ 13 exp (- 8-1)
S
T-2.2
9
1.3
- exp(-(8-17/1.3) }
t-6
13
(- t-1)
1-2.2(1/1.3+1/T) exp (- 2.2 +~exp
1.3
T
t-8
exp(-(6-1)/1.3)
T-2.2 exp(- 'ii) + (-2.2(1/1.3 + l/T)
x exp {-(t-8)

1
(--- + 1 > }]
1.3
T
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( 5)

Now if you set T~o, T(t) can be approximated only by a dead time.
Thus it is assumed as one order late model with dead time 8
when T ~ 0 and as dead time model (dead time e = A) when T~O.
If you plot the results of actual measurement on the ~Pa(t)
vs t line figures which were drawn by assuming various cleaning
time constant T, cleaning dead time 8 or A, T,8,A during actual
dust cleaning process can be estimated. The fine calcium
carbonate (Dpso = 5.4 µm) was used as sample dust and we have
changed the most typical filter materials (tetron and nylon
fibers) as well as number of so-called rings which are installed
to prevent the bag insides from contacting during reverse collapse
operations. The installation of bag is similar to that of previous
report (bag with 1,800 mm long and 170 mm ~ inner diameter).
Figures 2 and 3 show typical examples of this experiment
results. Based on these, it is seen that the approximation by
the dead time l order late system in Equation (5) is appropriate.
Table 1 shows the ranges of T, e and A obtained in this experiment. According to this, each case is within several seconds
and it is indicated that several ten seconds will be enough as
a single cleaning duration time for reverse bag filters.
For tefron long fabric filter cloth, when one ring is
installed, the time constant is minimum and it is suggested
that there is the most optimal number of rings, namely the most
optimal ring installation distance, in light of cleaning dynamics.
Also when it is switched to collection process after reverse
cleaning and to have only clean air, the pressure drop, as shown
in Table 1 will be smaller as the number of rings increases.
This will probably require future investigations.
It was also
confirmed that the dust load changes at the start of dust cleaning
does not considerably affect the above mentioned T, 8 and A.
Conclusion
After investigating the cleaning dynamics of reverse collapse type bag filter, the following conclusions were obtained.
1) After the combined flow resistance variation of
dust and filter material due to reverse air flow was
investigated with 1 order late and dead time models
at reverse air flow, it is relatively well approximated with a time constant less than several seconds
for this experimental region (l.O~ur~l.42 m/min,
45~6Pmax ~150 mm H 2 0).
2) The effect of ring numbers is not significant to
the time constant but is fairly important to the
cleaning final pressure drop.
Although this report experimentally investigated the qualitative
characteristics of reverse bag filter cleaning dynamics, a quantitative consideration as well as a scale factor consideration will
be necessary in a future.
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Table l

Filter Number
media
of
rinas

Estimated values of time con·
stant T and dead time 0, l
Fint order
la1 model

Dead time P=sure loss
model
&i•·cn by
filtcrini,: air
flow af1cr

time constant
dead time infinite
.i [sccl
cleaning
T [sccl
1-1 sec 1-2 sec
[mmH:OJ

Tctron
(Iona)

0
l
3

4
l
3

Nylon
(Iona>

l
3

I
J.S
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A METHOD OF MEASURING PRESSURE DROP PARAMETERS FOR
MULTI-COMPARTMENT BAG FILTER
-:--MECHANICAL SHAKING TYPE AND REVERSE COLLAPSE TYPE~
K. Iinoya, K. Makino, K. Ueshima,
M. Lin and Y. Mori
Kyoto University, Dept. of Chemical Engr.
Introduction
Generally bag filters will have a long continuous operation
of one or two years after a clean filter cloth is installed.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the collection
efficiency and variation of pressure drop characteristics with
time in order to estimate bag filter performance and to determine
a method for design. Especially the variation of pressure drop
characteristics with time is important for economically optimal
design and operation of bag filter. However this pressure drop
characteristic is difficult to measure in the laboratory because
of the following two reasons:
1) The pressure drop characteristics necessary for bag
filter design and operation are usually for one or two years of
operation when pressure drop parameters are stable after installation. It is very difficult to have such a long investigation
in the laboratory. However, the initial characteristics are
naturally important in the fundamental base and this report will
also investigate this case,

2) Even if the same composition of some dusts and filter
mater1als as actual field is obtained, it is technically and
economically difficult to reproduce the actual (field) dust distributions, dust supply condition, gas composition, temperature
and , humidity in the laboratory.
Therefore the pressure drop characteristics have to be obtained directly from the actual pressure drop data of multicompartment bag filters which is operating in the field. This
method has never been utilized.
We have established the method to qualitatively estimate
pressure drop parameters, which are necessary for economically
optimal design and operations, using the field measurement data
of pressure drop variations of mechanical shaking type and reverse
collapse type bag filters. This report presents this method as
well as the results of actual applications.
1.

Fundamental Theory

Many experimental equations are reported for bag filter
pressure drop characteristics and this report applies the following
equations
490

= u (A+BM 0 )

tip

(1)

Here, A, B and o are the pressure drop parameters determined by
the characteristics of dust and filter material and by dust
cleaning method. Especially A is the value which, in addition
to filter material and primary accumulation dust layer, includes
residual secondary dust layer after dust cleaning.
Generally the collection characteristic for the multi-com. partinent bag filter is the repeat of (N-1) compartment collection
with one compartment being cleaned while the N-1 compartments are
collecting. Now we call the former the cleaning time and the
latter the collection time. There is a following relationship
between the dimensionless dust load Xi and the dimensionless
filtering velocity ui in the ith compartment at the dimensionless
time £ in this cycle.
dx·l.

=

u·d£
l.

(2)

Also the dimensionless pressure drop l1P(t) is given by the following equation,
tip(t:)
where

= {a+(l-a)xi 0 }ui

= A/{A+B(Cnun'T) 0 }.

(l

( 3)

(4)

Figure 1 shows one example of the typical pressure drop variation
pattern for collection and cleaning cycles for the mechanical
shaking type and reverse collapse type multi-compartment bag
filters. Generally the process gas quantities during cleaning
collection time are approximately equal. Thus, there is a
following relationship between the average filtering velocity at
cleaning time and collection time.

-Un-1 = {N/(N-l)}un'
-

(5)

Thus the following equations are obtained.
n-1
1: ti·l.
.
i=l
n

E

Ui

=N

(6)

= N

( 7)

i-1
Integrating equation (2) from £=0 to £=1' 0 (cleaning time) and
from £=io to t=T (collection time) and add the former one from
i=l to i=(n-1) and the latter one from i=l to i-N to obtain the
following equation:
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or

( 8)

(9)

There is generally the following relation between the dust loads
at each specific point of collection and cleaning cycle.
(cleaning finish time)

x.1 ,-l"o

(collection starting time)
=

(cleaning start time)
x.1,0

x.+1
1 , -To

(10)

(collection finish time)

...

x.1,l"-

=

(11)

where i = 1,2, ••• ,N-l
Consider equations (10) and (11) and add each side of equations
(8) and {9).

xn,T. . -x-- 1,l"o
- =N~
Consider

x.

1

(12)

,T 0 =o and T=NT here to obtain the following equation:

x.. n,T. . = 1

( 13)

Also the following equation can be obtained from equations (2)
and (3)
{a+(l-a)x.1 0 }dx.1

= ~p(t)dt

(14)

Integrate equation (14) as described above over cleaning time and
collection time, and add the former one from i=l to i=(n-1) and
the latter one from i=l to i=n.
{y(x1. ,

...
T

0

)-y{x1 , o)}+{y{x 2 ,'l'- 0 )-y(X2 1 o)}+ •• ~

+!y<Xcn-i>T,>-y<Xcn-l> ,,>}=<n-11rt.P<t1a1:
0
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{15)

{y(x~ ->-y<x~ - >l+{y<x;,i>-y<x;,t 0 >l+ •.•
1,T

1,To

+{y(x' -)-y(x' - )}=N(T Ap(~)d~
n,T
n,To
JTo
where y(x)=ax+{(l-a)/(l+a)}xl+o

(16)
( 1 7)

Consider equations (10) , (11) and (13) and add each side of
equations (15) and (16).

= (n-l)(ToAp(t)dt+NfT Ap(€)dt

JT o
= (n-l)~T~p(t)dt+f~ ~p(E)dE
lo

o

(18)

JTo

Next, we will describe the determination method of each pressure
drop parameter.
1.1

Determination of Apn(t) and a
N

(19)

N

r

i=l
Apn-1(0)

_o}-

{a+(l-a)x'.

1

1,T

= n-1

N

r {a+(l-a)x.

. 1
J.=

1, 0

0 }- 1 -1

(20)

Equation (20) can generally be changed to the following in considering equation (13) •

Apn-1(0)

=

N
N

r {a+l-a)i'. _ 0 }- 1

i=l

J.,T

(21)

Obtain Apn(i) from this.
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(2 2)

Now make
( 2 3)

Obtain a from this
(2 4)

Here, since the right sides of equations (22) and (24) can be
easily measured, these can be used as the equations to determine
Apn(t) and a.
1.2

Determination of A, B and

o

Based on the definition, the pressure drop characteristics
parameters A and B have the following relationships with a.
APn (t)
a~ ... APn (:r)

(25)

u"'{A+B(cnu 'T) 0 }-u 'Au "'A+B(c u
B

=

n

~n

n

ii_ '{A+B(cnn 'T) 6 · x
-n
n

n T)

n

u '(cnfi 'T) 6
n
n

nn '(cnun "'T) 0

(26)

As mentioned above a and APn(T) can be obtained from equations (22)
and (24), thus equations (25) and (26) are the fundamental equations to estimate A and B. Also, using above results1 o can also
be determined by equation (18) • But the equation (18) requires
the time integration of pressure drops and is actually very difficult. Therefore, the actual region of pressure drop was
considered and numerically reviewed, and it was determined that o
can be considered physically as 1. (See Appendix.) This determination will make this measurement method very easy and practical.
2.

Application to Actual System
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2.1

Mechanical Shaking Type System

This measurement method was applied to the mechanical
shaking type bag filter for an electric boiler collection and its
pressure drop was measured. Table 1 shows its operating and
installation conditions while Figure 2 presents its pressure drop
measurement results. The time regions 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 in Figure 2
are so-called cleaning times and all process gas amounts are those
when collection is occurring in the compartments other than cleaning
compartments are collecting. Our method theoretically requires
the variation in pressure drop of one partial cleaning cycle,
which means the data from five measurements. The pressure drop
parameters estimated by applying our approximation method to these
data are shown in Table 2 along with other various values. The
pressure drop characteristics in this case can be expressed by the
following equation.
6p

= u(7.63xl0 3

+ l.27xl0 5 M}

( 2 7)

AlsQ when the same data were analyzed by the numerical integration
method, this will be expressed by the following equation which
gives almost the same result as equation (27).
6p
2.2

= u(7.53xl0 3

+ l.42xl0 5 M1008 )

(28)

Reverse Collapse Type System

This method was applied, similarly to the previous section,
to reverse collapse type bag filter for electric boiler particulate
collection and its pressure drop was measured. Table 1 shows its
operating and installation conditions and Figure 3 shows the results
of pressure drop measurerrents.
(a) in Figure 3 is the pressure
drop change of other compartments when one compartment is during
cl~aning and (b) in Figure 3 is the pressure drop change of the
compartment which is being cleaned at the same time as (a).
Although for (a) and (b) in Figure 3, we have programed the period 6
in which very small amount of air is introduced at the initial
stage of collection, its existence does not essentially affect our
method.
However, the collection amount can be neglected in period 6,
it is necessary to consider the total period of the cleaning cycle
after subtracting period 6. By applying our method to Figure 3,
the pressure drop parameters are obtained as shown in Table 2.
The pressure drop characteristics in this case can be expressed by
the following equation
6p

=

u(l.40xl0~

+

6.40xl0~

M)

(29}

Also the results of equations (27} and (29) can be estimated as
reasonable based on the operating condition of Table 1. Now we
have to review the accuracy of these measurement results statistically.
According to this, if the measurements can be done, in considering
actual experience and five measurement results of pressure drop
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Table I

Operating conditions of an in·
dustrial multi-compartment bag

filter
T»pe

or dust cleanina

Mechanical Shaldn1

Filter medium
Tetron 20205
Number or compartJ\" (-J
ments
JO
Filter area
[m:J
5150
Gas ftow rate [ml/min)
3840
Total reriod of cleanin1
T [min]
45
c)'cle
A vcragc filterina
•·elocity li,,.-[m/minJ
0.74
Dust concentration
1.1
'(sfm1J
Dust
withdrawn by suetion directly from
ferrochrome electr ic lurnace
Total houn operated
after installation [hrs)

408
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Rnene air
Tetron 5203

6
5489
5880
120
J.07
0.30
withdra'"" by
su.:tion from the
roof of a factory
bi>using of a
steelmakina electric furnace
1600

11:::h1td~
.;

i

140

a: 120
ca

10

z

IOOO ZOO 400 800 IOO 1000 1200 1400
tilM

F11. 2

•

t

(stc)

l!aampl• or preuun drop c~le ol lft lndllllrial
multi-compartment b11 ftller (Mec:lwllcll
lhlklq Type)
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Examples of Estimation of Pressure Drop Parameten in
Multi-Compartment Baa Filtcn

Table 2

·-

TJpe or dust cleuina
I Rua I

2

,

112

110

14)

2

,

216

267

286

286

141

242

232

242

ISi
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247

247

us

IJ7

UJ

207

139

141

137

212

Mechanical Slaakin1

4

s

192

lit

ns

114

146

149

150

IS3

ISi
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ISS

157

129

131

UJ

Ill
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131

---··----·····-·--·-·-----·--·

,,,

A-..

llcwneAlr
4
s

6

7

286

22S

230

267

242

242

235

24)

231

247

247

247

247

247

247

202

207

!07
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196

l!IS

20)

207

212

212

212

200

200

208

Awr...

····----------···········-·····-···-·-····-······--··-···-·-·····---··-

lmmH10J

''11-a(a)

(mmH10J
''"-&(re)
t-ffaOJ
''"(re)
(mmllaOJ

,,,:r

(r)

(mmHaOJ

''•(r)
(-)

0.73

0.7'

0.72

0.7J

0.10

0.75

0.74

0.71

0.74

0.74

0.74

0.89

0.17

0.71

•(-)

0.41

O.SJ

0.47

O.Sl

O.SI

0.52

0.17

0.0

0.17

0.17

0.87

0.78

0.78

0.84

A><I0-1

7.0S

7.69

7.27

7.H

l.ll

7.6)

(mmHaO·sec/m)
1).4
Ix 10-•
(mmHaO·(mt/ka)J

••(mmffaO/m]

228

12.0

14.4

12.1

10.S

ll.7

204
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1711

215
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14.0
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19.2
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14.0

6.40
19.2

14.0
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10.0
1.40
25.2

10.0
9.SO
28.S
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Fla. 3

,

I
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JOO
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Example or pressure drop cycle or an l11d11strlal
m11lti<0111partmen1 baa lllter {Rnerse Air Type)
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cycle in Figure 2, by certain accura°t (each pressure drop with
±1%, average filtering velocity with -10% and one cycle cleaning
frequency ±1%), it was concluded that the estimated accuracy of
pressure drop parameter A and B are ±10% and ±40%, respectively.
This means that the estimation of B is more difficult than that
of A. However, increasing the number of measurements will increase
its accuracy and will not require too long a time. Thus this
method is very well applicable to industrial usage. However,
since the estimation of B by this method definitely requires an
accurate measurement of dust concentration in the bag, it will be
expected in the future to have a pressure drop characteristic
measurement and the instantaneous measurement of concentration.
Also since A is the value directly related to the cleaning performance and takes a roore important part than B in determination
of bag filter operating condition, this method has the practical
significance in giving a more accurate value of A. Here the dust
concentration of the bag part was assumed to be equal to that
concentration at the entrance of bag filter itself, but when the
dust concentration of the bag part cannot be measured, equation (26)
is the fundamental equation to estimate the product of B and c
(where o = 1.0). Table 2 shows the value of Be as a reference.
Conclusion
The estimation methods of pressure drop characteristics A,
B and o of mechanical shaking type and reverse collapse type bag
filters from field data were reviewed and the following conclusions
were obtained.
1) The pressure drop parameters A, B and o can be estimated
by time variation in partial cleaning cycles of mechanical shaking
type and reverse collapse type multi-compartment bag filters
pressure drops.
2) It was shown that assuming 6!,l is industrially permissible
for the practical range of pressure drop parameters.
3) We have shown the actual measurement results of the application of this method to mechanical shaking type and reverse
collapse type bag filters.
Appendix
When the pressure drop characteristic coefficient a of clean
.filter material is used, the pressure drop is expressed by the
following equation.
~p

= u(a+bmq)

(i)

Where, m is the total dust amount on the surface of filter cloth
[ = Mo (cleaning residual dust amount) + M (cleaning dust amount].
The relationship between each amount in equations (i) and (1) are
given by the following equations based on definitions.
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A = a+b Moq
BM 0 = b(Mo+M)q-b Moq

(ii)

(iii)

The general pressure drop characteristics will have the regions
given by following equations.
30 < a < 1400

(iv)

4000 < b < 17000

0.5 < q < 1.5
For the regions of equation (iv) , A, B and o were estimated
as a parameter of M by using the least squares method. As a
result, it was determined by B, if b and q are constants, will
have approximately a constant value independent of Mo and o will
have a certain relationship with q, as a parameter of Mo, independent of a and b as shown in Figure 4. The especially interesting
point is that even if q changes significantly, o is always about
1.0. Thus, for the region of equation (iv), the pressure drop
estimation by assuming o=l.O and applying the ap~roximate pressure
drop coefficient B will only have errors within - several %.
Therefore the approximation of o=l.O is industrially sufficient.
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PERFORMANCE OF FIBROUS POWDER BED FILTER
Koichi Iinoya, Kazutaka Makino,
Tsutomu Imamura, and Hiroshi Okura
Kyoto University, Chemical Engineering Dept.
The filter collector is relatively efficient and practically
important for eliminating micron and submicron particles. Here,
fibrous bed and filter paper are mainly used for air purifications, and the estimate of their performance is reasonably
accurate due to the relatively wide fundamental studies of their
behavior.
Although the fabric filter was considered mainly for industrial applications, the method of accumulating fibrous powder on
the filter cloth is being recognized for air purifications.
This is due to the following reasons: 1) It is relatively easy
to evenly accumulate fibrous powder on the filter cloth; 2) as a
consequence of this, the fibrous bed is formed on the filter
cloth surface and-the initial collection performance is improved;
3) utilization of fibrous powder has a less pressure drop than
ordinary powder; 4) since particles are mainly collected by
fibrous powder which will be swept off after certain amount of
particle collection, i~ is easy to sweep off the collected tiny
particles and easy for the prevention of filter cloth clogging.
Whereas, there has been hardly any fundamental research for
fibrous powder bed filters, thus this report presents the experimentally investigated results.
Experimental Apparatus and Method
Tha_experirnental apparatus is exactly the same as shown in
the previous reports. The fibrous powder bed filter was formed
by accumulating fibrous powder in a stratiform on the filter
paper or cloth. The experimental procedure was to first measure
the collection rate of filter paper or cloth and the overall
collection rate of the entire fibrous powder bed filter under
predetermined conditions. Next, the penetration rate of the
fibrous powder bed was obtained as a ratio of the latter one to
the former one. The stearic-acid-single-diffusion-particles by
Larner type generator were used as the sample aerosol and the
aerosol concentration was measured by the digital dust counter
(manufactured by Shibata Kagaku Co.) simultaneously at filter
entrance and exit. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the
fibrous powder used in this experiment.
Experimental Results
powder

rate and the
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ressure dro

across fibrous

Characteristics of test fibrous powder
Fiber leneth Fiber diameter SP<"cific surface
I [µ]
D, [µ]
m~-~~-~~~~!__
(•)
2.."0
1.98>< 10'
22

Table 1

Pre coat
Cellulose (A)
powder A
Cellulose C•)
powder B
Cellulo.., ct)
powder C

180

18

2.03x lOI

JlO

17

2.20x 1()1

81

15

2.0x 10'

• <Performance of Fibroua Powder Bed Filter>
Receind nn February z:?. 1973
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•• Koichi lino>'• CiE!!:lU.Kuu111ka Mekino (.iE~tt). T1u1omu
Imamura (7~bHU end lliroshi Okura (7~~1t) Ckpt.
of Chem. Ens. Kyo10 Univ. K>·o10, Japan
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Figure 1 shows a relationship between penetration rate and
amount of fibrous powder for the fibrous powder bed filter.
According to this, the cellulose powder has a lower penetration
rate than the precoat. This is probably due to the fact that the
true density of the filter material for the former one (Pf= 1.7
g/cm 3 ) is smaller than the latter one (Pf= 2.2 g/cm 3 ) and that
the former one has a larger filling volume and collection surface
area for the same fibrous powder am::>unt. The relationship between
the volume fraction and the thickness of fibrous powder bed is
shown in Figure 2 as a reference. Based on this the precoat has
a larger volume fraction and a smaller thickness than the cellulose
powder. On the other hand, both have about the same penetration
rate for the apparent velocity through filter of 1-10 cm/sec.
Also in this region of apparent velocity, the pressure drop ~Pd
across the fibrous powder bed is given by the following equation
based on the Kozeny-Carman's law.
(± 10%)

(1)

Here, the void fraction e:f can ·be easily estimated in Figure 2.
For exanple, when mo = 1 Kg/m 2 and u 8 = 1 cm/sec. 6Pd will be
~ 6 mm-water.
This value is somewhat smaller than that of
ordinary powder.
Single Fiber Collection Efficiency of Fibrous Powder Bed Filter:
The experimental results were converted to single fiber collection efficency <ne:> by the following logarithmic permeable
equation and the relationship between ne: and (l-e:f)"L was investigated.
1-nd _
4(1-e:f)L
exp
{n }
1 -n 0
1T 0
e:
f

(2)

As a result, in the region of (1-e:f) ·LS0.15. ne: is constant and
is independent with changes of (l-e:f) ·L. Namely, since (l-e:f) ·L=mo/Pf
in this region and the permeability (1-nd) will decrease as an
exponential function of mo. Also all the data of this experiment
is shown in Figure 3 as a correiation between ne: and 1-e:f) •
This result can be used as a simple estimation method of collection efficiency of fibrous powder bed filter. The solid line in
Figure 3 is given by the following equation,
lnne:

= -1.3(1-e:f)

-2.9

( 3)

However, the applicable region of this equation is for the apparent
velocity across filter of 1-10 cm/sec and particle size of
O. 3-0. 8µ for fibrous powder with diameter of 10-20µ and with length
of 100-200µ.
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Also, in order to estimate overall collection efficiency of
fibrous powder bed filter, an information concerning collection
efficiency of filter paper or filter cloth itself other than
equation (3) is required. Please refer to Reference (2) and (5),
respectively, for this information. Also, the theoretical
correlation between single fiber collection efficiency obtained
this report and ordinary fibrous filter will require future
evaluation.
This experiment used the powder bed filter with short fiber
(about 20µ diameter and 100µ long) previously untested and
measured its performance experimentally. As a result, a simple
estimation equation for· collection performance and pressure loss
was obtained.
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Growth of Aerosol Particles by Condensation
Tetsuo Yoshida, Yasuo Kousaka, • and Klkuo Okuyama
Department of Chsmical EnginHring, UnlversJty of Osaka Prefectrxe, Sakal, 591. Japan

The rate and the extent of growth of submicron aerosol particles introduced into a supersaturated atmosphere
of water vapor were studied from both theoretical and experimental points of view. It was found that the rate of
growth of aerosol particles undergoing condensation was very rapid, and that the volume-mean diameter of
grown particles was determined by the number concentration of aerosol particles and the initial state of supersaturation in the surrounding gas. The supersaturation which was necessary to cause condensation of water
vapor around particles was produced by mixing hot saturated air with cold air. The size distribution of grown
particles or grown water droplets was determined by the ultramicroscopic size analysis previously developed
by the authors. The results suggest that particle growth by condensation is one of the most promising preconditioning techniques for industrial dust collection.

Introduction
The cost of removal of submicron dust particles from exhaust gas has been considered to be very expensive. If the
growth of such particles into larger ones (to a few microns
or more in diameter) can be easily attained, such preconditioning techniques of dust collection will facilitate air pollution control. Condensation of water vapor on particle surfaces has been proposed as one of the most promising techniques to promote particle growth (Fahnoe et al., 1951;
Schauer, 1951; Lapple et al., 1955; Lancaster et al., 1971).
Because of the difficulty in measuring the size distribution
of water droplets smaller than several microns in diameter,
the overall effect of condensation on the rate and extent of
particle growth still remains unknown. In this study the
rate and extent of particle growth by condensation were
studied from both theoretical and experimental points of
view. In order to effect condensation on particle surfaces, a

supersaturated atmosphere of water vapor was produced
by mixing hot saturated air with cold air into which several
kinds of submicron particles, not consisting of soluble substances, were introduced. The size distribution of grown
water droplets was measured by a new technique previously developed by the authors (1975).
Rate of Growth of Polydisperse Aerosol Particles
When a water droplet with radius r is put into a supersaturated atmosphere, the rate of growth of the droplet has
been given as follows (Fuchs, 1959):
dr

dt

=

DMT ISp.(T=) - po( To, r)I { 1 +
rllpR
p 0 1. Tu.

r)

+ p ~ (Tm ) }

(1)

2p,
This equation is based on Maxwell's equation for the staInd. Eng. Chem .. Fundam .•
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l'llan I. Il1U1tratlon at temperature and preuurt ftllda around a
powlftl droplaL

1-;;;;p;;ajurt'
Flpn I. Chlnp In humidity and temperature due to cond1nu·

tlonuy evaporation of a 1pherlcal droplet motion1- rela·
tive to an lnnnlte untrorm medium and, in addition to tha
Muwell equation, the correction tor the effect of Stefan
ftow la made. S In the equation repruenta 1upenaturetlon,
which ia larser than unity In this atudy, but when S ia lew
than unity, the equetlon repreaenta the diminlahlq rate of
e droplet by evaporation. po reprt1enta the vapor preuure
et the aurface of a droplet which ii uaumed to be equal to
ita equilibrium preuure known u the Kelvin equation

2M11

p 0(To. r) • p,(To) esp p.R't'r

(2)

The rile in temperature of a condensing droplet la liven by
the following equation taking account of Stefan flow:

LDM
To• KR7' ISp 1(T .) - po(To. r)I
{

l

tlon.

Flsun 2, where i lndlcatel the initial 1tate just before aeroIOI particl• are introduced. When particl• are euddenly
dispenecl uniformly into the chamber, condenution upon
the particl11 Oc:cum, and u a conaequence there ii a decre8" in humidity and a simultaneous riH in the temperature of the air u the condensation prOJrtllH. Tbu1 the
change la indicated by the alope of the adiabatic chaqe
ebown in FiJUll 2. Temperature, humidity, and 1upenatu·
ration duriq the aucceaaive condenaation are then pven by
the following 1:1preuion1.

T•

x

+Po(To. r) + p.(T.)} + T.

(3)

H•

2Pt

•n(r, t) • -

•t

!.. jn(r
,,

.

t

t)

dr(t)}
dt

(4)

Before computing the above equationa, it is nec:eaary to
determine the degree of 1upenaturation, S. Con1ider 1 •Yltem where aerosol particl11 are 1teadily introduced into the
aupenaturated 1tm01phere which i1 produced by continUOU1ly misiq hot aaturated air with cold air in an inaulated chamber. Such a syatem may be thought of more limply
u a •Y1tem whei:e a certain number of lll'OIOI particlel are
put uniformly into a cloud and insulated chamber containing air initially having a certain degree of 1upenaturation.
In the •Y1tem the degree of auperuturation will decreue aa
condematlon increuea, and after a 1ufficient time it ap.
proachea unity. The relation between the degree of 1uperuturation and the amount of condensed vapor may be euily undentood with the aid of the humidity chart shown in

H1-i11'Po\1·

(H;-H)L + T
•I
0.24 + 0.45H;

r3n(r, 0 dr -

J:•

(li)

r3n(r, 0)

drl

S = p.(T.) • H(0.622 + HJ
p 0 (T.)
H,(0.622 + H)

Thia equation is derived under the assumptions that heat

tranafer by convect.ion and radiation iB negligible and that
the quantity of heat transferred to the media from the
droplet equals the amount generated in condensation. Figure 1 iUustrateB the changes of temperature and pressure
fields around a growing droplet which is put into a closed
and insulated cell initially having a certain degree of auperuturation. The rate of growth of a single water droplet
with radiua r will then be determined by above equationa.
In order to apply theae equatio111 to aeroaol putic)ea in1tead of water dropleta, one mU1t uaume that the surface
of each particle ia covered by a thin water r.Jm at the 1tut
of condeD1AUon. Thia &11umption is hued upon the inatabllity of a aupenatureted atmosphere, where water vapor
immediately conden111 upon any particles as the condemalion nuclei. Thia will be dilcuaed later. When aerosol particles are polydispene, the change in Ilise distribution of
the IJ'OWina particles ia then derived from the conaervation
olmua

•

(6)

(7)

Ml in Figure 2, which will be important in a later discuaaion, indicates the quantity of condenaable water vapor per
unit mass of dry air or the quantity of water adhering to
the total surface of the particles in unit mass of dry air.
The value of Ml is obtained from the following enthalpy
and mater'tal balance& in the case of milling of hot saturated
air with cold air.
R1iio1a + (1 - Rh)i,1 .. i..r + Mliw1
RtJl,(T1i) + (1 - Rh)H,(T1l • H,(Tr)

+ AH

(8)
(9)

While the chanle of the system is unsteady, Ulllteady fieldt
of temperature and preaaure are established around each
arowing particle. It ia difficult, however, to calculate the
change in size distribution o( particles strictly taking account of the umteady fields. Then a quasi-stationary anal)'lia, where temperature and preuure fields were conaiderecl to be constant during each 1hort 1tep of time, wu
made. It - auumed in the calculation that the initial size
diatribution of aerosol particlea wu of log-normal form.
The aize between 0.1 and 10" in diameter wu divided into
about 80 aubdivisiona on a loe acale, and the time step was
taken to be from 10-e to I0- 3 aec according to the rate of
growth. The aize diltribution of newly formed particles
after each time 1tep was calculated numerically by the
method of Kovet.a and Olund (1969); the calculation wu
repeated until the depee of1uperaaturation became nearly
equal to unity. The temperature dependence of the ph)'lical properti11 appearing in the above equations wu taken
Into comideration in the computation. Some or the reaulta
of the calculation are shown in Figure 3. The figure indi·
catee that the rates of growth are very rapid and the aize
dlatributiom become narrower u particles grow. When the
vapor preaure of the surface of droplets, Po(To. r), is cloee
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Filun 3. Change in particle size distribution with time.
to the saturated vapor pressure, p 0 (T _), in the present
case, the growth rate of small droplet is generally greater
than that of a large one as shown in eq I. Thus the difference of growth rates will make the size distributions narrower in the figures. The final distributions in Figure 3
were taken as those when the growth rat.ea of each droplet
became nearly zero in the numerical calculation. Such distributions will be, strictly speaking, unstable, since the
evaporation of smaller droplets among polydispenie droplets will occur with a decrease in supersaturation. This effect of evaporation, however, was so small in the calculation
that the size distributions did not change significantly
within a few seconds.

6 810~

4 6 8102
4 6 8104H/n, C'1'fl/P<W'"'"J

Figure 4. Volume mean diameter of grown p11rticle.

F.stimation of the Extent of Particle Growth to Be
Expeeted
.
The analysis described above was on the rate process. In
this section a discussion will originate from another point
of view. While tJl represents the quantity of condensable
-ter vapor per unit mass of dry air as described before,
the following rellltion must be satisfied when all of the
vapor corresponding to tJl is assumed to condense upon
particle surfaces.

tJl

""i

TP,

u:·

r!ln(r, m) dr -

J:-

Figure 5- Schematic diairram of experimental apparatua.

r3n(r, 0) dr J =

Sr <Dvf1 -

Dvi 3 )noPa

(10)

Thia equation indicates that the volume mean diameter of
grown particles, Dyf, can be evaluated when the value of
/:JI and the volume mean diameter of particles before
growth, Dvi. are known. When Dv(1 is large enough compared with Dvi:i and Po is nearly unity as it may be in most
caset, the volume mean diameter of grown particles, Dv,.,
can be written in a simpler form as
Dvf <>< (6411/rno) 1/3

The atraight line in Figure 4 shows this relation.

Experimental Apparatus
Figure 5 indicates the schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. Two kin<ls of saturated air, one of which
was humidified by cont.act with hot water and the other
with nonheated water, were continuously mixed in a mixing
chamber to produce a supersaturated atmosphere. The degree of supersaturation or the quantity of condensable
water vapor tJl was controlled by changing their mixing
ratio and the combination of their temperatures. Aerosols
were continuously introduce<I into the supersaturated atmosphere at a constant rate. The size distributions of the
aerosol particles used in the experiment were obtained by
an ultramicroscopic size analysis (Yoshida et al., 1975) and
Intl. Eng. Chem., Fundam., Vol. 15, No.
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especially important when the present technique ia developed into industrial applications.
For instance, one may consider exhaust gaa which con·
tains dust particles l µin volume mean diameter, 2.5 g/cm3
in density, and 500 mg/m3 in concentration. In this cue,
the dust particles will grow to 3 ,. in volume mean diameter
when AH of 0.005 g of condensable vapor per gram of dry
air ia established.

j
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Plcun &. Size diatributiona or aerosol particles uaed.

The rate and the extP.nt of growth of polydisperae aeroaol
particles introduced into a supersaturated atmosphere
were studied, and the following results were obtained. (1)
The rate of growth of aerosol particles waa very rapid. The
width of size distributions of grown particles obtained experimentally was not narrow, while a narrower distribution
wu expected from the theoretical analysis. (2) The extent
of particle growth wu evaluated in volume mean diameter
and wu confirmed by experiments. (3) Even the hydropho·
bic particles grew well.
These results suggest.ad the particle growth by condensa·
tion will be one of the most promising preconditioning
techniques for dust collection. The technique of establish·
ing a supersaturated atmosphere will be important for the
industrial application of these results.
Acknowledgment

in mm

Flfun 7. Observation cell or ultramicroecope.

are ahown in Figure 6. The size distributions of grown par.
tic1ea were alao determined by the same method. In order
to prevent any change in the size or the water droplets due
to evaporation or condensation, the temt>erature and pressure in the observation cell for the size analysis were kept
the same aa those in the mixing chamber. The double-tube
cell shown in Figure 7 was used for this purpose.

hperimental Re.ult& and Diacuaaion
A. diacuaaed before, the rate of growth waa ao fast com·
pared with the time scale of measurement that the aize dis·
tribution of a growing particle at each atage of the elapsed
time could not be observed. However, observations ob·
tained by varying the residence time of particles in the
mi.sing chamber suggested that the particle growth was
completed within 1 sec. Some of the experimental results of
the aize distribution of grown particlea were plotted in Fig·
ure 3. The width of the size distribution of grown particles
did not become narrower aa compared to theory, The wider
distribution obtained from the experiments waa thought to
be cauaed by a lack of spatial uniformity in the degree of
auperaaturation. The widths of size distributions of grown
particlea undergoing condensation were observed, in all
cases including those in Figure 3, to be· neither wider nor

narrower.
The estimation or the volume mean diameter or the
grown particles, which would be important for industrial

purpoaea, waa determined by experiments. Figure 4 shows
the compariaon of an estimated line with the experimental
reeulta. The abaciaaa of the figure c:Orreaponda to the mean
quantity of condenaable vapor per single particle. The fig·
ure indicates that even the hydrophobic particles, auch u
carbon black and D.O.P., grow well. The growth of such
particles may be cauaed by the instability of a supersaturated atmosphere u deacribed previously. Thia fact will be

F. Nomura, T. Yuumunf!, and T. Miyazaki were very
helpful in the e:1perimental work.
Nomenclature
D • diffusion coefficient of vapor, cm2 /sec
Dv1, Dvm• Dvt • volume mean diameter before, in the middle of, and after growth, respectively,,. or cm
H • absolute humidity, g of H20/g of dry air
AH • condensablA water vapor, g of H20/g of dry air
i • enthalpy, cal/g of dry air
K = heat conductivity, cal/cm 1'8C '"C
L • latent heat of condensation, cal/g
M • molecular weight of condensing substance, g/mol
n • particle numbl'lr concentration, l/g of dry air
no • total particle number conr.entration, 1/g of dry air
p .. vapor pressure, mmHg
R • gas constant, t'm 3 mmHg/mol °C
r • radius of particl11, " or <>m
Rh • mixing ratio, g of dry air of hot fl8turated air/g of dry
air
S • degree of s111>4!1'11Jlturation defined by eq 7
T • temperature, °C
'/' • mean temperature between To and T-, °C
t • time,sec

Greek Letters
p1

•

density of contfenllffl liquid, g/cm3

a • surface tension, dyn/cm

a 11, "'1'i• "at • geometric standard deviation before, in the
middle of and after growth, respectively

Subscript•
f • rmal state shown in Figure 2
h
i
1
a
t

•
•
•
•
-

hot saturated air
initial atate
cold saturated air
saturated .
total
w • water
0 • particle surface
• • far away frnm particle
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STABILITY OF FINE WATER DROPLET CLOUDS

Abstract

The stability of fine water droplet clouds was studied for
two standpoints. In the first, the rate of evaporation of
monodisperse water droplets was evaluated by numerically
solving the modified Maxwell's equation assuming the cellular
model for a droplet cloud. In the second, the equilibrated
system, where a water droplet cloud is steadily mixed with
unsaturated air, was analysed on the basis of enthalpy and
material balance of the system to evaluate the total volume
change of the droplets. Some of these analyses were verified
by the experiment using the ultramicroscopic technique which
is useful for droplet size analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that under a certain supersaturation of
water vapor excess water vapor condenses upon aerosol particles
as the condensation nuclei to generate small water droplets.
Such water droplet clouds are usually found when a combustion
gas is cooled, a highly humid gas in high temperature is mixed
with that in low temperature, or steam is injected into a .gas.
These droplets often have diameters less than ten microns and
they are thought to be unstable because of their high vapor
pressure at the surface. When these droplets being contained
in an industrial exhaust gas are required to be collected from
the gas, it will be necessary to evaluate the effect of
unstanility of droplets or the decrease in droplet sizes and
nwnber concentrations in a collector system under various
operating conditions. The stability of droplet clouds is also
important in

measuring droplte size distribution and in

evaluating the behavior of atmospheric aerosols.
In discussing about the stability of water droplet clouds,
two kinds of approach to the subject were made in this paper.
In the first, the rate of evaporation of monodisperse pure
water droplets, which are led uniformly into a closed vessel
initially containing air having certain humidity and temperature,
is discussed using cellular model(Fuchs (1959) Zung (1967)).
It is the main purpose in this discussion to evaluate the
lifetime or the time required to be equilibrated of water
droplets in terms of various initial sizes and number
concentrations of droplets as well as various
520

initial air conditions. In the second, the equilibrium state
of droplets in the system where a droplet cloud is steadily
mixed with unsaturated fresh air will be discussed from
enthalpy and material balance of the system for various
conditions.
As the experimental technique, the ultramicroscopic size
analysis previously developed by the authors (1975) was applied.
Because of the difficulty in measuring the unsteady size change
during rapid evaporation, most of the experiment were limited
to verify the analysis of the equilibrium state of droplet
clouds.

2. RATE OF EVAPORATION OF A WATER DROPLET CLOULD

In this section, the rate of evaporation of a water droplet
cloud is discussed using the

cell~lar

model(Fuchs (1959) Zung

(1967)). In the cellular model, a droplet cloud, where the
droplets are distributed equidistantly each other, is assumed,
and the cloud is divided into a number of identical cubic cells
each of which is supposed to contain a single droplet in the
center. The length of the edge of such a cube is then given as:
(1)

In this model the evaporation of a droplet cloud may be reduced
to the single droplet evaporation. In the conditions where
is less than about 10 6 particles/cm 3 and the droplet radius
is less than several microns, the rate of change in droplet
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n~

radiua r' in one cell almost aqxees with that of an isolated
droplet accordinq to Fuchs (1959) and Daviea (1973}, which

can 9iven aa

1

dr'

DM

dt'

r' p 1 1

-·-

{Po (To ,r', - sp. (T.l }{1 + PR (To• r' )+Sp. (T.l
T0

J

2pt

ir.

Kn+l
}
{
2
x l.333Kn +l.71Kn+l

(2)

S in the equation represents the deqree of saturation, and
p 0 CT 0 ,r') represents the vapor pressure at the surface of a

droplet which is assumed to be equal to its equilibrium
pressure known as the Kelvin's equation.
(3)

The fall in temperature of a evaporating droplet is given by

the following equation taking account of Stefan flow.

Po(To,r')+pm(Tm)}
2pt
(4)

The rate of evaporation of a single droplet in a cell will be
determined by the above equations, if the changes in temperature
T. and vapor pressure

p~(Tm)

at the periphery of the cell are

evaluated as follows.
When the radius of a spherical droplet, ri, decreases to
r; according to Eq. (2), the quantity of evaporated water vapor,
or water vapor dif iusing to the medium, per unit mass of dry
air can be given as follows,
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(5)

where, n w = n'/v
(6)
0 H
In consequence of evaporation of a droplet, there are an
increase in humidity and a simultaneous fall in temperature
of air. These changes are indicated by the slope of the adiabatic change in the humidity chart as shown in Fig. 1. The
temperature, the humidity and the degree of saturation during
the successive evaporation are given by the following
expressions.
T. 2

H2
S

= T. 1

= H1

- AHeL/(0.24 + 0.4SH 2 )

- AHe

= pm(T.)/p 6

(7)
(8)

(Tm} = H(0.622+H 6 }/{H 6 (0.622+H)l

(9)

While ·the change of the system is unsteady, the unsteady
fields of temperature and pressure are established around each
evaporating droplet. It is difficult, however, to calculate
,

the change in particle radius strictly taking account of the
unsteady fields. Then a quasi-stationary analysis, where
temperature and pressure fields were considered to be constant
during each step of time, was made. In calculation, the
change in droplet radius was first evaluated by numerically
solving Eq. (2) with Runge-Kutta-Merson method, and then the
consequent change in the state of surrounding air was calculated
by Eq.(S)-Eq. (9), and this step was repeated until the

driving force for evaporation became zero. The temperature
dependence of the physical properties appearing in the above
equations was taken into consideration in the computation.
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Some of the results thus calculated are shown in Figs. 2 and
3. Fig. 2 shows the time dependent change in radius of
evaporating droplets under various particle number concentrations

n~

in intially saturated air(S=l). It can be seen that

the fine droplets of micron order and having low number concentration tend to evaporate even in saturated air because of the
Kelvin's effect. The broken lines in the figure show the
analytical solutions by Davies (1973) for the evaporation rate
of an isolated droplet(refer to Appendix). With the increase of
number concentration

n~,

becomes slow, and at

n~

the decreasing rate in droplet radius

. 1 es I.cm 3
larger than about. 10 s partic

the droplets of 0.5 µ in radius seems to be almost stable.
Fig. 3 shows the dependence of evaporation rate of droplets
on the degree of saturation under various conditions. As seen
from Figs. 2 and 3, the stability of water droplet clouds
depends greatly upon the initial degree of saturation

s 0 and

Under the low values of s 0 and n~,
the quantity of water vapor produced by evaporation of droplets
number concentration

n~.

is not enough to saturate surrounding air and therefore droplets
disappear completely. On the other hand, under the high values
of

s 0 and

n~,

droplets continue to evaporate until the equi-

libriwn vapor pressure as given by Eq. (3) is attained and
because of the sufficient amount of water vapor to be evaporated
in this case, the droplets are stable after a slight change in
size.

.

3. EVALUATION OF THE CHANGE IN DROPLET SIZE UNDER EQUILIBRIUM
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STATE BY MIXING OF DROPLET CLOUD WITH UNSATURATED AIR

Since the change in radius of a droplet by evaporation
proceeds in a short time, as calculated in the former section,
the droplet cloud which we can actually observe will be in the
equilibrium state. Therefore there is an importance to analyse
the equilibrium-state of a droplet cloud for various situations.
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram to be analysed in this
section. Such a system, for instance, may be interpreted by
that where an ex"aust gas containing a certain amount of small
water droplets encounters unsaturated air resulted from some
leakage in a dust collector system.
As shown in Fig. 4, when air containing droplets is mixed
with unsaturated fresh air at a certain mass ratio, the amount
of water droplet containing in the resultant air is expected
to be decreased. In such a system the following enthalpy and
material balance equations are derived under the assumption
of the existence of droplets in the equilibrium state after
mixing of air, that is, AHf ~ O:
(material balance of water)
RH
+ (1-Rm )ll s1. + (1-Rm )AH.1
m m

= H8 f

(10)

+ AHf

(enthalpy balance of the system)
Rmi m + (1-Rm)i s i + (1-Rm)H.i'.
1 wi
Anoth~r

= isf

+ AHfi~f
~

(11)

expression of Eq. (ll) may also be written as follows:

Rm(0.24T nr+(597.1+0.45T m)H m}+(1-Rm)
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l 0.24T

.+(597.1+

s1

+0.45T i)H . } +(1-R )AH.T .
s
si
m
1 si

= 0.24Ta f+(597.l+0.45T sf )H sf

+ AHfTsf

(11')

where, H8 f = f (T 8 f)

(12)

AH in the equations

re~resent

the mass of water droplets

suspending in air per unit mass of dry air, and Rm the mixing
ratio of unsaturated air to resultant air in mass basis of
dry air. Since the Kelvin's effect is small enough in the case

of droplets larger than O.l µ in diameter, it was neglected in
the following analysis.

In the case of AHf

=0

The quantity of water droplets

after mixing of unsaturated air, AHf, in Eqs.(10) and (11)
decreases with the increase of the mixing ratio of unsaturated
air, Rm' and finally AHf becomes zero, that is, all droplets
disappear by evaporation. The relation among each variables
appears in the above equations at such a critical condition
can be calculated by putting AHf=O in the equations. If the
conditions before mixing are known, the values of Rm, H8 f and
T8 f are obtainable from Eqs. (10), (11) and (12). Some of the
calculated results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

In the case of AHf

~

The containable quantity of water

droplets after mixing of air, AHf kg water per kg dry air,
can be essentially evaluated by Eqs. (10), (11) and (12). The
relation among the variables in the equations, however, is more
complicated in this case. Some of the calculated results are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
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Bvaluation of 6H."' ....,.
and
D
If the initial conditions of a
......_vtdroplet cloud and the state of unsaturated mixinq air are given,
the quantity of water droplets after mixinq of air, A.Hr, can be
evaluated as described above. The volume mean diameter of the
droplets after mixing of unsaturated air is then evaluated
knowing the number concentration of the droplets, n , as follow.
w

.

0

vf •

AHf

l/3
(13)

fc11/6)n p }
w s

4, EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

Figure 9 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental
apparatus to examine the analysis in section 2. The water
droplet cloud was steadily generated by mixing hot saturated
by -d\• IUl&hO'fS <.aq'ff,)

air with cold saturated ai~The hot saturated gas contains
small dust particles having diameters around 0.05 µ which are
generated in burning fuel gas and the gas is mixed with cold
saturated air to produce supersaturation which causes droplet
formation on the dust particles as condensation nuclei. Thus
obtained saturated air containing a certain amount of small
water droplets was continuously led into a vinyl chloride pipe
with diameter of 26 nun to make a turbulent flow. The length
of the pipe was 10 m, at inlet and outlet of the pipe the
aerosols were sampled with isokinetic condition. The second
experiment to observe the analysis in section 3 was made by
introducing the saturated air containing

droplets

into a mixing chamber instead of the pipe, where unsaturated
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air was mixed. Then a part of the mixture was drawn out for
observation. Size analysis and determination of concentration
of droplets were made by the same method using an ultramicroscope as those previously developed by the authors. In order
to prevent any change in size of droplets due to evaporation
or condensation during observation, the temperature and the
pressure in the observation cell must be kept same as those
in the mixing chamber. A heat exchanger type cell as shown in
Fig. 10 was used for this purpose.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 11 indicates the comparison of the particle size
distribution between at inlet and outlet of the pipe. The
residence time of droplets in the pipe is about 4 second in
this case. If the evaporation theory of an isolated droplet
is applied to this case the droplets smaller than about 1.6

µ

disappear by evaporation. As seen from the graph, however, no
appreciable change in the droplet size distribution occurs.
This fact will be reasonable because a droplet cloud having
high number concentration, 10 6 particles/cm 3 in this experiment,
is expected to be stable from the analysis shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 12 shows some examples of droplet size distributions
obtained by the second experiment where the droplet cloud is
mixed with unsaturated air in a mixing chamber. Fig. 12(a)
is the size distribution of droplets before mixing of unsaturated air, and Figs. 12(b) and (c) are those after mixing of
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unsaturated air. Slight difference is found among these three
distributions, whereas fair difference among them in particle
number concentration is found. All of the other experimental
results showed the same tendency as those illustrated in these
figures. Loss of water droplets due to mixing of unsaturated
air shown in Figs. 12 (b) and (c) will be caused by evaporation
of some of the droplets.
Since the vapor pressure of small droplets is higher than
that of larger ones as expected by the Kelvin's equation, the
droplets once decreased their sizes for a certain reason,
for instance local lack of uniformity of humidity, can easily
evaporate. The smaller the droplets becomes, the quicker
progresses their evaporation, and in consequence smaller
droplets may not exist. It is

aL

interesting phenomena that

droplet sizes do not decrease uniformly but number concentration
only decreases by mixing of unsaturated air, preserving the
/

initial droplet size distribution itself. This phenomena will
not be undesirable for dust collection, because some of the
droplets produced by condensation upon small dust particles
decrease their sizes to those of the former small dust particles
which are difficult to collect.
Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the mixing ratios, Rm,
calculated from Eqs. (10), (11) and (12) with those observed,
when droplets just disappear by evaporation, that is,

~Hf

= O.

Good correlation is found between them.
Some examples of the experimental results for

~Hf>O

shown in Pigs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14 shows the effect of the
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are

mixinq ratio Rm and the ·temperature of mixinq air Tm on the
quantity of droplets remaininq in air, AHf, which was determined
by Eq. (13). This figure suqgests that loss of droplets is
siqnificant, when l'eakaqe of fresh air havinq hiqh, temperature
into a droplet cloud exists. The deviation of the experimental
results from the calculated curves may be caused by the
experimental error of Dvf which effects on AHf at third power
as seen in Eq.(13). Fig. 15 shows the relation between the
temperature after mixing of unsaturated air, Tsf' and the
mixinq ratio Rm. It is obvious that T8 f decreases with Rm
because the droplet evaporation requires latent heat.

6. CONCLUSION

The stability of pure water droplet clouds was studied
for two standpoints. In the first, the rate of evaporation of
monodisperse water droplets was evaluated by numerically
solving the modified Maxwell's equation assuming the cellualr
model for a droplet cloud. The lifetime of a droplet cloud or
the time required for a cloud to be equilibrated was illustrated for some typical conditions for the better understanding
of the phenomena. The experimental verification for the analysis,
especially for the unsteady droplet size change, could not be
made because of the difficulty in measuring the droplet size
undergoing rapid evaporation. However, for the equilibrated
state, which is easily attained in a droplet cloud with high
number concentrations, reasonable experimental results were
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obtained usinq the ultramicroscopic technique.
In the second, the equilibrated system, where a water
droplet cloud is steadily mixed with unsaturated air, was
analysed on the basis of enthalpy and material balance of the
system to evaluate the quantitative chanqe of the totai volume
of the droplets. The analysis was verified by experiemtns. As
to the manner of the decrease in total volume of droplets,
the unexpected decrease in droplet number concentration was
observed instead of droplet size change.
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APPENDIX

Davies (1973) derived the following equations expressing
the decrease in size of an isolated liquid particle due to
evaporation for two situations:
(i) Evaporation of liquid particle into a yapor-saturated
air( S=l ).
dy

= -

dt'

y+l
DK'~~~~~~~~-

f

y(y 2 +1.7ly+l.333)

(A-1)

(ii) Evaporation Gf liquid particle into a vapor-free air
( S=O)
y+l

dy

= -

y 2 +l.7ly+l.333

Df(l+K'/y)~-~--~~--~

dt'

where, of= OMp s /RTp s ~ 2 , K = 2Ma/RTp 8 A, y = r'/~
1
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(A-2)
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Nomenclarure

b

: length of the edge of a cubic cell

D

: diffusion coefficient of vapor

(cm]
[cm

2

/sec}

l

: volume mean diameter of the droplets

[µ

of

: diffusion factor used in appendix

[l/sec]

H

: absolute humidity

AHe

: quantity of evaporated water vapor[kg H2 0/kg dry air]

AH

: quantity of water droplets

i

: enthalpy

Kn

: Knudsen

K

: heat conductivity

K'

: Kelvin factor used in c,.ppendix

L

: latent heat of

M

: molecular weight of evaporating substance

n~

: droplet number concentration

nw

: droplet number concentration on mass basis

0

v

[cm)

[kg H20/kg dry air]
[kg H20/kg dry air]
[kcal/kg dry air]

number(=~/r')

[-]
[kcal/m sec °C]

[-]

vaporuzc~tion

[kcal/kg)
[kg/kmole]

[particles/cm 3 ]

[particles/kg dry air]
p

vapor pressure

[mmHg]

: total pressure

[mmHg]

(m 3 nunHg/kqmole °C]

: gas constant
Rm

: mixing ratio ·
[kg unsaturated air in dry air basis/kg total dry air]

J [cm]

r'

: droplet radius

[\.I

r'

: geometric-mean radius

[\A] [cm]

s

: degree Qf saturation

T

: temperature

CJ

[-]
(OC)(OK)
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t'

: time

[sec)
[m 3 /kg dry air)

: humid volume
(•Kn- 1 )

y

[-]

Greek letters
).

Pa

••

[cm)

mean free path

[kg/m 3 ]

density of droplet

[dyne/cm]

a

•• surf ace tension

a9

•• geometric standard deviation

•

percentage humidity

[']

Subscripts
f

final state of air after mixing

i

initial state of air t:efore mixing which contains
water droptets

m

unsaturated mixing air

s

: saturated

w

: water

0

: droplet surf ace

m

[- J

far away from droplet

Superscript
: for water
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Capations of figures

Fig. l

Change in humidity and temperature due to evaporation

Fiq. 2

Evaporation of fine water droplet clouds into
vapour-saturated air

Fig. 3

Evaporation of fine water droplet clouds into air with
various degrees of saturation

Fiq. 4

Schematic diagram of the system to be analysed

Fig. 5

Correlation among mixing ratio Rm, mixing air
temperature T m and percentage humidity ~ m in the case
of llHf = 0

Fig. 6

Correlation among mixing ratio Rm , mixing air
temperature Tm , droplet quantity contained in air
before mixing llH. and temperature of the same air T .
l.
s1
in the case of llHf = 0

Fig. 7

Effects of the quantity of initial droplets on those
after mixing of unsaturated air

Fig. 8

Effects of every variable on containable droplet
quantity, AHf, after mixing of unsaturated air

Fig. 9

Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus

Fig.10

Observation cell

Fig.11

Comaprison of the particle size distribution between
at inlet and outlet of the pipe

Fig.12

Change in size and number concentration of droplets
before and after mixing of unsaturated air

Fig.13

Comparison of mixing ratios, R , calculated and
m
observed in the case of ~Hf = 0

Fig.14

Effect of mixing ratio R and temperature of mixing
m
air Tm on remaining droplet quantity llHf

Fig.15

Effect of mixing ratio R and temperature of mixing
m
air T on air temperature after mixing of unsaturated
m

air, T5 f
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BEHAVIOR OF AEROSOLS UNDERGOING BROWNIAN
COAGULATION, BROWNIAN DIFFUSION AND
GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING IN A CLOSED
CHAMBER
KIKUO OKUYAMA*, YAsuo KOUSAKA
AND TETSUO YOSHIDA
Department of Chemical Engineering, U11irersity of Osaka
Prefecture. Sakai, 591

The belaaYlor of aerosols undergoing Brownian coagulation, Brownian dill'usk>n and gravitational settling In a closed chamber was studied by solving the basic equation, the so-called populatto. hllance equation, numerically for a polydisperse aerosol system and analytically for a monodisperse system, and then the results were examined by experiment. In Stll'l'lng the basic equation.
two dimensionless parameters, which are determined by the initial properties flf an aerosol and
the chamber dimension and also characterize the relative effects of Brownian coagulation and
Brownian dill'usion to gravitational settling, were introduced in order to generalize the behavior
under arbitrary cooditlons. 1be calculated results, the time-dependent changes In particle number
concentration and particle size distribution for a polydisperse system. were presented graphically
by using the above two parameters. And further using these parameters, the domains of the
three controlling factors were mapped to show the extent of each ell'ect of these factors under
various conditions for a mooodlsperse system. Some of the cal~lated results were compared
with the esperimeatal results obtained by the ultramicroscopJc size analysis previously developed
by the authors.

Introduction
The behavior of aerosols in a closed chamber is
generally characterized by coagulation, diffusion,
sedimentation, thermophoresis, existence of generation sources of aerosol and so on. Brownian coagulation increases the size of aerosol particles, resulting in
decrease of number concentration. Brownian diffusion decreases the concentration of aerosol particles as
the result of the deposition of small particles at the
walls, while gravitational settling decreases the concentration as the result of the deposition of larger
particles at the bottom wall. The effects of these
three factors on aerosol behavior, change in size and
number concentration of aerosol particles in a closed
chamber are discussed in this paper.
Several theoretical1·'·'·'· 101 and experimentaP-'·'· 111
studies of this behavior have been reported in the field
of nuclear power reactors, where the behavior of
radioactive aerosol generated by an accident in the
reactors is considered to be important from a safety
viewpoint. In theoretical studies, basic equations
considering Brownian coagulation and sedimentaReceived Augtist 29, 1975.
Presented at the 40th Annual Meeting of The Soc. cif Chem.
Engrs., Japan at Nagoya, April 3, 1975 (entilted "Behavior nf
Aerosols in a Closed Chamber").

tion1 •6 •101 , sedimentation and diffusion 8 >, or three
effects"'· 1 • 111 have been solved numerically on the
assumption that the concentration is uniform except
very close to the walls. Experimental studies, on the
other hand, have been carried out by observing the
change in mass concentration and particle size distribution of aerosol in the observation chamber.
The agreement between their calculations and experiments has been found to be fairly good'· 11 '.
These results, however, are obtained under particular
conditions and so they seem insufficient to predict the
general behavior under various conditions such as
various particle size distributions, number concentrations and chamber sizes.
In this paper, the basic equation in dimensionless
form taking account of these three effects was solved
numerically under various conditions for polydisperse aerosols and analytically for monodisperse
aerosols. In calculations two dimensionless parameters which characterize the relative effect of gravitational settling to Brownian coagulation and Brownian
diffusion were introduced. By using these parameters,
the calculated result~ of the change in particle number
concentration and size distribution with time were
graphed so that the behavior of aerosols under various conditions is ready for prediction. Some of the
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OF JAPAN
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calculated results were confirmed by experiment,
using the ultramicroscopic size analysis previously
developed by the authors111 •

The initial particle size spectrum in the chamber was
assumed to be established instantaneously with the
following log-normal form:

exp(-

n~
ln'(r;/r;,) ).:11nr'
(3)
v'2irlna, 0 .
21n a, 0
To generalize the solution the following dimensionless variables, which have been used in the case of
Brownian coagulation alone 111 , were chosen:
n'(rj,0)=

Theoretical Consideration
Polydispene aerosol

Suppose an aerosol is dispersed throughout a
chamber, within which aerosol convective currents,
though small, arise due to small temperature variations. As a result, aerosol concentration in the
chamber is kept uniform except very close to the
walls'·'·". In this case the basic equation expressing
the time dependence of the size distribution of aerosol
particles undergoing Brownian coagulation, Brownian
diffusion and gravitational settling is given as1·"'· 1•·m,
when the particle size distribution is a discrete spectrum.

n(r,,t}=n'(rj,t')/n~.

fc=Kon~C.(r; 0 )t'

}

r,=r:fr;,, k(r1,p;)=K(rc. pj)/K0 C.(r;0 )

(

4
)

Substitution into Eq. (I) gives the following equation:
an(r

· · a1''

t )

c

c =

.,ru
E kC~d-p:.p,)nC~'r!-p!.tc)n<p,.tc)
'"•f'••i•

an'(;,~·' t') = r;1n·
,1:, K( ~r:•-p:'.p:)n'( ~'rjCpj 1 , t')

.

_.,•r4•C•

,(

r'

(5)

)' ., ...
xn'Cp:.1''\~r''~p'' - ~ ,KCr:.pc)n'(rc.t')

'

Xn'Cp:,1

1

)-

'

u,ta· n'(r:,1

..

where

,, ,.,.

1

)-

~~S n'(rc.t')

i=imin ... /max

(I)

Eq. (I) is described as a differential equation, but it
can be rewritten as a partial integro-diff'crential equation in the case of a continuous spectrum. The left
aide of Eq. (I) represents the change in particle number concentration of size re with time. The fint
term on the right side represents the rate of formation
of particles of size re and the second term the rate of
Ion of particles of size r~ due to coa1ulation.
K(r;,pC) i1 the coa1ulation function and in the case
of Brownian coa1ulatlon it i1 1lven by'"

KCr:,pa-K.CrHpa{c.crntr:+c.cpa/pH.
K0 -2'lT/3p

(2)

The third term represents the 1011 of particle• due to
sedimentation with the terminal 1ettlin1 velocity, and
the last term expmae1 Brownian dift'u1ion onto cham·
ber wal11, which i1 evaluated on the ba1l1 of ftlm
theory characterized by the thlcknen of concentra•
tlon boundary layer cJ0 •
Eq. (I) wa1 derived on the followln1 111umption1.
(I) There exist no external fon:n except aravity.
(2) Particles are 1pherlcal and electrically neutral.
(3) Particles collide with each other to form a
1in1te new spherical particle whose m111 may be the
ume 11 the combined ma11 of the two smaller particles.
(4) The aerosol concentration i1 1patlally uniform
except within the boundary layer of thicknen fl, and it
changes with linearity within the layer4'.
(5) The chamber ha1 a vertical cylindrical 1hape.
VOi. f

NO. 2

9µHKon~ = I J 2Kon~'C.(r~) l }
2(p,-p)gr;:
21 u1(r; 0)nUH f
DG= ..
3KHST
= D(r;0)Sn~/~V
4iri3(p,-p)gr;:V
u1(r; 0)nUH
CG=

(6)

CG and DG are dimensionless parameters which can

be evaluated from initial aerosol properties and
chamber dimensions. The parameter CG indicates
the relative importance of coagulation to sedimentation and the other parameter DG expresses that of
diffusion to gravitational settling141 , From the defintion of CG and DG, the relative importance of
co11ulation to diffusion can be estimated by the
parameter CD-CG/DG. These dimensionle11 param·
etera CG and DG are convenient to predict the behavior of aerosols having various initial properties in
closed chambers. Since Eq. (5) cannot be solved
analytically, the Runge·Kutta·Menon method was
employed to solve it 111 • To make clear each effect of
the parameten CG, DG and "•• on the behavior of
aero1ol1, calculations were made in the range of
r;.-0.1 .... 1.0 "'' "··· 1.3 .... 2.0, CG-0.001 . . . 200.0 and
DG-0.001-200.0.
Moaodlapene aerolOI
When an aerosol is monodispene, Eq. (I) becomes
dn'

_ 2K. C (r')n''- u,(r') , _ D(r,)S ,

(7)

0
dt' H n
IV "
•
'
The dlmensionle11 time le was taken 11 that of coa1ula·
tion ba1i1 in Eq. (4), but the following two kinds of
dimensionleu time are now further introduced:

t0 •u,(r8)t'/H
gravitatiomd settling basis}
tn-DCr"St'/tlV Brownian diffusion basis

(S)

Three kinds of non-dimensional equation corre·
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sponding to these three dimensionless times and their
analytical solutions for monodisperse system are
shown in Table l as a function of CG and DG, together with the time 1•• 0 .a when particle number
concentration reduces to half of the initial one.
Calculation Results and Discussion
Particle number con.c entration
Fig. 1 shows the normalized number concentration,
which is defined as the ratio of the concentration at
any time to the initial one, as a function of the dimensionless time based on Brownian coagulation.
The graph also shows the effect of CG, a, 0 and r;0
on the change in concentration under a constant DG.
With increase in CG the curves move toward the right
and tend to converge to that of CG= 100, which coincides with that of Brownian coagulation alone101 •
Though the time-dependent change in particle number
concentration does not depend on r~0 in the range of
r;0 =0.l - l µ, it seems to depend on a,0 • In the
region of a,.5:.1.3, however, the effect of polydispersion
was negligible and the curves agreed quite well with
the analytical solutions for the monodisperse system.
This agreement suggests that the procedure of the
numerical calculation is correct and that the analytical

2
[-l

4

~

6 Btrl

(b)
Fig. 3
time

Varladon

or nominal geometric mean radius with

solution& for the monodisperse system will be practically useful for the polydisperse system.
Particle size distribution
Fig. 2 indicates the calculated results for the change
of particle size distribution with time for different
CG and DG. The manner of the change seems to
depend on the values of CG and DG. When CG and
DG are small, as shown on the left side of the figure,
where sedimentation is controlling, the particle size
distributions swing to smaller radius due to gravitational settling of larger particles. When DG is large
and CG is small in the middle of the figure, where
diffusion is controlling, they swing to larger radius
becuase of the deposition of small particles on the
walls by diffusion. When CG is large and DG is
small on the right side of the figure, where coagulation
is controlling, they shift toward larger radius due to
particle coagulation. It is complicated, however, to
discuss time-dependent changes under arbitrary conJOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OF JAPAN
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Table I
Controlling factor and dimensionless time

Tlrne-ftpendmt change In particle namber conantratlon (Of' monodlsperse aerosol
Basic dimensionless equation

Coagulation
tc= KonoC.(ro)t •

Diffusion

Ao )
---2 + Ao

A0 cxp(-CDAoto)

2(1-cxp( -=-coA~)l + A,

1-- tn (1 +- :!~-)
--A CD
2-t A
0

0

A0 = (1+DG)/CG, CD=CG/DG

ditions by means of curves of cumulative percentage
against particle size like Fig. 2. Generally two
parameters, a geometric mean radius and a geometric
standard deviation, arc used to ch.aracterize the
particle size and the width of distribution when the
particle size distribution follows log-normal form.
Though there existed some deviation from log-normal
form in this case, a nominal geometric mean radius
and a nominal geometric standard deviation arc now
introduced as follows:
lnr;=

A,

A0exp ( - CG A.ta)
. 2( 1-cxp(-CGAolo)J+Ao

d11/dr 0 ~CD(-2n'-Acfl)

lo=D<.r;)Sr'/tl V

-I- In ( l +

-t'A,-

dn/dt 0 = CG(-2n' - Aon)

ta = u,(ro)t'/H

'·····

A, exp( - Aotc)
-2{t="cxp(:.._A0 tc))

dn/dtc = - 2n' - Ao11

Sedimentation

where n..,n'/n;,

Time-dependent change in particle number concentration

[.....
r, r'•'•

~.£n'(r;,1 1)lnra

JI

r,;, • O.JS
DG=l 0

------ Cit • 2.0

- -- er..• 1.5

• 1.3

I!

f.6

I

n'

.;_.
}/ JI/IrJ
lnu,= [{ .~.;::~d.t')ln'(r:/r;) n'

(9)
1.2 '--,-2.___.__6._....a,•-,_.....2~·,_._6.....
a .....
,rf_....2_.....,_.....6""a"",-,__.2_ _,4

0

10

t • Kor\C.,(liolt'

C-l

0

Fl11. 4 Variation of nominal 11eometr1c ltaaclard deviation
with time

where
The change of size distribution with time will be disand
The ch.ange in the
cussed by the aid of
ratio of
to th.e initial one is shown in Fig. 3(a)
using various values of CG. Distinct maxima at CG
larger th.an 1.0 appear in the figure. The increasing
regions of r;tr;, will be controlled by the particle
growth due to coagulation. The decreasing regions,
on the other hand, are con trolled by gravitational
settling, where the enhanced settling velocities of
large particles being grown by coagulation will contribute to the decrease. In both regions, however,
of the larger standard deviation changes faster
th.an th.at of the smaller one. As seen from Fig.
particles with small
3(b), which shows the effect of
grow much more th.an those with larger
This
seems to be caused by coagulation
dependence on
function K(r;.p:), which increases with decreasing r;..
Fla. 4 shows the ch.ange in 11, with time. In spite of
the variation of u,., the curves seems to converge to
certain values which will be determined by CG and
DG. The effect of
on th.e ch.ange of
with time
is not so large in the range of r;.=0.1-1.0 µ. The
curves of CG= JOO in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 agree
well with those of Brownian coagulation alone111 •

r;

r;

u,.

r;

r;.,

r;.

r;,

r;,

VOl. 9

HO. 2

F11. 5

r;..

u,

Tiie domallll of the three coatrollhla f1cton

Controllln1 factor under arbitrary conditions
Fla. 5 shows the domains of the three controlling
factors on CG-DG coordinates. Each domain was
determined essentially from the dependence of '•·•·•
for monodisperse aerosol shown in Table I on CG
and DG. In the case where one of the three factors,
coagulation, diffusion and sedimentation, is ignored,
'··•·• can be determined by a parameter (CG, DG or
CD) consisting of two remaining factors as shown in
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of experlmmtal appratus
Table 2 Determination of the domains of the three controlllng factors

NeaJigible
factor

Diffusion
DG-Oor
CD-ooo

1••0.1. by two

rematrung

factors

lim (lc)••0.1

Da ..... or

Equation expressing the
domain where the factor
is ignored

__ l_1n(1+-~o _\
l+DG

co-•

2+AJ
1
-·--)
1+2CG

-ca1n(1+ 1+2CG
·1 --·) ;<?:0 9Jn (t+-.

lim (lo)••o.a
oo-oor

(10)

CD·••

=ln(I+
Sedimen-

tation
CG-oo or
DG-oo

I+~CG)

lim (lc) •• 0.1

Dn-or

ca-•

-co1n(1+ 1+!cD-)

__DG_1n(1+-~o _\
l+DG
2+AJ

:<?:0.91n(1+1+~cl))

Jim (1,,)•• 0.1

(II)

DO-• or

ca-•

•ln(I+ l+~CD)

Coasulation Um (111)•• ,
ca .. or
110·..
CG.....Oor
I
CD.....o
l+DG ln2

1n(1+ 1t~J~o.91n2
(l2)

llm (I11)a•O. I

C7CJ-Oor

1111·-t

DG
- 1-i-DG ln2

Table 2, an~ then, thus calculated 1••0 •1 agrees with
'··•·• in Table I which includes the three facton.
The boundary relations, which express whether one
factor is ignored or not, were obtained as Eqs. (10)
(11) and 112) in Table 2 by regarding one factor as
negligible if the difference between two kinds of 1••0.1
in Table I and Table 2 is less than 10% of t,.. 0•1 in
Table 2.

Experimental Apparatus and Method

A. schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
is shown in F11. 6. Aerosols used in this study were
toba~o smoke, stcaric acid and DOP. Aerosols of
both atcaric acid and DOP were generated by a La
Mer-Sinclair type generator, and tobacco srnakc was
generated by a simple apparatus111 by which number

concentration of particles was controlled from 10' to
101 particles/cc. Aerosols thus generated were introduced promptly throughout the chamber. To maintain gentle mixing of the aerosol in the chamber, the
aerosol was mechanically stirred with a small fan set
at the bottom of the chamber. Aerosol sampled at
every given residence time was introduced into the
observation cell installed on the stage of an ultramicroscopc to measure its particle size distribution
arid particle number concentration. This measurement method using an ultramicroscope was developed
previously by the authors 111 • Experiments were carried out by changing the intitial particle number
concentration. and changing the chamber dimension
to obtain the experimental data for a wide range of
CG and DG.
Experimental Results and Discussion
In a comparison of experimental data with theory,
the boundary layer thickness 6 in DG must be determined. Several investigators have experimentally
obtained the values of 6, as shown in Table 3, by
combining the deposition rate on the wall per unit
area with the suspended mass concentration. The
values of 6 are scattered in the range of 6=0.01,..,
1.9 µ. Fies. 7, 8 and 9 show comparisons of the
change in particle number concentration between
experimental data and theoretical curves taking as
cl=0.2 µand 1.6 µ. As shown in Fig. 7, there is no
difference caused by stirrer speed or sampling position, and these facts suggest that neither turbulent
'coagulation nor turbulent diffusion occurs and that
particle number concentration is uniform throughout
the chamber. In every case in the figures experimental data agree with the curves of cl= 1.6 µ rather
than those of 6=0.2 µ. Estimating the controlling
factors from Fig. S, it is found that coagulation in
Fig. 7, coagulation and diffusion in Fig. 8 and coagulation, sedimentation and diffusion in Fig. 9 arc controlling. Fl1. 10 shows a comparison of the change
in nominal geometric mean radius with time between
experimental data and calculation curves. The agreement is fairly good and it is seen that aerosol having
the larger CG grows much greater than the smaller
one, as expected from theoretical calculations. Fig.
l1 is an example of a series of photographs, taken by
a camera directly attached to the ultramicroscope,
which correspond to the data plotted in Fig. 7. It is
seen that particle number concentration decreases
gradually, accompanying particle growth due to
Brownian coagulation.

Conclusion
The behavior of aerosols undergoing Brownian
coagulation, Brownian diffusion and gravitational
JOURNAL 01' CHEMICAL IMGIMHRING OP JAPAN
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Table 3 Boundary layer thick.nest

Aerosol Particli.:]radius

Investigator
.Kitani et a/.•>

Greenfield ti a/.O
Nelson ti a/.1 • 11 >

Na,o
Na,o
Na,O

0.32-1.0
0.29-0 . .S
1.0-1..s

"

[µ]

f:2mlf'I

0.01-1.9
(av. 0.34)
I. 7.S
0.7-1.6

settling in a closed chamber was studied theoretically
and experimentally. To generalize the analysis, two
dimensionless parameters CG and DG, which express
the relative effect of coagulation and of diffusion to
gravitational settling, were introduced in solving the
basic equation. By using these two parameters, the
results of numerical calculation for polydispersc
aerosol having various initial size distributions with
log-normal form were presented graphically, and in
the case of monodisperse aerosol analytical solutions
were obtained. So far as the change in total number
concentration with time was concerned, the calculaVOL. 9

NO. 2

•

t':Smon

Fig. t t

t' =IOmin

•

I'= 20mon

t' :30m1n

lobacco smoke-

Oiangc of particle number with time

tion results of polydisperse aerosol agreed closely
with those of monodisperse aerosol. The manner of
change in particle size distribution with time was
found to depend on the values of CG and DG as shown
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. As the results of analytical solution for a monodisperse system, the domains where
each of the three factors becomes controlling were
mapped on CG-DG coordinates, which permitted a
general understanding of the behavior of aerosols
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under variou1 conditions. Some of the calculated
re1ults were examined experimentally and were found
to be in good agreement when the boundary layer
thickness d was taken as 1.6 µ.
The results obtained in this paper and in the previ·
ous one141 , which showed the effect of Brownian coagu·
lation and diffusion on gravitational settling consider·
ing the variation of particle number concentration in
the direction of sedimentation, provide a basic and
representative concept for predicting the actual be·
havior of aerosols in a closed system.
Nomaiclatun

A,
CD
CG
c.(rj)
DG

._ constant shown in Table l (-(!+DG)/CG)
• dimensionless parameter (•CGfDG)
- dimensionless parameter defined In Eq. (6)
(-9,,H14nt/2(p,-p)1r;,1)
• Cunnlnsiwn's correction factor of rj
- dimensionless panmeter defined In Eq. (6)
(""3eHST/4'1fa(p,-p)gr;o•v)

[-)

,,
p,p,
pj,p,

• dlmenalonlc11 time based on sravltallonal
eettllna (•u,(r~)t'/H)
[-I
- dimensionless time when 11 reduces to half [-)
- terminal se1tlln1 11elocity
c-2c..(rj)(p,-p)1r;•19 µ)
[cm/sec]
- chamber volume
[cm')
•
•
-

boundary layer thickness
[1•) [cm)
geometric standard de11iation
(-]
Boltzman's constant ( = 1.38x10- 11)
(eral°K]
viscosity of ftuid
[g/cm ·sec]
ftuld and particle density
[g/cm'J
particle radius and dimensionless particle
radius in Eqs. (I) (2) and (S)
[cm][-]
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I
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A New Technique of Particia Size Analysis of Aerosols and Fine Powders Using an
Ultramlcroscope
Tetsuo Yolhlde, Ya1Uo Kou18ke, • end Klkuo Okuyame
Faculty ol Engineering, University of Osalra Prefecture. Osalrs. Japan

A new technique to determine the particle size distribution of fine powders and aerosols Including those
of fine liquid droplets was developed. The technique Is In prlnciple somewhat similar to the Andreasen
plpet method. but has some distinctive features as follows: (1) sedimentation Is made In air as well as
in water according to the particle size; (2) sedimentation depth Is extremely shallow; (:t) particle concentration at a given depth In a sedimentation cell ls detected by an ultramicroscope on the number
basis. The lower llmlt of the measurable particle size Is several tenths of a micron in diameter and the
upper more than several tens of microns. By sedimentation mostly in air at depths less than a few millimeters. very quick measurement was possible even for submlcron particles. It Is desirable for the particle number concentration to be high.

Introduction
In recent yean1 an increasing interest in the size analy-

sis of ael'OllOlll hu arisen in connection with air pollution
control. In e1listing ultramicl'OllCOpic techniques of particle
11i7.e analysia (Richardson, et al., 19fi6; Mukaiho et al.,
1962), the settling velocities of hundreds of individual
particles hmst be observed by an ultramicroscope to detennine the size di11tribution, and thus the techniques require much time. The technique developed ir. this study
is quite different from the existing ones and, above all,
ha.11 the distinctive feature of quick analysis of size distribution for particles, including water droplets, of more
than several tenths of a micron in diameter. The technique is also applied to the detennination of the particle
number concentration of.aen>!!ols and, by !IOme additional
devices, the density of particles. Although the technique
de!!Cribed below is limited to aerosols of small particles
dispersed in air, for the powders of larger particles the
technique can be applied when they are dispersed in
water.

sedimentation continues until the particles disappear
from sight.
The terminal settling velocity of a particle is repretiented by the equation
(1)

U1 in thi11 equation is replaced by h/t, where h is the
depth of sedimentation preliminarily set; then the particle
diameter Dp is determined in accordance with the lledimentation time t, that is
D,

(2)

The particle with the diameter Dp calculated by eq 2 at
time t is the maximum one which can be reco1t11ized at
the depth h; that is, the particles larger than it have already pllllSed below the depth h. Thus the particle number
in sight at time t after the start of sedimentation is given
by the equation

Principle
The principle of the method is almost same u that of
the Andreasen pipet method, but the concentrations of
particles at a given depth aa sedimentation progresses are
detected by an ultramicn>!!cope on the number basis. Sedimentation in air or in water with shallow sedimentation
lengths makes it possible to analyze smaller particles in a
short time, whereaa in the Andreasen pipet method eedimentetion is usually made in water with a deep sedimentation length. The sedimentation length is from about 0.5
to a few millimeters, so that, for example, a water droplet
1 µ in diameter i11 mea11ured within several tens of second11. The detection of particle number concentrations by
ultramicro8COpe and then the analysis of particle size distribution is made by the following procedure: aeroeol is
introduced into a 11mall cell having valves at both inlet
and outlet sides, the now of the aerosol i11 in11tantaneoualy
11topped by clOBing the valves, and then sedimentation is
started. When the focus of the ultramicroscope is preliminarily set at depth h 11hown in Figure 1, the ael'OllOl particles esistin1 in the volume Um are reCQJllized becauee of
their shininr at the dPpth of the focus but they are a11 yet
unknown in sizes. The particles appearing in the microscope are photographed or recorded by a video recorder as

= F(h/t)

N(t)

= N(O)

f

Dp

f(D,) dD,

(3)

0

The integral term or this equation indicates cumulative
fraction undersize, then
F =

fo°'r(D,)

dD, = N(t)/N(O)

(4)

N(O), the particle number in the volume I.Im in Figure 1 at
the beginnin1 of sedimentation, tiPd N(t), the numbel'll at
various elapsed times, are counted by slow video. Then
the size distribution is determined by eq 4. Table I shows
the analyiiia procedure.
In the procedure, to prevent photophoresia, thennophoresis, and thermal convection, the lighting of the microllClOpe must be extinguished during the intervals between
successive obeervationa.
Another method may also be true in principle. Ir the
!ledimentation depth h is varied instantaneously at constant elapsed time, the particle size di11tribution can he
determined by almost the ume procedure described
above. The particle number concentration, no. ia given as
follows, when the volumes I.Im or l.lh shown in Figure 1 are
predetermined

{c)
Ind. Eng. Chem., Fundam., Vot.14, No.1, 1975
\Reprinted with permission)
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The eiitimation of .1h in Fil{Ure l, the depth in focus, i11.
made aR follows. Srn11ll numl;e~ of particle11 to ht- 11na·

ly!led are first. ciepo11-ited on 11. gla~s in some w11.y. The glass
is mounted on the gtage llf the ultramicrMcope 1ind th('

condense< leons

} objeoctive
(x10 ,x 20,x40)

c:J
10M«vatlon eel t
flpn %. Arrangement of ult ram icroac:ope.

deposited partides are observ+'•i while ~hifting the Rla!!e
UP and down. Then oh is givPn 11'1 the tot11l displacement
of the stage over which thP im11ge11 of the particles are in
sight with a certain cleamP.!IS.
When the p11rticle numher cmirentration i11 thus oh·
tained, and when thP particle wP.i!!ht concentration i.'l iiep·
s~ately determined hy an<Jther Appropriate way ~uch 11s
filtering, the p11rtii-le denflity is, in principle, obtainable
by means of the a hove t<-chniquP nf .'li1.e analysis.
In the principle dP.Rcri1' d he!"! Rrownian coa~lation
and diffusion are neglectfod. Wben the particle numher
concentration exceerls 107 partir:les per cubic centimet.er,
the effect of the Brownian coa~lation will not be negligible (FnchA, 1964), and when 'thP.re 11re particle"' le11.11 th11n
about 0.4 IA in diameter, diffusion inOuences the gravita·
tional settling (Davies, 1949). The development of ROme
devices to remove these effects hy forced sedimentation,
such as by thermophllret.ic or c"ntrifugal forces, or theoretical metho<iR to compute the effect.fl will he desirable in
order to extenci the application of this technique.
4

Table I. Procedure of Analysis
N(I),
I,

time
elapsed
-0

'lz•

'·

n.,

F,

particle
diameter

cumulative
undersize

N(O)
· N(/ 1)

F(h/1 1)

N(lz)

F(Ji/12}

N(/1 )/N(O)
N(l2 )/N(O)

N(f0 )

F(hf t.l

N(f.)/N(O)

number of
particle
in ''•

t

n0 = N(0)/11.,
na

=

N1ota1f Vt.

Apparatus

(51
(5')

where N1ota1 ia the particle number in the volume Uh
which ia obtained by counting all the particles paasing
through the volume vm during sedimentation. Equation 5'
ill eepecially useful when the particle number concentration ia •mall. In this procedure, however, since the microlalpe must be kept lighted during the meuurement, it i11
not 1uitable to meaaure the aize distribution of particles
•mailer than about 1 v. in diameter, where thermophoreaia

and thermal convection affect sedimentation.

The ultramicfO!l.~ope llRPti in this study is shown in Fiirure 2. It has a 150-W halogen lamp and an obRervation
cell on its at11gP.. The mJ1211ificat ion of the objective and
the eyepiece were 11elPct.ed according to the p11.rticle sir.r
and the particle numhi!r concentration. Two typical types
of the observation cell are shown in Figure 3. The cell
shown in FigurP 3a consists of a double cell. The outer cell
is provided for tempersture control of the aeTORol t.o be
nhRerved in the innP.r one. This type iii u1<eful for the anal·
y11is of fog partidPI! or·other volatile particles which can
vary their size by evaooration or condensation with
change of temperature. The cell shown in Figure 3b has a
~mall sectional area so th11t the effect of convection is re·
moved.
The ael'OA'll partic!PS ~W in this study were generated
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aa 1hown in Fiirure11 4, Ii, and fi. Fiirure 4 11howi1 a tobacco
aeroeol l{entrator. The particle number concentration ,of
tohAcco afroMI waa controlled from \()I to H~ pArtkle11
per cubic centimeter by air now rate through tobacco and
the rate of the by-p111111. Thr pan icle 11iu wa11 controlled hy
re.idence time in the aiting chamber from 0.7 to 2 µ in
1eometrical mean diameter. The atearic acid particle11
were renerated by a La Mer itenerator shown in Fiitu~ Ii,
but becaUM! of the rous:h rontrol of tempernlUT'f' thty were
not. monodiaperu. Fiirure 6 11howi1 a Coit generator. The fog
particles were formed around the tobacco particles u condenaation nuclei, and the particle number concentration
and the particle size aa well were conirolled by cha.nging
the number of the conden11lion nuclei.. The controlled
size wa11 from l to 10 µ and the concentration w11 from
U>' to l ()I particlet/cm 3 •

Experimental !oiectlon
Some charact.eri11tic1 regarding the ultramicroscope
uaed -re predetermined before experimentll. Table II
aho- the result•. The l&11l column givr~ a criterion of the

j('rllve

.0.11, µ

10 x 10
10 y 20
10 x 40

125

40
1~

1 °,.,cm~

l. 9 )( 10·•
t. 4 )( 10""
l. 2 x 10·!

~ulv
to nvar 50
Vl"lhlr
p:irtlcl1! p:irt!rll'i< In
cila 111,11 volumr,1·,.

:..: 2

:::;3 '< 10'

:::0.05

::•x10 1

. . n. 2

;.,; 4 )( 101

particle number concentration to he rrquired for an11IY11it1.
When the conct'ntr11tion i11 leM than the criterion, ohMr·
vation mu11t he r'l'J>f'ftled until 11 t1uffiriently largf' number
i11 ohtaint'd. OthP·rwi11e the whole numhtr in the volume Uh
mu11t be counttd for the an11lysit1, which i11 accomplil'htcl
by 11lnw video. For aerot1nl11 with lowrr concentrationt1, the
vi11ual field of the miC'roKope or the volume Uno may l>f'
enlarited by 1tivin1t a hori:r.ontal 11wtep to the ob11ervation
cell . In any caAe the more dense the p11rticle number con·
centration i1, the ea11ier i11 the analysif4 in this method.
A 11eriet1 or the photO!! which illust rRte the chanl(e of the
particle number as time elap11ea is 11hown in photos (al' to
(e) in Figure 7. These picture11 are only for illuAtr11tion 11nd
the mot1t of the 11i:r.e analysis were made by the 11low video
A)'ltem because or the more rapid analysis than the photo·
graphic one.
Fi~re 8 11hows the result or the an11lyei11. No diffenonce11
in the 1i7.e distribution are found for varioua depth11 of
t1f'dimentation. Thill agreement indicates that the aenl!IOI
introduced into the cell is homo1teneoui1ly di11peT"!led and
al!IO indicate11 alm09t no effect of diff11t1ion or thermophor·
esill, which probably appeaMI at the vicinitie11 of the upper
or the lower wall of a cell because of the larl(er l(radient.11
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Table Ill. Reprnentative F..1perim.-11tal Data
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Flcure II. Particle wize diAtribution of stearic acid aeroeol for various Aedimentation depth&.
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v.I

cm'

1.64
1.12
0,92
0,82
0.72
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0.59
0.53
0,49
0.45
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0.86
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p,-= O. 75 ir,/
rm'
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4
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(Run 3: iron oxide pigment In Fij?Ure 11)
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undersize,
sli:th!, E'Q 2,
F=
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D,, µ N(t)/N(O)
4

•

Nto1(I)/

6

Op/2 Cµ.J
Plaure I. Particle 1ize diatribution of fol(.

of concentration and temperature, reRpectively. The
aRrtement, moreover. indicates that Brownian coaRUlation, which muat progre111 with the lapse or time or with
the depth of aedimentation, has no effect on the size anal·
.yaia below lOT particles/cm•.
Figure 9 ahowa the result or the analy1i1 of fog partlcln
or water droplets, which have been thought difficult to
analyze without any di11turbance 11 they are in 1uspen1ion
In air. In thete caseA the particle number concentrations
were IO small that the aize analyses were made by counting the whole number in the volume Uh.
Fi«ure 10 ahows the two kinda of Rize diatributiona or
tnb1eeo 1eroeol1 ("Cherry" made by the Japan Monopoly
Corp.). One is that obtained for low concentration end the

I

N, 0 ,(I)

D,

N, 01 (0)

Remarks

0-0.5
o. 5-1.0
1.0-1. 5
1, 5-2. 0
2. 0-2. 5
2. 5-3.0
3. 0-3. 5
3,5-4.0
4.0-4.5
4. 5;-5. 0
"s. 0-5. 5
5, 5-6.0

111
107
95
84
61
65
39
37
25
9

9,5
7,4
6,2
5,5
5,0
4."
4,3
4.0
3,8

)( 10 )( 10
P, t. o v.I

6
6

3.4

0,97
0,86
o. 76
O. 5!'i
o. 59
0,35
0,33
0,23
0,081
0.054
0,054

3,8

=
"= 2000
cm~

ll

N1, 1 (/) Is the
sum or 7
observations

other is that for particles grown by Rmwnlan coa1t11latinn
after sufficient aginv. time. The wide size di11tribution of
the latter indicates a typical feature when coagulation oc·
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Fl111re 10. Pll'\icle 1i&e diltribution or tobacco ael'OllOI.

0.2

0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Dp/2 CµJ

Fl11ure 11. Particle aiat diltributmn of powder or iron 01ide pi1·

mrnt.
cun. Although the 1iu1 of tobacco particlea reported by
other invnligawra (Sano, et al., 1964; Keith and Derrick,
1960: Poratendorfer and Schraub, 1972) are 1maller than
tho.le in Figure 10, auch difference is thouirht to be cau11ed
by the exiatence of water, which ia expected to adhere to
the partic:le "urf1&ce.
Fisure 11 11how1 one of the reault11 of analy1i1 of fine
powder11. In this analyaia iron oxide pigment powder wa11
diapel'llt!d into air by a miser-type di1per11er. It probably
tak1111 a few day• to meuure by the Andreasen pipet
met hod while only a few minut111 was required by thi1
m11thod. The re11ult of size analysi11 by an electron micro·
11cope for the 111me powder is also plotted in the figure.
'l'tu:y 11gree fairly well. Some of the reprelientative data
are 11hown in T1&ble DI.
Concluaion
'rhe technique developed in thi11 study was found to be
uaeful for the particle aize analysia of fine powders and
aeroaol11, including thoae of fine water dropletli. The tech·
nique baa the advantage of 11edimentation method• in
which particle1 are ot.erved while they are 11uspended.
Moreov11r, the ueual disadvantage of 11edimentation pmce·
durea, that much time ii needed for the fall of amall par·
ticlea, waa overcome by air 11edimentation with an ex·
tremely shallow eedimentation depth. As a reault, the aize
11n.t1ly11iil of particlea, includinr water dropleta, which are
lari:er than 11veral tenth» micron in diameter, was po111i·
ble in a short time. The ultramicl'OllCOpic detection of the
particl1:1 <.-oncentration on a number ba11i1 and ita recording
by 11 video 11ystem 111rved for quick analyais without dis·
turhing the 11erG110l11 during ub11ervation. The particle
numher concentration, however, mui<• be r11ther hii;h, 11
f11ct which is boLh an advantage and 11 disadvantage uf the
m11thod.
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Nomencla&ture
Cn1 • Cunningham '1 correction factor
F • cumulative fr11ction under.i:te
Dv • effectivr diameter of micfOllCopic 1ight 11hown in
Figure I, cm
D,. • particle diameter, 11 or cm
f(D 1,) • particle size distribution !unction
h, .lh • v11lue11 shown in Figure l, cm
N(t) • particle number ob11erved by microscope at t ll8C
after the 11tart of sedimentation
N 1111 (t) • particle number observed by microscope during
ll cert11in period of obllervation at t HC after the start of
11edimentation
Nw1a1 "" total particle number in volume Uh
no • particle number concentration, particlea/cm1
t • time el11P11d, 111c
Ui • terminal settling velocity, cm /sec
Uh, Um • volumea 1hown in lo'igure 1, cma
C:rt>ek Letteni
vi1eoaity, g/(cm sec)
"" • den11ity of particle, g/cm3
Pr • densityoffluid, g/cm3
IA •
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Abstract

Turbulent coagulation of aerosol particles was studied
experimentally by observing the time-dependent changes in
particle number concentration of aerosol suspended in various
turbulent pipe flows, using the ultramicroscopic size analysis.
And these experimental results were confirmed with the calculation results obtained by numerically solving the population
balance equation, which contained the simultaneous effect of
Brownian coagulation or turbulent deposition in adqition to
turbulent coagulation. The effects of Brownian coagulation and
turbulent deposition on "turbulent coagulation were estimated
using the values of two dimensionless parameters K0 and T0 ,
and negligible regions of these effects were indicated.
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Introduction

For high concentration aerosol particles suspended in a
turbulent flow, turbulent coagulation is essential for characterizing the behavior of

aer~sols,

but most of previous studies

on turbulent coagulation have been restricted to theoretical
1,4,lt)

onea where the coagulation rate is discussed. Though the changes
in properties of aerosol undergoing turbulent coagulation in
a stirred tank were observed and experimental data were compared
with theoretical calculation results in the previous pape;:
experimental study is insufficient to check the property of the
theories. The largest cause of the lack in experimental data is
the difficulty in accurate measurement of the change in properties of high concentrated aerosol.
In this paper, the changes in particle nwnber concentration
of polydisperse aerosols undergoing turbulent coagulation in a
turbulent pipe flow were observed for various conditions using
the ultramicroscopic size analysis previously develpoed by the
q)

authors. And the observed changes of particle number.concentrations with time were compared with those obtained by numerically
solving the basic equation for polydisperse aerosol. In this
case, these calculations were made for some representative
turbulent coagulation rate constants. Moreover two dimensionless
parameters were introduced to estimate the amount of the effects
of Brownian coagulation and deposition by turbulent diffusion
on turbulent coagulation.

1. Theoretical Consideration
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The population balance equation describing the time-dependent
change in particle size distribution of polydisperse aerosol undergoing turbulent coagulation alone can be written as 11 >
~ I I I
f '- r'/%

ontt,t)

at'
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11 ,
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.,3
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I

J

J

I
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K-rCvr'-f',f)n{vt'-f',t)n(f,t)
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~d'fl

~:3

)"

~-r

3

f:.<!J

- j, KTt1;f)n't1:t)n{t,'t)df'

(I)

P•o
In the case of turbulent pipe flow, the time t' corresponds to
the residence time which is approximately the ratio of pipe
length to average flow velocity
t' =LI u

( 2)

KT(r' ,p') is the turbulent coagulation function for particles of
radii r' and p', and the representative theoretical equations
denoting the collision rate by the turbulent flow have been
~)

a+)

proposed by Saffman et al. and Levich

• Generally collisions

between particles in a turbulent fluid are considered to be
caused by two independent and essentially different mechanisms.
In the first coagulation mechanism particles may collide with
each other as the result of different velocities between particles because of the spatial non-homogenities characteristic of
turbulent flow. For this mechanism, Saffrnan et al. has proposed
next equation denoting the turbulent coagulation rate,
KT(r',p')

=

3

-

l.30(r'+p') lr. /v
0

(3)

The second coagulation mechanism may be caused by a relative
motion of each particle differing from that of turbulent air
because of its inertia will not be the same as equivalent mass
of air. Saffman et al. also obtained the following equation for
the simultaneous collision rate by first and second coagulation
mechanisms including the collision brought by gravity
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where T(r') is the particle relaxation time, equal to 2r' 2 p /9~.
p

This equation reduces to next equation assuming that particles
move with air.
(5)

which is a form similar to Eq. (3). A detailed comparison of Eqs. (3)
and (4) with experimental results, which is one of the most
important purposes of this paper, has not been made at all.
Levich's equation, however, was omitted because it was found that
this equation overestimated the coagulation rate as shown in the
S)
previous paper
In either mechanism, the coagulation rate depends mainly on
particle size and velocity gradient evaluated from the energy
dissipation rate per unit mass of fluid, because Eqs. (3} and (4)
were derived assuming the theory of isotropic turbulence. In the
case of turbulent pipe flow, the average value of the energy
dissipation rate

£

9J

0 has been suggested by Laufer

as next equa-

tion
(6}

As the distribution of energy dissipation rate through a pipe
results in coagulation rate distribution, a difference exists
between the coagulation rate based on the average energy dissipation rate

£

and that based on the local energy dissipation

0

rate and its distribution through a pipe. In this study, however,
the distribution of energy dissipation rate was neglected and the
was used to evaluate the coagulation rate for
0
a first approximation.
average value

£
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Inteqratinq Eq. (1) with respect·to r' from O tom, the
total particle number concentration n' of polydisperse aerosol
can be qiven as

rl:n.,

-=

( 7)

d. t'

where

'

(00

I

I

n ::. Jo n (YI

t

I

I

_J

)u,_f

{

f)

On the other hand, when an aerosol is monodisperse having particle radius r' 0 , Eq. (l) becomes

d.n'
d.t'

-

, ,
,2
1
~ --Kr(f,,o ~)n
.l.

('f)

0

J

Consequenlty the followinq ratio of the value of Eq. (7) to that
of Eq. (9) means the effect of polydispersity of aerosol on
coaqulation rate

I

=:r11•rtJO
j_KT{t',f )ll (t,t)'lt,(f,t)ifdf
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I

I
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-;: r(l;, f;)n

1'

(ID)

0 0

which is called "polydispersion factor".
Since Eqs.(l) and (10) cannot be solved analytically, the RungeKutta- Merson method for differentiation and Simpson method for
inteqral were employed to solve them. In this case, the initial
particle size distribution at the entrance of pipe was assumed
to.. be

established instantaneously with the following

loq-normal form
/

n'cr; o) dr '=

110

iiJi ln."jo

~

I

I

~Ja. (- in- Cf 1tj"~ )d f 1t- r'
I

.z in djo

)

t 11)

In the calculation of Eq. (1), as a numerical check the total
mass of aerosol was calculated every few time steps and compared
with the initial value.

l.l Polydispersion factor
Piqure l shows the polydispersion factor

~

against the geo-

metric standard deviation a 90 of Eq. (11). In this case the particle
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radius

r~

and the partical number concentration of monodisperse
r~

aerosol were assumed to be
t tends to increase with a

by using Eq.

(4)

as

KT

90

0 and

,

n~.

As seen from the graph,

but the increasement of

~

calculated

(r', p') is much greater than that by usiilg

Eq. (3) for even the small value of &0 • From the value of

~

at

Brownian coagulation, which is calculated by introducing the
7
following Brownian coagulation function 'K (r',p') in replace of
8

KT ( r ' , p ' )

in Eq • (1 0 ) , ,
I

f

I

I {

I

I

I

KsCY,f)= Ko(f +-f) (-ni.,Cf J/Y -r (tWt.lf)
where

I f '}

(/~)

Ko= 2KT I 3JJ-

the effect of polydispersity is found to be small in comparison
with those of turbulent coagulation.

1.2 Particle size distribution
Figure 2 shows the time-dependent changes in particle size
distributions for three different initial log-normal forms. The
frequency f (ln r') was calculated by the next equation

f ( ~n

r'): n'u'. t'Jr/n 0

(I~)

The dimensionless time t was expressed in terms of the coagulation time, which is the ratio of the actual elapsed to the halflife time tn=O.S' which is given by the next equation from Eq. (9)

(14)
In the particle size distribution of a

90

=1.l at t=2.39 the second

mode, which corresponds to the coalescence of two particles having the initial geometric mean radius, has begun to appear. In
other cases the particle size distributions broaden rapidly with
the dimensionless time t, and its tendency in calculation results
by Eq. (4) is especially large.
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1.3 Particle number concentration
Figure 3 shows the normalized number concentration, which
is defined as the ratio of the concentration at any time to the
initial time, versus the dimensionless time based on turbulent
coagulation. There exist very large differences between the
calculation results by Eq. (3) and that by Eq. (4) due to the loss
by second turbulent coagulation mechanism. Even a calculation
results of a

90

=1.l by Eq. (3), which is nearly monodisperse,

particle number concentration comes to decrease faster than that
of monodisperse aerosol with the elapse of time, because particle
size distributions expand with time as shown in Fig.2.

1.4 Effect of Brownian coagulation
The basic equation expressing the time-dependence of the
size distribution of polydisperse aerosol undergoing simultaneous Brownian and turbulent coagulations can be written as,
assuming that both coagulation mechanisms are independent each
other.
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Substituting Eqs. (3) and (12), Eq. (i6) becomes

d nI
dt I

=- l s. 2 f;o,Iyr::;-;-:-:,
t:; '))

~ 2 K0

/"'

I.""

' }

c ~o

) n

I l_

(17)

As described in the previous paper~> the importance of turbulent
coagulation relative to Brownian coagulaiton can be estimated by
the following dimensionless parameter K0
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Normalizing Eq. (17) by the following dimensionless variables,

t =
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s. 21/0
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the basic equation comes to next equation.

dn /d.t

= -[ Ko/CK0 - I>] n~

(~o)

Solving Eq. (20) under the initial condition that n=l at t=O,

n
Figure

==

I

I ( I + K:~

It )

( .J.I)

4 shows the effect of K0 on the change in the normalized

number concentration as a function of dimensionless time based
on turbulent coagulation. As the value of K increases the curves
0

move toward the right and tend to converge to that of KD=100-m
which coincides with that of turbulent coagulation alone. The
graph also shows that the effect of Brownian coagnlation can
be almost ignored at the value of K0 greater than 10.0. Though
the time-dependent changes for polydisperse aerosol were obtained
by solving Eq. (15) numerically assuming the initial particle
size distribution to be log-normal form, their tendencies by K0
are found to almost agree with those of monodisperse aerosol.

1.5 Effect of particle deposition
In a turbulent pipe flow of aerosol, particles tend to
deposite by turbulent diffusion and gravitational settling.
The basic equation expressing the time-dependent changes in particle number concentration of aerosol undergoing turbulent
deposition alone can be given as follows.
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(~J)

(~3)

where st*(r') denotes the local dimensionless deposition velocity and is given

S7:~cr'J =- VI t1 *
As this St * (r') is different by the effect of gravitational sett-

* Cr') is the average
ling in the case of horizontal pipe flow, St av
one around the periphery of the pipe. There exist many theoretical
and experimental researches on evaluating the values of St * Cr').
Combining the Eqs. Cl) and C22), the basic equation for coagu-

(.JS)

(.JI)

Substitution of Eq. Cl9) into this equation gives the following
equation

dn/d:t = -

n.a -

Ton

(~'I)

where

TD is a dimensionless parameter which can be evaluated from
initia1 aerosol properties and intensity of turbulence. As seen
from the definition, this parameter TD means the ratio of deposition rate to turbulent coagulation rate, and therefore T0
denotes the relative importance of deposition to turbulent
coagulation. Integrating Eq.(27) under the initial condition
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n=l at t=O, the time-dependent change in particle number concentration can be given as

Fiqure 5 shows the dependence of particle number concentration
change on T0 • With the increase of T0 the particle number decreases
faster due to the larger effect of deposition, but the effect of
deposition can be almost ignored at the value of T

0

less than

0.1 as seen from this graph. Though the discussion described
above is for rnonodisperse aerosol, it will be essentially valid
for polydisperse one.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Method

The apparatus used in this work consists of the following
parts- blower, aerosol generator, aerosol chamber, P.V.C. pipe
and devices for ultramicroscopic particle size analysis as
shown in Fig.7. Aerosol used

~as

fog of aqueous ammonium chloride

solution. Clean air coming from a blower through a glass fibrous
filter and being regulated the orifice flow meter was first
bubbled into the hydrochloric acid solution and subsequently
bubbled into the aqueous ammonia solution, when ammonia chloride
smoke was produced. During the bubbling of the ammonia chloride
smoke at the final vessel containing water, aerosols were changed
into the fog droplets of aqueous amminium chloride to absorb
water vapor. At the same time, the excess gas, chiefly ammonia
gas, is absorbed through the water. The aerosol generation by
this method was examined by Fujitani 2 >in detail. Aerosols thus
qenerated were continuously led into vinyl chloride pipe with
diameter of 13 or 26 mm to make turbulent flow. The length of
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pipe was changed to be 20, 52 and 100 m, before and after of
which the aerosol was sampled by sampling tap with isokinetic
sampling condition. Aerosol sampled was introduced into the
observation cell installed on the stage of an ultramicroscope
to measure its particle size distribution and particle number
concentration. The measurement method using as ultramicroscope
was developed previously by the authors~'
Experiments were carried out by changing the initial partical number concentrations and by increasing the particle
radius using particle growth in a ageing chamber. Representative experimental conditions

and properties of aerosols are

shown in Table 1.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

In a comparison of experimental data with theoretical
calculation results, the residence time of aerosol in a pipe
can be calculated by Eq. (2), and £ 0 by Eq. (5). Figure 8 shows
a comparison of the change in particle number concentration
between experimental and theoretical curves. Particle number
concentrations obtained experimentally tend to decrease with
the dimensionless time t indicating some scattering. Theoretical
curves denoted by solid lines, broken lines and one point broken
line show the particle number concentration change of aerosols
undergoing turbulent coagulation alone, which were calculated
by solving Eq. (1) for polydisperse
monodisperse one.

aerosol and Eq. (8) for

Experimental data decrease faster than the

calculated results of monodisperse aerosol because of the polydispersity, and their tendencies almost agree with those calcu-
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lated using Eq. (3) as the turbulent coagulation function, but
they do not agree with those calculated using Eq. (4) at all.
Some of experimental data are found to be affected by Brownian
coagulation or turbulent deposition as seen from the values of
K and T0 , but the deposition by Brownian diffusion can be
0

ignored in these experimental conditions according to Gromely
et al~) • In the calculation of TD, Yoshioka at al'.s 10 ~quation
was used as the value of St * (r'), which is a relatively simple
form and showed the better fitting with many experimental data
in comparison with other equations. Fig.B(a) shows a comparison
of experimental data(the values of K0 are less than 10.0) with the
calculation results of Eq. (15) to examine the effect of Brownian
coagulation, and Fig.B(b) a comparison of experimental data(the
values of T0 are larger than 0.1) with the calculation results of
Eq. (25) to examine the effect of deposition. Most of experimental data almost agree with the tendency of the calculated curves,
and the effect of Brownian coagulation or turbulent deposition
is found to increase as KD decrease5 or TD increases.
Fig.9 shows a comparison of experimental data, where the
particle radius is large to be about 0.7 µin comparison with
Fig.8, with the calculation results obtained by solving
Eq. (25). Most of experimental particle number concentrations
tend to decrease faster than those of calculation results, that
is, it is found that these differences can be explained by
neither Brownian coagulation and turbulent deposition. These are
considered to be due to the loss of particles by second turbulent coagulation mechanism which comes to appear with increasing
of the turbulent intensity and particle size, but they can not
be explained by Saffman at al:s Eq. (4).
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From experimental conditions of Figs. (7) and (9), the second coagulation mechanism by turbulent flow may be essential when
10
the values of r' 3 /£: is larger than 2.5 x 10- • These kinds of
90

0

experimental data as shown in Figs. (7) and (9) have not been
reported because of the difficulty in accurate measurement of

chang1nljt nuinber 1 concentration of particles with time.

Conclusion

Turbulent coagulation of aerosol particles was studied
experimentally and theoretically, and the following results
were obtained.
1) At r~~le 0 less than 2.5 x 10-

10

the time-dependent change i.n

particle number concentratior. by turbulent coagulation can
be evaluated by the solution of population balance equation
using Eq.(3) as coagulation function, that is, particles
coagulate by first coagulation mechanism alone in this case.
But at larger than this value the second coagulation mechanism
was found experimentally to be appeared.
2) The effect of Brownian coagulation relative to turbulent

coagulation can be ignored when the dimensionless parameter
K

0

is larger than 10.0.

3) The effect of deposition on turbulent coagulation can be

predicted by the value of the dimensionless parameter T 0 •
The deposition can be almost ignored when the value of T0 is
less than O.l.
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Table l Experimental Conditions and Properties of Aerosols
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EFFECTS OF BROWNIAN COAGULATION AND
BROWNIAN DIFFUSION ON FINE PARTICLE
SIZE ANALYSIS BY SEDIMENTATION
METHOD
KIKUO OKUYAMA, YASUO KOUSAKA,
TOSHIHIRO MIYAZAKI AND TETSUO YOSHIDA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Unfrersity of Osaka
Prefecture, Sakai 591
Coaventioaal particle size analysis by sedimentation method does not give true size distributions
but only apparent oaes, when Brownian coagulation and Brownian dilfusioa exist. The difference
of true aod apparent size distributions was theoretically evaluated by numerically solving the
population balance equation under various conditions. 'Then some of the theoretical results were
veriflecl experimentally for particles having various sizes and number concentrations which were
obtained under sedlmentatioa In air, In water and In centrifugal field by means of ultramlcroscoplc
size analysis. la addition to these anal)ses, t"·o parameten consisting of given measuring condl·
tlons, which were proposed herein. were found to be useful to predict whelher or not coagulation
and diffusion efl'ecls exJst In actually obsened size distributions.

Introduction
Sedimentation method for determining particle size
distribution has been widely used because of its convenience and its accuracy in size analysis. Jn this
method, the relation of Stokes-Cunningham equation
is usually applied. However, when the particles once
sufficiently dispersed coagulate each other during
sedimentation, the Stokes-Cunningham equation will
not be satisfactory for size analysis by this method.
Such coagulation will occur in water by using inappropriate dispersion agents and also will be unavoidable in air having particles in high concentration.
When the particles are small, such as in submicron
ranges, on the other hand, diffusion of particles to
walls and a free surface of a sedimentation cell by
Brownian motion occurs and the Stokes-Cunningham
equation becomes also meaningless. Some studies
on the later cases and none on the former cases have
been made. but they arc still insufficient to evaluate
the quantitative effects of those on sedimentation
method 1 ·•· 11 •
The effects of diffusion and coagulation on sedimentation method were theoretically evaluated under
various sizes. concentrations and other various measuring conditions. The limit of the conditions where
no influences of these effects exist was discussed and the
conditions to avoid these influences by means of cenRcceiwd March 12. 1976. Correspondence con<:emina this article should
be addreucd lO K. Okuyama. T. Miyazaki is with M•tsushita Denko, Co.
Ltd., Kadoma 571.

trifugal force were also discussed. Some of the
theoretical analyses were then compared with experimental results which were obtained by the ultramicroscopic technique of particle size analysis••.
1. Theoretical Consideration
In the sedimentation method for particle size analysis, cumulative undersize F of particle radius
is
usually obtained as follows, when the concentration
of particles decreases only by sedimentation.

r:

F= CJ(r')dr' =N.,/N0

(I)

where Ns is the concentration at the pointy' below the
surface of suspension at every lapse of time, N0 the
initial particle concentration, and is given by StokesCunningham equation as

r:

r: = ./91,Y'/2(p,- p)C..(r:)gt'

for gravitational settling
(2)
When the settling depth is sufficiently small compared
with the radius of rotation, will be given as follows

r:

r: = ./9µy' /2(r;. __: r1)C~(rDgt'z

for centrifugal settling

(3)

When the concentration Ns decreases to N by particle
deposition due to diffusion to the wall of the sedimentation cell or by particle coagulation as shown in Fig.
l, such a system can not be solely described by StokesCunningham relation. Accordingly, the value N/N0
observed does not give the true cumulative undersize F,
but only the apparent one. Though particles diffuse
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to both vertical and horizontal walls of the sedimentation cell, horizontal· particle diffusion was ignored
in order to simplify the analysis. The change in particle concentration in the system where Brownian diffusion, coagulation and gravitational settling are simultaneously taken into account should be evaluated by
solving the following equation of population balance
in number concentration· basisr> •

. a!'.(!'1~.!L-DG C.(r:) _!J_'nJ~!!.!~. _ C.,(r:> r:an(r 0
at
c.cr;o) r,oy' c.cr;o) ay
+CG

E

••''·'"'

,,.,.,m la

t)

1-.
k(v.!! r:-pt ,p,)n(v'
d-p:, t)n(p1o t)

Fla. I Sedimentation cell

x(-J;-:'.
·, ) -CG ''fn k(r1o p,)n(ro t)n(p11 t)
v r,-p,
1

~1-•cmln

i=i min ... i max

(4)

All the quantities are normalized as follows
t=u1(r;Jt'z/H,

y=y'/H,

r,=r;/r~ 0

Purus:

n(r,,t)==n'(r:,r')/n~.

n~= . ~

n'(r:,O)
(5)

k(r"

p,)=K(r:, pH/ K,C.Cr;o)

'

K(r:.p:>= K0(rH p:>{ C.,(r:>/r: + C.(p;)/ p:l

K0 =2rT/3µ
CG=K.n0C.,(r;0)H/u,(r;.>z, DG= D(r;,>J Hu,(r;.)z (6)

The centrifugal effect z disappears in the case of gravitational sedimentation only in Eqs. (5) and (6). The
dimensionless parameters CG and DG, which are
determined from initial particle properties and physical
conditions, arc convenient for predicting the overall
inftuences of coagulation and diffusion. Eq. (4) was
solved numerically in the previous paper7 ' for various
values of CG and DG assuming initial particle size
di•tribution to be log-normal form. Vertical particle
diff'usion was considered in Eq. (4) and so the calculation results can be applied directly to evaluate the
eff'ects of coagulation and diffusion on sedimentation
method, when the vertical boundaries arc small in area
compared with the horizontal walls in sedimentation
cell. The effect of horizontal particle diffusion will be
discussed in the later section.
Normalizing Eq. (2) or (3) by Eq. (5), the dimensionless equivalent spherical radius is given by
r,./C.,(rl)/C.(r; 0)

= ./y/t

(7)

As Cunningham's correction is not significant in most
liquid sedimentation, then Eq. (7) reduces to

r1=./y/t

(8)

The following dimensionless particle number- .concentration n, which is obtained by solving Eq. (4)
under a certain sedimentation length y and a certain
time t, is now defined
f'Ol\11

n=

I:

,,.,.Cmla

n(r 1,1)

(9)
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Fla. 2 Time-dependent chanae In number concentration of
particles undergoing sedimentation and coagulation

Thus defined, n corresponds to N/Na which is actually
observed at y' and t' in sedimentation method under
the influence of coagulation or diffusion, and n never
provides true cumulative undersize defined by Eq. (I)
in this case. The dimensionless equivalent spherical
radius r, determined by Eq. (7) or (8) has a reasonable
p,hysical meaning in gravitational settling only, it is,
however, applied conventionally to the case where
the influence of diffusion or coagulation exists in this
study. Then the relation of r, and N/N0 or n, both
determined by observation and by Eq. (4), gives a
true particle size distribution· if no influence of diffusion or coagulation exists (CG=DG=O). However,
it does not give a true distribution, or it gives only the
apparent distribution, if one of the above influences
exists (CG>O or DG>O). The difference of the thus
obtained apparent distributions from a true distribution will be discussed in the following sections.
l. I Effect of Brownian coagulation
Particle size distribution actually changes as coagulation proceeds in sedimentation cell, and so it is
necessary to set up a certain distribution to be standard.
Jn this respect the size distribution at ·t=O, that is,
initial size distribution, was regarded as the standard
and true distribution. Figure 2, quoted from previous
paper", indicates the time-dependent change in particle number concentration at every depth y when the
inftuence of coagulation exists. Two parameters in
the figure were introduced to describe the local effect

oef..;'.=-o>=--;,:aa""'·=--"--""-=
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1. 2 Effect of Bro"nian diffusion
True particle size distribution in this case was
defined as that where the influence of diffusion would
be perfectly removed in some ''ay. The effect of
diffusion is very complicated in comparison with that
of coagulation, because of its larger dependence on
particle radius and its irregular dependence on sedimentation depth y. To examine this effect in simple
form, particles are nov. cons1dt:red to be monodbperse. The basic equation in this case, expressing the
timedependent change in concentration of particles
undergoing diffusion and sedimentation, becomes

1-

2.0 ••
IO '

6 810"'

2

' 6 8 tO'
2
CG y
C-l

L

6 9 10'

Fig. 4 Variation or SO~~-radius in apparent particlr siu
distribulions h) CG y

dn = DG, d'n _ dn
dr
dy'
dy

of coagulation
CG· y= K.n~C.(r~)y'/u,(r,
t/y= u,(r~0 )t'::/y'

»=

(10)

Replotting lhe values of ../ y/t and n from Fig. 2 to
Fig. 3, apparent particle size distributions defined in the
former section are obtainable. It can he shown that
apparent particle size distributions lend to shift towards larger radii with the values of CG·v. At the
same time the distributions depart from the lognormal form. The difference betY.een the apparent
distribution and initial (true) one is caused by the decrease in particle number by coagulation and at the
same time by the increase in settling \.eloci1ies of grown
particles. Figure 4 shows the variation in 50 %-radius
of apparenl size distributions by the dimensionless
parameter CG -y. It can be seen that the curve of
a,. = 1.5 is slightly larger than that of a, = 1.2 because
of the effect of polydispersity. and also that, at the
values of CG· y less than 0.04, the effect of coagulation
can be ignored.

(I I)

where
DG0 = D(r~)/ Hu,(r~)z
Equation(l l) was solved analytically by C. N . Davies' '
under two kinds of boundary conditions: one is that
both top and bottom y.aJls are absorbing ones, and
another is that the top wall is a free surface where no
particles cross this wall. As the convergence in solution is very slow for small values of DGo which arc
characteristic of larger particles, Eq . (11) was solved
numerically by the same method as the previous
paper" assuming both walls to be absorbing. Figure 5
shows the calculation results of the time-derendent
change in particle number concentration. Particle
number concentration must change with remaining
sharp boundaries, which can be found for such a small
value of DG0 as 0.00129 in the figure. The effect of
diffusion, however, is found to become larger with the
values of DG0 and the particle number concentration
is found to tend to change with the smooth boundary
JOUINAL Of CHEMICAL ENGINHllNG Of JAPAN
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in the figures. The decrease in particle number near
the bottom wall appears al DGa larger than about 0.07.
Some of these calculation results agreed with Davies'
solutions. rt is interesting to find that the solutions
solved under the boundary conditions of free surface
of the upper did not differ significantly from those solved under absorbing upper wall in the case of DG0 < 0.0I .
Figure 6 shows the apparent particle size distribution
obtained from Fig. 5, which is shown by the same
explanation as those in Fig. 3. It is found that in the
case of DG0 =0.00129, the results by calculation, assuming two absorbing walls almost coincide with the
true monodisperse distribution irrespective of y. The
deviations fro.m the true monodisperse distribution
become larger with increase of DGa. which means that
the plot of actually observed results by means of conventional sedimentation analysis under the effect of
diffusion considerably differs from that of the true
distribution. The apparent size distributions in this
case give those as if they were polydisperse in spite of
the actually monodisperse particles. Figure 7 shows the
region which is determined by putting a,< I. I in Fig. 6
where the effect of diffusion may be almost ignored .
The region thus defined is given as
y~0.384

ln DGo+ 2.3C>4, O.OSsys0.95

Meir;~

(14)

where
Mr = 9 µy ' K0n~/2 x 10-•(p,-p)gz

The parameter Mc consists of known valuables.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of 50 %-radius (r;) 10 of
VOL. 10
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(13)

The discussion above is for monodisperse particles,
but it will be essentially valid for polydisperse particles.
l. 3 Dependence of particle radius on the abo\·e two
effects
As is found by the definition of CG and DG, the effects of coagulation and diffusion depend upon particle
properties, fluid properties and dimensions of a sedimentation cell. Among these the remaining values
except particle radius are usually known or can be
suitably chosen in measurement. In this section, the
methods to predict the effects of coagulation and ~if
fusion will be discussed by two parameters Mc and M 0
which do not consist of unknown value of particle
radius.
The parameter CG· y, which appeared in a previous
section. can be rewritten as follows, separating particle
radius :
CG·y= 10- •

I

(12)

When the sedimentation cell is not a shallow one, the
effect of particle diffusion to vertical boundaries must
be taken into account. This effect of vertical walls,
however, can be avoided when the following relation
is satisfied (refer to Appendix).
B>./50 DG 0 H

y:O.I
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Fig. 8

Dependence of (r,') 00 on M c and r,,,'

apparent particle size distributions on M 1 • and initial
or true 0 , which was obtained from Fig. 4 by determining the values of r;, and /\!,. It can be found that
50%-radius (r;) 00 agrees with r; 0 when M , is less than
0.001 in the case of r;0 >0. I and u,a< 1.5. The true
geometric mean radius r; 0 can be roughly estimated by
using Fig. 8 knowing the observed apparent 50°·~
radius (r;} 00 under the effect of coagulation.
In a similar way, a parameter M,, for diffusion 1s
defined as follows

r;

y•0.6
I
d .•(OQ<).

I

j
COlt \llOllOn

rn ul•for

<c;i, •0 37,w.

2
4 6 81 o-s 2
4 6 8 10-•
~o •3i<T /40 a1Ci 111lCf0 -f)gHz Ccm 1)

'

6

Fig. 9 Dependence of roon M o and y
kfy

DG

Fig. I 1 Particle size distributions for stearlc
ocid partlcles
1n rn.lft.
OOSf'r\fChon c•tu oro u )

~~~=:.
<~I ~
( b)

~ll•orrwosc oc•

than (r:),o, it is necessary to observe again varying the
measuring conditions to decrease the value of Mn ·
The effects of coagulation and diffusion may be minimized under centrifugal sedimentation because the
values of M c and M n become smaller by the centrifugal
effect :.

(c )

Fig. I 0 Experimental apparatus

2.
( 15)

where
Mn =- 31CT/4 x 10-"r.(µ. -p)gHz
Substituting Mn into Eq . ( 12), the minimum particle
radius r~ where the effect of diffusion can be ignored
becomes as follows
In r~;:::: 0.333 In M,, - 0.868 y - 7.209

(16)

Figure 9 shows the dependence of r 0 in Eq. ( 16) on the
Mn - Y coordinate wh ich are both determined by
measuring conditions. The left-lower regions of each
equi-radius line in the figure indicate that the effect
of diffusion of particles having radius r~ denoted can
be ignored. For example, the minimum particle
radius r~ where the effect of diffusion can be negligible is about 0.05 µ, when M 1,= 10- 1 and y=O.S.
If the observation depth y is shallowed to 0.1, r 0
moves to 0.07 µ. Since true particle rad ius r~ or r;0 is
usually unknown in actual Jedimentation tests, it is
unavoidable to use the observed value (r :) 00 instead of
r~ or r;0 for the check whether or not influence of diffusion exists in observed data. If the radius obtained
by Fig. 9 using the known values of M n and y is smaller
than observed value Cr:)&,. the effect of diffusion may
be negligible. that is, the observed radius (r:). 0 is
true under the condition of no effect of coagulation or
under enough small value of Mc. If the radius obtained by Fig. 9 is the same order of (ri)10 or larger

Experimental Apparatus and Method

The ultramicroscopic technique for size analysis
was used to examine the above analyses experimentally,\\ hi ch can give accurate pa rti..:lc num berconcentration at any given depths. The sedimentution cell for
air sedimentation was the same as those which appear·
ed in the previous paperu ,. The cell for sedimentation in water is shown in Fig. IO (a). The cell has a
shallow sedimentation length compared with the
distance between vertical surrounded walls so that Eq.
(13) is satisfied in most cases. The particles used in
this study were two kinds of aerosols and four kinds
of fine powders . The aerosol particles were stearic
acid particles generated by a La Mer-Sinclair type
generator and tobacco smoke generated by a simple
smoking apparatus by which the number concentration of particles was con trolled from Io• to 1o• parti·
cles/cc. The carbon black and three kinds of iron
oxide particles were provided for the sed imentation
test in water. The carbon black particles were quite
spherical, the iron oxide particles A and 8 were cubic
with rounded corners, and the iron oxide particles
C were needlelike having a length-to-diameter ratio
of six. A detailed description of the measuring procedure by gravitational sedimentation for aerosol
particles appeared in the previous paper' '. The
measurement procedure for fine powders in water
sedimentation is as follows. A given amount of
powder was first dispersed uniformly into pure water
JOUINAL 0' CHtllllCAL fNO INltllNO 0, JAPAN
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Fig. 13 Particle size distributiOlll for iron oxide A

without any dispersing agents, but with mechanical
stirring to obtain suspension. Then the suspension
was poured gently into the sedimentation cell shown
in Fig. 10 (a) with a syringe, and it was covered with a
thin glass. Putting the sedimentation cell on the
stage of an ultramicroscope as shown in Fig. 10 (c),
particle number &t a certain depth in the cell was
observed at every lapse of time by using VTR. The
initial particle number concentration, N 0(=n;), was
determined by knowing the initial particle number of
images and the observation volume which corresponds
to the focussed volume of the ultramicroscope preliminarily determined 8 1 • For centrifugal sedimentation, on the other hand, the cell was set to a centrifuge
to obtain a given value of centrifugal effect z as shown
in Fig. 10 (b). Experimental conditions and properties
of particles are shown in Table 1.

3.

0.06 0.1

0.2
r'

Experimental Results and Discussion

0.4 0.60.8 I
Cl'l

Fla. 14 Particle size distrlbution1 for Iron oxide B

Figures 11 and 12 show the comparisons of apparent
particle size distribution data in air _sedimentation
under the effect of coagulation obtained. experimentally
with theoretical results. No difference between them
is found irrespective of sedimentation depth y in Fig.
I J. The size distribution of highly concentrated
aerosol shown in Fig. 12; on the other hand, seems to
shift to a larger radius. The minimum particle radius
rri where the effect of diffusion can be ignored is obtained to be about 0.2 I' from Fig. 9 in those case of
Figs. 11(M0 = 4.64 x 10- •) and 12(M0 = 5.05 x 10- 1).
This value is sufficiently smaller than those experimentally obtained (r;) 60 , which suggests no effect of
diffusion. The value of M c of highly concentrated
aerosol in Fig. 12 is found from Fig. 8 to be large
enough to be effected by coagulation . The tendency
of the shift in Fig. 12 is well described by calculation
results of Eq. (4) taking into account the coagulation
effect.
VOL 10

Table 1 Experimental coodltiOlll
Graviuitionai sedimentation in air
Aerosols; stearic acid particles, tobac:o smoke
rio = 0.3 µ-0.S µ, o,. = 1.2- 1.4
Density of particles ; p, = 0.8S llfcm' (stcaric acid particles)
= 0.7811/cm' (tobacco smoke)
I0'- 101 particles/cc
Concentration of particles;

no=

Gravitational and centrifugal sedimentation in water
Powdeo; iron oxide A, Band C
carbon black
r; 0 ~ 0.09

µ-0.4 µ
u,o= 1.3- 1.6
Density of powders; p, = 5.2 a/cm' (iron oxide A and B)
= 4.9 g/cm' (iron oxide C)
= I .SS 11/cm' (carbon black)
Concentration of powders : no"" I0'- 104 particles/cc
Centrifu11al effect ; z = 10-67
y ' ~ 100 µ-ISOO µ (y = 0.08-0.6)
CG - 0.01-2.2, DG = 10- '-10· 1
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Fig. 15 Particle size distributions for carbon black
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Figures 13 to 16 show the comparisons of apparent
size distribution data in gravitational and centrifugal
field in water sedimentation obtained experimentally
with calculated results. The effects of coagulation and
diffusion are found to be negligible in the case of Fig. 13.
This fact is also readily expected by the values of
Mc. M v· y and (rDao. The experimental results obtained in gravitational field in Figs. 14 and I 5 are
found to shift towards a larger radius in comparison
with those in centrifugal field. This shift in Fig. 14
is mainly due to the effect of coagulation because of
the larger value of M,.. The shift in Fig. 15, on the
other hand, is caused by larger values of M 0 and small
value of (r:>. 0 • The minimum radius r~ in those cases
is predicted to be above 0.28 µ from Fig. 9, while the
apparent radius (r:). 0 observed is about 0.1 5 µ. Then
it is obvious that the effect of diffusion is thought to
be significant in gravitational sedimentation in Fig. 15.

The calculation results from Eq. (4) taking account of
diffusion effect arc found to describe the experimental
results fairly well in the figure.
Some examples of apparent size distributions where
both effects of coagulation and diffusion are significant
under gravitational sedimentation are shown in Fig.
16. The effects of coagulation and diffusion seem to
be negligible by applying centrifugal sedimentation
in those cases, which can be easily understood by
checking Mc. M 0 , y and (r:). 0 • As to the experimental
results obtained by gravitational sedimentation in
Fig. 16 (a), the effect of diffusion obviously exists because the value of r~ determined by Fig. 9 is 0.17 µ,
while (r;)ao=0.12 µ. The effect of coagulation in this
case is not significant, the amount of which is shown
by (Sed. + Coagu.)-curve in the figure . Apparent
particle size distribution in Fig. 16 (b) is influenced
not only by diffusion but by coagulation, because
the particle number concentration is higher than that
of Fig. 16 (a). However, it i~ difficult to predict the
effect of diffusion under the- existence of significa nt
coagulation such as that of Fig. 16 (b). It is necessary
in such cases to eliminate first the effect of coagulation and then the effect of diffusion must be checked.
Both experimental results obtai ned by gravitational
sedimentation in Figs. 16 (a) and (b) are found to
agree well with those obtained by directly solving Eq.
(4) under the same condition of the experiment.
The theoretical consideration Dn coagulation in
this paper is not strictly applicabk to solid and nonspherical particles, because the calcul:itions are based
on the assumption that particles are spherical and particles collide with each other to form a new spherical
particle whose mass may be the same as the combined
mass of the two smaller particles. It is suggested,
however, that the assumption seems to be fairly effective even for solid and nonspherical particles, j udging from the fair agreement of theory with experiment
so far as the experimental conditions of this study were
concerned.
Conclusion

The effects of Brownian coagulation and diffusion
on particle siz.e analysis by sedimentation method,
which are of major problem for determining the size of
sub-micron particles, were studied, and the following
results were obtained. I) The change in number
concentration of particles was numerically solved,
when particles exist between two horizontal walls and
are undergoing gravitational sedimentation accompanying Brownian coagulation and diffusion. The
calculated results were figured to show the difference of
true size distribution from apparent size distributions
which were numerically obtained by conventional
sedimentation analysis under the effects of coagulation
JOUINAL
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and diffusion. 2) Two parameters, Mc for estimating
coagulation effect and M 0 for diffusion effect, were
proposed to predict whether the influence of coagula·
tion or diffusion exists or not in actually observed size
distribution, that is, whether the size distribution
obtained is true one or apparent one. These parameters arc useful as a criterion to determine the measuring conditions to avoid the influences of coagulation and diffusion. 3) The above theoretical results
were experimentally examined under various conditions, such as air sedimentation, water sedimentation,
centrifugal sedimentation and various particles, by
means of ultramicroscopic size analysis, and the
theoretical consideration presented in this paper was
found to be valid for prediction and prevention of the
effects of Brownian coagulation and diffusion in a
sedimentation size analysis.
Appendbt

The time-dependent change in number concentration of particle! existing in the space surrounded by two vertical walls and
also undergoing Brownian diffusion was solved by N. A. FuchsJ>
ufollows
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diffusion to vertical walls can be relatively ignored when
JJl/'50H'DGo> I.

CG
C.(ri)

DG

D<.rl)
F
f(r')
g

H
K,
K(rl, pj)
k(r1,p1)

[cm)

= dimensionless parameter defined in Eq. (6)

[-]
( ~9 µHKonii/2(p,.-p)gr;Bz)
[-)
~ Cunningham's correction factor of r;
= dimensionless parameter defined in Eq. (6)
[-)
( =3cT/4tc(p 11 -p)gHri8z)
• dimension less parameter defined in Eq. ( 11)
( =3cT/4ir(p,.-p)gHr 01z)
[-]
... diffusion coefficient of rj
[cm1/scc]
( = C.J..rl)ICT/61f/<ri)
[-)
= cumulative undersize
[-)
~ particle size distribution function
= acceleration or gravity
[cm/sec')
[cm]
= height of the sedimentation cell
[cm1/scc)
=coefficient in Eq. (S) (=2cT/3 µ)
= coagulation function for two particles
of sizes rI and p;
(cm1/scc)
= dimensionless coagulation function

( ..,. K(ri, pj)/ KoC.(riii))

=.parameter for coagulation dmned in Eq. (14)
(=91•Kona.v'/2x10-'(pp-p)gz)
(cm:)
Mo
= parameter for diffusion defined in Eq. (IS)
(=3cT/4 x 10-"ir(p,-p)gHz)
[cm')
N,N,,N11 = measured particle concentration
[particles/cc)
n'(rl,t'),ll(r.,t) = numbfr concentration and dimen·
sionless number concentration of
particles ( = n'(rj,t')i110)
[particles/cc)[-)
n
dimensionless total number conccntra·
tion of particles ( = Ell(r,,I))
[-)
ni
total number concentration of particles at
time zero
[particlesfcc)
r'
particle radius for continuous spectrum
[cm)
ri.r,
= particle radius and dimensionless
particle radius ( =ri/riol
[1•) [cm)[-)
= particle radius of monodispersc
particles
[µ)[cm)
(r Hi.o
= '50 %-radius in apparent particle size
(11]
distribution
rio
= geometric mean radius at time zero
[µ)[cm)
T
= absolute temperature
[°K]
t',t
= time and dimensionless time
( =u/..riG)t'z/H)
[sec][-)
u,(rf)
= terminal settling velocity of ri
( =2C.(ri'J<.p,-p)r;~g/914)
[cm/sec]
:c'
= horizontal distance from one wall of the
[cm]
sedimentation cell
y',y
= vertical and dimensioniess vertical
distance from top of the sedimentation
cell (=y'/H)
[cm)[-]
= centrifugal effect
[--)
z

ro

a.

= geometric standard deviation of apparent

a,,o

= geometric standard deviation at time zero

c

=

1•

=

p;.,n,

=

p,p.,

=

(-1

particle size distri bu ti on

The maximum time when the decrease in particle number by
diffusion is almost negligible is given by Eq. (A-2) as 8 1/SOD(rii).
Normalized value of this time by Eq. (S) comes to B1/SOH 1DG0 •
Most particles have been already settling down below Hat t =
1.0 in the horizontal walls, consequently the effect of particle

Nomenclature
B
~ width or the sedimentation cell

Mc

[-)
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Boltzman's constant ( = 1.38x10- 11 )
viscosity offluid
particle radius and dimensionless
particle radius ( "f'ilria>
fluid and particle density

[-)
[erg/°K)
[g/cm ·sec)
[cm)[-)
[g/cm•J

(Subscripts)
I
= refers to the number of particle size
= maximum
max
= minimum
min
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CONSTANT PRESSURE FILTRATION OF POWER·
LAW NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
MoMPEI SHIRATO, TSUTOMU ARAGAKI, Em IRITANJ,
MASAAKI WAKIMOTO, SATOSHI FUJIYOSHI,
AND Snt'b1 NANDA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Nagoya Unfrersity.
Nagoya 464
A filtration theory for die power-law --Newtonian fluids II developed

OD

the basis or the ex-

temded Rabillowllscb-M-y equation, aad several detialtions or--NewtoniaD filtration characteristics are deftned. '1be equations presented In this paper may be considered as equations
applicable both for -Newtoaiu filtration aad for conventional Newtonian filtration. Methods
for nalatlng the oYerall characteristics of _..Newtonian filtration are suggested by using the
compression penaeablUty data. In order to coafinn the mldlty of the theory, comtant pressure
filtration experl!llCllCS are carried out under varlous conditions of the now behavior index N ranglag
from 0.404 to 0.504 and the ftltratloa pressure p from 1000 to 3000 G/cm1 , and It II shown that
the methods presented ill tlds paper are mid. It is also shown that the average specific filtration
reslstuce varies coaslderably with change In the N-value of the power-law, and the cakes formed
from noa-Newtoalu ftltratloa of pseudo-plastic fluid are denser than those from usual Newtonian
flltratloa.

latrodaction
In spite of the basic importance of non-Newtonian
filtration in broad fields of petrochemical and food
processing industries etc., very little has been studied in
theories and experiments, while W. Kozicki et al. 1•11
have made valuable contributions to the filtration
theory of power-law non-Newtonian fluids.
In this paper, the conventional filtration theory of
Newtonian fluids at constant pressure is reexamined in
view of the power~law for flow of non-Newtonian
fluids. In order to provide a useful mathematical
tool of simplified form to industrial filtration, a generalized theory which is applicable to both non-Newtonian
and conventional Newtonian filtration is presented
in this paper. It will also be demonstrated that the
non~Newtonian filtration behaviors can be calculated
on the basis of compression-permeability cell measurements and the estimated results arc compared with
constant pressure filtration experiments of pscudoplastic non-Newtonian fhtlds.
I.

plate which supports a perforated plexiglass plate
with a filter paper on it.
In order to conduct non-Newtonian filtration experiments, the selection of solid materials is important
and it is essential that addition of non-Newtonian
liquid to suspensions may not substantially affect
particle flocculation, and that the viscous characteristics of the filtrate do not vary during filtration proccss111. Several kinds of slurry materials (i.e., Gairome clay, Korean kaolin, calcium carbonate, fine
silica sand, Filter-Ce!, Standard-Supercel, HyfloSuperccl and Radiolitc) have been examined. The
last two materials have proven to be appropriate in
the above mentioned views and Radiolitc (It 1100)* is
used for the experiments attempted in this study.
The non-Newtonian fluids used in this study arc

(rest of paper is missing)
~~F

Experimental F.qulpment and Procedures

The experimental filter, shown in Fl1. I, essentially
consists of a plcxiglass cylinder of 130 mm inside
diameter, a brass upper plate with a connection for
applying air pressure and a stainless-steel bottom

FLTER IW'ER El
PERF~ATED

FILTRATE
Recelwd A.uaus& 12. 1976. Correspondence concemlna lhio article lbould
be addreued &o M. Sllirato. M. Waklmoio ii with Noritake Co~ Ltd., N1110Y• 451, S. Fujiyoshi is wilh Shin-Nippon Iron A Sleel Co.• Ltd., Tokai
476 and S. Nanda ii with Japan CatalJtic Olem. Ind. Co., Ltd., Himeji
671-12.
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Sdlematlc diagram or experimental appantus
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• Diatomaceous filter aid, Showa Kapku Kogyo Co., Ltd.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THERMOPHORESIS OF
AEROSOL PARTICLES
YAsuo KOUSAKA*, Knrno OKUYAMA.

SHIGERU NISHIO

AND

TETSUO YOSHIDA

Department of Chemical Engineering, Unfrersity of Osaka
Prefecture, Sakai, 591

The nlocity of thennophoresis of aerosol particles in the slip flow region, about which no conclusion has yet been dr8'1m from the man)' results of experimental and theoretical work, was studied
from the experimental point of view. A new experimental l'lethod using an ultramicrosrope
was developed to meet most of the necessary conditions to obtain reliable data on thermophoresis,
such as accurate observation of '"Clocity under an accurately known temperature gradient and
prevention of the action of any forces except thermal forte. The experimental results were
compared with some of the most representative theories, and were found In good agreement with
Derjaguin's theory.

Introduction

Because of the practical interest in particle deposition on heat exchanger tubes and in particle collection
by scrubbers and thermal precipitators, as well as the
theoretical interest in evaluating the phenomenon,
extensive experimental investigations of thermophoresis have been made11 •
In the large-Knudsen number region Kn)> I, theory
and experiment are found to be in satisfactory agreement. In the smaller region or the slip flow region,
Kn$; I, though various theories have been proposed,
sufficient reliable experimental data to verify them
have not been obtained because of the difficulty in
accurate measurement of the velocity of thermophoresis.
This paper presents experimental data on the velocity of thermophoresis in the slip flow region obtained
by a new technique developed to determine the accurate velocity of thermophoresis. The data are
then compared with some representative theories of
thermophoresis•-u.•- 101 •
Experimental Method
Several experimental methods to determine the
velocity of thermophoresis have been developed.
Derjaguin examined the available experimental methods which had been reported and classified them into
four types•'. Each of them, however, seems to have
some unavoidable faults. In accurate determination
of the velocity of thermophoresis, the following conReceived September 19, 1975.
Presented at the Tolrnshima Meeting (at Tokushima, July
1975) of The Soc. of Chem. Engrs., Japan.
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ditions should be essentially satisfied: 1) to know the
accurate temperature' gradient where the velocity of
particles is just observed: 2) to prevent the action of
any non-thermal forces, such as fluid drag due to
fluid flow, photophoretic and electric forces; 3) to
avoid convective flow of aerosol induced by the tern·
perature difference1 '; 4) to know accurately the diameter of spherical particles: and 5) to observe the
velocity itself directly under the above conditions.
Considerable spread in experimental data obtained by
different authors is thought to be caused by lack of
some of the above conditions. The experimental
method presented in this paper was developed so that
the above conditions were satisfied as much as pos·
sible.
The experimental technique applied in this study is
in principle much the same as that previously devel·
oped by the authors for size analysis of aerosol
particles111 • The only difference between them lies
in the observation cells.
Fig. I shows the cx.perimental apparatus. The observation cell fixed on the stage of an ultrnmicroscope
has a water jacket into which cooling water controlled
in temperature ranging O"C to room temperature is
circulated to cool the bottom wall of the cell. The
bottom wall was made from brass plate which has a
large heat capacity. The upper wall of the observation cell consists of a glass plate through which the
particles suspended in the cell were observed by the
ultramicroscope. The side . walls of the cell were
made from polyvinyl chloride for thermal insulation.
A temperature gradient was formed between the
upper glass wall and the bottom one, and its extent
was controlled by changing the temperature of the

depth h from Che inner surface of 1he upper glass wall
by adjusting the height of the stage, on which lhe cell
was fixed, up and down. Thus the particle numhers
at various depths was observed. The temperature
gradient in the cell, on the other hand, was also preliminarily measured by a small thermocouple in the
cell shown in Fig. I, the depth of which was also adjusted by displacement of the stage. The stage displacement in these measurements was determined by
the height gauge installed in the microscope.
Aerosol particles in the cell start to settlejust after
closing the valves of the cell under the infl~uence of
gravity and thermophoresis. The particles appearing
in sight of the microscope, which is focused at a
certain depth of the cell, h, are recorded by a video
recorder as sedimentation progresses until the particle
disappears from sight. Knowing the depth h and the
time 1111 at which half of the initial particles disappear
from sight of the microscope, the settling velocity of a
particle having median diameter D., 0 • though it is
resultant velocity shown below, is determined:

lamphous•

to MY-meter

'B

(2)

\ cooling woter
inlet

cya~OIO bindir>g
uldt<I

plan virw~
O.lmm Cu-Con!Sotontan

thermocouple

Fig. 1 El:perlmental apparatus

bottom wall, the upper wall being left at room temperature. The ratio of cell width to height was
selected as ten so that convective flow induced by
temperature gradient in the cell could be avoided' 1•
The aerosol to be observed is cooled by a heat
exchanger to the mean temperature in the cell and is
introduced into the cell. After several seconds of
admitting the aerosol, the flow is instantaneously
1toppcd by closing the electric valves shown in Fig. I.
Then a linear temperature field is formed within a
short time throughout the cell except in the vicinity of
the side walls. The value of the time interval, ?',
needed for the aerosol in the cell to warm up is given
by'l

r:=h:p1 C,/K.

(I)

where C, is the specific heat of the aerosol, pr density,
K, thermal conductivity of the aerosol and hd half of

the cell depth. In the present case r: comes to 0.05
seconds, which is negligibly small compared with the
observation period 1111 described later. Exact solution of this problem can be obtained by an analogical
method in solving the establishment of Couette flow,
and it gives a still smaller value. Thus the field may
be regarded as at steady state.
The focus of the ultramicroscope was set at a given

UG(D, 10 ) represents the gravitational settling velocity
and is easily obtainable by measurement where no
temperature gradient is fo;med in the cell. Furthermore, UG(Dp 00 ) can be converted into the median
diameter of the particles, D,w by using the StokesCunningham equation. Thus the values of both
UG(D,. 0) and D,. 0 are accurately evaluated. In consequence the velocity of thermophoresis of a particle
of D, 1n in diameter, Ul'(Dp, 0 ), can be determined by
observing t 111 under existence of temperature gradient.
Eq. (2) is valid when resultant velocity of UG and Ur
increases monotonously with particle diameter. As it
is well known that the dependence of particle size on
the velocity of thermophoresis is small this condition
will be satisfied in most cases unless there exists an
extremely large temperature gradient.
Aerosol particles used in this study were tobacco
smoke, stearic acid and DOP. Aerosols of both
stearic acid and DOP were generated by a La MerSinclair type generator and tobacco smoke was
generated by a simple smoking apparatusm. Aerosols
thus generated were cooled by a heat exchanger and
were then observed.
The size distributions of aerosol particles are shown
in Fig. 2. They were obtained by the· ultramicroscopic method"' using the same cell as shown in
Fig. l but having no temperature gradient in it.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Figs. 3 and 4 show the experimental results. The
temperature gradients .measured in the cell are shown
at the right side of the figures. They seem to be
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linear. The abscissa of the figures, y, indicates the
depth from an arbitrary position which roughly corresponds to 0.15 mm in actual depth II from the
upper wall. In the left-side figure, the relation between 1111 in Eq. (2), at which half of the initial particles
disappear from sight of the microscope, and h, the
depth from the inner surface of the upper wall of the
cell, were plotted. To compare these experimental
values with theoretical ones, the following two representative theoretical equations proposed by Derjaguin" and Brock'' were adopted.

Uf(D ) = -3 µ {
'

U/(D,) =
VOi.. '

(IT

K,+C,K_,(~~LD,) _ }

2K,+K,-r2C,K.(2~/D,)

grad T
}
x { I +2C.(2J./D,)

(3)

~ x Uf(D,)

(4)
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(b) Temperature gradient

Since the gravitational se ttling velocity, Uc(D, 00 ),
and accordingly the median diameter of the particles,
D,.,. have been already determined hy experiment,
substitution of Ur,( D,0.. ) and U, (D, 00 ) wh ich can be
calculated by the above equations knowing D,, 0 and
other experimental 1:on~tants into Eq. (2) gives the
theoretical relation bet ween 1.. , and /r. The solid
and dotted lines in Figs . .1 and 4 are those thus predicted by Derjaguin and Brock, respectively . It can
be found that good agreement exists between the
solid lines calculated on the basis of Derjaguin's
theory and the experimental values, except only the
case of large temperature gradient, grad r ~. -· 74.B"C/
cm. The experimental data of grad T = - 74.8 C/cm
were obtained under an undesirable condition where
hot air was blown onto the surface of the upper wall
of the cell to obtain a large temperature gradient.
The deviation from Derjaguin's theory in this case is

Aerosol

Table 1 Comparison of uperlmeatal results wl.. theories
grad T
U,.(D~)- (cm/sec:]
[°C/cm]
Exp.
Eq. (3)
Eq. (4)
-9.2
-19.2
-38.0

nolice

--74.8

2. 72 x 10- 1
5.83x10-•
9.90x10-•
1.16xtO-•

Stearic acid

-13.S
-14.4

3.39x10-•
3.86xJO-•

3.83x10- 1
4.08x10-•

1.91x10-•
2.04x 10-•

K,=S.9x 10-•[cal/cm·sec·"K)ll
K, =3.0 x 10-• [caltcm·sec·°KJ'>
D,...=0.6 .... 0.8 [11)
convective flow occurs
K,=3.0>. IO-•"
o,..= 1.04

Tobacco smoke

--18.3

4.93 x 10-•

4.82x10- 1

2.41x10-•

K,=S.Ox 10-• ", Dp00=0.94

DOP

2.64x 10-•
S.Sl x10- 1
1.09x10- 1
2.14xl<J-•

1.33 x 10- 1
2.7Sxlo-•
S.4S x 10- 1
1.01 x rn-•

caused by poor temperature control of the upper wall
of the cell and also by convective flow of aerosol in
the cell owing to the large temperature gradient.
The velocities of thermophoresis in various experimental conditions were determined by the slope of
Figs. 3 and 4, subtracting those at zero temperature
gradient. The results are shown in Table 1. Good
agreement is also found between the experimental
results and the values calculated by Eq. (3).
In ultramicroscopic observation of particle numbers
at a certain depth of th.e cell, h, it was noteworth.y
that the particles disappeared suddenly from sight of
the microscope at the time 1111 while they disappeared
gradually under zero temperature gradient. Th.is
sudden disappearance shows the small dependence
of particle diameter on the velocity of thermophoresis,
as expected from Eqs. (3) and (4).
The particle number concentration of aerosols in·
experiment was about 4 x 1o• - 8 x 1o•, which cor·
responds to about 50-100 particles in sight of the
microscope. At these concentrations almost no effect
of Brownian coagulation on the change in particle
number concentration occurs 111 • The effect of photophoresis by illumination of the ultramicroscope on
settling velocity was completely avoided by intermittent lighting.

Nomenclature

c.
C,

=

D,
h

=
=

=
=
=

T
11/1

=
=
=

l

tangential momentum fi~t-order slip
cocfficientll "' I. 23
[-]
temperature jump first-order slip
cocfficient!l =2.16
[-)
diameter of particle
[cm], (11)
depth from inner surface of the upper
wall of a cell
[cm], [mm]
thermal conductivity of gas and
lcal/cm·sec·°KJ
particle, respectively
temperature of gas
[°q, rKJ
the time when hair of the initial number
disappear
[secJ
velocity of gravitational settling
[cm/sec)
velocity of thennophoresis
[cm/sec]
depth from an arbitrary position in
a cell
[mm]

= mean free path of gas molecules
viscosity of fluid
= density of fluid
= density of particle

µ

=

p

p,

(cm)

(g/cm·sec)
[g/cm•J
{g/cm']

(Subscript)
= for median diameter

••

<Superscripts>
D
= for Derjaguin
B
= for Brock
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Department of Chemical Engineering, University of
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YosHINORI

Turbulent coagulation of aerosol particles was studied experimentally by obsening the time·
dependent changes In partic:le number concentration and size distribution of aerosol for various
intensities of stirring in a stirred tank, using the ultramicroscopic size analysis. From the observed data on the decrease in particle· number concentration of aerosol, the rate constants of turbulent coagulation were evaluated and compared with some of the most representative theories, and
were found in good agreement with Saffman and Turner's theory. Further, the changes in particle
size distribution observed l'I ere confirmed by those obtained by numerically solving the equation of
coagulation for polydisperse aerosol, the so-called population balance equation.

Introduction
The rate of coagulation of aerosol particles depends
on Brownian motion of particles and turbulent motion
of the fluid in which particles are entrained, when
particles are not electrically charged. Brownian co·
agulation controls the rate of coagulation under small
particle sizes and small turhulence, while the effect of
turbulent coagulation begins to exceed Brownain coagulation with the increase of particle radius and turbulent intensity. The behavior of polydisperse aerosols undergoing Brownian coagulation has been studied by many researchers .. 6 "'· 111 and a general understanding of the behavior under various conditions has
been almost obtained. Previous studies 1 • 1 • 91 on turbulent coagulation, on the other hand, have been limited to theoretical ones where coagulation rate is discussed, but few experimental data are available to
verify the theories because of the difficulty in accurate
measurement of the change in properties of highly
concentrated aerosol3 1•
In this paper, the changes in particle number and size
of aerosols undergoing turbulent coagulation in a
stirred tank were observed for various intensities of
stirring, using the ultramicroscopic size analysis previously developed by the authors 121 • Then the rate
constants of turbulent coagulation were evaluated from
the observed data on the decrease in particle number of
aerosols, and they were compared with some representative theories on turbulent coagulation. Further·
more, the changes in particle size distribution observed
were compared with those obtained by numerically

solving the equation of coagulation for
aerosols.

I.

pnlydi~pcrsc

Experimental Apparatus and Method

A schematic diagram of the experimental arp;1ratus
is shown in Fig. I. The ve~~el use<l was ma<ll· 1if acrylic resin, and equipped with four \ertiL·al halllL·, each
of which has a width of one tenth of the tank diameter.
The stirrer was six llat-blaJed turbine. f'hc vc~~ci and
stirrer dimensions are standard one" as slhl\\ n 111 Fig.
I. Aerosol used in this ~Ludy v.as tubac:rn -;moke
generated by a simple smoking apparatus" , hy which
number concentration of particles was contrnlkd from
108 to 108 particles/cc. Aerosols thus gencrakd were
introduced promptly throughout the chamber and was
mechanically stirred for a short period with extremely
low revolution to make the aerosol uniform. Then
the revolution of the stirrer was raised to till' de~ired
speed. The stirrer speed was checked by a phot.i tran-

.
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Photographs on time-dependent changes in aerosol
(b)

sistor and was varied from 300 to 9000 rpm. Aerosol
sampled at any given residence time was introduced
into the observation cell installed on the stage of an
ultramicroscope to measure its particle size distribution and particle number concentration"'. Experiments were carried out by changing initial particle
number concentrations, particle sizes, stirrer speeds
and sampling positions. Representative experimental
conditions and properties of aerosols are shown in
Table 1.

2.

Experimental Results and Discussion

No difference in experimental results was found in
changing sampling positions, which indicates that
the aerosol is uniform throughout the lank. Figure 2
is an example of a series of photographs, taken by a
camera directly attached to the ultramicroscopc. It
is seen that particle number decreases rapidly with
VOL 10

NO. 2

Fig. 3 Effect of stirrer speed on decrease In particle
number conc:eotration of aerosol

time, and the decrease is more rapid at higher revolution of the stirrer. The particle growth due to turbulent coagulation is also found in the photographs.
2. 1 Particle number concentration
Figure 3 shows experimental relations between the
ratio of particle number concentrations at any time
with those at initial time and stirring time in a tank.
It can be seen that particle number concentrations in
all cases decrease faster than the ,estimated ones from
the equation of Smoluchowski' 01 for monodisperse
aerosols undergoing Brownian coagulation, which is
given by
l/n' - l /n~= 2KoC.(r;0 )t ' , Ko=2cT/3µ
(I)
These differences increase with the intensity of stirring
when initial aerosol properties arc of the same order.

19n
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In the case of same stirrer speed, the decrease in parti·
cle number depends on the initial particle number con·
c:entrations and initial particle sizcs. As these experi·
mental results depend not only on coagulation but on
deposition loss of particles to the walls, it is impossible
to compare direetly these results with the theory of
coagulation alone. According to Gillespie and
Lanptroth11 1 the effects of coagulation and deposition on the decrease in particle number concentration
can be seperated quantitatively by introducing the following equation

dn'/dt'=-Kn' 1 -{J11'

(2)

where K denotes the coagulation rate constant and {J
the deposition rate constant. ·
As both K and {J may be considered to depend to
some extent on particle sizc distributions which arc
subject to change during the ageing of an aerosol,
they will be a function of time. Since it is very complicate to introduce the change of particle size into Eq.
(2), time-dependences of K and {J were disregarded
here. Integration of Eq. (2) gives
1/n'+K/P=(l/n~+K/p)exp

(/3()

(3)

The coagulation rate constant K and deposition rate
constant {J were determined by fitting the experimental
data to Eq. (3) using the nonlinear squares method.
The curves in Fig. 3 are the fitting curves thus obtained.
The values of Kand {J are shown in Table 1 for various
conditions. As seen from the table, values of K
ranged from 10-• to 4x 10-• cm'/sec, while f3 from
10-• to 2x10- 1 1/sec. The values of Kand {J seem to
increase with the stirrer speed and initial particle size.
2. 2 Coagulation rate
The values of K evaluated from experimental results
include both effects of Brownian and turbulent coagulation, and turbulent coagulation is first discussed in
this section.
Turbulence can affect coagulation by two different
mechanisms. In the first mechanism, since the turbulent flow brings spatial non-homogeneities, different
velocities in neighbouring particles appear and, as a
result. particles collide with each other by a mechanism
analogous to the mechanism of laminar shearing flow.
A second coagulation mechanism is caused by the relative motion of each particle differing from that of the
turbulent air, because its inertia will not be the same as
an equivalent mass of air''. This second mechanism
may be neglected'' when
(1) the sum of colliding particle radii is small com·
pared to the smallest eddies in the fluid, and
(2) the particles follow the fluid motion completely.
In either mechanism, the coagulation rate depends
mainly on particle size and velocity gradient evaluated
from the enerSY dissipation rate per unit mass of fluid.
In the cue of stirred tank, the average value of the

enerSY dissipation rate to is taken to be equal to the
power consumption rate per unit mass of mixing
ftuid. Some investigators including Schwartzberg and
Treyball'' give 10 for the standard stirred tank used in
this experiment as, from the data for water

•o=1.9NlD'r·tnH at Re>SOOO

(4)

The distribution of energy dissipation rate through a
tank results in coagulation rate distribution. That is,
a difference exists between the coagulation rate based
on the average enerSY dissipation rate 1 0 and that
based on the local energy dissipation rate and its distribution _through a tank. Kuboi, Komasawa and Otake,
however, suggested that the effect of energy dissipation
rate distribution through a tank on the mass transfer
coefficient is relatively small. For a first approximation, the coagulation rate experimentally obtained was
connected with average value of to neglecting the effect
of local values of energy dissipation rate in this study.
The values of 1 0 are shown in Table I. According to
the theory of isotropic turbulence proposed by Kolmogoroff, the micro-scale of the turbulence 10 is given by
the next following equation from eo''
Ao=(i;'/F.0)11 •
(5)
Under the present experimental conditions, the minimum value of 10 is about 25 µ, which is sufficiently
large compared with the particle radius. As the
relaxation time is sufficiently small for sub-micron
particles, the particles will follow fluid motion completely.
From these discussions it can be concluded that,
in the present case, the above second mechanism of
turbulent coagulation due to the inertia of the particles
may be ignored and the first mechanism is important.
The representative theoretical equations denoting the
collision rate by the first coagulation mechanism have
been proposed by
Saffman and Turner'';

Xr(r;,r/)= 1.30(r; +r/)1(t 0/i;)111

(6)

Levich'';

. ')- 12d(ioM111(r; +rl.l
K r (r,,r, - I +2/7{(r; +ri)/io}1

(7)

The value ~ which appears in the equation is given as
about 0.25 by Fuchs11 • Equation (7) reduces to next
equation when r; +ri is less than lo

Xr(r;,ri)= 12.6(rj +r/)1(ao/i;) 111

(8)

The comparison of these equations with experimental
results has not been made so far. When an aerosol
is monodisperse, coagulation rate Kr is given as

Kr(r;)=Kr(r;,r;)/2

(9)

The values of K evaluated from experimental results
including the effects of both Brownian and turbulent
coagulation as described before, the following value
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KD was next introduced to obtain the importance of
turbulent coagulation relative to Brownian coagulation
KD=K/Ks(r~o)={Kr(r;oHKB(r;0 )}/K8 (r;0 )

where K8 (r; 0)=2KoC.(r;0), which can be easily determined. The values of KD are shown in Table I.
Figure 4 shows the variation of KD against the values
of r~: ./£ 0 , together with the theoretical curves of
KD from Eq. (6) by Saffman and Turner and Eq. (8)
by Levich. It will be seen that the experimental data
agree with the curve of Saffman and Turner's equation
rather than that of Levich. Turbulent coagulation can
be ignored at r;G v'eo less than 2 x 10- 12 , while Brownian
coagulation can be ignored at r;: ./e~ larger than 2 x
10- 10 • When particle size increases significantly by
turbulent coagulation, comparison of experimentally
obtained KD with the theoretical one by using the initial geometric mean radius will be erroneous.
2. 3 Deposition rate
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the deposition rate
p obtained experimentally on the energy dissipation
rate Eo. together with the theoretical values calculated
by next equation
0
t'

=

8 {K D( 0')} 111 + U1(r~)

7rTr

•

'

H

co

th {

111' t-------+---

•

(10)

g

.,
:.:::to 1

•

6

Fig. 4 Comparison of the values Kn obtained In the present
ei:perimeots with calculated ones

iru~(r~)_ }

4 .,/ K,D(r~)

{I I)
Fig. 5

Equation (11) was derived by Takahashi and Kasahara") for a cylindrical vessel in the same way as
Corner and Pendleburyll for a cubic vessel, which
gives the deposition rate due to Brownian and turbulent diffusion accompanying the gravitational settling.
In Eq. (11), K, is equal to K'du/dx, where c' is the
Karman's constant (:::::0.4) and du/clx is given by
Saffman and Tumer8 1 as follows

du/dx=(a,/ l 511}111

N0.'2

1.0,.___,_.,r=="'rTTTT""--r--i-.-.-,.,...,....,,,.,.li""n":T'.ed"t~Q~nk:-rr..,....'TTI

Cl N• 3780 rp.m.
1

=2.0.:1Q?parl1Clft/t:C

(go•0.,5)1

(12)

Figure 5 suggests that experimental values agree approximately with the theoretical ones and that the
values of stirred tank I are larger than those of stirred
tank II, because the tank I has a larger ratio of wall
surface to the volume.
When the values of Pn~/Kn~' in Table I, the ratio of
deposition rate to coagulation rate at the initial ageing
stage, are less than about 0.1, it is found that the
effect of deposition on the decrease of particle number
is relatively small. Figure 6 shows the comparison of
actual time-dependent change in particle number concentration with calculated curves obtained by ignoring
the one of the values of Kand fi in Eq. (3). It is
seen that experimental results agree with the curve of
coagulation alone. Figure 7 shows the effect of initial .
particle number concentration n; on decrease in particle number concentration. Particle number of highly
concentrated aerosol decreases faster than that oflower
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Fig. 6 Effects of deposition and coagulation
In particle number concentration

Oii

decrease

one, which indicates that the effect of deposition is not
significant since the effect of deposition must be independent of n;. These results suggest that the behavior
of aerosol for one micron order in a stirred tank is
dominated by coagulation when particle number concentration is larger than 5 x !01 particles/cc.
2. 4 Particle size djstributlon
The basic equation for the time-dependent change in
particle size distribution of polydisperse aerosols
undergoing Brownian and turbulent coagulation can
be written asui

be established instantaneously with the following
log-normal form

n~
( - ln'(r'/r~o)
n '(r,, Q\,1
,..r, =~-exp
- -1 - v 2ir In a ,o

2 In a , 0

)dinr,
(15)

Fig. 7 Eft'ect or Initial particle number concentration on
cleaease or particle number coocentratloa

f(lnr')=n'(r', t ' )r'/n~

N •JOOq:im
n~·914xl0 1
e

1

Since Eq. (13) cannot be solved analytically, the RungeKutta-Merson method was employed to solve itu>.
As a numerical check the total mass of aerosol was cal·
culated every few time steps and compared with the ini·
tial value. Figure 8 shows the comparison of time-dependent change in particle size distribution between
calculated and experimental ones. The frequency
/(In r ') was calculated by the next equation
(16)

The manner of the change by calculation seems to depend on the value of Kn which expresses the relative
importance between Brownian and turbulent coagulation. When the value of Ku is 1.28, as shown on the
left side of the figure , where Brownian coagulation is
controlling, the particle size distributions shift towards
the larger radius with time. When the value of Kn
is large, as shown on the right side of the figure, where
turbulent coagulation is controlling, the mode radius
in the particle size distribution does not tend to move to
the larger radius. These tendencies will be caused by
the difference in the dependences of the coagulation
functions on particle sizes, tha t is, the dependence of
Brownian coagulation function o n particle radius is
not very large for
0. 1 µ, while turbulent coagulation function is propotional to the cube of particle size.
The decreasing rate of total particle number concentration by turbulent coagulation is found to be very large
in comparison with that by Brownia n coagulation in
Fig. 8. The figure indicates that the calculation results agree approximately with experimental results
including the small effect of deposition.

pcthc.lnkc.

rgo•OH>'
11go•l 33

r;>

Fig. 8

Change in particle size distribution with time

8~
r' p, 3
x n '( vr
-p , t ')n '(p.I t ' ) (-.tf/>i_

)ldP

I

_ \P' ~ ..{Ks(r',p')+Kr(r',p ')}n'(r', t')n'(p', t')dp'
)P '•O

(13)

K 8 (r',p') is the Brownian coagulation function and is
given 10 > by
K 8 (r',p') = K~(r' +p'){C,,.(r')/r' +C.(p')/p'}

(14)

Saffman and Turner's Eq. (6) was used here as K r(r',
p'), the turbulent coagulation function, which showed
better fitting with experimental results.
The left side of Eq. (13) is the change in particle
number concentration of size r' with time. The first
term on the right side represents the rate of formation
of particles of sizer' due to coagulation of two particles
smaller than size r' and the second term the rate of
loss of particles of size r' due to their coagulation with
particles of other sizes including r'.
The initial particle size distribution was assumed to

Conclusion
Turbulent coagulation of aerosols was studied
experimentally by observing the time-dependent
change in particle number concentration and size
distribution of aerosols in a stirred tank, and the coagulation rate and the deposition rate were determined .
The turbulent coagulat ion rate experimentally obtained
was compared with the theories proposed by Saffman
and Turner, and by Levich, and were found to be in
good agreement with that proposed by Saffman and
Turner rather than that by Levich. The deposition
rate agreed approximately with the theory proposed
by Takahashi and Kasahara . The time-dependent
changes in particle size distributions were evaluated by
numerically solving the coagulation equation for polydisperse aerosols using the turbulent coagulation function proposed by Saffrnan and Turner, and then they
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were compared with experimental ones. The change
in 'size distribution by turbulent coagulation obtained
by both calculation and experiment give a distinctive
feature which is different from those by Brownian
coagulation. It was found that at r~ .;;; less than
2x 10- 11 turbulent coagulation is not effective and at
larger than 2x10- 10 Brownain coagulation can
be ignored.

r;: ,.;,;

N. Hishlo wu very helpful in the experimental work.
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Nomenclature

-

-

.•a
c
c'
.la

Aclmowledpent

c.cr;)

T
Tr

Cunningham's correction factor of radius r;
[-)
Diffusion coefficienct ( = C.,(r;)cT/6irµr;>
[cm1/scc]
[cm]
stirrer diameter
acceleration or gravity
[cm/sec']
[cm]
height or a stirred tank
[cm1/sec]
overall coagulation rate constant
coeftlc:ient in Eq. (I)
[cm1/scc]
Brownian coagulation rate constant for
monodispene aerosol
[cm1/scc]
Brownian coagulation function for two
particles or sizer; and rj
[cm1/sec]
defined by Eq. (10)
[-]
c'tbtfdx
[I/sec]
turbulent coagulation rate constant for
monodispene aerosol
[cm'/sec]
turbulent coagulation function for two
particles or sizer; and r
[cm1/sec]
stirrer speed
[I /min](l /scc]
total particle number concentration at any
[particles/cm1]
time
particle size distribution
[particles/cm'· cm]
total particle number concentration at
time zero
[particles/cm']
Reynolds number based on stirrer tip
(-]
velocity (-p1N,D~Jp~
particle radius
[cm]
aeometrlc mean radius
[cm)[p]
particle radius for monodisperse aerosol

i
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II

p'
p,, PP

"'°

absolute temperature
diameter or a stirred tank
time
average velocity in a 'stirmi tank
= terminal settling velocity
(-=2C.,(r')(p.-p,)or''f9µ)
- arbitrary direct.ion in a stirred tank

[cm][p)
[°K)
[cm]
[sec]
[cm/sec]
[cm/sec]
[cm)

• deposition rate constant
[I/sec]
- average energy dissipation rate
[cm'/sec:I]
= Boltzman's constant ( = 1.38x10-11) [crg/°K]
(-]
= Karman's constant ("'0.4)
[cm](p)
... turbulent micro-scale
"" dynamic viscosity
[s/cm·sec]
= kinematic viscosity
[cm1/scc)
"" particle radius in Eq. (13)
[cm]
= fluid and particle density
[a/cm']
... geometric standard deviation at time zero [-]
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THE EFFECT OF NEIGHBOURING FIBERS ON THE
SINGLE FIBER INERTIA-INTERCEPTION
EFFICIENCY OF AEROSOLS
Hm:>SHI EMI,. KIKUO OKUYAMA
AND MOTOAKI

ADACHI

Department of Chemical Engineering, Kanazawa University,
Kanazawa 920
'Ille effect of the YOlume fraction of the 8ben In fibrous air llten oa the c:ollecdoa ellldeaey of

.......
a

da&le Iller bas been examined both theoretically and experimentally In the 1-U. andomlnant
N-'cal solutions have been obtained for the Bow arOU8ll a clrcullll' cylinder Ill a cell deter·

milled by the volume fraction of the fibers for a Reynolds number of 10 and the potmtlal flow.
Plll'tlde trajectories have been calculated In the cell by Introducing tile above numerical l'Blues
mto tbe equations of particle motion. As a result, the lnertia·illten:eptioa etlicleacy WU evaluated
thrGu&b four parameten; laertla parameter, Interception parameter, Reynolds number aad YO!ume

fndloa.
Experimental data on model ftlten, wblcll are made of a uniform pll!'allel lll'l'IUllemeM of wires
.-Uted at right 11111les to the Bow direction have sho- good agreement wltll die calculatto.
naalll la the Intermediate Reynolds numbers region.

~on

In the filtration of aerosols by a high-porosity fibrous
filter (s>0.98), the collection efficiency due to inertial
impaction, Brownian diffusion, gravitational settling
and direct interception can be predicted using an isolated fiber model. In the previous paper'>, some appropriate expressions on collection efficiency of an isolated
fiber were shown and a method was proposed to predict the efficiency readily under arbitrary operating
conditions. When the porosity becomes lower,
however, the efficiency will deviate from that of an
isolated fiber. This deviation from an isolated fiber
is known as the interference effect between neighbouring fibers, and in classical filtration, the empirical
correction had been made by Chen1i and others1 •8 • 111 ,
without any certain theoretical background. A modem filtration theory on the interference effect was
developed by Kirsch, Stechkina and Fuchs'· 111 on the
basis of Kuwabara's flow field 101 transverse to a
random assembly of parallel cylinders. After the
Kuwabara's flow had been confirmed valid experimentally at low Reynolds number, they showed a
method to estimate the combined diffusion and interception efficiency which correlated very well with experimental results by model filters and by real ones.
In the inertia predominant region they also calculated
Jleceiwd June I, 1976.

Correapondcnc:c concerning this article should be

ldd,...s to H. Eml. K. Okuyama is at DepL of Chemical Enaineerina,

Ual...ruty of Ouka

~fecture.

Sakai 391.

Cetillor of Ouka Prefecture, Salcai 393.

M. Adachi is at Radiation

the collection efficiency for St< I by an analytical procedureu1 using Kuwabara's stream function. Stenhouse calculated the particle trajectory by a stepwise
method 161 using Happel's flow field and gave the
inertia-interception efficiency as the function of the
volume fraction of the filter. These theoretical treatments have not taken into account the effect of Reynolds number, which is not negligible especially in the
inertia predominant region.
In the present work, the collection efficiencies due to
inertia and interception have been calculated numerically from the flow pattern around a circular cylinder
on the basis of a cell model. Calculation results
are compared with the experimental ones obtained
by model filters.

t. Flow Pattern in Fibrous Filter
Most fibrous filters are built up from fiber layers,
in which individual fibers are arranged nearly perpendicular to the flow and keep a proper distance from each
other corresponding to the volume fraction of the
fibers. The flow pattern around a circular cylinder,
therefore, is influenced by its neighbours, and a filter
may be considered to consist of a number of cells,
each of which comprises a single fiber surrounded by
a concentric envelope of air. Though Kuwabaram
and Happel" solved the viscous flow equation in one
cell for a small Reynolds number as a function of only
the volume fraction of the fibers, the flow in the cell
should be determined by both volume fraction and
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Pressure Drop and Collection Efficiency of an Irrigated Bag Fiiter
Tetsuo Yoshida, Yasuo Kousaka, • Shlgeo lnake, and Shlgeyukl Nakai
Faculty of Engineering, University ot Osal<a Prefecture, Osaka. Japan

An irrigated bag filter has been developed to improve performances of existing dry bag filters. Irrigation to
filter surface by spraying or overflowing water prevents filter media from firing in handling hot gas and
makes it possible to wash away the precipitated dusts from filter surfaces. Some characteristics regarding
pressure drop and dust collection of an irrigated filter which were quite different lrom dry ones were
studied, and theol basic mechanisms of them were discussed. A series of studies suggested that this kind of
collector will be useful in certain industrial fields.

Diacu11ion

Introduction
An irrigated bag filter described here is quite different
from existing dry bag filters, because the surface of filter
media ia covered by water. It has been reported that an irrigated bag filter can treat high-temperature and highly
humid gas, and that sweepage procedures of dust cake
necessary for a dry filter are not needed because of water
falling along the filter surface (Minami, et al., 1969). It
bu been also reported that the relation between pressure
drop and gas flow rate is peculiar compared with that of
dry filters (Muhlrad, 1970) and that collection efficiency
is fairly high (Minami, et al .. 1969).
In this paper, pressure drop and collection efficiency of
irrifated bag filters were tested and. their basic mechanisms were studied by using nets of standard wire meshes
instead 0U1ag cloths.

Experimental Section
One of the experimental apparatuses used in this study
i1 shown in Figure 1. Water is supplied along the inside of
a ring dam to the top of the bag cloth. Gas flows out from
the inside of the bag cloth just contacting with falling
water in the manner of crossflow. Superficial filtering gas
velocities were varied within 20 cm/sec and water rates
were from 2 to 20 !./min. The dust particle used was
CaCOa having a median diameter of 3.6 µ (in weight base)
and concentrations at the inlet were from 2 to 8 g/ma.
Some physical properties of bag cloths are shown in Table

I.
P1'811ure Drop. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the
pre11ure drop of irrigated bag filters and that of dry ones
when they are clean. As is shown in Figure 2 the characteriatica of pre11ure drop considerably differ from each
other. Figure 3 indicates the same comparison but with
duet loada. Because of washing action against deposited
duata by the down stream of water, almost no preuure
rile occurred in irrigated bag filters. For certain dusts,
however, which contain some tar substances, the pressure
drop increased with operation period.
Collection Emclency. Figure 4 indicates the collection
efficiency of irrigated bag filters. The collection efficien·
ci• 11eem to be correlated to the pressure drops as shown
in Figure 3. Although other experimental conditions of
various water rates ranged from 2 to 10 !./min and those
of auperficial gas velocities from 1.5 to 8 cm/sec were also
examined, almost no differences among them were found.

In this section, some basic mechanisms of pressure drop
end dust collection of an irrigated filter are studied by

using nets of standard wire meshes instead of bag cloths.
Pressure Drop. Figure 5a indicates a model of the
mesh over which a water film covers. The equilibrium of
force is given as follows when pressure difference exists
between the two sides of the film.
APDADeZc

= 2(DA

+ D 8 HT 1 COS IPt + ntT2

C-OS

<P 2)
(1)

or

(2)
The pressure difference ~P gives the critical one at which
the film is just broken. In existing wire meshes, because of
a three-dimensional structure shown in Figure 5b, the direction of the force of surface tension varies with positions
of a mesh. Then this factor was included in Ein eq 2. The
coefficient, E, however, must be constant when the material of the meshes, the manner of weaving, and liquid, re·
spectively, are the same. Equation 2 indicates that the
pressure drop to break a film is inversely proportional to
the opening size of a mesh.
An irrigated net of wire meshes whose openings have a
size distribution is next discussed. When the pressure dif·
ference between both sides of the net is gradually raised,
the film covering over a mesh with the maximum opening
size, in this case, will be broken first because of the mini·
mum preuure to break it as shown in eq 2. Subsequently,
with a slight preBBure rise, the film over a mesh with the
next larger opening size is then broken. Thus films are
broken in order of their opening sizes as pressure rises.
When the film over the mesh having a hydraulic diameter
of DHi of the ith size is just broken at the preBBure of
AP 1

= 4cr,V DHiKc >

AP1

gas must flow out through the opening with the velocity of
:lP1. The pressure required to
break the ith film against the force of surface tenaion is
caused by the resistance of gas flow through the openings
over which tilms are already broken. Then

u1 to keep pressure drop in

ll.P 1 -=

(4JD~ 1 +K0 +K,)~ 0 1· 1 2

(4)

This equation indicates the flow resistance on the ith
opening, and on other openings there must be the following relations
Ind. Eng. Chem .. Process Des. Dev., Vol. 14, No. 2, 1975
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(3)

Table I. Properties of Filters Used
Resistance

Fabrlc

coeftlclent, t/m

Filament, plain

0.432 X 10 1
2.10 x 10 7
1.48 x 101
2.66. )( 101

Filter cloth
A Teviron
B Tetoron
C Tetoron
D Kanekalon
E Saran

Spun, plain
Spun, plain
Sp\m., plair.

Hydraulic
me.n radius, cm

Poro&ity

6.07 X 10"2
4.46 x 10·2
1 .67 x to·2
4.47 x 10-t

78.9 x 10-4
48.5 x 10-4
65 .8 x 10·'

64.\ x 10·'

Filament, satin
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K.
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•t

A1 =:=

t'22

•

I

Dd
HI ·I

+

K + K,)
0

OJ~

"'5c

v1• 12

(5)

When meahea with a narrow size distribution, such aa
standard wire meshes, are concerned, each pa velocity
through openings is ezpressed as
r1

4:

bqriJten.

When all of openings may be regarded as almost square,

K,) ai; t• 12
K,) ~.

I'? ~ ..•.

zo

•1111•.'

(6)

Then superficial gas velocity will be written by
(7)

- DH, Z

= N

J°"'f(

DH'C1Z) DH ZdDH

(8)

Dill

The above equations give the relation between superficial
1• velocity and pressure drop, when the size distribution
or meshes. two-dimensional porosity or • mesh, surface
tension or liquid, and ita correction factor ~ are known.
When A1 U. first assumed, then D"'' AP,. 11., and 01 are
riven respectively by using eq 8, 3, 4, and 7. Repeating
the same procedure for various Ah the correlation of AP
and Oiaobtainable.
The uperimental apparatus to test the above analyais
was esaentially similar to that of Figure 1. but a net of
standard wire meshes was installed instead of a bag cloth
and the size ol the apparatu11 was about half of that of
Figure l. Table D abowa some physical properties of wire
meabd uaed in the experiment. The duat particle uaed in
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Table II. Properties of Standard Wire Meshes
Hydraullc mean
diameter, DH, mm Porosity,

Wire mesh

Fabric

JIS 500

Plain

0.499

0.428

M80

Plain

0.1'12

0.401

JIS 149

Plain

0.149

0.338

JIS 74

Plain

0.073

0.318

Size distribution

(c

.

gO

0

0

JIS 74
JIS 141
M 60

Flpn 5. Model of wire meah.
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the experiment wa1 clay having a median diameter of 7.5
IA in weight baaia.
Fisure 6 ahowa the relation between the mean hydraulic
diameter or meahee and the pre11ure drop under a con·
1tant auperficial ga1 velocity. The figure 1uggeat1 that eq 2
11 valid. Figure 7 1howa the comparison of the experimen·
tal nault with the calculated one on .lP us. 0 for 1tan·
dard wire meahes. In the calculation, the value of E wa1
put u 0.72 for each meah in Table II. The broken lln11 In
Ftcure 7 indicate the relation between .l.P1 and O, which
ii calculated by eq 4 and 7. The valuea of N,/N in the fi1·
ure Indicate the ratio of the number of openln11 havlnc
broken film to that of the total openin11 of meahea. It 11
0111 ot the intere1tln1 characteri1tic1 that the number or
openlnp havlns broken film la extremely 1mall. Thia phe·
nomtnon wu alao obaerved on photo1raph1.
Duat Collection. The obaervation of the 1urfac1 of an
lrrl11ted net or wire m11h11 by hirh-apeed camera 1u1·
pated that two marked mech1ni1m1 or duet collection ex·
la&ld. Al dlacuued In the former aectlon, the number or
Optnlnp h1vln1 broktn film II extremely 1m1ll, IO one or
tbt two mech1nl1m1 may be modeled artor that of the col·
llC\lon by an orlrlce in an Infinite plane. It waa alao round
with prtcl11 obnrvatlon that each openln1 h1vln1 broken
ntm waa not 1t1ble but after an ln1t1nt, al'tor 1/1000 He
or Ian, It Wll rtcovorod by • wattr tllm. Th• period or
ftlm1 btln1 ktpt broken, whkh w11 ob1orved by hl1h·
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Flsun I. Interval of water film bein1 kept broken (JIS 500).

1peed camera, is ahown in Figure 8. Thia sudden opening
and closing action of an orifice, that ia abutter action of
an orifice, may be considered a1 another mechani1m of
collection.
Collection by an Orince In an Infinite Plane. The col·
lection efficiency by an orifice in an infinite plane can be
obtained when tht stream line 1tround the orifict and then
the trajectory or a particle in th1 atream are calculated. In
order to 11tlm1te the collection efficiency, potential now
ror atream line and Stoke 'a law for dr11 of a particle are
here auumtd. The atnam function or ideal 111 around an
orU'lce In an lnf'lnlte piano la 51ivcn by (Lamb, 1932)
Ill ...-...

r· c"hJ,(lrr)

.rra J0

,,

ain (kn) d~·

r

(9)

The 111 velocltlea are alao lflven 11
v, •

ah

i•, .. ~

r

t"•h.J10•J') •in (lta)dll

Uo)

'1°hJ~(li1') •in (i,o) d4•

(10')

When the 1trum 11 thu11 !{Ivon. trajoctorl11 of 1 particle In
Ind. Ing. Chem,, Proceu Ou. Oev., llol.
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1~.

No t. 1111

the stream are computed u follows by assuming Stokea'
law and no disturbance in the stream by the particle. The
dimensionless equationa of motion of a particle are ex-

--partlde

I

pressed as follows when any external forces including
gravity may be ignored

d2R

2+df1 +

dR

dT -

=0

(11)

v. = 0

(12)

Vr

JQJ J

= !..a ; X

1.0 ,....__,._ _ _ _ _ ____,,....,............--....

~

= £L.
v '

w
u

0

+=~
36µa
At a point far away from the orifice, the velocity of a particle is assumed to be equal to that of fluid, so the initial
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Fqure 9. Illustration of collection efficiency of an orifice in an in·
finite plane.
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.
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where
R

CX..Rol

··.-·-fluid

'.~~1ndiC:
~'
~o
'
~ p

= O;

_,

dX
dT = - Vx(X0 ,RJ

(13)

dR
dT

(13')

= - v,<xo. Ro>

The trajectories of a particle for various values of >Ir are
obtained by performing numerical calculation of above
equations. Figure 9 illustrates the relation of a stream line
and a trajectory of a particle. The collection efficiency of
a particle of dp in diameter is consequently given as the
ratio of the volumetric gas flow rate Qp to the total flow
rate Q as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 indicates the result
of calculation of the efficiency defined above. The figure
suggests that the interceptional collection is important in
this case, and so collection efficiency cannot be expected
to be too great unless the interceptional parameter is sufficiently large.
Collection by Shutter Action of an Orifice. One may
suppose a case where a shutter which covers an orifice is
suddenly opened and then gas flows out through the orifice. In this case, if dust particles are contained in gas,
dust-free gas only may flow out at rU'St while it takes some
instants to accelerate the dust particles. When the orifice
is recovered by a shutter in the next instant, the particles
go straight ahead to be caught to the shutter. If the interval of the shutter being kept open is short enough, a fair
contribution to dust collection is expected.
The analysis of this mechanism of collection may be accomplished by calculating the unsteady particle motion in
an unsteady velocity field of fluid around the orifice. It
will be difficult, however, to estimate the unsteady velocity profiJe of gas around the orifice· which is confronted
with the sudden opening and closing action. It is assumed
here that a steady velocity profile of gas may be instantaneously built up at opening and that the flow may also be
instantaneously stopped at closing. This assumption may
be valid only for rough estimation or the extent or the collection efficiency described above. Under the assumption,
the collection efficiency of sudden closing of the orifice
may be defined as follows (see Appendix)
(14)

In the equation q~'"P represents the volume surrounded by
a stopping distance shown in Figure 11. The stopping distance of a particle with dp in diameter and pp in density
is given by
(15)

0

u

10
I NERTIAl. PARAMETER

Flcure 10. Collection efficiency by an orifice.

Flsure n. lllustration of collection mechanism by sudden closing
of an orifice.

uo is the initial velocity of the particle which is regarded
u same aa the surrounding gas velocity just before the
flow stops. Figure 12 shows the result of numerical calculation of 11•· From the figure the shutter action seems to
be very effective for collection, especially when the opening period is very short. If the collection by a shutter being
just opened is considered in addition, the efficiency will
be about twice as much as that in Figure 12.
Figure 13 indicates the experimental result of collection
efficiency for an irrigated net of standard wire meshes. the
conditions of which are almost same as those of Figure 12.
It was pointed out previously that dust collection by an
orifice in an infinite plane could not be expected unless
the interceptional parameter was large. In the case of Figure 13, the int.erceptional parameter is small and thus the
efficiency in the r'l'lre may be roughly compared with
that by shutter action of an orifice. Although good agreement is not expected because of the simplified analysis of
the phenomena, aome resemblances may be found between Figures 12 and 13.
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Conclusion

The manner of change in pressure drop with gas veloci·
ties of irrigated bag filters was first tested and was found
to be veiy peculiar compared with the dry ones. The
mechanism of pre11ure drop was then analyzed from the
equilibrium of forces such as surface tension and static
p1e11ure of gas, and the result of the analysis was found to
agree well with that of experiments using a net of standard wire meshes. The slight change in pressure drop over
the wide range of gas velocities seemed to be one of the
interesting characteristics of this type of filter. It was also
found that almost no pressure rise occurred after a long
operation for dusts not containing tar substances.
The collection efficiency of an irrigated bag filter was
found to be fairly high. It was impossible to give a full explanation of the experimental results because of the complexity of collection mechanisms. However, two mechanilma of collection, one by an orifice in an infinite plane
and another by shutter action of an orifice, were pointed
out by a simplified analysis in the case of standard wire
meahea being irrigated.
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Appendix

The material balance before and behind the collector
with orifices having shutter action is expressed as
CsQ - CmQato•

+ Q

Nomenclature

FIL TEA JIS 500

T

Tt

Q,tpp

Qstop

j
H

n

qllOP

where n is the number of orifices whose shutters are
open. Q- is also expressed as Q = H 2n0 0 • When the collection by an orifice in an infinite plane without shutter action is negligible, the dust concentration before and be-·
hind the orifice is equal, then c0 = Cm. By using these cor·
relations, collection efficiency is given as
·

0

•

=

dp = particle diameter, m
d, D_.. De = values illustrated in Figure 5, m
DH, :OH • hydraulic and hydraulic mean diameters, m
f = friction factor
I = interception parameter = dp/2a
Kc, Ke = friction loss factor of contraction and-expansion
m = correction factor of wetted length
N, N1 = number of total openings and of openings with
broken film
.:1P = pressure drop, mm Aq
_
Qs1op = volume surrounded hy stopping distance shown
in Figure 11, ml
Q = volumetric gas flow rate, m3 /sec
Qp = gas flow rate shown in Figure 9, m3 /sec
r = radial distance, m
.it = interval of shutter being open, sec
0 = superficial gas velocity, m/sec
v, v,, V.11 = gas velocity, m/sec
vo = l/Jra 2 , m/sec
Do = mean actual velocity through orifice. m/sec
x = axial distance, m

Greek Letters
= two-dimensional porosity
µ = viscosity of fluid. kg/sec m
E = coefficient defined by eq 2
p = density of gas. kg/ml
Pp = density of particle, kg/m3
110 = surface tension, kg/sec2
T1 , T2 = force by surface tension shown in Figure 5, kg/
sec2
.P1, .P2 = angle shown in Figure 5
"1 = inertial parameter
t.,

Subscripts
1,2,3,. .. , i • order of opening size
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where C:t, co. and Cm represent respectively the dust con·
centration at inlet, outlet, and at collection chamber
abown in Figure 14. Q represents the volumetric gas flow
rate, and Qotop the total volume of Qs1op formed in collection chamber in unit time and is given by
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Introduction

It has been reported that steam injection into scrubber
systems improves dust collection performance 1 - 5 >. Two
mechanisms have been suggested for this improvement : (l}
condensation of water vapor upon dust particles, which
increases particle size to improve inertial dust collection
at scrubbers, (2) deposition of particles on condensing
surface by the Stefan flow. The first mechanism, which
remains unevaluated by theory so far, was first studied
theoretically in this paper. The analysis was then examined
by the experiment where the ultramicroscopic technique for
droplet size analysis previously developed by the authors 6 >
was applied.

L Estimation of Particle Growth

When steam is injected into dust free air, a certain
degree of supersaturation will be produced according to the
condition and the quantity of both steam and air. Figure l
illustrates the change of air initially in the stage of

"q" to a supersaturated state .. i" by steam injection on a
humidity chart. If some particles as condensation nuclei
were introduced into the supersaturated air, condensation
of water vapor upon the particles occurs to decrease
supersaturation. This change was

illustra~ed

in "i-f" line

in the figure. In actual case where some condensation nuclei

619

or aerosol particle'exist in air before steam injection, the
change like "i-f" will not take place because condensation
occurs before the point "i" in Fig. 1 is attained. Thus the
point •i• is imaginary, but even in such a case the amount
of the condensable water vapor per unit mass of dry air will
be coincide with the value, AH, shown in the figure if the
process is adiabatic. The value of AH and the equilibrium
temperature T9 f of the system after steam injection will be
determined by the following enthalpy and material balances
on dry air basis:
i 9 + H8 t { x i;t + ( 1 - x ) i~t}
HCJ + H8 t x • H8 f( Ts f

)

= i8f

+ H8 t ( 1 - x ) i~f + AH i~f (1)
(2)

+AH

The fianl state of air was regarded saturated in the above
equations because the vapor pressure at the surf ace of grown
particles having diameter over 0.1 micron, as is predicted
by the Kelvin's equation, is nearly equal to that of
saturation.
The calculated value of AH against the quantity of
steam injection per unit mass of dry air was shown in Fig. 2.
It will be noteworthy that AH considerably decreases with
the increase of air temperature. The temperature at the
equilibrium state after steam injection, Tsf' was also shown
in Fig. 3. The steam condition in these calculations was
taken as that of l00°c in temperature, 1 atm. abs. in
pressure and 1.0 in dryness fraction. When the dryness
fraction x is less than unity, the value of AH decreases
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with the

de~rease

of x shown in Fig. 4. When supersaturated

steam is injected into air, AH will decrease with the degree
of superheat of the steam.
Whlie AH represents the quantity of condensable water
vapor per unit mass of dry air as described before, the
following relation must be

~atisf ied

when all of the vapor

corresponding to the amount of AH are assumed to condense
upon particles contained in air 7 >
1f

H

=-6 (

3
D f

v

'

3

-

D •. ) no p

v "

s

for

DJ

~ DJ.
and
Vl.

vf......,

p i: 1
S

( 3)

•

where n 0 represents the particle number concentration of
aerosol on dry air basis. DVl.. and DV f represent
the volume
.
mean diameters of the particles before and after steam
injection respectively, or before and after growth of particles. The increase in size of aerosol particles by steam
injection can then be evaluated in volume mean diameter

Dvf

knowing the value AH from Eqs. (1) and (2), and the value n0 •
The line in Fig. 5 shows the relation of Eq. (3).

2. Experimental Method

Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram of the experiemntal
method. Air having Tg in temerature and Hg in humidity was
introduced into an l inch insulated pipe and then the aerosol
particles, tobacco smoke in this study, were dispersed into
the air stream. Steam having l00°C in temperature, 1 atm abs. in
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pressure and dryness fraction of nearly unity was injected
at the point of 2 meter down stream from that of the particle
dispersion point. The air flow rate was about 180 l/min and
the quantity of steam injection was ranged from 0.05 to 0.5
9ram steam/qram dry air. The particle number concentration
and size distribution of the aerosol particles at the point
of 1.5 meter down stream from the steam injection point were
observed by the ultramicroscopic technique 6 >. The observation
cell used in this study was the same as that used in the
previous paper 6 >, which was composed of a double tube to
prevent the change in size of grown particles or water
droplets due to the temperature change. When the temperature
of the aerosol to be observed was high, the cell was further
surrounded by a cover into which air with controlled
temperature was blown.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions

Figure 7 shows one of the experimental results of
particle size distribution of the qrown particles together
with the initial size distribution of tobacco aerosol
particles. It will be found that the considerable increase
in size occurs by steam injection. The width of size distribution. seems to become neither narrower nor wider. The
similar results were also found in the previous work where
the particle growth was promoted by mixing hot saturated
air with cold saturated air 7 >. Furthermore, as found in the
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previous work, the rapid 9rowth rate was also suggested in
this case jud9in9 from the fact that the residence time of
aerosols in the pipe was very short.
The volume mean diameters of grown particles obtained
by experiment were plotted in Fig. S. In spite of the
difficulty in measuring the size of grown particles or
water droplets in high temperature, the experimental results
agree with the estimation line.

Conclusion

The effect of. steam injection into dust-laden air on
the increase in the size of dust particles was studied. The
procedure of the estimation of 6H, the amount of condensable
water vapor per unit mass of dry air by steam injection,
which is effective for particle growth, was made clear for
various conditions of air and steam injected. By using the
value of AH, the increase in size of aerosol particles
hav~nq

number concentration of n 0 was then evaluated in
volume mean diameter. These analysis was verified by

directly measuring the size of qrown particles using the
ultramicroscopic technique previously developed by the
authors.
The results su99e1ted that the particle growth by

•team injection will be one of the moat promising preconditioning technique to improve 1crubber

pe~formance,

11peciallv for an exhau1t 9a1 havin9 low temperature.
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Nomenclature

= particle diameter
= volume mean diameter

[µ]

before and after growth
[cm] {µ 1

T

= absolute humidity
= quantity of steam injection
= condensable water vapor
= enthalpy
= enthalpy
= enthalpy
= particle number concentration
= temperature

x

= dryness

fraction of steam

PS

= density

of condensed liquid

H

Hst
AH

i
i
1'

9

st
I

wf

no

Subscripts
f

= final

g

=

i

= initial

s

= saturated
= saturated
= steam

sf

st

state

initial state of air
state

air in final state
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[g H 0/g dry air]
2

[g steam/g dry air]
[g H 0/g dry air]
2

[cal/g dry air]
[cal/g steam)
[cal/g water]
[l/g dry air]
[°C]
[-]
3

[g/cm 1

= water

wf

in final state

Superscripts

= dry

"

= wet
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Captions of Figures

Figure 1. Change in humidity and temperature by

ste~m

injection

Figure 2. Condensable water vapor AH against quantity of steam
injection H8 t
Figure 3. Temperature T8 f at the equilibrium state after steam
injection
Figure 4. Effect of dryness fraction x of steam on condensable
water vapor AH
Figure 5. Relation between volume mean diameter of grown
particle Dvf and parameter AH/n 0 , condensable
water vapor per single particle
Figure 6. Experimental method
Figure 7. Change in size distribution by steam injection
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EFFECT OF BROWNIAN COAGULATION AND
BROWNIAN DIFFUSION ON GRAVITATIONAL
SETTLING OF POL YDISPERSE AEROSOLS
TETSUO YOSHIDA, YASUO KOUSAKA, KIKUO OKUYAMA•
AND SHIOERU NISHIO
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Osaka Prefecture, Sakai, 591

Tbe behaYlor or aerosol particles "r sub-micron diameter underaolq Brownian coqulatlon,
Brownlaa dJftUslon and gravitational settling was studied by aumerkally IOlvlna the equation or
population baluce and by experimentally obsenlng the change or aerosol properties with time.
la calculatfoa, two dlmenslonleu parameters, which are detamfned by tbe lnltfal properties of
aenieols and veuel dimension In which aerosols are suspended, were Introduced to evaluate the
mapltude
lnftuence Brownian coagulation and Brownian dlfrmion on gravitational settling.
Tbe resalts or numerical calculation were Indicated by grapblcal representation, which Is
usable for quantitative estimation of the magnitude of these two effects. These computational
raalts were found to be In good lgl'ftmeot with the experimental results obtained by an ultra·
microscopic technique of particle size 1UU1lysls.

or

or

Introduction
The behavior of aerosols is influenced by coagulation, diffusion, sedimentation, the rate of generation
of particles, particle characteristics and the dynamics
of the fluid in which particles are suspended. For
aerosol particles of sub-micron diameter, coagulation
by Brownian motion and deposition by Brownian
diffusion as well as gravitational settling are essential
for characterizing the behavior of aerosols 0 •
As basic research in the size distribution which
changes with time undergoing Brownian coagulation
and gravitational settling, a few analytical solutions•·n
and numerical solutions1•1 ·•· 1 • have been obtained
under some simplified or particular conditions. As
one of the representative studies G. C. Lindauer et al.' 1
and C.H. Ahn et al. 11 showed the effect of Brownian
coagulation on gravitational settling by a numerical
method, but they included the unrealistic assumption
that particle concentrations are always uniform in the
direction of settling.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the effect of
Brownian coagulation and Brownian diffusion on
gravitational settling considering the variation of
particle concentrations in the direction of sedimentation. The equation including these three effects has
been solved numerically on the assumption that the

initial particle size spectrum is of log-normal form.
In calculation, two dimensionless parameters were
introduced to estimate the amount of the effect of
Brownian coagulation and of Brownian diffusion on
gravitational settling. The calculated results were
arranged in graphs to predict these two effects quantitatively, and some of them were compared with experimental results obtained by an ultramicroscopic
techniqucm.
Theoredcal Calculation
Basic equation
Consider an aerosol located between parallel hori·
zontal walls as shown in Fl1. 1 on which aerosol
particles are deposited by Brownian diffusion and by
gravitational settling accompanying Brownian coagu·
lation. The basic equation expressing the timedependent variation in particle number concentration
of aerosols can be given by the population balance of
the element dy' (refer to Appendlx)•·m. The basic

prod""'hon r,
•uipa•iono
o - 0 - - G-O-

Btownian coaqulalion
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1

Behavior or aerosols between two horizontal walll

equation written in dimensionless form becomes

81!:(r,,_!_} _ DG C.,k_i_)_}'!!{r,) tl_ C!"(~i)_~1~~.Jl
at - C..(r,o) r,ay• C..(r,0) ay
+CG '''tik( .tlr/.::_p,, p,)n( .tlrf=-pf, t)
P'c•r•mln

(4) All particles colliding with two horizontal walls
are caught by them.
The initial particle size spectrum is assumed to be
of log-normal distribution and to be generated instantaneously with spatial uniformity; then

n(r,,0)= ./2ir
··- In--·---exp(~ ~-)Jlnr
a'°
2 In'
a 10
''
1

1

1

l(S)

for O<y< 1

n(r,, 0)=0, at y=O and 1
i=imin · · · · ·irnax

(1)

The boundary conditions are given as

n(r" t)=O, at y=O and l, when t >O

where

n(r1, t)=n'(r;, t')/no, t=ut(r, 0)t'/H, y=y'/H,
r,=ri/r,o, k(r,, P1)=K(r;, pj)/KoC.(r,o)
CG=-

~l!!!!o!l.o 2(p11 -p)gr:0

= 1-{2Kon'C
2

°•

(r

(2)

'°)}f (.!' ('•H ~~)
1

1

0

3~!- .. =-1(2f!(!~~)n 0 );(u,(r:_,0)n 0 )
,
4(p,-p)gr:0trH 2
H1
H

DG=--- ..

(3)

K(ri, pj) is the coagulation function of particles, and
in the case of Brownian coagulation K(ri, pi) is given

bylOl

(6)

If the coefficient C.(ri)/C,.(r,0) on the right-hand
side of Eq. (1) is normalized about r,o. solutions depend on a, 0 and two dimensionless parameters CG
and DG.
Finite difference approximation and calculation method
Since Eq. (1) is a nonlinear differential equation, it
cannot be solved analytically. It is approximated by
using central difference formulae accurate to second
order, and then the finite difference equation is given
as follows:
n(r,, y, r+Jr)=n(r,, y, t)-{C.(r~)r1/C,,.(r, 0 )}

x { n(~,! )!._!)_~~t•· y~4y, r) }.:1r+DG·C~C~~~,-

K(ri, pj)=Ko(ri +p:){C.(ri)/ri +C..(pi)/p;},
(4)

Ko=aT/3µ
In Eq. (1), the first term accounts for Brownian diffusion, the second for gravitational settling, and the
third represents the number of newly fonned particles
with radius r, by collision of two particles, while the
last term represents the decrease in number of particles with radius r, by collision with other particles.
CG and DG are dimensionless parameters which
can be evaluated from initial aerosol properties and
physical conditions. As seen from the definition, the
parameter CG means the ratio of Brownian coagulation rate to deposition rate by gravitational settling.
Another parameter DG, which was proposed by
C. N. Davies11 to evaluate the concentration change
of monodisperse aerosols undergoing diffusion and
gravitational settling in the non-coagulation field,
describes the deposition rate ratio of Brownian diffusion to gravitational settling. Though the parameters CG and DG are based on an initial geometric
mean radius, they are convenient parameters to
predict the influence of Brownian coagulation or
Brownian diffusion relative to gravitational settling.
In the derivation of Eq. (1), the following assumptions were made:
(1) There exist no external forces except gravity and
the medium is in stationary state with no convection.
(2) Particles are spherical and electrically neutral.
(3) Particles collide with each other to form single
new spherical particle whose mass may be the same
as the combined mass of two smaller particles.

x {~<~•·:!!±~Y.J)+_!!_(r,J~-;4r._!)~pr (r,!Y• r) }.:1r
+CG.Jr {

•jt k( tlrf~-p!. p,)n( {'rf:.:.p/, y, t)
1

Pi'..:::"i•Jn

,.

)2

x n(p,, y, r) ( -_ 3;- ,-'--~r V r, -p;,
xn(r,,y, t)n(p.,y,

t)}.

•iDl&X

L:

k(r,, p,)

P.:==rimin

i=imin· · · · ·imax

(7)

Calculation was started by assigning initial values of
particle number concentration by Eq. (5) at every interior point between two walls. Being stepped by
.Jr, new values of particle number concentration were
calculated by Eq. (7), and this step was repeated until
particle number came to zero.
Calculation Results and Discussion

It can be considered that the main factors which
influence the time dependence of particle size distribution are initial properties of particles such as geometric mean radius, number concentration and geometric standard deviation. Therefore solutions were
obtained for various values of them. The results are
shown in Table 1, together with the values of CG,
DG and computational parameters.
The effect of Brownian diffusion
According to the definition the parameter DG increases as particle radius decreases, and consequently
the effect of Brownian diffusion becomes large. Fig. 2
shows the time dependence on dimensionless number
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Table l
r,o

Coadltl- ror calc:ulatlon

DG

CG

llgO

llO

(µ)

[-)

[parllcles/cc)

[-)

0 .1
0 .2

I. 2
I. 2

0.3

1.2

JO'
4.0 x lO'
10'
9.0 x JO'
JOT
1()1
10•
1010

3. 10 x 10- 1
3 . IO x l0- 1
) ,44xJO-I
3 . IO x l0- 1
3 .44 x 10- 1
3.44 x 100
3.44 x 101
3.44 X J()I
I. 24x10- 1
1. 24xlo- 1
I. 24 x 100
I . 24x 101
I. 24 x )()I
3.10 x 10-•
3. lOxJO-•
3. lO x 10- 1
3 . IO x lOO
3 . lO x 101

!Gt
10'

1.2

o.s

)()I

l.S

IOI

1.2

101
10'
10'

1010

1.0

IOI
1010

[-)

3.94 x 10- 1
4.92 x 10- 1

1.46 x 10-•

(a)

3 . 15xlO-'

1.00

3 .94 x 10- 1

r:-f6

o.a

lO

Q6

08

1.0

- --· - - - - --·-------- -- ----Jlnr - 0.077, Jy=0.01, O.o2, dt = 0 .01, 0.002, 0.0004
p, ~ 1.0 g/cm1 , H ~ 0. 2Scm

0.0
(b)

0.4
04

n

Fla. 3 Effect or Brownian coagulation on
gravitational settling

0.6

0.2

0.4

n

0.6

[ -]

0.6

1.0

Fig. 2 Distribution or aerosol concentration undergoing
Brownian coagulalion, Brownian diffusion and gravitational
settling

concentration of paricles n at eac h height under constant CG. When coagulation and diffusion occur,
that is CG > O and DG > O. more rapid decrease of
particle concentrations is seen in the figure in comparison with those of gravitational settling (CG= O
and DG = 0). When the values of DG are small
enough, the difference from gravitational settling
depends mainly on Brownian coagulation, and then
particle concentrations are determined by the values
of CG and a,0 • ft may be seen from Fig. 2 that in
the case of DG < 0.004 the effect of Brownian diffusion
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seems to be negligible, which almost agrees with
Davies' analytical solution1 i obtained for monodisperse aerosols undergoing Brownian diffusion and
gravitational settling. So far as aerosol particles of
more than several tenths micron in diameter are concerned, the effect of Brownian diffusion may be
negligible. In the foll o wing section, the effect of
Brownian coagulation o n settling aerosols in the
absence of Brownian diffusion will be discussed.
The effect of Brownian coagulation
The curves of concentration change with time for
various values of CG are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b).
As the values of CG increase the decrease of particle
concentration proceeds more rapidly because of the
loss of particles by coagulation and because of enhanced settling velocity due to the growth of particles
by coagulation. Moreover, for a constant value of
CG, the discrepancy in concentration change from
that of gravitational settling (CG = O) increases with
time and settling depth . This is also due to the loss
and the growth of particles by coagulation which

n0.61--- -

.!,

Fig. 7 Ulustration of
observation cell

8 10-•

t
Fla. 4
depth

2

[-)

Depeodence of aerosol concentration on settling

two walls, and at values
of coagulation seems to
the variation of particle
any height, CG and t are
ing forms .

of CG below 0.02 the effect
be negligible. To estimate
concentration with time at
transformed into the follow-

y=( 2Zf;~~;;J. (- ~-)= Jl_'~~c~f· 0)_
r/y=(~(p_, ~e:;~~..(r,.)r' ) ( ~) = 1!!_~d~'

CG·

(8)

4

6 810-

l/y

(a)

4

6 • 10

C-J
<Tao= 1.2

'i'QI
u

CCl4

QI

-· - - · - · 4

I

I

"

6

e 10_,

Vv
(b)

Fla. 5

4

2

6 •

C-J

Experimental Apparatus and Method

<7ao = l.S

Decrease In aerosol concentration with time

I
:

Thus the concentration change of aerosols is arranged
as shown in Figs. 5 (a) and (b). It may be seen from
these graphs that at values of CG· y below 0.02 the
effect of coagulation may be ignored and the change
in concentration of particles depends mainly on
gravitational settling. With the values of CG. y, the
curves have more gentle slopes than that of gravitational settling only. At values of CG· y above 20.0
the concentration change is dominated only by coagulation, almost regardless of the initial standard
deviation. Figs. 5 (a) and (b) for two initial geometric standard deviations enabled one to predict the
concentration change of aerosols having various
initial size distributions.

I

I

~

objective of
microscop.!_

I.. •• ~-.)

inltl

in mm

Fla. 6 Obsenatlon cell

proceed as aging time grows longer. This tendency
may be obvious in Fig. 4, which shows the dependence
of particle concentration on height. It is impossible
to predict the local effect of Brownian coagulation at
any height by using the parameter CG. However,
CG shows the overall effect of coagulation between

In this study it is necessary to measure accurately
the variation in number concentration of aerosols
over short periods of time. For this purpose, an
ultramicroscopic technique 11 1 was used. The observation cell installed on the stage of an ultramicroscope, as shown in Fig. 6, has a small sectional area
to prevent the effect of thermal convection. Aerosols
used in this study were stearic acid particles and tobacco smoke. Stearic acid aerosols were generated by a
La Mer-Sinclair type generator. Tobacco smoke was
generated by a simple apparatus 11 1 by which number
concentration was controlled from 108 to Io• particles/cc. The experimental procedure is as follows.
After the focus of the ultramicroscope is preliminarily
set at the depth h shown in Fig. 7, aerosol is introduced into the observation cell and the flow of aerosol
is instantaneously stopped by closing the valves.
From that moment aerosol particles existing in the
volume v.. , which are recognized because of their
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T1bl1 2 11,.,lmeatal ...atlolll
IC.lnd1 or lltOIOll: 1t.11rlc acid partlclll, tobacco 1mok1
Jnltlal flOmtlrlc mun radlu1: r1o•0.3 w.. o.5 µ
Initial flOmllrlc 1tandard deviation:
1.2 ... 1.4
Denali)' or partlcl•: p,•0.15 a/cm• (1t11tlc acid partlclel)
•0.71 aJcm• (tobacco 1moke)
Conoentratlon or atrOIOll: /It• JO' ... 10' partlclel/cc
": 200µ ... 1500µ
"• : l.'4 >< 10·• cm• (eyepiece x objective, 10 x 20)
1.2 )( 10•• cm• (
#
10 )( 40)
co: 0,03 ... 1,7
DG : 4.7x10·• ... 1,7><10·•

''° •

I

1hlnin11 are recorded by a video recorder, until all
particle• disappear in the sight. The number ot
particles at any aiven time are counted by reproduc·
Ina tho recorder.
Initial number concentration of particles, no, ia
aiven as follows by the initial particle number of
imaaes N (0) and the observation volume v.:
n0 =N(O)/v.
(9)
The particle size spectrum was also determined by
the ultramicroscopic technique developed previously
by the authors 111 , whose principle is almost the same
as that of the Andreasen-Pipette method. Experi·
mental conditions and physical properties of aerosols
are shown in Table l.

Fla· I Comperlloa of 11,.._tal aftlOI
COllCllllrldoD with calculated -

.,.,o.s

J..

c 0.

Experimental Results and Dilcuulon
Fla. 8 shows a comparisort of the relative concentration change with time between experimental
data and theoretical curves. In this comparison the
decreases of the experimental values seem to be slightly
slower than those of the predicted ones. However,
overall agreement is good within experimental error.
As seen from the values of CG and DG, the effect of
Brownian coagulation and diffusion on particle con·
centration can be almost ignored. This agreement
indicates that convection, photophoresis and thermophoresis do not occur in the observation cell.
Fla. 9 shows the experimental data of the relative
concentration change on tobacco smoke and stearic
acid particles, together with corresponding theoretical
curves. Experimental data are in good agreement
with the tendency of the calculated curves, and the
effect of Brownian coagulation increases as the values
of CG· y increase. This kind of experimental data
has not been reported because of the difficulty in accurate measurement of changing number concentration of particles with time. ln this experiment the
values of CG· y were rather small, but the effect of
Brownian coagulation on gravitational settling was
clearly found to be characterized. These experimental results might indicate, in a certain sense, that
the conception used in deriving the basic equation,
above all the assumption that particles stick together
upon impact and will not repel, are basically correct.
VOL. I
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Fla. 9 Comparison of experbneatal 1eroeol
coacentratlon with calculated OIMI

One more sensitive test of the coagulation theory
could be made by the change of concentration of each
species of particle size distribution.
Conclusion

The behavior of aerosols undergoing Brownian
coagulation, diffusion and gravitational settling between two horizontal walls was studied theoretically
and experimentally.
The basic equation considering the above three
effects and the variation of particle concentration in
the direction of sedimentation was solved numerically for various initial particle size spectrums. The
overall effect of diffusion or coagulation on particle
concentration of settling aerosol particles was estimated using the values of two dimensionless parameters DG and CG respectively. At values of CG
less than 0.02, the effect of coagulation was then
found to be negligible, and in the regions of DGS:.
0.004 the effect of diffusion could be ignored. In
the absence of Brownian diffusion the chanae of
particle concentration with time at every heiaht could
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be estimated by introducing a new dimensionless
parameter CG· y. Some of these theoretical results
were examined by a technique of ultramicroscopic
size analysis and were found to be in good agreement
with experimental ones.
The calculation results presented in this paper are
an elementary step in providing a theoretical approach
to predict the behavior of aerosols in a closed vessel
and also will be useful to estimate the influence of
Brownian coagulation or diffusion on particle size
analysis of aerosols by sedimentation methods.

n'(r;', t'}, n(r;, t} = number and dimensionless number

n

no

( = ~n'(r(, t'}/no)
= total number of particles at time

N(O)

=

r', r

=

The basic equation expressing the time dependence of the size
distribution of aerosols undergoing Brownian coagulation,
Brownian diffusion and gravitational settling is given•.1.m by:

an'(r', t')
• i12n'(r', t')
• an'(r', t'}
--a;•--=D(r
1---u1(r }--ay• ·· -

>·-ay.

+fr•tnK( q,•s:...p•i,p')n'( fr••:...p'i, t')
J.-if=O

xn'(p',

n(v,.;aCp.

_C"'

K(r', p')n'(r', 1')n(p', t')dp'

),•=o

1

j2dp'

r,o

=

T

=

t

=

Jr

=

U1(r;')

=

y', )'

"·

=
=

Jy', Jy

=

o,.

,,"
p,p,
p;

=
=
=
=

[particles/cc]
number of aerosol particles in v,. at
time zero
[particles]
particle radius and dimensionless
particle radius
[µ)[-]
geometric mean radius at time zero
[1•]
absolute temperature
l°K)
[sec](-)
time and dimensionless time
[-)
dimensionless time step
terminal settling velocity
( =2C.,(r;')(p,-p)r;'2 g/911)
[cm/sec]
volume shown in Fig. 7
[cm')
vertical and dimensionless vertical
distance from top of the cell
[an](-)
mesh width and dimensionless mesh width
along the vertical direction
[cm][-)
geometric standard deviation at time i.ero
(-1
Boltzman's constant ( ~-1.38 x 10- 11 )
[erg/'K)
viscosity of fluid
[g/cm.sec)
fluid and particle density
[g/cm•]
dimensionless particle radius
[-)

where D(r') is the diffusion coefficient and uc(r') is the terminal
settling velocity.

(Subscripts)
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CHANGE IN. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF
POLYDISPERSE AEROSOLS UNDERGOING
BROWNIAN COAGULATION
Tursuo YOSHIDA, KlKUO OKUYAMA•, YASUO KOUSAKA
AND YOSHl?:"ORI KIDA
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Osaka
Prefecture, Sakai. 591
'l1ae tl:mMepmdeat chanp la particle alze dlstrlbutloas or highly concentrated polydlsperse
alrOIOls underaohil Brownian coqulatioa ns studied by numerically solving the basic equation
or cmplatloa ror ftriolll size distributions lnltlally haviaa log-normal form. The results were
plotted la the forms of the chanp with time In cumulative size dlstrlbutioa.'I and the changes In
aomfnal pometrlc mean nidfus, u well u standard deviation for YIU'lom Initial distributions of
ael'OIOll. These laurel showed that size distributions approached certain asymptotic ones,
wblcb mlaht corrllpOOd to SPDF (self-preserriaa distribution function), almost Independently
of lnltlal dlltrlbutlons u coqulatlon proceeded. The process of the approach to asymptotic
tllstrlbutlolll wu allo -de dear by the arapbs. Some of these results were verified by experimental NIUlts obtained by the ultramlcroscoplc size analysis preriously deYeloped by the
authors.

Introdactlon
In the previous paperu•, the change in particle
number concentration of polydisperse aerosols under·
going gravitational settling, Brownian diffusion and
Brownian coagulation was discussed, and Brownian
coagulation was found to be important when high
concentration aerosols were concerned. Analytical
solutions1 ·u '. asymptotic solutions1 •1 •1 •111 and numerical solutions•· 11 • have been reported for the
change in paricle size distribution of polydisperse
aerosols with time undergoing Brownian coagulation.
These solutions, however, have been obtained under
some simplified or specialized conditions, and seem
unsatisfactory for understanding the general aspects
of time-dependent change in particle si7.e distributions of polydispersc aerosols. In experimental
studies, because of the difficulty in accu(1lte measurement of particle size distribution of highly concentrated aerosol, sufficient amounts of available data
have not been reported1 • ....
In this paper, the change in particle size distribution of highly concentrated polydisperse aerosols was .
studied by numerically solving the basic equation for
Brownian coagulation with various initial log-normal
size distributions. The results of the calculation were
R.ecch>ed November 6, 1974.
Presented at the 8th Autumn Meeting of The Soc. of Chem.
Engrs., Japan at Tokyo, Oct. 8, 1974. ("Particle Growth of
Polydisperse Aerosols by Brownian Coagulation")
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graphically presented to show the effect of polydispersion on the change in size distribution of aerosols,
and then were confirmed by experimental results
obtained by the technique of ultramicroscopic size
analysis previously developed by the authorsw. The
study presented here gives one of the basic proper·
ties of polydisperse aerosols, and is useful, for instance,
for estimation of the extent of the contribution of
particle growth to industrial prec1pitators.
Theoretical Calculation

The basic equation for the time-dependent size
distribution change of aerosols undergoing Brownian
coagulation has been reported by Miiller9 11 ' and its
dimensionless form can be written as
on(r t) r1th
. .
.3J
.,,"
= ~ k(~d-p:,p,)n(vd-p:,c)n(p,,t)
ul
''=rt•-•

i=imin .... imax

(l)

where.
n{r,,t)=n'(r;,1')/n0 , t=K,,noC.(r,olt'.r, ,,r;ir,o.l (i)
k(r,.pc)=K(r;,pa/K0 C.(r,0 ), K 0 =2cT/3µ
f
K(r ;,p;} is the coagulation funct10n of particles and in
the case of Brownian coagulation it is given by 111
K(r~.p;)=K0 (r;+p;){C.(r:>Jr:+c.(p;)/pa

(3)

The left side of Eq. (1) is the change in particle concentration of size r, with time. The first term on the
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Equation (1) is approximately normalized on r,o
(refer to Appendix). Since Eq. (1) cannot be solved
analyticaJly, the Runge-Kutta-Merson method was
employed to solve it. To compare the effect of
various initial sizes and their distributions on their
changes with time, calculations were made for values
of r,0 from 0.1 /' to 1.0 µ and a, 0 from 1.3 to 2.0. In
most computations r~ ••• was chosen for 0.01 µ and
r;.... for 10 µ. The number of divisions of radius M
was chosen as one hundred. the validity of which was
checked by recomputing over finer subdivisions. As
a numerical check the total mass of aerosols was
calculated every few time steps and the error was
found to be within 5 %during the progress of coagula·
tion until the fall in number concentration to 10% of
the initial value.
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Fig. 2 CbaDge lo particle size distribution with time

Calculation Results and Discussion

right side represents the rate of formation of particles
of sizer, due to coagulation of two particles smaller
than size '" and the second term the rate of loss of
particles of siu r 1 due to their coagulation with par·
ticles of any other sizes including r,.
In the derivation of Eq. (1), the foUowing assumptions are made:
(l) There exist no external forces and the medium
is in stationary state with no convection.
(2) Particles are spherical and electrically neutral.
(3) Particles collide with each other to form a
new spherical particle whose mass may be the same
as the combined mass of the two smaller particles.
Initial particle size spectra are assumed to be of
log-normal distributions and to be generated in·
stantaneously with spatial homogeneity. Then the
discrete'exprcssion for the spectrum is written as
1

I
( - -ln
n(r,,0)= ·- ..---exp
-1-r; ) 41nr

./21t'lnq10

2lnq,0

(4)

where

.d lnr={ln(r~-./r,0)-ln (r ;.,.fr,,o)}/M
M represents the number of divisions of radius.

Particle number concentralion
The curves in Fig. 1 show the calculated relation
between the ratio of particle number concentration
at any time to the initial value and the dimensionless
time. The effect of the degree of polydispersion on
particle number concentration seems not to exceed
the order of 10 %. The curve for a, 0 =1.3 agrees
with the estimated one from the well-known coagulation equation of Smoluchowski for monodisperse
aerosols11 ', which is given by
dn
-dt=-2nl
(5)

In the case of r,o~O.l µ the effect of r,o on the concentration change seems to be negligible in the figure.
Partic1e size distribution

Figure l indieates the calculated results for the
change of particle size distribution with time for
three different initial size distributions. Size distributions of aerosols tend not to remain log-normal but
asymptotically approach equilibrium states as time
proceeds. The shapes of asymptotic distributions
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after long periods of time resemble each other irrespective of initial geometric standard deviations.
These asymptotic distributions at equilibrium state
correspond to self-preserving distribution function
(SPDF) which was derived by Friedlanderlll using the
similarity theory. To compare asymptotic size distributions numerically obtained in this study with
SPDF given by Friedlander the following common
variables used among most investigators are introduced1·111
(6)

where

The correlation of ¢<..11.) and 11. after sufficiently long
periods of coagulation is shown in Fig. 3 together
with SPDF given by Wang and Friedlander111 for
Brownian coagulation without the Stokes-Cunningham correction. Though the agreement among
them is fairly good, ¢(11.) numerically obtained in
this study seems to depend slightly on initial r,. and
a,.. This dependence on initial r,0 and a,. seems to
be caused by Cunningham's correction C.(rD/
C.(r,.), which increases with decreasing r,. and increasing a,..
The change of size distribution with time will be
next discussed by the aid of two parameters described
below. Representative particle size and width of
distribution will be characterized by two well known
parameters, geometric mean radius and geometric
standard deviation, when the particle siz.e distribution
follows log-normal form. However, when size distribution does not follow any laws of si7.e distribution,
it cannot be characterized by any simple parameters,
but only by the curve of frequency against particle
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Fig. 4 Experimental and calculated variation or nominal
geometric mean radius with time
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si7.e or cumulative percentage against particle size.
It is complicated, however, to discuss this by the
curves themselves, and here two parameters, a nominal
geometric mean radius r, and a nominal geometric
standard deviation a,, are introduced as follows,
even if some deviation from log-normal form in size
distribution exists

lnr,=[:~·Jn'(r~,
,.,.,.,. r')lnd}Jn'
,.4•••

Ina,= [{ .~.;~;~~· r')ln (d/r,)
1

}

/n'

]l/I

l

(7)

In Fig. 4 the ratio of the nominal geometric mean
radius to the initial one is presented as a function of
dimensionless time. It may be understood that r, of
the larger standard deviation grows faster than that
of the smaller one. Figure 5 shows the variation of
the nominal geometric standard deviation with time.
It is found that nominal geometric standard deviations decrease with time when a,,o equals 1.5 and 2.0,
while they increase when a, 0 equals 1.3. They seem
to converge to certain equilibrium values which will
be expected to lie between 1.3 and 1.5.

Experimental Apparatus and Method
A schematic diagram of experiment is shown in
Fig. 6. Aerosols used in this study were tobacco
smoke, stearic acid and DOP. Aerosols of both
stearic acid and DOP were generated by a La MerSinclair type generator and tobacco smoke was
generated by a simple apparatus 141 by which number
concentration of particles was controlled from 10' to
10' particles/cc. Aerosols thus generated were cooled
to ruom temperature by a heat exchanger to prevent
thermal convection, and continuously led into an
acrylic pipe with diameter of 4.2 cm to make vertical
upward flow. Most experiments were carried out

Fig. 5 Experimental and calculated
nrlatlon of nominal geometric standard

deviation with time
4

6 810°
2
I
C-J

4

& 810 1

initial particle number of images N(O) and the observation volume i•.:
lla=N(O)!v..

(8)

Experimental Results and Disc:us.sion

-inlot

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram or experimental apparatus

with flow rates ranging from 0.25 to O.S I/min, and at
these flow rates the flow in the pipe was observed to
be plug flow rather than laminar flow. The loss effect
by Brownian diffusion was evaluated to be negligiblc0. Aerosols sampled at every given residence
time were introduced into the observation cell installed
on the stage of an ultramicroscope to measure their
particle size distributions and particle number concentration. The measurement method using an
ultramicroscope was developed previously by the
authorsw, and the procedure is as follows: After the
focus of the ultramicroscope is preliminarily set at a
given depth of the observation cell, the flow of introduced aerosol is instantaneously stopped by closing
valves. From that moment particles existing in the
field of vision are recorded until all particles disappear from sight, and the number of particles at any
given time are counted by reproducing the recorder.
From these data, size distributions are obtained by a
method almost same as the Andreasen Pipette method,
and initial number concentration, n 0 , is given by the

Figure l shows a comparison of the relative concentration change with time between experimental
data and theoretical curves. Agreement between
them for r, 0 ~0.3 µ and u. 0:::;; 1.7 is fairly good. The
effect of '•• and u, 0 on the concentration change is
found to be negligible, as discussed in theory. This
fact shows, in a sence, that probability of contact
may be regarded as unity, or that no repulsion may
occur when they collide. A detailed comparison of
the theoretical calculations with experiments shown
in Fig. I will be made by turning the point to the
change in particle size distribution with time.
In Fig. 7, changes of size distribution of tobacco
smoke are shown together with corresponding theoretical curves for comparison. The agreement is
fairly good. A comparison of the change of nominal
geometric mean radius with time between experimental data and calculation curves is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure S shows a comparison of the change of experi·
mental nominal geometric standard deviations with
theoretical ones. Although some scatter is found in
experimental results, the effect of polydispersion on
the change of particle size distribution with time is
approximately confirmed for u, 0 Jess than 1.6. Theoretical curves for larger a, 0 , however, cannot be
confirmed by experiment. This is due to the difficulty of constantly generating aerosols having larger
geometric standard deviation. Keith and Derrick 7 '
performed experiments to obtain data on the change
of size distribution. In their experiments tobacco
smoke produced by a burning cigarette was used,
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Fig. 8 Comparison or calculated particle size distribution
changes with Keith et al. 's experimental data
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Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental particle size distribution changes with calculated ones

and size distribution as well as concentration was
measured by a conifugc. Figure 8 shows a comparison
of Keith and Derrick's data with calculation results
in this study. Good agreement is found again. It
is interesting that particle size distribution is found
to grow wider with lapse of time in Fig. 7, while they
grow narrower in Fig. 8. These facts suggest that an
equilibrium size distribution may exist.
In these experiments no difference between solid
particles such as stearic acid particles and liquid
particles such as DOP particles and tobacco smoke
(semi-liquid) is found .
Figure 9 shows the half-life of particle number
concentration and a lso shows the time required to
grow to a geometric mean radius twice the initial
one for various initial number concentrations and for
various initial geometric standard deviations. It can
be understood that at n0 above 107 particles/cc particles grow in a short time.

Conclusion
The change in size distribution of highly concentrated polydisperse aerosols undergoing Brownian
coagulation was studied. The results of numerical
calculation for aerosols having various initial size
distributions which followed log-normal form were
presented graphically. So far as the change in total
number concentration of polydisperse aerosols with
time was concerned, the results of calculation almost
coincided with that of monodisperse aerosols, which
was simply predicted from Smoluchowski's theory.
This was also confirmed experimentally. The manner of change in size distribution with time, on the
other hand, was found to be different among initial
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size distributions, which can not be evaluated from
Smoluchowski's theory. Geometric standard deviation decreased with lapse of time when initial deviations were larger than about 1.5, a nd increased
when initial deviations were smaller than about 1.3.
Some of these results were also ascertained by experiment within experimental error, and the existence
of SPDF was suggested.
The graphs presented in this paper are useful for
industrial purpose where the extent or the rate of
particle growth of highly concentrated polydispcrse
aerosols is important.
Appendix

From Eqs. (2) and (3), it follows that

k(ri, p,)=(r1 +Pi)(

C,.~')_ + · C..!'!(e'1 ·)

C ,.(r,o) r;

C ,.(r,o)p;

(A-1)

lf in Eq. (A-1) values of C,.(ri)/C ..(r,o) do not depend on r,.,

,.,T ,

• absolute temperature
• time and dimenslonlea time

"•

"' oblervallon volume

( • noKoC,.(r,o)t ')

,,,

"
pi

10"'

"" A.

2

'

6 8 ,1a°

2
C-J

'

6 8 101

:>itoo
Depealleace of values of c ..(rl')/C.,.r.,1 ,) oa IDltlal
ri =

""1de Ille dlatributJon
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Nom.dat..e
- CUnninaham's correction factor of radius rj [-]
- coefficicDt in Eq. (2) (=hT/3µ)
[cm•/scc]
lc(f1, /")
- dimensionless coagulation function
(-K(rl, P'>/KoC.(rro))
[-]
K(rl, p1) - coagulation function for two p&rticlcs of
sil.CS and pj
· [cm•/scc]
- dimensionless si:ze width between r1 and
{-]
M
... number of divisions in radius
[-]
a'(r;, t'), n(.r,, t) - number and dimensionless number
concentration or aerosol particles
(-n'(r(, l')/nt)
(particles/cc] [-]
1
11 , If
... total and dimensionless total number
concentration ( = En'(rl, t')/ne)
[particles/cc] [-J
= total particle number concentration at
time zero
[particles/cc]
N(O)
number of aerosol particles in v. at
time 7.Cl'O
[particles]
= particle radius and dimensionless particle
radius
(=r'/r.a)
[cm][µ][-]
= particle size width between d and r1+1
[cm]
= geometric mean radius
[µ]
C.,(rj)
Kt ·

re

=

"·,
,,

[cm'J

,,.
~

[cm'/ccJ
t/J{'r/r)

.. self-preserving number density for aerosol
sizo distribution

[-1

(Subscripts>

Eq. (I) can be normalized on r,o. FIR. A shows the dependence of C.J.r0/C.(r1o) for various r,o against dimensionless
puticle radius. So far as small "•• or larae r, 0 is concerned,
values of c.(rj)/C.(r,o) are approximately the same, Eq. (I)
thus can be considered to be almost normalized en ,,0 •

,In,.

[IOCJ C-l

.. size 1C111in1 function ror 1elt-preservln1
function
t-1
- Boltzman's constant (-1.38x10-11) (era/"X]
• viscosity of fluid
[l/cm•aecJ
- another dimentionleu particle radiua In
Eq. (I)
[-]
- pometric standard deviation
l-1
- total volume of particles per unit volume

"

QS.~::;-~~.....i.~1-..1.~::--......i..~-L..--"-'-..l.,....J

or ultramicl'OICOpe

['K)

''+i

I

min
max

0

- refera to the number of particle 1izo
= minimum
- maximum
- at time zoro
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( Abstract )
Application of the phenomena of particle growth by condensation
to industrial dust collection was studied. The analysis to
evaluate the extent of size enlargement was first introduced
for the two essential and industrially useful methods, one of
which is that by mixing hot saturated air with cola one and the
other by injection of steam into air. Four typical processes were
proposed in their effective application to industrial exhaust gas
.and the procedure of utilization of these processes was illustrated according to the various conditions of exhaust gas. The
technique for size enlargement of aerosol particles by condensation was found to be essentially applicable to any industrial
exhaust gas which contains submicron dust particles in low number
concentration, when the appropriate process shown herein was
selected.

Introduction
Fundamental analysis and experiment for growth of aerosol
particles by condensation were made in our previous papers (1976;
1977), where it was suggested that the particle growth by condensation would be one of the most promising preconditioning
techniques for the collection of submicron dust particles. Industrial ~pplication of the fundamental results was developed
in this paper.
Condensation of water vapor on aerosol particles, not consisting of soluble substances, will essentially occur wherever
a certain degree of supersaturation is produced around the particles. The fundamental analysis of two essential methods to produce supersaturation, one of which is that by mixing hot saturated
air with cold air (Yoshida et ~1.,1976) and the other by injection
of steam into air (Yoshida et ~1.,1977), was first briefly introduced. The establishment of ecJnomic processes to produce supersaturation using these methods will be important from the industrial point of view. Processes foe this purpose were discussed and
developed under consideration Jf various conditions, such as temperature and humidity, of industrial exhaust gas. Some processes
were proposed according to various conditions of exhaust gas and
they were arranged into several charts for the facility of the
design of a preconditioner of industrial dust collection.
Basic Consideration
In this section the fundamental aspects for particle growth
by condensation, which were made clear in the previous papers
(1976: 1977), will be briefly introduced.
The point "i" on the humidity chart of Figure 1 indicates a
state of supersaturation of air. When this point is attained in
an insulated chamber by some methods and a certain amount of
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aerosol particles is introduced into the chamber as condensation
nuclei, condensation upon the particles will occur. And as the
result the state of air changes along the adiabatic line to the
point "f" which almost coincides with the saturated state. Then
the value of AH shown in the figure which represents the quantity
of condensed water vapor per unit mass of dry air will be produced. In or.0.er to attain point "i"ora supersaturated state,
two methods were suggested to be effective: one of which is that
by mixing high temperature saturated air with low temperature
saturated air and the other by steam injection into air. Existence
of aerosol particles, the value of AH in both methods is given
by the following enthalpy and material balances on dry air mass
basis:
(mixing method)
Rhish + ( 1 - Rh ) isl= isf +

l\Hi~f

Rh 8 sh·+ ( 1 - Rh) "s1 ="sf+ l\H

(1)
(2)

(steam injection method)
ig +Ost { xi~t + ( 1 - x ) i~t} = isf + Qst ( l - x ) i~f + l\Hi~f

( 3)

Hg+ OstX = Hsf + l\H

(4)

Some of the calculated results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
When all of the vapor corresponding to the amount of l\H are
assumed to condense upon particles which are introduced into
supersaturated air, the following relations must be satisfied:
AH=

~

CQ

3
"Ps{f r n(r,m)dr0

Dvf ~ C6AH/1Tno >1/3
n0 represents the particle number concentration of aerosol on dry
air mass basis. Dvi and Dvf represent the volume mean diameters
of the particles before and after growth respectively. The increase
in size of aerosol particles undergoing condensation can then be
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evaluated in volume mean diameter Dvf knowing the values AH and
n 0 in most cases.
The growing rate of particles undergoing condensation was
found to be very rapid in the previous paper (1976), so the above
analysis in equilibrium state only will be essential in developing
this technique to industrial application.
Typical Operations to Obtain High Temperature and Low Temperature
Saturated Air
(High temperature satu.rated air)
(a) adiabatic humidification
When exhaust gas bas high temperature or moderate temperature
with high humidity, direct contact of the gas with recirculating
water in a humidifier will be effective. This operation is simple
and any heat source i$ unnecessary. The operation is illustrated
as line (a) on the hwnidity chart of Figure 4.
(b) humidification by_contacting with heated water
When the exhaust ·gas has moderate temperature and humidity,
contact of it with heated water will be effective. The line (b)
in Figure 4 illustrates this operation.
(c) humidification by steam injection
This operation will be essentiallly effective for gas having
any temperature or humidity, but this is especially effective
for low temperature gas, the reason of which appears later. The
line (c) in the figure illustrates this operation.
(Low temperature saturated air)
(d) adiabatic humidification
When exhaust gas has low temperature or low humidity, the
same method as (a) is applicable. This is shown as the line (d)
in Figure 4
(e) dehumidification by contacting with cooling water
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When the operation (d) is not available, the direct contact
of gas with cooling water will be inevitable. This is shown as
the line (e) in the figure.
These typical operations are applied to industrial exhaust
gas according to temperature and humidity of the gas in the
following section.
Methods to Produce 6H in Various Industrial Exhaust Gas
The value of 6H, which represents the quantity of condensable
water vapor per unit mass of dry air described before, is important, while the size of grown particles is determined by this
value under a given particle number concentration of exhaust gas
as shown in eq(6). Some of the representative industrial processes
to produce 6H are discussed according to some classified gas
conditions in this section. The property of exhaust gas was regarded the same as that of air in the following discussions. The
notations (a)-.(e) appears in the following figureG indicate the
above classification for typical operations.
(High temperature and high humidity exhaust gas)
This is probably the most profitable case to apply the method
of particle growth by condensation when cooling water is obtainable.
The flow sheet of this process is shown in Figure 5. Gas after
adiabatic humidifier is divided into two parts. One part is dehumidified by contacting with cooling water, and is then mixed
with the other to produce 6H or to enlarge the particles in gas
at the mixing chamber. This process is named "A". The value of 6H
-in this process depends on the temperature Tg and humidity Hg
.of exhaust gas, and on the temperature of cooling water which
is available. The correlation among them was calculated by eqs(l)
and (2), and was illustrated on the right upper side of the
humidity chart of Figures 6~10 for various AH. The mixing ratio
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Rh was chosen in any cases as the optimal value shown in Figure 2
in calculation. If one may require the value of '1H = 0. 006 and
if the cooling water temperature of 2o•c is available, then the
exhaust gas conditions must exist at least on the line of 20°C
of cooling water in Figure 8, for instance Tg = 1000°C and Hg=
0. 07 g H20/g dry air, T9 = 100 °C and H9 = 0. 32 g H20/g dry air, and
so forth. The temperature of saturated air or the equilibrium
temperature after adiabatic humidification, in this case, comes
to Te= 72. S°C. It is matter of course that the larger values than
6H = O. 006 can be obtained if the gas conditions exist in the
upper side of the line of 20°C of cooling water in Figure 8.
(Low temperature exhaust gas)
In this case steam injection method is effective, but this
method has a fault that it requires saturated steam as a heat
and water vapor source. The process is very simple as shown in
Figure 11, and this process is named "B". The value of '1H in this
process depends.on the steam quantity Ost and on exhaust gas
conditions such as Tg and Hg. The correlation among them was
calculated by eqs(3) and (4) and was illustrated on the left side
of the humidity chart of Figures 6-10. As the property of steam,
l00°c, 1 ata and unity in dryness fraction were assumed in the
calculation. If the same value of 6H as the above example is
required and if the steam quantity of Ost= 0.1 kg steam/kg dry air
is available, then the exhaust gas conditions must exist at
least .on the line of Ost = 0 .1 in Figure 8. The larger values
than 6H = 0. 006 can be obtained if the gas conditions exist in
the left side of this line. The temperature rise in air was
also illustrated in the figure as Te, in this example Te= 37. 9°C.
If the saturated air after steam injection has high temperature,
the process "A" may be applied successively after steam injection.
This is one of the advantages of this process.
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(Gaa having intermediate conditions)
When exhaust gas has temperature below about 200°c and low
hwnidity,steam injection can be applied after application of
adiabatic humidification. This process is shown in Figure 12,
and is named process 11 8 111 because of similarity to process "B".
The calculated results in this case were illustrated on the
hwnidity chart of Figures 7-10 •
When both hot water and cooling water are available, the
following process may be applicable. One part of gas is humidified
and at the same time heated by hot water to obtain high temperature saturated air, and the remainder is cooled down by contacting with cooling water to obtain low temperature saturated
air. Then they are mixed to produce 6H. The process is shown in
Figure 13, and is named process "A'"· The calculated results can
not be shown in this case in Figures 6 -10 because of one more
additional parameter of heated water temperature. The value of
AH, however, is obtainable for every given condition since the
temperatures of points "2" and "3" in Figure 13 can be evaluated
from given gas conditions.
Figure 14 illustrates the rough domain in applying the above
processes to various exhaust gas conditions,
Utilization of the Above Results
The steps of procedure to utilize the above results for industrial purpose are as follows. The appropriate process is first
selected according to the given temperature and humidity of exhaust gas referring to Figures 6 -10 and 14. The value of 6H is
next evaluated from Figures 6 - 10 or from calculation by setting
up the quantity of steam, or the temperature of cooling water
which is obtainable. Then the volume mean diameter of grown particles, Dvf• can be evaluated from eq(6), using the value of 6H
and knowing the particle number concentration of the gas, no·
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A dust collector after the preconditioned gas should be designed
using the value Dv f thus . obtained. If the value Dv f' on the other
hand, is first given from the point of performance of a collector
installed after particle enlargement, the value ~H should be
first determined from eq(6) knowing the value n 0 • Consequently
the steam quantity Qst or cooling water temperature will be
determined from the figures using the known value ~H and knowing
the gas conditions.
(Example)
Tg = 30°C, Hg= O. 01 g H2o/g dry air and n 0 = 10 8 particles/g
dry air (roughly corresponds to 10 5 particles/cm 3 gas) are given.
It is required to enlarge submicron particles in the gas to 5
microns in Dvf ·
In this case the value of ~H which is required is found to
be 0.006 g H2o/g dry air from eq(6). The appropriate process in
this case is found to be process "B" because of low temperature
gas. The required steam quantity Ost (100°C, 1 ata I x = 1) is
then found to be O.1 g steam/g dry air from the poi.nt of Tg = 30°C
and Hg= 0. 01 in Figure 8.
Experimental
The experimental results on the processes "A'" and "B" were
reported in the previous papers (1976; 1977), and so the experiment on the process "A" and "B'" were briefly shown in this
section. Figure 15 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental
method. The apparatus can be operated in both processes "A" and
"B" by opening and closing valves. The mixture of air with combustion gas from gas burner was supplied as a high temperature
gas from the bottom of the adiabatic humidifier. The temperature
of the gas was several hundreds centigrade degrees for the process
"A" and about 200°c for the process "B' ". Tobacco smoke (Dvi = O. as
micron) and dust particles contained in combustion gas(Dvi ~0.1
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micron) were used as submicron dust particles. Total gas flow
rate was 180 l/min. In the experiment of process "A", the valves
of v 1 and v 2 are adequately opened to obtain a certain mixing
0
ratio~ keeping v
3 close. In the experiment of process B'",
the valve of v 2 is closed and v is moderately opened to inject
3
a certain amount of steam into the gas. The technique of size
measurement of grown particles was the same as that appeared
in the previous papers(l975; 1976; 1977). Experimental results
were plotted in the same graph as those of the previous papers
(1976; 1977), which was shown in Figure 16. The results obtained
in the previous works were also collectively plotted in the
figure. It will be found in ~igure 16 that the all processes
•A", "A'", "B" and "B'" are useful for size enlargement of
submicron dust particles by condensation.
Conclusion
Application of the phenomena of particle growth by condensation to industrial dust collection was developed. Four typical
processes were proposed for the effective application of the
phenomena and the procedure of their utilization was shown according to various exhaust gas conditions. The technique for
size enlargement of aerosol particles by condensation was found
to be essentially applicable to any industrial exhaust gas which
contains submicron dust particles in low number concentration,
when the appropriate process shown in this paper was selected.
The results suggested that the exhaust gas having high temperature
and high humidity is especially profitable to apply this technique
because any heat source but cooling water is unnecessary. The
exhaust gas having low temperature such as 30°C or below, on the
other hand, is advantageous in very simple apparatus but is disadvantageous in necessity of steam.
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Nomenclature
Dvi' Dvf •volume mean diameter before and after
spectively, cm
H •absolute humidity, q H20/g dry air
AH• condensable water vapor, q a 2o/g dry air
i •enthalpy, cal/9 dry air or 9 steam
n 0 •particle number concentration, l/g dry air
n (r, O), n (r ,m) •particle number having particle
and after growth, particles/9 dry air
Q8 t •quantity of steam injection, q steam/g dry
r =radius of particle, cm
Rh• mixing ratio, g dry air of high temperature
g total dry air
T =- temperature, °C
x • dryness fraction of steam
Greek Letter
3
P s = density of condensed liquid, g/cm
Subscripts
e =-equilibrium state of air
f = final state shown in Figure l
q =-initial state of air
i =; initial state

s =saturated
sf •saturated air in final state
sh= high temperature saturated air
sl • low temperature saturated air
st• steam
wf =-water in final state
Superscripts
'=wet
II

•

dry
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growth, re-

radius r before
air
saturated air/
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Tile electrostatic precipitator is well known as the most efficient and most economical dust collector for a la1ge amount of
gas 1·ol11111e and high performance and its role is b£'co111i11g more and more important witli tlie aggra1·atio11 of emiro11111e11tal
poll111io11.
The precipitator is 11ow confronted with 1·ario11s problems requiring i111111ediate sol11tio11:
( JJ Difficulty of collecting du~t of sub111icro11 and/or liigh-resistivity.
(2J Capability of mai11tai11i11g stable pero/r111a11ce 01•er a long period.
(.1) Structural r£'1iability against a large quallfity of gas treated.
(4) Applicability to des11lf11rizi11g and dmitratillg processes.
This paper introduces our compa11>•'s 1·iews 011 these problems.

I. Introduction
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has supplied more than
1000 units of dust collectors to many industrial fields
since this item was added to their lines of production in
1960. Thc.-se dust collectors have treated a total of some
200 million Nm 3 /h of flue gases till now_ At the begin'
ning, the dust collel·tors
were used as attached facilities in
works and plants but gradually came to be regarded as
indispensable facilitic.-s for industries. On the other hand,
users' requirements also became severer, calling for the
following performances:
(l) To be able to effect designed performance surely.
(2) To be capable of maintaining designed performance
for a long time.
(3) To have a stable performance against changes in
conditions.
(4) To have long intervals between servicings for easy
inspect and repair.
In other words, they came to demand the same or
even higher performances than those of the master plants.
Our company is attaching the greatest importance to the
electric precipitator (abbreviated as EP hereinafter) for
the time being and most of the precipitators manufactured and supplied by our company hitherto are EPs.
EPs are generally superior to other types of dust
collectors in that they have a very high dust collecting
efficiency and that they require less power charge,
maintenance and depreciation costs. On the other hand,
EPs, which treat dust-containing gases electrically, are
susceptible to the effect of the physical and chemical
properties of treated gases and dust and therefore, involve
much of an empirical engineering element. That is to say,
the element which governs dust collecting performance is
what is generally called the intensity variable having a
.. dispersion" which cannot be speci.fied with a simple
scale, and the resultant dust collecting efficiency cannot
be free from prohability variation and their performance
•Tak3sago Technical lnslitute, Technical HeadquarHrs
••Kobe Shipyard & Engine Works

guaranty can only be made by a certain reliability.
With the increasing demand for high dust collecting
efficiency in recent years, high-performance EPs which
can collect dust to such a high degree that flue gases
become invisible have been commonly equipped. Such
high-performance EPs, however, are susceptible to the
effect of probability variation as mentioned above in
many cases and this problem is drawing a particular attention of the circles concerned. A simple increase of their
sizes cannot be said to be a practical method of solution
if equipment economy is taken into account and it is
necessary to study, by making analysis of the results of
actual operation, a method of grasping the element which
governs the dust collecting efficiency of EP accurately. It
has also been made clear theoretically that the larger is
the volume of past data, the higher performance reliability is obtainable with a smaller risk*. One of the technical aims of our company will also be placed on this
point for the time being.
Note: •-S. Masuda et al., l'robability Design Method and
Its Application to the Guaranty of Performance of F.lectric
l'recipitators, Trans. 1.E.F..J. 8/73.

In this paper, the authors discuss, in relation to this
point, the collection of fine-particle dust contained in flue
gas which is rather significant for the small quantity of
dust contained and the collection of high-resistivity dust
which is comparatively difficult to collect.
With the increase in the size of equipment and its
efficiency, any trouble with the equipment came to give a
greater effect than ever. As a result, lasting performance
and stable continuous operation came to be sewreh·
demanded in recent years. EPs with dust. collecting areas
of several tens of thousand square meters per unit and
several tens of thousand discharging electrodes and attached mechanism have made debut recently. For such
large-sized EPs, structural reliability and easy servicea-
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hility, in r:irticular, are es~ential conditions for the m:iin·
tenance of stable performance, for which perfect design
which enables quality control to be made thoroughly,
effectively and accurately is demanded. In order to ensurt
the outlet dust burden close to the minimum stably and
for a long time besides improving dust collectability on
the collecting electrodes, the major function of EP, the
improvement of the conventional mechanism for rapping
collected dust on the electrodes and the conventional
mechanism for preventing reentrainmcnt at the time of
rarping are attracting a strong concern of the .circles
concerned as indispensable factors for the attainment of
high rcrformance. In this paper, the authors . also touch
upon these mechanisms.
On the other hand, flue gas dcsulfurization or dcnltra·
lion plants arc installed os a means to prevent air pollu·
tion. An EP is used u equipment for pretreatment, inter·
mediate treatment and after-treatment for such plant and
play1 a slanificcnt role for the attainment of purifylna
performance and economic dcsian. Consequently, an EP
has become indispensahle for a total system. In this
paper, the authors also discuss its relation with such
equipment as a technique for utlllilna EP.

Fia. I Dull collection resc3rch laboratory

2. Measures to iullie hl&h arade dust collectina tech·
nlque
2.1 Graaplnp of problematical points
As the recent problems or dust collectina technique,
meuures for fine-particle du1t and hi&h·reslstl•lty dust
collection are proposed. These two problems have aspects
which cannot be considered separately. Takina fine·
particle dust collection for example, it ls neceAsary to
foresee or lnvestlaate beforehand electric resistivity In
addition to dust burden, particle distribution, bulk density and corona dlscharae characteristics.
Fine-particle dust la apt to scatter aaaln by rapplna or
other treatment even after It has been collected. There!oro, It la necessary to take into full consideration that
this kind o! dust cannot always be collected e(flclently.
Hith·reaistlvlty dust ii contained in sues emitted from
low-sulfur coal-fired boilers, alnterlna machines In steel
mills, cement manufacturlna boilers and CO boilers. For
theao 1ue1, dust collectors fall to attain a hlah colloctin1
efficiency In many cases due to the back corona action of
dust dopoaltcd on tho collectin1 electrode. Concernln1 tho
back corona phenomenon, realltlc1 aro belna mado clear
araduolly. It I con•ldcred that conditlonln1, Improvement
or •tructuro, and hlah-tempcraturo tro1tmont aro tffectlvo
for tho phenomenon. Our company Is al10 conductin1
re1e1rch on this phenomenon by u1e of our rtsoarch
fllcilillca shown in Fla. I.
2.l Collectl<>n of flno·partlclo dust
In conduct1n1 fino·p11rtlcle du1t collection, It ii nccca·
Hry to fomttc corona dl1char10 chmctorbt1~1. Thi• Is
becauso thoro is a roar of current ahortaac occurrina duo
to lhe effect or tho so·callod space charae. Current short·
11e occurs In the !oro chambor-ot EP, In putlc\ilar. Our
company 11 \:Oplna with tho fault by employlna various
directional barbed wires selcctlveiy.
--~-- ·

Fla. l Relation between the perfo•mance of EP

and that of filter

What is necessary for the determination of the scale of
EP is to arasp the relation between flyina grain size and
dust collectina rate quantitat ively. It is needless to s:iy to
point out the importance of recoaniiina the siic o( a
araln 11 that of a 1r1in in night. For example, If it is
compared with the size or a grain collected by EP, they
do not always aaree with each other partly due to lhe
efrect of coagulation in the equipment. For thlli reason,
our company developed a special fllterlna device (patent
pondln&) and conducted measurement at site repeatodly.
As tho result of lit3listical analysis or the remits of meu.
urcmcnt we could obtain the rclotion between the per·
formance of EP and that or filter (for actuQI EP ind
model EP) as shown In Fla. 2. By utillrlng this achieve·
mont H well, we can Increase the reliability of fine·
particle dust c;ollectlon.
What should not be ovcrloo~cd in fine·partlcle dust
COiiection h the re.entrainment phenomenon or dust 3S
mentioned abo\e, In cue 11 very hiah cluu collectins
perform11nce Is demanded, even :in instanhneous increhe
of dust burden due to ro·entralnment by upping becomes
a problem. Re·entrainmcnt I~ a phenomenon th:it dust
once deposited on the collc:t·ting electrode comci arr d11e
to various reasons and ii carried away by aas now. The
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main causes of re-entrainment are as follows :
(I) Rapping
(2) Electric factor
(3) Gas now
(4) Ionic wind
(I) Rapping produces the largest re-entrainment quantity.
As a measure to prevent re-entrainment of dust, our
company adopted the damper system as mentioned
below, with satisfactory result. (2) Re-entrainment due to
electric factor occurs in case of low-resistivity dust with
an electric resistivity lower than I 0 4 n-cm. Dust collected
on the electrode loses its electric charge as soon as it is
collected and at the same time, obtains the same electric
charge as the collecting electrode by electrostatic induc·
tion and flies into the field space 1eactionally. Dust which
flied out into the field space is charged again by the ion
emitted from the discharging electrode and aoes toward
the collecting electrode. This phenomenon is repeated and
in the mean time, a portion of the dust escapes out of the
equipment without being collected by it. As a countermeasure, it is necessary to design so as to make gas speed
low and conceive proper electrode construction and
arrangement. (3) Re-entrainment by gas now occu~ In
relation to gas speed in case adhesive force between electrode and grain or between grains is small. Re-entrainment
in this case is simple separation and conveyance phenomenon by fluid. To prevent this phenomenon, it is necessary
to take the following measures: (a) to make gas speed in
the equipment low, (b) to make gas speed distribution
uniform, (c) to provide the form of the collecting electrode with a pocket characteristic, (d) to maintain the
quantity of dust sticking to the collecting electrode at 1
small level. (4) Re-entrainment is caused by ionic wind
(also called corona wind or electric wind) which is generated when ion generated by corona discharge shares its
kinetic ener&y to neutral molecules as it strikes with them
on the way of its movement toward the opposite electrode by the action of the electric field, and the Ion and
neutral molecules move toward the opposite electrode.
This phenomenon is shown in Fla. 3 (a) and (b). This
ionic wind hu a function to carry dust to the opposite
electrode but, on the other hand, produces eddy current
on the surface of the o'ppo1ite elctrode, causing collected
dust to come off. Particularly, in case or dust with a
sm~ll apparent specific gravity and weak adhesive power
such as the dust discharged from naphtha-fired boilers, It
seems that dust collecting efficiency is reduced under the
effect or ionic wind. As countermeasures to this, it Is
necessary to pay consideration to the following points:
(a) to reduce sas speed as much u possible, {b) to select
discharge electrodes and electrode spacing with consideration to proper Ionic wind and {c) proper rapping.
2.3 Collection of high .resistivity dust
High electric resistivity·dust collection must be con·
ducted carefully. This is because when electric resistivity
exceeds I 0 11 ·1 2 n -cm, back corona occurs. Back corona
is an 11bnormal discharge phenomenon which occurs in the
interior or on the surface of dust layer on the collectina
electrode in case the strength of the electric field formed

..

'!.:.,
.... ...
..
~

(by courlesy of Dr. Adachi, Assis. Professor
or Yam3auchi Univrrslly)

Fig. 3

(a) Generation of Ionic wind

PIJ. 3 (b) Flow pattern

(by courtuy of Dr. Muudo,
Unlvtnily)

o(

Ionic wind

rrore11or of Tokyo

Pia. 4 Appemncc of bock cororu (ll kV, lOµA/cm')

on the dust layer exceeds the electric brciakdown field
atrenath due to coron11 current passing the dust layer. Fla.
~ shows the phenomenon, This phenomenon reduces dust
collecting efficienoy for the following reasons :
(1) Inverse ion is generated from the. collecting electrode
side to the corona discharge electrode side, and 111
consequence, streamer or abnormal current increase
occurs easily, causing a sharp decline of applied volt•se.
(2) At tlie same time lnve. Je·polarity Ionic wind occun
from the collectins electrode side and fluidly prevents
the normal mo\'e mcnt C'! dust to be collected.
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As effective methods of collecting high-resistivity dust,
various methods are conceivable, one of which is high·
temperature dust collecting method. Fig. S shows the
relation between the gas temperature of high-resistivity fly
uh arising from low-sulfur coal-fired boiler and its discharge characteristic. Fig. 6 shows th:: patterns of back
corona at low and high temperatures. As can be understood from Figs. 5 and 6, back corona disappears when
temperature is high.
l.4 Smoke density and color
l.4.1 Dust
The color of smoke represents the scattered light of
grains visible to the eyes of observers as "smoke". Its
thickness varies by the dust content and increases as the
sum of the surface areas of grains becomes larger, or in
other words, the grain size is smaller. Fig. 7 shows, by
applying Mic's theory, isodensity lines corresponding to
the Ringelman densities I, 2 and 3. Also shown in the
figure for reference is the visible region which was esti·
mated on the basis of the results of our actual operation.
It can be understood from the "figure that smoke color
varies b)' grain size even if density is the same. However,
as the grain size Crom the same process is not ~!ways the
same, special care must be taken· for the application of
the above data.
l.4.2 Steam and 503 mist
As typical visible smokes, steam and 50 3 mist can be
mentioned besides dust. Steam and S03 mist genera~e

(as occ11rred al a low temperature)

(:is occurred at a hl1h temperature)

Fig. 6 Effect of gu temperature on back

coro~

(3) Inverse-polarity ion from the collecting electrode side

reduces or neutralizes the elect(ic chargi:: of dust which
was charged by the corona discharge of the discharge
electrode and disturbs dust collection by coulomb
power elcctricillly.
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Fig. 8 Comparison or densities
of smoke emitted from
heavy oil fired boiler

Oper:1tinr condi1ion:
Plan! ourpul lSCIMW. NH,. m.ignes1um hydroxide injeclion,
F.I' 1in opuaiion, SO, ~I economi1er oullel·I Sppm,
Duu :11 EP outlet sm,/Nm'

\\hate plume when they are emitted from stacks and
cooled by atmospheric air. In this case too, their condition is affected by the meteorological condition near the
exhaust ports of the stacks. That is to say, in case the
atmospheric condition is in low-temperature high-humidity
condition, steam generates a large volume of white plume.
To prevent this, it is necessary to raise exhaust gas temperature, particularly in case atmospheric temperature is
low.
Fig. 8 shows a difference in the colors of smokes
emitted from S03 mist arising from a heavy oil-fired boiler,
whether NH3 is injected into it or nor. From the figures
it can be understood that the color of smoke is governed
by SO 3 mist rather than dust density.

3. Recent dust collecting techniques-and trend of application

3.1 Boilers for utility thermal power plants
3.1.1 EPs for heavy oil (crude oil) fired boilers.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries completed the world's first
fullscale NH 3 inje~tion type EP in 1966 (the injection
method is patented by MHI). During the I 0 years since,
the EP has spread at a rapid pace and almost all of the
heavy oil fired boilers in our country are equipped with
EPs. At the beginning, EPs with an efficiency of about 80
per cent were adopted as the standard. At present, in
response to the severe requirement of less than 10- 20
3
mg/Nm for outlet dust burden, manufacturers are taking
such methods as the remodelling of the damper type EP
as described below for higher efficiency and the adoption
of low-sulfur fuels.
As a recent tendency, the adoption of high-sulfur
heavy oil coupled with a full-scale flue gas desulfurization
equipment is increasing. In this case, the quantity of dust
is larger and moreo\'er, reaction product of NH 3 -S0 3
line occupies a ttreater ratio of its components, giving rise
to problems relating to the performance and operation of
EP, and making it necessary to improve the NH3 injecting
device, EP and ash treating device in some case;. Study

2SOMW
Equipped wi1h El'
Wi1h NH 1 tnJCClion

for diversified use of EP 1s under study. That is to say,
for desulfurizat1on and denitration purposes, besides, the
conveniwnal low t,•mperature EPs installed at the air
preheater ou11et, 1i1e high-temperature EPs to be installed
before preheaters and wet type EPs to be used after
desulfurization are undi:r study.
3.1.2 EPs lor coal-fired boilers
Coal-fired boiler~ are under review. In the past, many
coal-fired boilers were used, but for use in new plants,
they have many d1fficult1es which cannot be covered by
past experience only. The reasons are as follows:
(I) The capacity of one plant is several times as large as
that in the past.
( ::?) It is scheduled to use imported coals and domestic
coals jointly. Imported coals are more difficult for Er
to collect dust than domestic coals.
(3) Smaller quantity of dust than ever before and a high
efficiency over 99 per cent are demanded.
As countermeasures to these, measures adapted to the
characteristics of ea.:h plant, such as the increase of the
size of the conventional EP, the adoption of high temperature EP and the injection of additive are under study.
3.2 Boilers for pri\'ate power plants and industries
These boilers are mostly fired by heavy oil. With the
strengthening of dust exhaust standard in 1971 and the
enforcement of the environmental pollution control agreement concluded later, various kinds of dust collectors
have come to be installed at a rapid pace. Among various
kinds of dust collectors, high-efficiency EPs are showing a
steady increase, though there are plants where multiclone
(MC) or flue gas -desulfurization equipment is used as
substitute.
Difference of the EPs for private power plants and
industries from those for utility is that because of the
high temperature of exhaust gases NH3 injection for
preventing the corrosion of EP is not necessary and most
of them are not injected with NH3. In case NH3 is not
injected, a greakr part of the components of heavy oil
dust is carbon, and it has been considered that because of
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hardens densely by suffering a hysteresis of low tempera·
ture - water drop spray - high temperature during the
operation of the equipment. This also serves as a factor to
increase resistivity.
In case electric resistivity is high. a back corona phe·
nomenon occurs and in consequence. the working voltaae
drops u already described in 2. ·Countermeasures to this
are u follows:
{I) To reduce resistivity.
(2) To adopt a sufficiently effective dust collecting struc·
ture based on new Idea even in case electric resistivity
is hiJh.
For Item (1). various methods. are available. However.
it Is difficult ot find out a practical method for aeneral
use because of restrictions from sinterina operation and
expenses.
For item (2). formation of a stron1 electric ·field or a
new electric fluid field by utilizin1 electrode shape and
electrode spaced lo1din1 system Independently or In
combination was undertaken. However, its effectiveness is
considered not definite in comparison wJth the con·
ventlonal EP. At present staae, our company determines
the capacity of equipment on the bui1 of the statistical
results of actual operations in the past and by assumlna
the wortclna volt11e on the basis or the characteristic
electrode shape and spaclna, rappin1 1tren1th and mecha·
nlsm and power equipment control system and by use of
1u temperature u a parameter. obtalnln1 expected results
stably.
In the above, we mainly referred to fine-particle dust.
It Is clear from the internal condition of the equipment
that the fine particles are subject to the effect of re·
sc1tterin1 in the equipment and dust la collected aelectlvely. These fine particles. coupled with the effect of
hlsh electric resistance. cause the comparatively low dust
coUectlq performance.
Percelvln1 the bohavlor of fine particles in nuld. our
company determines the capacity of equipment on the
bull of th• characteristic mechanism and 1y1tem and by
use of pa temperature and a certain component of dust
11 parameten. Particularly. it la well known that rappln1
of attached dust has a 1re1t effect on dust collectln1
efficiency,
Problematical points In 1qulpment pl1nnln1 were
enumere&ed in 3.3. l. They wlll bo dlacuned later ln thls
paper.
3.3.3 Rtlatlon between d11ulfurl11tlon / denltra•
tlon proceu11 and EP
Thert 11 a movement to equip slnterln1 machines with
deaulfurlutlon and denitratlon equipment. Hero, BP1 aro
also pl1yln1 •· very Important role and 1ivin1 sorlous
effecc on the t1chnlcal and economical aspect• or the
equipment, which 11 described in detail In 3.4.
3.4 How to utlllr.e IP for d11utrurl11tlon and dtnltra•
tlon process••
J,4.l Utilization of EP for d11ulfurl11tlon proceu
T1kln1 hoavy oil fired bollcn for example, various
combinations aro concelvablo ror doaulturliotlon 1qulp•
ment and BP 11 shown In Tabl• l. In tho put, comblna·

Us low electric resistance, it ls difficult to collect with EP.
Accordln1 to the recent results of operation, it has been
made clear that this is not true but rather it is easier to
collect than NH 3 injected dust, as only unburnt portion
of comparatively large grain sizes remains. Even if NH3
injection aimed at the prevention of corrosion of EP is
not necessary, S0 3 cannot be removed unless NH3 is
ipjected. For this reason. there are cases where NH3 ls.
injected as a countermeasure to acid smut or to make
smokes transparent.
Some of the boilers for private power plants are not
yet equipped with EP. There is a movement. however. to
impose duty to install EP capable of collectin1 fine partf.
cles, or dust collector havin1 the same or higher perform·
ance as equipment standard for the purpose of reducin1
suspended particulates from the viewpoint of environ·
mental protection. It ls expected that sooner or later EP1
will be adopted for all boilers for private power plants u
they have been adopted for boilers for utility power
plants. It is also presumed that new uses of EP1 will be
developed In relation to desulfuri•tlon and denltratlon.
3.3 Main exhaust pa arlslna from 1lnterln1 ·machln11
In steel mllla
3.3.I Problematical polnta in equipment plannl111
Slnterln1 machine 1a one of the f1clllti11 dlscharai111
the laqat quantity of exhauat ps In steel mllll. Dust is
mainly composed of Iron content and has a density of
around 1 l/Nm 3 1enerally. Gas contains a considerable
•mo\lnt of S02 • EPs were adopted compantlvely recently
In place of. the conventional cyclones which were con·
lldered Insufficient for the prevention of environmental
pollution.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has turned out 38 units of
alnterln1 machines since completlq ltl No. 1 unit In
1967. ltl performance and equipment plannlq Involves
considerable dlfficultla and requlm sufficient conaldera·
tlon. The important polntl In equipment plannlq are u
follows:
(If Workiq voltap Ja low because of hlah electric mitt·
ance of dust (performance).
(2) Dust coUecUon la comparatively difficult u the 1ra1n
al&e of dust 1a small (ptrformance),
(3) There Ja a fear of duat bumlns. ao It la nec1111ry to
talc• a measure to pre~n.t burnlq (equipment),
(4) Powtrlul rappln1 II n1ce111ry u a laqe quantity of
dust sUctca (equipment).
($) For lal'IHIHd equipment, In particular, atudy of
thermal expansion· and derormatfon•proof strvcture la
1111ntlal (equipment),
s.s.2 Fntura of our company'• pl1nnln1
Dust contains conaldenble amounts of m1taWo and
nonmetaWo fin• particles. Jts electric realltlvlty la
io"n-cm or hlaher at normal temparatum (around
I 501 ) and pa moisture content (6-1 vol•>· The hlah
realatMty JI partly due to the resistivity of th• abovemen•
tloned fin• particles them11lv11 and partly to th• faot that
SOJ In 111 cannot perform its role 11 surra°' realltance
reducln1 111nt 11 It forms 1ypsum by comblnlns with
Cao contaln•d In dust, On the other hand, this 1ypaum
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Table I Various combinations or desulfurizatlon equipment
with EP Cor heavy oil fired boiler
Cut
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Table 2 Desulfurizing and dust-removing perfo1mance ln case
EP 11nd desulfurization equipment are combined
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tlon1 1-3 were most popular. It la desirable tor the
improvement of tho quality of the by-product of the
desulfurizatlon process, and soot separation and waste
water treatln1 processes to remove dust beforehand by
installln1 a dry type EP before the desulfurizatlon equipment. Apart from this point, It is a basic problem for the
determination of tho necessity of EP to lnvosttiate to
what extent desulfurlzatlon equipment can play the role
of romovln1 dust and S03 which Is tho role of tho con·
ventlonal EP.
3.4.1.1 Dust removln1 capacity of deaulfurlutlon
equipment
The 111 coolln1 section and aas absorblna section of
tho wot type deaulfurizatlon equipment widely In UH now
have a function of a kind of wot typo mechanical dust
collector. Therefore, the deautrurizatlon equipment di•·
plays a conaiderablo performance for dust of com para•
tively laqe &rain llHI by 1ivln1 proper prmurt 1011 to lt
and It 11 oonllderod that In ciao It la applied to hH~
oll fired boll1n, it can romovo dust down to 50 m1/Nm
in outlot dult burden. However, In cau a hlaher dust
11movln1 perrormanco than thl1 la requlrid, it Is neconary
to lncreaae preuure 1011 to a lar1e oxtont and tor 11uch a
oaH It 11 nthor economical in many c1111 to Install BP It
tho runnln1 oxponao la taken Into account.
On tho other hand, in tho c111 an !P i• lnatalltd
b1foro th• d11ulfurlzatlon 1qulpmont, dust at tho inlet of
th• deaulfurf&l\lon equlpmont can bo col11ctod compara·
tlvoly well by tho orroct of char1ln1 and coaaulatJon In
tho EP and thororore, lt ft po11lble to make an oeonontl•
cal dellan by comblnin1 dtaulturlzaJion equipment and
EP proptrly. Table 2 compares ·the porlormanco of
desulfurlzation equipment botwton a case it la oqulpl"d
wlth an BP and another c110 without BP. The duat romov·
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Ina performance of the desulfurization equipment at the
time the EP was completely stopped ls very low u
compared with that at the time the EP was In operation,
and particularly, ammonium sulfate content [(NH 4)
mS04) collectin1 efficiency was ver~' low. This ls duo to
the fact that ammonium sulfate content which w11
created by NH3 Injection became a fine particle or
around lµ in 1raln size.
3.4.1.2 S03 removlna capacity of desulfurlzatlon
equipment
For exhaust aases containin1 S03 such 11 those
emitted from heavy oil fired boilers, It was a 1eneral
practlc:e to solidify S03 in the form of ammonium 1ulfate
content by injectin1 NH3 Into the 111 before removin1
with EP and thereafter, remove tho ammonium sulfate
with EP for tho purpose of prevontln1 low-temperature
corrosion and acid smut formation. A• the result, smoke
color caused by S03 mist became thinner.
Jn contrast, In case desulfurizatlon equipment only was
used (example I In Table 1), there was formation or acid
smut and even after reheatln1 of the 111 wlth afterburner, white plume (violet) remalnln1 phenomenon w11
observed, in consequence of which doubt• aroae 11 to tho
S0 3 romovin1 performance of desulfurl11tlon equipment.
It w11 confirmed 11 the result of actual muaurernent that
th• so3 removina rate or deaulrurlzaUon equipment It
not so hlth u It• SO;a removln1 rate.
Th• r111on for tho low S0 3 removln1 rate of deaulfurl·
iatlon equipment Is presumed to be that when 111 la
c:ooltd in deaulfurlntlon oqulpmont, tho 1roat11t portion
of so3 tum• into sulfuric acJd mist (HaS04) in tho
temperature ran1e of 140-120'C and th• mist 11 fin•
particle 1maUer than 1µ. Whllo SOa 111 11 dittu11d and
ab1orb1d, thil fine H;aSO,. mtst can not b• eolloet1d In tho
d11ulfuri11tlon eq,uipment cxc;ept by tho removing action
by Impact alike ln the cut of d111t. Btcauao of this rolatlon, in caso it is necessary to Jcetp tho dl1eh111od quan•
tity o! dll$t at a sufficiently low levol or to romovo so,,
it la ePentfal Co usd EP Jointly. For this roaaon, ca1t 2 ln
Tablo 1 can be 11ld to bo tho most dosirablo method 11 a
coU1\term111ure to S03.

A lftethod to collect and remove mist and salt 1enerated' by dcsulfuri7.ation and denitration equipment by
m.talling a wet type EP after desulfurization (case No. S)
is under study. The features of wet type EP are that it is
capahl~ of reducing the density of discharged dust to such
a low level that is difficult for dry type EP to attain and
that it is effective for coupling with denitration equipment described below, making after-burner unneces.'lary or
reducing operating cost.
3.4.1.3 Relation between denitration process and EP
Jn the selective catalytic reduction process with ammonia in the dry denitration process, which is in the most
advanced stage of technical development, some catalyst
is used in a high temperature state of 2SO to 400°C generally. Jn case exhaust gas contains dust or SOx, it is
often the case that dust attaches to the catalyst, causing
an increase of pressure loss or spoiling of the catalyst, and
countermeasure to this is one of the important problems
of dry desulfurization process.
Concerning this problem, various studies have been
made hitherto, of which the most desirable method is to •
remove dust completely by installing a dust collector
before denitration equipment. This case also involves
various technical and economical problems, depending on
the operating conditions of the dust collector and it is
necessary to investigate these problems for the whole
plant.
In order to enable a dust collector to give full play to
its functions for pretreatment to desulfurization, it is
considered necessary that the dust collector has a high
performance enough to reduce dust burden to a low level
about 10 mg/Nm 3 lower than the outlet dust burden
specified on the basis of the exhaust standard or visible
limit. As such high-performance dust collector of this
class, EP is most suitable. For this reason, our company is
also pushing forward the development of dust collectors
for denitration purpose, centering on EP.
Various methods of combination are conceivable for
desulfurization equipment or denitration equipment with
EP. Basically, they can be squeezed to the following three
cases in Table 3. The main problematical points of EP in
each case and the present state of our company's development activities are briefly introduced below.

Table 3 Combination of desulfurization equipment, denitration
equipment with EP for heavy oil fired bollen
Cast

c..w..tiaa ol EP

v.... ...,...... ., ..rEP
Dul al ..ilt1 S01 at ""lat

Case No. 1 Hot EP
In case denitration is performed in the high-temperature section before the air rrehcater, a hot EP for boiler
use which can be used in a high temperature range of 300
to 400°C is necessary. In this case, the problems are as
follows:
( 1) Increase of gas volume to be treated.
(2) Increase of gas viscosfty and decline of dust moving
speed.
(3) Fall of electric pressure resistance of gas and drop of
working voltage and consequent decline of dust moving
speed.
(4) Change of electric resistivity or dust; the change is
divided into the favourable change and unfavorable one
according to the kind of dust.
(S) To ensure structural strength, it is necessary to pay
thorough attention to the selection of materials and
stresses capable of withstanding high temperatures and
the treatment of thermal expansion and contraction.
(6) Combustible dust such as the dust arising from heavy
oil fired boilers is liable to cause ash combustion
trouble.
Our company made pursuit of measures to grasp these
problematical points quantitatively and their economical
treatment by laboratory and pilot test and has recently
gained a prospect for their practical application.
Case No. 2 Cold EP
Working conditions for cold EP are the same as those
in 1eneral use and there is no technical problem at all for
elevating its performance as many high-performance cold
EP are already in operation under similar working conditions.
Case No. 3 Wet EP
Working conditions for wet EP are the same as those
for EP used in conjunction with desulfurization equipment.
The largest feature of this system is that it is capable of
removing dust to such a low density that cannot be
attained by dry type EP and that it is also capable of
purifying exhaust gas to be denitrated to a level well
comparable wilh the exhaust gas emitted from gaseous
fuel. On the other hand, this system has the following
problematical points, for which care must be taken.
(1) There are great differences in the properties of
treated gases according to the kind of the preceding
desulfurization process.
(2) Perfect corrosion preventing measures are necessary
as it produces violent corrosive atmosphere.
(3) Measures to rationalize the method of supplying
clean water and disposing of the waste water.
(4) Measures for preventing electric charge trouble of
mists carried over from the desulfurization process.
Tallle 4 shows an example of- combination of desul-
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Table 4 Combination or desulfurization equipment, denitratlon
equipment and EP (example) for sinterlng machines

furization and denitration equipment with EP to be used
for exhaust gas from sintering machines in a steel mill.
This combination type is used for removing dust arising
from solid content remaining after rpist eliminator treatment to less than 3 mg/Nm 3 . The fnerit of the installation of wet type EP is that it is capable of high-performance dust removing as mentioned above, and thereby
increases the effect of the following denitration equipment, and moreover, it can collect mist almost completely, reducing reheating cost remarkably.
Our company conducted pilot tests to grasp the
properties of gas after various kinds of desulfurization
processes and to confirm the dust collecting characteristics of EP and furthermore, imtiroved the material
quality, the methods of cleaning, water treatment and
electrode structure. This EP already entered the stage of
practical use and actual units are under production for
heavy oil fired boilers and sintering machines.

4. Improvement of EP performance - EP with damper

conducted automatically in accordance with a prepared
program.
The locations of the dampers are determined according
to dust collecting performance required. For EPs for
heavy oil fired boilers, they are installed at the inlet and
exit in case outlet dust burden is less than 10 mg/Nm 3
and the partition accuracy of the partition structure of
each section is raised.
In case of planning for outlet dust burden exceeding
l 0 mg/Nm 3 , a damper is installed at the exit only. As for
the partition of each section, it is enough to partition the
L part only. This system makes it possible to perform
quick rapping after stopping of charging as mentioned
above, and moreover, has a merit to increase the cleanness
of electrodes to a great extent and if this merit is taken
into account, it can be said to be a noteworthy operation
system. Fig. 10 shows the performance of the EP with
damper in comparision with that of the EP without
damper.

In the case of dry EP, attention must be paid to the
re-scattering of dust in the equipment. Concerning rescattering, we referred to in 2.2. Of scattering, rapping scattering is violent. In order to improve dust collecting efficiency by preventing rapping scattering, we developed an
EP with damper (patent 'pending) as described below,
which is obtaining excellent result.
Fig. 9 shows a rough sketch of the EP with damper.
The interior of the equipment is divided into four sections, for example (A, B, C, D) and each section is
independent for gas passage, electrode, charging, and
electrode rapping. For dust collection, all sections are
made full use of for almost all time zones (all dampers
are kept open to the full). During this period, electrode
rapping does not take place. With the lapse of preset time
depending on the density and property of dust, the
dampers at the inlet and exit of section A, for example,
are closed to generate electrode rapping only in this
section for dust discharge. Besides, as necessity demands,
the section A works complementary operations such as
charge stopping or quick rapping for the efficiency of
dust discharging.
The time of operation of section A is determined
beforehand. After finish of the operation of section A,
sections B, C and D are operated one after another in the
same manner, completing one cycle. These operations are
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Fig. 9 EP with damper

EPs are the best among various kinds of dust collectors
now in existence both in performance and a wide range
of application. This equipment is always coupled with
production facilities directly or indirei:tly and their work·
ing ratios and ease of maintenance are matters of great
concern for user. For this reason, it is l)ecessary to pay
proper consideration to each condition. in the design of
the equipment. With the recent progress toward larger air
flow rate anct higher performance, the capacities of EPs
have greatly increased (not a few of our products have a
capacity exceeC:ing 15 000 m 3 per unit), and moreover,
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they have been imrroved in heat resistance (up to 400°C)
and pressure resistance (up to 2 SOO mmAq), On the
other hand, EPs have a defect that it is difCicult to pre\'cnt or i:ontrol damages as their internal condition cannot
be thoroughly inspected during operation and in most
i:ases, damages can only be known throuah changes in
situation.
From this viewpoint, we take up the reliability or this
equipment and brleOy introduce the main aim or our
design or the elements or the equipment and actual
products.
5.1 EP caslna
The casln1 or the EP with a capacity exceedlna 15 000
m3 hu a surface area 11 large as 4000 m2 • As it must
have streqth and rlaidity enoup to withstand heat and
pressure besides various kinds of load includlna the weiaht
of their internal furnishinp, earthqu•ke and wind pressure, it must be built to be a reasonable structural body
backed by very strict strenath calculation, since it is ot
comparatively thin steel sheet construction. Furthermore,
as thermal expansion and contraction cannot be disreaarded, the distance between struts becomes laraer than
J 10 mm maximum in the above example.
Our company entered the actual computarization staae
for structural design several years ago and has succeeded
in establishing, by using structural analysis proarams
jointly, reasonable wasteless safe structure desianiq. For
example, a center pillar structure is adopted for large-type
high-pressure EPs for higher safety. Thermal expansion
and contraction between the casiq and the supporting
frame is absorbed by a special pin joint or a plain bearing.
If the strength of the casing is insufficient, a considerable
local deformation will occur (thouJh entire fracture may
not occur), causing chanaes in the arrangement of internal
fumishinp, particululy electrodes. With this point in
mind, our company is making efforts for securina safety
and accuracy.
5.2 Collectin1 electrode
For functional purpose, a collectina electrode is mad~
of thin steel plate and it is necessary to prevent internal
temperature difference and deformation caused by
impacts due to rappina. The collectin1 electrode developed by our company is composed of narrow rlaid moldinp which are combined mutually independently and is
free from individual or overall deformation nor irreaular
interval between each molding.
5.3 Dlsc:har1ln1 electrode
Generally, this is the part most susceptible to damaaes
and the damaae of this part leads to stoppage or the
equipment. The dlscharglna electrode developed by our
company adopts a· short span construction and is stably
charged, almost free from chord vibration and disconnection. Consequently, it is not necessary to divide the char&·
in& section finely to uve the increase in equipment
expenses.
5.4 Rapplna
The features of our products -lie in (1) coUectlns and
dischargin& electrodes and their supportina mechanisms,
(2) method of fixina 1trikin1 lever and ele.:trodes, (3)

strikfna points and (4) Individual rappina and even in cue
the surface area of the electrode is larger than 70m2 , it
can obtain an effective vibration acceleration of about
2000 g near the striking point and several hundred g at
the remotest point. Therefore, even adhesive dust comes
off from the whole surface easily. The striking hammer is
comparatively light In weight and ls safe aaainst damage.
Strlkina noise is small, being 65 phons at a distance of
1 m from the equipment.
5.5 Hopper
The hopper should be desianed with emphasis on the
preven.tion of dust brid&e and unavailable 1as flow. Our
compan~ adopted, for the former, an angle of repose,
comer plate, downward local cone, through shape, agitator
and vibrator 1ccordin1 to the property of dust and arranaed
a large-sized aas cut·off plate for the latter. Recently, we
developed a special device (patent pending) to be installed
in the hopper for discharging very liaht, fine·grained
adhesive dust. This special device is already in actual use
with aood results.
5.6 Hlah·voltaae Insulator
Employina electric dehumidification and blast cleaning
.systems, . this high-voltage insulator is free from damage
due to dielectric breakdown, and can be held without
damaae as it is supported free of thermal expansion and
contraction.
5. 7 Corrosion and wear
As corrosion preventing measures, we enforce heat
retaining and local heating and make severe selection of
materials for dry type EP. For sources of corrosion, the
best efforts are made for the prevention of outbreak of
corrosive atmosphere and for avoiding operation under
corrosive atmosphere. For the wet type whose feed water
system adopts a closed system recently, various kinds of
synthetic nonmetallic materials are used properly to
prevent corrosion by feed water.
The laraest wear is the wear of the inlet flue by fluid.
As a countermeasure to this, we improved the shape of
the flue and installed a special current control plate which
obtained satisfactory result for the protection of the wall
surfaces, also serving for the reduction of ventilation loss.
5.8 Explosion and combusion
The major combustible: gas which is liable to explode
may be CO. Explosion is a sudden combustion and
combustion easily occurs when ( 1) combustible gu, (2)
proper ~xyaen density and atmospheric temperature and
(3) i&nltion source are present. Our company pays much
attention to the followin& points and takes the following
safety measures, which have prevented occurrence or
extraordinary accidents in our products.
(1) To check. whether oxygen density is lower than the
safe oxygen density which is determined by the kind
and densit)' of combustible aas contained in mixed aas.
(2) To keep atmospheric temperature off the explosive
Um its.
(3) To control the combustion of source so as to reduce
the maximum ulue of combustible gas density.
(4) In or:der to check Ignition eneray on EP side: to
adopt power source equipment which does not aenar-
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ate high-frequency sparks, glow and arc by controlling
voltage by spark detection for each operation, an4 also
or an interlock or co and 02 densities and power
source. equipment. That is, practice or low voltage
operation, always, not accompanied by spark.
(S) The special safe structure enabling the largest-surface
part of the body of EP to open instantaneously.
Generally 1 the interlocking operation, which detects
combustible gas density and injects inert gas, is apt to be
segregated to density and the detected density does not
always indicate the maximum density. Besides, in relation
to time lag, the interlocking operation cannot be aaid to
be a sufficient preventive measure.
Conditions for dust combustion are the same u those
for gas. The neighbourhood of speciffl: dust which emits
component .gas with the lowest ignition point ignites first
and its heat energy bums dust in other parts one after
another. Considering that the quantity of dust sticking to
the surfaces of the electrodes which are the most important but the weakest parts of EP is responsible for overall

combustion, our company enforced electrode damage
preventing measures (patent pending) including the
above-mentioned measures for preventing explosion. As its
result, we could prevent serious accidents till the present.

6. C.ondusion
In this paper, the authors took up EP, particularly dry
type EP preponderantly and described, co1\cernln1 the
performance and reliability of the equipment, the results
or our research and practical application and the tech·
nique or combining EP with desulfurization and denitra·
tion equipment. It is considered that many technical
problems which have areater effect for our company and
for a number of researchers on dust collecting techniques
from practical engineering viewpoint are still left for
solution.
New needs will be developed for EP in future at the
request of the nation. We feel great responsibility in our
study and solicit continued guidance of the circles concerned.
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